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A Collection of Documentary Evidence and Guide Materials

Prepared by the American and British Prosecuting Staffs for

Presentation before the International Military Tribunal at Nurn-

berg, Germany, in the case of

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE FRENCH RE-
PUBLIC, THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND, and THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

— against—

HERMANN WILHELM GOERING, RUDOLF HESS,
JOACHIM von RIBBENTROP, ROBERT LEY, WILHELM
KEITEL, ERNST KALTENBRUNNER, ALFRED ROS-
ENBERG, HANS FRANK, WILHELM FRICK, JULIUS
STREICHER, WALTER FUNK, HJALMAR SCHACHT,
GUSTAV KRUPP von BOHLEN und HALBACH, KARL
DOENITZ, ERICH RAEDER, BALDUR von SCHIRACH,
FRITZ SAUCKEL, ALFRED JODL, MARTIN BORMANN,
FRANZ von PAPEN, ARTUR SEYSS-INQUART, AL-
BERT SPEER, CONSTANTIN von NEURATH, and HANS
FRITZSCHE, Individually and as Members of Any of the

Following Groups or Organizations to which They Respec-

tively Belonged, Namely: DIE REICHSREGIERUNG
(REICH CABINET); DAS KORPS DER POLITISCHEN
LEITER DER NATIONALSOZIALISTISCHEN DEUT-
SCHEN ARBEITERPARTEI (LEADERSHIP CORPS OF
THE NAZI PARTY); DIE SCHUTZSTAFFELN DER
NATIONALSOZIALISTISCHEN DEUTSCHEN ARBEIT-
ERPARTEI (commonly known as the "SS") and including

DIE SICHERHEITSDIENST (commonly known as the

"SD"); DIE GEHEIME STAATSPOLIZEI (SECRET
STATE POLICE, commonly known as the "GESTAPO")

;

DIE STURMABTEILUNGEN DER N.S.D.A.P. (commonly
known as the "SA") and the GENERAL STAFF and HIGH
COMMAND of the GERMAN ARMED FORCES all as de-

fined in Appendix B of the Indictment,

Defendants.
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PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-2

Speech of Julius Streicher from "Fraenkische Tageszeitung"

No. 108, Friday, 10th May 1935.

Julius Streicher spoke:
"* * * The Jews came to Germany, came to all countries, and

everywhere the same thing happened. The peoples used to be

led by their own nationals, by natives of their countries, they had

a leadership of their own blood. And then slowly the Jews came
to power, divided all peoples into parties, into religions, and thus

it became possible for the Jewish world regime to be, one can

say, the determining factor in world history during the last 150

years. Thus the German people had to withstand the whole

world. It withstood for four years and a half and we can proudly

say we are the greatest people, for the others together did not

manage to destroy us. Such a people is not meant to be com-

pletely destroyed under Jewish domination and to be sacrificed

once more. It is meant to live and to see to it that the other peo-

ples return to a free life.

The other day I had cause to congratulate Mosley, the leader

of the British Fascists, on a speech he had made. He thanked me
in writing and concluded by saying: As long as the Jews still

govern the poeples, as long as the world has not liberated itself

from Jewish domination, peace is unthinkable. You see, there-

fore, that the development which will give the other people their

freedom will originate from Germany.

We were right and we now look from the Third Reich towards
the big historical happenings of the present time and the future

and we see universal peace shaping, but only after a universal

judgment to which all Jewry will be compulsorily submitted.

* * * You see what happened here is still happening in all

other countries today. Everywhere parties, parliaments, baptized

Jews are in government. It is the Jew in Great Britain, the Jew
in France, the Jew in Russia, the Jew in Italy, the Jew all the

world over (applause) who does not want peace to come to this

world.

* * * This the French front-line soldier should take with him
to' France : The German people have taken a new lease of life,

they want peace, but if anyone tries to attack them, if anyone
tries to torture them again, if anyone tries to push them back
into the past, then the world would see another heroic epic, then

heaven will decide where righteousness lies—here, or where the

Jew' has the whiphand, where he instigates massacres, one could

almost say the biggest ritual murders of all times.

If the German people are to be slaughtered according to the
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Jewish rites, the whole world will be thus slaughtered at the same
time. The French people are being shaped by its rulers into an

instrument for those people who destroyed the Russians. Now
they are arming, arming to possess an army to re-establish dom-
ination, a Jewish domination not only over Germany, but the

final Jewish domination over the whole world. You see, my dear

compatriots, anyone knowing the racial question, anyone knowing
the Jewish question realizes all Jewry is the universal enemy.

As you have drummed morning and evening prayers into your

children's heads, so now drum this into their heads, so that the

German people may gain the spiritual power to convince the rest

of the world which the Jews desire to lead against us."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-3

ADOLF HITLER "MEIN KAMPF",
Unexpurgated edition in English published by Hutchinson,

Page 440.

"Certainly in the years 1918-1919 the founding of a multitude

of new groups, parties, etc., calling themselves 'Patriotic', was a

natural phenomenon of the time, for which the founders were not

at all responsible. By 1920 the National Socialist German Labour
Party had slowly crystallized from all these parties and had be-

come supreme. There could be no better proof of the sterling

honesty of certain individual founders than the fact that many
of them decided, in a really admirable manner, to sacrifice their

manifestly less successful movements to the stronger movement,

by joining it unconditionally and dissolving their own."

"This is specially true in regard to Julius Streicher, who was
at that time the protagonist of the German Socialist Party in

Nurnberg. The National Socialist German Labour Party had
been founded with similar aims in view, but quite independently

of the other. I have already said that Streicher, then a teacher

in Nurnberg, was the chief protagonist of the German Socialist

Party. He had a sacred conviction of the mission and future of

his own movement. As soon, however, as the superior strength

and stronger growth of the National Socialist Party became clear

and unquestionable to his mind he gave up his work in the Ger-

man Socialist Party and called upon his followers to fall into line

with the National Socialist German Labour Party, which had
come out victorious from the mutual contest, and carry on the

fight within its ranks for the common cause. The decision "was

personally a difficult one for him, but it showed a profound sense

of honesty."

2



PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-4

Streicher's speech on 5 September 1937 commemorating the

opening of the Wilhelm-Gustloff-Bridge in Nurnberg. (Reported

in the Fraenkische Tageszeitung 5 September 1937).

« * * * With the memorial which has just been unveiled we
honour, in the town of the Reich-Party rallies, the fighter who
was murdered by a member of the Jewish people. In a plain and
simple way it says on the bronze plaque "Wilhelm Gustloff, 30th

January 1895—4th February 1936. Murdered by a Jew."

I believe Nurnberg is the first town to have the courage to

write on a monument "Here a man is honoured who was killed

by a Jew."

The Legacy of Wilhelm Gustloff

This inscription should always remind us of our task of saying

before the whole world: This monument was not only built to

honour a murdered man of the movement. Nay, it must be a

real admonition. All those who walk or drive over this bridge

should cast their eyes upon this beautiful monument with a quiet

prayer. Bring your* children here and let them pray, not to

saints of the Jewish people, but to those who were murdered by
the Jewish people.

And this inscription should further admonish us not to tire in

our work of enlightenment that we began here 15 or more years

ago. We told the workmen time^and time again: Don't let the

Jew lead you astray. The Jewish serpent tells the peoples : You
are all equal. And millions believed the Jews and the disaster

occurred.

We repeatedly said: Rid yourselves of that enormous fraud.

It is not true that all peoples are equal. Nothing in nature is the

same and men are not the same either. God created inequality

in nature and men. But the inequality which the Jewish people

introduced among the peoples by creating enormous wealth on

one side and unspeakable misery on the other—that is unnatural.

This inequality created by the Jews must be exterminated.

The man who murdered Wilhelm Gustloff had to come from
the Jewish people, because the Jewish text-books teach that every

Jew has the right to kill the non-Jew, and, indeed, that it is

pleasing to the Jewish God to kill as many non-Jews as possible.

Look at the way the Jewish people have been following for

thousands of years past; everywhere murder, everywhere mass
• murder. Neither must we forget that behind present-day wars
there stands the Jewish financier who pursues his aims and in-

terests. The Jew always lives on the blood of other nations; he
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needs such murder and such victims. For us who know, the

murder of Wilhelm Gustloff is the same as ritual murder.

We must tell our children

!

It is our duty to tell the children at school and the bigger ones

what this memorial means. And to the many who today still do

not know what it is all about we must explain: The security

which we have now created for ourselves will only last for cen-

turies if we never more lose the knowledge which we have made
clear to the people.

The Jew no longer shows himself among us openly as he used

to. But it would be wrong to say that victory is ours. Full and
final victory will have been achieved only when the whole world

has been rid of Jews.

Every man or woman should be taken in to see the Anti-Bol-

shevist exhibition which has now been opened here, and then in

front of this memorial. Then perhaps many would understand

why we always say: The Jew is our misfortune.

We are here doing honour to a man who died bravely. You
know that a Jew came into his house and shot him treacherously.

When a German kills a German he has the whole nation against

him. But when a Jew kills a non-Jew the whole Jewish people

is on his side. All the Jews stood together and collected money
for the defence of this murderer. This shows what sort of a

people the Jews are and what we can still expect from this

people.

We must leave this place with a sacred vow to be hard of

heart. Peace has not come for us yet. Those who come after

us may perhaps live to see it, if what we preached, hammered
into people's heads, and planted in their hearts is never for-

gotten, if we who know plant hatred against the Jews in the

hearts of youth, if we do not get soft any more but remain strong.

Then we will overcome the dragon and crush beneath our heel

the head of the serpent which has wound itself round the globe

for many thousands of years.

We want to stand together.

We have dedicated our lives to the fight against the murderers

of Christ and we are proud that we did not spend the last years

in idleness, but by hard fighting carried enlightenment into the •

German people and furthermore into the other nations. From
this town enlightenment was carried into the world. In this place
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let us say to ourselves: We want to stand side by side in the

towns with the men, under whose care it is, and we want to take

it for granted that they are doing their job as it should be done;

and we want to stand together in the Gau because we have to ful-

fil a task. This task is not yet completed but we will continue

working in this spirit and belief to the last gasp. And if we
always think of Adolf Hitler, then we cannot fail to receive

strength and benediction from heaven.

Adolf Hitler also made this man, Wilhelm Gustloff, a follower

of his, and Wilhelm Gustloff remained faithful to the Fuehrer

unto death. We salute Adolf Hitler, the creator of the Third

Reich, the Saviour of the German people."

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-5

PRESS CONFERENCE
on August 4, 1938.

In the chair: Regional leader [Gauamtsleiter] Schoeller.

Duration: 1 hour.

1. Reception of journalists from the Reich.—The representa-

tive of the German and Austrian party and general press, who
will arrive in Nurnberg today and tomorrow morning, will be

received according to the following programme:

09.30: Assembly of participants in the Deutsche Hof.

09.45: Proceed by bus to Gau house.

10.00—10.30 : Reception in the Gau house conference room
by Gau leader Streicher. Conducted tour of Nurnberg
(old town, etc.)

12.30—14.00: Luncheon in the historical ceremonial hall

of the Rathaus.

14.00—16.30: Conducted tour of the party convention

area.

Guide: Prof. Brugmann.

2. Opening of the Bast Ltd. swimming pool.—At 11 :00 hrs. on
August 6th in the presence of the Gau leader.

3. Bicycle races at Reichelsdorf.-—On Sunday, August 7th, in

the presence of the Gau leader who has taken on the patronage.

4. Breaking-up of the Synagogue.— (information must be kept
secret until further notice) At 10.00 hrs on August 10th a start

will be made at breaking-up the synagogue. Gau leader Julius

Streicher will personally set the crane in motion to remove the

Jewish symbols (Star of David, etc). The show should be ar-

ranged in a big way. Further details are still outstanding.
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5. Editor Burkert of the "Neustaedter Anzeigelblatt."—Ac-

cording to an unofficial report, editor Burkert had to appear be-

fore Gau leader Streicher this morning. At the end of the dis-

cussion Berkert was severely admonished (apparently by S-choel-

ler). An extract from today's paper concerning this matter is

attached.

6. Former prime minister Held.—According to a DNB mes-

sage, the former Bavarian prime minister Held has died. Editors

are expected to use their tact in that they, if they are to publish

this information at all, do not feature it or allot it space on the

front page.

7. Foreign journalists—The presence and activities of foreign

journalists may only be reported on with the permission of the

Reich office for propaganda. The value of these foreigners may
be gauged for instance on the reporting of the Reuter representa-

tive who is at present at Hesselberg. He reported inter alia that

every year on the Day of Franconia the 12 prettiest and the 12

ugliest maidens of Franconia were selected. The 12 prettiest

maidens belonged to the Gau leader and his staff and the ugliest

were burned at the stake.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-6

Leading Article by Julius Streicher from "Der Stuermer"
of September 1936 (No. 39)

To everybody! The "Stuermer" was right.

The battle against the devil.

When in 1933 National Socialism came to power in Germany,
many people thought that they could say that the "Stuermer's"

task was now finished. During the ensuing period striking

events brought about by Jews made it clear to these know-alls

that they had been talking nonsense. When the Nurnberg de-

crees for the protection of German blood and the German people

were decided upon at the Reich Party Rally in 1935, there were
again people who believed that with the creation of these laws

the Jewish question was solved. Those who thought and talked

along these lines were again given a lesson within the year by
world events. Only those who had but a superficial knowledge

of what the Jewish question means to those who know, could

speak of a solution of this question. At the Reich Party Rally

in Nurnberg which has just ended, it must have become clear

even to the most simple-minded that the Jewish question is a
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question of world importance, the solution of which depends on a

course of events which stretches out beyond the frontiers of the

Third Reich. The speeches made at the Reich Party Congress

in Nurnberg have finally put a spoke in the wheel of those who,

consciously or unconsciously, were against the work of the

"Stuermer." Dr. Wagner, the Reich Medical Chief, said in his

speech of the 12th September 1936—word for word

:

"However, to those who believe that the Jewish question has

been finally solved and the matter thus settled for Germany by
the Nurnberg decrees, be it said: The battle continues—world

Jewry itself is seeing to that anyhow—and we shall only get

through this battle victoriously if every member of the German
people knows that their very existence is at stake. The work of

enlightenment carried on by the party seems to me to be more
than ever necessary today, when even many party members
seem to think these matters no longer real or urgent."

Dr. Wagner, the Reich medical chief, thereby said what the

"Stuermer" has always said to those who did not want to under-

stand its work. At the Reich Party Rally of 1936 National

Socialism declared war to the death on the Bolshevist Jews who
are setting fire to the world. But wars can only be won if the

combatants know for what they are fighting. The "Stuermer's"

15 years of work of enlightenment has already led an army of

those who know—millions strong—to National Socialism. The

continued work of the "Stuermer'' will help to ensure that every

German down to the last man will, with heart and hand, join the

ranks of those whose aim it is to crush the head of the serpent

Pan—Juda beneath their heels. He who helps to bring this about

helps to eliminate the devil. And this devil is the Jew.

Julius Streicher.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-7

"Voelkischer Beobachter" dated 29 March 1933,

vol. 46, No. 88, column 4.

Proclamation of the party executive of the national-socialist

party. Saturday, at 10 a. m. sharp, Jewry will realize whom
it has challenged!

Instructions to the whole party:

The following instructions are issued to all party offices and

party organizations.

7
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Item 1

—

Action committees for boycotting Jews

In every local branch and formation of the national-socialist

party organization action committees are to be formed without

delay for the practical and systematical carrying out of a boycott

of Jewish commercial enterprises, Jewish goods, Jewish doctors

and Jewish lawyers. The action committees are responsible for

seeing that no innocent party is hit by the boycott but that it

will hit the guilty parties all the harder.

Item 4

—

Central leadership: Party member Streicher

In cases of doubt commercial enterprises will not be boycotted

until the central committee in Munich has issued definite instruc-

tions to the contrary. Chairman of the central committee is

party member Streicher.

* * * * * * *

Item 8

—

The boycott starts on April 1st.

The boycott will not commence spasmodically, but with one

blow. All preparations are to be made with this end in view.

The SA and SS are instructed to warn the population by means
of pickets from entering Jewish enterprises once the boycott has

started. The commencement of the boycott will be announced
through posters, through the press, by means of leaflets, etc. The
boycott will start at one blow on April 1st at 10 a.m. sharp.

The national-socialist party.

The party executive.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-8

"Voelkischer Beobachter" dated 13 Feb. 1935, .

vol. 48 No. 44, page 2, column 3.

The Fuehrer congratulates Julius Streicher on his 50th birth-

day.

Adolf Hitler spoke to his old comrades in battle and to his

followers in words which went straight to their hearts. By way
of introduction he remarked that it was a special pleasure to be

present for a short while in Nurnberg, the town of the national-

socialist community which had been steeled in battle, at this day

of honour of Julius Streicher, and to be within the circle of the

standard bearers of the national-socialist idea during many
years.

8
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Just as they all of them had during the years of oppression

unshakeably believed in the victory of the movement, so his

friend and comrade in the battle, Streicher, had stood faithfully

at his side at all times. It had been this unshakeable belief that

had moved mountains.

For Streicher it would surely be a solemn thought, that this

fiftieth anniversary meant not only the half-way point of a cen-

tury, but also of a thousand years of German history to him. He
had in Streicher a companion of whom he could say that here in

Nurnberg was a man who would never waver for a single second

and who would unflinchingly stand behind him in every situation.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-IO

An Article which appeared in a special edition

of the "Stuermer" in May 1939.

THE "STUERMER'S" ANSWER TO THE ARCHBISHOP
OF CANTERBURY

This special edition must not be concluded before the "Stuer-

mer" has had it out with Dr. Lang, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury (England). As has already been reported previously, this

churchman participated in the general outcry of protests against

the "Stuermer" and its publisher, Julius Streicher * * *

This senile priest, however, has by virtue of his protest, joined

forces with a company which must expose him to shame and
contempt. At the same time he has, with this protest, offended

against the laws of decency and against the most elementary

principles of Christianity. * * *

The Archbishop of Canterbury therefore sides with the money
bag, with the lying world press, with the Jewish crooks and finan-

cial hyenas, with the Jewish-Bolshevist mass-murderers. It is a
fine company which the Archbishop o'f Canterbury has joined.

They are flayers of mankind, criminals, gangsters, murderers. In

short, they are Jews.

By choosing their side, the Archbishop of Canterbury com-
mitted a further, even more contemptible crime. He committed
the crime of betraying Christianity. The crime of betraying
non-Jewish mankind.

The Archbishop of Canterbury insults Julius Streicher. He
calls him an "odious inciter." The Archbishop cannot hurt
Julius Streicher by this. This man stands so high in the battle

which he is conducting against world Jewry that the Archbishop
of Canterbury cannot reach him. But let this be said to the

9



Archbishop : To fight for the Jeivs is easy. To fight against the

Jews is difficult. It is the most difficult and the greatest of bat-

tles. Julius Streicher has been fighting this battle for 20 years.

In doing this, he had to risk his name, his existence, and his life

a thousand times. Again and again he had to go into the prisons

of the Republic. And he did all this only because he knows that

the battle against world Jewry is after all nothing but the battle

of good against bad. The Archbishop of Canterbury, who, sur-

rounded by a halo, stands at the head of the Church of England,

would never have had the courage to fight the battle. He would
never have had the courage to use all his resources and to sacri-

fice everything in order to be able to oppose the enemy of the

world with all his might.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-l I

STREICHER'S SPEECH IN THE CENTRAL HALL OF
THE COLISEUM IN NURNBERG, 23 November 1922,

Taken from "Kampfdem Weltfeind", pages 17-20

"I see thousands of workers poorly dressed passing me by
after a hard day's work carrying a pot of soup * * * They
speak of their hard life and of their unbearable misery. But
other people also pass me by clad in valuable fur coats, with fat

necks and paunchy stomachs. These people do not work. They
are Jews taking an evening walk. They speak of their business

and their profit. * * * The Jew is born for driving hard

bargains and doing nothing. * * * people that is born for

bargaining has no right to live amongst the people which for

thousands of years has made its living by honest work. The
whole German people works, but the Jews live at the expense of

the Germans."

"It is wrong to say that France, England and the remaining

Allies won the World War. The only victor was the international

Jewr
"We know that Germany will be free when the Jew has been

excluded from the life of the German people."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-12

STREICHER'S SPEECH 20 November 1924

Taken from "Kampf dem Weltfeind", pp. 30-34

"I beg you and particularly those of you who carry the cross

throughout the land to become somewhat more serious when I

10
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speak of the enemy of the German people, namely, the Jew. Not
out of irresponsibility or for fun do I fight against the Jewish

enemy, but because I bear within me the knowledge that the whole

misfortune was brought to Germany by the Jews alone."

"I ask you once more, what is at stake today? The Jew seeks

dominion not only among the German people but among all

peoples. The Communists paved the way for him. * * *

Do you not know that the God of the Old Testament orders the

Jews to consume and enslave the peoples of the earth?"

'The government allows the Jew to do as he pleases. The people

expect actions to be taken * * * You may think about

Adolf Hitler as you please, but one thing you must admit! He
possessed the courage to attempt to free the German people from
the Jew by a national revolution. That was action indeed."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-13

STREICHER'S SPEECH IN NURNBERG, 3 April 1925

Taken from "Kampf dem Weltfeind," p. 42

"You must realize that the Jew wants our people to perish.

That is why you must join us and leave those who have brought

you nothing but war inflation and discord. For thousands of

years the Jew has been destroying the nations. Let us make a

new beginning today so that we can annihilate the Jew."
•

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-14

STREICHER'S SPEECH IN THE HERCULES HALL IN
NURNBERG 21 April 1932,

Taken from "Kampf dem Weltfeind," p. 134

"For 13 years I have fought against Jewry.

"But I know that the German worker can only be won back if

these words are continually hammered into him : the Jews are our

misfortune.

"All Jews have one common aim: World dominion."

"We know that the Jew whether he is baptized as a Protestant

or as a Catholic, remains a Jew. Why cannot you realize, you
Protestant clergymen, you Catholic priests, you who have scales

before your eyes and serve the god of the Jews who is not the

God of Love but the God of Hate? Why do you not listen to

Christ who said to the Jews : 'You are children of the devil/
"

11



PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-20

"German People's Health from Blood and Soil".

[Deutsche Volksgesundheit aus Blut und Boden], New Year's

Issue 1935.

"It is established for all eternity: alien albumen is the sperm
of a man of alien race. The male sperm in cohabitation is par-

tially or completely absorbed by the female and thus enters her

bloodstream. One single cohabitation of a Jew with an Aryan
woman is sufficient to poison her blood forever. Together with

the alien albumen she has absorbed the alien soul. Never again

will she be able to bear purely Aryan children, even when mar-

ried to an Aryan. They will all be bastards, with a dual soul and

the body of a mixed breed. Their children will also be crossbreeds,

that means ugly people of unsteady character and with a tendency

to illness. Now we know why the Jew uses every artifice of se-

duction in order to ravish German girls at as early an age as pos-

sible, why the Jewish doctor rapes his patients while they are

under anaesthetic. He wants the German girl and the German
woman to absorb the alien sperm of a Jew. She is never again

to bear German children. But the blood products of all animals

right down to the bacteria like serum, lymph, extracts from in-

ternal organs, etc. are also alien albumen. They have a poisonous

effect if directly introduced into the bloodstream either by vac-

cination or injection. By these products of sick animals the blood

is ravished, the Aryan is 'impregnated' with an alien species.

* * * The author and abettor of such action is the Jew. He
has been aware of the secrets of the race question for centuries

and therefore plans systematically the annihilation of the nations

which are superior to him. Science and 'authorities' are his in-

struments for the enforcing of pseudo-science and the conceal-

ment of truth."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-21

' Article from "Der Stuermer", No. 10, March 1936, p.8.

JEWISH BLOOD IN A PRIEST'S ROBE
The secret about vicar Jacobi.

Christ once said to the Pharisees that they walked about in

sheep's clothing but were in reality ravening wolves, that they

were liars, and cheats. Such ravening wolves are also those

priests who have put on their priests' robes, not because of an

inner need, but in order to deceive and fool others. On examin-

ing the vilest agitators in priests' clothing more thoroughly, one

always discovers the wolf in sheep's clothing. Their blood and
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their split soul induce them to sacrifice the cause of the people to

the cause of the Jewish world criminals.

One such wolf in sheep's clothing is vicar Jacobi of the Kaiser-

Wilhelm memorial church in Berlin. At solemn meeting held in

Berlin to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of the prot-

estant fighter, Adolf Stoecker, he succeeded in degrading the

memory of that great man. He succeeded in reinterpreting for

his un-German purposes the name Adolf Stoecker, although he

knew that this man was as much a good priest of the Evangelic

church as he was a great anti-semite. The audience at that meet-

ing was indignant at vicar Jacobi's attitude. The key to this

peculiar priest's attitude can be found in the reformed church

register of Jericho near Berlin. There we find as a direct an-

cestor of vicar Jacobi the Jewish merchant Simon Jacobi. The
document says

:

Jericho (Altmark)

"On the 15th November 1804 in the Royal Amtskirche here

there was presented and baptised by me, after previous lessons

in the Christian religion, the Jewish proselyte, Simon Jacobi from
Genthin, born on 21st February 1778 in the Bernburg township

of Gernerode, who received the name Friedrich Julius Simon
Jacobi on being baptised."

As the blood is, so is the man. Whoever has Jewish blood in

his veins will sooner or later reveal the Jewish part of his char-

acter. This is what happened with vicar Jacobi of the Kaiser-

Wilhelm memorial church in Berlin. The Jewish blood which
runs in his veins revealed him at that meeting in a predestined

manner as what he always has been and always will be—a mem-
ber of the Jewish race.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-22

LETTER FROM "DER STUERMER", No. 14, April 1937.

Der Reichsfuehrer-SS. Berlin, S.W.ll, 19 Jan. 1937.

Prinz Albrecht Strasse 8.

If in later years the history of the re-awakening of the German
people is written and if already the next generation will be un-

able to understand that the German people was once friendly to

the Jews, it will be stated that Julius Streicher and his weekly
paper "Der Stuermer" have contributed a great deal towards the

enlightenment regarding the enemy of humanity.

Der Reichsfuehrer SS.

(Sgd) H. Himmler.
693261—47—2
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LETTER FROM "DER STUERMER", No. 16, April 1936, page 8.

THE STUERMER IN THE YOUTH HOSTEL

How German boys and girls are being made familiar with the

Jewish question.

Dear "Stuermer",

The children of the "National Socialist Youth Hostel" at Gross-

moellen in Pomerania also want to send you their greetings.

We read your reports every week with great interest. The "Stuer-

mer" is and will be a welcome guest in our house. With its help

we get to know the Jew as he is. We also have a simple "Stuer-

mer" case. We cut out the pictures from the "Stuermer" and fix

them to a special notice board in our day room. There the boys

and girls can get to know exactly what the Jews look like.

Now we want to tell you of another method, which we use to

expose the Jew to all children. Every Sunday night the leader

of our hostel presents a play about the Jews with his hand puppet-

show. We have a puppet which represents a proper Jew. He
has a nose like the Devil. When the Casper comes we call on him
to chase away the nasty Jew. But whenever during the game the

Jew asks us to help him, we then simply call for Casper.

Today we saw a play on how the devil persuades the Jew to

shoot a conscientious National Socialist. In the course of the

play the Jew did it too. We all heard the shot. We would have all

liked to jump up and arrest the Jew. But then the policeman

came and after a short struggle took the Jew along. You can

imagine, dear "Stuermer", that we heartily cheered the police-

man. In the whole play not one name was mentioned. But we
all knew that this play represented the murder by the Jew Frank-

furter. We were very sick when we went to bed that night. None
felt like talking to the others. This play made it clear to us how
the Jew sets to work.

Now we act regularly in plays about the Jews which the leader

of our home reads to us from the "Stuermer". We can hardly

wait for the next Saturday to come around again. We greet you,

dear "Stuermer" with a loud "Heil Hitler."

The boys and girls of the National Socialist

Youth Hostel, Grossmoellen.

14
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LETTER FROM "DER STUERMER" No. 10, March 1936,

Page 10.

He calls himself a Party Member
Dear Stuermer.

Germany is still reacting against the treacherous crime com-

mitted at Davos by the Jew Frankfurter against the provincial

group leader [Landesgruppenleiter] of the NSDAP, Gustloff.

Every German, particularly every party member must know, that

the Jew is the bitterest enemy of our nation. The party member
Johann Jakob, known as Bauerndick, from Reichenbach near

Teuschnitz, differs in his opinion. He is acting on behalf of the

Jew, Gassenheimer, from Hildburghausen. In a public house

—

on 6th February, 1936— he called the Jews his friends. There is

no room in the party for such who bow down to the Jews.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-27

LETTER FROM "DER STUERMER", No. 11, March 1936,

p. 10.

Friends of the Jews on the Moselle

Dear Stuermer,

In Bruttig, in the lovely Moselkrampen, there is a boarding

school for children. It is under the direction of sisters. Jewish
children were cared for there too. That these offspring of Jews
even stood round the little crib and took part in the performances

during the Christmas plays reveals the spirit which prevails in

this school. Now the National-Socialist communal counsellor has

put an end to these undignified conditions. He put a ban on Jew-
ish children being cared for at the school. There was great sor-

row over this among those who bow down to the Jews. To over-

come this "bad state of affairs", the wife of the richest peasant

in Bruttig, Mrs. Nik. Loenarz, decided to look after the Jewish
children. She now goes out for walks with Jewish children in

bright daylight. No wonder the Loenarz family buys meat from
the Jew. "Tell me with whom you consort and I will tell you who
you are.

1 *

In nearby Fankel, there lives a brother of the Loenarz woman,
the friend of Jews. His name is Josef Hess; he is the owner of a

patrimonial estate and is the richest bachelor in the place. This

compatriot never gives anything for any collection. He says he

has nothing himself. Another owner of a patrimonial estate,

Math. Hess, does not give a Pfennig either. That is how these
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people show their gratefulness to the Third Reich for having

saved them from communism. For those kinds of compatriots it

would have been far better if they had themselves felt the "bless-

ings" of communism.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-28

LETTER FROM "DER STUERMER", No. 11, March 1936, p. 10.

She must stick to the Jews.

Dear Stuermer,

The laws of the Nurnberg party convention define the Jews'

position towards the German people. The bestial murder com-

mitted in Davos by the Jew, Frankfurter, should further con-

tribute to every German's knowledge as to what attitude to adopt

towards the Jews. Yet there are still compatriots who stick to

the Jews.

The wife of the farmer Menzel, from Gross-Schiresdorf, near

Goldberg, buys her shoes from a Jew, though her husband, as a

farmer Stahlhelm-member, belongs to the SAR. Dear "Stuer-

mer", we National Socialists of Silesia will work hard to make
every compatriot realize the Jewish question. But the nation

should also know who are the people who sabotage our defensive

struggle.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-30

SPEECH BY JULIUS STREICHER ON 26 JUNE 1925 IN THE
BAVARIAN DIET,

Taken from "Kampf dem Weltfeind", Page 49.

We National-Socialists demand that our children are instructed

by German teachers only. Even if the diet does not agree to our

demand, we shall not relinquish it. We know that Jewish children

are being educated quite differently by their parents from Ger-

man children. The Jewish children are being taught that they

belong to a chosen race but that the German children belong to

a race which is equal to cattle. Considering this fact, it is obvi-

ous to us National Socialists that we shall never place German
children in the same classroom with Jewish children.

And now how does this method of education operate in daily

life? The Jew considers not only the individual but the whole

nation as cattle. These workers who are in the Communist party

do not know yet that they with all their idealism, are tools of this

race, which strives after nothing else but world domination. There
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is no need for you to tell me that the Jew has lived for ages in

Germany and that he is a citizen of this country. With equal

rights, in the course of a couple of centuries, our descendants

would have to look upon the Negro who is at present with the

troops of occupation on the Rhine as upon a citizen of equal qual-

ity and with equal rights. The mere fact that the Jew has been

living in Germany for ages does not mean a thing. The Jew be-

longs to a foreign race and his aims are of alien character. There-

fore, he must not have the same rights as we have. The Jew
should educate his children in Jewish schools. Later on you will

realize how important it is to have these demands carried out.

Mr. Kultusminister (Minister of public worship and instruc-

tion), in the same way as you cannot prevent us refusing to ac-

cept the Negro on the Rhine, you cannot deprive us of our knowl-

edge that the Jew is a foreign element in our midst. You can

solve the anti-semitic problem only when you have eliminated the

Jew from the life of the German people.

Recently the German Academy opened in Munich. Two mem-
bers of this institution are pure Jews, Theodor Wolf of the "Ber-

liner Tageblatt" and Georg Bernhardt of the "Vossische Zeitung".

Can one, under such circumstances, still describe an Academy as

"German" ?

Mr. Kultusminister, do create German schools and German
Academies! Take away from the Jew the possibility of influenc-

ing the soul of our German youth ! It is you, Mr. Kultusminister,

who should, as a responsible person, be the first to set a good
example ! But you continue to carry on in the same old way until

it will be too late. Mr. Kultusminister: You yourself are contrib-

uting to the fact that Germany is on her way to destruction. I

repeat: We demand the transformation of the school into a Na-
tional-German institute of education. If we let German children

be taught by German teachers then we shall have laid the foun-

dations for the National-German school. This National-German
school must teach racial doctrine. At the present moment our

youth is still being educated according to the freemason principle:

"All that has human face is equal." It is a ridiculous expression.

Just as animals belong to various races so are human beings dif-

ferent from one another. The distinction has been made by God.

The motto of the future should be: "Not all that has a human
face is the same." Our compatriots in the Palatinate can see

daily the difference between Germans and Negroes. But it is not
only the color which decides the difference between us and other
races, it is the blood. We National Socialists demand that all pu-
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pils from the grammar to high school be enlightened regarding

the differences between the races. This will clear the way for the

realization that the Jew is not a German but a man of alien race.

People say now that the Jew has merely a different religion and
in 200 years people will say that the Negro on the Rhine has

merely a different color. It is the task of a Kultusminister to

make a clean sweep of this view. We demand, therefore, the in-

troduction of racial doctrine into the school.

There are people who are still in favor of confessional schools.

When we demand that the children be educated in German schools,

the answer is always that religion is in danger on account of chil-

dren of different confessions sitting side by side. If the clergy do

their duty as teachers of religion, then religion is not being en-

dangered. In the factories workers of both confessions are earn-

ing their living. You will not be asked there whether you hold

the hammer in a catholic or protestant fist. Let us at last stop

differentiating between Protestants and Catholics! Let us be

Germans! To my mind a good German is also a good Christian!

I would like to conclude ! In his speech a communist deputy has

just spoken about reconciliation between nations. I am giving

him his reply: It is impossible to speak about reconciliation be-

tween nations without dealing with the Jewish question first.

Whoever has recognized the baneful influence and the aims of

Jewry in the world will understand our stubborn struggle and our

resistance. Mr. Deputy of the Communist Party: You cannot

deny the fact that wherever you may go, in China, in Africa, in

America, Soviet agents are at work! They are agents of the

Jews who are ruling Russia today. The results will be apparent

in not far distant future. The final battle with the international

power of the world Jewry is imminent. We shall win the battle

only when we give up the petty party struggle and become a
united nation. It will become a fact when we Germans realize the

extent of the damage already caused by the Jewish fungus. At
the moment when we have freed ourselves internally from the

Jewish power as well as from the Jewish idea of domination the

way to reconciliation with other non-Jewish nations will lie open.

We can now already feel that many nations, the same as ourselves,

are longing for the liberation from the Jewish oppressor. You
too, gentlemen, will understand one day the reason why there

were National Socialists who were prepared to be abused, reviled,

or to be imprisoned for their ideology ! I have always been firmly

convinced that we deserve our future only when we have the cour-

age to describe the race which crucified Christ as the enemy of

the world.
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AN ARTICLE SIGNED BY JULIUS STREICHER IN
"DER STUERMER", No. 12, 19th March 1942, pages 1 and 2

The approaching finale

The prophecy of the Fuehrer

There were two ways which might have led to a liberation of

Europe from the Jews: Expulsion or extermination! Both

methods have been tried in the course of the centuries, but they

were never carried to a conclusion. In the thirteenth century

there was an expulsion of Jews from England; a century later

one from France. Towards the end of the fifteenth century the

Jews were expelled from Spain and Portugal, and this also took

place in Germany and the eastern European countries. However,

as this forcible expulsion was not employed simultaneously by all

the nations, its success was bound to be denied to Europe as a

whole. For when a Jew was expelled from one country he emi-

grated to a part of the continent where the expulsion of Jews had
not yet been carried out, or where it had already died down. Thus
the Jew wandered from one country to another during the mediae-

val expulsions of Jews, and in the end he still remained the victor.

Just as the expulsion of Jews merely led to temporary partial

successes because of the disunity in the procedure by the Euro-

pean nations, so could the attempt at extermination not lead to

any result either, because the extermination was carried out in

small numbers and in a few countries only.

The teaching of Christianity had stood in the way of a radical

solution of the Jewish problem in Europe. The Christian teach-

ing which conceded to the Jewish people the title "God's people,"

the protection of the commandment of "love thy neighbour," a

commandment which even demands that the neighbour known to

be an enemy is not excluded : "If someone smite you on the right

cheek, offer him your left cheek as well" * * *

Fate has decreed that it was finally left to the 20th century to

see the total solution of the Jewish problem. Just how this solu-

tion will be achieved has been made known to the European na-

tions and to entire non-Jewish humanity in a proclamation read

out by the Fuehrer of the German people on the 24th February
1942 (the 22nd anniversary of the day on which the N.S.D.A.P.
was founded).

Today the ideas of our Nationalsocialist and those of the Fas-
cist revolution have conquered large and mighty nations and my
prophecy will find its fulfillment, that in this war not the Aryan
race will be destroyed, but the Jew will be exterminated. What-
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ever else this struggle may lead to, or however long it may endure,

this will be the final result. And only then, after the removal of

these parasites, will there be a long period of understanding

amongst nations, and hence real peace will come to the suffering

world.

Julius Streicher

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-32

4<DON'T TRUST THE FOX IN THE GREEN MEADOW NOR
THE JEW ON HIS OATH"

"A picture book for grown-ups and little ones" by Elvira Bauer

published by the printing dept. of "Der Stuermer", 1936

[Page 6]

"Jesus Christ says, The Jew is a murderer through and

through'. And when Christ had to die the Lord didn't know any

other people who would have tortured him to death, so he chose

the Jews. That is why the Jews pride themselves on being the

chosen people.".

[Page 18 (see illustration)]

The Jewish butcher. "He sells half refuse instead of meat. A
piece of meat lies on the floor, the cat claws another. This doesn't

worry the Jewish butcher since the meat increases in weight.

Besides, one mustn't forget, he won't have to eat it himself."

[Page 24 (see illustration)]

"What a poor specimen the Jew is. He doesn't like his own
women and thinks himself clever if he steals a German woman for

himself. Yet look at the Jew : He doesn't even fit her."

[Page 30 (see illustration)]

Shows Streicher as friend and educator of German boys and
girls. "We have a fighter in the German Gau of Franconia whom
we have to thank that our country remains healthy and free of

Jewish residue."

[Page 32 (see illustration)]

Shows German children reading the "Stuermer". "Read the

Stuermer! Dirty Jews!"

[Page 36 (see illustration)]

Expulsion of Jewish children from the schools whilst German
children jeer. "Now it is going to be nice at school, for all Jew-

ish children have to go, big ones and little ones. Crying, weep-

ing, fury and anger doesn't help. Away with the Jewish brood!"
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From the "Muenchener Beobachter," Daily Supplement to the

"Voelkischer Beobachter," Issue No. 91/92, dated 1/2 April 1933

100,000 demonstrate in Koenigsplatz against the Jewish

incitements to cruelty

Julius Streicher versus Jewish world plague.

On Tuesday, so began Streicher, the Fuehrer declared: "We
have now fought for 14 years for the German people, and now,

when we want to give it peace, it is more troubled than ever be-

fore. For weeks past the newspapers abroad have been saying

that Bolsheviks caught in Germany were tortured to death, that

they had their eyes put out, that their corpses were mutilated

and that pogroms were arranged

!

For 14 years we have been repeating in Germany: German
people, learn to recognize your true enemy! And the German
simpletons listened carefully and then declared that we preached

religious hatred. Now the German people is awake, Yes, the

whole world now speaks of the eternal Jew.

Never since the beginning of the world and the creation of

man has there been a nation which dared to fight against a nation

of bloodsuckers and extortioners who for a thousand years have

spread all over the world.

The German people did not wish to start that fight, but one day

it will thank the fates for the fact that the eternal Jew had been

negligent and had thrown a burning torch amongst the nations.

The day will come, when humanity will free itself from the Jew-
ish scourge and will stretch its hands towards the eternal peace.

It is only because the German people had not recognized its

enemy for so long that such unutterable suffering has over-

whelmed us. It was left to our movement to expose the eternal

Jew as a mass murderer.

I do not ask you whether you are Catholics or Protestants, but
if you are Christians, then I tell you : Golgotha has not yet been
avenged. But time brings its own revenge, and those who were
responsible for Golgotha are already on their way to it.

For weeks past the whole of the Jewish Press abroad is incit-

ing its readers and the people there believe their lies, just as they
did during the years of the world war, when the field gray front

defended its native land with its bodies. And if today it is said,

as it was then, that it were the French, the Russian and the
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American etc. nations and their press who were responsible, then

I say to you : No ! it was not the foreign nations, but it was the

Jewish people who were responsible. There are 15 millions Jews
in the world, and these 15 million live scattered amongst all the

nations of the earth and it is they who must be thanked for the

results. Their God tells them : "go out, as you are selected to be

the rulers of all nations on earth, and all others must be your
slaves

!"

The Jew earns his money not by honest work, as a peasant or

a workman, but he lives by profiting from the labours of others.

He lives by the sweat of other people who work for him.

The German nation was split into innumerable factions—and
this was the work of the Jew.

The Jew is in the minority in every country and in order to

obtain power as such, he makes use of his ancient slogan; divide

and rule!

First of all the Jew divided the German nation in two halves.

He placed on the left those who had no possessions, the proletar-

iat, and rendered them homeless and deprived them of their soul.

On the right side he placed the owners and he unchained a repul-

sive struggle between the two which led to a break in the develop-

ment of the German Nation and brought on it untold misfortunes.

Marx and Lassal were the founders of the left side, Stahl and
Wertheimer—those of the right.

And the Jew always formed new parties and placed in each

his satellites. He joined the left ones in his capacity as a Jew,

whereas to enable him to join the parties of the right he was
baptized, as if through this, he could conceal his race.

Each party was supplied by the Jew with newspapers in which

he wrote whatever he wished.

To be international was fashionable, and the Jews brought our

people to such a pass that it was possible for a State to arise,

for which the bells of Potsdam have now at last, prepared an end.

Why does the Jew now persecute from abroad the nation which

has so far never as much as touched a hair on his head and even

now leaves him free to roam about? The reason is that Germany
is lead today by men and not by unscrupulous party officials

(stormy applause).

Today a new Germany arises, a Germany where it will be im-
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possible to cause injury to the people by party intrigues in Par-

liament. Hence the incitement to hate and horrors, because

there exist no more parties for the protection of Jews in Ger-

many. Because in Bavaria, too, a Bavarian people's party must
become used to the fact that a new Bavaria has arisen, which is

greater and more beautiful than the former one and that the

dream of an independent state of Bavaria, bound by the river

Main, is ended.

A few days before the last elections "Frankfurter Zeitung"

wrote: "There is nothing more to do in the North. Now it is

necessary to try to save what there is still to be saved in the

South." But those gentlemen have entirely miscalculated; for

they did not take into account the German blood and the German
soul.

The time has passed when disunity of the countries could be

counted upon.

The German countries are today put on a national-socialist

basis by one man of whom only recently a Jew said that he should

be driven out of the country with a dog's whip. (Stormy cries

of 'shame'.)

The Jew who came to us as guest with the Romans 2,000 years

ago has abused the hospitality extended to him and now he places

us in the position of an accused person.

The Jew continues his campaign of hate from abroad, because

he has no parties inside this country which he can utilize for this

purpose. But he will continue to incite people until the time

arrives when he recognizes our steadfastness.

As long as I stand at the head of the struggle, this struggle

will be conducted so thoroughly that the eternal Jew will derive

no joy from it. The movement which has made such great sac-

rifices, such as the national socialist movement, has the blessing

of God almighty, and will also emerge victorious from this battle.

It will bring suffering, now to a few small men, but do make
your sacrifice, for it will not last long and have ye faith

!

The present struggle is of incalculable importance. Should the

German nation be victorious, and victorious it will be, then free-

dom will come to all other nations.

At 10 o'clock the boycott begins!

Take part in it, all, without exception! We want to become
once more united in our will and beliefs, free as were our fathers.

And even if the world were full of devils we must succeed

!
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"Voelkischer Beobachter" South-German edition, 279 edition

—

48th year Sunday 6th October 1935.

Safeguard of German Blood and German Honour
Gauleiter Streicher speaks at a DAF [German Labour Front]

mass-demonstration, for the Nurnberg laws.

Berlin, 5th October

Gauleiter Julius Streicher spoke in Berlin on Friday for the

second time within a few weeks. * * *

Often interrupted by tempestuous applause he laid down in

effect: "If the misfortunes are to be removed from the world,

they must be torn out by the roots; the cause of all misfortune

in the world, is after all, due to one people, which for centuries

has carried on disorder in all other lands. The Jew has under-

stood how to camouflage himself to such an extent, that even

today, in so-called educated circles, there are some who do not

understand the Jewish question, and still speak of so-called

"decent" Jews. We have therefore, to unmask the Jew, and that

is what I have been doing for the past 15 years! (Tempestuous
applause.)

If one realizes, the Gauleiter continued, what enormous injury

to peoples' property is caused by bastards, one will understand,

why National-Socialism on the day of the Reichsparteitag of

freedom, has created the law for the safeguarding of German
blood and German honour. Is it not our just right to protect the

German woman? Just in that way do we justify the culture,

which the Jews for the very same reason, dishonestly wish to

deny to us. In 100 or 200 years time the German people will

have become a new people, just because we have kept from it all

strange and bad blood."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-35

LEADING ARTICLE IN "DER STUERMER" No. 28, July 1938

* * * But Jewry will be mistaken. It will blunder as it

always has done when dealing with National Socialism. In the

person of Adolf Hitler an opponent has arisen for which Jewry
is no match and by whom it will be beaten again and again.

Jewry will not achieve their aim. The "Zionist protocols" might

announce triumphantly the "coming world war." Full of hatred,

the Jews in Germany might long for the "day of revenge." This

wishful thinking of the Jews will not materialize. On the con-

trary, the great revenge will fall on the Jewish people themselves,
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the revenge of fate, the revenge of justice, the revenge of the

tortured non-Jewish peoples. The revenge will break loose one

day and will exterminate Jewry from the surface of the earth.

Karl Holz.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-36

A LEADING ARTICLE IN "DER STUERMER,"
No. 38, September 1938.

THE GERM
The Jews don't want to go to Madagascar—They cannot bear

the climate

Jews are pests and disseminators of diseases. In whatever

country they settle and spread themselves out, they produce the

same effects as are produced in the human body by germs. And
in the same way as the human body defends itself against the

intruding germs and tries to expel them, the non-Jewish peoples

defend themselves against the intrusion and the spreading of

the Jews. The Jew already has penetrated everywhere. There-

fore the Jewish problem has become a burning question with all

nations. In all nations voices are being raised, asking for the

segregation of the Jews from the non-Jewish peoples.

In former times sane people and sane leaders of the peoples

made short shrift of enemies of the people. They had them
either expelled or killed. Now in our present time the brains of

the non-Jews are fogged and infected by "humanitarian"

thoughts and so called "philanthropy". This "humanitarian

junk" was drummed into the non-Jew's heads by the Jew. If

one should speak today about the Jew being an enemy of man-
kind who ought to be segregated and removed, there would be

objections raised from all sides. "That is against the laws of hu-

manity," "After all the Jew is a human being too," "One cannot

behave inhumanly towards the Jews", etc. * * *

* * * That is why the "Stuermer" is of the opinion, that

the Madagascar problem should be tackled and settled as soon as

possible. Then the world will open its eyes in wonder. Then
the people will get a practical demonstration of the Jewish ques-

tions which will very soon cure them of their ideas of "humani-
tarian junk." Then the non-Jewish peoples, if they have not en-

tirely lost their wits, will recognize the Jew for what he is. They
will recognize that he is not "also a human being," but a germ.
A parasite, an enemy, an evil-doer, a disseminator of diseases

who must be destroyed in the interest of mankind.
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LEADING ARTICLE OF SPECIAL ISSUE NO. 8 OF
"DER STUERMER", January 1938, Page 13

The supreme aim and highest task of the state is therefore to

conserve people, blood, and race. But if this is the supreme task,

any crime against this law must be punished with the supreme
penalty. The Stuermer takes therefore the view that there are

only two punishments for the crime of polluting the race

:

1. Penal servitude for life for attempted race pollution.

2. Death for committing race pollution.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-40

LEADING ARTICLE OF "STURMER" SPECIAL ISSUE NO. 8

January 1938

"Death penalty for race polluters. The crime against (pure)

blood."

Headlines of other articles in same issue

"Jewish race polluters at work."

"Fifteen years old non-Jewess ravaged."

"A dangerous race polluter. He regards German women as fair

game for himself."

"The Jewish sanatorium. A Jewish institution for the cultiva-

tion of race pollution."

"Rape of a feeble-minded girl."

"The Jewish butler. He steals from his Jewish masters and
commits race pollution."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-41

A speech by Streicher on 10 Nov. 38 concerning anti-Jewish

pogroms Fraenkische Tageszeitun? No. 265 dated

11 Nov. 38

* * * That French paper which had the courage to speak

the truth, informed us, that the Jewish murderer, when ques-

tioned, had stated he had been educated at a school for rabbis in

Frankfurt. For 20 years I have been saying to the people of

Nurnberg and Frankonia : Whoever goes through a rabbi school,

will not be brought up to be a good man but to become a criminal.
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From the cradle, the Jew is not being taught, like we are, such

texts as, "Thou shalt love your neighbour as thyself," or "If you

are smitten on the left cheek, offer then your right one." No, he

is told :
" With the non-Jew you can do whatever you like." He is

even taught that the slaughtering of a non-Jew is an act pleasing

to God. For 20 years we have been writing about this in the

"Stuermer," for 20 years we have been preaching it throughout

the world and we have made millions recognize the truth.

No false pity

But we know that we have in our midst people who take pity

on the Jews, people who are not worthy of living in this town, who
are not worthy to belong to the people of whom you are a proud

part * * *

* * * And I believe, that if a Jew had made an attempt on

the life of a prominent personality of Nurnberg, nothing would
have prevented the people of Frankonia from solving the Jewish

question in Nurnberg once and for all. I believe, that if the Jews
were able to do what they liked—as the Jew Hirsch did a few
years ago with his time bomb—the workmen of Nurnberg would
say:

An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth

But nobody should think that we let these things worry us. We
are subordinate to fate, we have passed through 20 years of

struggle and look forward to the future with keen zest. We march
as experienced people. We want to meet again and again so that

we may be enlightened.

Don't forget that this murderer is a Jew. It is the Jew who has

on his conscience the murder of Golgatha. These people cannot

be a "chosen" people. In future the teachers of Nurnberg have
decided to teach to the children, during the religious lessons, only

those words which come directly from the mouth of Christ. Ther
refuse to tell the children about a holy people of God.

The Jew slaughtered in one night 75,000 people; when he emi-

grated from Egypt he killed all the first-born, i.e., a whole future

generation of Egyptians. What would have happened if the Jew
had succeeded in driving the nations into war against us and if

we had lost the war? The Jew, protected by foreign bayonets,

would have fallen on us and would have slaughtered and mur-
dered us. Never for \et what history has taught us.
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Report on anti-Jewish pogroms in Nurnberg and Fuerth on 9/10

Nov. 38. Fraenkische Tageszeitung No. 265, dated 11 Nov. 38.

* * * In Nurnberg and Fuerth it resulted in demonstrations

by the crowd against the Jewish murderers. These lasted until

the early hours of the morning. Far too long had one watched

the activities of the Jews in Germany. Not a single hair from
their head had been disturbed, they had not been touched. But
with the terrible murder of Party member von Rath the patience

of the German people was exhausted. The fury of the popula-

tion against the Jewish murderers had reached its peak and could

no longer be restrained, and particularly, when it was observed,

that the Jews were sitting and grinning spitefully in their homes,

listening to the news over the radio of the death of the German
legation-counsellor. This was a act of provocation which could

no longer be tolerated. After midnight the excitement of the

populace reached its peak and a large crowd marched to the syna-

gogues in Nurnberg and Fuerth and burned these two Jewish

buildings, where the murder of Germans had been preached.

The fire-brigades, which had been notified immediately, saw to

it that the fire was confined to its original outbreak. The win-

dows of Jewish shopkeepers, who still had not given up hope of

selling their junk to the stupid Goims, were smashed. Thanks to

the disciplined behaviour of the S.A. men and the police, who had
rushed to the scene, there was no plundering.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-43

"FRAENKISCHE TAGESZEITUNG" 19 March 1934.

DO NOT BECOME LADIES, BUT REMAIN GERMAN GIRLS
AND WOMEN

At a celebration at the Preisslerstrasse, Frankenfuehrer Julius

Streicher spoke to the girls at the passing out ceremony after

finishing their vocational course.

A celebration, unique of its kind, was experienced on Saturday

morning last by the girls of district 7 in the schoolroom of the

technical school in the Preisslerstrasse.

* * * Then Julius Streicher spoke about his life and told them
about a girl who at one time went to his school and' who fell for a

Jew and was finished for the rest of her life.

"German girls," the Frankenfuehrer continued, "when you go

out into the world you are in great danger. The Jew, to whom
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according to his laws you are free game, will try to approach you

in various ways. Repulse him, stay honest and good. It is not

beautiful frocks, lipstick and the powder-box that make you into

German women. See that you remain clean spiritually and

eventually become good German mothers."

* * * Then Julius Streicher gave a few typical examples of

how the Jew carefully plans to break up the lives of the people;

how he tries, by raping German women and girls, to lower the

level of a race so as to render it unable to offer any resistance and

thus helps to establish his world domination.

At the end the Frankenfuehrer requested the girls in a true

fatherly manner to come to him whenever they should be in need

of help. He would help anybody who is willing to be helped.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-44

Report of Streicher's address to 2,000 children at Nurnberg,

Christmas 1936, from Fraenkische Tageszeitung, 22nd

December 1936

Two thousand children rejoiced with Julius Streicher—The
Frankenfuehrer at the Xmas celebrations of the Nurnberg chil-

dren in the Hercules Hall and the Coliseum.

Nurnberg, 21st. December.

* * * Julius Streicher began to tell them about the Child

Christ and God above in Heaven, who then always help, if people

are good and have a compassion for the sorrows of their brothers

and sisters. The Gauleiter told the little ones of the terrible times

after the war, when the Devil dominated mankind. "Do you

know who the Devil is," he asked his breathlessly listening audi-

ence. "The Jew, the Jew," resounded from a thousand children's

voices. Julius Streicher continued:

"Yes, the Jew was the Devil. After the war he took away
everything from the people. Distress became worse and worse.

The people starved. Even then people prayed, but God could not

help, because the people had become so bad. They did everything,

which the Jew, the Devil asked them to do. Today everything has

changed. Today, people don't do what the Jew wants anymore,
today they do what Hitler wants—who of you has seen Hitler

yet?„ * * * „j have> j haye „

All have already seen Hitler, thousands of fingers are raised.

"I believe that," the Gauleiter continued, "you boys and girls

from Nurnberg you all have already seen the Fuehrer. And who
693261—47—3
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has seen him, must say: you can see that he has a good heart,

therefore God helped him and therefore He helps us all through
Hitler. Well, you see; because there are again good people in

Germany, God helps us again" * * *

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-45

LETTER WRITTEN BY BALDUR VON SCHIRACH, REICH
YOUTH LEADER, PUBLISHED BY "THE STUERMER"

No. 3, January 1938

"It is the historical merit of the Sturmer to have enlightened

the broad masses of our people in a popular way as to the Jewish

world danger. The Sturmer is right in refusing to fulfill its task

in the tone of the aesthetic drawing room. Jewry has shown no
regard for the German people. We have, therefore, no cause

to be considerate and to spare our worst enemy. What we fail

to do today our youngsters of tomorrow will have to suffer for

bitterly. Heil Hitler."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-46

Pamphlet "The Jewish question and school instruction" by
Municipal School Inspector [Stadtschulrat] Fritz Fink, published

and printed by "Der Stuermer," 1937 with a preface

by Streicher

Preface

The National Socialist state brought fundamental changes into

all spheres of life of the German People.

It has also presented the German teacher with some new tasks.

The national socialist state demands that its teachers instruct

German children in social questions. As far as the German
people is concerned the racial question is a Jewish question.

Those who want to teach the child all about the Jew must them-

selves have a thorough knowledge of the subject. School Inspec-

tor Fritz Fink, with his publication "The Jewish Question and

schools instruction," will help the teacher in acquiring some

knowledge of the subject. He can and is entitled to do this, for

he himself has been called upon by circumstances to take part

in a struggle which enabled him to gain experience and knowl-

edge concerning Jewish blood and its influence on the German
People. Those who take to heart all that has been written with

such feeling by Fritz Fink who for many years has been greatly
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concerned about the German People, will be grateful to the

creator of this outwardly insignificant publication.

City of the Reich Party Rallies Nurnberg in the year 1937.

(Sgd) Julius Streicher

* * * * * * *

Introduction

"Racial and Jewish questions are the fundamental problems of

the national socialist ideology. The solution of these problems

will secure the existence of National Socialism and with this the

existence of our nation for all time. The enormous significance

of the racial question is recognized almost without exception to-

day by all the German people. In order to attain this recognition,

our people had to travel through a long road of suffering. In

order that the coming generation be spared this suffering, let

us, the German educators of our youth, instill in their hearts,

from their early childhood, all there is to know about the Jews.

No one should be allowed to grow up in the midst of our people

without this knowledge of the monstrous character and danger-

ousness of the Jew." * * *

Knowledge of racial and Jewish questions must grow organi-

cally out of our general system of school education. The racial

doctrine and the Jewish question must be like a red thread mark-
ing the education of all age groups in our school education. There

is no subject from which cannot be drawn an unsuspected full

measure of valuable knowledge of the Jewish question.

The attached pamphlet, "The Jewish question and School In-

struction," was brought out in an urgent desire to show up some
of these possibilities.*******
"From the ranks of the teachers comes now the question:

'How should we represent the Jew to our pupils?' Only one
answer can be given to this question: 'In all his monstrosity,

horror and dangerousness.' Such as he is."*******
A teacher who has come to a thorough understanding of the

Jewish question will make use in his work of the "Stuermer." He
reads to the class extracts from an Article which describes how
a Jew deceived a peasant etc.

Thus we glide from the purely outward appearance of the Jew
to his inner nature. Our fight against the Jew is not for the
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reason that he is different in body to ourselves. The bodily dif-

ference is not the dangerous part of the Jew. We must make it

clear to a child that in the strange appearance of a Jew, which
is immediately conspicuous to us, lies a soul, which is funda-

mentally different in all its emotions and manifestations, from
our souls. We must point out that the Jew thinks, feels, and be-

haves in a different manner from ourselves. That his way of

thinking, of feeling and of behaviour is diametrically opposed to

our morals and our laws."*******
Jewry is Criminality

" * * * But the fact, that in deceit, usury, murder, etc.

Jews see no crime but consider them as acts pleasing to their

God when they are directed against non-Jews—will appear most
monstrous to our children. At first it will frighten the children

and they will shake their heads incredulously. In the same way
as millions of people in Germany scornfully shook their heads

when the national socialists and foremost of all the "Stuermer"
exposed the criminal methods and criminal laws of the Jews.

"But deceit, usury, falsehood are sins." A boy in the class will

cry out, "We are forbidden to commit them!" The teacher will

ask: "Who forbade you to commit them?" "Our conscience. The
laws of the State, God."

But if deceit, usury, falsehood, etc. are not crimes, not sin in

the eyes of the Jews, then a Jew must have a different conscience,

different laws, and a different God than we have, and thus the

teacher and his pupils will suddenly find themselves thoroughly

involved in the Jewish question and in its most serious aspect.

The manner in which he (the teacher) pursues the question

with the children should make clear to them the fundamental

reason for all Jewish acts.

One who has reached this stage of understanding, will inevi-

tably remain an enemy of the Jews all his life and will instill this

hatred into his own children.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-102

"NATIONAL ZEITUNG," 27th April 1941

A long while ago—it was still before the outbreak of war

—

Rudolf Hess was once called the "Conscience of the Party." If

we asK why the Fuehrer's Deputy was given this undoubtedly

honourable title the reason for this is plain to see; there is no
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phenomenon of our public life which is not the concern of the

Fuehrer's Deputy. So enormously many-sided and diverse is his

work and sphere of duty that it cannot be outlined in a few words.

And it lies in the nature of the obligation laid on the Fuehrer's

Deputy that wide publicity hears little of the activity of Rudolf

Hess. Few know that many Government measures taken,

especially in the sphere of war economy and the party, which

meet with such hearty approbation when they are notified pub-

licly * * * can be traced back to the direct initiation of the

Fuehrer's Deputy.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-103

VOELKISCHER BEOBACHTER, 30 June 1934

"Adolf Hitler's Germany is unshakeable."—Rudolf Hess to the

representatives of the foreign Chamber of Commerce.

The President of the German Industry and Trade Board, Dr.

von Renteln, welcomed the guests. Then the Fuehrer's deputy,

Reichminister Rudolf Hess, began a speech in which he spoke

fully on the following

—

"Germany alone shall decide German affairs. * * * All

the more however Germany must and can expect the outside

world to abstain from any attempt to interfere with the internal

affairs of Germany or to influence the development (of affairs)

in Germany. * * * If we really determine to make our-

selves independent of foreign countries, then we shall do it with

the fixity of purpose which distinguishes Germany at all times

when she feels herself threatened in the foundation of her ex-

istence."

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-104

FRANKFURTER ZEITUNG, 13 OCTOBER 1936

No Compulsory System, No Marks System, Rudolf Hess on the

Food Question

An Appeal to Housewives

HOF. 12th October

On Sunday evening Reichsminister Hess inaugurated a newly-
built Adolf Hitler Hall at Hof in the Bavarian Ostmark district.

During the festivities Reichsminister Rudolf Hess made a speech,

in which he dealt with the problem of supplying the German peo-
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pie with food and the question of standardizing prices for agri-

cultural products in daily use.

According to the report of the "German News Bureau" he then

explained in detail: * * *

We are prepared, in the future too—if need be—at times to eat

a little less fat, a little less pork, a few eggs less, since we know
that this little sacrifice is a sacrifice on the Altar oi the Freedom
of our People. We know that the foreign exchange which we
thereby save expedites the output of armament.

The phrase still holds good today "GUNS instead of Butter!"

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-105

VOELKISCHER BEOBACHTER, 2 MAY 1941

On the National holiday of the German people, at a solemn

meeting of the Reich Chamber of Labour which took place in the

Messerschmitt Works in Augsburg, were proclaimed the distinc-

tions bestowed by the Fuehrer, "National Socialist Model Fac-

tory" and "Pioneer of Labour."*******
The centerpoint of the celebration was the address by the Fueh-

rer's Deputy, Rudolf Hess, in which he honoured the distinguished

merits of the newly nominated Pioneers of Labour.

|S *J» 5$C j|» Sjc S§S 9§C

If the Fuehrer—thus Rudolf Hess began his speech—honours

in regular sequence on the National holiday of the German peo-

ple, the representative German undertakings by the bestowal of

the Golden Ensign and the distinction National Socialist Model

Factory, not only is the National Socialist spirit of the individual

industrial combines characterized, but the performances of work-

ers and Managing Directors are publicly honoured before the

whole people.*******
The German soldier must understand: for the uniqueness and

the abundance of his weapons and of his material, for these he

must thank the untiring efforts for many years of Adolf Hitler

—

but for their uniform reliability and excellence, for these things

he must thank the German creators. And the German soldier is

as little likely to forget them as the creators will forget his

struggle and his victory.
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If already by today, at the termination of the fourth German
industrial production campaign, continued Rudolf Hess, so many
German factories could be distinguished with the Golden Ensign,

it is the emblematical pledging of personality to the conception

of the National Socialist Industry and the National Socialist in-

dustrial combines which has gained this success. Here, as every-

where, it is the strong individual personality which stands as

prototype and involves its surroundings with it. We must never

forget that it is not the organization or the type of organization,

not the essential conception of the undertaking or the industry

which is decisive, the decisive factor is personality, the person-

ality of the Managing Director, the personality of the workman.
The organization does not create personality, but the creative and
productive personalities make for themselves the organization

within which they can develop.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-I07

VOELKISCHER BEOBACHTER, 28 August 1939

Rudolf Hess answers Chamberlain

—

"We stand by the Fuehrer's banner, come tvhat will!"

The Fuehrer's deputy again gives proof of England's responsi-

bility.

GRAZ, August 26th.

The 7th Reich session of "Germans abroad", as already re-

ported in another section of this issue, was opened in Graz on
Friday evening with a great demonstration on the Trabrennplatz

(Racecourse). A culminating point in the proceedings which
took place with strong support from the population of Graz was
a speech by the Fuehrer's deputy, Reich Minister Rudolf Hess.

Rudolf Hess, constantly interrupted with strong applause from
the Auslandsdeutschen (German citizens living abroad) as well as

fellow countrymen from the district of Styria, who were their

hosts, stressed the unexampled forbearance shown by Germany
towards Poland, and the magnanimous offer of the Fuehrer that

had endured peace between Germany and Poland.

An offer that Mr. Chamberlain seems to have forgotten. For
he says he has heard nothing of Germany's having tried to solve
certain acute present day questions by peaceful discussions.

What else tuas German offer then if it was not such an attempt?!

Poland, continued the Fuehrer's deputy, had however not once
made the attempt even to negotiate over this offer. On the con-
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trary, it abused Germany, agitated for ivar, demanded new Ger-

man land as far as beyond the Oder, violated the frontiers again

and again, and shot down German transport planes.

The responsibility for Poland's lack of responsibility is Eng-
land's.

And when, cried Rudolf Hess, "the English Prime Minister
speaks of 'alleged' ill-treatment of Germans living in Poland, and
when he finds it extraordinary that these statements bear a strik-

ing similarity to similar statements last year, we can only say
that England's attitude this year has unfortunately also a strik-

ing resemblance to her attitude last year ! And her attitude this

year as last year has been construed as giving license to ill-treat

Germans living under foreign nationalities, to plunder their pos-

sessions and to drive them out of the country. Go to these refugee
camps yourself, Mr. Chamberlain, and you will see with your own
eyes and hear with your own ears: it is not a question of 'al-

leged' ill-treatment—it is a question of grim reality.

Here is bloodshed, Mr. Chamberlain ! People are being killed

!

Innocent people are dying! You can see it for yourself. You
will then realize the better what you said in your speech, that
nothing can arouse so much indignation in a country as the ill-

treatment of one's own fellow-countrymen in another land.

The responsibility however (he said) was England's, who spoke

of peace, and stirred up war. England, who in all the years had

soundly rejected all the Fuehrer's proposals for peace; and not

only rejected these proposals, but before and after the Munich
agreement built up threat to Germany by arming Czecho-Slovakia.

After the Fuehrer had eliminated this seat of conflagration, Eng-

land induced Poland not to accept the Fuehrer's offer of peace,

and to appear as a new threat to Germany from the east.

The more reasons England blares forth as justification of her

enmity towards Germany, the less we believe her. There is only

one real reason

:

Jews and Freemasons want a war against this hated Germany,

against the Germany in which they have lost their power.

In spite of all England's efforts she has not succeeded in pre-

vailing upon Soviet Russia to complete the encirclement by the ag-

gressors.

Germany and Soviet Russia have made their contribution to

the peace of the world by their Non-aggression and Consultation

Pact.

"We Germans", said the Fuehrer's deputy, as he concluded his

address which had been received with fervent enthusiasm, "we
Germans face the future in a calm and steadfast frame of mind,
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whatever it may bring us ! In former years all that came, both

good and bad, was necessary to the life and development of our

people. And we believe that it will be so in the future.

We know that everything undertaken against the new Germany
and its Fuehrer always turned out in favour of the new Germany
and of the Fuehrer. So it will be in the future also, for we hold

the belief that the Almighty is on the side of Germany and her

just cause. For we believe that the Almighty sent us the Fuehrer

to save us in our direct need. When we stand by the Fuehrer

we carry out the will of Him who sent us the Fuehrer.

We Germans: we stand by the Fuehrer's banner—come what
may!

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-108

SPEECH BY HESS BROADCAST ON FUEHRER'S
BIRTHDAY 20th APRIL 1941

The Fuehrer's Deputy, Reichsminister Rudolf Hess broadcast on

the morning of the Fuehrer's birthday over the Greater

Germany Radio Station, the food wishes of the

German people.

The speech ran as follows:
* * * * * * s *

In the name of the Homeland and in the name of Germans
overseas, may I, my Fuehrer, say with all my heart, in proud

acknowledgment that through your leadership the greatest

achievements and deeds in their history both in Peace and War
have been brought to fulfilment, the People of Greater Germany
send you their blessing.

I include therein our thanks for all you have done for us

Germans—above all, our thanks that your strong and farsighted

leadership has preserved the Homeland from the enemy's inten-

tion to annihilate us. Through a series of will—you have given

to Germany a respect in the world which a few years ago would
have seemed incredible.

COPY OF DOCUMENT M-l 16

Report on Interview with Herr Hess by Wing Commander the

Duke of Hamilton on Sunday, 11th May, 1941.

At dusk on Saturday 10th May while Wing Commander the

Duke of Hamilton was on duty in the Turnhouse Sector Opera-
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tions Rooms an enemy aircraft was plotted off the coast of

Northumberland at 2208 hours and made a landfall close to Farne
Islands. The Wing Commander received a report from the Ob-
server Corps that the enemy aircraft was an Me. 110, which he

thought a mistaken identification as this fighter type of aircraft

had only once before been seen as far north as Northumberland
(On August 15), and without extra fuel tanks could not make
return flight.

The enemy aircraft flew west and at 2256 hours was plotted as

flying northeast 3,000' over Ardrossan. Pilots turned south and
then north and again round to west when they finally faded a few
miles south of Glasgow at 2307 hours.

Normal action had been taken to intercept and shoot down the

enemy aircraft. A few minutes after plots faded on A.A. Site

reported that an aircraft had crashed in flames. A Defiant fighter

in hot pursuit was approximately 4 miles away and it was with

disappointment that the Wing Commander learnt that its guns
had not been fired. Later it was reported that the enemy aircraft

had crashed two miles from Eaglesham close to the Mearns Road
and that it was definitely an Me. 110. A German having baled

out had been captured.

The German prisoner gave his name as Alfred Horn and stated

to the Home Guard and Police that he was on a "special mission"

to see the Duke of Hamilton and had intended to land at Dun-
gavel. Where the crash occurred is 12 miles from Dungavel in

the constituency of East Renfrewshire, which the Duke of Hamil-

ton represented for over nine years and where he was well known.

On being given this information the Wing Commander ar-

ranged to accompany the official Interrogating Officer to the place

where the prisoner was confined.

Personal report by Wing Commander the Duke of Hamilton

On Sunday 11th May at 10.00 hours I arrived at Maryhill Bar-

racks with the Interrogating Officer, who first examined the ef-

fects of prisoner. These included Leica camera, photographs of

himself and small boy and some medicines, also visiting cards of

Dr. Karl Haushofer and his son, Dr. Albrecht Haushofer.

I entered the room of the prisoner accompanied by the Inter-

rogating Officer and the Military Officer on guard.

The prisoner, who I had no recollection of ever having seen be-

fore, at once requested that I should speak to him alone. I then

asked the other officers to withdraw, which they did.
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The German opened by saying that he had seen me in Berlin at

the Olympic Games in 1936 and that I had lunched in his house.

He said, "I do not know if you recognize me but I am Rudolph

Hess." He went on to say that he was on a mission of humanity

and that the Fuehrer did not want to defeat England and wished

to stop fighting. His friend Albrecht Haushofer, had told him that

I was an Englishman who, he thought, would understand his

(Hess's) point of view. He had consequently tried to arrange a

meeting with me in Lisbon (see Haushofer 's letter to me dated

September 23rd, 1940). Hess went on to say that he had tried

to fly to Dungavel and this was the fourth time he had set out,

the first time being in December. On the three previous occasions

he had turned back owing to bad weather. He had not attempted

to make this journey during the time when Britain was gaining

victories in Libya, as he thought his mission then might be in-

terpreted as weakness, but now that Germany had gained suc-

cesses in North Africa and Greece, he was glad to come.

The fact that Reich Minister, Hess, had come to this country in

person would, he stated, show his sincerity and Germany's will-

ingness for peace. He went on to say that the Fuehrer was con-

vinced that Germany would win the war, possibly soon but cer-

tainly in one, two or three years. He wanted to stop the unneces-

sary slaughter that would otherwise inevitably take place. He
asked me if I could get together leading members of my party to

talk over things with a view to making peace proposals. I re-

plied that there was now only one party in this country. He then

said he could tell me what Hitler's peace terms would be. First,

he would insist on an arrangement whereby our two countries

would never go to war again. I questioned him as to how that

arrangement could be brought about, and he replied that one of

the conditions, of course, is that Britain would give up her tra-

ditional policy of always opposing the strongest power in Europe.

I then told him that if we made peace now, we would be at war
again certainly within two years. He asked why, to which I re-

plied that if a peace agreement was possible the arrangement
could have been made before the war started, but since, however,

Germany chose war in preference to peace at a time when we
were most anxious to preserve peace, I could put forward no hope
of a peace agreement now.

He requested me to ask the King to give him "parole", as he
had come unarmed and of his own free will.

He further asked me if I could inform his family that he was
safe by sending a telegram to Rothacker, Hertzog Stra., 17 Zurich,
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stating that Alfred Horn was in good health. He also asked that

his identity should not be disclosed to the Press.

Throughout the interview, Hess was able to express himself

fairly clearly, but he did not properly understand what I was
saying and I suggested that I should return with an interpreter

and have further conversation with him.

From Press photographs and Albrecht Haushofer's description

of Hess, I believed that this prisoner was indeed Hess himself.

Until this interview I had not the slightest idea that the invita-

tion in Haushofer's letter to meet him (Haushofer) in Lisbon had

any connection at all with Hess.

COPY OF DOCUMENT M-l 17

RECORD OF AN INTERVIEW WITH HERR RUDOLPH HESS,
May 13, 1941

Hess started by saying that he must go back a long way in or-

der to explain the chain of circumstances which had led to his

present decision.

Its origin lay in an English book called "England's Foreign

Policy under Edward VII." The author of this book, who was an
impartial and reputable historian, admitted that from 1904 on

England's policy had been to oppose Germany and to back France.

In the certain knowledge that this would lead to a conflict with

Germany. Thus England was responsible for the war of 1914.

After the war came the Treaty of Versailles and the failure of

the British Government to accord to the democratic system in

Germany those concessions which would have enabled it to live.

Hence the rise of Hitler and National Socialism.

In 1938, Hitler, after exhausting all peaceful means, was com-
pelled to occupy Austria in conformity with the wishes of the

Austrian people.

The Czechoslovak crisis was caused by the French determina-

tion, expressed by the French Air Minister, Monsieur Cot, to make
Czechoslovakia an air base against Germany. It was Hitler's duty

to scotch this plot. The intervention of Mr. Chamberlain and the

Munich Conference had been a source of great relief to Hitler.

About a fortnight after Munich, however, Mr. Chamberlain had
publicly declared that he had only agreed to Munich in order to

gain time for England's rearmament. Subsequently the British

and French Governments had endeavored to arm the rump state
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of Czechoslovakia against Germany. Herr Hitler could not stand

this and acted just as any British Government would have done.

The Polish crisis was caused by England's determination to op-

pose Germany, the strongest power on the continent. The Ger-

man Government now knew from captured documents and state-

ments of Poles that the Polish Government would have accepted

the German proposals but for the efforts of the British Govern-

ment to prevent a solution on these lines.

The British designs on Norway justified Hitler's attack on Nor-

way and Denmark; and documents, which proved our intention

to invade Germany through Holland and Belgium, justified the

attack on the Low Countries.

The conclusion was clear that England was responsible for the

present war. After the Polish collapse, Hitler had made a peace

offer to France and Britain which had been rejected with scorn.

Again, after the collapse of France, he had made another peace

offer, and this too had been rejected. There was nothing further

for Hitler to do but to pursue the struggle to its logical conclusion.

After this preliminary survey of past history on the lines of

Hitler's speech, Herr Hess proceeded to the second part of his

discourse, which was intended to prove that Germany must win
the war.

He said that German aircraft production was enormous; much
larger than that of Great Britain and America combined. The
Germans knew all about U.S. production and a good deal about

ours. They did not fear U.S. aircraft. Fast training schemes

were in hand and the next few months would see a noticeable ex-

pansion in the German Air Force. At present numbers of trained

pilots and completed machines were not even being used. Losses

had been light, far lighter than had been anticipated. Whatever
efforts Great Britain might make she would never alter the pres-

ent proportion between the German and British Air Forces. When,
in May last year, Great Britain started bombing Germany, Herr
Hitler had believed that this was a momentary aberration; and,

with exemplary patience, he had waited, partly so as to spare the

world the horrors of unrestricted air warfare, and partly out of

a sentimental regard for English culture and English monuments.
It was only with the greatest reluctance that, after many weeks
of waiting, he had given the order to bomb England.

As regards the Battle of the Atlantic, submarines were now be-

ing constructed in large numbers all over Germany. Submarine
parts were even being built in occupied territory and the water-
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ways of Germany were being used to transport the parts for as-

sembly on the coast. Along some waterways completed subma-
rines were being delivered to be commissioned. At the same time,

crews were being trained on a huge scale. We must, therefore,

expect that very shortly we should have to deal with a vastly in-

creased number of submarines, working in co-operation with air-

craft against our shipping.

As regards raw materials, Germany had acquired enormous re-

sources in occupied territory. For example, in France alone they

had captured thousands of barrels for anti-aircraft guns, which
were now being adapted for German anti-aircraft units. Oil and
raw materials were available in abundance. The only embarrass-

ing shortage was the shortage of fat, and this was being overcome

by various expedients.

Finally, there was not the slightest hope of bringing about a

revolution in Germany. Hitler possesses the blindest confidence

of the German masses.

The third and shortest part of the discourse was devoted to the

reasons which had brought him here and the proposals which he

had to make. He said that horrified at the prospect of the pro-

longation of the struggle, he had come here without the knowl-

edge of Hitler in order to convince responsible persons that since

England could not win the war, the wisest course was to make
peace now. From a long and intimate knowledge of the Fuehrer

which had begun eighteen years ago in the fortress of Landsberg,

he could give his word of honor that- the Fuehrer had never en-

tertained any designs against the British Empire. Nor has he

ever aspired to world domination. He believed that Germany's

sphere of interest was in Europe and that any dissipation of Ger-

many's strength beyond Europe's frontiers would be a weakness

and would carry with it the seeds of Germany's destruction. Hit-

ler would sincerely regret the collapse of the British Empire. At
this point Hess tried to make my flesh creep by emphasizing that

the avaricious Americans had fell designs on the Empire. Canada
would certainly be incorporated in the U.S.

Reverting to Hitler's attitude, he said that only as recently as

May 3rd after his Reichstag speech, Hitler had declared to him
that he had no oppressive demands to make of England.

The solution which Herr Hess proposed was that England
should give Germany a free hand in Europe, and Germany would
give England a completely free hand in the Empire, with the sole

reservation that we should return Germany's ex-colonies, which
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she required as a source of raw materials. I asked, in order to

draw him on the subject of Hitler's attitude to Russia, whether

he included Russia in Europe or in Asia. He replied "In Asia".

I then retorted that under the terms of his proposal, since Ger-

many would only have a free hand in Europe, she would not be at

liberty to attack Russia. Herr. Hess reacted quickly by remark-

ing that Germany had certain demands to make of Russia which

would have to be satisfied, either by negotiation or as the result

of a war. He added, however, that there was no foundation for

the rumors now being spread that Hitler was contemplating an

early attack on Russia.

I then asked about Italian aims and he said that he did not

know them. I replied that it was a matter of some importance.

He brushed this aside and said that he was sure that Italy's

claims would not be excessive. I suggested that Italy scarcely

deserved anything, but he begged to differ. Italy had rendered

considerable services to Germany,. and besides England had com-

pensated defeated nations like Rumania after the last war.

Finally, as we were leaving the room, Herr Hess delivered a

parting shot. He had forgotten, he declared, to emphasize that

the proposal could only be considered on the understanding that

it was negotiated by Germany with an English Government other

than the present British Government. Mr. Churchill, who had
planned the war since 1936, and his colleagues who had lent them-

selves to his war policy, were not persons with whom the Fuehrer

could negotiate.

The above statement took about two hours and a quarter to

make. At intervals I made a mild protest against some of Herr

Hess's more ludicrous statements; and I occasionally threw a fly

over him in order to induce him to develop a point which seemed
of interest. But, in general, I allowed even the most outrageous

remarks to pass unanswered, since I realized that argument would
be quite fruitless and would certainly have deprived us of our

breakfast.

COPY OF DOCUMENT M-l 18

RECORD OF AN INTERVIEW WITH HERR HESS ON
MAY 14, 1941

We started by asking Herr Hess how he was. He replied that
he was feeling better. A number of complaints which he had had
to make about his treatment had been remedied. In particular he
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had objected to being under the constant supervision of a private

soldier. He also had a number of small requests to make, namely,

the loan of certain books including 'Three Men in a Boat", the

return of his drugs, the return of his camera and a piece of his

aeroplane as a souvenir. The Duke of Hamilton said that he

would make enquiries as to the possibility of giving him satisfac-

tion on these points.

Herr Hess then passed to an account of his flight. He said he

had left Augsberg at 5.45 p.m. and on arrival off the coast of

Scotland had found it too light to fly inland. He had then circled

for an hour and a half over the North Sea, until he judged that it

had become dark enough to cross the coast. He described at

length the difficulty he had had in leaving his machine. On two
occasions he became unconscious, the second time being after

pulling the ripcord of his parachute. He was still unconscious

when he reached the ground. He had been very well treated by
the farmer on whose land he had come down, but he had been

painfully surprised to be lodged in a common cell at Glasgow.

He then passed to political questions. He said that, on reflec-

tion, he had omitted to explain that there were two further con-

ditions attached to his peace proposals. First, Germany could

not leave Iraq in the lurch. The Iraqis had fought for Germany
and Germany would, therefore, have to require us to evacuate

Iraq. I observed that this was going considerably beyond the

original proposal that German interests should be confined to

Europe, but he retorted that, taken as a whole, his proposals were

more than fair. The second condition was that the peace agree-

ment should contain a provision for the reciprocal indemnifica-

tion of British and German nationals, whose property had been

expropriated as the result of war.

Herr Hess concluded by saying that he wished to impress on
us that Germany must win the war by blockade. We had no con-

ception of the number of submarines now building in Germany.
Hitler always did things on a grand scale and devastating sub-

marine war, supported by new types of aircraft, would very

shortly succeed in establishing a completely effective blockade of

England. It was fruitless for anyone here to imagine that Eng-
land could capitulate and that the war could be waged from the

Empire. It was Hitler's intention, in such an eventuality, to con-

tinue the blockade of England, even though the island had capit-

ulated, so that we would have to face the deliberate starvation of

the population of these islands. I observed that so far as the

actual maintenance of life was concerned, we should probably
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not require very much shipping, but Herr Hess replied that the

German blockade would be so effective that it would not be pos-

sible for us to run the blockade even with one or two ships a day.

As we were leaving he said that if conversations were initiated,

as he hoped, he trusted that a qualified interpreter would be pro-

vided and that the conversations would not be attended by a large

number of persons. As a Reich Minister he could not place him-

self in the position of being a lone individual subjected to a cross

fire of comment and questions from a large number of persons.

COPY OF DOCUMENT M-l 19

RECORD OF A CONVERSATION WITH HERR HESS
ON MAY 15TH, 1941

Herr Hess started by making various small complaints and re-

quests. The guard made too much noise at night, might he have

certain books etc., etc. I said I would do what I could on all these

points.

I then said I had been surprised at his remarks the previous day

about Iraq. He replied that he was not acquainted with the de-

tails of our relations with or treaty rights in Iraq. All he had
meant to say was that since Iraq had fought for Germany, Hitler

would have to take account of this fact in any peace settlement.

I then threw a fly over him about Ireland. He said that in all

his talks with Hitler, the subject of Ireland had never been men-
tioned except incidentally. Ireland had done nothing for Germany
in this war and it was therefore to be supposed that Hitler would
not concern himself in Anglo-Irish relations. We had some little

conversation about the difficulty of reconciling the wishes of

the South and North and from this we passed to American inter-

est in Ireland and so to America.

On the subject of America Hess took the following line.

1. The Germans reckoned with American intervention and
were not afraid of it. They knew all about American aircraft pro-

duction and the quality of the aircraft. Germany could outbuild

England and America combined.

2. Germany had no designs on America. The so-called German
peril was a ludicrous figment of imagination. Hitler's interests

were European.

3. If we made peace now, America would be furious. America
really wanted to inherit the British Empire.

693261—47—
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Hess concluded by saying that Hitler really wanted a perma-
nent understanding with us on a basis which preserved the Em-
pire intact. His own flight was intended to give us a chance of

opening conversations without loss of prestige. If we rejected

this chance, it would be clear proof that we desired no under-

standing with Germany and Hitler would be entitled—in fact it

would be his duty—to destroy us utterly and to keep us after the

war in a state of permanent subjection.

If conversations were started, as he hoped, he would like the

assistance of:

—

Doctor E. Semelbauer, No. 43125 J Huyton Camp,
Kurt Maass, No. 44012 j near Liverpool.

also one German stenographer (from a camp) and one typist. He
also hoped he would be told beforehand with whom he would have

to negotiate and that it would not be with people who had taken a

leading part in the war agitation against Germany.

Generally speaking, it was difficult to get him to talk politics.

He thinks he has told me all he has to say and wishes to use me
principally as a channel of complaint. In particular he objects to

be closely guarded. He says he came here at great risk to himself

and having got here safely has no intention of trying to run

away or commit suicide.

[Initialled] I.A.K.

PARTIAL 'TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-120

"GERMAN BASIC HANDBOOK", Part III, Chapter IV,

Para. 4, Page 76

The VDA and the Nazi Party.

Under cover of independence, an all-out propaganda campaign,

concerning the situation and conditions of German minorities

abroad, was launched during the years 1933 to 1938, to prepare

the German people by leaflets, pictorial publications, charts, popu-

lation maps, and bulky volumes, for future aggression. "Every

third German lives outside the border", was the most popular

slogan. To arrive at this figure it was necessary to include "ten

to twelve million overseas Germans in the United States", 2,860,-

000 in Switzerland, and 250,000 in Luxembourg. The same

pamphlet, of which 300,000 copies were distributed, stated with

regard to Denmark :

—

Denmark: 60,000. Among them 50,000 in the lost North
Schleswig. Our racial comrades in lost land. They have to pre-
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serve themselves in violent economic and cultural struggles. This
is done mainly by the creation of excellent schools and libraries.

The VDA's work in the separate areas of North Schleswig has
been a great blessing during recent years. The number of Ger-
man schools rose from 9 to 20; the number of German pupils
from 249 to 815 ; the number of teachers from 17 to 49.

The farce of independence was dropped after the annexation

of Austria, and special duties have since been assigned to the

VDA in all annexed areas. In December 1938 the famous geo-

politician, Professor Haushofer, teacher of Rudolf Hess, was
made President of the VDA in place of Steinacher. It was, how-
ever, not revealed until January 1944 that for some time SS-

Obergruppenfuehrer Verner Lorenz had been the President of

the organization. The date of his appointment cannot be estab-

lished, but it is most probable that Haushofer was ousted after

Hess's flight to England.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-I2I

"GERMAN BASIC HANDBOOK", PART III, Chapter IV,

para. 5(1), page 77

German Foreign Institute

The Department for Emigration was attached to the Re-emi-

gration Office of the AO. It acted as a labor exchange for Ger-

man workers seeking employment abroad. Its training school

not only trained all future leaders of the AO, of the ethnic groups
and of the VDA, but also younger members of the diplomatic

and consular services. This department also selected the curricula

of the many Schulungslager (indoctrination camps) for Germans
abroad, acting as intermediary between the German government,
which ran the camps, and persons who attended them. How it

served the cause of German espionage can be gathered from a
circular letter sent out by the Kameradschaft USA in January
1941 which called for:

—

The collection of pictures, photos, handbills, pamphlets, news-
paper clippings, and posters of the German national movement
in the USA, which began in the spring of 1939, will be continued.

The material * * * is to be built up to a complete collec-
tion, which later is to be incorporated into the DAI, as well as
the central archives of the NSDAP in Munich, as an eternal rec-
ord of our struggle in the United States.*

The address of the Kameradschaft USA was Stuttgart, Dan-
ziger Freiheit 17, which is that of the DAI headquarters.

•"Mitteilungen der Kameradschaft USA", No. 1, January 1941, page 6. The issue is pref-
aced by the words: "This communication is confidential. It is intended exclusively for the
members of the Comradeship U.S.A. Any violation of this rule will result in the suspension
of the circular letter."
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"GERMAN BASIC HANDBOOK", Part III,

Chapter IV, Para. B.l, Page 79

The Problem of German Minorities

Hitler's racial policy and the vast propaganda machine which
was unleashed by this multitude of organizations soon became a

menace to the whole of Europe. The creation of fifth columns in

all states where German colonies or German minorities were
settled was not only the work of such organizations as the A.O.

or the VDA, but also of the minority leaders. They collaborated

(often without the knowledge of most of their members) with the

agents of the Gestapo and of German espionage. The cumulative

effect of their propaganda, their persuasive arguments, lavish hos-

pitality, bribery and threats, was generally decisive. It was the

task of the AO, in conjunction with other German agencies, to

disrupt the political forces of countries where there were no Ger-

man minorities in strength, countries such as Holland, Belgium,

Norway and France. It was the task of the German minorities,

together with representatives of the AO and forces in opposition

to the existing regime (fascist organizations, other non-German
minorities), to disrupt the Eastern and South Eastern Euro-

pean states. "One of the main causes of the rapid Polish collapse

was the perfection with which the extensive espionage system of

the German minority in Poland carried out its functions. Nu-
merous short-wave transmitters kept the German Army Com-
mand continually informed," said a leading Swiss military ex-

pert.*

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-153

YEARBOOK OF THE FOREIGN ORGANIZATION
[Jahrbuch der AO], 1942.

Article: "Our War Diary" by Landesgruppenleiter WREDE.
[This gives an almost day-to-day account of the doings of the

German colony in Athens between the date of the invasion of

Greece by Germany (6.4.41), when they were interned, and the

27.4.41, when the German army reached Athens.]

"Sunday, 27th April: Swastika on the Acropolis."

I set out immediately, and quickly visited the other quarters.

(N.B. where the German colony had been interned), the Phila-

delphia and the Institute. I enjoined upon the inmates of the

*Colonel Bircher's lecture on the Polish campaign, reported in "Neue Zurcher Zeitung."
March 7th 1940.
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house in Academy street that they were to renounce returning

home today as well, and that they were to hold themselves in

readiness. After all, we did want to help the German troops im-

mediately with, our local and linguistic knowledge. Now the mo-
ment had come. We must start in immediately. * * *

I returned to our quarters in Academy street. Here things be-

came very active during the midday hours. Soldiers and officers

came and went continually. Interpreters and guides were asked

for.

Meanwhile I organized the employment of all Party members
to do auxiliary service for the armed forces. Soon our boys and

girls could be seen riding proud and radiant in their Hitler Youth
uniforms beside the German soldiers on motor bicycles and dust-

carts.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-156

YEARBOOK OF THE FOREIGN ORGANIZATION
[Jahrbuch der AO] 1942.

"The Work of the Norway branch of the AO of the NSDAP
in the War11

* * * Therefore soon after the outbreak of war in Septem-

ber 1939, the enlargement and extension of the German legation

in Oslo, of the consulates in Bergen, Drontheim, Stavanger, Kris-

tiansand, Haugesund, Narvik and Kirkenes, as the official repre-

sentative of German interests in all spheres, proved to be of

primary importance. This enlargement of the Reich agencies re-

sulted in the local organization of the NSDAP in Norway having

to increase its field of activity, too, in the same proportion, in

order to support the work of the Reich agencies, in particular

with Party members and other Germans who had a thorough

knowledge of the country and the language.

The choice and appointment of these supplementary collabora-

tors was carried out by the local leader of the organization in

close collaboration with the representatives of the Reich. There-

fore, from the first moment of the outbreak of war a great num-

# ber of Farty members were taken away from their jobs and em-

ployed in the service of the nation and Fatherland. Without any

hesitation and without considering their personal interests, their

families, their careers or their property, they joined the ranks

and devoted themselves body and soul to the new and often dan-

gerous tasks.
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And the successful results of their work which was done with

all secrecy were revealed when, on the 9th April 1940, German
troops landed in Norway and forestalled the planned flank attack

of the Allies.

* * * * * *

* * * The Altmark incident in February 1940, and the way
the Norwegian Government and press dealt with it, suddenly

showed what a dangerous zone the entire northern part of Europe
had already entered as a result of the unscrupulous policy of the

Allies. This incident, which, without doubt, was merely a ballon

d'essai by the British to find out what the Norwegian reaction to

this aggression would be, was the signal for the leaders of the

local organization to go ahead with the conscious work of col-

lecting and organizing all the Germans in Norway with still

greater determination and very quietly to plan and make prepa-

rations for the eventuality of dangerous events in the seemingly

neutral North as well.

* * * Already on the 7th April 1940, after the British and

French ambassadors had handed in to the Norwegian Govern-

ment notes concerning the mining of important Norwegian terri-

torial waters, the leaders of the local organization, without any
noise or excitement, took all preventive measures in order to be

able to cope with any eventuality. According to the task-plan

which had been prepared since the outbreak of the war, the lead-

ership of the local organization gave orders on the 7th April for

phase one of the state of employment, and every Party member
and other Germans took up the post allotted to him according to

this plan. * * *

At 9.30 a.m. a guard of honour took up a position in front of

the German Embassy and then largish infantry columns came
marching smartly into the Drammensveien of Fornebo.

It was up to the local organization to support the fighting troops

at first by putting at their disposal Party members who knew
the country and the language, to advise and help the military

administrative offices in the execution of their tasks of supply,

organization and administration.

Late in the afternoon the leader of the Nasjonal Samling, Vid-

kun Quisling, declared by wireless that he was taking over the

government with his men. Liaison personnel, people to find out

the state of public opinion, etc. had to be provided.

4c * . * * * * *
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* * * The post and telegraph censorship came forward

with a demand for people with a knowledge of all sorts of lan- _

guages. From fifty to a hundred reliable men and women were

required for these purposes alone and most of them were actually

produced in a very short time. The general feeling and attitude

of the population required continuous checking, as did the wire-

less and the press.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT M-158

Telegram

(Secret Code V.)

Madrid, 23rd October 1939.

Arrived 23rd October 1939 23. 10 hours.

No. 1654 of 23rd 10.

The Landesgruppenleiter (head of the group in a country) can
obtain a very suitable house for accommodating the Landesgruppe
including the DAF (German Labour Front), the Ortsgruppe
(local group), the Hitler Youth and the German House Madrid,

also room available in case of embassy having to spread out, and
especially very suitable shut-off room for possible erection of sec-

ond secret radio sender, which can no longer be housed at the

school because of reopening.

Landesgruppenleiter requests me to rent the house through em-
bassy, in which way very considerable tax expenses will be

avoided. Have no hesitation, in view of anticipated partial use by
embassy as mentioned above. If you are not agreeable I request

wire by return.

Please submit also to Gauleiter Bohle. /

Stehrer.

6 copies executed

Distribution.

No. 1 to Pers (arb St.) (Personal) (Working Staff)

No. 2 R.A.M. (Reich Foreign Secretary)

No. 3 St. S. (Secretary of State)

No. 4 B.R.A.M.

No. 5 V. St.Pol. (Under Secretary of State (Policy)

No. 6 Dir. Pers. (Director Personal Department)

This is No
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Berlin, 5 September 1942

The Minister on the premises

In the enclosure I submit a memorandum dated 19 August 1942

containing the opinion of my collaborator Dr. Markull on the

Bormann letter of 23 July.

I should be grateful if you would consider the memorandum as

submitted to you personally and return it to me in person, in

view of its serious character. The problem raised is so funda-

mental for our entire policy in the East that I felt obliged to sub-

mit it to you.

(signed) Leibbrandt

Draft

5 copies 1st copy

TOP SECRET

Berlin, 19 August 1942

Concerning Bormann's letter

6 copies

•1st copy

On 23 July 42 Party Director Bormann sent the Minister a

letter which enumerates in 8 paragraphs the principles the Min-

ister is to follow in administering the Occupied Areas in the East.

Thereupon the Minister in a message to the Fuehrer dated 11

August 42 explained in detail to what extent these principles are

already being put into practice or used as a basis of policy.

Any person reading this correspondence is struck first of all

by the complete agreement of concepts. The Minister apparently

was particularly concerned about two points : the first relates to

the protection of German rule against the pressure of the Slav

race, the second to the absolute necessity of simplifying the ad-

ministration. These are indeed decisive problems of which more
will have to be said. For the rest the Minister not only raises no

objections against Bormann's principles or even his phraseology;

on the contrary he uses them as a basis of his reply and en-

deavors to show that they are already being put into practice.

When, however, Bormann's letter was read out by Captain Zim-

mermann in a conference of the Department Chiefs, grave con-

cern was shown at once, both on account of the phraseology of

the letter and the future conduct of our policy. In order to find

out whether this concern is justified, it is best to start from a

fiction which will show clearly what the situation is.
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I

Let us suppose Bormann's letter were issued to the Reich Com-
missioners as a ministerial decree. This supposition is by no

means unrealistic since the Minister appears to hold identical

views. Since the "Ostland" (Baltic area) presents a special case,

and since the Ukraine is, or will become, probably the most im-

portant region politically, the following discussion will be based

mainly on the conditions prevailing in that region.

1. The consequences of a ministerial decree of this kind will be.

judged best by its effect on those men whose duty it is to put it

into practice. The supposed decree would, however, be partic-

ularly effective and would influence opinions to a. particular de-

gree for reasons which will be discussed below. Imagine the

formulas of Bormann's letter translated into the language of a

member of the German civil administration, and you will get

roughly the following views.

"The Slavs are to work for us. In so far as we don't need them,

they may die. Therefore compulsory vaccination and German
health services are superfluous. The fertility of the Slavs is un-

desirable. They may use contraceptives or practice abortion,

the more the better. Education is dangerous. It is enough if they

can count up to 100. At best an education which produces useful

stooges for us is admissible. Every educated person is a future

enemy. Religion we leave to them as a means of diversion. As
for food they won't get any more than is necessary. We are the

masters, we come first.

These sentences are by no means overstatements. On the con-

trary, they are covered word by word by the spirit and the text

of Bormann's letter. Already at this point the question arises

whether such a result is desirable in the interests of the Reich.

It can hardly be doubted that these views would become known
to the Ukrainian people. Similar opinions prevail even today.

Those who are familiar with the conditions know that these

views coincide, in part verbatim, with the so-called "Fascist view-

point" as dinned into the masses by Bolshevist propaganda. The
political consequences are obvious.

2. But there is no real need to assume a fictitious decree as

was done in Paragraph 1. The above mentioned concepts of our

role in the East already exist in practice.

The Reich Commissioner for the Ukraine has expounded his

views of the Ukrainian people over which he rules in three suc-

cessive speeches at the opening of the German House on 16 April
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42, at the celebration of the Fuehrer's birthday, and at the in-

auguration of the Party District. He declared on these and sev-

eral other occasions that this people stood far below us and should

be grateful to God that we allow them to stay alive. We had
liberateo) them, in return they must know no other goal except

to work for us. There could be no human companionship. A "soft"

policy of understanding was out of the question. District Com-
missioners who maintained good relations with the population

were mistrusted by him ipso facto. He would on no account fol-

low the Berlin policy.

Let me supplement these pronouncements briefly by a few
phrases, which every visitor and every member of the local civil

administration can confirm from his own observation. Taken from
day-to-day experience they show particularly clearly how well the

soil is prepared for the Bormann letter.

"Strictly speaking, we are here among Negroes" (meeting of the

Cultural Department, April 1942)

"The population is just dirty and lazy" (this was the opinion in

the winter, in the spring the same people were of the opposite

opinion)

"In my area, whoever shows signs of intelligence will be shot"

(District Commissioner "Kreisleiter" Becher, Gaiszin)

"We must always endeavor to incite one group against the

other" (often repeated especially by the Police)

"All we do is take what we need, the rest can go to the dogs"
(statement by economic officials)

"In all unpleasant matters the odium must fall on the Ukrainian
department heads" (general administrative maxim)

I may add that for instance "Kreisleiter" Knuth whom the

"Gauleiter" still retains, in spite of the gravest accusations

against his integrity in business matters, declared in conversa-

tion on the Kiev question, that Kiev ought to be depopulated

through epidemics. Altogether it would be best if the superflu-

ous part of the population starved to death. When shortly after

Tiso's visit, the famous Lavra Monastery was blown up, in spite

of being under SS Guard, the same circle thoroughly welcomed
the vent, because they erroneously assumed that it would weaken
the Ukrainian national spirit, whereas actually the opposite hap-

pened.

3. There is, however, no uniformity of opinion in regard to

these matters within the Ukraine. One might even say that this
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policy is advocated only by Koch's personal entourage and by

the colleagues which he has chosen. On the other hand nearly

all the Department Chiefs at the Kovno office declare more or

less openly that they consider these opinions disastrous and de-

tach themselves from them. It was because he sensed this hos-

tility that the Reich Commissioner told his department chiefs

some weeks ago in a conference that there were two groups among

them, one frankly working against him, the other doing the same

thing secretly.

Finally among the District Commissioners at least 80% oppose

the views described above. In many conferences with the General

Commissioners they emphasized that the population ought to be

treated decently and with understanding, that its cultural gifts

were surprisingly high, that its labor efficiency was considerable,

that we however were about to throw away a precious stock of

gratitude, affection, and confidence. Statements like the follow-

ing are heard frequently

:

If this policy is continued, there will be a catastrophe.—These
sharp practices will attain nothing except to make the Ukrainians
hate us. Our position here is already lost, etc.

For the rest the only effect of the false concepts of the Master

Race is to relax the discipline of our officials. Thus the report

of the Kiev Commissioner General of March 42 reads:

Regrettably enough there were also greater numbers of of-

fences committed by Germans. It is to be hoped that the work
of the law courts will soon succeed in eliminating those elements
whose place is not in the occupied areas and in creating a situ-

ation where higher standards of general conduct are required
from every German in the occupied countries.

4. The above mentioned policy of the Reich Commissioner for

the Ukraine is in obvious contrast not only to opinion of 80% of

his District Commissioners and specialists, but also to the decrees

of the Minister. In the decree of 22 November 41 it is expressly

pointed out that the Ukrainians must not be considered, let alone

treated as niggers. In the decree of 17 March 42 this order is

reiterated more emphatically. The decree of- 13 May 42 opposes

the opinion that the Ukrainians are not a nation at all, and the

false doctrine of the Master race. Yet in spite of efforts lasting

for a whole year it was impossible to change the official spirit of

the Reich Commissariat for the Ukraine. The majority of the

administration leaders place their hopes in the Minister. A min-
isterial decree conforming to the Bormann letter would be con-

sidered by them as evidence of a complete change of policy and
would result in deep depression and loss of confidence. This con-
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trast of opinion between Minister and Reich Commissioner has be-

come known not only within the Civil Administration, but also in

the Supreme Reich Administration. Many officials of other

branches have visited the Ukraine as well as the "Ostland".

Nearly all of them come home with the conviction that the Min-
ister could not carry through his policy, and that, on the con-

trary the Reich Commissioners considered the Ministry com-

pletely superfluous in view of the position of Governor General

Frank.

5. Perhaps one ought to inquire whether there is not in fact an
agreement between the policy hitherto pursued and the Bormann
letter in the sense that the decrees quoted above and the other

instructions of the Ministry are to be understood merely as tacti-

cal moves, whereas in fact there is no divergence of opinion. The
Minister's reply of 11 August might be considered to point in this

direction.

In answer to this it should be pointed out that the Minister

knows very well that it is not possible to rearrange a continent

of the size of Russia by means of political tactics and by wearing

the mask of a liberator, but only by applying a statesmanlike

conception appropriate to the political conditions and to the dig-

nity of the Reich. The frequently reiterated demands for a dif-

ferentiated treatment of the Eastern nations are based on the

conviction that these nations, after having been liberated from
Bolshevism must, as a matter of course, be given their national

and cultural rights. Unless this is presupposed, they could never

be expected to foreswear Russian nationalism.

Another reason why the Minister's policy cannot be inter-

preted merely as a tactical manoeuvre is the inconsistency which

this would imply. For in that case the word "liberation" ought

never to have been mentioned. No theater should be allowed to

stay open, no trade school, no Ukrainian university institute

should be allowed to function. No Ukrainian artists, doctors,

judges should be brought to Germany to attend course as is hap-

pening now.

6. Therefore the situation is this: Although Bormann's letter

originates from Field Headquarters, it cannot be issued as a min-

isterial decree since such a decree would disavow the entire policy

hitherto pronounced by the Minister. If his policy were founded

upon a far reaching conception, this conception would simply be

smashed. If his policy merely pursued a certain tactical line, this

too would fail since Koch's opposition has rejected and sabotaged

these tactics from the beginning. In this connection it is neces-
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sary to point once more to the obvious similarity between the

opinions professed by Koch and the instructions given in the Bor-

mann letter. Leaving aside the question whether this similarity

is accidental, in any case the result is that Koch's opinion has

prevailed over that of the Minister. Judging by previous ex-

perience, it cannot be assumed that Bormann's letter will remain

for long unknown to the Reich Commissioners, at least in regard

to its general tendency. Thus the question arises whether this

development is to be allowed to take its course, and whether the

matter can be allowed to rest where the report to the Feuhrer of

11 August 1942 left it. Only the Minister himself can decide upon

this question. Even so the following considerations are useful:

ever since the Ministry was set up on the principle of concentra-

tion and unity of leadership, it lost more and more power in strik-

ing contrast to that principle. The question of the relationship

with the Police, so important in practice, was settled to the dis-

advantage of the civil administration. Unified leadership in the

hands of the District Commissioners was thus dissolved. The
higher SS and Police leaders refuse to pay the usual respect to

the General Commissioners such as reporting, etc. All technical

questions are decided upon by Speer. Agricultural questions are

dealt with by a department of the Ministry of Food and by the

Office for the Four Year Plan; the same applies to Forestry and
Trade. Authority in racial questions is assumed more and more
by the Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nation-

hood. Nor is there any unity among the authorities in questions

of propaganda. It is not surprising in view of this development
that the Supreme Reich Administration continue their attacks

and try to pry loose one prerogative after the other. Nor is it

surprising under these circumstances that in the Berlin Offices

it is openly rumored that the Ministry is to be changed into a

mere staff organization. This is not the place to enter further

into these matters. They may rather serve as a background

against which the necessity of a clarification of basic policies

stands out all the more sharply. The Ministry for the Occupied

Eastern Territories enjoys particular prestige with the public

because of the personality at its head. This is not tne prestige

of an able tactician, or of a reckless tyrant, but the public have
rightly confidence in clear-cut spiritual solutions. In the same
way the prestige enjoyed by the Ministry from the other Reich

Authorities rests specifically on this foundation. The consider-

ations set out above lead perforce to the conclusion that the exist-

ence of Bormann's letter constitutes an attack against this foun-
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dation. The political line therefore is doubly threatened by the

organizational difficulties mentioned above.

II

What has been said so far shows how necessary it is that the

situation be clarified ; how and when this is to be done, is for the

Minister to decide. In his letter of 11 August 1942 he has left

open for himself the possibility of a special audience with the

Fuehrer. There are, however, several more points which need

clarification.

1. Without wishing to criticize in any way the statements of

Party Director Bormann it is yet necessary to point out that the

working of his letter does not always bring out clearly the im-

portance of the issue at stake. A phrase like "brisk trade in con-

traceptives" had better not be brought into connection with the

name of the Fuehrer. In the same way abrupt phrases like : "vac-

cination of the non-German population is out of the question",

"under no circumstances higher education", "the population must
not rise to a higher standard", "under no circumstances German
Health Services" would hardly seem to be entirely in keeping with

the importance of the historical problems involved. Compared
with the dignity of the conception of the German State phrases

like these would seem altogether inadmissable as instructions

for the German policy in the East.

2. As has been mentioned above, the Reich Commissioner Koch
leads an especially strong agitation against the so-called "soft"

policy. Any action founded on understanding and on a politically

commendable respect for the justified susceptibilities of foreign

nationhood is at once denounced from their quarters as weakness

and slackening of the "master consciousness". But this attitude

leads to the same inconsistencies which were discussed above in

Part I, Paragraph 5, in connection with the question of tactics.

In the "Voelkischer Beobachter" of 20 August 1942 Koch proudly

speaks of the Ukrainians having been furthered in their cultural

and intellectual efforts. This shows that even if one starts from

his viewpoint, it is impossible to disregard entirely foreign na-

tionhood. The unfortunate "master" complex, however, surrounds

even sensible measures with those clouds of mental reservations

and tactical insincerity which were characteristic of Czarist pol-

icy in regard to non-Russian nations. For the rest, it is entirely

incomprehensible why there should be any fear lest we might

breed "by any of our measures a master-feeling" in Slav nations.

(Bormann letter, Point 5) Surely it goes without saying that no-
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body thinks of subjecting even the most russified person of Ger-

man blood to Ukrainian or Esthonian judicature or police. No-

body knows the German nation better than the Fuehrer. He
knows only too well that the German sometimes tends to be all

too decent and careless. But he also knows that judging by past

experience all the worst instincts are usually aroused by appeals

to the master spirit as propagated from Rovno. Certain incidents

in the Government General ("Kreishauptmann" von Hirschfeld,

Cpt. von Sahla) ought to serve as warning examples. It should

be emphatically stressed that the German claim to leadership is

a matter of course, and that a continuous, mistrustful overstress-

ing of that claim is only liable to cause breakdowns in personal

and political relations.

3. A further important point which needs clarification is con-

stituted by the numerous historical errors on which these various

authorities base their opinions. [This paragraph and the follow-

ing (4) contain historical proof that there is a Ukrainian nation

and that it is wrong to speak of a "uniform Slav rabble".]

Ill

The statements set out above may appear very sharp. They
are, however, dictated by concern and duty. [This paragraph con-

tains proposals of policy. Germany ought to rule for the benefit

of Europe and not on the principle that the occupied countries

are to be exploited for the benefit of Germany alone. The na-

tions in the East should be ruled, but not oppressed. "One can

lead only those whom one respects." Proposals for simplification

and unification of administration. The letter ends:]

These demands of political philosophy are being realized in a

grandiose manner by our Japanese ally in his newly occupied

southern districts. The general rules for the administration of

Greater Asia which were published a short time ago ("Foreign

Policy", July 1942) contain a classic formula for a Reich policy

of this kind. The dangers inherent in the character of the Japa-

nese nation such as arrogance, misuse of power, lack of respect

for foreign nationhood are exercised by an open challenge by the

highest official authority, an act of frankness which gives the im-

pression of supreme self-reliance. The political opinion thus ex-

pressed is strikingly similar to the Minister's own concept. The
fate of the Reich will depend on whether or not this concept can

be realized.

(signed) Dr. M
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Received

Times Day Month Year
2 100 16 12 42

from by
Berlin [initials]

[stamped] : Personal Staff, Reichsfuehrer SS
File No. Secret/67

Reich Security Main Office [RSHA]
Communication of Information

Information Communication No. 219, DR BERLIN NUE NO
229793 16 December 42 2100—GR—

To Reichsfuehrer SS
At present: FIELD COMMAND POST

urgent—secret

In connection with the increase in the transfer of labor to the

concentration camps, ordered to be completed by 30 Jan 1943,

the following procedure may be applied in the Jewish Section.

1. Total number: 45,000 Jews

2. Start of transportation: 11 Jan 1943. End of transporta-

tion: 31 Jan 1943 (The Reich railroads are unable to provide

special trains for the evacuation during the period from 15 Dec
1942 to 10 Jan 1943 because of the increased traffic of armed
forces leave trains.)

3. Composition: The 45,000 Jews are to consist of 30,000 Jews
from the district of Byalystock, 10,000 Jews from the ghetto

Theresienstadt, 5,000 of whom are Jews fit for work who here-

fore had been used for smaller jobs required for the ghetto, and
5,000 Jews who are generally incapable of working, also over 60

year old Jews. In order to use this opportunity for reducing the

number of inmates now amounting to 48,000, which is too high

in the interest of building up the ghetto, I am requesting special

authority for this action. As herefore only such Jews would be

taken for the evacuation who do not have any particular connec-

tions and who are not in possession of any high decorations. 3,000

Jews from the occupied Dutch territories, 2,000 Jews from Ber-

lin—45,000. The figure of 45,000 includes the invalid [under-

lined] appendix (old Jews and children). By use of a practical

standard, the screening of the arriving Jews in Auschwitz should

yield at least 10,000 to 15,000 people fit for work [underlined].

For the chief of the security police & the SD IV B 4 KLEIN A
—2093/42 KLEIN G (3910)

signed : Mueller

Lt. Gen. [Gruppenfuehrer] of the SS.
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The Reich Leader SS Commissioner for the Consolidation of

German Nationhood

Berlin-Halensee, 15.4.41

Kurfuerstendamm 142/143

Instruction for Internal Use on the Application of the Law
concerning Property of Poles of 17.9.1940

1. Where the Act is to be applied: The Act is applicable not

only within the incorporated areas in the East, but in the entire

area of Greater Germany, excluding the General Government of

the occupied Polish areas; in the latter area the Decree of the

Governor General concerning the Confiscation of Private Prop-

erty located within the General Government of 24.1.40 (VBLT
GG.I No. 6, pp 23 ff.) is applicable.

2. With regard to which persons it is to be applied: The act is

to be applied with regard to every national of the former Polish

State. Alterations of nationality completed after 1.9.1939, as may
result for instance from the division of Poland or from naturali-

zation of Poles in enemy or neutral countries are not to be con-

sidered. Therefore anyone who was a Polish National on 1.9.1939

is subject to the Act unless the exception of section l,ss. 2 applies.

3. According to section 1, ss.3, No. a of the Law concerning

the List for Repatriation of German Ethnic Groups [Deutsche

Volksliste] and the German nationality in the Incorporated East-

ern Areas of 4.3.1941 (RGB1.I 118) those stateless persons of

non-German race who had their domicile or permanent residence

within the frontiers of the former Polish State, are in the same
position as nationals of the former Polish State. There is nothing

against applying this principle when applying this Act.

5. "Where on 1.9.1939 nationals of the former Polish State

were at the same time nationals of another state (for instance

America) the Act is applicable in principle, but before any ac-

tion may be taken, there has to be a report to me via the Central

Estate Office in order to negotiate an agreement with the Foreign
Office or the Custodian of Enemy Property.

6. The important exception in section 1, subs. 2 will permit
practical action and especially definitive measures on the basis

of the Act only after determination of the race to which the per-

son belongs (see my Decree regarding Races of 12.9.40, the Cir-

cular of the Minister for the Interior concerning Acquisition of

693261—47—5
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German Nationality by former Polish and Danzig Nationals of

19.3.41) (Ie 5125/41).

5000 East)

Regarding the groups III and IV of the "List for the Repatria-

tion of German Ethnic Groups (see my decree of 12.9.40) the law

of 4.3.1941 provides despite their incorporation in the List that

persons belonging to these two groups acquire German nation-

ality only by individual naturalization. Moreover the persons in

Group IV (renegades) when individually naturalized will ac-

quire German nationality only with the provision that it may be

revoked. As long as they are not irrevocably naturalized, the ex-

ception of section 1 subs. 2 does not apply to them because it pre-

sumes that German nationality has been acquired. Until this has

taken place, i.e. until these persons are irrevocably German na-

tionals, their property is subject to the measures of the Law,
concerning Property of Poles.

This possibility though will not be used until further notice

since we intend to Germanize the members of these groups as

far as possible. More detailed instruction with regard to these

groups will be issued later.

7. Section 1, subs. 2 part 2 allows further exceptions to be

made with regard to the persons affected. I shall decide upon
such exceptions in the individual case.

Ad section 2

1. The provisions of subs. 1 and 2 apply only where the condi-

tions as to personal status set out in section 1 are present as well.

2. The conditions permitting seizure according to section 2,

subs. 2 are always present if the property belongs to a Pole. For
the Polish real estate will be needed without exception for the

consolidation of the German nationhood.

3. The Estate Offices primarily will make use of the possibility

to restrict the seizure to parts of the property, since the seizure

of real estate is the main task. It is not necessary, therefore, to

seize the entire property of a person at once. This is not even de-

sirable in each case since the seizing authority acquires some re-

sponsibility by a seizure."

Ad section U
"Ad section 9

1. In contrast to seizures which have only the character of

preparatory measures, confiscation transfers the property in

question finally to the German State."
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7. Since I reserve for myself any confiscation of real estate

(until further notice) I expressly forbid the making of promises

as to the subsequent disposition of the real estate which is con-

fiscated, unless I decree differently as the case may be.

Ad section 10

"On treatment of Church Property I shall decide later."

Ad section lk

1. "The rule that the order issued in the particular case has to

be put in writing and to be served on the person concerned is

obligatory so that the validity of the order depends on compliance

with it.

2. On the other hand since compliance with this order would
mean considerable trouble for me and my Estate Offices, and may
moreover cause unrest among the population, I herewith em-
power the Estate Offices to replace this service according to sec-

tion 14 subs. 2 by posting up the decree or by public notice, un-

less service on the person concerned seems indispensable owing
either to the size of the real estate in question or to doubts about

the racial status of the person concerned. In applying this sur-

rogate for service there is again to be taken into consideration

that unrest among the population, especially among the small

holders and peasants has to be carefully avoided."

By Order

(signed) [illegible signature]

SS Brigadefuehrer

Draft

The Superior SS & Police Leader
Danzig-West Prussia

Commissioner of the Reich Commissioner
for the Consolidation of German Nationhood

Estate Office

(Reference No.)

Gdynia, 19

Count Spee Street 7.

Order of Seizure

According to the Law concerning the Treatment of Property
belonging to Nationals of the former Polish State of 17.9.1940
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(RGB1. I p. 1270) herewith the whole of the agricultural prop-

erty belonging to the persons named in the enclosed list, espe-

cially the agricultural farms and estates specified in that list in-

cluding all appurtenances are seized for the benefit of the Ger-

man Reich represented by the Reichsfuehrer SS and Reich Com-
missioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood.

This seizure does not invalidate any official administration in-

troduced under section 1 of the law concerning official admin-

istration of agricultural or forestry estates in the occupied coun-

tries of the East of 12.2.1940 (RGB1 I p.355) conducted by the

General Administrator (East German Corporation for Estate

Administration) or any other authorized administration.

The Chief of the Estate Office

signature

[Seal]

Rank
Note:

Served acc. to section 14 Act of 17.9.40

by public notice

Date

The Superior SS & Police Leader
Danzig—West Prussia

Commissioner of the Reich Commissioner
for the Consolidation of German Nationhood

Estate Office

(Reference No.)

Gydnia, 19

Confiscation Order

Under sections 9 and 12 of the Law concerning the Treatment

of Property belonging to Nationals of the former Polish State of

17.9.1940 (RGB1 I p. 370) herewith is confiscated for the benefit

of the German Reich represented by the Reich Leader SS-, Reich

Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood, the

entire agricultural property, especially the—farm—estate—in-

cluding all appurtenances of
(follows name and last domicile)

(name of farm) situated at (locality)

(no. of farm) (village)

District
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Reasons:

The confiscation of the agricultural estate is necessary for the

public benefit, especially for the consolidation of the German Na-

tionhood.

Seizure has been ordered the

(the property was seized after 5 October, add:)

and the decree has been served to the person affected the

Service has been replaced by public notice in the Estate Office

(ss. 2, Act 14 of 17.9.1940)

VIII/A8 02—Froe/Zp
Re: Monthly report

Your Ref: —
Encl. — 1 —

31st May

To the Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Na-

tionhood

—Staff Headquarters—Statistics Department

Berlin—Halensee

142/143 Kurfuerstendamm

Enclosed I submit report on our activities for May 1943. The
14,635 schedules concerning 103,598.31 hectares still pending at

the Central Estate Office are under the jurisdiction of the Estate

Office, Posen.

Altogether 969 schedules comprising 6,725.81 hectares have

been transferred to the Register. Besides 197 schedules were
treated as concerning A-estates. Owing to corrections received,

6,910 schedules were corrected and the Register changed accord-

ingly. The Registry departments therefore treated in May alto-

gether 8,076 schedules. Moreover a great number of corrections

had to be made regarding the racial status, owing to entries in

the List for Repatriation of German Ethnic Groups ["Deutsche

Volksliste"] : the confiscation decrees when received were entered

in the Register, the same applies to reports of the Country Courts

on entries in the Lang Register. Where the Estate Offices had
corrected their schedules, the entries concerning seizures had to

be corrected as well.

By Order
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Copy

C Z I/III b/28.3.40/Goe/Wo. 20th Nov. 1940

Re: How the property of the persons belonging to groups III

and IV of "the List for repatriation of German Ethnic

Groups [Deutsche Volksliste] ought to be dealt with.

[Reported to Reich Leader SS on: 23.2.41]

The Reich Fuehrer SS
Berlin—SW 11

8 Prince Albrecht Street

Reich Fuehrer!

After having issued your carrying-out decree concerning the

treatment of the population in the Eastern occupied countries of

12.9.1940, you will find it necessary to issue instructions concern-

ing the treatment of property belonging to persons included in

Groups III and IV of the "List for the Repatriation of German
Ethnic Groups" and this for the agricultural as well as for the

trade sections.

A solution of this problem is becoming more urgent because

business establishments and farms which belong to members of

Groups IV and V of the list are urgently needed for tHe use of

German resettlers.

In the interest of Germanizing the country as fast and as ef-

fectively as possible and of separating from both these groups

their property located in the occupied Eastern territories as soon

as feasible, my office is of the opinion that real estate situated in

the annexed Eastern areas, and belonging to members of Groups
III and IV of the List should be expropriated, and this against

full compensation to members of Group III, but against compen-

sation which would have to be decided upon in each single case

with regard to members of Group IV.

On this basis I have the honor to submit the following pro-

posal for the treatment of property belonging to members of

Groups III and IV of the List for your consideration.

/. Treatment of Property of Members of Group HI
(Germans who had not resisted Polonisation)

Since the members of this group ought to be fully compensated

on principle, I see no objection against allowing them to sell pri-

vately their real estate to appropriate corporations or persons.

The intention guiding the treatment of these persons ought to be

to transfer them to the old Germany. This intention can be real-
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ized, as a rule, by police measures or labor restrictions. The Ger-

manization of the country will therefore not be endangered if we
first allow the members of this group to liquidate their real es-

tate situated within the annexed areas according to their own
wishes. It will be recommendable, though to set them a time

limit of about three months during which they are to liquidate

their real estate. In case they have not sold their real estate

within that time, it would have to be taken into administration

by the East German Estate Administration Corporation, and af-

terwards the Reich Commissioner should confiscate the real es-

tate and decide upon compensation.

In these cases the real estate can be dealt with in the manner
set out above under the law concerning appropriation of real es-

tate for the use of the German Armed Forces, provided that this

law will have been declared applicable in the annexed areas, ow-

ing to the recent alteration of the Feuhrer's decree.

II. Treatment of Group IV of the "Volksliste"

(Renegades)

[pencil note: no compensation]

In view of the principle that the numbers of Group IV are not

to receive full compensation, they should not be allowed to sell

privately their real estate, nor can the law concerning appropri-

ation of real estate be applied since it provides for full compen-
sation.

My office proposes to expropriate the property of these persons
under the law concerning the treatment of property belonging to

nationals of the former Polish State of 17.9.40. There is no ob-

jection against that since in fact the members of Group IV of

the List do not obtain German nationality immediately on their

entry onto the List, but are only entitled to hope for a labor nat-

uralization, after having proven their worth.

Now the confiscation under the law of 17.9.40 does not exclude
the grant of compensation as such. On the contrary, decision for

compensation and the amount for confiscation of property is ex-

pressly reserved by section 9, subs. 5 of the Act. There ought to

be an administrative decree (which presupposes consent of the
Reich Finance Minister) empowering the Reich Commissioner to

grant to renegades a partial compensation in money for their

confiscated property, the amount of which is to be decided by him
at his discretion.

Such a procedure has the following advantages:
a. No new legislation is necessary,
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b. This procedure of confiscation is much simpler than ex-

propriation proper,

c. Since the granting of compensation would rest on the

discretion of the Reich Commissioner, there could be no
competence for the courts to examine and decide upon
its appropriateness.

This would allow to treat each one of the renegades according

to his behavior in the past.

(signed) Greifelt

SS Brigade Leader

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-95

Copy
Army High Command

H.Q., Army High Command, 30th March 1941

Army Gen. Staff, Dept. Ops. (I)

No. 540/41 top secret, chiefs only 9000664

Deployment Instructions for "Action 25" and
supplementary instruction for action "Marita"

1. The political situation in the Balkans having changed by
reason of the Yugoslav military revolt, Yugoslavia has to be con-

sidered as an enemy even should it make declarations of loyalty

at first.

The Fuehrer and Supreme Commander has decided therefore

to destroy Yugoslavia as quickly as possible. For camouflaging

purposes the operation shall be called "Action 25".

2. The intentions of the Army High Command are to break
into Yugoslavia by means of a concentric operation emerging
from the area Klagenfurt—Graz and near N. Kanizsa on one side

(2nd Army) and from the area near Sofia on the other side (12th

Army). General direction should be Belgrade and south of it.

By these operations the Yugoslav Army should be destroyed and

the southern part of Yugoslavia should be captured as early as

possible, so that communications to the Italian army group in Al-

bania can be opened and a basis be created for the continuation

of the German-Italian offensive against Greece.

An early opening of traffic on the Danube river and the cap-

ture of the copper mines at Bor are of importance for the mili-

tary economy.
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3. Enemy situation:

In northern Yugoslavia defensive conduct of war may be ex-

pected. The fact that the races there are in opposition to each

other may even induce the Yugoslav Command to defend only the

Serbian crown lands. In this case numerous efficient bolt-positions

may be expected both in Slovene and Croation parts of the

country.

It is presumed that the enemy will defend the Eastern border

in southern Yugoslavia by means of numerous bolt positions. At
the same time he will try to keep his rear free by invading Al-

bania in cooperation with Greek-British forces.

When the German attack succeeds in severing the coherence

of the Yugoslav defence by capturing the main roads of commu-
nication, the Yugoslav army may be expected to defend itself

strongly in the mountain area so long as sufficient ammunition

and food are available. The problem of nationalities may play a

decisive part with regard to duration and toughness of this re-

sistance.

Details with regard to the enemy situation see enclosure 1.

4. The orders issued with regard to the operations against

Greece remain valid so far as not affected by this order. This ap-

plies especially to the capture of the islands in the North Aegean
sea though the Fuehrer has reserved for himself the issuing of the

order to capture the island of Lemnos. The protection of the

Turkish border is left to the Bulgarians for the time being. One
armored divisions has to be put in readiness as support.

5. Timetable for the operations.

a. On 5th April as soon as sufficient forces erf the Air Force

are available and weather permitting, the Air Forces shall attack

continuously by day and night the Yugoslav ground organization

and Belgrade.

Simultaneously—by no means earlier—the attack of • the 12th

Army (except for the North Group, i.e., Armored Group 1) be-

gins against Yugoslavia and Greece.

It should be assured that in case of unfavorable weather the

Army High Command (AOK) is able to stop the attack at least

10 hours before the time of the planned air attack.*******
8. Cooperation of other States:

a. Cooperation by Italy:*******
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b. Cooperation by Hungary: Hungary will participate in the

invasion of Yugoslavia.*******
Dividing Lines:

c. Cooperation of Rumania: Active participation of Rumania
in the attack on Yugoslavia may not be expected. The Ruman-
ians, however, will strengthen their border protection forces. The
main duty of Rumania will be the protection against Russia.

d. Cooperation of Bulgaria: Should Bulgarian forces partici-

pate actively in the attack on Yugoslavia, Army High Command
12 has to make the necessary arrangements with the Bulgarian

Army Command. Bulgarian forces to be deployed against Yugo-
slavia are to be subordinated to the German military authorities.

9. Cooperation of the Air Force:

No air raids should be made against Croat areas, unless Yugo-

slav forces in this area are the targets. Army High Command 12

shall cooperate with VIII Air Corps, Army High Command 2

with Air Fleet 4, High Command Air Force will send sufficient

anti-aircraft protection from Graz, Klagenfurt, Villach, and Leo-

ben, and from Vienna.

signed von Brauchitsch

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-96

Copy

The Reich Minister of Justice

9170 Ostgeb. 2IIa 2 996.41

Berlin, 17th April 1941

To the Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancellery

Subject: Penal law against Poles and Jews in the annexed
Eastern territories.

Reference: Letter dated 28th November 1940—RK 17 428 B—

.

1 enclosure (file notice) to a2—1826.41

It has been my opinion from the outset that the special condi-

tions prevailing in the annexed Eastern territories require special

measures of penal law and penal procedure against Poles and

Jews. When the special courts were introduced in the Eastern

territories by the ordinance of the Commander-in-Chief of the

Army, dated 5 September 1939, I immediately endeavoured to

make these courts, with their particularly swift and vigorous
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procedure, a center for the fight against all Polish and Jewish

criminality. Proof that I have succeeded in this is provided by

the impressive statistical figures of the special courts for the

first ten months of their activity in the Eastern territories. Thus,

for instance, the special court at Bromberg passed death sen-

tences on 201 defendants and sentences for hard labor for life on

11 defendants; 93 defendants were sentenced to 912 years of

hard labor in all, averaging 10 years each. Only minor offences

were prosecuted before the "Amtsgerichte" [ordinary lower

courts]. The "Strafkammern" [Criminal High Courts] have not

been employed so far as possible, because their sentences are sub-

ject to appeal [Revision] to the "Reichsgericht" [Highest court

of Appeal]. I wished to avoid that any court which is not fully

acquainted with the special conditions prevailing in the Eastern

territories—and be it the highest court of the Reich—should de-

cide in these matters.

The aim to create a special law for Poles and Jews in the East-

ern territories was pursued further according to plan by the ordi-

nance dated 6th June 1940. By this ordinance German Penal Law,
which had been used in the Eastern territories already from the

outset, was formally made applicable. In the sphere of criminal

procedure the obligation to prosecute no longer applies; the pub-

lic prosecutor instigates prosecutions only in cases where he con-

siders the infliction of penalty to be in the public interest. The
procedure for enforcing a prosecution (Art. 172 ff. of the Code

for Penal Procedure) has been abrogated. For it seems intoler-

able that Poles or Jews should be able to force the German public

prosecutor to instigate an indictment. Poles and Jews have also

been deprived of the right to prosecute in their own names or to

join the public prosecutor in an action.

In addition to this special law in the sphere of law procedure

some special conditions have been included in Art. II of the intro-

ductory ordinance. These provisions were established in agree-

ment with the Reich Minister for the Interior on the basis of

needs which had made themselves felt. From the beginning it

was intended to augment these special conditions in case of need.

This need, which had become apparent in the meantime, was to be
met by an executive and supplementary order, which was added
to the original ordinance and which was referred to in the letter

from the Fuehrer's deputy. This letter also mentioned the ordi-

nances concerning the introduction of the law of extradition and
of the law concerning the use of arms by authorized persons in

the forest and wild life protection service, which however, are
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only loosely connected with the criminality of the Poles and Jews
and were to serve merely the progress of general adjustment of

law in the Eastern territories. As regards these two latter ordi-

nances, as well as the executive ordinance concerning the law for

the annulment of penalties and the ordinance concerning the penal

register, I shall try to bring about an agreement with the deputy

of the Fuehrer.

Later I was informed of the express wish of the Fuehrer that,

as a matter of principle, the Poles (and I presume the Jews) are

to be treated differently from the Germans within the sphere of

Penal Law. After preliminary discussions with the presidents of

the high courts of appeal [Oberlandesgerichte] and the presiding

public prosecutors of the annexed Eastern territories, I drew up

the enclosed draft concerning criminal law and procedure against

Poles and Jews within the annexed Eastern territories and within

the area of the former Free City of Danzig.

This draft represents an altogether special law both in the

sphere of penal law and penal procedure. The suggestions of the

deputy of the Fuehrer have been taken into consideration to

a far reaching extent. No. 1, par. 3 contains a general crime

formula on the basis of which any Pole or Jew in the Eastern

territories can in future be prosecuted and any kind of punish-

ment can be inflicted on him for any attitude or action which is

considered punishable and is directed against Germandom. This

provision is supplemented by No. 1, par. 2 which is already con-

tained in the introductory ordinance, and which threatens the

death sentence as the absolute punishment for any act of violence

committed against a German because of his belonging to the

German race. The cases under No. I, Par. 4, which are already

contained in the introductory ordinance, are merely amendments,
which perhaps would have been unnecessary in view of the new
general crime formula. I have included them nevertheless, in

order not to give rise to the erroneous opinion that the limits of

criminal liability as defined in this draft are narrower than those

of the law hitherto in force. Finally, No. II, makes it clear that,

apart from everything a German renders himself liable to punish-

ment. In addition, the regulation permits a far reaching applica-

tion of the law (Par. 2. of the Penal Code) in tune with the re-

quirements of the Eastern territories.

In accordance with the opinion of the deputy of the Fuehrer I

started from the point of view that the Pole is less susceptible

to the infliction of ordinary imprisonment. Therefore I had al-

ready taken administrative measures with the aim of keeping
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Poles and Jews separate from other prisoners and to inflict pun-

ishment on them in a more severe manner. No. Ill goes a step

further and replaces imprisonment, viz. the penal camp and the

severe penal camps. Under these new kinds of punishment the

prisoners are to be lodged outside prisons in camps and are to be

forced to do heavy and heaviest labor. Further administrative

orders are envisaged, concerning specialities in the sphere of

disciplinary punishment (dark cells, transfer from penal camps

to severe penal camps etc.)

The new kinds of punishment under No. Ill are applicable to

all offences committed by Poles and Jews, even if the offence falls

under a provision of the German Penal Code. On the other hand,

No. Ill, Par. 3, makes sure that less than the minimum period of

punishment and less than any obligatory punishment prescribed

in any German criminal law may be inflicted if the offence was di-

rected exclusively against the offenders own race.

The section concerning procedure contains first of all special

provisions of the introductory ordinance already in force. But in

future it will no longer be permissible for a Pole or a Jew, on
whom sentence has been passed by a German court, to lodge an
appeal against the sentence. He has no right to complain, nor
may he apply for a retrial. All sentences should be open to execu-

tion at once. In future Poles and Jews may no longer challenge

German judges as biased; nor may they be put under oath. The
conditions under which measures of compulsion may be used

against them have been eased. It is also important that accord-

ing to No. X Par. 2 the local higher court decides on applications

for annulment on technical grounds [Nichtigkeits Beschwerdem]

;

this will prevent any court not located in the Eastern territories

from passing judgment in a case against Jews and Poles. For the

rest No. XII gives both the court and the public prosecutor every

freedom they can possibly require vis-a-vis the "Gerichtsverfas-

sungsrecht" [law concerning the constitution of the courts] and
the Reich Law of Criminal Procedure.

It is the purpose of No. XIII to ensure the applicability of the
special laws for Poles and Jews and of the abrogation of prosecu-

tion enforcement even in cases, where the Polish or Jewish of-

fender, though domiciled in the Eastern territories, has com-
mitted an offence in some other part of the Great German Reich.

A criminal law of this kind directed especially against Poles
and Jews would not, in my opinion, restrict the freedom of action

of the German authorities and officials ; nor would the Poles and
Jews take advantage of its issuance by making unjustified accusa-
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tions or complaints against German officials. The penal law pro-

vides threats of punishment of such increased severity that the

deterent effect is assured to the strongest degree. Any hole in

the law by which a Polish or Jewish criminal might escape, has

been closed. As far as criminal procedure is concerned, the draft

constitutes a clear expression of the political inequality of Ger-

mans on the one hand, and Poles and Jews on the other.

The introduction of corporal punishment, which the deputy of

the Fuehrer has brought up for discussion, has not been included

in the draft, either as a form of criminal punishment or as a dis-

ciplinary punishment. I cannot agree to this type of punishment,

because its infliction does not, in my opinion, correspond to the

cultural level of the German people.

The main features of the criminal procedure proposed by the

draft are greatest speed together with immediate execution of

sentences; thus it will not be inferior to the procedure in courts

martial. Those administering criminal justice will have the op-

portunity of inflicting even the heaviest penalties in every suit-

able case, and thus be able to cooperate actively in realizing the

political aims of the Fuehrer in the Eastern territories.

I intend to submit the bill for approval to the Council of Min-

isters for the Defence of the Reich. Before so doing, I wish,

however, to discuss the matter with you, Sir, personally, and to ask

you to obtain the decision of the Fuehrer as to whether he agrees

to the basic principles of the bill.

signed: Dr. Schlegelberger

Copy

The Reich Minister of Justice

91 70 Ostgeb/2—IIa 2-182641
Berlin W.8, 30th June 1941

Express Letter

To the Reich Fuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police in the

Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Subject: Administration of Criminal Justice in the an-

nexed Eastern territories.

Reference: Letter to the Reich Minister and Chief of Reich

Chancellery, dated 16th May 1941—11 A 2 (new) No. 127/41

173/1 and the letter addressed to me by the Main Office of
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Reich Security, dated 29th May 1941—11 a 2 (new) No. 205|41

—176-7.

2 enclosures.

In the enclosure I transmit the following documents on which

I would ask you to give your opinion at an early date

:

1. draft of an ordinance concerning the administration of

criminal justice against Poles and Jews in the annexed

Eastern territories and the area of the former Free City

of Danzig;

2. copy of my letter to the Reich Minister and Chief of the

Reich Chancellery, dated 17th April 1941—9171 Ostgeb. 2

Ila 2 996/41—giving the reasons for this draft.

The draft has now been supplemented by Article XIII concern-

ing the procedure of courts-martial. This supplementary article

is based on a decision of the Fuehrer, of which I was informed

through a letter from the Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich

Chancellery dated 27 May 1941—Rk 7760 B; according to this

decision the Reich Governor in the Reich Gau Wartheland is to be

empowered to introduce courts-martial against Poles in his dis-

trict.

In order to obtain a quick settlement of this urgent matter
which is of importance for the war, I should be grateful if a per-

sonal discussion could be arranged. I ask for telephone call to

fix the time for a conference.

Charged with the conduct of affairs

Reich Main Security Office

// A 2—No, SU2\U1—170—
Berlin SW 11, 11th July 1941

8 Prinz-Albrecht Street

Copy

Subject matter: Administration of Criminal Justice in

annexed Eastern Territories.

1. Note:

The ordinance draft, which was sent to us for consideration by
the Reich Minister for Justice with a covering letter of 30th June
1941 (pages 161 ff. of the file), was discussed at an informative

meeting of the competent officials of the Reich Main Security

Office and of the Reich Civil Police Main Office, Reich Fuehrer
693261—47—

6
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SS—Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of the German
Race—took part in the discussions, because the invitation, dated

7th July 1941, arrived late.

The discussion had the following results:

I. The general lines of the provisions of chapter 1 (criminal

law) and chapter 2 (criminal procedure) are to be approved.

They correspond to the principles followed by the police in deal-

ing with Poles.

It should however, be suggested to the Ministry of Justice to

insert in Chapter 2, Paragraph XII, a minimum of legal guar-

antees for the legal procedure; this might be done by adding to

the present version the following sentences:

"In any case however, the defendant should be granted a hear-
ing, if need be with the help of an interpreter.

The names of the judges and of the defendant, the evidence on
which the sentence is based, and the offence, the sentence with
a brief opinion, and the date of the sentence should be taken
down in writing in each case."

II. Chapter 3 (procedure under martial law) requires several

modifications or clarifications:

1. The Reich Governors (Statthalter) are to be bound not only

by the consent of the Reich Minister for Justice, but also by the

consent of the Reich Minister of the Interior. This amendment is

needed to safeguard the influence the police must have on intro-

duction and procedure of martial law. Under the present pro-

vision, which requires only the consent of the Minister of Justice,

there is the risk that the intended martial law becomes a martial

law under the supervision of the administration of justice and
not a martial law for the purposes of the police.

2. The Reich Governors must have authority to declare mar-
tial law uniformly for the whole area [Gaue] under their admin-
istration. The present wording—Bezirke [districts] does not

make it quite clear whether they have such authority.

3. The persons who are subject to the procedure under martial

law should be the same as those to whom the other provisions of

the ordinance refer. Therefore in Par. XIII Jews as well as Poles

must be mentioned.

4. The jurisdiction of the courts-martial as stated in the bill

is too narrow. They must be given authority

:

a. to pass judgment under martial law on all excesses,

not only on more serious ones against Germans,
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b. to pass judgment under martial law, even on minor
offences which seriously endanger the German recon-

struction work because of their frequency.

The words "more serious" before "excesses" and before "pun-

ishable offenses", must therefore be deleted from the draft.

5. Confinement to a concentration camp is, by definition, not

a punishment but a measure of precaution. The provision

whereby the court acting under martial law may sentence an
offender to confinement in a concentration camp must there-

fore be amended.

The courts acting under martial law need, however, the au-

thority to punish by imprisonment—though in this case it is for

the Secret State Police and not for the law administration to

carry out the sentence. The present wording of Paragraph XIII,

sec. 2 must therefore be changed to read as follows:

"The penalties to be inflicted by the courts acting under mar-
tial law are the death penalty or imprisonment (penal camp).
The execution of the penalty of imprisonment is the duty of the

Secret State Police."

6. It must be made clear whether the Reich Governors are

authorized to implement independently the provisions regarding

the nomination of judges for the procedure of courts-martial, or

whether the Reich Minister for Justice intends to reserve the

right to withhold his consent for a declaration of martial law
unless the Reich Governors refer to him any steps they take in

these matters.

III. The present wording of chapter 4 (extension of jurisdic-

tion and authorization) does not take into consideration that the

police is authorized at present to inflict penalties for minor of-

fences of Polish civilian workers within the territory of the

Reich. This power is based upon an authorization granted to the

Reich Fuehrer SS by the Reich-Marshal. The provision as drafted

would therefore mean a deterioration of the legal position of the

police in favor of the judiciary.

Provision must therefore be made for one of two alternatives

:

a. either the competence of the police as defined hitherto,

must be maintained expressly,

b. or martial law must be made applicable to Poles within

the whole territory of the Reich.

The latter proposal is preferable because it should be the ulti-

mate goal to make Poles subject to the jurisdiction of the police.
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IV. The items mentioned under No. I—III are to be discussed

by department II A 2 with the Reich Ministry of Justice. It

should be ascertained to what extent the Ministry of Justice is

prepared to meet the wishes of the police. Thereafter the draft

embodying the final position of the police toward the Reich Min-

ister of Justice is to be submitted to the Reich-Fuehrer SS. The
draft is to be signed by all police departments who participate

in the discussion.

Copies to

a. Main Office Civil Police, c/o Ministerial Counselor Dr.

Daemper,

b. Reich-Fuehrer SS, Reich Commissioner for the Consolida-

tion of the German Race,

c. Office III—III A 3 1

d. Office IV—IV D 2
J>
of the Reich Main Security Office

e. Office V—V A 1 J

following my letter of the 7th July 1941—11 A 2 No. 205 VIII/41—176-7, for information,
by order:

signed : Neifeind.

[Stamp]

The Reich-Fuehrer SS, Reich Commissioner
for the Consolidation of the German Race
Received: 14th July 1941 4 W
File No.: COI/28R/5th Aug. 1940.

1. Dr. Bilfinger Office II V informs me on enquiry that the

draft has been amended by agreement with the Reich-Minister

of Justice and has been submitted to SS-Group Fuehrer Wolff

for signature. The draft will be forwarded to the Reich-Minister

of Justice and will be described as the final opinion of the

Police.

We shall receive copy.

2. To be submitted again 19th August.

initialled: 30th July.
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Copy |

The Reich-Fuehrer SS and
Chief of the German Police in the Reich-Ministry of the

Interior

S II A 2 No. $42/41—176.
Berlin SW 11, 1st August 1941

8 Prinz-Albrecht Street

I have no objections against the proposals, t

Signed: Dr. Kr 27th Aug.

c—3/1-3

To the Reich Minister for Justice

Berlin, W.*.

Wilhelmstr. 65

Subject Matter: Administration of Criminal Justice in the An-
nexed Eastern Territories.

Reference: Express letter dated 30th June 1941—9170 Ostgeb/2-

II a 2 1826.41

With reference to the discussion held by our respective of-

ficials on 14 July 1941, I wish to make the following comments
on the draft you have submitted

:

Generally I agree to the draft and welcome the special con-

ditions to which Poles and Jews are to be subject both with

regard to criminal law and criminal procedure. The reintro-

duction of martial law in the annexed Eastern Territories con-

forms with the wishes I have expressed several times.

I request you, however, to take into consideration the follow-

ing specific points

:

1. According to Paragraph XII the procedure is to be ar-

ranged by the court and the public prosecutor as they think fit

in consideration of their duty. On principle I agree with this.

However, in the earlier draft for a court-martial procedure

which was worked out with your collaboration, a minimum of

legal guarantees was provided for. This I would like to see pre-

served in future also. The present wording of Paragraph XII
would result in an unusual situation whereby the rules for or-

dinary procedure would be less stringent than those for the pro-

cedure under martial law. Therefore, please amend the wording
of Paragraph XII accordingly.
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2. In Paragraph XIII (procedure under martial law) please

provide for the consent of the Reich Minister of the Interior in

addition to consent of the Reich Minister of Justice.

3. During the discussion of the bill by the officials concerned,

it became clear that the Reich-Governors [Reichsstatthalter]

should be authorized to declare martial law for any parts of their

area as well as for the whole of their area. The present wording
is open to doubt, I propose therefore the following wording

:

« * * * for t-he area 0f Yiis administration or specified parts

thereof".

4. Although it may safely be assumed that in the future there

will be no more Jews in the annexed Eastern territories, I am
of the opinion that under present circumstances it is very urgent

to provide martial law not only for Poles but for Jews as well.

Therefore please insert in Paragraph XIII after the word "Poles"

the words "and Jews".

5. Concerning the clause "and for other more serious offences

which gravely endanger the German reconstruction work", please

delete the word "more serious" so that martial law may be ap-

plied also to those cases which in themselves are not particularly

serious but which might become a serious danger to the German
reconstruction work because of their frequency, (e. g. smug-
gling), and which urgently require immediate and draconic

action for purposes of intimidation.

6. So far, the Secret State Police alone imposes protective

custody. Furthermore, protective custody is by definition not a

punishment but a measure of precaution and education. There-

fore please amend section 2 of Paragraph XIII to read perhaps

as follows:

"The penalty to be inflicted by the courts under martial law
is the death penalty. The courts proceeding under martial law
"may, however, dispense with punishment and order transfer to

the Secret State Police instead."

In this way due consideration would be given to the wishes of

the Fuehrer and the aforementioned difficulties of terminology

would be avoided.

7. I agree also to the extension of jurisdiction as provided in

Paragraph XIV. But as you know, Reich-Marshal Goering, in

his ordinance of 8 March 1940, has delegated to me the re-

sponsibility for the proper conduct of the Poles. He has author-

ized me to issue the legal and executive provisions necessary for

this purpose. I have made use of this authorization by issuing
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the ordinances dated 8 March 1940—S IV D 2 No. 382/40—and
3 September 1940—S IV D 2 No. 3382/40. These ordinances

are also known to you. The present wording of Paragraph XIV
does not make it quite clear whether this arrangement will re-

main unaffected. I note that the draft is not intended to bring

about any change in this arrangement; I consider it necessary

nevertheless, to make it quite clear by means of a brief remark
in Paragraph XIV, that the aforementioned authorization

granted to me by Reich-Marshal Goering and the ordinances is-

sued by me remain unaffected.

By order

:

Signed : Heydrich.

Reich Main Security Office

II A 2 No. 8U2/U1—176— Berlin, the 11th August 1941

Copy
to Reichs-Fuehrer SS—Reich-Commissioner for the

Consolidation of the German Race c/o attorney

Dr. Kraeuter—or his deputy—in Berlin

By order:

Signed : Neifeind.

Certified (signed) Heybutzki, secretary.

Stamp of:

The Reich-Fuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police in the

Reich-Ministry of the Interior.

The Chief of the Security Police and the SD (Security-

Service).

Stamp of:

The Reich-Fuehrer SS, Reich Commissioner for the Consolida-

tion of the German Race. B
Received: 14th August 1941.

File No : C—3/1/—3/lst Aug. 1941.

Submitted to Dr. Kraeuter for action 15 Aug. [initials].

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-100

Information given to the Supreme Commander of the Army
[Von Brauchitsch] by the Fuehrer on 25 March 1939.

Danzig Problem.
L. [Lipski?] will return from Warsaw on Sunday, 26 March.

He was commissioned to ask whether Poland would be prepared
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to come to some terms with regard to Danzig. The Fuehrer left

Berlin during the night of 25 March; he does not wish to be

here when L. returns. R. (Ribbentrop) shall negotiate at first.

The Fuehrer does not wish, though, to solve the Danzig problem

by the use of force. He would not like to drive Poland into the

arms of Gt. Britain by doing so.

A military occupation of Danzig would have to be taken into

consideration only if L. gives a hint that the Polish Government
could not take the responsibility toward their own people to cede

Danzig voluntarily and the solution would be made easier for

them by a fait accompli.

Problem Poland.

For the time being, the Fuehrer does not intend to solve the

Polish question. However, it should now be worked on. A solu-

tion in the near future would have to be based on especially favor-

able political' conditions. In that case Poland shall be knocked

down so completely that it need not be taken into account as a

political factor for the next decades. The Fuehrer has in mind
as such a solution a borderline advanced from the Eastern border

of East-Prussia to the Eastern tip of Upper Silesia. Evacuation

and resettlement are questions that remain open. The Fuehrer

does not want to go into the Ukraine. Possibly one could establish

a Ukrainian State. But these questions also remain open.

Slovak question.

How long the Fuehrer considers himself bound by the Treaty

concluded with Slovakia is open to doubt. The Supreme Com-
mander of the Army has the impression as if the Fuehrer wanted

to free himself of this obligation when the time comes, and that

he will use Slovakia as an asset for bargaining between himself,

Poland and Hungary. For the time being, however, brakes should

be put on Hungary.

The Fuehrer agrees to the border line proposed (line of the

river Waag). In case Slovakia should be divided, the eastern

border (line of the Neutra river) should be the border, including

Bratislava. For Bratislava possibly a plebiscite ; the Fuehrer does

not expect difficulties because the town is not tending toward

Hungary.

Engerau shall become a permanent Garrison.

Col. Gen. Keitel shall inform Slovak Government via Foreign

Office that it would not be allowed to keep or garrison armed
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Slovak units (Hlinka Guards) on this side of the border formed

by the river Waag. They shall be transferred to the new Slovak

territory. Hlinka Guards should be disarmed.

Slovakia shall be requested via Foreign Office to deliver to us

against payment any arms we want and which are still kept in

Slovakia. This request is to be based upon agreement made be-

tween Army and Czech troops. For this payment these millions

should be used which we will pour anyhow into Slovakia.

Czech Protectorate.

H. Gr. [translator's note: probably Army groups] shall be asked

again whether the request shall be repeated again for the de-

livery of all arms within a stated time limit and under the threat

of severe penalties.

We take all war material of former Czechoslovakia without

paying for it. The guns bought by contract before 15 February

though shall be paid for.

Officers of the Czech Army shall be cared for. This has to be

done in accordance with the discussions between General Rein-

ecke, Colonels Wagner and Burgsdorf of the Supreme Command
of the Army. The pensions shall warrant a good standard of

life, so as to prevent discontent. Maybe we shall take over the

payment of the pensions or of a part of them—so to speak as

instalment on the captured war loot. Negotiations should be

conducted on this basis.

The problems should be solved, at least on general lines, before

the cession of the executive power. Supreme Command of the

Army has proposed the limit of 6 April for the cession of execu-

tive. Fuehrer agrees.

H. [translator's note: Hacha] shall be requested to change his

residence, to a place where he can do no harm. The respective

request, though, is to come from Hacha.

If the Czechs intend to establish a labor service, the problem
should be dealt with in a dilatory manner. The Czech people

should not be strengthened by such concentrations. The settle-

ment of this question falls under German jurisdiction.

A certain financial sovereignty shall be granted to the Czech
State

; maybe similar to that of Bavaria in former times. Fuehrer
does not yet see way clear with regard to the adjustment of debts.

Conversion into mark will be made in due time.

Bohemia-Moravia have to make annual contributions to the
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German treasury. Their amount shall be fixed on the basis of the

expenses earmarked formerly for the Czech Army.

Fuehrer does not object to the removal of the military forces

after disarmament has been completed. He should not like,

though, to prejudice the Polish problem which is not yet cleared

up.

He wishes to be asked again with regard to this on Monday.

At the time when Neurath takes over, there should be a few
more troops than shall remain permanently. He assents, there-

fore, to dislocation.

Fuehrer will have a talk with Friderici ? etc., Supreme Com-
mander of the Army, before Neurath takes over.

England—France.

Relations seems to have cooled off a bit because France per-

ceived that Gt. Britain intends to harness her to her own wagon.

Gt. Britain is said to have told France she should comply with

the Italian desires regarding the Mediterranean.

Balkans.

Fuehrer wishes to make armament deals with the Balkan coun-

tries. But only against payment in foreign exchange or goods of

similar currency value. Becker shall report on equalization of

calibres and Skoda. (Original has been written by hand by Lt.

Col. Siewert, first General Staff Officer).

Correctness certified:

Signed [illegible] Col. of the General Staff.
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Ko/4/16.1.40

Berlin S.W.68, April 5th 1940

103 Wilhelmstreet

The Chief of the Security Police and of the Security Service SS
// B 3-1 1. 1131-C42-21 'Tr./Is

Please mention the Ref . Nr. and date when replying

To The Reich Commissioner for the consolidation of German Folk-

dom
c/o SS-Brig.Ldr.Griefelt

Berlin Halensee

142 Kurfuersteiidamm

Subject: Expropriation of property owned by Churches and

Monasteries for the purpose of resettling persons of

German race.

Ref : Letter of 16 Jan. 40 C II 2-Dr.W/Sa

Encl : 3 files, 1 list, copy of a letter, plans of buildings.

Enclosed I submit for your information, copy of a letter ad-

dressed by the Chief of Security Police and Security Service to

the Reich Leader SS and Chief of the German Police on 21 Feb.

1940. The Reich Leader SS has agreed to the proposals made in

the enclosed letter and has ordered the matter to be dealt with

by collaboration between the Chief of the Security Police and

Security Service and your office. The measures agreed upon are

to be carried out by means of the law concerning Appropriation

of Real Estate for the use of the German Forces [Wehrleistungs-

gesetz] under the heading "The Reich Commissioner for the Con-

solidation of German Folkdom". In regard to Par. 4. of the en-

closed letter the Reich Leader has made the marginal comment

"Very Good". Furthermore I submit 3 files with detailed material

on the Church property in question.

Would you please get in touch with my office, after having read

the files, so that further measures can be taken in hand.

By Order
[Signed] Six

"Standartenfuehrer SS"
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COPY

Berlin SW 11, 21 Feb. 1940

Prinz-Albrecht-Street 8

The Chief of Security Police and the SD.
II B 3 II 1131

C42-21
Personal

!

TO : Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police Berlin

SW 11, Prinz-Albrecht Street 8.

Subject: Expropriation of Churches and Monastaries for the Ac-

commodation of Racial Germans.

Reference : Letter of the Reich Commissioner for the Consolida-

tion of German Folkdom. C II 2—Dr W/Su of

16.1.1940

Enclosures: 3 files, 1 list.

Enclosed is a list of church possessions which might be avail-

able for the accommodation of Racial Germans. The list, which
please return, is supplemented by correspondence and illustrated

material pertinent to the subject.

For political reasons, expropriation without indemnity of the

entire property of the churches and religious orders will hardly

be possible at this time.

Expropriation with indemnity or in return for assignment of

other lands and grounds will be even less possible.

It is therefore suggested that the respective authorities of the

Orders be instructed that they make available the monasteries

concerned for the accommodation of Racial Germans and remove
their own members to other less populous monasteries.

[Marginal note in pencil opposite this paragraph: "Very

Good"]

The final expropriation of these properties thus placed at our

disposal can then be carried out step by step in course of time.

It is suggested that the help of the Reich Union for Folk Wel-

fare and Resettlement Aid be enlisted for the detailed work;

that organization has at its disposal an appropriate number of

experts trained in this field.

[Marginal note in pencil opposite this paragraph: Chief is

Sturmbannfuehrer Dr. Roehrich! Take care!]

(signed) Heydrich

SS-Gruppenfuehrer
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Appended are:

List of items submitted to the Reichsfuehrer SS in the

original.

Concerning determination of suitable monasteries for the

housing of Teachers' colleges.

(follows: list of documents pertaining to

monasteries by localities: 1) Frankfurt on Main, etc.

to 18)

Concerning accommodation for Baltic Germans who can-

not be used for work

[follows: list of documents pertaining to

monasteries by localities: 19) to 21)

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-IOI-B

COPY

The Reich Leader SS and Chief of the German Police

Berlin SW 11, 31 October 1940

8 Prince Albrecht-Street

S-IV A k a—1170/JfO

SPECIAL DELIVERY LETTER

To the Commissioner for the Four-Year-Plan

c/o Burgomaster, Main Trustee Office (East) Dr. Winkler
Berlin W.9
28 Potsdamer-Street

Subject : Treatment of Church Property in the incorporated East-

ern countries.

Ref: Your Special Delivery letter of 10 Sept. 1940—Dr. H.

A./Roe-Va/A 2 1821

Dear Party Comrade Dr. Winkler,

I, too, am of the opinion that in accordance with the rules gov-

erning the work of the Main Trustee Office East, all Polish prop-

erty must be confiscated. As I already pointed out to your office

in my letter of 10 March 1940—my ref. IA 3-2031/40-212-, it is

considered absolutely necessary and desirable from the view-

point of the Security Police, to seize also the property owned by
the Catholic and Protestant Churches in the incorporated areas.

I have no hesitation to use a very severe yard stick in this mat-
ter and to make as few exceptions as possible, especially since in
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the meantime conditions in the field of foreign relations have
changed fundamentally, and at the same time conditions in the

incorporated countries have calmed down to a certain extent.

In particular, I hold the view that in carrying out the confisca-

tions no difference should be made between the property of the

United, Evangelical-Lutheran and Catholic Churches. It may be

correct that most racial Germans were members of the United

Church as distinct from the Catholic Church and the Evangeli-

cal-Lutheran Church, led by Bishop Bursche; on the other hand,

a special treatment of the United church would only lead to ap-

peals and to dicussions which are undesirable generally as well

as from the point of view of church policy. For the same reason

I do not think it is feasible to exempt Church property and church

installations, the administration of which has in the meantime
been transferred to Germans.

As to the question to what extent Churches, Chapels, ceme-

teries and official residences of ministers still officiating should

be confiscated, I consider that those premises which are still used

for divine service should be exempted, whereas all other prem-
ises, e.g. churches no longer in use should be confiscated. In par-

ticular I consider it necessary to confiscate all cemeteries; this

will make it possible to initiate quickly the proposed policy of

making cemeteries undenominational and of transferring them to

communal ownership.

I am unable to share your apprehensions lest an extended seiz-

ure of church property might deprive the ministers still officiating

of their subsistence.

I would point out, that in the "Warthegau", the largest dis-

trict in the incorporated Eastern area, the Church Tax Law has

since been introduced, so that the ministers are enabled, in ac-

cordance with the purpose of that law, to meet their expenses

from the Church Taxes received. A simliar Law is in prepara-

tion for Danzig-West Prussia so that there, too, the subsistence

of the ministers will be assured. For the rest the ministers have

all kinds of incidental revenues such as christening, burial and

mass fees, so that there need be no fear of their suffering dis-

tress. Lastly, the Reich Church Minister has, as far as I know,

earmarked considerable sums for the subsistence of ministers in

the incorporated Eastern areas. He therefore should have no

difficulties in allowing the ministers in the district Danzig-West
Prussia and in the annexed parts of Upper Silesia, appropriate

relief or salaries, until such time as the Church Tax Law is intro-

duced there.
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Finally, I wish to remark that I, too, am of the opinion that

the proposed confiscations will have to be carried out by your of-

fice. If in certain cases confiscations should have been effected

in the meantime by the Police or by District Presidents (Land-

raete) , it was probably a question of preliminary seizures of prem-

ises for the use of returning Germans; such measures should

not be considered confiscations in the proper sense.

I should be grateful if you will keep me informed of further

developments in the matter.

Heil Hitler!

Yours sincerely,

(signed) H. HIMMLER

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-IOI-C

[Rubber stamp:]

Submit again: 15 August, 1 Sept.

July 30th 1941

C-6/6/10.2.40

Subject: Treatment of Church Property in the incorporated East-

ern areas

Reference: Letter of this office of 31 May 1941

End: Nil

To Reich Leader SS.

Berlin SW 11

8 Prince-Albrecht-Street

Reich Leader!

Further, to the report of 30 May 1941, this office considers it

its duty to call the Reich Leader's attention to the development

which is currently taking place in the incorporated Eastern coun-

tries with regard to seizure and confiscation of Church property.

As soon as the Reich Laws on expropriation had been intro-

duced, the Reich Governor and Gauleiter in the Wartheland
adopted the practice of expropriating real estate belonging to

churches, for use as dwellings. He grants compensation to the

extent of the assessed value and pays the equivalent amount into

blocked accounts.

Moreover the East German Estate Administration Limited
[Ostdeutsche Landbewirtschaftungs-Ges.m.b.H.] reports that in

the "Warthegau" all real estate owned by the churches is being

claimed by the local Gau administration [Gauselbstverwaltung].
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As already reported, the Main Trustee Office East has ordered
and carried out the confiscation of Church property on their own
sector. Although the ?Jain Trustee Office has taken care, wher-
ever possible, to avoid touching agricultural Church property,

the fact that the Trustee Offices carry out confiscations, while the

Land Offices [Bodenaemter] have so far remained completely

passive in accordance with their orders, inevitably leads to fric-

tions, encroachments and disagreements in practice.

This office, therefore ventures to apply for a ruling as to how
Church property in the Incorporated Eastern Areas is to be

dealt with.

By Order

[signature illegible]

"SS-Standardtenfuehrer"

[initials]

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-IOI-D

C-8/2/30.12/39 Wir/Wi
March 30th 1942.

[in pencil]

Send at once to

[follows illegible initial]

[rubber stamp]

Submit again

Subject: Confiscation of premises, especially monasteries and
ecclesiastical institutions for the housing of re-settlers.

Ref : My letter of 17 Dec. 1940

Your letter of 7 Jan. 1941, Ref. No. AH/1240/289
To Reich Leader SS
Berlin S.W.ll.

8 Prince-Albrecht Street.

Reich Leader!

Immediately upon receipt of your letter of 7 January 1941,

this office stopped all payments of rent to those monasteries and
ecclesiastical institutions, whose premises had been put to use

as camps for resettlers, and this even in cases where the Re-

patriation Department [Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle] had in the

meantime concluded leases with the owners in question.

By agreement with the Main Security Office SS [Reichssicher-

heitshauptamt], I simultaneously entered into discussions with

the Reich Minister for the Interior, in order to induce him to
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supplement the law concerning Appropriation of Real Estate

for the Use of the Forces [Reichsleistungsgesetz], by issuing

executive instructions on the compensation question, which

would make it possible to seize ecclesiastical premises without

compensation.

After further preparations in which the Party Chancellery

participated prominently, the Reich Minister of the Interior

found a way which makes it possible to seize ecclesiastical prem-
ises practically without compensation, and yet avoids the im-

pression of being a measure directed against the Church. In

fact, the Reich Minister of the Interior intended to apply to

these ecclesiastical objects a decree, issued by him on 26 April

1940 with regard to public buildings owned by communes or

other public corporations. This decree merely provided, that

the public corporations concerned, should be compensated for

current expenses (light and water charges, etc.) and certain

losses of revenue, while it would be up to the public corporations

themselves to bear the remaining charges on the estate, such as

interest on mortgages, taxes, etc. It was to be stated, for the

sake of external appearance, that this decree had been intended

to apply to all premises "which were not used for the purpose of

making profits."

This way of dealing with the matter, which would have been

acceptable from the view-point of church policy, was however,

violently opposed by the High Command of the Forces. As a

matter of principle, executive instructions to the "Wehrleistungs-

gesetz" may be issued only with the approval of the High Com-
mand.

As far as is known, the High Command based its opposition

primarily on the contention that if the Decree of 26 April 1940,

which was originally intended to apply only to communes, were
applied to church property without restriction, this would in-

evitably bring about the financial collapse of the ecclesiastical

institutions concerned. This conclusion was indeed correct; if

the ecclesiastical institutions are paid no real rent or other com-
pensation for the use of their premises, while at the same time
they are not relieved of their obligation to pay interest on mort-
gages, rates, repairs, etc., these institutions must collapse finan-

cially. Moveover, the High Command is said to have stated,

that it was most undesirable at the moment to discontinue sud-
denly the hitherto magnanimous practice of the Forces in regard
to compensation. The Forces—in contrast to this office—had
hitherto paid rent to church institutions just as to other owners

693261—47—
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of private premises, which they had taken over. The rent was
computed on the basis of the floor space of the premises con-

cerned.

The latest development in these discussions between the High
Command on the one side, and the Party Chancellery and the

Reich Minister of the Interior on the other, is said to be this:

The respective officials in charge of the matter have reported on
the differences of opinion to General Reinecke on the one side,

and Party Director Bormann on the other. Allegedly, the inten-

tion is that Gen. Reinecke and Party Director Bormann ask the

Fuehrer for his decision in this matter.

This office considers it pertinent to inform the Reich Leader

SS of these developments, and to request him to use his influence,

if possible, in order to bring about as quickly as possible a ruling

conforming with the wishes of the Party Chancellery.

Since the decision on this problem has been delayed already

for more than a year, this office has encountered certain diffi-

culties in dealing with the numerous pending cases of confisca-

tion. The ecclesiastical institutions rightly point out, that the

Forces make no objection to paying rent, whereas the "Volks-

deutsche Mittelstelle", as well as this office refuse the payment
of rent in every instance. Above all, owing to the fact that this

office has until now strictly refused any payment, there has been

in recent months an increasing number of instances, where com-
munes and District Presidents have applied to us directly for

their tax claims, while tradesmen have submitted to us their bills,

and mortgage creditors their interest claims; all these persons,

as well as the evacuated inmates of Church Asylums etc. com-

plain that the stoppage of all rent payments by this office has de-

prived them of their rightful claims.

In some cases, church institutions have already started law-

suits against the Reich (as represented by this office) in the

Berlin District Court and in other courts in the Reich. In one

of these cases, judgment was passed in favor of the Reich. In

other cases, the outcome is doubtful. One of the plaintiffs is Card-

inal-Archbishop Bertram of Breslau, who puts forward a claim

for rent ceded to him for this purpose by the Annaheim Convent

of St. Annaberg, since dissolved by the State Police. In this case,

prompt action by the State Police, which, unfortunately is not

possible everywhere, will probably have the effect of the Arch-

bishop's case being dismissed.

Assuming that it may be a long time before a final settlement is

reached, the officials charged with this matter in the respective

offices, including the representative of the Party Chancellery,
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have made a proposal, which may be acceptable as an interim

solution ; according to this proposal, the ecclesiastical institutions

would, for the time being, be paid amounts corresponding to the

current charges on the premises (mortgage interests, taxes etc.)

By receiving these moneys, the churches would make no profit.

It might be laid down, moreover, that these payments must never

be made to the ecclesiastical institutions themselves, but direct

from here to the creditors, and might be made a condition

of payment, that mortgage creditors cede to this office their

claims for interest against the churches concerned. Indirectly, it

would still be some relief for the churches if their obligations

were taken over.

Although such a solution may not be altogether satisfactory

from the point of view of church policy, it may yet help to calm

down for the moment the anxiety among the non-clerical circles

which are indirectly involved. It is through these repercussions,

that the greatest amount of annoyance is caused to those who
have to deal with these matters. Furthermore, it might be worth
considering, whether the special treatment ordered by the Reich

Leader SS, should not be confined to those church institutions

proper which never have served profitable purposes, and which,

therefore have no right whatsoever to derive any gains from
measures dictated by military necessity. Such an arrangement
would be in line with the basic idea of the settlement originally

worked out by the Party Chancellery and by the Reich Minister

of the Interior. The result of this limitation would be, that rent

could be paid, in accordance with the general rules of the "Reichs-

leistungsgesetz", to numerous institutions of the Evangelical In-

ner Mission which have always been used for the purpose of

earning a profit (hostels, hotels, sanatoria, etc.) It is precisely

for these commercial institutions with an ecclesiastical back-

ground that the dependence on former sources of revenue is

greatest; being purely commercial enterprises, they usually had
an appropriate amount of debts; therefore the adverse effect on
the creditors is greatest in the case of these semi-ecclesiastical

enterprises. The strict refusal of any rent payment would then
apply only to monasteries proper, retreats, etc.

I have the honour to request a decision as to whether pending
a final settlement of the compensation question, compensation
may be granted at least for current real estate charges, as pro-

posed above.

The Chief of the Staff Main Office

[signed] C.W.
SS-Gruppenfuehrer
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h STATIONS.

During the period covered by this report the stations of the

Task Forces of the Security Police and the SD have changed only

in the Northern Sector.

The present stations are

:

Task Force A: since 7 October 1941 Krasnowardeisk.

Task Force B: continues in Smolensk.

Task Force C: since 27 September 1941 in Kiew.

Task Force D: since 27 September 1941 in Nikolajew.

The Action and Special Commandos [Einsatz und Sonder Com-
mandos] which are attached to the Task Force continue on the

march with the advancing troops into the sectors which have

been assigned to them.

II. ACTIVITIES.

A. Eastern Territory (i. e. Baltic area)

a. Partisan activity and counteraction.

The activity of the Bolshevist partisans in area of task force A
has quieted down somewhat. Nevertheless, intelligence work
has been further extended through the dispatching civilian

agents, and the enlistment of the village elders and of the popu-

lation. The results of the preliminary intelligence work served

as a basis for several actions in the active combatting of the *

partisans. From a captured activity report of a partisan group,

it can be ascertained that the partisans anticipate, in view of

the approaching winter season, that they will not be able to hold

out longer than the middle of November.*******
c. Jews. In 1940 there were in Estonia approximately 4,500

Jews almost exclusively in Reval, Dorpot, Narwa and Pernau.
There were only a few Jews in the country districts. After the

occupation of the Eastern territory by German troops there were
still approximately 2,000 Jews. The larger part had left the
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country in an easterly direction together with the Soviet author-

ities and the Red Army.

Spontaneous demonstrations against Jewry followed by pog-

roms on the part of the population against the remaining Jews
have not been recorded, on account of the lack of adequate indoc-

trination.

However, the Estonian Protective Corps [Selbstschutz], formed

at the time of the entry of the Wehrmacht, immediately started

a comprehensive arrest action of all Jews, This action was
under the direction of the task force of the Security Police and

the SD.

The measures taken were:

1. Arrest of all male Jews over sixteen.

2. Arrest of all Jewesses from 16-20 years, who lived in Reval

and environments and were fit for work; these were employed

in peat cutting.

3. Comprehensive detention in the synagogue of all Jewesses

living in Dorpot and its environments.

4. Arrest of the Jews and Jewesses fit for work in Pernau and
environments.

5. Registration of all Jews according to age, sex, and capacity

for work for the purpose of their detention in a camp is being

prepared.

The male Jews over 16 were executed with the exception of

doctors and the elders. At the present time this action is still in

progress. After completion of this action, there will remain only

500 Jewesses and children in the Eastern territory.

As an immediate action the following has been ordered by the

task force of the Security Police and the SD

:

1. Identification of all Jews.

2. The prohibition to carry on a public trade.

3. Prohibition of use of sidewalks and public transportation as

well as of visits to theaters, cinemas and restaurants.

4. Prohibition of attendance at schools.

5. Seizure of all Jewish property.

B. WHITE RUTHENI

A

a. Partisan activity and Counteraction.

Contrary to the situation in the North sector, the activity of

the partisans in the area of task force B has increased slightly.
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In Welikij Luki alone, 19 reports of attacks by partisans were
received. However, the main weight of partisan activity lately

has been shifting over to the perpetration of acts of sabotage. It

has been noted, that the strongest groups divide themselves into

smaller ones. This results in a better camouflage and mobility.

How far this camouflage goes, is shown by three cases where par-

tisans married into three villages, in order to appear unsuspected.

Furthermore, Red Army men were unmasked as partisans ; they

had obtained certificates surreptitiously from units of the Wehr-
macht, showing them to be unsuspected as political prisoners who
were to be left at large. When interrogated by the Action Com-
mandos of the Security Police and the SD, they admitted after

long denials that they had received the order to pass themselves

off as political prisoners or as forced laborers, and to take up the

fight again as partisans behind the front.

Again and again it can be observed, that the population refuses

to support the partisans, and in several instances they have even

acted actively against the partisans, if by this action the destruc-

tion of their property could be prevented.

In several actions against smaller partisan groups, a number of

partisans would be shot.

At Choslawitschi 4 partisans who had shot at a German soldier

were apprehended and liquidated.

Southeast of Demidow, five partisans were captured after a

search of the forests; they admitted to have killed 14 German
soldiers. They were liquidated.

In several actions northwest of Welish 27 partisans were ap-

prehended and shot.

In the village Michalowo, after careful reconnaissance through
civilian agents, 8 partisans were surprised in a house by the same
Commando of the Security Police and the SD, they were arrested

and hanged the next day in this particularly partisan-infested

village.

The president of the District Region Soviets in Tarenitsch and
his secretary were shot because of their connections with parti-

sans.

During an action approximately 70 kilometers south of Mogi-
lew, 25 Armenians, Kirghizs and Mongols were apprehended with
false identification papers with which they tried to conceal the

fact that they belonged to a partisan group. They were liquidated.

In the same district two partisan leaders were captured and
shot.
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An Action Commando of the Security Police and the SD shot

3 partisans at Iwniki, who shortly before capture had thrown
their weapons into a brook.

In Wultschina 8 juveniles were arrested as partisans and shot.

They were inmates of a children's home. They had collected

weapons which they hid in the woods. Upon search the follow-

ing were found : 3 heavy machine guns, 15 rifles, several thousand

rounds of ammunition, several hand grenades, and several pack-

ages of poison gas Ebrit.

b. Arrests and executions of Communists, Officials and
Criminals.

A further lar.ge part of the activity of the Security Police was
devoted to the combatting of Communists and criminals. A spe-

cial Commando in the period covered by this report executed 63

officials, NKVD agents and agitators.

In the vicinity of the Tytschinino railway station 4 girls were

shot because they attempted to derail a train by loosening the

fish-plates.

Three communist officials and one Politruk were liquidated at

Gorodnia.

18 persons were executed at Mogilew
;
they had acted as politi-

cal officials and Politruk. Weapons were found in their posses-

sion.

An Action Commando convicted a member of the Supreme
Council of the White Russian Soviet Republic of arson in Wit-
ebsk. He was shot.

Blood-Cellar in Tschemigow. In the NKVD building in Tscher-

nigow a blood cellar was discovered. It was soundproof and
lightproof . One room served as the place for executions. The
wall was covered with boards serving as butts with sawdust

strewn in front of it which was completely soaked with blood.

Lunatics. The Red Troops had opened the insane asylum at their

departure and had armed some of the inmates. 21 insane persons

were apprehended in the meantime and liquidated. In Minsk 632

and in Mogilew 836 persons were shot.

In Mogilew in addition 33 looters were executed.

The liquidations for the period covered by this report have

reached a total of 37,180 persons!
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c. Jews.

Now as ever, it is to be noted that the population on their own
part refrains from any action against Jews. It is true that the

population reports collectively of the terror of the Jews to which

they were exposed during the time of the Soviet regime, or they

complain about new encroachments of the Jews, but nevertheless,

they are not prepared to take part in any pogroms.

All the more vigorous are the actions of the task forces of the

Security Police and the SD against the Jews who make it neces-

sary that steps be taken against them in different spheres.

In Gorodnia 165 Jewish terrorists and in Tschernigow 19 Jew-

ish Communists were liquidated. 8 more Jewish communists were

shot at Beresna.

It was experienced repeatedly that the Jewish women showed
an especially obstinate behavior. For this reason 28 Jewesses

had to be shot in Krugoje and 337 at Mogilew.

In Borissow 321 Jewish saboteurs and 118 Jewish looters were
executed.

In Bobruisk 380 Jews were shot who had engaged to the last

in incitement and horror propaganda (Hetz- und Greuelpropa-

ganda) against the German army of occupation.

In Tatarsk the Jews had left the Ghetto of their own accord

and returned to their old home quarters, attempting to expel the

Russians who had been quartered there in the meantime. All

male Jews as well as 3 Jewesses were shot.

In Sadrudubs the Jews offered some resistance against the es-

tablishment of a Ghetto so that 272 Jews and Jewesses had to be

shot. Among them was a political Commissar.

Mogilew

In Mogilew too, the Jews attempted to sabotage their removal
to the Ghetto. 113 Jews were liquidated.

Wit

Moreover, four Jews were shot on account of refusal to work
and 2 Jews were shot because they had illtreated wounded Ger-
man soldiers and because they did not wear the prescribed mark-
ings.

In Talka 222 Jews were shot for anti-German propaganda, and
in Marina Gorka 996 Jews were shot because they had sabotaged
orders issued by the German occupation authorities.
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At Schklow 627 more Jews were shot, because they had par-

ticipated in acts of sabotage.

Witebsk

On account of the extreme danger of an epidemic, a beginning

was made to liquidate the Jews in the ghetto at Witebsk. This

involved approximately 3000 Jews.*******
C. UKRAINE.
a. Partisan activity and counteraction.

Although partisan activity in the south sector is very strong

too, there is nevertheless the impression that spreading and effec-

tive partisan activity are strongly affected by the flight of higher

partisan leaders, and by the lack of initiative of the subordinate

leaders who have remained behind. Only in one case a commando
of the Security Police and the SD succeeded in a fight with parti-

sans in shooting the Secretary of the Communist Party for the

administration district of Nikolajew-Cherson, who was at the

time Commissioner of a partisan group for the district Nikola-

jew-Cherson-Krim.

The leader of a partisan group of five was captured after an

exchange of shots near Odessa. He had the task of spotting

artillery positions and of reporting them to a Soviet command
post.

An action against partisans near Kostromka resulted in the ar-

rest of 16 persons, among them a Politruk, a Unit leader of an
annihilation brigade, as well as 3 communist revolutionaries.

The Jew Herschko Salomon, who had belonged to a parachute

Defense-Assault battalion, was located at the city hospital in

Nikolajew. - The screening of PWs resulted in the discovery of

3 Jews who were members of a partisan company.

In Belabanowka the former president of the village soviet,

who had attempted to form a partisan group of his own, was
arrested.

Furthermore a member of the Polit. Bureau and president of a
workers union, at present organizer of partisan groups, was ar-

rested and liquidated.

14 partisans were shot at Kiew.

In the course of an action at Cherson, 2 persons were appre-

hended who attempted to carry information behind the Bol-
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shevist lines. At the same time the leader of a band of partisans

was shot after a lengthy fight.

b. Arrests and Executions of Communists and Officials.

The search for leading communists resulted in the arrest of

Kaminski, former GPU chief of Cherson. In the years 1919/21,

he had carried out the liquidation of the Czarist officers. The
head of the prison work shops of the NKVD was also caught.

In Kiew a number of NKVD officials and political commissars

were rendered innocuous.

c. Jews.

The embitterment of the Ukrainian population against the Jews
is extremely great, because they are thought responsible for the

explosions in Kiew. They are also regarded as informers and
agents of the NKVD, who started the terror against the Ukrain-

ian people. As a measure of retaliation for the arson at Kiew,

all Jews were arrested and altogether 33,771 Jews were executed

on the 29th and the 30th September. Money, valuables and cloth-

ing were secured and put at the disposal of the National-Socialist

League for Public Welfare [NSV], for the equipment of the Na-
tional Germans [Volksdeutschen] and partly put at the disposal

of the provisional city administration for distribution to the needy

population.

Shitomir

In Shitomir 3145 Jews had to be shot, because from experience

they have to be regarded as bearers of Bolshevist propaganda and
saboteurs.

Cherson

In Cherson 410 Jews were executed as a measure of retaliation

for acts of sabotage. Especially in the area east of the Dnjepr the

solution of the Jewish question has been taken up energetically

by the task forces of the Security Police and the SD. The areas

newly occupied by the Commandos were purged of Jews. In the

course of this action 4891 Jews were liquidated. At other places

the Jews were marked and registered. This rendered it possible

to put at the disposal of the Wehrmacht for urgent labor, Jewish
worker groups up to 1000 persons.*******
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Polish Main Committee
5 Vischer Street

Cracow Cracow, 17th May 1944

To the Administration of the General Government,

Main Department Home Administration,

Dept. Population and Welfare,

Cracow
13 University Street.

No. Pa 1/724, 6699/44

Subject: Situation of the Polish Workers in the Reich

The conditions of life for about 2 millions of Polish male and
female workers in the Reich have given rise to difficulties which
are to a large extent lowering the will and the power to work of

many workers, endangering their health and even their lives, and
also having a strong influence on the situation of their families

within the General Government, thus even directly affecting the

sphere of our own work.

These bad conditions are felt especially by those groups of

workers who have been assigned for work in factories and have

been lodged in large camps. With regard to workers on the land

they only occur for individual cases which are easily dealt with.

The conditions have become worse since whole families often with

many children were brought into the Reich and, defenseless and

unprotected against the outrages of Ukrainian murder gangs,

were placed in camps for Eastern workers.

The sanitary and moral effect of the bad conditions is for us

too far reaching to be considered with indifference ; we beg there-

fore to draw attention to them and to ask to consider the elimina-

tion of these bad conditions.

They concern housing, feeding, clothing, care of children and
their education, sanitary conditions, and finally separation of

families.

Question of housing

First consideration is due to the situation of families who have
been inducted into camps for Eastern workers, together with nu-

merous younger and older children * * * Once arrived in

the camps they have been deprived of any liberty of movement
and are being treated as prisoners without any rights. The
privileges of voluntary workers, which are due to them, are

not granted. Nobody is asked what work he is suited for. Land
workers are assigned to factories where they are unused to the
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work and unable to accomplish as much as they could on the land

. . . . Husband, wife and older children are called to work in fac-

tories, the younger children remain without due supervision in

the camp areas, behind barbed wire, without any opportunities

of exercising in the open air and not subject to any discipline.

The cleanliness of many overcrowded camp rooms is contrary

to the most elementary requirements. Often there is no oppor-

tunity to obtain warm water for washing, therefore the cleanest

parents are unable to maintain even the most primitive standard

of hygiene for their children or often even to wash their only

set of linen. A consequence of this is the spreading of scabies

which cannot be eradicated.*******
Help in Feeding.

We receive imploring letters from the camps of Eastern work-

ers and their prolific families beseeching us for food. The quan-

tity and quality of camp rations mentioned therein—the so-called

fourth grade of rations—is absolutely insufficient to maintain

the energies spent in heavy work. 3, 5 kg of bread weekly and

a thin soup at lunch time, cooked with swedes or other vegetables

without any meat or fat, with a meager addition of potatoes now
and then is a hunger ration for a heavy worker.

Sometimes punishment consists of starvation which is inflicted

e.g. for refusal to wear the badge "East". Such punishment has

the result that workers faint at work— (Klosterteich Camp,
Gruenheim, Saxony)—The consequence is complete exhaustion,

an ailing state of health and tuberculosis. The spreading of tu-

berculosis among the Polish factory workers is a result of the

deficient food rations meted out in the community camps because

energy spent in heavy work cannot be replaced.

The food and bread fixed for Polish children in the camps are

by no means sufficient for building up the substance for growing
and developing their organism. In some cases children up to the

age of 10 and more are alloted 200 gr. of bread weekly, 200 gr.

of butter or margarine and 250 gr. of sugar monthly and nothing
else— (Zeititz near Wurzen, Saxony).

Prices in the open market are far too high. The call for help

which reaches us, brings to light starvation and hunger, severe

stomach and intestinal trouble especially in the case of children

resulting from the insufficiency of food which does not take into
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consideration the needs of children. Proper medical treatment or

care for the sick are not available in the mass camps.*******
Care of Children

In addition to these bad conditions, there is lack of systematic

occupation for and supervision of these hosts of children which

affects the life of prolific families in the camps. The children,

left to themselves without schooling or religious care, must run

wild and grow up illiterate. Idleness in rough surroundings may
and will create unwanted results in these children. (Suggestions

follow to remedy the situation.) * * * An indication of the

awful conditions this may lead to, is given by the fact that in

the camps for Eastern workers— (camp for Eastern workers

"Waldlust", Post Office Lauf, Pegnitz) there are cases of 8 year

old delicate and under nourished children put to forced labor and
perishing from such treatment. * * *

Sanitary Treatment.

The fact that these bad conditions dangerously affect the state

of health and the vitality of the workers is proved by the many
cases of tuberculosis found in very young people returning from
the Reich to the General Government as unfit for work. Their

state of health is usually so bad that recovery is out of the ques-

tion.

The reason is that a state of exhaustion resulting from over-

work and a starvation diet is not recognized as an ailment until

the illness betrays itself by high fever and fainting spells.

Although some hostels for unfit workers have been provided as

a precautionary measure, one can only go there when recovery

may no longer be expected—(Neumarkt in Bavaria). Even there

the incurables waste away slowly, and nothing is done even to

alleviate the state of the sick by suitable food and medicines.

There are children there with tuberculosis whose cure would not

be hopeless, and men in their prime who, if sent home in time

to their families in rural districts, might still be able to recover.*******
Protection of the Community of Families.

Grave depression is caused among the Eastern workers by the

ordinance forbidding marriage among them within the borders

of the Reich. * * * No less suffering is caused by the separa-

tion of families when wives and mothers of small children are
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torn away from their families and sent to the Reich for forced

labor.

There are also fathers who occasionally volunteered for labor

and who have already been working for four years in the Reich,

without ever getting any leave, from whom their own children

have been alienated because of their long absence, who often

do not even know their own children born after their departure,

because they have had no opportunity of visiting their families

on leave.*******
Religious Care.

If under these bad conditions there is no moral support such

as is normally provided by regular family life, then at least such

moral support which the religious feelings of the Polish population

require should be maintained and increased. The elimination of

religious services, religious practice and religious care from the

life of the Polish workers, the prohibition of church attendance

at a time when there is a religious service for other people and
other measures show a certain contempt for the influence of

religions on the feelings and opinions of the workers.

5jc
^ 3|3 jjc

' jfi 3$E H*

[signed] The Polish Central Committee
[signature illegible]

President

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-IIO

[stamp] Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer SS
Document Administration, Secret, ref. no. 212/21

SECRET

Field Hq, 10 August 1943
The Reichsfuehrer SS
Personal Staff

Diary No. 48/16/43 g, Bra/Bn

To all Senior Executive SS- and Police Officers

[Hoeheren SS- und Polizeifuehrer]

At the request of the Reichsfuehrer SS I am sending you the

enclosed order, with the request that the Chief of the Regular
Police [Ordnungspolizei] and of the Security Police be informed

;
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they are to make this instruction known to their subordinate

offices verbally.

In addition the Reichsfuehrer SS requests that the Gauleiters

concerned be informed verbally of this order.

Brand
1 encl. SS - Obersturmbannfuehrer

SECRET

The Reichsfuehrer-SS

RF/Bn 48/16/43 g
Field Hq, 10 August 1943

It is not the task of the Police to interfere in clashes [Ausein-

andersetzungen] between Germans and English and American
terror fliers who have bailed out.

H. Himmler

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-II2

[DOCUMENT A.]

Berlin, Febr. 16th 1942

The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police

The Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Na-
tionhood.

S II A 2 Nr. WO/VII/U—176—
To
The Reich Governors in the Reich "Gaue"
Wartha Country and Danzig-West Prussia,

The Province Presidents at Breslau, Katowice and Koenigs-

berg,

The State Police District Offices at Danzig, Poznan and
Katowice,

The State Police Offices at Tilsit, Zichenau, Allenstein, Grud-
ziaz, Bydgosz, Inowrazlaw, Litzmannstadt, Oppeln.

Copies to

The Reich Commissioners for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood-Staff Headquarters,

Department I, Reich Ministry of the Interior,

The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer at Koenigsberg, Danzig,

Poznan, Breslau,

The Security Service Districts at Inowrazlaw, Lwow, Torun,

Tilsit, Zichenau,
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The Security Service Districts at Danzig, Katowice, Poznan,

The Security Service Main Local Branches at Allenstein,

Oppeln,

Departments III B 1, IV C 2, IV D 2 of the Security Service

Main Office

Subject: Racial Germans who do not apply for entry in the List

for Repatriation of German Ethnic Groups ("German Ethni-

cal List")

L Where Racial Germans have not applied for entry in the

"German Ethnical List", you will instruct the subordinate agen-

cies to turn over their names to the State Police (Superior)

Office. Subsequently you will report to me.

II. The Local State Police (Superior) Office, will charge the

persons whose names are turned over to them to prove within

eight days that they have applied for entry in the "German
Ethnical List". If such proof is not submitted, the Person in

question is to be taken into protective custody for transfer into

a Concentration Camp.
(signed) HIMMLER

[seal]

A true copy

(signed) Kippsch

Clerk

[DOCUMENT B.]

The Reichs Fuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police

Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nation-

hood

Berlin, Feb.16.1942
II A 2 Nr. J>20 VII/Jf1—176

To
a. The Supreme Reich Authorities, 10 copies

b. The Governments of the German States, Prussia excepted,

10 copies

c. The Reich Governors, 10 copies

d. The "Gauleiters", 10 copies

e. The Presidents of Provinces and Districts in Prussia, 10

copies

/. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer, 10 copies

g. The State Police (Superior) Offices, 3 copies
693261—47—8
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INFORMATION TO
h. Department I, Reich Ministry of the Interior, 10 copies

i. The Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood, —Staff Headquarters, 10 copies

j. Main Trustee Office East, 10 copies

k. The Inspectors of Security Police and Security Service, 5

copies

I Reich Main Security Office—for distribution sub-C-

ra. The Security Service (Superior) Districts

n. The Criminal Police (Superior) Offices.

Subject : Treatment of persons entered in Division 4 of the Ger-

man Ethnical List.

According to the powers given to me by the Decree of the

F'uehrer and Reich Chancellor concerning the Consolidation of

German Nationhood of 7. 10.20, and exercising furthermore the

powers held by me as Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German
Police, and attributed to me by the Decree of the Fuehrer's

Deputy A 7/41 of 26.2.1941, and with the consent of the Party

Chancery, the Finance Minister and the Main Trustee Office

East, I order as follows:

I. In Division 4 of the German Ethnical List (Ordinance con-

cerning the List for the Repatriation of German Ethnic Groups
and the German nationality within the incorporated areas in the

East of 4.3.1941—(German Law Gazette I p. 118))—will be en-

tered those racial Germans who had been Polandized on their

own instigation. They may acquire German nationality by nat-

uralization with a proviso for revocation. These Germans who
were Polandized on their own application and their children are

to be won back for Germany. Where this aim cannot be at-

tained, they must at least be prevented from assisting the Polish

nation in the future. Numerous persons among those entered

in Division 4 deserve to be called "renegades" in the strict sense

of the word. Since however, to call them "renegades" might
render more difficult the process of winning them back, the term
"renegade" will not be used in official communications. The per-

sons in question are rather to be called "Polandized Germans."

The Polandization of these persons took different form, but

in every case resulted in persons becoming active enemies of

Germany. In particular the following groups have to be distin-

guished :

a. German Racials living in mixed marriages with foreigners,

b, Children from mixed marriages with foreigners,
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c. Persons influenced by the Catholic Church,

d. Persons influenced by the Augsburg Church of Bishop

Bursche

e. Persons who renounced their German nationality for the

sake of social advance,

/. Persons who renounced their German nationality for reasons

of class (nobility, owners of large estates, clergy)

g. Persons who renounced their German nationality because

they were isolated in purely Polish surroundings.

II. The Re-Germanization of the Polandized Germans presup-

poses their complete separation from Polish surroundings. For
that reason the persons entered in Division 4 of the German Eth-

nical List are to be dealt with in the following manner

:

A. They are to be resettled in Old Reich territory.

1. The Superior SS and Police Leaders are charged with

evacuating and resettling them according to instructions which
will follow later.

2. Asocial persons and others who are of inferior hereditary

quality will not be included in the resettlement. Their names
will be turned over at once by the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer

(Inspectors of Security Police and Security Service) to the com-

petent State Police (Superior) Office. The latter will arrange for

their transfer into a Concentration Camp.

3. Persons with a particularly bad political record will not be

included in the resettlement action. Their names will also be

given by the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer (Inspectors of Se-

curity Police and Security Service) to the competent State Police

(Superior) Office for transfer into a Concentration Camp. The
wives and children of such persons are to be resettled in old

Reich territory and to be included in the Germanization meas-

ures. Where the wife also has a particularly bad political record

and cannot be included in the resettlement action, her name too,

is to be turned over to the competent State Police (Superior)

Office with a view of imprisoning her in a Concentration Camp.
In such cases the children are to be separated from their parents

and to be dealt with according to III, Par. 2, of this Decree.

Persons are to be considered as having a particularly bad polit-

ical record who have offended the German nation to a very great

degree (e.g. who participated in persecutions of Germans, or

boycotts of Germans, etc.)
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B. How these persons are to be dealt with prior to resettling

them.

1. Persons who hitherto had professions involving leadership

of men (educators, clergymen, works' managers, Master artisans

etc.) will be reeducated for other professions that do not involve

the leadership of men. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer will

order and control the reeducation.

2. On application these persons will be received into the Ger-

man Labor Front. They are not to be received into the Party,

any of its organizations, or an affiliated organization.

3. The children will be admitted to the local German Elemen-

tary Schools and have to join the Hitler Youth. They are not to

be admitted to a local Secondary School. Should such children

enter a Secondary School, they would have to enter a boarding

school in the old Reich territory, provided that the Higher SS
and Police Fuehrer who has jurisdiction over the parents' domi-

cile gives his consent. They are forbidden to enter a University,

with the exception of children who have attended a German
Boarding School for at least three years and have been desig-

nated by the school as suitable for University attendance.

4. The property of these persons remains seized. In order to

enable them to support themselves and to pay their necessary

expenses they will receive instalments, the amount of which will

be fixed by the competent SS and Police Fuehrer according to

instructions of the Authority competent by virtue of section 12

of the Law of 17.9.1940 (German Law Gazette I p. 1270), which

will be issued later.

5. They will be on an equal footing wTith other Germans as re-

gards distribution of rations, textiles, etc, admission to German
inns and meetings, and the receipt of pensions etc. Their dwel-

ling houses are not to be seized, unless they are of a dispropor-

tionate size, so that the housing shortage calls for dividing up
the house and seizing one part of it.

C. How they are to be dealt with folloiving resettlement in

Germany proper.

1. Their property remains seized and will be liquidated ac-

cording to instructions now in force by the Authorities competent

by virtue of section 12. of the Law of 17.9.40 (German L.G.L p.

1270). The proceeds will be paid into a Special Account. After

final liquidation of the property, the administration of the Spe-

cial Account will be handled by the locally competent Higher SS
and Police Fuehrer. After the transfer to the locally competent
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SS and Police Fuehrer the persons concerned may draw from

the account up to RM 2000.—per year. Above this amount they

may draw only with the consent of the Higher SS and Police

Fuehrer. The release of the special Account is up to the Reich

Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood

—

Staff Headquarters. Application for it has to be made by the

Higher SS and Police Fuehrer as soon as the Person concerned

is considered to have been re-Germanized.

2. The locally competent State Police (Directing) Office will

impose on them the following duties

:

a. to join without delay an organization associated with

the NSDAP and to make their children join the Hitler

Youth.

b. not to change their domicile in the first 5 years follow-

ing the resettlement, unless the Higher SS and Police

Fuehrer agrees,

c. not to marry without permission by the Higher SS and
Police Fuehrer,

d. to refrain from accepting a guardianship,

e. not to start studies at a University, unless the Higher

SS and Police Fuehrer agrees,

/. not to assume a new German name for a non-German
one.

3. On their application they will be received into an organi-

zation affiliated with the NSDAP, unless there are special objec-

tions in a particular case. They will not be received into the

Party or any of its formations, apart from the children being

received into the Hitler Youth.

4. The competent Higher SS and Police Fuehrer will appoint

for each resettled family, resp. for each independent single per-

son, a "Counsellor". This counsellor has to assist the person who
is to be re-Germanized, in reverting to his original nationhood,

to report every 6 months to the competent SS and Police Fuehrer

and the competent State Police (Superior) Office on the progress

of the Germanization and to give his opinion on measures in-

tended by the State Police, if any. The Party has promised to

recognize service as a "Counsellor" as service for the Party.

5. Apart from the exceptions stated in Nrs. 1-4 the persons

concerned are on equal footing with other German nationals.

III. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer will further the Re-Ger-

manization actions with every means at their disposal and con-

tinuously take stock of their success. In case they find that ob-
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stacles are put in the way of a re-Germanization action, they

will report on their findings to the competent State Police (Su-

perior) Office for appropriate measures. Where it proves to be

impossible to attain re-Germanization even by forcible measures

taken by the State Police, they will apply for a revocation of the

naturalization through the Reich Fuehrer SS, Reich Commis-
sioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood and give

notice to the competent State Police (Superior) Office.

The Superior SS and Police Fuehrer will take particular care

that the re-Germanization of children will not be hindered by

adverse influence of their parents. In case such adverse influ-

ence has been found to exist, and that it cannot be removed by
forcible measures taken by the State Police, the children have

to be placed with families against whose ideological and political

opinion there are no objections, provided they are prepared to

receive them as foster childen without reservation, moved by
love for the good blood flowing in the children's veins, and to

treat them as their own children. The same applies to children

who have been separated from their parents by virtue of Nr. II

A 3 of this decree.

IV. In the course of fulfilling their duties imposed on them by
this Decree the competent State Police (Superior) Offices will

take in particular the following measures:

1. They will take into protective custody the persons named to

them under Nr. II A 2 and 3 of this Decree and will order their

imprisonment in a concentration camp.

2. They will start a dossier on every person entered in Divi-

sion 4 of the German Ethnical List. One dossier will be enough
for a whole family. The dossier will contain a photo of the per-

sons in question and every communication received, which may
be of value for judging the persons in question.

3. They will impose the obligations as provided in Nr. II C 2

and keep watch on their being fulfilled, and take appropriate

measures for enforcing them.

4. They will assist the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer in their

tasks of re-Germanization, particularly in removing obstacles by

forcible measures whenever there is opposition to re-Germanisa-

tion. Before ordering forcible measures by the State Police they

will give the Counsellor of the person in question an opportunity

to state his opinion.

5. They will take into protective custody all persons, with re-

gard to whom the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer has applied for
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revocation of their naturalization and will order their imprison-

ment in a Concentration Camp.
(signed) H. HIMMLER

(STAMP) F.f.c.

Kippsch, Office Employee,

[DOCUMENT C]

The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police,

Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood

Berlin, July 1st 1942.

IIBle -IV-

To

a. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer, 3 copies

b. The Inspectors of Security Police and Security Service, 3

copies

c. The State Police (Superior) Offices in the incorporated East-

ern areas, 5 copies

d. The Security Service (Superior) Office in the incorporated

Eastern areas, 5 copies

e. The Criminal Police (Superior) Office in the incorporated

Eastern areas, 3 copies

Copies to

f. Dept. I of the Reich Ministry of the Interior, 5 copies

g. The Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood-Staif Headquarters, 3 copies

h. The Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood-Communication Centre to Racial Germans, 3

copies

L Main Office for Questions of Race and Settlement, 5 copies

Reich Main Security Office—for distribution sub. B.

Subject: Resettlement of members of Division 4 of the "Deutsche

Volksliste".

According to the Decree of the Reich Leader SS, Reich Com-
missioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood, dated

16.2.42, Ref.Nr. II A 2 Nr. 420 VII/41-176 concerning "Treatment

of persons entered in Division 4 of the German Ethnical List"

these persons are to be resettled in Old German territory. Evacu-

ation and resettlement have to be effected by the Higher SS and

Police Fuehrer on instructions to be issued later.
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Since conditions at the moment are difficult in every part of the

war economy, and especially since there is a considerable shortage

of housing in the whole of the Reich, the former intention of re-

settling at once the members of group 4 of the German Ethnical

List in Germany proper, cannot generally be accomplished.

This is why for the time being only individual persons or in-

dividual families can be resettled; in the first place they are per-

sons whose resettlement for political and for reasons laid down
by the Security Police seems to be" particularly urgent.

Whereas there should be no difficulty in dealing with the asocial

and biological inferior persons mentioned in II A 2 of the Decree

of 16.2.42, the State Police (Superior) Offices ought to pay par-

ticular attention to the persons mentioned under II A 5 as having

a particularly bad record. Even if the greater part of these per-

sons are already imprisoned in a Concentration Camp, some of

them still reside in the Incorporated Eastern Areas. With regard

to the persons entered in Div. 4 of the German Ethnical List I

hereby order the following:

I

1. The State Police (Superior) Office will demand from the lo-

cal branches of the German Ethnical List, the Security Service

(Superior) Offices and the Criminal Police (Superior) Offices their

dossiers dealing with members of Division 4.

2. Decisive for the further treatment of members of Div. 4

will be the result of a racial test. As soon therefore as it will be

possible to examine a larger number of members of Div. 4, the

competent examiner of the Head Office for Race and Settlement

has to be informed, and place and time for the racial test have to

be fixed.

3. The leaders of the State Police (Superior) Offices and the

leaders of the Security Service (Superior) Offices (or their Dep-
uties) will take personal part in the examinations, in order to in-

spect personally the persons to be 'tested. The result of the test

is to be added to the dossier.

The persons not passing the racial test (hereditarily inferior

persons etc.) will be excluded from the German Ethnical List on

application to the competent branch. Their certificate of having

been entered into the list will be taken away by the State Police

(Superior) Office. After having been excluded from the list they

are to be treated as non-German subjects. In case they have been
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found asocial, they have to be imprisoned in a Concentration

Camp.

4. The racial tests having been completed, the leaders of the

State Police (Superior) Offices and the leaders of the Security

Service (Superior) Offices, resp. their permanent deputies (in the

Security Service the IIIB officials) will together examine the ma-
terial available and will apply in case of necessity to the Reich

Main Security for an Order for Custody and Concentration Camp
Imprisonment. In cases presenting particular difficulties the dos-

siers are first to be submitted to the Reich Security Office, Dep.

Ill—III B. The decision of the latter office then will be forwarded

to the competent State Police (Superior) Office for further action.

5. Those persons, with regard to whom Imprisonment in a Con-

centration Camp has been decided upon, will be transported at

once by the competent State Police (Superior) Office to a Concen-

tration Camp, on the specified order of Dept. IV of the Reich Main
Security Office. The competent State Police (Superior) Office

then will send their dossiers to the competent Camp Adminis-

trative, enclosing an appropriate communication and quoting the

decision reached.

II

1. Persons with regard to whom it was decided to resettle them
will be reported by the State Police (Superior) Office to the com-
petent Superior SS and Police Leader in the Incorporated Eastern

areas to whom the dossiers will be handed over.

2. The Superior SS and Police Leaders in the Incorporated East-

ern Areas will request the Superior SS and Police Leaders in these

parts of Germany proper which have been designated for such

settlements, to assign the settlers a place of work and appropriate

housing; the dossiers will accompany the request.

The Staff Headquarters will designate to the Higher SS and
Police Fuehrer in the Incorporated Eastern areas certain larger

areas suitable for resettlement.

3. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer in Germany proper acting

on their own responsibility, will decide on the settlement on the

basis of the dossier sent to them and taking into consideration the

conditions as a whole.

In other respects the settlement follows the rules of the pro-

cedure used in the resettlement of persons suitable for re-Germani-
zation.
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4. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer in the Incorporated East-

ern Areas report to the following Authorities whenever a trans-

port leaves, enclosing a list of names and places of departure:

a. Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nation-

hood,—Communication Centre for Racial Germans

—

b. Reich Commission for the Consolidation of German Nation-

hood,—Staff Headquarters

—

c. Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German Nation-

hood, Reich Main Security Office III B,

d. The Superior SS and Police Leader in Germany proper.

e. The State Police (Superior) Offices competent in Germany
proper,

/. The Security Service (Superior) Offices, competent in Ger-

many proper,

g. The State Police (Superior) Office, competent in the Incor-

porated Eastern Areas.

5. For further dealings with the resettled persons the Reich

Commissioner for the Consolidated German Nationhood— Com-
munication Centre for Racial Germans assumes jurisdiction; he

will act through the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer.

6. In fulfillment of their duty to examine continually the suc-

cess of the re-Germanization action (cp.III of the Decree of

16.2.42) the Security Service (Superior) Offices in Germany proper

have to intervene in the same way as they do in continuously re-

porting on the Poles suitable for Germanization to the Reich Main
Security Office and the Higher SS and Police Fuehrer. They have

to assist the appointed "Counsellors" as to questions of race (In

Charge: Dep.III B) whenever possible.

By order

(signed) Streckenbach

SS Group Leader

A true copy

(sg) Klimsch

Employee
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[DOCUMENT ZX]

Ref. 1-3/4-1 (21.6.41 Foe/La Berlin, July 28th 1942

Subject: Evacuation and Resettlement of the members of Di-

vision 4 of the German Ethnical List.

Your Ref: Decrees of Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of German
Police, Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood of 16.2.1942, Ref. Nr. II A 2 420 VII/41 176, and

of 1.7.42, Ref. Nr. Ill B 1 e IV.

To The
Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for the districts

:

Alpine Country, Danube, Elbe, Fulda-Werra, Contre, North
East, North Sea, Baltic Sea, Rhine, Spree, South, South East,

South West, Wartha, Danzig-West Prussia, West, Western
Area, Katowice.

Copies to:

1. The Reich Minister of the Interior

Dept. I

72 Unter den Linden

Berlin NW 7

2. The Reichsfuehrer SS, Chief of the German Police

8 Prince Albrecht Street

Berlin SW 11

3. The Reich Commissioner for the Consolidation of German
Nationhood, Communication Centre for Racial Germans,
29 Keith Street

Berlin SW 68

4. The Chief of the Main Office SS. for Race and Settlement

8 Prince-Albrecht Street

Berlin SW 68

5. The Reich Main Security Office

102 Wilhelm-Street

Berlin SW 68

Supplementing the Decree of the Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief

of the German Police, dated 1.7.42—quoted above—I hereby
order the following

:

For the reasons mentioned in the Decree quoted above re-

settlement will for the moment be effected only for individual

persons or families in cases where their resettlement seems
to be urgent for reasons of policy or security Police.
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Where this action assumes larger proportions, I request im-

mediate report.

I. Regional Distribution.

a. The members of Div. 4 of the German Ethnical List who
are to be evacuated from the area within the competence of the

Representative for Danzig-West Prussia of the Reich Commis-
sioner for the Consolidation of German Nationhood at Danzig

will be resettled in the area under the jurisdiction of

1. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer Centre at Braunschweig
(the transit camp being at the Castle, Ilsenburg.)

2. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer Fulda-Werra at Kassel

(the transit camp being at Hann. Muenden.)

b. The members of Div. 4 of the German Ethnical List to be

evacuated from the area under the competence of the Representa-

tive for the Wartha District of the Reich Commissioner for the

Cojisolidation of German Nationhood at Poznan will be resettled

in the area under the competence of

1. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for Alpine Country at

Salzburg (the transit camp being at Parsch/Salzburg)

2. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for South West at Stutt-

gart (the transit camp being at Schelklingen)

3. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for the Rhine at Wies-

baden, (the transit camp being in "Highway-House", Wies-

baden)

c. The members of Div. 4. of the German Ethnical List who are

to be evacuated from the area under the jurisdiction of the Rep-

resentative for Katowice of the Reich Commissioner for the Con-

solidation of German Nationhood at Katowice will be resettled

in the area under the jurisdiction of

1. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer Baltic Sea at Stettin (the

transit camp "Major SchiH" being at Belgard/Pomerania.)

2. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer West of Duesseldorf, (the

transit camp being at Bochum/Westphalia, 30, Kloster-

street.)

3. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer Western Area at Metz,

(the transit camp "Brown House" being at Kaiserslauter.)

d. The members of Div. 4. of the German Ethnical List who
are to be evacuated from the area under the jurisdiction of the

Representative for North East of the Reich Commissioner for the
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Consolidation of German Nationhood Koenigsberg will be re-

settled in the area under the jurisdiction of

1. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for the Reich Capital of

Berlin at Berlin.

2. The Higher SS and Police Fuehrer for North Sea at Ham-
burg. The transit camp will be designated later.

I reserve the right to enlarge the areas of resettlement in case

of necessity.

II. Assignment of labour.

The members of Div. 4. of the German Ethnical List will be

distributed in Germany proper, since they are persons suit-

able for re-Germanization. They are not allowed to return

to the Eastern Areas. Their settlement is effected under

the exclusive responsibility of the Higher SS and Police

Fuehrer, who are bound by the rules concerning persons suit-

able for re-Germanization.

III. Certificates.

The members of Div. 4 of the German Ethnical List acquire

German nationality with a proviso for revocation. They will

be given Red Certificates of the "Deutsche Volksliste". For
the time being they have not to apply for Identity Cards.

IV. Treatment after resettlement in Germany proper.

In this respect I refer to the Decree of the Reich Leader

SS and Chief of the German Police, Reich Commissioner for

the Consolidation of German Nationhood of 16.2.1942, Ref.

Nr. II A 2 420 VII/41 176 and of 1.7.42, Ref. Nr. ni
B le IV, from which I quote the following:

(follow excerpts from these Decrees, already trans-

lated)

The remaining contents of the decrees quoted have to be

kept in mind with diligence.

V. Statistically the persons entered in Div. 4. of the German
Ethnical List will be treated in accordance with my Order
of 7.8.1941, 1-3/4-14 (13.3.41). These persons will be taken
separately from members of Div. 3 of the "Deutsche Volks-
liste."

The Chief of Staff Headquarters.

[signed] Greifelt

SS Group Leader
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-II4

1-1/7 Fls. 4 Dr. St/Ha Berlin, 7.8.42

Memo

on meeting of 4-842

Subject: General Directions for the treatment of deported Al-

satians

Present

:

SS.— "Hauptsturmfuehrer"

Dr. Stier

SS.— "Hauptsturmfuehrer"

Petri

"RR" Hoffmann
Dr. Scherler

SS.— Untersturmfuehrer

Foerster

SS.— "Obersturmfuehrer"

Dr. Hinrichs

SS.— "Sturmbannfuehrer"
Brueckner

SS.— "Hauptsturmfuehrer"

Hummisch
SS.— "Untersturmfuehrer"

Dr. Sieder

Dr. Labes

Staff Headquarters

Chief of Estate Office and Set-

tlement Staff, Strasbourg

[Leiter des Bodenamtes und
Ansiedlungsstabes Stras-

bourg] Intermediate Office for

Racial Germans [Volksdeut-

sche Mittelstelle]

Main Office for Reich Security

[R e i c hssicherheitshauptamt]

Main Office for race and settling

[RuS Hauptamt]
D.U.T.

A.

1, State of deportation in Alsace.

the starting point of the conference was a report on the deporta-

tion effected so far and further plans for resettlement in Alsace.

1. The first expulsion action [Ausweisungsaktion] was carried

out in Alsace in the period from July to December 1940; in the

course of it, 105,000 persons were either expelled or prevented

from returning. They were in the main Jews, gypsies and other

foreign racial elements, criminals, asocial and incurably insane

persons, and in addition Frenchmen and Francophiles. The
Patois-speaking population was combed out by this series of de-

portations [Aussiedlungswelle] in the same way as the other

Alsatians.
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1. Referring to the permission the Fuehrer had given him to

cleanse Alsace of all foreign, sick or unreliable elements Gauleiter

Wagner has recently pointed out the political necessity of new
deportations [zweiten Aussiedlungsaktion] which are to be pre-

pared as soon as possible. The following classes of people are to

be affected by this measure

:

A. Colored persons and their offspring:

Negroes and colored hybrids

Gypsies and their offspring,

Jews, from half-Jews on,

Mixed Jewish Marriages [juedische Mischehen]

B. people of foreign race and their offspring

C. the patois-speaking population,

D. Asocial persons,

E. incurably insane persons

2. The following persons are designated for immediate depor-

tation by order of the Reichsstatthalter

:

a. Families whose children have shirked their labor services

and prospective military service by fleeing to France. So

far 8 families have been discovered in which this situation

exists.

b. Resettlement [Umsiedlung] of special cases in the interior

of the Reich for purposes of Germanization.

e.g. families or individuals, who celebrated the French Na-

tional day, 14th July 1942, in a manner deliberately hostile

to German ideas and the present day state. There are about

20 of these persons.

c. In special cases as a means of punishment, e.g. individuals

who have been designated by the Security Police as insuffer-

able in Alsace and suitable for deportation. These are per-

sons who, though racially of value have been some time

previously in a concentration camp for grave offenses

against the German nation. The number of these persons

is estimated at 150 heads.

d. The following are scheduled for further deportation

:

Members of the patois-group. The Gauleiter wishes to re-

tain only such persons in the present patois-area who ad-

here to Germanism in their customs, in their language, and
in their general attitude with regard to cases under head-

ings a to d above, it is to be noted that the problem of race

will be given first consideration, and this in such a manner
that persons of racial value will be deported to Germany
proper and racially inferior persons to France.
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B.

The representatives of the SS Main Offices present were united

in this opinion:

I. In order to ensure a uniform terminology, the following ex-

pressions will be used in future:

a. Shifting [Absiedlung] means: Removing persons from dis-

tricts in which they have hitherto lived, while keeping them
within the Reich.

b. Evacuation [Evakuierung] means: Expelling persons from
the Reich.

c. Resettlement [Umsiedlung] means: Removing racial Ger-

mans from foreign areas in order to bring them within the

Reich.

d. * * *

II. 1. The Gauleiter's plans for evacuation can be approved in

principle, since they confine themselves in fact to a class of

persons, whose presence in the Reich would be insupportable

for racial and political reasons.

2. The shifting [Absiedlung] of the patois-population

should as a rule be deferred until the end of the war, ex-

cept in so far as it concerns persons who cannot be tolerated

in Alsace because of their political activity.

3. The shifting [Absiedlung] of persons mentioned under

headings I and Ila should be approved in principle. It

should be noted that the class of persons affected is con-

fined to these cases, whose immediate expulsion [Abschie-

bung] is absolutely necessary. There is a general agree-

ment on the view that more persons may be expected to try

to escape to France, when compulsory military service is

introduced. The families of such persons will have to be

shifted [abgesiedelt] in the same way as those of shirkers

of labor service unless the family is actually not an acces-

sory to the escape of its member, his guardian is to be

shifted [abzusiedeln] instead of the family.

A distinction is to be made with regard to the relatives of

shirkers of labor or military service, according to whether

the guilt of the family is greater or lesser. In order to

differentiate sharply between measures for Germanization

and measures of punishment, it is provided that at first

they be dealt with in camps by the Security Police. Type
and duration of this treatment will depend on the conduct
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of the family. At the conclusion of this penal imprison-

ment, the family is to be released and handed over for Ger-

manization. It is conceivable that in special cases the Ger-

manization may be started at. once. Persons politically

tainted to a lesser degree may be settled [angesiedelt] in

West, or Central Germany, but as a general rule East of

the Rhine. The worse the political record and the franco-

phile conduct of a person, the farther away he is to be set-

tled from his old locality. It is to be made clear to the

shifted persons that their being shifted was the necessary

consequence of their relatives escape but their further treat-

ment depends on the conduct of the shifted family members
themselves.

4. For the use in deciding whether a person is to be shifted

or evacuated and as a basis for subsequent settlement and
treatment, there should be drafted (in addition to racial

and political screening) a general assessment of his work
and conduct. A person specially qualified for this task is

to be charged with making this assessment.

5. The property of shifted persons shall be dealt with in

substantially the same way as the property of members of

Section 4 of the German Ethnic List. Personal chattels

are as a rule to be left in the possession of the shifted per-

sons. Under the existing law the remainder of the property

would have to be confiscated and handed over to the Chief

of the Civilian administration. Efforts should be made to

have this property transferred to the Reichsfuehrer-SS in

his capacity as Reichskommissar for the consolidation of

German Nationhood [f.d.F.d.v.] Prospects of compensa-

tion for property if good conduct is shown, should as a rule,

be given. This compensation will be granted according to

conduct and degree of re-Germanization, after a certain

period of probation. The estate of the shifted persons is

to be charged with appropriate expenses for removal and
transport. In the case of paupers these expenses, like those

of the other measures for shifting [Absiedlung] or evacua-

tion [Evakuierung] must be borne by the Reichskommissar.

Copy
Filing Notice

In re: Shifting of Alsatians into Germany proper.

On Monday, 17 August, 1942 SS.-Gruppenfuehrer Kaul held a

693261—47—9
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conference at the Reichsstatthalter's in Karlsruhe concerning the

matter mentioned above, to which the undersigned were called.

In regard to the question of shifting [Absiedlung] Alsatians

from the Reich the Gauleiter said the following:

The report to the Fuehrer was made at the Fuehrer's Head-
quarters in the presence of the Reichsfuehrer-SS. The Fuehrer
went into detail in giving his opinion on the political reorgani-

zation and political reconstruction of the West, especially of Al-

sace. The Fuehrer explained in so many words that "asocial

and criminal persons" were to be expelled to France (the Gau-
leiter reckons on perhaps 20,000 persons). Beyond this it would
be possible to expel to France everybody who is "inferior" or

not related to us by blood. Everyone belonging by blood to the

German nation and everybody who is not allowed to go to France
ought, regardless of his political attitude or any other attitude

to be resettled [umgesiedelt] in the Reich, if he cannot be per-

mitted in Alsace. In any case there would be no room for large

scale resettlements. Shifting could be effected, however, in indi-

vidual and special cases. The persons or families to be resettled

would be placed by the "CdZ" [which probably refers to the Se-

curity Police] at the disposal of the Reichskommissar. The lat-

ter would provide for the evacuation [Absiedlung] and disposi-

tion of the resettled persons. The Reichsfuehrer-SS had prom-
ised the Gauleiter to dispatch SS.-Gruppenfuehrer Greifelt to us

for that purpose. (The Gauleiter infers from this that a larger

conference dealing with the entire action will soon take place here

at Strasbourg). The resettlement will be carried out under the

code-name "Reich". In the opinion of the Reichsfuehrer-SS the

resettlement action should in no respect bear the character of

punishment. The resettlers are to be treated perfectly decently.

They should be told they will find much better living conditions

in the Reich than they had in their former environment. In

addition, the patois population is still, as before, to be. resettled.

At the moment, however, a resettlement on a large scale is not

possible.

To a question of the undersigned the Gauleiter replied that the

action (already begun) of shifting about 290 persons was to be

completed. He furthermore desires that further announcements

on the subject be published in the daily papers. Unauthorized

crossings of the frontier must in any case be prevented. The
Gauleiter then expressed himself further in regard to the foreign

racial elements in Alsace. Ultimately they are all to be removed
from Alsace, including those Polish nationals suitable for Ger-
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manization. This action also would have, on the whole, to be

postponed. In individual cases, however, resettlement actions

[Umsiedlungen] would be possible just as in the case of patois

people or any other groups of the population. As to the foreigners

no exceptions whatever would be made with regard to the Ital-

ians. The Gauleiter had spoken with the Italian Consul. The
Gauleiter also would not hesitate to deport, if necessary, the Al-

satian partner of a mixed marriage as well.

The Gauleiter intended to offset the loss of population as far

as possible with people from Baden, in order to create a uniform

race mixture. The Fuehrer had already agreed to the trans-

planting of inhabitants of Baden into Alsace.

The Chief of the Land Office [Bodenamt]
and Settlement Branch

[signature illegible]

SS.-"Obersturmfuehrer"

29.8.1942

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-II8

[Document A]
[in handwriting:] Please arrange for order to be drafted!

K. [i.e. Keitel] 21 May
Note: [in handwriting]

General Korten has sent the following communication, subse-

quent to the Reich Marshal's report (scil. to Hitler)

:

The Fuehrer has made the following decision concerning meas-

ures to be taken in special cases against Anglo-American air-

craft crews:

Enemy fliers who have been shot down will be shot without a

court martial in the following cases

:

1. If our own (German) aircraft crews are shot at while hang-
ing from a parachute, after having been shot down

;

2. If German aircraft, which have made an emergency land-

ing, are attacked by means of aircraft armament, while mem-
bers of the crew are in the immediate neighborhood;

3. If attacks are made on railroad trains serving public traffic

;

4. If low-level attacks are made by means of aircraft arma-
ment on individual civilians (farmers, workmen, individual ve-

hicles, etc.) [The words "individual civilians, farmers, work-
men" are deleted, and the word "civilian population" is substi-
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tuted in Jodl's handwriting; the word "civilian" is inserted in

handwriting before "individual vehicles"].

[In Jodl's handwriting, referring to point 2 above:]

This I consider requires reconsideration; the destruction of an
aircraft which has made an emergency landing cannot be called

"Gangster method" ; it corresponds fully to the most severe stand-

ard of civilized warfare.

[In Jodl's handwriting:]

The order must be preceded by a preamble, in which the disre-

gard of the most primitive laws of a civilized * * * [rest

•illegible]

[Document B]

General Staff of the Armed Forces/Qu. (Verwl.)

No. 771761/44 g.K.Chefs

, 4 June 1944

[initials] W [Warlimont?]

4 June
2 copies

Copy No.

Top Secret

Subject: Treatment of enemy fliers By Officer's hand only

Record of Report

I. In accordance with instructions from the Chief and Deputy
Chief General Staff of the Armed Forces, the following arrange-

ments are to be made forthwith

:

1. It is to be ascertained from the Reich Leader SS (Sturm-

bannfuehrer Grothmann), whether and in what way the Reich

Leader SS, in accordance with the instruction he received from
the Fuehrer, has issued a notice to the effect that fliers shot down
during low-level attacks on the population have, in one or sev-

eral cases, been lynched by the population. If he has not done

so it is to be ascertained in what manner the Reich Leader in-

tends to proceed in the immediate future.

2. It is to be ascertained from the Supreme Command of the

Air Force (Col. von Brauchitsch), which specific actions by en-

emy fliers should, in the opinion of the Reich Marshall, be consid-

ered and treated as punishable by death. The basis for this is

furnished by the 4 points listed in the note from the Chief of the
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General Staff of the Armed Forces, dated 20/22 May; these

points are based on a communication from General Korten made
after a report (scil. to Hitler) by the Reich Marshal. Point 2 is

to be omitted.

3. When Point 2 has been cleared up, an instruction for the

Commandant of the Oberursel Camp is to be worked out, indi-

cating to him in which cases fliers delivered to him are to be

handed over to the Security Service; he is to be told in detail,

which cases are to be treated as punishable by death, and which

view points are to be followed during further treatment. The
statements by Col. von Brauchitsch, as recorded on 26 May, are

to be used as a basis.

This instruction is to be drawn up in two copies only ; after it

has been referred back to Col. von Brauchitsch, it is to be for-

warded to the Supreme Command of the Air Force, with the

injunction that it must be made known to the Commandant of

the Oberursel Camp only orally.

4. The Propaganda Chief, Armed Forces, is to be asked

whether he knows of any recent steps by the Reich Leader SS in

the matter.

5. In accordance with the instruction given by the Chief of the

General Staff of the Armed Forces on the evening of 3 June, the

Foreign Office is to be informed of the matter for the following

purposes

:

a. To make sure that in formulating the communiques of the

Reich Leader SS, as well as for all other measures, a suitable

form is chosen and that the Foreign Office is consulted on these

points.

b. To prepare in advance for protests by the enemy powers, in

order to be able to answer them immediately, and to avoid inci-

dents such as those which happened on the occasion of the escape

of Anglo-American fliers from the Sagan Camp.

Minister Ritter has already been informed on these matters in

a general way by the Chief of the General Staff of the Armed
Forces.

II. Until 2300 hours it was impossible to clear up Points 1

and 2 (and in this context also Point 3,) since neither Col. von
Brauchitsch nor an SS Leader could be reached at the Bergwald
Staff Command. A telephonic discussion with Sturmbannfueh-
rer Grothmann has been arranged for 4 June at 1000 hours.

[initial] J 4 June
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Distribution

Deputy Chief General Staff of the Armed Forces Copy No. 1

Qu. (Draft) Copy No. 2

[Document C]

TOP SECRET
For Officers only

Fuehrer HQ

Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces
No. 771793/44 g.Kdos. Chefs

3 Copies

Copy No. 1

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

Record of Report

1. On the afternoon of 6 June, Obergruppenfuehrer Kalten-

brunner informed the Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the

Armed Forces at Klessheim, that a short time before a discussion

in this matter had taken place between the Reich Marshal, the

Reich Foreign Minister and the Reich Leader SS. In contrast to

the original suggestion of the Reich Foreign Minister, who wanted
to include every kind of terror attack against our civilian popula-

tion, i.e. even bombing attacks on cities, an agreement was reached

to the effect that only attacks by aircraft armament aiming direct

at the civilian population and their property are to be considered

as constituting a criminal act in this sense.

Lynch law would have to be considered as the rule. There was
no mention of sentence by court martial and surrender to the Po-

lice.

2. The Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces

commented as follows:

a. The first important thing now is to follow up the generally

worded announcement by the Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels and the

several notices of similar tenor which have appeared in the press,

by publishing a case of this kind which has been established be-

yond doubt, giving the name and the troop unit of the flier, the

place where the act was committed, and other detailed circum-

stances. This is necessary in order to prove the seriousness of

the German intentions in the face of an incredulous enemy propa-

ganda, and above all in order to achieve our real purpose, which

is that of deterring the enemy from committing further acts of
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murder against our civilian population. Therefore the question

arises whether the Security Service is in possession of such a

case, whether it has the necessary clues in order to construe such

a case with the details required.

Obergruppenfuehrer Kaltenbrunner said no on both scores.

b. The Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces

pointed out that apart from Lynch law, preparations must be

made for another procedure.

Whereby those enemy fliers, who are suspected of having com-
mitted criminal acts of this kind, are isolated upon arrival in the

airmen's reception camp at Oberursel, and surrendered to the Se-

curity Service for Special Treatment [Sonderbehandlung — SS
term for killing], if the suspicion is confirmed.

This matter was being discussed by the Armed Forces General

Staff with the Supreme Command of the Air Force, in order to

determine the rules which the head of the Oberursel Camp is to

follow in this respect.

Obergruppenfuehrer Kaltenbrunner said that on principle he

agreed to this intention as well as to the proposal to have those

airmen who will be singled out taken over to the Security Service.

c. On the question of publicity it was stated that until further

notice an agreement between the Supreme Command of the Armed
Forces / Armed Forces General Staff, the Supreme Command of

the Air Force and the Reich leader SS was to be reached in every

case, in order to decide on the form of publication.

It will be the task of the Armed Forces General Staff to secure

the participation of the Foreign Office.

In a discussion with Col. von Brauchitsch (Supreme Command
of the Air Force), which took place on 6 June, it was decided that

the following acts will have to be considered as act of terror,

which justify the application of Lynch law:

a. Low level attacks on the civilian population (individual per-

sons as well as gatherings) by means of aircraft armament;

b. Shooting at our own (German) Aircraft crews, who have
been shot down and are hanging from parachutes;

c. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on passenger trains

serving public traffic;

d. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on military or ci-

vilian hospitals or hospital trains clearly marked with the Red
Cross.
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These criteria listed under 3 will have to be communicated to

the head of the airmen's reception camp at Oberursel. If acts

conforming to these criteria are established by interrogations,

the prisoners are to be handed over to the Security Service.

In conclusion Col. von Brauchitsch remarked that there was no

need to report to the Reich Marshal again on this matter.

(signed) Warlimont

Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed ForcesCopy No. 1

via chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces. Copy No. 2

Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces/Ktb

Qu (draft) Copy No. 3

[Notes written on this page by Keitel and Jodl are transcribed by
typewriter on the following page of the file.]

Comments by Chief Supr, Command of Armed Forces on Record
of Report dated 6 June 1944 No. 771793/44 GK Chefs

"If the people are given a free hand to use Lynch law, it is hard

to establish rules!

K.

I am against court proceedings ! That won't work

!

signed K.

Comments by the Chief of the Armed Forces General Staff:

"Concerning No. 3. This discussion is sufficient. Precise rules

must be worked out together with the Foreign Office, on the fol-

lowing points:

1. What do we call murder?
Does RR [on the margin in handwriting: "AA?—which

stands for Foreign Office] agree to Point 3b?

2. What is the procedure to be?

a. through the people?

b. through official agencies?

3. What is going to be the guarantee that other enemy airmen

will not be dealt with in the same way?

4. Are there to be court proceedings as well, or not?

signed "J"
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[Document D]

Draft

The Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

Armed Forces General staff/ Qu. (verw.l) / No. 771793/44

Fuehrer HQ.
14 June 1944

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

TOP SECRET
3 Copies

Copy No. 2

TOP SECRET
For Officers only

To the Foreign Office

c/o Minister Ritter

Salzburg

In connection with press notices which have appeared at home
and abroad concerning the treatment of terror fliers who have
fallen into the hands of the population, there is need for an un-

ambiguous definition of the acts which are to be characterized as

criminal in this sense [marginal note in handwriting: "Only for

publication though!"] Simultaneously the procedure must be de-

termined which is to be followed in publishing these cases, which

have let either to the application of lynch law by the population,

or—in case the terror fliers were captured by the Armed Forces

or by the Police—to Special Treatment [Sonderbehandlung—SS
term for killing] by the Security Service.

By agreement with the Supreme Command of the Air Force,

I intend (Scil. to issue) the letter herewith enclosed in draft form;
this is to serve as an instruction to the Commandant of the Air-

men's Reception Camp at Oberursel. It relates to those incidents

which, on the basis of investigations at that camp, prove to be

suitable for isolating the perpetrator, because a suspicion has

been confirmed, and for handing him over to the Security Service.

Before any case is given publicity in the press, the radio etc,

it is necessary to make sure that name, troop unit, place where
the act was committed and other detailed circumstances make up
an unimpeachable account, the publication of which will have the

intended effect of acting as a deterrent against further acts of

murder. In wording the communiques it is necessary to take into

account the fact that enemy protests must be reckoned with in

every direction. It is intended, by agreement with the Chief of

the Security Service and the Supreme Command of the Air Force,
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that until further notice an agreement between the Supreme
Command of the Air Forces, the General Staff of the Armed
Forces, the Foreign Office and the Security Service is to be

reached, before any case is published, in order to decide on the

publication, as well as on its timing and its form.

Please confirm if possible by the 18th of this month, that you

agree to the enclosed draft ["enclosed draft" is deleted and "the

above formula" is substituted in handwriting] as well as to the

proposed procedure regarding publications.

[Document D-Second Draft]

Draft

The Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces
Armed Forces General Staff/Qu/ (verw.) No. 771793/44 gK

Fuehrer HQ
15 June 1944

TOP SECRET
3 copies

Copy No. 2

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

TOP SECRET
By Officer's hand only

[in handwriting: "Sent off 17 June 10.30"; initial illegible]

To the Foreign Office

c/o Minister Ritter

Salzburg

For the publication [underscored by hand] of these cases, which
have led either to the application of lynch law by the population,

or—in case of capture by the Armed Forces or the Police—to

Special Treatment [Sonderbehandlung—SS term for killing] by
the Security Service, an unambiguous definition is required for

these acts, which are to be characterized as criminal in this sense.

By agreement with the Supreme Commander of the Air Force,

I intend to lay down the formulas listed below. If occasion arises,

these are to serve as instructions to the Commandant of the Air-
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men's Reception Camp at Oberursel for (scil. dealing with) those

incidents, which on the basis of investigations in that camp, prove

to be suitable for isolating the perpetrator, because a suspicion

has been confirmed, and for handing him over to the Security-

Service.

1. Attacks on the civilian population (individual persons as

well as gatherings) by means of aircraft armament;

2. Shooting at our own (German) aircraft crews, who have

been shot down and are hanging from parachutes

;

3. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on passenger trains

serving public traffic

;

4. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on military or ci-

vilian hospitals and hospital trains clearly marked with the Red
Cross.

Before any case is given publicity in the press, the radio, etc.,

it is necessary to make sure that name, troop unit, place where
the act was committed and other detailed circumstances make up
an unimpeachable account, the publication of which will have the

intended effect of acting as a deterrent against further acts of

murder. In wording the communiques it is necessary to take into

account the fact that enemy protests must be reckoned with in

every direction. It is intended, by agreement with the Chief of

the Security police and Security Service and the Supreme Com-
mand of the Air Force, that until further notice an agreement be-

tween the Supreme Command of the Air Force, the General Staff

of the Armed Forces, the Foreign Office and the Security Service

is to be reached before any given case is published, in order to de-

cide on the publication, as well as on its timing and its form.

Please, confirm if possible by the 18th of this month, that you
agree to the above formulas, as well as to the proposed procedure

regarding publications.

Initial: W [Warlimont?]

initial: K [Keitel]

16 June
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[Document E]

Draft

Supreme Command of the Armed Forces Fuehrer HQ
No. 771793/U gK Chefs. 11. Aug. 14 June 1944

Armed Forces General Staff/Qu. (Verw. 1)

TOP SECRET
2 Copies

Copy No. 2.

Top Secret

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

For Officer's only

To the Supreme Commander of the Air Force

c/o Col. von Brauchitsch (General Staff)

X. On the basis of the preliminary discussions which have

taken place and in agreement with the Reich Foreign Minister

and The Chief of the Security Police and Security Service, the

following acts will have to be considered as acts of terror, which
justify the use of lynch law, or, in the case of prisoners sent to

the Airmen's Reception Camp at Oberursel, surrender to the Se-

curity Service for Special Treatment [Sonderbehandlung—SS
term for killing], if and when suspicion is confirmed:

1. Attacks on the civilian population (individual persons as

well as gatherings) by means of aircraft armament;

2. Shooting at our own (German) aircraft crews, who have

been shot down and are hanging from parachutes;

3. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on passenger trains

serving public traffic;

4. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on military or civil-

ian hospitals and hospital trains clearly marked with the Red
Cross.

It is requested that the Reich Marshal's consent to these defi-

nitions of acts (scil. of terror) be obtained and that the Com-
mandant of the Airmen's Reception Camp at Oberursel be in-

structed orally to take measures accordingly.

It is further requested that Reich Marshall's consent likewise

be obtained to the proposed procedure for the handling of pub-

licity, as set out in the letter to the Foreign Minister, of which

copy is enclosed.
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Confirmation in writing is requested, if possible by the 20th of

this month.

The Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

1 enclosure

[Document E—Second Draft]

Draft

[in handwriting: Chef OKW K.]

Supreme Command of the Armed Forces Fuehrer HQ
No. 7717931

'hOU g.K. Chef. 11 Aug. 15 June 1944

Armed Forces General Staff/Qu. (Verw. 1)

Top Secret

For officers only

To the Supreme Commander of the Air Force,

c/o Col. von Brauchitsch (General Staff)

On the basis of the preliminary discussions, which have taken

place, and after agreement has been reached with the Reich

Minister and the Chief of the Security Police and Security Serv-

ice the following acts are to be considered as acts of terror,

which require attention when publishing a case of lynch law, or,

respectively, justify the transfer of enemy fliers, who have been

made prisoners, of war, from the Airmen's Reception Camp at

Oberursel to the Security Service for Special Treatment [Son-

derbehandlung—SS term for killing] :

1. Attacks on the civilian population (individual persons as

well as gatherings) by means of aircraft armament;

2. Shooting at our own (German) aircraft crews, who have

been shot down and are hanging from parachutes;

3. Attacks by means of aircraft armament on military or

civilian hospitals and hospital trains clearly marked with the

Red Cross.

It is requested that the Reich Marshall's consent to these

definitions of acts (scil. of terror) be obtained, and that, if agree-

ment is reached, the commandant of the Airmen's Reception

Camp at Oberursel be instructed orally to take measures accord-

ingly.

It is further requested that the Reich Marshall's consent like-

wise be obtained to the proposed procedure for the handling of
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publicity, as set out in the letter* to the Reich Foreign Minister, a

copy of which is attached.

Confirmation in writing is requested, if possible by the 18th

of this month.

The Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

[initial: Warlimont?]
[initial: Keitel]

1 enclosure 16 June

[Document F]

The Reich Marshal of the Greater German Reich

Adjutant's Office

Adj.-No. 7605/U g. Kdos. Berlin W.8
, 3 Leipziger Str.

HQ
19 June 1944

[initial] "J"

19 June 1940

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

Reference: Your letter No. 771793/44 g.K. Chefs. 11 Aug WFST
Wu. (Verw. 1) 15 June 1944

2 Copies

Copy No. 1

To the Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces,

Field Marshal General Keitel.

[initial] "K"
20 June

[initial] W
22 June

The Reich Marshal has commented on the above letter as fol-

lows:

"We cannot control the reaction of the population anyhow. But
if possible the population must be prevented from proceeding

also against other enemy fliers, in whose cases the above evidence

is not forthcoming. Acts as described above can, in my opinion,

be dealt at any time by a court of law, since these are acts of

murder, which the enemy has forbidden to his fliers."

For (scil. the Reich Marshal)

(signed) Teske
Lieutenant Colonel in the General Staff
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[Document G]
18 June 1944

General Staff of the Armed Forces/Qu. (Verw. 1

)

Subject: Treatment of Anglo-American terror fliers

Note
1.

on telephone call from Minister Ritter, 1745 hours

Minister Ritter informs us that the opinion of the Foreign

Office cannot be submitted until tomorrow evening, since he him-

self did not receive our letter until yesterday afternoon and ques-

tions must still be cleared with Berlin.

2. Chef Qu. [initial "J"] 18 June
To be added to previous correspondence

3. (Top Secret Matter) to be filed [these words deleted]

[initial "H"?] 18 June

[Document H]
Foreign Office

No. 466

Berlin W.8 44-46 Wilhelmstrasse [Deleted "Salzburg"

inserted instead]

25 June 1944

Top Secret

[initials: Warlimont?]

26 June

With reference to today's telephone conversation I herewith

transmit for your preliminary information the draft of a reply

to the Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces in

answer to his letter of 15 June—No. WFSt/Qu/ (Verw.) No.

771793/44 gKChefs. ll.Aug. The draft has been submitted to

the Reich Foreign Minister.

Since the Reich Foreign Minister is away on travel for sev-

eral days, he was not able as yet to give his approval to the draft.

I must, therefore, reserve the possibility of making changes.

By order

(signed) Ritter

To the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

c/o Col. Poleck

Strub Barracks
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Carbon Copy

Minister Ritter No. 444
Salzburg 20 June 1933

TOP SECRET

Draft

1. To the Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

Reference: Letter of 15 June 1944

No. WFSt/Qu. (Verw.) No. 771793/44
gKCehfs.ll.Aug.,

Concerning treatment of enemy terror fliers.

On the Whole the Foreign Office is in agreement with the pro-

posed procedure in spite of the obvious objections (scil. which
might be made) from the viewpoint of foreign policy and inter-

national law.

In examining the matter in detail a distinction must be drawn
between the cases of lynch law and the cases of Special treatment

[Sonderbehandlung] by the Security Service.

I. In the cases of lynch law the sharp definition of the crim-

inal acts, as given in Nos. 1-4 of the letter of 15 June, is not very

important. For one thing no German official agency is directly

responsible; death has already occurred before any German
agency becomes concerned in the case. Furthermore, the accom-

panying circumstances will, as a rule, be such that it will not be

difficult to represent the case in the most suitable manner when
it is published. In the cases of lynch law it will be mainly a

question of correctly dealing with the individual case, when it is

published. [This last phrase is underscored by hand ; on the mar-
gin: "That was the whole point of our letter, (initial) Warli-

mont?]

II. The proposed procedure for the Special Treatment by the

Security Service with subsequent publication would be tenable

only, if Germany took this opportunity openly to declare herself

free from the obligations imposed by the international legal

agreements, which are valid at this time and which are still recog-

nized by Germany. When an enemy airman has been captured

by the Armed Forces or by the Police and has been delivered to

the Airmen's Reception Camp at Oberursel, he thereby has al-

ready acquired the legal status of a prisoner of war [this last

phrase is underscored by hand ; on the margin : "Precisely this is

to be prevented by isolating him as proposed" (initial Warli-

mont?)]. In the Prisoner of War Agreement of 27 July 1929
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certain rules have been laid down for the prosecuting and sen-

tencing prisoners of war under criminal law and for carrying

out death sentences against prisoners of war. For instance, Ar-
ticle 66 provides that no death sentence must be carried out un-

til three months after protecting Power has been informed of the

death sentence: Article 63 provides that a prisoner of war can

be sentenced only by the same courts and under the same pro-

cedure which are also used against members of the German
Armed forces. These rules are so precise that it would be hope-

less to try to disguise the fact that they have been violated, by
publishing the individual case in a clever manner, [this last

phrase is underscored by hand; on the margin: "No.—by means
of isolation and Special Treatment, which is to follow immedi-

ately" (initial Warlimont?)]. On the other hand, the Foreign Of-

fice is unable to recommend that we take this opportunity to for-

mally denounce the Prisoner of War Agreement.

The following might be a makeshift solution: Enemy airmen,

who are under suspicion, might at first not be allowed to enter

into the legal status of prisoners of war at all : then might be told

immediately upon capture that they were not to be regarded as

prisoners of war, but as criminals [this last phrase is underlined

by hand; on the margin: "yes, that too is possible" (initial: War-
limont?)], and that they were to be handed over not to the au-

thorities responsible for prisoners of war, i.e. a prisoner of war
camp, but to the authorities responsible for the prosecution of

criminal acts; they might then be sentenced ad hoc by a special

summary procedure. If during this procedure accompanying cir-

cumstances are revealed by interrogation which make it clear

that this special procedure is not applicable to the particular

case, then the airmen concerned might, in individual cases, be

transferred subsequently [underscored by hand] to the legal sta-

tus of prisoners of war, by being sent to the Airmen's Reception

Camp at Oberursel [on the margin: "Yes"]. Naturally, even this

solution would not be a safeguard against accusations being

levelled against Germany for having violated the agreements in

force, nor would it necessarily be a safeguard against reprisal

measures being taken against German prisoners of war. But at

least this solution would make it possible to follow a clear line

and would relieve us on the necessity of either denouncing the

existing agreements or fitting out the publication of each indi-

dividual case with excuses which nobody will believe.

Of the criteria for criminal acts enumerated under figs. 1-4

of the letter of 14 June, those under 1 and 4 are unobjectionable

from the legal point of view. Those under 2 and 3 are not unob-
693261—47—10
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jectionable from the legal standpoint. However, the Foreign Of-

fice would be prepared to ignore this. Perhaps it would be advis-

able to draw together the criteria under 1, 3, and 4 by saying that

any attack on the civilian population by means of aircraft arma-
ment will be treated as a crime. The individual criteria under 1, 3

and 4 would then merely have the significance of particularly

poignant examples. Nor does the Foreign Office see any reason

why attacks on the civilian population in ordinary residences, in

motor cars, on river boats, etc., should not be punished [on the

margin: "Yes" (initial: Warlimont?) ].

The Foreign Office starts from the premise that the use of

aircraft armament against the civilian population is categorically

forbidden to German fliers raiding England. So far as the For-

eign Office knows, the Supreme Commander of the Air Force has

issued a prohibition to this effect some time ago. If a general

announcement is made, the existence of this prohibition might be

pointed out.

III. What has been said above, leads to the general conclusion

that the action would have to be based mainly on the cases of

lynch law. The Foreign Office is in favor of carrying out the ac-

tion on such a scale, as really to achieve its purpose, which is that

of deterring enemy fliers. But in that case the enemy attacks on

the civilian population by means of aircraft armament would

have to be exposed propagandistically in quite a different manner
than has been the case hitherto.

If this cannot be done in domestic propaganda then at least it

should be done in the propaganda abroad. The local German of-

fices concerned, i.e. presumably the police authorities, would have

to be instructed, to transmit to a central office in Berlin a truth-

ful report on each such attack, giving details of place, time, and
number of dead and wounded. This central office would then have

to forward these reports at once to the Foreign Office for ex-

ploitation. [On the margin: "Yes".]

Since such attacks on the civilian population by means of air-

craft armament have taken place in other countries also, for in-

stance in France, Belgium, Croatia, Rumania, the competent Ger-

man authorities or government in those countries would have to

be instructed to collect (information on) such attacks on the ci-

vilian population in like manner, and to exploit them in their for-

eign propaganda, in collaboration with the German authorities.

[On the margin: "Yes".]

IV. In the letter of 15 June the intention is expressed that un-

til further notice an agreement with, among others, the Foreign
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Office is to be reached before any given case is published. The
Foreign Office attaches particular importance to this, and insists

that agreement be secured not only until further notice but

throughout the time the action lasts.

By order

(signed) Hitter [deleted]

Draft

[Document I]

Fuehrer HQ
23 June 1944

Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

No. 771793/44 gK,Chefs. 3 Aug WFSt/Qu. (Verw.l)

TOP SECRET
2 Copies

Copy No. 2

TOP SECRET
For officers only

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers.

Reference: OKW/WFSt/Qu. (Verw.l) No. 771793/44 gK.Chefs.

15 June 1944

11. Aug. and your letter Adj. No. 1605/44 gKdos. 19

June 1944

To the Supreme Commander of the Air Force

c/o Col von Brauchitsch (General Staff)

[in handwriting sent off

24 June, initials

illegible]

Unfortunately your letter does not show whether the Reich

Marshal has approved the definitions of acts, which are to be con-

sidered as acts of terror in publishing a case of lynch law, and
whether he is prepared to give oral instructions to the comman-
dant of the Airmen's Reception Camp at Oberursel to take meas-
ures accordingly.

It is requested again that the consent of the Reich Marshal be

obtained and if possible communicated to us by the 27th of this

Month.

The Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

[initials] "JG"
[initials: Warlimont?] 24 June
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[Document JJ

26 June 1944

General Staff of the Armed Forces/Qu. (Verw.l

)

Subject: Treatment of enemy fliers

Note of telephone call

Telephone call from the Adjutant's office of the Reich Marshal
(Capt. Breuer):

The Reich Marshal agrees to the formulas communicated to

him, regarding the term terror fliers, and also to the suggested

procedure. He asks to be informed before the end of the day as

to the measures taken.

(signed) Poleck

[Document K]

General Staff of the Armed forces/Qu.(Verw.l)
No. 006988/44 g.Kdos.

30 June 1944

TOP SECRET
3 Copies

Copy No. 1

[initial] : "K" 30 June

Subject: Treatment of enemy terror fliers

[in handwriting:]

Qu,

we must now at last get down to action.

What is still needed for that? [initial: Warlimont?]

Note of Report

I. In the enclosure I submit the draft of a reply from the Reich

Foreign Minister to the Chief of the Supreme Command of the

Armed Forces. This was sent to the General Staff of the Armed
Forces by Minister Ritter.

Minister Ritter informed us by telephone on 29 June that the

Reich Foreign Minister has approved this draft: however, he

(i.e. the Foreign Minister) has instructed Ambassador Sonn-

leitner to report to the Fuehrer on the position taken by the For-

eign Office, before sending off the letter to the Chief of the Su-

preme Command of the Armed Forces. Not until the principles

established by the Foreign Office have been approved by the

Fuehrer, is the letter to be sent off to the Chief of the Supreme
Command of the Armed Forces.
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11. The Reich Marshal agrees to the formulas communicated

to him by the supreme Command of the Armed Forces, regarding

the term terror fliers, and also to the suggested procedure.

(signed) Warlimont

Distribution

:

Chief, Supreme Command of the Armed Forces.

Via Deputy Chief of Armed Forces General Staff Copy No. 1

Copy No. 2

Ktb. Copy No. 3

Q. (Verw.l)

[Document L]

[in handwriting:] Draft

To be filed [Top Secret]

H. 19 August
Feuhrer HQ

Supreme Command of the Armed Forces 4 July 1944

No. 007195/44 gK./WFSt/Qu. (Verw.l) TOP SECRET
2 Copies

Copy No. 2

Reference: 1. OKW/WFSt/Qu. (Verw.l) No. 771793/44 G.Kdos
Chefs.ll.Aug 1.5 June 1944

2. The Reich Marshal of the Greater German Reich,

Adjutant's Office No. 1605/44 g. Kdos. 19 June

1944

[in handwriting:]

sent off 5 July 1944

[initial: illegible]

To The Supreme Commander of the Air Force
c/o Col von Brauchitsch (General Staff).

Information is requestd as to whether the Commandant of

the Airmen's Reception Camp at Oberursel has in the meantime
been given instructions conforming to the statement of the Su-

preme Command of the Armed Forces/Armed Forces General

Staff dated 15 June, or when it is intended to do so.

[in handwriting:]

No answer can be obtained

from the Supreme Command By order

of the Air Force!

J 4 July
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[Document M]
[in handwriting:]

File with earlier letters

(TOP SECRET) H 15

5 July 1944

General Staff of the Armed Forces/Qu. (Verw.l

)

TOP SECRET
Note

re: "Terror Fliers"

At the noon report on 4 July the Fuehrer gave the following

order

:

According to press reports, the Anglo-Americans intend in fu-

ture to carry out air attacks even against small places, which
have no importance militarily or from the point of view of war
economy, as a reprisal against VI. If this information turns out

to be true, the Fuehrer wished the radio and the press to an-

nounce that any enemy flier, who participates in such an attack

and is shot down in the course of it, will have no claim to be

treated as a prisoner of war; as soon as he falls into German
hands he will be killed [Insertion in handwriting: ("treated as a

murderer'*)]. This measure shall apply to all smaller places,

which are neither military targets, nor traffic targets, armament
targets or such like, and therefore have no military importance.

No orders are to be issued at the moment ; there is to be merely

discussion on such a measure with WR [Armed Forces Radio?]

and Foreign Office.

[initial] H/5

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-124

Shorthand Minutes

of the

54th Conference of the Central Planning Board

Subject: Labor Supply

on Wednesday, March 1st, 1944, 10 o'clock

at the Ministry for Air Transport

Sauckel: Field Marshal, Gentlemen, it goes without saying

that we shall satisfy as far as possible the demands agreed upon

by the Central Planning Board. In this connection I wish to state

that I call such deliveries as can be made by the Plenipotentiary

for Labor "possible" by stressing every nerve of his organization.

Already on January 4th I had to report to the Fuehrer with the
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greatest regret that for the first time I was not in a position to

guarantee delivery of the grand total of 4,050,000 men then cal-

culated in the Fuehrer's Headquarters for the year 1944. In the

presence of the Fuehrer I emphasized this several times. In the

previous years I was able to satisfy the demands, at least with

regard to the number of laborers, but this year I am no longer

able to guarantee them in advance. In case I can deliver only a

small number, I should be glad if those arriving would be distrib-

uted by percentage within the framework of your program. Of

course I shall readily agree if I am now told by the Board: Now
we have to change the program ; now this or that is more urgent.

It goes without saying that we will satisfy the demands what-

ever they may be, to the best of our ability, with due regard to

the war situation. So much about figures

!

We have no reason to contest the figures as such, for we ask

nothing for ourselves. We are not even able to do anything with

the laborers we collect; we only put them at the disposal of in-

dustry. I only wish to make some general statements and ask

for your indulgence.

In autumn of last year the supply program, inasmuch as it con-

cerns supply from abroad was frustrated to a very great extent;

I need not give the reasons in this circle ; we have talked enough
about them, but I have to state : The program has been smashed.

People in France, Belgium, and Holland thought that labor was
no longer to be directed from these countries to Germany because

the work now had to be done within these countries themselves.

For months—sometimes I visited these countries twice within a

month—I have been called a fool who against all reason travelled

around in these countries in order to extract labor. This went so

far, I assure you, that all prefectures in France had general or-

ders not to satisfy my demands since even the German authori-

ties quarreled over whether or not Sauckel was a fool.

If one's work is smashed in such a way, repair is very very dif-

ficult. Now for the first time I have been reproached by officers

stationed in the East, which was very hard on me, that it was the

Plenipotentiary for Labor who did not extract enough men from
the East during the last year and thus was responsible if now our

soldiers had to fight against the same men whom I should have
taken away; for these had become an essential part of the Rus-
sian divisions. Thus I have been reproached several times by
front officers ; and I wish to protest here and now. For the East
last year was barred to me. In large areas I was forbidden to

take anything from agriculture. I was told: You don't get any
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men since we have to organize agriculture here, the Donets area

too was barred to me, and I was not allowed w extract anything.

I had to struggle hard for every individual man whom I wished

to extract from the East. Therefore I wish to state expressly

here and now that the reproaches made by the front that the men
whom I did not extract now fight on the side of the enemy are

unjust, since I was entirely kept out of these areas. Such was
the situation at the end of the year.

At that time I was very much concerned: we discovered a de-

crease in the amourrt of labor employed. Today I am able to re-

port that we stopped that decrease. According to most accurate

statistics, which I had ordered, we have today again including

foreign workers and prisoners of war, the same number of 29.1

millions which we had in September. But we have added nothing

since that time. Thus we dispatched to the Reich in those two
months no more than 4,500 Frenchmen which amounts to nothing.

From Italy only 7,000 civilians arrived. This, although from 1.12

until today I have had no hour, no Sunday, and no night for my-
self. I have visited all these countries and travelled through the

whole Reich. My work was terribly difficult, but not for the rea-

son that no more workers are to be found. I wish to state ex-

pressly, in France and in Italy there are still men galore. The
situation in Italy is nothing but a European scandal, the same
applies to a certain extent to France. Gentlemen, the French

work badly and support themselves at the expense of the work
done by the German soldier and laborer, even at the expense of

the German food supply, and the same applies to Italy. I found

out during my last stay that the food supply of the northern

Italians cannot suffer any comparison with that of the southern

Italians. The northern Italians, viz. as far to the south as Rome
are so well nourished that they need not work

; they are nourished

quite differently from the German nation by their Father in

Heaven without having to work for their bread. The labor re-

serves exist but the means of touching them have been smashed.

The most abominable point made by my adversaries is their,

claim that no executive had been provided within these areas in

order to recruit in a sensible manner the Frenchmen, Belgians,

and Italians and to dispatch them to work. Thereupon I even

proceeded to employ and train a whole batch of French male and
female agents who for good pay just as was done in olden times

for "shanghaiing" went hunting for men and made them drunk
by using liquor as well as words, in order to dispatch them to

Germany. Moreover I charged some able men with founding a
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special labor supply executive of our own, and this they did by
training and arming with the help of the Higher SS & Police

Fuehrer a number of natives, but I still have to ask the Munitions

Ministry for arms for the use of these men. For during last year

alone several dozens of very able labor executive officers have

been shot dead. All these means I have to apply, grotesque as it

sounds, to refute the allegation there was no executive to bring

labor to Germany from these countries.

I have to tell you, Field Marshal, after repeated inquiry : There

is no longer a genuine German direction of labor. I have just is-

sued the well known proclamation which the Fuehrer himself had
inspired, corrected, and adapted concerning voluntary honorary

service. What success this step will have, I don't know yet; it

will be very little. But I shall enlarge this voluntary honorary

service. The Fuehrer wishes it to be administered exclusively by
the Women's Service. Therefore I shall go tomorrow and see the

Women's Service and the Women District Leaders of the

Women's Service of Germany, in order to insist on the most ex-

tensive recruitment by the Women's Service of women above the

ages of 45 and 50 years. Something will be attained in that way.

There are quite good beginnings in some of the districts. But
recruitment must be continuous and uninterrupted, and such

things need some time before they run smoothly. Out of the

German labor reservoir, however, 60,000 new laborers have been

found in the first two months of the year, and the start as a whole

has functioned better than I expected. The grand total so far is

262,000. Of these from the East alone there are 112,000. Thus
the satisfactory statement can be made that the authorities in

charge of what remains of the occupied areas have acknowledged

the fact that better results are expected if the available labor is

used in Germany than if it is used abroad. The supply of these

112,000 new Eastern workers, mainly men, "has made it possible

for us to hope for the arrival within the first two months of 262,-

000 workers.

Then some words about the question of women's labor. I have
asked one of my assistants to give you later a survey comparing
the English regulations on the national service of women with the

German ones. It is perfectly correct to state that England, even

if we take into account the difference in the total number avail-

able, does not use as many of her women as we do. One ought to

abstain therefore from the reproach which is still made against

me, that we didn't do enough with regard to the use of women's
labor. On January 4th I told the Fuehrer expressly and repeat-
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edly; if he gave me the power to recruit laborers a la Stalin, I

should be able to put at his disposal perhaps a million more
women. The Fuehrer brusquely and repeatedly refused this. He
used the expression that our German long-legged slender women
could not be compared with the "kurz-stampfeten" [Austrian di-

alect term for short-legged, used in a derogatory sense] and
healthy Russian women. I for my part also wish to warn against

setting too much hope on the usefulness of these women. But I

wish to ask you to be sure that I am doing everything in order to

put to work everybody who is fit for work, as far as I am able to

do within the framework of the Fuehrer's permission, and this

by exercising some soft moral pressure as well. In the same way
I have directed all my assistants to examine continuously the re-

sults of the action of January of last year concerning the duty to

register and to make sure that the labor exchanges continuously

find out and call up the women whose children grow beyond the

age in question, and the girls who reach the age groups in ques-

tion. Thus we do everything possible. * * *

In order to enable me to reach these numbers, two conditions

must be fulfilled. First it is indispensable that all authorities

which administer the occupied countries must recognize the ne-

cessity of fulfilling the demand for labor in the Reich. This so

far is not the case everywhere. Especially the protected factories

in the occupied countries make my work very difficult. According

to reports received within the last days these protected factories

are to a great part filled to capacity, and still labor is sucked up
into these areas. This strong suction very much obstructs our

desire to dispatch labor to the Reich. I wish to emphasize that

I never opposed the use of French labor in factories which had
been transferred from Germany to France. I am still sound of

mind, and as recently as last summer I charged Mr. Hildebrandt

with an inquiry in France which had the following result : It would

be easy to extract from French medium and small factories (80%
of all French factories are small enterprises with only 36-40 work-

ing hours)—1 million laborers for use in the transferred fac-

tories, and 1 million more for dispatch to Germany. To use 1

million within France should be quite possible unless the protected

factories in France artificially suck up the labor completely and

unless their number is continually increased, as happens accord-

ing to my reports especially in Belgium, and unless new cate-

gories of works are continually declared protected, so that finally

no labor is left which I may use in Germany. I wish here and

now to repeat my thesis: A French workman, if treated in the

right way, does double the amount of work in Germany that he
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would do in France, and he has here twice the value he has in

France.

I want to state clearly and fearlessly : The exaggerated use of

the idea of protected factories in connection with the labor supply

from France in my submission implies a grave danger for the

German labor supply. If we cannot come to the decision that my
assistants, together with the armament authorities, are to comb-
out every factory, this fountain of labor too in the future will re-

main blocked for the use of Germany, and in this case the pro-

gram described to me by the Fuehrer may well be frustrated.

The same applies to Italy. In either country there are enough
laborers, even enough skilled workers

;
only we must have enough

courage to step into the French plants. What really happens in

France, I do not know. That a smaller amount of work is done
during enemy operations in France, like in every occupied coun-

try, than is done in Germany seems to me evident. If I am to

fulfill the demands which you present to me, you must be prepared

to agree with me and my assistants, that the term "protected

factory" is to be restricted in France to what is really necessary

and feasible by reasonable men, and the protected factories are

not, as the Frenchmen think, protected against any extraction of

labor from them for use in Germany. It is indeed very difficult

for me to be presented to French eyes as a German of whom they

may say: Sauckel is here stopped from acting for German arma-

ment! The term "protected factory" means in France nothing

but that the factory is protected against Sauckel! This is what
the Frenchmen think, and they cannot be blamed for it ; for they

are Frenchmen and before their eyes the Germans disagree in

their opinions and actions. To what degree the creation of pro-

tected works is expedient and necessary at all is not for me to de-

cide. I can only state how the effect of creating them touches the

work expected to be done by me. On the other hand, I have

grounds for hoping that I shall be just able to wriggle through,

first by using my old corps of agents and my labor executive, and

secondly by relying upon the measures which I was lucky enough

to succeed in obtaining from the French Government. In a dis-

cussion lasting 5-6 hours I have exerted from M. Laval the con-

cession that the death penalty will be threatened for officials en-

deavoring to sabotage the flow of labor supply and certain other

measures. Believe me, this was very difficult. It required a hard

struggle to get this through. But I succeeded and now in France

Germans ought to take really severe measures, in case the French
Government does not do so. Don't take it amiss, I and my assist-

ants in fact have sometimes seen things happen in France that I
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was forced to ask : Is there no respect any more in France for the

German lieutenant with his 10 men? For months every word I

spoke was countered by the answer: But what do you mean, Mr.
Gauleiter, you know there is no executive at our disposal; we are

not able to take action in France! This I have been answered
over and over again. How, then, am I to regulate the labor supply

with regard to France. There is only one solution: The German
authorities have to cooperate with each other, and if the French-

men despite all their promises do not act, then we Germans must
make an example of one case, and by reason of this law if neces-

sary put Prefect or Mayor against the wall, if he does not comply

with the rules; otherwise no Frenchman at all will be dispatched

to Germany. During the last quarter the belief in a German vic-

tory and in all propaganda statements which we were still able

to make, has sunk below zero, and today it is still the same. I

rather expect the new French ministers, especially Henriot, will

act ruthlessly
;
they are very willing and I have a good impression

of them. The question is only how far they will be able to im-

press their will on the subordinated authorities. Such is the situ-

ation in France. In Italy the situation is exactly the same, per-

haps rather worse. We have no executive, we are told, and the

Italian nation is morally so hopelessly corrupted that only pure

force gives any hope for success.

Moreover, I am insulted, and this grieves me most, by the state-

ment that I was responsible for the European partisan nuisance.

Even German authorities reproached me thus, although they were

the last ones who have the right to make such statements. I

wish to protest against this slander, and I can prove that it is not

I who is responsible. From the General District of Kiev, and this

from the town itself and the near surroundings I extracted 100,-

000 men for labor, and in Kiev there were no partisans. The Kiev

district was the quietest of all. In 1942 and 1943 I hardly ex-

tracted one man from the Minsk District, and was not able to do

so, since I was to a great extent barred from this district. The

Minsk district, however, was the chief partisan area, and even a

Gauleiter has been murdered there. If there had been no meas-

ures of labor supply, many more partisans would be in action

than there are now; for there would be many more unemployed

among the foreign nations. These countries are indeed not able

to exist unless they produce the things which Europe wants from

them, and since the planning of production for the whole of Eu-

rope is done exclusively and solely by Germany, all these nations

are indebted to Germany alone and to nobody else for the fact

that they have bread and work. The measures increasing the
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labor supply for Germany and the occupied countries therefore

has the effect of giving useful work to gangs of unemployed men.

If this had not been done, the gangs would have become par-

tisans. Furthermore, partisan warfare has appeared in every

Eastern revolution for centuries and Stalin did nothing but in-

corporate into his strategic plans in a masterly way the assistance

offered by partisans of the Polish, Ukrainian, and other areas

known from history. Similar considerations apply to France. I

have been answered that such things never had happened in

France, that it was nothing but a consequence of German labor

measures that these bands made their appearance there. To which

I can only reply that those who say so obviously forget the whole

of France's history, e.g. what happened in the 1870-71 war. Then
too franc-tireurs operated in France. Even if there were no labor

measures, the English would drop arms from their planes and

would certainly find unemployed willing to pick them up.

Indeed, we too commit mistakes, this is only human. I only in-

tended to acquaint you, Air Marshal, with the actual difficulties

used by enemy and German authorities alike to oppose the Ger-

man labor measures. It goes without saying that the ideal solu-

tion would consist in transferring the whole of manufacturing in

these countries, and, as the saying goes, in bringing the work to

the workers.

Numerous German authorities, even such as had no connec-

tions with economics and labor supply, inquired of me: Why do

you fetch these people to Germany at all? You make trouble

for this area and render our existence there more difficult. • To
which I can only reply, it is my duty to insist on it that labor

supply comes from abroad. There is no longer a German labor

supply. That the latter is exhausted I already proved by my
ill-famed manifesto of April of last year. But I am not able to

transfer the German soil to France. Nor can I transfer the Ger-
man traffic to France nor the German mines. Nor can I transfer

German armament works which still have to release part of their

workers, if fit for war service, nor their machines. Here alone

2,500,000 men are in question as has been calculated in the Fueh-
rer conference. This is the flower of German workers who go to

the front and must go there. I have always been one of those who
say: if only energetic measures are applied in fetching labor from
abroad, then we want to release in God's name everybody from
armaments work whom we can, in order to strengthen our com-
panies. The 1st and 7th Armored Divisions are frequently men-
tioned in the War Report. I can only tell you that the number
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of soldiers killed in battle in some Thuringian villages has sur-

passed for some time already the number of soldiers killed in the

World War, by twice that amount. This I mention in my ca-

pacity as Gauleiter. It is for this reason that we have to do our
duty. The best kind of German men, and men in the prime of

life, have to go to the front, and German women of more than

50 years of age cannot replace them. Therefore I have to continue

to go to France, Belgium, Holland and Italy, and there will be a

time again when I shall go to Poland and extract workers there

as fit and as many of them as I can get. In this circle I only wish

to urge that you spread it around that I am not quite the insane

fellow I have been said to be during the last quarter of a year.

Even the Fuehrer has been told so. It goes without saying that

just this slander has had the effect that I was unable to deliver

in the last quarter at least V/z million workers whom I would
have been able to deliver as long ago as last year, had the atmos-

pheric conditions been better. It was due to that "artificial at-

mospheric screen", that they did not arrive. I am aware that

they simply have to arrive this year. My duty to the Fuehrer,

the Reich Marshal, Minister Speer, and towards you, gentlemen,

and to agriculture is apparent, and I shall fulfill it. A start has

been made, and as many as 262,000 new workers have arrived,

and I hope and am convinced to be able to deliver the bulk of

the order. How the labor is to be distributed will then have to be

decided according to the needs of the whole of German industry,

and I shall always be prepared to keep the closest contact with you,

Gentlemen, and to charge the labor exchanges and the district

labor exchanges with intimately collaborating with you. Every-

thing is functioning if such collaboration exists.*******
Milch: I now proceed to the important question where we will

still be able to get greater amounts of laborers from you, and

without a doubt the answer is, from abroad. I have asked Mr.

Schieber to make a short appearance here in order to give his

opinion on Italy. I agree with your statement, Gauleiter, that it

is only the bad organization of our work abroad which is re-

sponsible for the fact that you can't do your job. Too many peo-

ple meddle in your work. If someone tells you, there is no execu-

tive in France and Italy, I consider it an impudence, a foolish

and stupid lie uttered by people who either are unable to think

or consciously state an untruth. This kind of person is not in-

terested in giving a clear lead in
-

this respect and in analyzing

the situation, probably because he is not smart enough. In this
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way, however, your work is rendered more difficult or frustrated,

and all armament work at the same time. For we have it before

our eyes what close relations exist between the situation in the

occupied countries and that in the armaments industry. A more
foolish policy can hardly be conceived. In case the invasion of

France begins and succeeds only to a certain degree, then we shall

experience a rising by partisans such as we have never experi-

enced either in the Balkans or in the East, not because this would
have happened in any case, but only because we made it possible

by not dealing with them in the right manner. Four whole age

groups have grown up in France, men between 18 and 23 years

of age, who are therefore at that age when young people moved
by patriotism or seduced by other people are ready to do any-

thing which satisfies their personal hatred against us—and of

course they hate us. These men ought to have been called up in

age groups and dispatched to Germany; for they present

the greatest danger which threatens us in case of invasion.

I am firmly convinced and have said so several times ; if invasion

starts, sabotage of all railways, works, and supply bases will be

a daily occurrence and then it will be really the case that our

forces are no longer available to survey the execution of our

orders within the country, but they will have to fight at the front,

thereby leaving in their rear the much more dangerous enemy
who destroys their communications, etc.

If one had shown the mailed fist and a clear executive inten-

tion, a churchyard peace would reign in the rear of the front at

the moment the uproar starts. This I have emphasized so fre-

quently, but still nothing is happening, I am afraid. For if one

intends to start to shoot at that moment, it will be too late for

it ; then we have no longer the men at our disposal to kill off the

partisans. In the same way, we are aware of the fact that their

supply of arms in the west is rather ample since the English are

dropping them from planes. I consider it an idiotic statement

if you, Gauleiter, are accused of having made these men into

partisans. As soon as you arrive, the men run away to protect

themselves from being sent to Germany. Then they are away,
and since they do not know how to exist, they automatically fall

into the hands of the partisan leaders ; but this is not the conse-

quence of the fact that you wish to fetch them, but of the fact

that your opposite number, the executive, is not able to prevent

their escape. You simply cannot act differently. The main crux
of the problem is the fact that your work is made so extremely

difficult, and this is why you cannot deliver the 4,050,000 work-
ers. As long as it is feasible for these men to get away and not
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be caught by the executive, as long as the men are able not to

return from leave and not to be found out on the other side, I do

not think Party Comrade Sauckel, that you will have a decisive

success through employing your special corps. The men even

then will be whisked away unless quite another authority and
power is on the watch, and this can only be the army itself. The
army alone can exercise effective executive authority. If some
say they cannot do this kind of work, this is incorrect for within

France there are Training Forces stationed in every hole and
corner town and every place which could at all be used for this

work. If this would be done in time, the partisan nuisance would
not emerge, just as it would not have done in the East if one had
only acted in time. Once I had this task at Stalingrad. At Tag-

anrog there were then 65,000 men of the Army, and at the front

one lieutenant and 6 men were actually available for each km,
and they would have been only too glad if they had 20-30 for

their assistance. In the rear there were a great mass of men
who had retreated in time and squatted down in the villages,

and who now were available neither for fighting at the front nor

for fighting the partisans. I am aware that I am placing myself

in opposition to my own side, but I have seen such things happen
everywhere, and can find no remedy but that the army should

assert itself ruthlessly. You, Gauleiter Sauckel, the Reich Mar-
shal, and the Central Planning Board ought to report on this

question to the Fuehrer, and then he ought to decide at the same
time on the duties of the Military Commanders. There ought

to be orders of such lucidity that they could not be misunder-

stood, and it is then that things will be in order. It never can be

too late to do so, but these duties and this work will be more
difficult to perform with every passing day. The same applies

to Italy as well.

Schieber: The Gauleiter some time ago discussed this question

in detail with General Leiers, and they succeeded in reaching

quite a comprehensive agreement. In my opinion there are still

a considerable number of people in Italy who could be extracted

there, especially if it is possible, which is not for me to decide,

to increase vastly the method, so much recommended by your

collaborators of transferring whole firms. It was only a few

days ago that 200 to 400 men were transferred together with

very little difficulty. I am favoring this method especially for

the reason that in my opinion it will nip in the bud any tendency

to take to the woods and to become partisans. Where the Pleni-

potentiary for Labor transfers the entire personnel of a firm,

this personnel is being transferred as an entity; this also pre-
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supposes the existence of some human solidarity between the

members of that entity. The Gauleiter will meet even more diffi-

culties in the transfer of these Italians than he has to overcome

in France because the Italians have extraordinarily strong fam-

ily ties. We notice this fact more all the time. One has to meet

these difficulties half-way. On the whole we of the production

branch in Italy are quite agreeable to extract laborers from Italy.

Our collaboration with your offices is functioning without fric-

tion. We attach special importance to our desire that these

workers for whom we no longer have work in Italy, ought not to

be left to loaf about for too long, but ought to be caught and sent

to Germany. Outside the protected factories, too, there still re-
9

mains in Italy a relatively vast reservoir of labor, and if this

reservoir is drawn upon in the way arranged by the Plenipoten-

tiary for Labor by the people from the armaments authority, and
by our special commissioner, if especially the problem of trans-

fer of wages is solved, I consider the transfer of a nice amount
of labor from Italy as being quite possible. I should be glad, how-
ever, if right from the beginning any discussion by offices con-

cerned or not concerned with it, about the possible consequences

of the action should be prohibited; such a discussion could only

disturb the peaceful development of production in Italy.

* ' * . jfa
."

' * i fifc

Sauckel: I wish to insist on combing out the protected factories

in the future also, for the protected factories are working like a

suction pump; and since it is known everywhere in Italy and
France that every worker if he works in a protected factory is

protected against any attempt of mine to extract him, it is only

too natural that the men are pouring into these factories. How
difficult my task becomes thereby is proved by the following

fact. I intended to extract from Italy a million workers within

the quarter ending May 30th. Hardly 7,000 arrived in the two
months which expired so far. This is indeed the difficulty. The
bulk enters the protected factories, and only the chaff remains
for my purpose to send them to Germany. At least I hope, to ac-

complish that with regard to larger enterprises as the number
of protected factories is restricted in Italy, i.e. the number of

protected factories will not be further increased.*******
Sauckel: This indeed is the decisive question, the one we are

dealing with now. If half of the program for 4 million workers
to be brought to Germany (this means 2 million) cannot be ful-

693261—47—11
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filled, the employment of labor in Germany will fall off this year.

The more useful workers, however, are in France, and of course

in Italy too, employed in the protected factories. Therefore if

I am not to touch the protected factories which are situated in

these countries, this will have the effect that the less valuable

workers instead of the more valuable type will arrive in Ger-

many. And here we have to ponder about what is in fact more
important and expedient. If we give up using these people in

Germany, where we effectively rule the factories, where more-
over we keep to a different labor discipline and reach better

labor results than in France proper, then we give up the valu-

able kind, and then I shall only be able to transport to Germany
the less valuable kind of people who still can be found on the

streets of France or Italy, or people like waiters, hairdressers,

small folk from tailor shops etc.

Milch: What is the percentage of protected factories in Italy

compared with the whole of Italian labor?

Schieber: I think 14% but I have not got the figures here.

Milch: Would not the following method be better? We could

take under German administration the entire food supply for

the Italians and tell them : Only he gets any food who either works
in a protected factory or goes to Germany.

Sauckel: True, the French worker in France is better nourished

than the German worker is in Germany; and the Italian worker
too, even if he does not work at all, is better nourished in the part

of Italy occupied by us than if he works in Germany. This is

why I asked the German food authorities over and over again

to improve also the food of the German worker introducing the

"factory sandwich". When I am in Paris of course I go to

Maxim's. There one can experience miracles of nourishment.

He still thinks that in these countries only very rich men, who
can go to Maxim's are well provided with food. Thereupon I

sent my assistants to the Paris suburbs, to the estaminets and

lunch restaurants and was told that the Frenchmen who eat

there did not feel the shortage caused by the war to any degree

comparable with what our nation has to experience. The aver-

age French citizen too can still buy everything he wishes.

(Interruption: This is still more so in small places!) Yes.

Moreover, the Frenchman can pay for what he can get. There-

fore he has no reason for wishing to go to Germany in order to

get better food.

This unfortunately is the case.
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Milch: Is there nothing we can do? True, we might not be able

to control the distribution to the customer, but we ought to be

able to intervene at an earlier stage of distribution.'

Koerner: We have requested from France really immense
amounts of food ; these requests have always been fulfilled ; often

after some pressure, but they have been fulfilled.

Milch: But there is a simple remedy: let us cease supplying the

troops from Germany, but tell them to provide the food for them-

selves from France. Then in a few weeks they will have every-

thing eaten up, and then we can start distributing the food to the

Frenchmen.

Koerner: In France there still is for the time being a rationing

system. The Frenchman had his ration card on which he receives

the minimum. The rest he provides in other ways, partly by re-

ceiving food parcels which we cannot touch at all. Every year we
increased our food demands to the French Government who al-

ways satisfied them, though very frequently yielding to pressure,

and in proportion to the harvest results, were they good or bad.

In Italy the situation is that food is not rationed at all. The Ital-

ian can buy and eat what he wants, and since an Italian has al-

ways money and deals in the black market, he is in much better

situation than our German worker who practically has nothing

but what he gets on his card.

Milch: But don't we even send food to Italy?

Koerner: We are exchanging certain goods.

Sauckel: Moreover we are now at the point that the families of

French and Italian workers are no longer in a better position

owing to the money transfer if their bread-winning members are

working in Germany than if they remain abroad; now nothing

remains to induce them to go to Germany.

Milch: And the second question is this: Will it be possible at

all to catch and transfer the 80% who are not employed in pro-

tected factories considering the lack of a so-called executive and
divergence of opinions with regard to that problem. Wouldn't you
be in a position with the political and organization conditions in

France being what they are to transfer as much as about 10-15%
who are the most valuable out of this 80%.

Sauckel: I simply have to extract them.

Milch: But are you able to?

Sauckel: Today I can't promise anything. Today I can only do

my duty.
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Milch: What I mean is, whether or not all your attempts to get

this 80% must necessarily fail, by reason of the several adverse

facts: first that there is nothing which could induce the men to

go to Germany ; secondly, that the men expect Germany to be de-

feated within a measurable space of time; thirdly, that they

cling to their family and country ; fourth, that they are work-shy

anywa^, since they are able to exist without working for their

bread and anyway look upon this time as a transitional stage

which they will be able to survive. And on our side the fact that

the Army does not assist you, and that the German authorities

disagree with each other, which fact the Frenchmen ably use for

their advantage.

Sauckel: This is no longer correct since my last visit. All Ger-

man authorities, the Military Commander, Field Marshal Rund-
stedt, Field Marshal Sperrle assisted my task with fervor.

Kehrl: May I explain in brief the opinion of my Minister?

Otherwise the impression might be created that the measures

taken by Minister Speer had been unclear or unreasonable

and I do wish to prevent this from happening. Seen from our

viewpoint the situation is as follows : Up to the beginning of 1943

manufacturing for the use of Germany was done in France only

to a relatively modest extent, since generally only such work was
transferred for which German capacity did not suffice ; these were

some few individual products, and moreover some basic indus-

tries. During all this time a great number of Frenchmen were

recruited and voluntarily went to Germany.

(Sauckel: Not only voluntarily, some were recruited forcibly.)

The calling-up started after the recruitment did no longer yield

enough results.

Sauckel: Out of the 5 million foreign workers who arrived in

Germany, not even 200,000 came voluntarily.

Kehrl: Let us forget for the moment whether or not some slight

pressure was used. Formally, at least, they were volunteers. After

this recruitment did no longer yield satisfactory results, we
started calling-up according to age groups, and with regard to

the first age group the success was rather good. Up to 80% of the

age group were caught and sent to Germany. This started about

June of last year. Following developments in the Russian war and

the hopes raised thereby in the Western nations, the results of

this calling-up of age groups became considerably worse, as can

be proved by the figures noted ; vis. the men tried to dodge this

call-up for transport to Germany, partly by simply not register-

ing at all, partly by not arriving for the transport or by leaving
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the transport on its way. When they found out through these first

attempts that the German executive either was not able, or was
not willing to catch these shirkers and either to imprison them or

take them forcibly to Germany, the readiness to obey the call-ups

sank to a minimum : Therefore relatively small percentages were
caught in the individual countries. On the other hand, these men
moved by the fear the German executive might after all be able

to catch them, did not enter French, Belgian, or Dutch factories,

but took to the mountains where they found company and assist-

ance from the small partisan groups existing there.

Secret

Stenographic report of the

58th discussion

of the

Central Planning

Subject: Coal

on Thursday, 25 May 1944, 1600 hours

Berlin, Pariser Platz 4

Dr. Koppert/Lm.
25.5.44.

Pleiger: Will you please look at the diagram No. 3, it shows
the whole personnel in the pit-coal mines. There you can see at

what time we began using foreign labor. That was at the end
of 1941. Furthermore, you can see how, consequently, the use

of German labor declined and the share of the eastern workers
and the Russian Ps/W rose. On the top is added a further large

proportion of Italians. But if you take the next diagram on the

number of scheduled personnel and the number of actual person-

nel you can see clearly how steeply the curve drops; the same
with lignite. It would be necessary to find here some means of

improvement. If you note that 800,000 Russians Ps/W are work-
ing at places in Germany where Italians could be used just as

well, it would be possible to transfer from among those 800,000

Ps/W about 150-320,000 people to the mines. Italians are of no
use in the mines ; the Italians cannot stand it, they are physically

not strong enough, it won't even work if strong arm methods
are used. The Russians, however, are developing excellently. In

any case such a solution should be tried. If the situation in the

West deteriorates, if we can do no more in Belgium and the North
of France we shall be able to overcome the difficulties in Lor-
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raine and Luxembourg only by a very big increase in the direc-

tion of labor to the Ruhr region.

Kehrl: I believe there are 2 possibilities to solve the difficulties.

Contrary to Pleiger, I believe that we cannot do entirely without

the Italians, and especially because we can procure trained Ital-

ian miners. We have stopped practically all mining in central

Italy because we have no transportation for the material any-

how. As far as the Italians there who worked as miners are con-

cerned, they should be transferred and used sensibly in our min-

ing industry, because the physical strain in Germany is not sub-

stantially different from that in Italy. We could free at least

20,000 miners. Perhaps one could adjust the proportion be-

tween lignite and pit-coal by transferring miners accordingly.

Of course, we would then have to X-ray the Ps/W. By an ex-

change system something could be achieved.*******
Kehrl: Will you please look at page 29 of the report. You can

see from it how the reduction which represents a considerable

amount, has been worked out. The reductions are: among the

Germans 4!/2%> among the foreigners 5%, and among the re-

cruited.

Pleiger: Those are Bulgarians, Hungarians, Belgians, etc. They
do not stay put as a matter of course. It is impossible to make
them stay.

Kehrl: They go away their time expires. Among the eastern

Ps/W workers one reckons with a loss of 20% of the total,

among Immi (?) with a 40% loss.

Pleiger: Among the eastern workers the loss has increased so

much because we received these people from the land. They were
with farmers before they were sent to the mines. When they

came from the farmers each of them had a package containing

sausage, bacon and bread, etc. In this way the farmers thought

they would return to them. In fact, the result was staggering

in favor of agriculture. The people simply cannot be kept in the

mines in the long run. If they have once been on the land, they

leave us again. This tendency is to be noted all along the line,

in the Ruhr even worse than in the Upper Silesian region.

Rohland: Is there no possibility of sending all foreign fugi-

tives to educational camps for 2-3 months? About 30 to 40,000

people per month would be involved. These are quite consider-
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able figures. The result of the education is fantastic. I have

the firm conviction that these people could be used in the mines.

Speer: We shall consider that later.*******
Speer: Now, the labor problem in Germany. I believe it is

still possible to transfer some from the western territories. The
Fuehrer stated only recently he wishes to dissolve these foreign

volunteers as he had the impression that the army groups were
carting around with them a lot of ballast. Therefore, if we can-

not settle this matter ourselves, we shall have to call a meeting

with the Fuehrer to clear up the coal situation. Keitel and Zeitz-

ler will be invited to attend in order to determine the number of

Russians from the rear army territories who can be sent to us.

However, I see another possibility; we might organize another

drive to screen out workers for the mines from the Russian

Ps/W in the Reich. But this possibility is none too promising.*******
Speer: We have come to an arrangement with the Reichs-

fuehrer SS as soon as possible so that Ps/W he picks up are made
available for our purposes. The Reichsfuehrer SS gets from 30

to 40,000 men per month. First of all, they have to be divided

up. From what classes do these people come, anyhow? There
certainly is a certain percentage of miners among these people

who are picked up. These few thousand men have to go to the

mines automatically. Certainly, some educational work has to

be done. The men should be put into the factories as convicts.

But they have to return to the factories where they were before.

Furthermore, we could perhaps bring the people from agricul-

ture to the mines. A great number leave, and the people do not

go to the mines, but go home.

Dr. Jaenicke/

Secret State Secret

36th Conference

of the

Central Planning

concerning: Plan for 1943/44 regarding coal economy
on Thursday, 22 April 1943, 1550 hours at the Festival

Hall at the Zoo, Jebenstr.

Speer: Throughout the winter we have seen that in the last

instance it is coal which provides the basis for all plans we wish
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to execute in other respects, and most of you are also aware of

our intention to increase the manufacture of iron. Here also it

will again be coal which in the last instance will tip the scales,

whether or not we shall be able to accomplish this increase of

iron production. Seen from the Central planning, we are of the

opinion that the demand for coal as well as the demand for iron

ought to be coordinated in a separate plan, and that this plan

ought to receive about the same degree of urgency as the Krauch-
plan, and that with regard to labor, the conditions required for

the execution of that plan must be established. Perhaps Mr.

Timm will be able to state how he expects the question of the

miners to be developed; unfortunately the miners cannot be

taken from the German reservoir, in their place we shall have

to use very strong foreigners.*******
Timm: At the moment, 69,000 men are needed for hauling that

coal. We want to cover this by finding within the Reich 23,000

men, viz. healthy prisoners of war, etc. who are especially suit-

able for mining—and by dispatching 50,000 Poles from the Gen-

eral Government. Out of these about 30,000 men have been sup-

plied up to April 24th, so that about 39,000 men are still out-

standing for January to April. The demand for May has been

reported to us as being 35,700. The difficulties existed especially

with regard to recruitment in the General Government, since in

every district surrounding Germany there is an extraordinary

resistance to recruitment. In all countries we have to change

over more or less to registering the men by age groups and to

conscripting them in age groups. They do appear for registering

as such, but as soon as transport is available, they do not come
back so that the dispatch of the men has become more or less a

question for the police. Especially in Poland the situation at

the moment is extraordinarily serious. It is well known that ve-

hement battles occurred just because of these actions. The re-

sistance against the administration established by us, is very

strong. Quite a number of our men have been exposed to in-

creased dangers, and it was just in the last two or three weeks

that some of them were shot dead, e.g. the Head of the Labor

Office at Warsaw who was shot in his office, and yesterday an-

other man again. This is how matters stand presently, and the

recruiting itself even if done with the best will remain ex-

tremely difficult unless police reinforcements are at hand.

* ***** *
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It was expected that at the end of the month 50,000 men should

have arrived from the General Government. Unfortunately this

could not be done. Only 3-4,000 men of them have arrived, and

8,000 more are on the way, so that the gap is rather considerable.

Speer: Of those men one can indeed only absorb a portion each

month.

Sogemeier: We have provided a plan for stages: April 26,000,

May 30,000, June 30,000, July 50,000, and September 56,000.

If the men arrive in these stages and numbers, we should be able

to reach the 290 millions of tons, provided that no miners are

otherwise called up.

Speer: Are these additional labor supplies? Are these num-
bers which you wish to build up?

Timm: Yes, they include the losses which we expect!

{Milch: Yes, including the 70,000!)
#

Speer: I take it that the losses are included in these numbers?

Timm: Yes, this is not building-up, but distribution, if I un-

derstand rightly. As said before, we hope to dispatch within the

next month 50,000 men from the General Government. Includ-

ing the men shifted from other districts there will be 73,000

which should cover the first two months. It would be very diffi-

cult for us to increase the number in the next two months, since

we have to provide agriculture with the remaining requirements

which are due within the next two months, whereas in the months
beginning with June the need of agricultural labor can be satis-

fied much easier by measures taken inside Germany. In the har-

vest months German labor can be called up for assistance. Only

during the season for the harvesting of root vegetables is the

situation difficult.

After what General Commissioner Sauckel found out in the

East during his now completed tour of inspection, it would be

possible to dispose of more Russian labor again in the ensuing

months. How many of them will be men, can at the moment
hardly be guessed, since it is the army especially who wish to

release from the East women, but to keep the men there, be-

cause they are needed for all kinds of urgent work.

Speer: May I propose an inquiry on the question as to what
Russian laborers are used at the moment as auxiliary laborers in

the armament factories, in essential war business or otherwise;

this should be done separately from these who in the meantime
have learned a trade. We can indirectly exchange auxiliary in-
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dustry workers with Russian women, and we will be able in this

way to provide the mining industry with Russian prisoners of

war who now do clearing up labor in the court-yards.

Timm: I would also propose such indirect exchange for the

essential industry as well.

Speer: The towns also were provided some time ago with Rus-

sian Ps/W for sweeping roads, etc.

Timm: Not many will be found there. If we look for greater

numbers of Ps/W, we shall find them repairing tracks at the rail-

ways, and it will not be easy to extract them there, since they

need grown-up and vigorous men.

(Speer: But the Russian women do that kind of work!)

Ganzenmueller : We need the men, and it is out of the question

to extract men from there. We use them now as railway guards
also, and we have to do this, since no other people are available.

Timm: Then we are going to draw up a statement showing
where Russian prisoners of war and civilians are still used any-

where in the industry, except those who are employed after hav-

ing gone through training.

Speer: Including also agriculture. Trained people cannot be

extracted. I should object at once in my capacity as General

Commissioner for Armaments, if now trained men would be ex-

tracted again from the armament factories. The works man-
ager will go slowly mad if he has to train new people over and

over again. But to extract in order to send them to the mines.

But their employers must receive other laborers in exchange.

Rohland: This would be impossible for the foundries. We need

35,000 additional women, whom we could employ at once, but

we do not get them. We have already assented to the exchange

of 35,000 eastern laborers, but we must get them as soon as the

mining industry gets its men. This is understood.

•3* H* *J* *J* *fc

Sogemeier: This labor demand applies solely to pit-coal. As
to lignite, we need an additional 25,000 men in the course of the

next months.

Speer: This is exactly the same in the other mining industries,

including ore.

Kehrl: 85% are needed for coal pits, the remaining mining

industry ought to get additions in proportion.
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Speer: You should add up the numbers. We cannot approach

the Reich Marshal with numbers for a single industry.

Timm: Altogether it amounts to 70,000 for coal and 14,000

for the remaining mines, potassium included.

Speer: We do it this way : Kehrl collects the demands for labor

necessary to complete the coal-and-iron-plan and communicates

the numbers to Sauckel. Probably there will be a conference at

the Reich Marshal's in the next week, and an answer from
Sauckel should have arrived by then. The question of recruit-

ment for the armaments industry will be solved together with

Weger.

Kehrl: I wish to urge that the allotments to the mines should

not be made dependent on the recruitment of men abroad. We
were completely frustrated these last three months because this

principle had been applied. We ended December with a deficit of

25,000, and we never get replacements. The number must be

made up by men from Germany.

Speer: No, nothing doing!

Kehrl: We are completely stuck. I wish to point out that for a

year now we feed the mining industry with promises only, and
always are we pressed by the pits. They have received only half

of the amount they were promised last year.

Speer: That they were only put off is not true. It was some-

thing too which they got in the meantime. Let us not hide our

candle under the bushel!

Kehrl: If all is said and done, we are in such a precarious sit-

uation that trouble is certain if one considers the ever increased

program of the armaments industry. No we have drawn the

plan for May. This plan cannot in fact be executed, since the 1st

of May is a holiday. The other day already we did not know how
we could make it right. 800,000 T of coal fall out by reason of

observing the 1st May. Compared with such numbers we are not

served by a slow increase in haulage. The mines must receive

their allotment in one stroke.

Speer: Out of the question! If Sauckel is able to promise the

amount which he tries to get,

—

Timm: He quite expressly stated he cannot promise to dispatch

50,000 men from the General Government.

Speer: But Russia has to be added to it!

Timm: Owing to the military events the influx which we had
up to December has stopped at once. We received formerly 10-
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12,000 men in the three last months 60,000 altogether. This is

how the number has gone down.

Kehrl: We now have to touch the reserve which we cannot

miss on the other side. Pleiger.some time ago wired Sauckel, and

reports like that from the Foundry East also came from other

works.

Speer: This has been clarified already by an ordinance and a

letter from me to Sauckel; from the coal pits, the foundries and
the Ivan-program as such no labor will be extracted, and from
the age groups only the auxiliary laborers who can be taken at

the spot from the 3-4 age groups in question.

Kehrl: In this case the labor again will be taken from agricul-

ture.

Speer: In relation to the whole of the population the number
employed by the "Mountain Foundry East" is immaterial.

Timm: The Gauleiter returned this morning after he spent 7

days on the other side, and told me on the telephone he had spoken

there with all competent authorities and they promised him to

deliver until August a number not far below 1 million, consisting

of men and women. Nobody can predict how many will be men.

Kehrl: The far greater number will be women.

Speer: These women we can use in the Reich. There are a

great number of Russian Ps/W and laborers who are employed at

places where they need not be employed. There can be an ex-

change. The only thing is to do this with unskilled workers, and

not to take the workers from the industry where they were
trained with difficulty.*******

Kehrl: Where we are late in completion of a task, or where
we lose an opportunity, we can make up for it. But any coal

which we cannot haul at once, is definitely lost for use in this

war. This is why we cannot do enough to force the allotment to

the pits.

Speer: But not by forcible actions in smashing what we toil-

somely built.
#

(Kehrl: We need not do that!) You ought to add the con-

scripted labor.

Timm: We must endeavour to get German men for working
at the coal-face.

Kehrl: We subsist on foreigners who live in Germany.
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Timm: These men are concentrated within a very small area.

Otherwise there might be trouble in this sector.

Speer: There is a specified statement showing in what sectors

the Russian Ps/W have been distributed, and this statement

is quite interesting. It shows that the armaments industry only

received 30%. I always complained about this.

Timm: The highest percentage of Ps/W are Frenchmen, and
one ought not to forget, that it is difficult to employ them at the

coal-face. The number of Russians living within the Reich is

small.

Rohland: In the mines one should exclusively use eastern peo-

ple, not western ones.

Speer: The western men collapse!

Sogemeier: May I point out how much we are on the way down?
In comparison with the end of February, before the start of the

SE-action, we lost every day 40,000 T of pit-coal, only because

we did not get replacements for the allotment promised to us;

we were supposed to have our losses replaced in the proportion

of 2 for 0. The proportion is still 1 for 1.

Speer: I have been given a note according to which the mines
received in the first quarter of 1943, therefore at the same time

when the call-ups took place, an additional 18,000 men.

Sogemeier: At the beginning of the year we had still to receive

out of earlier demands about 26,000 men. To that number there
* are to be added 26,000 men owing to the SE-action, if we take a

proportion of 1 for 1. The Central Planning had promised us in

March 15,000 men for use in a planned increase of haulage. Al-

together we received only 18,000 men. This means that in fact

we had not even the remainder of the request for the preceding

year, and moreover that we had not yet received replacements

for the SE-action in proportion of 1 for 1. Now Field Marshal
Keitel wants to know whether the mining industry was in a po-

sition to release another 14,000 men. In our present situation this

is entirely out of the question. If we lose another 14,000 men they

could be taken only from the most vigourous age groups of the

coal face workers. It is easy to calculate to what extent the haul-

age would go down in such a case. We urgently ask to protect us

from further calling-up in the mining industry.

Speer: At least it cannot be undertaken until replacement la-

bor is available in such a way that they all have been trained. It

cannot be done at a moment's notice.

Kehrl: Before August we cannot discuss such a thing. A de-
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crease of 40,000 tons a day means a yearly deficit of 14 million

tons.

Speer: Timm will find out in collaboration with Weger and the

District Economic Offices [Landeswritschaftsaemter] where Rus-

sians suitable for mining are still employed as auxiliary laborers.

They will be exchanged man for man against Russian women or

other replacements received by us and suitable for their work, and
the Russians will be turned over to the mining industry. It would
only be preferable to make a preliminary examination of these

men, since of the people engaged we always found only one half

of them to be really suitable. The pre-examination of these men
in the factories should set a stricter standard. After the final

numbers have been found out and discussed with Timm, a de-

tailed statement has to be prepared for use in the Reich Marshal's

conference.

Sogemeier: May I put a question connected with this matter?

Russians are still being combed-out from the mining industry who
had been more or less trained metal-workers. This leads to diffi-

culties, since Russian prisoners of war, when they learn of this

fact, come forward at once and state they had been metal

workers.

Speer: The intention was to comb out these Russians solely

for use in the industry which services the needs of the mining
industry. This is clearly stated with regard to the mines. In that

case you surely have no objections?

Sogemeier: No, if the industry which serves the mines, is re-

ceiving them, I do not object.

Kehrl: In case of doubt the serving industry is not getting

them ! As soon as they are discovered, the Russians are snatched

away for more urgent work. For instance, we have experienced

that people while being on their way to us, have been redirected

when they had arrived in Cologne. Only a certain percentage of

them arrives as a rule, a rather high percentage is taken away
for different use.

Speer: But the number of men released as metal workers is

established. Therefore, it must be possible to find out how many
of these men have arrived at the serving industry. You are able

to find that out, Mr. Sogemeier. We on our part had agreed with

Sauckel that they are to be extracted solely for the serving in-

dustry. This was in compliance with Pleiger's express request to

that effect.*******
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Speer: In any case we ought to force the coal production with

all our power. I now have here a statement on the distribution of

the Soviet prisoners. There are 368,000 altogether. Of these are

:

101,000 in agriculture, 94,000 in the mining industry—who are

not available in any case,—15,000 in the building materials in-

dustry, 26,000 in iron and metal production where they cannot

be extracted either, 29,000 in the manufacture of iron, steel, and
metal goods, 63,000 in the manufacture of machines, boilers, and

cars, and similar appliances, which means in armaments indus-

try and 10,000 in the chemical industry. Agriculture thus has

received by far the most of them, and the men employed there

could in the course of time be exchanged for women. The 90,000

Russian Ps/W employed in the whole of the armaments industry

are for the greatest part skilled men. If you can extract 8-10,000

men from there, it would already be the limit.

Kehrl: Would it not be possible to add Serbians, etc.?

Sogemeier: We ought not to mix too much.

Rohland: For God's sake, no Serbians! We had very bad ex-

periences with mixing.

Speer: We distribute by starting from a production of 290

million tons which is quite considerable. If the conditions on

which such a production can be reached cannot be fulfilled this

will influence the supply of household coal to a very great extent.

This we ought to point out to Sauckel, viz. that the psychological

effect on the population will be a considerable one in case he can-

not provide the necessary labor.

Memberg: Especially since the transports of laborers always

arrive V/2 months later than promised; for this means a loss of

10% production intended to be accomplished by the additional

laborers. In that case the 290 million tons can never be reached,

but 280 million at the most. The delay alone in supplying the la-

bor has that effect.

Speer: What are your proposals for our further action, Kehrl?

Kehrl: If the labor supply is secured by appropriate measures
we have no problem as to its distribution. This problem of dis-

tribution, however, is insoluble, if we have to distribute the labor

for a production of less than 295 million tons, i. e., if we produce
less than 282 million tons. According to what Timm just said and
what we have discussed, we shall not reach our goal. He wants to

take 22,000 men from inner Germany, moreover 10,000 Russians
Ps/W, altogether 32,000. To supply the rest, we wait for God in

Heaven and the Government General. Judging by our earlier ex-
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perience we shall not get them. The gentlemen of the Govern-
ment General had to cancel the recruitment owing

x
to the danger

for their lives, since they were unable to recruit at all in certain

areas. The least we have to reckon with are therefore great

delays, and each delay means great loss of production because

there is less hauling.

Timm: All these numbers are estimates, and nobody can guar-

antee their correctness. I made a point of mentioning the difficul-

ties. But I am enough of an optimist to believe that we shall be

able to attain these numbers. I also said we hope to supply in May
the outstanding labor from the Government General despite all

the difficulties. If one estimates pessimistically one never arrives

at a conclusion.

Kehrl: Our risk with regard to coal, however, is too great. All

honor to the optimist, but it seems out of the question that we
could get as much as we need. We cannot afford to take a risk

in this matter.

Speer: Who is in a position to give you a guarantee for a 100%
certainty?

Kehrl: We have to employ the men who are already in this

country. This is the only possible guarantee.

(Speer: Absolutely out of the question.)

In relation to the number of men already working for us the

20,000 to 30,000 men whom we wish to extract are a very small

number. They are of decisive importance for the entire industry.

We employ altogether 24 million men. If we extract 25,000 di-

rectly from our people, this does mean nothing for the manufac-

tures, but would decisively benefit the whole of industry.

Speer: Out of the question

!

Schieber: In my opinion the Commissioner General for Labor

ought to proceed in the following manner : action to bring about

the immediate release of at least 30,000 laborers from agricul-

ture who will be supplied to the coal mines. In exchange, agri-

culture which is anyway in urgent need of additional female

labor, receives any female labor who arrive. In my opinion the

mines today can be supplied only from the sole real reserve of

vigorous foreign men which we still have, viz. from agriculture.

These men are also well fed and able to do real work.

Speer: Everything depends on the amount of the influx from
abroad.
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Schieber: If anyway nothing arrives, the mines certainly will

get nothing.

Timm: Gauleiter Sauckel is perfectly convinced that the trans-

ports will be on their way within a short time. Now the front

has been consolidated at last.

Schieber: We ought to be grateful that the weather has al-

lowed the farmer to keep things going in some way despite the

little labor being available to him. For the farmer, the coal sup-

ply is just as important as for the whole of the armaments in-

dustry. When we discuss tomorrow the nitrogen problem we
shall see the same: our first need is coal.

Koerner: On the 1st of April we had in agriculture a deficit of

about 600,000 laborers. It had been planned to cover it by supply-

ing labor from the east, mainly women. These laborers will first

have to be supplied until other laborers are released from agri-

culture. We are just entering the season where the heaviest work
in the fields has to be done, for which many laborers are neces-

sary. Much labor is needed for the hoeing of the fruits, and it is

to be hoped that this year the harvest can be started early which
would be rendered much more difficult if an exchange of labor

would have to take place.

Kehrl: Relatively considered, agriculture is much better pro-

vided with labor than the mines. They are still able to under-

take improvements which they could not have undertaken in

peace-time. We of the mines, on the other hand, have to fight

for 20 to 30,000 men. It should not be possible to raise this num-
ber out of the 24 millions? The mines are in a bad position be-

cause they can use only certain categories of workers. They are

fed with hopes of the men promised from the Government Gen-
eral or of Russians. But if these men do not arrive?

Sogemeier: The 30,000 men are but replacements for the men
extracted by the SE-action. If we get them we can just haul 260
million tons, in the best possible case, 275 tons. Therefore, we
need more men than the 30,000.

Kehrl: I meant this number in an additional sense: added 30,-

000 men to those expected from the Government General.

Speer: How is the situation in the Protectorate, Mr. Timm?
Can we not extract anything from there?

Timm: Discussions on this question had been planned, but were
cancelled because of the intended shifting of orders for manufac-
ture in the Protectorate.

693261—47—12
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Speer: Despite this shifting, the manpower reservoir is still

of such size that some could be extracted. Apart from this, we
are not in a position to shift orders at wish, but we are already

hampered by the power question.

Timm: This is exactly what we expected. But the discussions

planned to take place in Prague, have been cancelled.

Speer: The local authorities always maintain that nothing can

be released.

Timm: We wanted the discussions in Prague, since we had ex-

amined the position and found out that there are far too many
skilled workers in some places and that many workers could be

extracted. But subsequently we were told by the Ministry, the

conference was cancelled because the shifting made it necessary

to employ all available labor.

Weger: General Daluege and Gauleiter Sauckel especially

wished that you, Mr. Minister, took part in the conference. I

agree with Timm, and told Hoersekamp that I do not doubt

he could release labor from the General Government despite the

shifting because the power question will not be solved in the

Protectorate until next year and the year after. Until that time

he cannot even use so much labor. Therefore he ought to release

some in any case.

Milch: We ought to except certain areas of the Protectorate to

which the orders are being directed, and extract nothing there

until a surplus is found out subsequently. For the time being it

cannot be ascertained. There are enough other areas of the Pro-

tectorate which are not affected by the industry plan and some
labor could be extracted from them at once. We ought to name
the places which are excepted from our action.

Timm: In this the authorities on the other side ought to par-

ticipate ; they are in the best position to tell the places from where
nothing must be extracted.

Milch: If one proceeds as I proposed, and Timm agreed to it,

no damage can be done. This ought to be done in any case. For
the rest I completely agree : we must now supply the mines with

labor. The greatest part of labor which we can supply from the

East will indeed be women. But the eastern women are quite

accustomed to agricultural work, and especially to the type of

work which has to be done these coming weeks, the hoeing and
transplanting of turnips etc. The women are quite suitable for

this. One thing has to be considered : first you must supply agri-
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culture with the women, then you can extract the men, laborer

for laborer. It is not the right thing if first the men are taken

away and the farmers are left without labor for 4 to 6 weeks.

If the women arrive after such time they arrive too late.

Speer: Beyond this we are prepared to release from all parts

of the war economy, in exchange for women, any Russian Ps/W
or other Russian who is employed as auxiliary laborer.

The Commissioner for the Four-Year Plan Central Planning

Berlin W 8, 24th Une 1943

3 Leipziger Strasse

Z.P. U8
24 copies

17th copy

State Top Secret

Results of the 42nd session of the Central Planning Board, on

the 23rd June 1943. 16 hrs.

Coal situation

The man-power situation in the coal mining industry, partic-

ularly in the hard coal mining industry, is still unsatisfactory,

and necessitates an extension of the measures decided upon at

the 36th session of the Central Planning Board, held on the 22nd
April 1943.

The intensive discussion yielded as the most expedient solution

the use of Russian prisoners of war to fill the existing vacancies.

The more homogeneous character of the shifts will bring about

the necessary higher output resulting both from an increased

capacity of such shifts and particularly from a restriction of

fluctuations.

1. The present drive, which is to be carried out throughout the

German economy proper, aims both at freeing Russian labor, fit

for work in the mining industry and actually not employed as

semi-skilled workmen, and at replacing it by additionally im-
ported labor consisting of Eastern workers, Poles, etc. Thus,

about 50,000 workmen are expected to be made available up to

the end of July 1943. This drive is to be accelerated.

Furthermore as an immediate measure it should be suggested
to the Fuehrer—RVK [Reichvereinigung Kohle, Reich Coal As-
sociation] and GBA [Generalbevollmaechtigter fuer den Arbeit-
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seinsatz, Plenipotentiary General for Labor] submitting the nec-

essary figures for the statement to the Fuehrer, that 200,000

Russian prisoners fit for the heaviest work be made available

from the Wehrmacht and Waffen SS through the intermediary

of the Chiefs of the Army Groups [Heeresgruppenchefts] . The
prisoners will be selected on the spot by medical officers of the

mining industry and officials of the office of the Plenipotentiary

General for Labor Control (GBA) will take charge of them there

and then. Provisions are to be made for an extension of this

program in order to satisfy any demand for man power, which
will have accumulated up to the end of the year 1943.

The man power needed by the mining transport industry [Beg-

bau-Zubringer-Industrie] and by the iron producing industry

[Eisenschaffende Industrie] may be supplied from that same
source provided that the necessities of the coal mining industry

have previously been adjusted.

The performance of the Soviet Russians so employed is to be

raised by a premium system [Praemien-system] . For this pur-

pose, the ban on pay restrictions is to be lifted and the manager
[Betriebsfuehrer] be allowed to distribute amongst the workmen,
according to his duty and discretion, RM1.—per head per day as

premium for particular services rendered.

Furthermore, care will be taken, that workmen can exchange

these premiums, which will be paid out in camp money [Lager-

geld] for goods. It is intended to put at their disposal various

provisions (e.g. sunflower seeds, etc.) beer, tobacco, cigarettes

and cigars, small items for daily use, etc.

The Reich Ministry of Food [Rem-Reichs-Ernaehrungs-Minis-

trium] in conjunction with the Reich Association "Coal" [RV
"Kohle"] and the Reich Ministry of Economic Affairs [RWM-
Reichs Wirtschafts-Ministerium] will clarify the question

whether further improvement can be granted as far as rations

are concerned.

2. Equally in occupied countries, labor is to be tied more se-

curely to the various factories by means of the distribution of

additional ration cards as premium for good services. This re-

fers in particular to the Government General and the occupied

territories in the east [Ostgebiete] . The output demanded of

the Government General is to be fixed at the proposed amount,

and the additional rations for armament workers may then be

rated accordingly.
Dr Gramgch

[typewritten signature]

/
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Stenographic Transcript

of the

53rd Conference of the

Central Planning

Concerning Supply of Labor

on February 16, 1944 10 o'clock

in the Reich Air Ministry

(Present: Milch (for Central Planning), Dehrle, Berk, etc.)

Milch: The armament industry employs foreign workmen to a

large extent: according to the latest figures—40%. The new di-

rections by the Plenipotentiary General for Manpower are mostly

foreigners and we lost a lot of German personnel which was
called up. Specially the air industry being a young industry em-
ploys a great many young people who should be called up. This

will be very difficult as is easily seen if one deducts those work-
ing for experimental stations. In mass production the foreign
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workers by far prevail. It is about 95% and higher. Our best

new engine is made 88% by Russian prisoners of war and the

other 12% by German men and women. 50-60 Ju 52's which we
now regard only as transport planes are made per month. Only
6-8 German men are working on this machine: The rest are

Ukrainian women who have beaten all the records of trained

workers

:

*******
Milch: The list of the shirkers should be entrusted to Himm-

ler's trustworthy hands who will make them work all right. This

is very important for educating people and has also a deterrent

effect on such others who would likewise feel inclined to shirk.*******
Milch:*******

It is, therefore not possible to exploit fully all the foreigners un-

less we compel them by piece work or we have the possibility of

taking measures against foreigners who are not doing their bit.

But if the foreman lays hands on a prisoner of war or smacks
him there is at once a terrible row, the man is put into prison etc.

There are sufficient officials in Germany who think it their most
important duty to stand up for human rights instead of war pro-

duction. I am also for human rights. But if a Frenchman says

:

"You fellows will all be hanged and the chief of the factory will

be beheaded first" and if then the chief says "I am going to hit

him" then he is in a mess. He is not protected, but the "poor

fellow" who said that to him is protected. I have told my engi-

neers "I am going to punish you if you don't hit such a man; the

more you do in this respect the more I shall praise you. I shall

see to it that nothing happens to you". This is not yet sufficiently

known. I cannot talk to all factory-leaders. I should like to see

the man who stays my arm because I can settle accounts with

everybody who stays my arm. If the little factory-leader does

that he is put into a concentration camp and runs the risk of los-

ing the prisoners of war. In one case two Russian officers took

off with an airplane but crashed. I ordered that these two men
be hanged at once. They were hanged or shot yesterday. I left

that to the SS. I expressed the wish to have them hanged in

the factory for others to see.
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State Top Secret

Stenographic Notes

of the

22nd Conference

of the

Central Planning

Concerning the Direction of Labor on Monday 2 November 1942

at 1200 hours in the Air Ministry.*******
"Milch: I believe that agriculture must get its labor quota.

Assuming we could have given agriculture 100,000 more men,

we would now have 100,000 more men who would be more or

less well fed, while actually the human material which we re-

ceive generally—above all the Ps/W—are not in good enough

condition for work"

Secret

Stenographic Transcript of the

23rd Conference of the

Central Planning

concerning Iron Quotas

Held on 3 November 1942, 1600 hours in the Reich Ministry for

Armament and Munitions, Berlin, Pariser Platz 3*******
Speer: Well, through the industry, we could deceive the French

by telling them that we would release for their use all prisoners

of war who are rolling mill workers and smelters if they would
only give us the names.

Rohland: We have established our own office in Paris. I see,

you mean, the French should report the smelters who are pris-

oners of war in Germany.

Milch: I would simply say you get two men in exchange for one
of these.

Speer: The French firms know exactly which prisoners of war
are smelters. Unofficially, you should create the impression that
they would be released. They give the names and then we have
them. Do that.

Rohland: That is an idea!
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Secret. Top State Secret

!

Shorthand Minutes of the

33rd Conference of the

Central Planning Board
concerning: Labor Supply

on February 16th, 1943 at 16 hrs.

at the Reich Ministry for Armament and Munitions.

Pariser Platz, Berlin

Timm: I should like to say something about the labor supply

possibilities. Perhaps you will permit me to emphasize the nega-

tive side a little. The greatest difficulties result from the fact that

the supply of labor outstanding could not be fully dispatched

from the East, but came in in ever diminishing numbers. One
may say that they have almost become completely exhausted.

Eastern laborers during the last six weeks arrived only in smaller

numbers than in former times, so that they can hardly be included

to an appreciable amount on the credit side of the supply account.

In any case their numbers are small. The foremost reason is that

in former months most transports were dispatched from the

Ukraine while the main recruitment areas were those which in

the meantime had become operational areas, or even were no

longer in our hands. The forecasts we made applied to a large

extent to the transport of people from the Caucasus district, the

Kuban, from areas like Stalingrad etc. These possibilities no

longer exist. We have prepared measures which should enable

us to draw more Eastern workers again during the following

months. I venture to think that we should be able, on a conserva-

tive calculation, to transfer during the month of March between

150,000 and 200,000 laborers from the East to the West.

(Speer: Including or exchanging those needed for agriculture?)

Including those needed for agriculture. But in my opinion it will

be necessary to apply much pressure, since just those districts

are concerned which have been pacified to a certain extent, and
for the same reason will not be very much inclined to release la-

bor. This is calculated on the assumption that some labor has to

be released also from the eastern and northern parts of the East.

The second area, capable of releasing a considerable amount
of labor is the Government General, and that for the January
estimate which has been drawn up with particular caution as I

again wish to emphasize. We expect that the figures will rather

be surpassed than not reached. I think we can expect a number of

40,000, of which, it is true, a part will have to be given to agri-
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culture, if we intend no more than to cover the losses which we
had to inflict last autumn.

Beyond this it ought to be possible in my opinion, to employ
within the Reich, and especially for the mining industry, part of

the Polish Building Service. I venture to think one ought to en-

large this organization in such a way that more age groups than

so far are called up for it, since this procedure is functioning.

The younger age groups which in fact are especially suited for

mining could be dispatched to the Reich. In this case the super-

visors who are provided for the greatest part by the Building

Service, will be needed only in very small numbers in the Reich.

The next area would be the Protectorate on which I cannot

make a final statement today. We have been promised for the

month of March about 10,000 laborers. But I am of the opinion

that some loosening-up is possible. The Commissioner will soon in

a personal visit take in hand the possibility of this loosening-up.

France is included in the account with 100,000 laborers for

March. Messages which I received permit us to hope that this

number will be increased in the middle of March. Belgium is in-

cluded with 40,000, Holland with 30,000, Slovakia with 20,000,

who, it is true, are exclusively suited for agriculture, since their

share of individual workers has been completely delivered. This

item consists exclusively of agricultural laborers, owing to a

State treaty. For the remaining part of the foreign areas I in-

cluded another 10,000. This amounts altogether to 400,000 la-

borers who should arrive in March. One might be entitled to add
for the last month altogether 10,000 prisoners of war. These are

men to be drawn from the East. It can be expected that this num-
ber might under certain conditions be surpassed, since the High
Command intends especially for operational reasons, to take the

prisoners of war back to the Reich, particularly from the areas

threatened by the enemy. A former item concerns the fluctuation

of labor which certainly amounts to about 100,000 laborers. Then
there are items which at the moment cannot be estimated: the

yield from the threatened areas and from the "Stoppage-action".

Here I cannot venture to name final figures, but I hope to be able

to do so next month.

Sauckel: Of course we regret very much that last autumn we
were unable to recruit as much as we would have liked in the

areas which now are again in enemy hands. This is partly due to

the fact that we were not assisted in the degree we had expected.

Moreover we were not able to effect the removal of the civil popu-
lation which had been planned. These events are an urgent re-
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minder of the fact that it is necessary to employ foreign laborers

at once and in great numbers in Germany proper and in the ac-

tual armaments industry. You may be certain that we wish to

achieve this. We have not the slightest interest in creating dif-

ficulties for an armaments office, even for those working for

German interest abroad, by taking labor away from them to an
unreasonable extent. But on this occasion I should like to ask you
to try and understand our procedure. We Germans surely have

sent to the front between 50 and 75% of our skilled workers. A
part of them has been killed while the nations subjugated by us

need no longer shed their blood. Thus they can preserve their

entire capacity with regard to skilled workers, inasmuch as they

have not been transferred to Germany which is the case only for

a much smaller percentage than all of us supposed, and in fact

they do use them partly for manufacturing things which are not

in the least important for the German war economy. If we pro-

ceed energetically against this abuse, I ask you to give me credit

for so much reason that I do not intend to damage the foreign

interests of the German armaments industry. The quality of the

foreign worker is such that it cannot be compared with that of

the German worker. But even then I intend to create- a similar

proportion between skilled and workers trained for their job, as

it exists in Germany by force of tradition, since it has come about

that we had to send men to the front in much larger numbers
than we requested France or any other country to do. Moreover
we shall endeavour increasingly to bring about on a generous

scale the adaptation of the French, Polish, and Czech workers. I

do not see for the moment any necessity for limiting the use of

foreign labor. The only thing I ask for is that we understand each

other, so that the immense difficulties and friction between the

respective authorities disappear and the program drawn up by
us will by no means be frustrated by such things.

There are without a doubt still enough men in France, Holland,

Belgium, the Protectorate, and the Government General to meet
our labor demands for the next months. I confess that I expect

more success from such a procedure with respect to heavier work
or for work where shifts of 10 or more hours are customary, than

from relying on the use of German women and men exclusively.

We shall have better success by proceeding this way provided the

foreign workers still obey, which remains a risk we always run,

than by using weaker German women and girls as labor in places

of very important armament work, where foreigners may be

used for security reasons.*******
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The situation in France is this ; after I and my assistants had
succeeded after difficult discussions in inducing Laval to intro-

duce the Service Act this act has now been enlarged, owing to

our pressure so that already yesterday three French age groups

have been called up. We are now therefore legally and with the

assistance of the French government entitled to recruit laborers

in France from three age groups, whom we can use in French
factories in the future, but of whom we may choose some for our

use in Germany and send them to Germany. I think in France the

ice is now broken. According to reports received they now have

begun to think about a possible break through by the Bolsheviks

and the dangers which thereby threaten Europe. The resistance

which the French Government has hitherto shown, is diminish-

ing. Within the next days I shall go to France in order to set the

whole thing into motion, so that the losses in the East may be

somewhat balanced by increasing recruitment and calling-up in

France.

If we receive comprehensive lists in time, we shall, I think,

be able to cover all demands by dispatching in March 800,000

laborers.

Speer: Recruitment abroad as such is supported by us. We
only fear very much that the skilled workers extracted from the

occupied countries do not always reach the appropriate factories

in Germany. It might certainly be better if we acted in such a
way that the parent firms of Germany which work with the

French and Czech factories would comb out the foreign works
more than before for their own use.

Sauckel: We made an agreement with Field Marshal Milch. You
will get the factories which are urgently needed for your airplane

motors, etc.; these will be completely safeguarded. In the same
way I promised Grand Admiral Doenitz today that the U-Boat
repair firms proper are absolutely safeguarded. We shall even be

able to provide our own armament factories on French soil with

labor extracted from French factories, in the main from the un-

occupied territory where there still are metal works which have
their full complement of skilled workers without even having
been touched so far.

Hildebrandt: May I point out at this point that we have to put
up with the loss of the Italian workers this year. This, accord-

ing to present discussions, concerns 300,000 men altogether, or

15 to 20,000 a month. If we deduct the first installment, the

remaining ones to a great part are just highly skilled metal
workers.
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Sauckel: This is a request of the Fuehrer, but he has not yet

finally decided.

Hildebrandt: But we have been told to be prepared to lose these

men.

Speer: We ourselves quite support the combing-out abroad.

On the other hand we must be entitled—and this was agreed

—

to exclude or prefer particular kinds of work, e.g. the armour
factories. In France we are more and more turning towards

giving up finishing processes, and stressing the sub-contracting.

It is the foundries and similar works, e.g. for the use of the

aluminum industry, which we wish to use to capacity. We could

force the production of Opel, so that in this case Peugeot who
manufacture the forged parts for Opel, the parent firm, might
demand more labor for this while the rest of their workers would

be taken over by Opel.*******
Milch: With regard to France there is in France an industry

which manufactures complete aeroplane motors arid spare parts.

We have transferred to France the manufacture of everything

which can be made there without impairing secrecy. These are

training planes, transport planes, etc. However since we wish

to make better use of these possibilities we have transferred to a

great extent the manufacturing of parts. The complete product

must be kept secret from the French; but in every secret ap-

pliance there are only a few parts which in faet are to be kept

secret. The bulk is made up of the other parts; their manufac-
ture has been transferred to France to a great extent, in the

same manner we have started the employment of many con-

struction engineers there. Today there is continuous work in

France for several thousand construction engineers. The indus-

try which works in France for our benefit, needs today 20,000

men who must be provided by us, in order to fulfill the program.

The production lags far behind the program agreed upon. While

we fulfill in Germany the whole of the program, it is being met in

France by only 30%. True, it is now on the increase since we
intervened during the last weeks and months. On principle we
have kept the State out of this collaboration with French indus-

try, and have had the German firms deal with the French (firms).

They are called sponsor firms so that now this system works.

This system has not been completed everywhere, but it is on the

way all over, and we have had rather good results. We are

often told we have almost the whole of Europe at our disposal.
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But the production which we receive from France is insignifi-

cant, except for army cars. The whole potential French produc-

tion is not used by us so far, but only a small percentage. If

we were not forced to produce in France, since many facilities,

rooms, machines, etc., cannot be transferred to Germany, if the

housing of workers were not so difficult, etc., then we might

prefer to transfer everything to Germany and let all work be

done here. But we would have too great losses in production

apart from the restiveness of the men. Yesterday we made an
agreement. I am very grateful that this matter will now be put

right on the spot by you, Gauleiter Sauckel, together with General

Von Der Heyde and Colonel Brueckner. It is most difficult to

get French laborers to Germany. These things cannot be de-

cided or regulated by authorities, but only a sponsor firm has

the necessary means of finding out about it. I therefore propose

to make use of sponsor firms, especially since in France the

system of sub-contracting is very much developed. Behind a

factory which organizes the whole business, as far as is known
from the outside, there are in fact other factories employed in

preparation and semi-fabrication. But our sponsor firms would

be able to comb-out these sub-contractors as well. We ought to

charge our people with combing out all these firms and to find

out what men work for our program. Who does not will be

snatched by us.

Of course a front exists somewhere in the East. This front

will be held for a certain time. The only thing which the Rus-

sians inherit, if we evacuate an area is the population. The
question is whether we had not better make it a rule to take the

population back first as far as 100 km. to the rear of the front.

All the civil population will be taken back 100 km. behind the

front. There are no trenches now for which labor would be

needed.

Timm: We tried to take the population of Kharkov back. But
the officer commanding the fortress of Kharkov requested 90-

120,000 people only for the construction of field works so that

we had to provide even complete railway trains.

Weger: They were even undertaking demolitions.

Milch: But this is done by the Engineers. Any hope of getting

prisoners of war from the East, hardly exists today.

Sauckel: If any prisoners are taken there, they will be needed.
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Milch: We have made a request for an order that a certain

percentage of men in the A. A. Artillery must be Russians.

50,000 will be taken altogether; 30,000 are already employed as

gunners. This is an amusing thing that Russians must work
the guns. The last 20,000 are still outstanding. Yesterday I

received a letter from the Army High Command, in which they

say they could release not a single man, they themselves have
not enough. Thus this measure will not be successful for us.

[Extracts on the Subject of Deportations and Forced Labor
From Speer's Minutes of his Meetings with Hitler]

Fuehrer-Protokolle 1942 19th August 1942.

[Page 514]

Record of conferences with the

Fuehrer on 10, 11 and 12 August 1942

42. Gauleiter Sauckel promises to make Russian labor avail-

able for the fulfillment of the iron and coal program and reports

that—if required—he can supply a further million Russian labor-

ers for the German armament industry up to and including Oct.

1942. So far, he has already supplied 1 million for industry and

700,000 for agriculture. In this connection the Fuehrer states

that the problem of providing labor can be solved in all cases and

to any extent; he authorizes Gauleiter Sauckel to take all meas-

ures required.

He would agree to any necessary compulsion [Zwangsmassnah-
men] in the East as well as in the West if this question could not

be solved on a voluntary basis.

Signed : Speer*******
Fuehrer-Protokolle 1942

[Pages 477-478] Berlin, 29 Sept. 1942

Minutes of conferences with

the Fuehrer on September 20th, 21st and 22 1942

13-14

36. I pointed out to the Fuehrer that, apart from an insignifi-

cant amount of work, no possibility exists of organizing arma-

ment-production in the concentration camps, because

1. the machine tools required are missing

2. there are no suitable premises.
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Both these assets would be available in the armaments indus-

try, if use would be made of them by a second shift.

The Fuehrer agrees to my proposal, that the numerous fac-

tories set up outside towns for ARP reasons, should release their

workers for supplementing the second shift in town factories and

should in return be supplied with labor from the concentration

camps—also two shifts.

I pointed out to the Fuehrer the difficulties which I expect to

encounter if Reichsfuehrer SS Himmler should be able, as he re-

quests, to exercise authoritative influence over these factories.

The Fuehrer, too, does not consider such an influence necessary.

The Fuehrer however agrees that Reichsfuehrer SS Himmler
should draw advantages from making his prisoners available; he

should get equipment for his division.

I suggest to give him a share in kind (war equipment) in ratio

to the working-hours done by his prisoners. A 3-5% share is dis-

cussed, the equipment also being calculated according to working

hours. The Fuehrer would agree to such a solution.

The Fuehrer is prepared to order the additional delivery of this

equipment and weapons to the SS, according to list submitted

to him.

Signed : Speer*******
STATE TOP SECRET

Berlin 10 July 1943

[Pages 252-253]

Discussion with the Fuehrer
8 July 1943

17. The Fuehrer laid down in the coal discussion that 70,000

Russian prisoners of war fit for mining work should be sent each

month to the mines. He also pointed out that an approximate
minimum of 150,000-200,000 fit Russian prisoners of war must be

earmarked for the mines in order to obtain the required number
of men suitable for this work.

If the Russian prisoners of war cannot be released by the Army,
the male population in the partisan infested areas should with-

out distinction be proclaimed prisoners of war and sent off to the

mines.

The Fuehrer ordered at the same time that these prisoners of
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war who are not fit for the mines should immediately be placed

in the iron industry, in manufacturing and supply industries and
in the armament industry.

The Fuehrer further ordered that he should receive a monthly

report giving

A. the total number of Russian prisoners of war.

B. the number of Russian prisoners of war fit for mining,

who have been made available for the mines and a report ad-

dressed to Field Marshal Keitel as to why the remainder could

not be used.

The joint report of Sauckel and Pleiger is also to be sent to me.

Signed : Speer

[Page 168]

Ministeramt (Minister's Office)

Records of the discussions in the Fuehrer Headquarters on the

6th and 7th December 1943

22. Reported to the Fuehrer on a proposal worked out by Dr.

Carl, relating to "Aktion Russland" (Action Russia) and left de-

tailed data to him for examination. The Fuehrer points out again

that my suggestion was good, that only a surprise-action is

worthwhile and that subdivision into three separate actions, as

proposed by the Luftwaffe, does not appear suitable.

Signed : Speer

[Page 139]
gtate Top Secret

Points from the Conference (Saur) with the Fuehrer on the 5th

March 1944, jointly with General Field Marschall Milch, Gen-

eral der Flieger Bodenschatz, Oberst Von Below

Berlin, 6th March 1944

18. "Told the Fuehrer of the Reich Marshal's wish for the

further utilization of the production power of prisoners of war by
giving the direction of the Stalags to the S.S. with the exception

of the English and Americans. The Fuehrer considers the pro-

posal good and has asked Colonel Von Below to arrange mat-

ters accordingly."
Prepared fey gaur

Seen by Speer
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[Page 132]

Minutes of Discussions ivith the Fuehrer on 6th and 7th April

19

U

State Secret

Berlin, 9th April 1944.

The Director of the Technical Office

TA Ch S/Kr.

17. "Suggested to the Fuehrer that, due to lack of builders and

equipment, the second big building project should not be set up

in German territory, but in close vicinity to the border on suit-

able soil (preferable on gravel base and with transport facilities)

on French, Belgian or Dutch territory. The Fuehrer agrees to

this suggestion if the works could be set up behind a fortified

zone. For the suggestion of setting this plant up in French ter-

ritory speaks mainly the fact that it would be much easier to

procure the necessary workers. Nevertheless, the Fuehrer asks

an attempt be made to set up the second works in a safer area,

namely in the Protectorate. If it should prove impossible there

too, to get hold of the necessary workers, the Fuehrer himself

will contact the Reichsfuehrer 'SS' and will give an order that the

required 100,000 men are to be made available by bringing in

Jews from Hungary. Stressing the fact that the building organi-

zation of the [Industriegemeinschaft Schlesien] was a failure,

the Fuehrer demands that these works must be built by the O.T.

exclusively and that the workers should be made available by the

Reichsfuehrer 'SS\ He wants to hold a meeting shortly in order

to discuss details with all the men concerned.

Signed: Speer

693261—47—13
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[Extracts

on the Subject of

Deportations and Forced Labor
from Speer's Minutes

on

Meetings of "Central Planning"]

Reichsminister Speer

Minister's Office

Berlin, 24 July 1942

Dr. Goe/W

SECRET

Report on the 11th Conference of the "Central Planning" on the

22nd July 1942

Present:

Reichsminister Speer

General Field Marshal Milch

State Secretary Koerner

Commercial Advisor Roechling

Dr. Rohland

Dr. Von Bohlen u. Halbach

Dr. Langen

Bergass A.D. Sohl

Gauleiter Sauckel

State Secretary Backe

General Director Pleiger

Dr. Fischer

Major General V. Gablenz

Herr Kranefuss

Ministerial Director Gramsch

Ministerial Advisor V. Normann
Dr. Schieber

Dr. Stellwaag

Major Wagner

Major General Becht

Lieutenant Colonel V. Nicolai

Reich Iron

Association

Association

Association

Association

Commissioner for Labor
Control

Reich Food Ministry

Reich Coal Association

Reich Coal Association

Reich Air Ministry

Reich Air Ministry

4 Years Plan

4 Years Plan

Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions

Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions

Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions

Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions
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Ministerial Advisor Reich Ministry for

Dr. Wissmann Armaments & Munitions

Herr Schlieker Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions

Dr. Goerner Reich Ministry for

Armaments & Munitions

At the conference following on the 10th meeting—the provisions

for the increased iron production were discussed.*******
Assurance of Food Supplies.

A net influx of one million foreign workers is estimated. This

figure has not been achieved in the previous months. Even with

an intake of more than one million in the coming months the

million-boundary will not be overstepped in view of current de-

partures. For this food supply is assured. How far an improve-

ment of the food supplies positions can be made possible through

sharper grasp of the production outside Germany * * *

[every?] day a train load of the forces working in the east [will

be] directed to the coal mines until the figure of 6,000 is achieved.

Prisoners of war are being obtained, at present, from camps in

the Government General. 51,000 prisoners of war in the Senne-

Camp. In the district east of the Government General there are

74,000 prisoners of war available. Up till now an elimination

quota of 50% of unemployable people has been reckoned with in

the allocations to coal mining. It is considered necessary that not

too high demands should be placed on the choice of prisoners of

war. The Miners' Union Doctors are to be informed that a dif-

ferent standard is to be laid down for the prisoners of war than

for German miners.

For the consecutive order in which the prisoners of war are to

be put to work, it will be laid down, that before the metal work-
ers are chosen, the coal mining in the first place and requirements

for the loading and unloading-commands in the second place are

to be considered.

General Field Marshal Milch undertakes to accelerate the pro-

curing of the Russian prisoners of war from the camps.

Signed: Dr. Eng. Goerner
[Typewritten]*******
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The Trustee for the Four Years Plan

Berlin, 30th October 1942.

Central Planning SECRET
Z.P. 6.

Results of the 17th meeting of Central Planning on

October 28, 1942, 9.30 a.m.

Increase of Coal Production

I. Allocation of Labor.

Coal production in the Ruhr district has increased to 390,000

tons per day. Any further increase depends on whether the re-

quirements for labor are being met. About 104,000 men are re-

quired. Furthermore, 7,800 men—originally 16-17,000, require-

ments having been brought down by rationalization—are needed

for the supplying industry, 6,800 of these for the machine indus-

try. 5,000 more unskilled workers are furthermore required to

secure the transport of mine-timber which is essential for rea-

son of variety [Sortimmentsgruenden].

The intake capacity of the mining industry for the month of

November is 44,000 prisoners of war of which 25,000 are for the

Ruhr district, and 12,600 Eastern workers, 7,500 of whom are

for the Ruhr district. Total requirements so far amount to 191,-

000 laborers of whom 90,700 were wanted by the Ruhr district.

Up to October 24th a total of 123,000 was allocated. These num-
bers are still to be checked up by the Transport Committee
(R(eichs) V(erkehrs) K(ommission) ) and Mr. Sauckel.

According to the Commissioner of Labor (G(eneral) B(eauft-

ragter der) A(rbeit)) the following number of prisoners of war
is at present at hand.

Within the Reich on the way and in camp 30,000

Remainder of prisoners of war (outstanding from a total

of 150,000 and promised up to the beginning of De-
cember) 60,000

At camps in the General Government 15,000

Of these up to December 1st the following can be regarded as

available

:

Within the Reich 15,000

Of the remainder of prisoners of war 10,000

From the General Government 7,500

total about 32,000
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Therefore, as compared to the required 44,000 there is a deficit

of about 12,000. Moreover, 10,000 civilian laborers from the East

can be put up by exchanges from the agricultural sector which is

2,000 less than required so that the November deficit amounts

to 14,000 and, in comparison with the total requirements of the

mining industry of 104,000, there is a deficit of 62,000. The deficit

increases by the loss figures of prisoners of war the number of

which is still to be ascertained by the Commissioner of Labor.

The mining industry is in a position to use any amount of

Eastern labor instead of prisoners of war. Therefore, it is to get

preference at the combing out of the' agricultural sector. There

is no objection to a temporary accommodation of Eastern labor

at prisoner of war camps (without barbed wire, etc.).

The requirements of the supply industry are to be met by the

Red Label method [Rotzettelverfahren] . Constructors [Konstruk-

teure] are to be provided by canvassing at the French prisoner of

war camps for officers.

(typed signature) Dr. Steffler

He ***** *

Present

:

Reichsminister Speer

Generalfeldmarschall Milch

Staatssekretaer Koerner

Staatsrat Schieber

Gen. Maj. Becht

Oberstltn. v. Nichoai

Herr Schlieker

Oberberghauptmann Gabel

Oberst Dr. Krull

Oberbergrat Otto

Staatssekretaer Ganzenmueller

Staatsrat Meinberg
Min. Dir. Gramsch
Min. Rat Steffler

Min. Dirig. Timm
Oberreg. Rat Hildebrandt

Gen. Dir. Pleiger

Dr. Sogemeier
Dr. Fischer

Dir. Winkaus

RM. f.B.u.Mun.

RM. f.B.u.Mun.

RM. f.B.u.Mun.

RM. f.B.u.Mun.

RWM
RWM
RWM
RVM
RVM
V.P.

V.P.

GBA
GBA
RV Kohle

RV Kohle

RV Kohle

Beauftr.f.d. Bergbau-

bedarf.
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State Secret

Stenographic Transcript

of the

17th Conference

of the

Central Planning

Concerning: Requirements for the increase of Coal Production

held on 28 October 1942, 0930 hours at the Reich Ministry for

Armament and Munitions, Berlin, Pariser Platz 3

Dr. Eggeling/Sgt.

Hildebrand: Our promises were made on the basis of the 150,-

000 prisoners of war whom Fieldmarshall Keitel had promised us

for this purpose. Of these 60,000 are still missing. Several de-

partments are passing the buck in this matter. General Wagner,
the chief of supply, called on me and told me they could not sup-

ply them now and wanted time until January. They are now
promised for the beginning of December.

As for the quality of the now incoming transports, apparently

a weeding out already takes place in the East. The good workers
among the prisoners of war are kept back and only those of in-

ferior quality are passed on so that I cannot estimate the value

of these 60,000 as high. I think we shall be able to use hardly

60% in mining.

There are, furthermore, 15,000 men in the P/W camps in the

General Government. They are all right and will come as soon

as the 30,000 have been expedited. Gauleiter Sauckel promised

Mr. Pleiger for the coal-industry 10,000 civilian Russians who
would be freed by re-directions of labor in agriculture. This was
discussed yesterday with Dr. Fischer. There 10,000 men, we
think, will be at the disposal of the coal industry in about a fort-

night. The total will, therefore, be 115,000. We have, however,

to allow for certain reductions according to the physical condi-

tions of the men.
The recruiting of suitable civilian workers over there is very

much hampered because we were repeatedly told that our re-

cruiting personnel should give up the whole department Stalino

or the Don-Donetz area because the men there were all needed.

That a small number of workers from the East would remain be-

cause, at present, most of the civilian workers come just from
these districts, few from others. In the new territories, among
these the Caucasus district, it is still very difficult to come near

but the first transports are arriving already.*******
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Pleiger: I have seen that with my own eyes. I have seen the

new prisoners building the briquette-factory near Stalino. I have

noticed that those from the Stalino district are first of all de-

prived of their overcoats and clothing by the Rumanians and Ital-

ians. And if one sees these figures—they are too weak to pass

even a brick. They are completely down. It can serve no pur-

pose if we send them to a resthome even before we can employ

them on the coal surface.

Speer : You must not complain that the Fuehrer has taken away
the grain basis from these districts.

Pleiger: No, I state only facts. They demand the coal from us.

Speer : In any case, it is quite possible to replace those prisoners

of war who do not come by civilian workers from the East.
.

Winkhaus: At once, provided that they do not exceed 12,600.

If they should be more we would have to prepare camps, remove
the barbed wire, etc.

Speer: What about the mixed working. You cannot let Rus-

sian prisoners of war work side by side with civilian workers.

Winkhaus : We need not keep them so separate any more to-day.

Fischer: There is still this question. Yesterday we had a call

from Austria: they could, of course, adapt Ps/W camps to civil-

ian camps. The coal industry could overcome this question. The
workers, however, make difficulties when we put the workers

from the East in stables. But if Central Planning sponsors the

use of civilian workers from the East then I think we could solve

this problem.

Speer: Temporarily, in the long run we must find for them
better accommodation than that for Ps/W.
We can, therefore, expect 32,560 Ps/W. Then we have a need

of 12,000 civilian workers from the East as mentioned before and

12,000 mentioned now, i.e., a total of 24,000 for the mine proper

in November less 10,000 from agriculture. That is a deficit of

14,000 plus 7,500 for industry.*******
State Secret

Stenographic Transcript

of the

21st Conference

of the

Central Planning
concerning Supply and Direction of Labor held on 30 October

1942, afternoon at the Reich Ministry of Armament and
Munition, Berlin, Pariser Platz 3
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Dr. Doerr Bucholz/C

[In the discussion of the labor situation in which Speer, Sauckel,

Milch and Timm participated] :

Speer : We must also discuss the slackers. Ley has ascertained

that the sicklist decreased to one fourth or one fifth in factories

where doctors are on the staff who are examining the sick men.

There is nothing to be said against SS and Police taking drastic

steps and putting those known as slackers into concentration

camps. There is no alternative. Let it happen several times

and the news will soon go around.*******
a

Sauckel : We talked of taking the waiters out of the restau-

rants in Germany. But in this respect we have absolutely an

abundance in France, the General Government and the Protecto-

rate. As long as we have not skimmed that off, we could not

take the responsibility towards the German people for such a

measure. Again a cable of the Foreign Minister has burst into

my recent negotiations in France stating that under no circum-

stances should the Laval Ministry be put into peril. The Fuehrer

has said: If the French show no good will, then I shall re-take

the 800,000 French Ps/W. If they show good will, then the

French wives can follow their husbands to Germany and work

there. Of course, he said, I have an interest that Laval remains

in power. The Laval Ministry will remain, it depends only on us.

And Laval cannot go back after he has reproduced in his speech

and spoken before the French passages which he has taken

verbally out of my appeal. Only Petain could bring him to fall.

I wish to draw your attention to the fact, however, that in

France there is a surplus of young men all of whom we could

use in Germany. If we expect our people to accept severest

restrictions then we cannot admit such luxuries in Paris as e.g.

small restaurants with bands of 25 musicians and two waiters

per table. I am firmly convinced: If we are brutal also against

the others then we can extract quite a considerable number of

men out of the General Government—I sent an efficient man,

President Struwe, over there—and of the Protectorate. This

need not interfere with the armament industry over there. There

is., therefore, no fear that the demand could not be met.
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The Commissioner for the 4 Years Plan, Berlin 31st October 1942

SECRET
Central Planning

Z.P.10
Results of the 21st session of the Central

Planning (board) on the 30th Oct. 1942

Labor Allocation November 1942

2. Supply. The October program including 300,000 men has

been carried out; during November 400,000 have to be provided.

The transfer from agriculture involving 200,000 is excluded, so

that altogether 600,000 will be available (the transfer from
agriculture to forestry (50,000) and the assignment of domestic

personnel (140,000) will be separately accounted for).

Concerning the position of prisoners of war, it was decided

that the army is not to dispose of units of prisoners of war,

which were put into the Todt Organization as whole units. In

future, the GBA [Generalbevollmaechtigte fuer den Arbeitsein-

satz—Plenipotentiary General for Labor Control] will take care

of the prisoners of war from the moment they enter a stalag.

The cooperation between the GBA and the Todt Organization is

to be organized by discussions between Timm—Dr. Fraenck

—

Schmelter—Brugmann. The prohibition of recruiting of man-
power in the area to the left bank of the river Don is to be

applied less vigorously [Staatssekretaer Koerner]. The Fueh-

rer's decree concerning the prohibition in force in the Caucasus

area is to be taken to mean that Gauleiter Sauckel has the order

to ensure priority of the man power claim of agriculture and
the crude oil exploitation in this region.

Finally, the GBA (Plenipotentiary General for Labor Control)

points out that large man power reserves still exist in France,

in the General Government and in the Protectorate, which must
be utilized before more stringent measures are taken inside the

Reich itself. An energetic combing out process will be carried

out inside these regions. A further important reserve exists in

the possibility of increasing the capacity for work, which may
be expected particularly as a result of a better treatment of the

Russians.

Dr. Steffler

Present

:

Secretary of State Speer

General Field Marshal Milch

Secretary of State Koerner
Gauleiter Sauckel GBA
Ministerialdirigent Timm GBA
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Ministerialrat Letsch GBA
Ober-Regierungsrat Hildebrant GBA
Staatrat Schiber-Reichs Ministry for Armament and Mu-

nitions

Major Gen. Waeger-Reichs Ministry for Armament and
Munitions

Lt. Col. von Nicolai-Reichs Ministry for Armament and
Munitions

Dr. Ing. Goerner-Reichs Ministry for Armament and
Munitions

Dr. Mommsen-Reichs Ministry for Armament and
Munitions

Dipl. Kfm. Teuscher-Reichs Ministry for Armament and
Munitions

Ministerial Director Grammsch V. P. (Voraus Personal

—

Advance Echelon)

Ministerial Rat Steffler V. P.

Colonel Engineer Sellschopp RIM (Reich Air Ministry)

Colonel Rueckner (Reich Air Ministry)

and Lt. Col. Betz (Reich Air Ministry)

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-129

[Stamp] Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer

SS Document Administration

File No. AR 1/24

The Chief of the SS-Main-Office Economics and Administration

Berlin, 30 April 1942

Ch.Po/Ha
2192/42 g.

Re : Attachment of the Inspectorate of the Concentration Camps
to the SS-Main-Office Economics and Administration.

The Reichsfuehrer-SS [pencilled note] education and
Berlin, W 11. supervision remain the

Prinz Albrechtstr 8 same [initials]

HH [?]

[Stamp] : Secret

Reichsfuehrer

!

Today I report on the present situation of the concentration

camp and on measures I have taken in order to carry out your

order of the 3rd March 1942.
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I

1. At the outbreak of war there existed the following concen-

tration camps:
a. Dachau 1939 4,000 prisoners, today 8,000

b. Sachsenhausen 1939 6,500 prisoners, today 10,000

c. Buchenwald 1939 5,300 prisoners, today 9,000

d. Mauthausen 1939 1,500 prisoners, today 5,500

e. Flossenburg 1939 1,600 prisoners, today 4,700

/. Ravensbrueck 1939 2,500 prisoners, today 7,500

2. In the years 1940 to 1942 nine further camps were erected,

viz:

a. Auschwitz
b. Neuengamme
c. Gusen
d. Natzweiler

e. Gross-Rosen

/. Lublin

g. Niederhagen
h. Stutthof

i. Arbeitsdorf

3. These 15 camps conformed to the organization of the old

concentration camps in regard to duties, work, composition of

the commanding staffs, and discipline of camps for protective

custody. Besides these 15 camps the following special duties have
been assigned:

a. to SS-Special Camp Hinzert: Commanding staff and guards

are under my orders. The camp for protective custody is

attached to the Reich-Main-Office-Security. No work-shops,

no opportunity.

b. Camp for the protection of youth—Moringen: No work-

shops.

c. Camp for the protection of youth—Uckermark: Is being

erected.

d. Camp for the protection of youth Litzmannstadt : is

planned.

4. In the last weeks the Reich-Main-Office-Security and the

Command-Authority of the Waffen-SS have applied for SS-Com-
manders for the Camps planned by these authorities in Riga,

Kiew, and Bobruisk.

I think it right to submit such plans to the SS-Main-Office-

Economics and Administration, so that they may be planned and
carried out uniformly by one authority for SS and Police, so as

it is now. There may easily be lack of collaboration and conse-

quently ensuing muddle.
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II

1. The war has brought about a marked change in the struc-

ture of the concentration camps and has changed their duties

with regard to the employment of the prisoners. The custody of

prisoners for the sole reasons of security, education, or preven-

tion is no longer the main consideration. The mobilization of all

prisoners who are fit for work, for purposes of the war now, and
for purposes of construction in the forthcoming peace, come to

the foreground more and more.

2. From this knowledge some necessary measures result with

the aim to transform the concentration camps into organizations

more suitable for the economic tasks, while formerly they were
merely politically interested.

3. For this reason I have gathered together all the leaders of

the former inspectorate of Concentration camps, all Camp-Com-
manders, and all managers and supervisors of work on the 23rd

and 24th April 1942, I have explained personally to them this

new development. I have compiled in the order attached the main
essentials which have to be brought into effect with the utmost

urgency if the commencement of work for purposes of the arma-
ment industry is not to be delayed.

4. The transfer of the Inspectorate of the Concentration Camps
to the Main-Office Economics and Administration has been car-

ried out under full agreement of all Main-Offices concerned. The
collaboration of all authorities goes on without any friction, the

abolishment of lack of coordination in the concentration camps
is hailed everywhere as the shedding of the fetters hindering

proffress
- Heil Hitler!

Signed : POHL
SS-Obergruppenfuehrer and General of the WafFen-SS.

1 enclosure.

Stamp: Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer SS
Document Administration

File No. AR/1/24
The Chief of the SS-Main-Office-Economics and Administration

Ch. Po/Ha. Berlin, 30th April 1942

Distribution: Chief Department D
all Camp-Commanders
all work-managers
all authorities economics

r .„ , , ,

[pencilled note]

agreed

[initials] HH [?]
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Order
The instructions and advices given to the camp-commanders

and work managers at the occasion of the discussions of 24th and

25th April 1942, are herewith issued as an order to become appli-

cable as from the 1st May 1942.

1. The management of a concentration camp and of all the eco-

nomic enterprises of the SS within its sphere of organization is

in the hands of the camp-commander. He alone is therefore re-

sponsible that the economic enterprises are as productive as pos-

sible.

2. For the management of the economic enterprises the camp-
commander avails himself of the services of the work-manager.

The work-manager is bound to report to the camp-commander
whether he expects any risks or disadvantages in carrying out an

order of the camp-commander with regard to the work or the

economic results.

3. By this duty the work-manager becomes jointly responsible

if any damages of failures ensue with regard to the work or the

economic results.

4. The camp-commander alone is responsible for the employ-

ment of the labor available. This employment must be, in the

true meaning of the word, exhaustive, in order to obtain the great-

est measure of performance.

Work is allotted by the Chief of the Department D centrally

and alone. The camp-commanders themselves may not accept on

their own initiative work offered by third parties and may not

negotiate about it.

5. There is no limit to working hours. Their duration depends

on the kind of working establishments in the camps and the kind

of work to be done. They are fixed by the camp-commanders
alone.

6. Any circumstances which may result is a shortening of work
hours (e.g. meals, roll-calls) have therefore to be restricted to the

minimum which cannot be condensed any more. It is forbidden

to allow long walks to the place of working and noon intervals

only for eating purposes.

7. Guard-duties have to be freed from their traditional rigidity

and to be made more flexible having regard to the coming tasks

of peace. Sentries on horseback, watchdogs, movable watch tow-
ers and movable obstacles are to be developed.

8. Much more than before is required from each and every
camp-commander if they carry out his order correctly. Hardly
any camp is like any other one, therefore no uniform instructions

shall be issued. But the whole responsibility is shifted on to the
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initiative of the camp-commander. He needs a clear professional

knowledge of matters military and economic and he must be a

clever and wise leader of men, whom he has to weld into a big

potential of performance.

Signed: POHL
SS-Obergruppenfuehrer and General of the Waffen-SS

For correct copy: Schiller

SS-Obersturmfuehrer and Adjutant

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-133

SECRET
LF 1

Az. 57 h LF 1 No. 3398/39 secret

Berlin 27 July 1939

Note on a conference on 25 July 1939 with the General

Field Marshal [Goering] in Westerland.

Present: Generaloberst Milch

State Secretary Koerner

State Secretary Neumann
State Secretary Dr. Landfried

State Secretary v. Burgsdorf

Lt. Col. (Gen. Staff) Huenermann
Col. (Gen. Staff) Ploch

Min. Rat Mueller

Air Chief Staff Engineer Tschersich

Air Staff Engineer Diederichs

Ob. Reg. Rat v. Wedelstedt and Lt. Col. Conrad
Generalmajor Thomas

1. In a rather long statement the Field Marshal explained that

the incorporation of Bohemia and Moravia into the German econ-

omy had taken place, among other reasons, to increase the Ger-

man war potential by exploitation of the industry there. Letters,

as the decree of the Reich Minister for Economics—S 10 402/39
of 10 July 39—as well as a letter with similar meaning to the

Junkers firm, which might possibly lower the kind and extent of

the armament measures in the Protectorate, are contrary to this

principle. If it is necessary to issue such directives, this should

be done only with his consent. In any case, he insists, in agree-

ment with the directive by Hitler, that the war potential of the

Protectorate is definitely to be exploited in part or in full and is

to be directed towards mobilization as soon as possible.

Since, with full use of the industry of the Protectorate, diffi-

culties of money transfer would exist until the change to the same
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currency, a way out must be found. According to State Secretary

Dr. Landfried the same procedure as in Slovakia might be applied,

i.e. "Deposit of Reich treasury notes to cover the amounts of

Kronen which are not balanced." But anyway, the change to

Reichmarks is planned for 1 April 1940.

2. As regards the question of leaving foreign currency of ex-

port firms in the Protectorate, which was brought up by a letter

of the Reich protector to the Field Marshal because of a sale of

the firm Walter, the Field Marshal consented to its remaining in

the Protectorate, provided it is used 100% for the furtherance of

the German war potential. In this connection State Secretary v.

Burgsdorf explained that two weeks ago a supervisory office for

foreign currency traffic had been established in the Protectorate,

whose activity could direct the use of foreign exchange. State

Secretary Dr. Landfried proposed further to appoint a plenipoten-

tiary for the Czech National Bank who should regulate the foreign

exchange allotment for armament purposes only. State Secretary

v. Burgsdorf was doubtful about this regulation.

3. In order to arrange the mutual merchandise traffic for arma-

ment purposes with the least possible friction, the Field Marshal

emphasized the necessity of leaving this merchandise free of duty.

4. The Field Marshal underscored first of all the following prin-

ciple for export questions:

a. Investigation concerning necessity of secrecy

b. Investigation of the receiving country

c. Investigation of "what is offered"

d. Investigation of the own need for the merchandise to be

given.

The offer to Italy regarding delivery of 88mm AA was outlined

by the Field Marshal as follows:

Deliveries are only permissible to a certain extent after reach-

ing the peak of capacity ordered for our purposes. It is neces-

sary that Italy deliver to us the raw materials necessary for

Italian deliveries, i.e. somewhat more than is necessary for pro-

duction.

Concerning the various countries, the Field Marshal consented

to the work on the following contracts on the basis of the talk by
Ministerialrat Mueller, and made the following decisions respect-

ing them:
a. Bulgaria: Delivery of Czech planes (about 148 and ground

equipment) is to be made quickly. The contract for German
equipment (10 Me-109 and 10 DO-215) can be worked on in 4-6

weeks, since Bulgaria cannot be excluded from this equipment be-

cause of the deliveries to Rumania and Yugoslavia.
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b. Rumania and Yugoslavia: The Field Marshal was first in-

formed that the Czech equipment is refused and that, due to the

situation, the ordering countries cannot suffer postponement of

the date of delivery to Spring 1940. Because of the special agree-

ment concerning petroleum deliveries, the Field Marshal therefore

permitted the planned contract with Rumania, i.e. delivery of the

samples, which was announced already earlier to the Field Mar-
shal, to begin in Autumn of this year.

The Field Marshal makes the contract with Yugoslavia depend-

ent on the answer to certain questions which had remained unan-

swered by the Prince Regent and the Yugoslav government resp.

Concerning these he would write to the Prince Regent personally.

They concern the fact that Yugoslavia did not leave the League

of Nations, and fortification works at the Italian and German
frontiers in the presence of French officers. However, he was not

opposed to deliver at first 5 Me-109 to show our basic willingness.

For the rest, the Field Marshal expressly empowered the Minis-

terialrat Mueller to instruct the Yugoslav military attache in Ber-

lin that his consent to the contract would have to depend on the

reply to certain questions which he would transmit by letter to

the Prince Regent.

c. Turkey: The Field Marshal made no negative decision re-

garding the delivery of five Me-109 to Turkey till the final clear-

ance of the situation. His declarations about that were to be

understood thus : that the delivery could be made if it seemed op-

portune according to the situation.

Finally, the Field Marshal stated about the treatment of ex-

ports generally that the buying countries should be informed that

the political situation had changed very markedly, and they would

have to understand that Germany would now have to look out for

itself first. The recurring objections lately expressed by foreign

countries about offers of English Spitfires, etc., should be an-

swered in the vein that we are not angered by such buys, and that

we could only recommend making them.

(signed) MUELLER
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Copy

The Reich Commissar for the Eastland

[Der Reichs Kommissar fuer das Ostland]

Diary No. 3628/43 secret

stamp: Personal Staff-Reiehsfuehrer SS
Documents-Administration

File No. Secret/227

Riga, 18 June 1943

SECRET

To the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territory

Berlin

The attached secret reports received from General Commissar

Kube deserve special consideration.

The fact that Jews receive special treatment requires no fur-

ther discussion. However it appears hardly believable that this

is done in the way described in the report of the General Com-
missar of 1 June 1943! What is Katyn against that? Imagine

only that these occurrences would become known to the other

side and exploited by them. Most likely such propaganda would

have no effect only because people who hear and read about it,

simply would not be ready to believe it.

The fight against bands also is taking on forms which are

highly questionable if pacification and exploitation of the several

territories are the aims of our policy. Thus, the dead who were
suspected of belonging to bands and whose number was indicated

in the report of 5 June 1943 about the "Cottbus" project to have
amounted to 5,000, in my opinion, with few exceptions would
have been suitable for forced labor in the Reich.

It should not be ignored in this connection that in view of the

difficulties of making oneself understood as generally in such

clean-up operations, it is very hard to distinguish friend from
foe. Nevertheless, it should be possible to avoid atrocities and
to bury those who have been liquidated. To lock men, women
and children into barns and to set fire to these, does not appear to

be a suitable method of combatting bands, even if it is desired

to exterminate the population. This method is not worthy of

the German cause and hurts our reputation severely.

I am asking that you take the necessary action.

(signed:) [signature illegible]

693261—47—14
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[stamp]

Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer SS
Document Administration

File No. Secret/227

The General Commissar for White Ruthenia

Gauleiter /BA
Diary No. 428/43 Secret

Minsk 5 June 1943

Secret

To the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories

Berlin

Through the Reich Commissioner for the Eastland Riga
Subject : Results of police operation "Cottbus" as reported

so far for the period of 22 June to 3 July 1943.

SS Brigadefuehrer, Major General of Police von Gottberg re-

ports that the operation "Cottbus" had the following result dur-

ing the period mentioned

:

Enemy dead 4,500

Dead suspected of belonging to bands 5,000

German dead 59

German wounded 267

Dead of foreign racial stock 22

Wounded of foreign racial stock 120

Captured members of bands 250

Destroyed enemy camps 57

Destroyed enemy positions i J 261

Apprehended male labor 2,062

Apprehended female labor 450

Sunk larger boats 4

Sunk floats 22

Booty consisted of : 1 airplane, 12 tow-gilders, 10 15 cm guns,

2 anti-tank guns, 9 grenade throwers, 23 heavy machine guns, 28

light machine guns, 28 machine pistols, 492 rifles, 1 028 grenades

and bombs, 1 000 mines, 31 300 rounds rifle ammunition, 7 300

rounds pistol ammunition, 1 200 kg explosives, 2 complete radio

installations with transmitter, 1 picture establishment, 30 para-

chutes, 67 wagons, 530 horses, 1 field kitchen, 430 sleighs, great

amounts of medical drugs and propaganda material.

The operation affects the territory of the General District

White Ruthenia in the area of Borissow. It concerns in par-

ticular the two counties Begomie and Pleschtschamizy. At pres-

ent the police troops together with the army have advanced to

Lake Palik and have reached the whole front of the Beresina.
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The continuance of the battles takes place in the rear zone of the

Army.
The figures mentioned above indicate that again a heavy des-

truction of the population must be expected. If only 492 rifles

are taken from 4 500 enemy dead, this discrepancy shows that

among these enemy dead were numerous peasants from the coun-

try. The battalion Dirlewanger especially has a reputation for

destroying many human lives. Among the 5 000 people sus-

pected of belonging to bands, there were numerous women and

children.

By order of the Chief of Band-Combatting, SS Obergruppen-

fuehrer von dem Bach, units of the armed forces have also par-

ticipated in the operation. SS Standartenfuehrer Kunze was in

command of the armed forces detachments, among whom there

were also 90 members from my office and from the District-Com-

missariat Minsk-City. Our men returned from the operation yes-

terday without losses. I decline the use of officials and Reich

employees of the General Commissariat in the rear zone of the

army. The men who work for me were not deferred from army
service in order to actively participate in combat against bands
in the place of the armed forces and of the police.

Of the armed forces personnel, 1 railroader has been wounded
(shot in lungs). The political effect of this large-scale opera-

tion upon the peaceful population is simply dreadful in view of

the many shootings of women and children. In December, the

town of Bagomie was evacuated by the armed forces and the

police. At that time, the population of Begomie was preponder-

antly on our side. In the course of the fighting, Begomie, which
was built up as a strong point by the partisans, has been des-

troyed by German air attacks.

The General Commissar in Minsk
(signed:) [signature illegible]

[stamp]

Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer SS J

Document Administration

File No. Secret/227

The General Commissar for White Ruthenia
Gauleiter/Wu.

Diary No. 414/43 secret. Minsk, 1 June 1943
Secret

To the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories Berlin

Through the Reich Commissioner for the Eastland Riga
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Subject: Actions against Jews in the Prison of Minsk.

The enclosed official report from the warden of the prison in

Minsk is submitted to the Reich Minister and the Reich Commis-
sar for information.

The General Commissar in Minsk
(signed:) [signature illegible]

Enclosure

ad. 1/1168/43 secret.

[stamp]

Personal Staff Reichsfuehrer SS
Document Administration

File No. Secret/227

Court Prison

Minsk 31 May 1943

To the General Commissar for White Ruthenia

Minsk

Subject: Actions against Jews.

Reference : Oral report on 31 May 1943.

On 13 April 1943 the former German dentist Ernst Israel

Tichauer and his wife, Elisa Sara Tichauer, nee Rosenthal, were
committed to the court prison by the Security Service (SD)
(Hauptscharfuehrer Ruebe). Since that time all German and

Russian Jews who were turned over to us, had their golden

bridgework, crowns and fillings pulled or broken out. This hap-

pens always 1 to 2 hours before the respective action.

Since 13 April 1943, 516 German and Russian Jews have been

finished off. On the basis of a definite investigation, gold was
taken only in two actions, on 14 April 1943 from 172, and on

27 April 1943 from 164 Jews. About 50% of the Jews had gold

teeth, bridgework or fillings. Hauptscharfuehrer Ruebe of the

Security Service (SD) was always personally present and he

took the gold along too.

Before 13 April 1943 this was not done.

(signed) Guenther
Prison -Warden
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[DOCUMENT A]
NATIONAL SOCIALIST GERMAN WORKERS PARTY

The Fuehrer's Deputy Munich 33, 12 July 1940

Chief of Staff Braunes Haus
III/Dr.Kl.-Pu.

2610/0/103
The Reichsfuehrer SS, Party member Heinrich Himmler

Berlin, S.W.ll., Prinz Albrechtstr. 8

Subject matter : Introduction of the Civil Code in the new East-

ern territories.

Dear Heinrich,

I am enclosing a copy of my letter of this day to the Reich

Minister of Justice for your information.

I have asked my officials who are dealing with this matter to

arrange for a preliminary conference in which the Gauleiters

concerned, the Reich Commissioner for the Strengthening of Ger-

man Race and Culture, the Chief of the Security Police and the

Security Service and the Racial Policy Department should con-

vene before the conference which will be called by the Reich

Minister of Justice.

Heil Hitler!

Yours
(M. Bormann)

[DOCUMENT B]
National Socialist German Workers' Party

Berlin-Wilhelmstr. 64 Munich-Braunes Haus
Copy

The Fuehrer's Deputy 12 July 1940

III/Dr. Kl.-Pu.

2610/0/103
The Reich Minister of Justice

Berlin W.8, Wilhelmstr. 65

Subject matter: Introduction of provisions of civil law in the an-

nexed Eastern territories.

I refer to the several conferences of our experts and confirm

that I question the wisdom of introducing the German civil law
in the form you propose in the annexed Eastern territories. As I

learned from my officials you share my view that many provisions

of German civil law ought not to be applied to Poles and Polish

legal relationships. I refer in particular to the provisions of
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family law, the law of succession, of real estate, of clubs and asso-

ciations.

The clause suggested by your experts at the conference of re-

porters which has meanwhile been held: "Poles may not invoke

provisions made solely for the protection of German Race and
culture" is much too narrow. It is not sufficient to prevent an
undesirable equalization between Poles and German nationals.

Such a clause is questionable also because it puts upon the judge

the legislative decision as to how to form political situations. Ex-
perience has shown that most of the judges are not able in their

judgments to assist in the correct formation of political situa-

tions.

I have been told that the German courts apply German civil law,

though it is not yet introduced in the Eastern territories, and
treat the Poles in a way which should be reserved for German
nationals only.

It is presumed that the endeavors to introduce German civil

law in the Eastern territories will be increased.

I should like, in this respect, to refer to the experience which
we had with the introduction of German criminal law in the

Eastern territories.

It is therefore to be feared that judgments by German courts

applying German civil law to Poles and Polish legal relationships

will cause unrest among German nationals. In some cases the

execution of judgments may even have to be prevented by police

measures.

Such undermining of state authority is in my opinion absolutely

inadvisable, particularly in territories with a large Polish popu-

lation.

It appears to me necessary therefore that each and every legal

provision which is to be introduced in the Eastern territories

shall be examined separately as to how far its application to

Poles may be advisable. Provisions whose results may be ques-

tionable should, as far as possible, not be introduced in the East-

ern territories. Only those which are absolutely necessary for

the safeguarding of justice should be introduced at the moment.
I would also consider it advisable not to order the introduction

of civil law by way of Reich legislation but by decrees of the

Reichstatthalters. The Polish minority law will be given its

final shape only in stages, in accordance with experiences gained

from time to time. When introducing German law in the East-

ern territories I should therefore consider it advisable from the

beginning to take into consideration the possibility of easy amend-

ments and alterations.
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I suggest a further conference of reporters be arranged for

the examination of these questions to which, in addition to the

Public Custodian East [Haupttreuhandstelle] , the experts of the

Reichstatthalters, the Reich Commissioner for the Strengthening

of German Race and Culture and the Chief of the Security Police

and Security Service should be invited.

Heil Hitler!

The Deputy
Signed: M. Bormann

(M. Bormann)

[Document C]

Note

OI/28r/13.2.40 B 6.8.40

Subject: Application of Civil Law in the annexed Eastern terri-

tories.

* * * there followed a conference in the Ministry of Jus-

tice at 10 :30 a. m. in which about 40 persons took part, including

:

Ministerial Director Volkmar, in the Ministry of Justice

as Chairman.
Fechner, Judge in a Court of Appeal, as reporter.

President Hesse, for the land registry-departments of

the Ministry of Justice.

Rexroth, Judge in a Court of Appeal.

Mabfeller, Councillor to the Ministry Department for

Family Law.
Many other officials from the Ministry of Justice.

The presidents of the Courts of Appeal of Posen and

Danzig.

Ministerial Director Klopfer.

Dr. Encke, Hess's Staff.

A representative -of the Reich Minister for Economy.
A representative of the Reich Minister for the Interior.

Dr. Gramse, Councillor to the government for the Four
Year Plan.

Lawyer Schubert, HTO [Haupttreuhandstelle Ost—Pub-
lic Custodian Eastl

Lawyer Pfennig, HTO [Public Custodian East].

SS Obersturmfuehrer Dr. Beyer and two other representa-

tives of the Reich Security Main Department, (RSHA).
Lawyer Goetz

Lawyer Wirsich
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Mr. Volkmar pointed out the lack of clarity, the variations

and the territorial and substantive division of the legislation at

present in force. For all practical purposes, German law was
already applied in the Eastern territories so that the bill amounts
only to legalizing the existing state of affairs. He then dealt

with the objections of the Fuehrer's deputy. According to his

view a special code for Poles could not be created at present be-

cause the political principles for the treatment of Poles were not

yet clear and the preliminary work might require years. The
Poles were already, for all practical purposes, excluded from
legal commerce and intercourse by measures of public law. Even
the present bill relates only to the position of the Poles accord-

ing to civil law and would not affect the restrictions of their legal

position based on public law. If a Pole, despite the prohibitions

of the public law had, with the consent of the competent author-

ity, acquired a piece of land, he could mortgage this land in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the civil code. The public law

has precedence over the private law and the bill does not affect

that. Finally, Mr. Volkmar referred to the fundamental clauses

suggested of which two drafts are submitted.

(a) Poles may not invoke provisions made solely for the pro-

tection of German Race and Culture.

(b) If the application of the law would lead to consequences

which are undesirable from a racial point of view then the law

is to be applied only judiciously.

He would prefer (a) because (b) would endanger the rule of

law and would burden the judge with responsibility for racial

questions.

Klopfer stated that Reich Minister Hess, the Reichsfuehrer

SS and the four Gauleiters concerned unanimously rejected the

bill. The treatment of the Poles would be dealt with by the

Fuehrer at the end of the week. The antiquated conception of

territoriality in law must be overcome. A state's essential ele-

ment is in human beings. The personal status, as had been partly

the case in the legislation for Jews, should be brought to the fore,

especially as the Reich territory is being extended and foreign

nationals are being included also in the West. The Reich Minister

of Justice had already introduced the German criminal law pre-

maturely. Many complaints from the Eastern territories had
already been made to Hess's Staff about impossible sentences.

Similar grievances would also be caused in the present case. The
judges would be the ones to suffer and the police would have to

counter the measures of the court to a greater extent than in the

pre-war Reich territory.
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He predicts undesirable results not only in the spheres of

family law, the law of succession and associations, but for ex-

ample, also in the sphere of the law relating to labor and service

contracts. In this respect the Ministry of Labor had raised ob-

jections. All contractual relations based on loyalty are impos-

sible between Germans and Poles. Having regard to the differ-

ent conditions in the various "Gaue" one should delegate the

legislation to the Reichsstatthalters, in order to facilitate an

amendment of the law. It would be best to leave things just as

they were.

Volkmar spoke against partial application of the civil code by
the Reichstatthalters. He emphasized that he would regard it as

a return to old times if Reich law was again replaced by state

law.

Klopfer replied that in Rome at the time of its peak a special

law (jus civile) was in force for its citizens, another minor law

for the colonials and no law for the slaves.

The president of the court of appeal in Posen, Mr. Frobos,

stated surprisingly that his Gauleiter and he himself were agreed

that there were no objections against the bill concerning the

application of the Civil Code. It would only legalize the instruc-

tion which he, in agreement with Greiser, had given when taking

over his office i.e. simply to apply German law at short notice.

Delay of the application strengthened the hopes of the Poles for

a revision of the frontiers, because the present condition looked

too much like a temporary situation and suggested indecision.

He had instructed his judges that Poles were never equal to the

Germans and that the principle of equality of men before the law
was finished. A judge would be dismissed if, for example, he
would give judgment for a Pole against a regional authority. He
thinks that the general clause (a) would be insufficient and he
would prefer the draft (&). In his opinion there was no sphere

of law that was not political, not even the land-registry, the

non-contentious jurisdiction, or the youth law. The Eastern ter-

ritories were colonial territory, the Poles correspond to the col-

ored people.

* * 5fc * # #

Ministerialdirektor Volkmar declared thereupon that appar-
ently all authorities—and what he considered particularly essen-

tial—the practicians from the Eastern territories, asked for in-

troduction of the law, while it was reserved for the Deputy of

the Fuehrer to oppose those wishes of all agencies connected with
the reconstruction of the Eastern territories.

Then SS Obersturmfuehrer Dr. Beyer and lawyer Goetz asked
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for permission to speak. SS Obersturmfuehrer Beyer stated that

the Reichsfuehrer SS was also definitely opposed to the bill in

its present form. The bill was based on out-of-date conceptions

because it was based on the principle of equality before the law
which was absolutely inapplicable to Poles.

Lawyer Goetz supported Dr. Beyer's and Ministerialdirector

Klopfer's statements. He pointed to the contradiction that the

presidents of the courts of appeal, on the one hand, approved the

present legal position, the Minister of Justice, on the other hand,

gave as reason for the urgency of the bill the difficulties and in-

conveniences arising out of the present position. Since the

Fuehrer, as Klopfer had mentioned, would within a few days

make a general decision about the position and treatment of the

Poles, a postponement of the introduction of legislation for sev-

eral months seemed appropriate or there should be a careful

examination as to what individual legal sections could be intro-

duced without any doubts.

The following discussion of the several subjects showed that

nearly all subjects are doubtful, even the law of procedure. Then
followed a lengthy discussion as to whether a Pole could bring

an action against a German and whether Poles could be wit-

nesses. Klopfer suggested that a special arbitration department
could be created for claims of Poles against Germans to prevent

Poles and Germans from standing on an equal footing before

the judge.

The proposal of a partial application of the German code was
withdrawn as objections were made in respect of nearly all legal

sections. It was furthermore discussed whether it was possible

to introduce the German law for Germans only and to leave the

lawless position for Poles as it was. If this personal status were
introduced, the question of the treatment of legal relations be-

tween Germans and Poles would cause difficulties. The rep-

resentatives of the Reich Security Main Department seemed to

prefer the opinion that legal relations between Germans and
Poles should not be determined by legal methods but according

to the concept of racial superiority (authoritarian relationship).

Klopfer mentioned with regard to this that Poles who are sent

as workers into the Reich should not be able to bring an action

in the Labor Courts against their employers.

The Ministry of Justice is trying to compromise by proposing

a new wording of the general clause, which was set out by Mr.
Volkmar as follows

:

"The law to be introduced is on principle to be applied only

to German nationals, to non-German nationals only insofar as it
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does not lead to consequences which are undesirable from the

point of view of racial policy." This general clause should, if

necessary, precede (perhaps in the form of a preamble) and be

emphasized as the dominating principle of the whole introduction

of the German Law. The exact draft will be sent to all present.

Mr. Klopfer was very satisfied with the result of the confer-

ence and thanked Messrs. Goetz and Beyer for their interven-

tion.

signed: Goetz [?]

[Document D]
[Pencil note:] III/109[?] 2610/6/103

To The Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancery
21 August 1940

Registered letter

Dispatched on

Aug. 21st 1940

[initial]

Dr. H. H. Lammers
Berlin W.8, Vossstrasse 6

Re: Introduction of Civil Law into the incorporated Eastern

territories.

The draft of an ordinance, submitted by the Reich Minister

of Justice, provides for the introduction into the incorporated

Eastern territories of Civil Law, Commercial law, and the pro-

visions for the administration of civil law which are in force in

Germany proper. The Reich Minister of Justice considers it ur-

gently necessary to issue the ordinance, since the present legal

situation in the realm of the administration of civil justice in

the incorporated Eastern Territories has led to frequent diffi-

culties. As a rule the German Courts were not in a position to

ascertain and apply the law which they ought to apply according
to section 7, Decree of the Fuehrer concerning the Organization

and Administration of Eastern Territories of 8.10.39. (IIIA for

co-signature M. B. 17/8) Therefore they were already basing

their decisions as a rule on German law. There was considerable

uncertainty as to the law applicable, and this particularly ham-
pered economic reconstruction in the incorporated Eastern ter-

ritories.

The Reich Minister of Justice is of the opinion that Civil law
must be introduced for every person resident within the Eastern
Territories without regard to race, since it could not yet be ascer-
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tained, in what respect the Poles ought to be subjected to special

ruling. He thinks it would be sufficient to authorize the Judge
by a general proviso, to disregard the application of German
law, in cases where the application of German law to persons of

non-German race would lead either to unreasonable hardships or

to consequences undesirable from the point of view of racial

policy. In such cases German law should be made to correspond

to the particular situation. For the rest, the Reich Minister of

Justice is of the opinion that the question whether the Poles

should be subject to a special law was a matter of public law

which did not touch civil law.

I wish to object strongly against the ruling proposed by the

Reich Minister of Justice. That kind of mind, which solves even

the problem of the introduction of law solely according to terri-

tories and areas affected, but without considering the persons

inhabiting them, is composed of ideologies which are no longer

justified at the present time. Only Germans should be allowed

to invoke German law, especially where they are obliged to live

in a communuity with men of completely different racial qual-

ities. This is why I do not consider it feasible to grant the

persons inhabiting the Eastern areas equal status with the Ger-

mans in Germany proper by introducing German law. With re-

gard to Poles we shall have to invent, not only for public law,

but also for civil law, a personal status accurately defining their

legal situation. This status must follow them, even when they

leave their residence, e.g. in order to be employed as workers in

Germany.

It is impossible to allow Poles residing in the Eastern Terri-

tories to enjoy the benefits of German Civil Law, especially the

benefits of the law of association, real property law, family law,

law of inheritance, commercial law. I consider it inadmissible

that a Pole should have the right to sue a German before a Ger-

man Court, to testify against a German in a law-suit, and even,

as the case may be, to enforce a judgment against him through

the good offices of a bailiff. There are numerous other spheres

of the civil law, which cannot even be ascertained at this early

moment, in which the Poles will have to be subjected to separate

treatment.

It is for these reasons that I consider it, in principle, inadvis-

able to introduce equality of law between Germans and Poles.

Nor are these scruples dispelled by the fact that the draft con-

tains a general proviso, according to which the Judge is author-

ized to deviate from German law when the application of the

German laws to Poles would lead to hardship or to racially and
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politically undesirable consequences. Even if the proviso were
drafted in such a way as to permit elastic interpretation, it

would not be certain that all these laws which are unsuitable for

Poles will never be applied to them. The main objection is that

in this way the Judge would be burdened with the responsibility

for a political decision which tmght to be for the legislator ex-

clusively. The interpretation which the Courts would put on

the general proviso would practically speaking develop: a special

law for the Poles; it seems only too probable that the final de-

cision of the legislator might be prejudiced thereby. Even if

introduction of such a general proviso might be called the easiest

method for balancing the difficulties which are to be expected

if the German civil law is introduced en bloc in the East, I am
still unable to agree to it for reasons of policy.

I do not think there will be difficulties if we refrain from in-

troducing the civil law by legislation. The legal conditions, as

they are presently, an application of German law to Germans, a

modified application of it to Poles—do not operate to the preju-

dice of the racial Germans residing in the Eastern areas. There
exists indeed some uncertainty as to the law; but it operates

exclusively to the prejudice of the Poles, whereas it rather bene-

fits the racial Germans. The Germans cannot suffer disadvan-

tages since the Judge applies German law with regard to them;
they may even have advantages since the Judge is entitled, as

the case may be, to deviate in their favor from the provisions of

German law. He would no longer be able to do so, if the entire

civil law were introduced without differentiating between Ger-
mans and Poles.

On the other hand I recognize the necessity for introducing

various legal regulations—especially of a formal character—for

the benefit of the Germans. But since the situation is different

in every district, I do not think it advisable to introduce them
by Reich legislation. We rather ought to authorize the Reich
Governors and Provincial Presidents to introduce them by an
ordinance and to decide on their own responsibility what rules

are to be introduced and what date.

Since we were not able to come to an agreement with the

Reich Minister of Justice, and since it is a question of great
political significance to decide whether the law to be introduced
is to provide equality between Germans and Poles, I should be
grateful if you would submit this question as soon as possible

to the Fuehrer for his decision.

By order ..
_

"
,Heil Hitler!

(signed) M. Bormann
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Document E] September 2nd 1940

III/09-Ku

1. To the Reich Minister and Chief of Reich Chancery-

Dispatch 2.9.40

Ku
Dr. H. H. Lammers *

Berlin W.8, Vossstr. 6.

Re : Introduction of German civil lata into the Incorporated East-

ern Territories.

By letter of 21.8. I asked you to apply for the Fuehrer's de-

cision on the question whether with regard to the Incorporated

Eastern Territories the same civil law ought to be introduced

for Poles and Germans equally. In the meantime I received a

letter dated 14.8.40 from the Reich Minister for Justice, copy of

which is enclosed and which you presumably have received as

well.

Even by the statements in this letter my doubts cannot be dis-

pelled against the treatment intended in this matter. In partic-

ular, I am supplementing my letter of 21.8 as follows:

The Reich Minister for Justice confirms that no special diffi-

culties have resulted from the present legal situation, but this

was solely the result of direct personal and administrative in-

structions given to the Courts, a method of procedure which could

not be maintained for an indefinite length of time. On this point,

I am rather of the opinion, that for the time being we cannot

desist from the possibility of influencing the Courts in the East-

ern Territories. If this draft became law, we should lose the

possibility of directing the jurisdiction by administrative instruc-

tions to the courts; on the contrary it would be exclusively for

the Courts to decide the exceptions from the application of Ger-

man law to Poles. This is where I see a great danger for the

further establishment of a special law for the Poles. Moreover

I consider it inadvisable if we, merely in order to provide a

"legal basis" for jurisdiction, create a ruling whereby the Poles

receive in the first place and on principle equal rights with the

Germans, whereas we are planning at the same time for legis-

lative measures depriving them of the same rights. It does not

matter on what kind of basis the Courts administer justice, but

what matters is solely that we provide for judgments which are

in every respect appropriate to the special conditions prevailing

in the Eastern Territories. No special proof is needed, I think,

for the fact that such a result can rather be expected if we leave

the conditions as they are, than if we introduce rules of a general

nature by which the Judge wTould be bound. True, the Judge
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would be entitled by the general proviso, to deviate to a certain

extent, in individual cases, from applying German law to Poles.

Apart from the fact that in this way the judge would be bur-

dened with a decision which rests with the legislator alone, he

would no longer be in a position, after the introduction of Ger-

man law, to refuse generally the right of the Poles to bring an

action or to testify in a lawsuit, or to prevent an execution of

sentence of a Pole against a German, to refuse the entry of real

estate rights of a Pole into the land register, etc. Thus it is not

correct to say that with regard to the non-German minorities

the legal situation would remain the same as it has developed so

far, even if the Ordinance were issued.

The fact that certain rules will have to be developed without

delay, in the interest of economic reconstruction in the Eastern

Territories, in no way justifies an arrangement such as is in-

tended by the Reich Minister of Justice. The difficulties which
make the issue of such rules a necessity, could be abolished

equally well if the Reich Governors or the Provincial Presidents

issued new rules of law. On the other hand, I should have no

objections against introducing German civil law into the Eastern

Territories provided it were only applicable to the racial Ger-

mans there. I do not expect that special difficulties would arise

from such an arrangement. In any case the economical recon-

struction, in which only German racials would be allowed to par-

ticipate, would be favored thereby.

There is, I think, no particular necessity to enlighten the

peoples in question on the legal situation at present in force by
proclamation of the ordinance proposed by the Reich Minister of

Justice. There will hardly be any doubt that, in any case, racial

Germans are subject to German law, that there is a law in force

for them which does not make their legal situation worse than

that of the Germans in Germany. If there should be any doubts,

they could easily be lifted by publishing an announcement in

the papers that German law is applicable to the legal relations

of the racial Germans residing in the Eastern Territories. If

there remains any uncertainty, it applies solely to the legal sit-

uation of the non-German races. Such uncertainty wTould con-

tinue with regard to the general proviso ; for the rest, I see no
cogent reason for abolishing it by general introduction of Ger-

man civil law in the face of all the objections which I raised

above.

I agree with the Reich Minister of Justice that the Poles must
not receive a status which the political leadership does not want
them to have, and that from the beginning the legislation must
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take into consideration the special conditions in the incorporated

Eastern Territories. But the draft does not conform to these

principles. I very much doubt that a Judge will ever be able

to decide whether or not the application of German law "would
prejudice the incorporation of the Eastern territories into Ger-

many." As the Reich Minister of Justice himself emphasizes,

the will of the political leadership must be the only deciding fac-

tor; this will must be communicated to the Judge; he is neither

able nor competent to establish it.

It does not matter whether the rules concerning the status of

the non-German races in the realm of administration of civil

justice are part of civil or of public law, and whether therefore

they belong to the competence of the Reich Ministry of Justice

or not. If they belong to public law—which I very much doubt

—

they will have to be issued by the competent Ministry at the

same time as the rules concerning civil law.

Neither is the problem solved by the ordinances concerning

the administration and seizure of property formerly belonging

to Poles, or by the rules concerning the Main Trustee Office East,

nor by the decree concerning the reconstruction of economy in

the Incorporated Eastern Territories, or by the decree concern-

ing the administration of property belonging to nationals of

the former Polish state. I consider it absurd, to give an example,

first to force the German Judge to enter judgment for a Pole,

and subsequently to nuliify this judgment at once by confiscation

or similar acts. Moreover there will not always be reasons for

confiscation.

Nor is it always possible to counter the attempts of Poles to

take out executions against a German by applying the law con-

cerning the abuse of execution. This law is not applicable if

what is intended is to prevent the execution of a judgment is-

sued by a German Court immediately after it has been issued.

In case the law should be applicable in such case, one might be

justified in asking why then a judgment must be entered at all,

if it is immediately to be nullified by the same court. Obviously

it would be more advisable to issue rules from the beginning as

to whether a claim may be adjudicated at all.

To the statements of the Reich Minister for Justice concerning

the formation of special arbitration authorities I reply briefly,

that in my opinion it would make a great difference, whether a

Pole is entitled to sue a German, or whether an arbitration au-

thority is interposed which would have to make preliminary en-

quires and which would have to carry out the necessary legal

steps, as the case may be. I cannot see how the Courts could
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be in a position to prevent Polish residents from abusing their

right to apply to the Courts.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-140

The Reich Air Minister

and Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force Aide-de-Camp

Major Conrath
Berlin, W.8, 11 July 38

3 Leipziger Str.

Staff Headquarters

Telephone 12 00 44

SECRET
Staff HQ—Dept II No. 134/38 secret

To General Udet
Enclosed I transmit a copy of the shorthand minutes on the

conference with the airplane manufacturers on 8 July 1938 at

Carinhall.

(signed) Conrath

Major

1 Enclosure.

Dr. Eggeling/Ba

Conference

with the gentlemen of the airplane industry at Karinhall

8th July 1938. 1130

Field Marshal Goering:

Gentlemen : May I first welcome you here and express my satis-

faction that we have come here together again to discuss our

problems. Today I invited you into the country, in order to have

you later on as my guests, thus giving expression to the feelings

of solidarity between us.

Before we start our discussions I am in duty bound to com-
memorate here too the man who, being one of you, always was
among the first to press for the development of German aviation

and of the German Air Force. It is a grievous loss which the

aviation industry has suffered through the departure of your

member, Mr. Hellmut Hirth.

(Those present rise from their seats.)

I thank you.

Gentlemen : The situation today does not differ from that which
existed at the time of my last address except perhaps for the

693261—47—15
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fact that it is even more serious today. You are aware that today
it is no longer Germany on whose attitude the continuance of

peace depends. It is Czechoslovakia who threatens the peace like

the sword of Damocles. We do not know what will happen. But
you are aware, Gentlemen, that, in case something happens there,

Germany will not be able to be disinterested. As long ago as

May it became manifest that raving individuals of Czechoslovakia

thought the time had come to provoke Germany while hoping

that such provocation would start a world war, in which one side

was probably to consist of France and England, Russia, America
as the main forces, while Germany perhaps assisted by small

countries interested in areas of Czechoslovakia on the other side.

They hoped to catch just the last moment when conditions were

still favorable enough to overwhelm Germany. We have not been

provoked, and probably the other side also was too anxious for

peace after all to allow further provocation. There can be no

doubt that England does not wish for war nor does France. As to

America, there is no certainty on this question. The economic

situation of America is hopeless. Therefore the Americans might

hope to do big business again by providing all the munitions for

the enemies of Germany, while not themselves actively interven-

ing for the time being, but by dispatching many airmen at least

as volunteers.

The Jew furthermore agitates for war all over the world. So
much is clear: Antisemitism has risen now in every country as a

logical consequence of the over-increase of the number of Jews in

these countries, and the Jew can expect salvation only if he suc-

ceeds in letting loose a general world war. If I mention the Jew-
ish agitation for war, I have a good reason to do so, since the

Jew who dominates the bulk of the world press is in a position to

use it for psychological propaganda.

With regard to England too, we have to acknowledge the exist-

ence of some, I don't want to say, readiness for war, but of a cer-

tain feeling of the unavoidability of war which is widespread. To
be added is the fact that wide circles in England take this stand

:

the last thing we are prepared to bear is the incorporation of

Austria, but we are not ready to allow any further enlargement

of Germany's power. Beyond this they fear that once we have

pocketed Czechoslovakia, we will attack Hungary, the Rumanian
oil wells etc. Moreover since there are democratic countries on

the one hand, and authoritarian ones on the other, there is enough

inflammable matter in the world anyway. When, how and where

this inflammable matter will explode, no one among us can say.

It may happen within some months, but it may also take some
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years. At present the situation is this that Czechoslovakia has

promised the Sudeten Germans to meet them half way. I am
convinced that they will satisfy no more than some of their un-

important demands. Such action on their part would probably

suit our policy best, since in this case we could put the entire re-

sponsibility on England because she has engaged herself so deeply

in this business.

Briefly, gentlemen, this is what is happening on the political

plane. In this circle, however, we have less to do with politics. I

told you these things only in order to provide some background.

What we have to discuss are the conclusions which have to be

drawn, especially with regard to the air force. Everywhere we
observe indeed immense preparations for mobilization, and I ex-

pect nobody to become frightened to death. If I judge the prepa-

rations for mobilization which are undertaken by other nations

by their press publications, in which these countries, I dare say,

shoot their mouth off, one might feel inclined to get the jitters.

But if they write there: "England is to produce within the next

year so and so many thousands of first line planes of which so and

so many will be ready a month, France will build this and that,

Russia is now again to produce another 100,000 planes and to

train so and so many airmen", then think of the difficulties

which we have to overcome and translate what we have into a

democratic system, and then you will be able to make a correct

guess. I am perfectly convinced gentlemen, that what we can

produce of new goods within a year, England is able to produce

with the utmost pains in two, perhaps three years. This is how
I judge the situation, taking into consideration the establishment

of factories etc.

You heard tall stories about the English shadow factories. But
what happened in fact? These people did not even complete the

conversion of their existing factories, let alone the erection of

shadow factories, the essence of which is that they are not work-
ing today, but may be switched on tomorrow. And how far have
they gone with their second great project for the motor-or-plane

industry which this Automobile King Nuffield has set up? The
latest report is this that this honorable lord now has made up in

his mind, and almost decided where he will build these shadow
factories, therefore in the best possible case has chosen their lo-

cation. You know how much it takes to build a big factory, and
I think, it cannot be done in such a hurry. If on the one hand
they introduce the 40 hour week or even go down to 35 hours a
week, and on the other hand we are working 10 or 11 or 12 hours
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a day instead of 8 hours, then this discrepancy must at the end
favor the man who works longer, and work is what matters for

results.

But still we have to keep in mind that from the long term view
these people too certainly will have some results, and before all,

that England and France do not stand alone on the opposite side,

but are always in a position to draw upon the immense reservoir

for raw materials in America.

If I compare the Air Forces of the principal countries which
may become our enemies (by which I always mean England and
France), I am bound to say: we have done marvellous work in-

deed! In 1933 we were at zero, today, 1938, at the end of the

year, Germany will have a complete first line strength equal to

that of England's strength plus * * * Thus we are superior
in quantity, too, and as to quality we are equal, even superior.

This is an enormous success. It is a miracle that we were able

to do it.

And here you deserve great credit, gentlemen, for having suc-

ceeded in establishing factories from nothing, and finally produc-

ing in them planes and motors which are equal today and partly

superior.

Altogether, I consider the German air force as being ahead com-

pared with the English as well as with the French. Our task is,

not only to keep, but also to increase this advantage. For if it

comes to the decision, we shall again be opposed by a great mul-

titude, considering the world reservoir at the disposal of the en-

emies. We have to endeavor, therefore, to increase our advan-

tage, at least in the air, by producing highest quality and at the

same time in enormous masses, and I am firmly resolved to take

every measure which can and will provide us with permanent su-

periority in the air.

It is for this reason that I have to approach you again, gentle-

men, with a demand to provide loyally and passionately those con-

ditions which will allow me to increase that advantage. I am
aware that there are great difficulties, and one of these difficulties

consisted and still consists in the so-called shortage of raw ma-

terials. Gentlemen, shortage of raw materials ! Indeed, everyone

has less iron than he needs. But if you come to think of it that

we now manufacture almost 2.000 tons of raw iron a month, then

that is something immense. We are today producing more iron

than France and England combined. Only our needs are so im-

mensely great. The same applies to aluminum. I increased our
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requirements for aluminum under the Air Ministry plans, later

in the frame of the Four Year Plan, from 32.000 tons a year to

150.000 tons a year as of today, then after the end of this year

180.000 tons, and by the end of 1939, to 288.000 tons. And even

this will not be quite enough. Now you can roughly estimate, if

you compare the aluminum quota at the disposal of the rest of

the world, how much they can produce from aluminum. Although

one should not forget that there are many cases where we are

forced to use aluminum, while other people can use other materials

owing to their richness in raw materials. Yet much has been

done also with regard to raw materials, and if I just altered the

contingents again and allotted to the armed forces 500,000 and

lately even 550,000, possibly even 600,000 tons, these are also

enormous figures.

We shall make it all right. What matters is only that everybody

knows he has to be careful, that material is short, but that the

manufacture must not be impeded. Everything often depends on

the right distribution of materials, in order to balance temporary

shortages and prevent stoppages of work. Moreover the demands
often are for much more than is really needed or is said to be

needed.

Now, if I touch once more on the political problem, this is be-

cause you felt the consequences of the political situation in the

increase of the program, and that we have to request that every-

body do his best, and that all our labor supply must be used. We
are fully embarked on the way to mobilization-capacity and shall

not be able for years to deviate from it ; on the contrary, we may
have to increase our speed under certain conditions until we reach

full mobilization capacity.

Gentlemen, please consider the far reaching consequences; you
ought to be aware that the smallest faults and omissions cannot

be caught up with, and repaired, if we work with such speed. I

have to ask you therefore to be in a state of the greatest readi-

ness. It is the fate of Germany which is at stake. Your job is

not to be politicians. But if you sometimes have a quiet half hour
to ponder on the history of the era after the world war, you will

become convinced that, in case a combination of powers today

would succeed a second time in overwhelming Germany, the end
of the Reich would be there. These people have been forewarned
now, they know what a Germany totally prostrated can create

anew, if she only remains united. This is what they have learned,

and they will act accordingly.
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Gentlemen, the following is my personal belief: Wherever the

conflagration may begin—if then Germany must go to war—this

will be the greatest hour of destiny ever since there has been a

German history. And the possibility of victory indeed exists. It

depends solely on our own power, on the manner in which we mo-
bilize that power, and on the degree to which everybody is re-

solved to do his bit, convinced as he is that afterwards every in-

dividual will experience personally the advantages as well as the

disadvantages of the situation. Believe me, gentlemen: once Ger-

many has again lost a new war, it will be no use for you to go and

say: Yes, I did not want this war, I was always opposed to it,

moreover I was opposed to the system and never wanted to col-

laborate with it. You will be dismissed with scornful laughter.

You are Germans: the others don't care two hoots whether you

wanted to collaborate or not.

We have to see things as they are. The situation being what it

is, I believe there is still a 10% to 15% possibility for a relatively

small scale action, but I am convinced that a 80, 85, 90% chance

exists that a greater disaster will occur anyhow, and that we
shall have to fight the great battle of which I am not afraid. The
only thing that matters is that we shall not collapse again. What
matters is that everybody knows: Victory can be ours only if we
work to an immensely higher extent. We have to replace by men
everything of which the other side has more in raw materials.

This is why the determination of every single German has to be

much stronger than that of the enemy in question. And the de-

termination of a nation that knows its very existence is at stake,

will necessarily be stronger than that of people who are only half

resolved and only go along in the war, and the agitation, etc.

Those are not phrases, gentlemen. For God's sake do not un-

derstand them as nationalistic blusterings, you would do me a

great injustice. I am passionately convinced that everything I

tell you is an absolute, gigantic truth. I am truly of the opinion

:

we shall not be able to save our fatherland unless we stake all our

passions.

Believe me, gentlemen, I have now learned during these years,

what it means to bear continually the responsibility for a nation.

If you are concerned about your work, this is indeed a grave re-

sponsibility. But what it means if a man is aware that on his

own counsel, decision, judgment, and deliberation lastly depends

the fate of the nation, this is beyond your imagination. You may
be certain, seldom indeed do I have any other thought in my mind.
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Actually I have to force myself to think of other things ; all the

time my thoughts are circling around one thing: When will war

come? Shall we win? What can we do? I assure you, gentle-

men, it is hour after hour that I ponder: What can we do? I am
well aware that there are still infinitely more things we could do.

I am aware that many things are not yet ready, I am aware of

the many obstacles in our way, and I am very sorry that I am un-

able to do everything as quickly as I would like. I wished, how-

ever, I might be able to say later on with regard to the task which

has been given to me: Well, every preparation which a man can

make has been made by us. It is a bad thing if a man has to con-

fess, when the battle has started: Damn it, you could have done

this before. This responsibility rests heavily on me, you may be-

lieve me.

This is why I again beg of you with all my heart, gentlemen:
Consider yourself an industry which has the duty to create an
air force, which is most intimately connected with that air force.

Do understand that all personal interests take second place. What
does your work mean compared with the fate of the nation? What
value have after all the considerations which will often occur to

you: Well, what are we to do afterwards, if now the capacities

become so much inflated? Would it not be better to go a little

more slowly in order to distribute the work better? Such thoughts

would prove
.

nothing—don't take this amiss, gentlemen, but an
extremely petty character. What does it matter, if there will

come a day when you have to manufacture chamber pots instead

of planes? That is of no importance if there is only now a chance

for Germany to win the struggle.

For if I spoke so far briefly of the fate which would befall us if

we lost the war, I may be allowed now to mention what will happen
if we win it. Then Germany will be the greatest power in the world,

then it is Germany who dominates the world market, then will be

the hour when Germany is a rich nation. For this goal, however,

we have to undertake risks, we have to stake out bets. This is

why I once again demand of you: all the questions ruminating in

your heads, all ideas of external or internal importance, any
doubts whether you can obtain higher prices, whether you might
make insufficient profits, etc., all this is perfectly beside the point.

What matters is only this: What is the production of the works;
how many motors are being made and in what time, and of what
quality are these motors and planes ? Only this is important. And
even if you know what you are doing now may mean that within

three years your firm will collapse, you will have to do it all the
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same. For if Germany collapses, who will dare to tell me to my
face that his shop will go on ? Out of the question ! If only this

fact would be understood by the whole of the German economy

—

although the dictate of Versailles in 1918 should indeed have been

a good teacher to them—and if all would understand that nobody
here exists by himself, but that everybody stands and falls with

Germany's existence! It does not matter if someone says: I dis-

approve entirely of the National Socialist system. I don't care,

let him disapprove, it is still the system which at this moment de-

cides Germany's fate. This is why he has willy-nilly to cooperate.

Therefore I repeat once more: Only that nation which stakes

everything on its armaments and draws all consequences from
this fact, will be able to continue its existence.

Gentlemen, I have no reason, and this is gratifying to me, to

complain of the airplane industry but to praise, to acknowledge,

and to thank. You went my way on the whole, though at the

start one or the other did not quite catch what it meant and you

did really wonderful work, in some factories quite extraordinary

things were done. Thus, just with regard to the airplane indus-

try, I have no reason for complaints, thank God. Just this fact

permits me to say, especially as it cannot happen in this industry,

not for a second, and I mean second, would I hesitate—as I proved

with regard to another matter—to intervene at once and to con-

fiscate at once the whole business in case I should come to the

conclusion that he does not understand that he can see the world

only under the toilet-seat perspective of his own enterprise, and

cannot look farther. Such a fellow is a ne'er-do-well. That fel-

low must go. By a stroke of my pen he would lose his business

and his property. But as I said before, and I am very gratified to

state this once again, that the airplane industry performed quite

excellent work.

But, gentlemen, we must not rest on our laurels, our perform-

ance must encourage us to perform still more. If I said some
moments ago that the raw material situation is and will remain

difficult, the situation regarding labor supply is perhaps still more
difficult. This is by no means surprising. Imagine, in 1933 we
had almost 7 million unemployed, and today the greatest problem

of Germany is where to find enough workers to complete the most

urgent tasks. I believe, a leadership which led to such results has

some justification for its existence. If today some degree of

prosperity exists in other countries, if for instance a country like

Sweden is in excellent circumstances, then it is very wrong if this

country scoffs on Germany, since it is indebted for its prosperity

to nobody but Germany and her re-armament. Anyway this la-
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bor supply problem is difficult indeed. It was with difficulty that

I decided on the law enacted recently, a law which intervenes to

a truly enormous extent in the freedom of movement of every in-

dividual. If a worker can be told today you are finished here,

pack up your things and start tomorrow at such and such a place,

this means indeed quite something! If despite this fact I re-

solved to issue this law, you ought to be able to comprehend how
difficult the situation is, but also that we shall dodge no issue.

As long as there are any chances of balancing the situation, I

shall take these chances.

As for the airplane industry, here again of course the most
difficult problem is that of providing skilled workers. But we
have devised means and ways to attain our goal.

* * * * * * *

Beyond this, gentlemen, I want you to be perfectly clear, today

already, how you will run your business when war comes. The
earlier you can make clear proposals on this to me, the earlier

you know yourselves what you want, including the changes in per-

sonnel, what people you want to get rid of, and what people you

want to have, the earlier you will be all right, and the less danger

there will be of work being held up. If you act in this way, we
should be able to apply in time to the Inspectorates for Recruiting

for deferments on the basis of your claims, so that the moment
mobilization starts, everything will have been arranged already.

You will then be in a position to know ; when mobilization starts,

so-and-so will be taken away, but you will also know who will

replace him. I should like to have this arranged almost by names.

I want every man and woman to know: on the first, the second,

the third day of mobilization I shall have to do this and that, so

that the order of events will not be : the airplane industry will be

allotted a certain number out of the bulk of available labor, etc.,

and then the allotments will be altered four or five times. No,

this will have to be done from the beginning, by names. I want
the airplane industry to take again the first place and go ahead

by appointing a special employee in each factory who has nothing

to do but to make the arrangements for mobilization, so that every

shop knows accurately: I shall lose so-and-so, he will be replaced

by so-and-so. But with regard to those people who cannot be

spared by any means you must apply for deferment already, so

that I can order their deferment. If this is being done accurately

and executed carefully, you will see what a help that will be.

For it is quite clear: there will be a great to-do the day of the

mobilization, and every man will then have to know what he will
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have to do. And with regard to juvenile labor, to apprentices, I

want you to make your decisions also with regard for the mobil-

ization; it might be advisable to accept already many more ap-

prentices than you would accept normally.

At this point I want to prevent the spreading of a fairy tale in

case it should exist. If you'd think that since I have so much to

do, I am more or less above things, do not trouble about them
and do not know what is going on, you are mistaken;. first of all

I am seeing the chief of the C.-Office once a week if not more fre-

quently, and I can assure you that nothing of importance is being

ordered, really nothing which has not been discussed- with, and
agreed upon by me first. No sample is dispatched, no order given

without my consent, I decide personally upon each piece to be

delivered on the basis of these conferences. Every measure,

therefore, which the chief of the C-Office takes, has been previ-

ously discussed in conference lasting many hours.

You know of the new method which General Udet wishes to

apply. This method naturally calls for sacrifices. They are neces-

sary however. For what is it which matters? We must have,

firstly the best types, secondly as few of them as possible. Thirdly,

types which can be built within a short time, which can be built

in good quality, and which can be built cheaply. This is, I be-

lieve, the result of planning for almost a year. For it has been

almost a year since I started the deliberations which led to the

method we wish to apply now.

It goes without saying, gentlemen, we shall communicate to

you the demands which we have with regard to the machines we
want. You shall have a chance to build that machine in free

competition. Then we shall have to decide what machine it is

which suits us. And this today is often very difficult to decide.

Often we had to ponder very long when we had to decide between
two types. Either machine had its advantages, the one these,

the other one those. If one has to choose between two machines
of which one is good, the other less good, the choice is easy ; but to

decide on one of them, if both machines are good, this is difficult.

And if we chose one, and refused the other, this in many cases

did not mean that the one refused was not good; perhaps it was
just as good, but some small advantage of the chosen machine
tipped the scale after we had considered everything.

But I cannot allow the manufacture of several types. I am well

aware of the objections to this opinion. They have been known
to me already since the last war.

One should not create monopolies, and I don't want to do so.
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I never asked you, gentlemen, to work in your construction of-

fices in a given direction, i.e. to do everything by order, but there

you are free, and every firm is free to produce something better

at any moment. But if I made up my mind after the most
thorough deliberations and discussions with all responsible peo-

ple, to choose the bomber, which is to be the backbone of the air

force, which is to be produced in greatest numbers, then I have

the duty to arrange that this type is also produced in the shortest

possible time. Gentlemen, the kind of licensing method which
we had so far, was never very pleasing to me, for we were forced

to acknowledge that a series of accidents—to mention a minor
detail—was caused for the following reasons : that with the firms

which had licensed things did not quite fit in some place, some-

thing stuck, and they gave it one more little jerk, and the part

just got in; by such methods tensions were created which later

had fatal results. It cannot go on like it did so far, that we say

we gave them the license, and let the firm construct and fit the

licensed parts. If we have now chosen a certain type, the firm

which developed this type carries the central responsibility for

the construction and the completion of this type, even where part

of the work is done by licensed firms. And the other firms shall

produce this type until another type appears in our factories

which may perhaps have been constructed by a different firm and
which may replace the older type. But the firm which has de-

veloped the type chosen by me is responsible to me for the follow-

ing: that first it will provide the gadgets [Vorrichtungen] draw-
ings, materials and everything else which is necessary, in order

to deliver at the end of the manufacturing process the same type

in every factory. And this, gentlemen, is the more important be-

cause I no longer order: you, please produce license 88, and the

other produce the so-and-so license, but I shall tell you : You pro-

duce nothing but the right wing, you nothing but the left wing,

you nothing but the glider appliance, you the rump, etc. and at

the end everything must fit together. And if I proceed to pro-

duce the highest possible number of planes, then, gentlemen, you
will have to understand that everybody has to march in step.

For these small parts are to be produced in various places, and
then they must fit and the firm which developed that type will be

responsible to me that they do fit. Not the greatest profit ought

to matter for you, but before all more work and better results.

There can be no doubt about that.

Gentlemen, I am aware that there are quite a number of ob-

jections against this method. But there are objections against

every method. But if I balance the advantages and the disad-
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vantages, taking into due consideration the security problem
which is so important, I finally come to the conclusion that for

the time being this is the right way, which is bound absolutely to

bring superiority over the enemy, and I should like to add here

over the democratic, the leaderless enemy, for in England it is

possible that Lord Nuffield says any plane will be built, if I am
not to produce the plane which I want then I shall not produce at

all. Yes, such things he can say in England, but not in Germany,
thank God, and I only hope he says such things: may God pre-

serve him in this condition. In such a case it goes without say-

ing that one day he will fly around at the front with the most
varied types. This is just what will make him inferior. Since

we are provided with the principle of organization, I really would

be quite insane if I did not organize these powers and made use of

the chance which fate allowed me to have.

$ * $ $ % s|e • sje

Above all, gentlemen, and you will remember that I told you

this already in 1933, if you are planning for a new type, the serial

manufacture of the current type must not be disturbed by it.

Never! These two tasks must be entirely separated from each

other. For I know the difficulties inherent in the development of

a new type. If I allow this work to interfere, at any stage, with

the manufacturing of the serial type, then disadvantages to the

serial type are unavoidable. Therefore, full separation must be

provided and care must be taken that the serial manufacture

never suffers from the work for new development, and neither

must the new development be hampered by serial production.

For you are fully aware how important it is to develop the new
types. It is always decisive that a plane which has been con-

structed, must be flown as soon as possible. For not until it has

been flown, and calculations with which it was flown are made,

does a basis for further development really exist.

Gentlemen, if later on a history of the German Air Force and
its development is written, the writer will call the step which
General Udet made with regard to the Ju 88 and in which we
followed him, a magnificent action undertaken by the German
aviation technique. This is perfectly clear to me. This is why
I ask you again to forget your personal ambitions for the benefit

of this greatest task of all. You may well be proud, gentlemen,

that today we are already in a position to entrust industry with

such a task. For I hope I may be sure without any reserve that

after adopting this system, even if you were sorry that you had

to do it, you will work for it loyally, and that our work will not
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slacken or be hampered by some dislike on your part—to be care-

ful in my expression. I hope I may rather be convinced that you

will tell yourselves, well, I should have preferred a different way,

but since the decision was made, there is only one thing : to take

up this method with all the power and force at my command.
I mentioned already howT glad I am to be able to express my

deep satisfaction with what you have created up to now. What
is it that we have brought about? We have succeeded in chang-

ing a small airplane industry, which barely existed, with a few
types, which was not in a position to keep step with modern
development, which had to stop production altogether for some
years, etc., into an efficient airplane industry of our very own
without foreign patents, foreign licenses, and by using exclusively

tools of our own. And then came the reorientation which was
completed in a single year, moreover the production of modern
planes, produced now already in serial types. I believe, gentle-

men, we can be proud of the way which the airplane industry has

progressed, and this is just what entitles me to trust you and to

request of you what I had to request today.

And finally one more thing. You will not be able to fulfill your

duties unless you have a staff which collaborates enthusiastically,

and workers who are fully prepared to assist in your task, and I

beg of you, consider your workers your colleagues, men by whose
intensified zeal alone you will be able to reach your goal. Provide

me with this great joy as well, that I may be able to call the Ger-

man airplane industry an example for the right treatment of the

workers. We shall not be able to solve our great problems and to

use all this. capacity for work unless the worker feels that he is

indeed valued at his full worth and treated as a member of the

team. On the other hand, gentlemen, you must not close your
eyes with regard to certain nihilistic plans if such should become
evident. Less than anywhere else can we afford in the airplane

industry to allow propaganda hostile to the state. For where
does verbal propaganda end and action begin? True, if I ad-

dress the forces, I have of course to deny every time that sabo-

tage ever occurs. For if I did not do so, if I would allow such
considerations to be seriously considered by the forces, I should

shake and undermine all their confidence. The forces must not

even start such considerations. But your duty gentlemen, is to

take care of it that ideas- of sabotage etc. disappear entirely from
the brains of your personnel even should the individual not agree
with our state of today. It is here that we have to be very care-
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ful so that nothing can happen for this is where, as I said before,

the confidence in your products stands or falls.

If I finally touch the problem of female labor, this is because I

am of the opinion that we have to tackle the problem of female

labor again in case of mobilization. Gentlemen, here you must
use your brains. A woman is not a man, and it is not enough to

say, instead of 500 men, I now employ 500 women, and at this or

that place, a worker is a worker whether man or woman. You
will have to calculate rather : if y6u have to lose in case of war
this or that number of men, but may receive this or that number
of women, you must today already make all preparations for mak-
ing your factory suitable for female labor. Not in your industry

but in another industry I noticed the other day the following:

Owing to a reorientation 90 women had been taken on. In the

whole factory there was not a single lavatory for women. This

isn't the thing. This may be a small matter, simply nobody
thought of it, what does it matter ? There are other things where
we simply have to think of the difference. You must establish

separate wash rooms and other things. One cannot simply put

the women into the men's wash rooms. One has to acknowledge

when women come to work, there must be preparations for them.

One thing is clear, in general you cannot ask as much from a

woman as from a man. There are certain spheres where the

opposite applies, but working in a factory is not one of them.

Above all you must be clear on where you can use female labor

at all, and where this would be impossible. Accordingly, you

must make your arrangements in case of mobilization. This goes

without saying. And I imagine that, if things like the one men-
tioned before are done right, the dreaded sudden decrease of

work need not occur at all, and that I won't have to wait for

months for the curve to go up again. Gentlemen, I think I have

opened my heart enough. As to certain details you know already

from the conference with Udet. I only need to know whether you

(to General Udet) wish to add anything ('no') or whether every-

thing has been discussed.

Gentlemen, I have still one thing to ask. I think it goes without

saying that everything which I told you with regard to the politi-

cal situation and preparations for mobilization has to remain en-

tirely among ourselves. This goes without saying, and I need

hardly add anything. I chose the participants for this address in

such a way that I am entitled to trust entirely their discretion.

I should not like to experience the same disappointment which I

had when I invited the German industry to the Herrenhaus, when
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the contents of my speech were already known in a wider circle

the same evening.

Later on I shall confer with some gentlemen in order to receive

from them some information on certain things. The air tents

industry is informed. The same applies in general to the airplane

motor industry. Here the main task will be to produce Mercedes

"GOIs" in large numbers. As to BMW I put great hopes on the

future air * * * as an enormous step forward. Until then

the most intensified production of the present type has to be con-

tinued of course. Juno 211 also has to be produced with the great

intensity. Moreover I hope that the motor industry too will not

rest content with the fact that they have produced a good motor,

but I ask them to prepare and further new developments.

Gentlemen, here again I should like to give some advice. In

our branch, in aviation and production for the needs of an air

force, you cannot attain much without some imagination. This

is the sphere where many new developments and inventions can

be expected to appear and where one has to reorientate oneself

without end. I ask you not to shrink from new thoughts and not

to say: but this is impossible! Rather you ought to travel into

thin air over and over again, and tell yourselves : here it is, where
there must be room for imagination, where my ideas must go on

a long voyage. I hope, this is my private wish and dream, a

miracle will happen. I still hope that I am shown some day a

motor or a weapon or a plane or a bomb, the qualities of which
will be fantastic. I still hope for something which has the same
importance in the struggle with the enemy as had the needle gun
in the war of 1870-71. If I had such a needle gun (to use a meta-
phor) against an enemy who has nothing but muzzle-loaders our
advantage naturally would be great. With these remarks I wish
to express my sympathy with boldness in experimenting. I still

am not yet in the possession of the stratosphere bomber which
overcomes space at a height of 25 to 30 km. This problem has not

been solved yet in the sense that practical use is possible. I still

am lacking rocket motors which would enable us to effect such
flying. I still am missing entirely the bomber which flies with 5

tons of explosives as far as New York and back. I should be
extremely happy to have such a bomber so that I would at last be
able to stop somewhat the mouth of the arrogant people over
there. Thus you see, gentlemen, there is still a large field for

your work, and what matters is only how high you aim, you will

have success in the same proportion.

* * * * * * *
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Admiral Lahs answers in the name of the industry:

I want to thank you also for the remarks in which you acknowl-

edge that we did our best. You, Field Marshal, today opened our

eyes to the seriousness of the situation, and you gave us directives

in those units and in that direction; and it will naturally be a

matter of honor for us to march cheerfully that way. I am of the

opinion that our airplane industry will be able to fulfill it without

any friction provided it gets the semi-fabricated goods and there

will not be too much alteration of plans.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-I4I

The Trustee for the Four Years' Plan, Main-Trustee Authority

East
Berlin W 9, 28 February 1941

GVSS-1445/41 GA/Hy.
Urgent Letter

Strictly confidential

1. To the Reichsfuehrer SS, Berlin SW 11, Prinz Albrecht Str. 8.

2. To the Reichsfuehrer SS, Reich-Commissioner for the Con-

solidation of the German Race, c/o SS-Brigadefuehrer

Greifelt, Berlin-Halensee, Kurfuerstendamm 142/3.

3. To the Chief of the Security Police and the Security Service

(SD), SS-Gruppenfuehrer Heydrich, Berlin SW 11, Prinz

Albrecht Str. 8.

For your personal strictly confidential information I beg to

send you herewith copy of a memo re : discussion of the Staff of

the Deputy of the Fuehrer with plenipotentiaries for racial prob-

lems from the Gaue Sudetenland, Wartheland, Danzig-West-

Prussia, and Upper-Silesia.

The General-Referent for the

Consolidation of German Race,

signed : Galke

SS-Standartenfuehrer

a true copy:

[signature illegible]

Chief of office

[Stamp] The Reichsfuehrer SS
Reich Commissioner for the

Consolidation of Germanism
received: 4 March 1941

File no: Ko 3 b 2/28 Feb. 1941
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Memo for the Record.

Subject: Meeting of the Staff of the Deputy of the Fuehrer with

Plenipotentiaries for problems of race for the Gaue Sudeten-

land, Wartheland, Danzig-West-Prussia, and Upper-Silesia.

For the 20 February 1941 party member Gottfried Neesse, staff

for Poznan of the Deputy of the Fuehrer, called a meeting of the

plenipotentiaries for problems of race of the Gaue mentioned

above. Participants were:

Party member Karl Lischke of the Gau border-country

office Sudetengau.

Party member Oskar Drost by order of the direction of

the Gau Danzig-West-Prussia.

SS-Sturmbannfuehrer Dr. Fritz Arlt for the Gau Upper
Silesia.

Party member Roesler of the staff of the Deputy of the

Fuehrer.

SS-Hauptsturmfuehrer Hans Schmidt as official of the

Gau border-country office Poznan.

Eng. Anstadt, German Ethnical List, district office Lwow.
At the beginning of the discussions, Dr. Coulon drew attention

to the fact that the Gauleitungen have been invited and that it

does not seem permissible, therefore, for a district office of the

German Ethnical List, which is attached to state offices, to partic-

ipate. After the first item of the program had been dealt with,

Anstadt left.

The items of the program for discussion were:

1. the problem of changing names within the sphere of the

German Ethnical List,

2. racial problems in the armed forces.

1. Changes of names.—It was pointed out and discussed: It

was the wish of the Fuehrer to establish a division of the races

already from the point of view of names. Here it was necessary

not only for Germans to change their foreign names, but also

for persons of foreign races with German names to do so. Basis

for the planning was the procedure adopted by the district office

Lwow, which had been carried out already in about 20,000 cases.

The several Gaue were asked to give their opinions as to the

results obtained.

Party member Neesse quoted the opinion of the Reichs Min-
istry of the Interior that there was at present no legal basis to

bring about any change of names (it is generally known that the

decision on change of names has been delegated to the district

presidents and is being dealt with similarly within the Reich
693261—47—16
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proper, but no cases
-

are being dealt with where protracted pro-

ceedings may ensue.) Only when party member Neesse protested

did the Reich Ministry of the Interior drop its objections. The
Reich Ministry of the Interior has agreed further not to apply

the ordinance which prohibits changes of names in the area of

the Reich Gau Danzig-West-Prussia where changes of names are

carried out continuously.

The procedure in Litzmannstadt (Lodz) is the following: ap-

plications for registration in the German Ethnical List and dis-

tribution in the groups 1 to 3 of this list are examined and
afterwards the applicant is asked to sign another application

for change of name before he may obtain the certificate of the

German Ethnical List (certificate of nationality). Both the

Christian and family names are being changed there and then;

Christian names open to translation into German, by simple

translation, other cases by chosing another German name. The
applicant may advance wishes with regard to the new family

name to be chosen ; these may be examined and may be approved

after examination. If the family name advanced by the appli-

cant does not meet the requirements, a family name will be de-

cided upon by the authorities; this is being done, too, if no pro-

posals are coming forward. Correspondingly: persons who do

not wish to change their names voluntarily do not obtain a cer-

tificate of nationality. So far only 2% of the persons handled

by the German Ethnical List in Lwow have refused to sign an
application for change of name. The authorities shall take care

that in cases of individual applicants who change their names,

the members of the same family (literally: tribe) obtain the

same name.

This procedure of the German Ethnical List Lwow as set out

above shall form the basis for uniform procedure in all annexed

eastern territories. For the time after the ivar a similar action

to obtain changes of names within the Reich proper is under

consideration; it is required, though, as a matter of principle,

that officials transferred from the Reich proper to the eastern

territories have to change their names already now for reasons

of racial policy, if they bear names of a foreign race. It was
agreed that it was necessary that the registration and routine

work should be dealt with by internal administration, the

NSDAP participating; it was further agreed that it was neces-

sary to establish offices for geneological advice at the Gau level

and to establish a Reich central card index for changes of names.

2. Racial problems in the armed forces.—a. Sexual intercourse

with Polish women.—Starting point was the instructive leaflet,
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issued on instigation of the Adjutant's office of the Fuehrer with

the armed forces.

A letter of Gruppenfuehrer Heydrich to Reichsleiter Bormann
stands to discussion ; in this letter Gruppenfuehrer Heydrich

asked for an opinion on the leaflet mentioned; in particular, he

wished the question to be answered whether the leaflet and its

contents were known to the Fuehrer himself and whether he had

instigated it and its contents, or whether only the Adjutant's

office of the Fuehrer with the armed forces was responsible.

This leaflet is less severe in comparison to the original edict con-

cerning sexual intercourse between German soldiers and Polish

women. The leaflet uses some objectionable terms, such as e.g.

"occupied territory", etc.

In the course of the discussion it was agreed not to do any-

thing against the leaflet, not even to try for an alteration; Gau
captain Schulz stressed at this instance in particular the moral

danger for German women, should the prohibition of intercourse

with the Polish race be interpreted severely. The party however,

shall act with utmost severity in cases where leading personali-

ties of party and state are involved. It was ascertained as de-

sirable to act with particular severity against members of the

Polish race. As often as possible the provision should be applied

according to which the respective Polish women are to be placed

in brothels. Male Poles who have intercourse with German
women are to be sentenced to death whenever possible. It was
ascertained further that in the Reich proper German women who
had intercourse with Poles had been hanged.

b. Social intercourse with Poles.—It has become known that

in the General Government, officers and civil servants as well,

have social intercourse with Poles residing there, mainly Poles

of the intelligentsia. This is to be reproached most severely. It

is uniformly agreed that social intercourse between Germans
and Poles is to be refused and that offenses should be most se-

verely punished. The Staff Hess was going to see to it that meas-
ures of party discipline shall be taken against party members in

the General Government in cases of any offenses.

c. Marriages of members of the armed forces.—To start with,

party member Neesse read the ordinance of the supreme com-
mand of the armed forces from the Reichsverfuegungsblatt (offi-

cial Gazette for ordinances) of 24 January 1941 which regulates

the marriages of members of the armed forces, but very unsat-

isfactorily. Party member Neesse criticized further that he
had not obtained knowledge of this ordinance before its issue.

This ordinance takes into consideration only the foreign nation-
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ality, but not the question of belonging to a foreign race. Party
member Neesse had agreed with party member Passe that the

ordinance mentioned above should be replaced by a new one
which was to be worked out in collaboration with the respective

authority of the Staff Hess. The tendency of this new provision

should be to subject the armed forces to the provisions issued by
the civil authorities with regard to actual law, and more pre-

cisely in such a way that the armed forces were obliged to obtain

the decision of the respective civil authorities in case there was
any doubt whether the bride belonged to the German race. The
Staff Hess shall specify first the persons from whom members
of the armed forces may chose their brides. (Mainly the mem-
bers of the Nordic people, etc.) This specification of persons and
more precise provisions shall be made known to the armed forces

and they shall be asked to take into consideration both the speci-

fication of persons and the precise provisions when granting a

marriage permit.

d. Calling-up of persons of foreign race for active service.—
It was ascertained that persons belonging to foreign races were
called up for active service in numerous cases. As an instance it

was mentioned that e.g. in one division there were 625 soldiers

who could speak only Polish. The Gaue represented were asked

by party member Neesse to report to Munich about the actual

practise in their Gau so that the matter might be regulated uni-

formly. The registration of persons of foreign race, as it is

practiced in some Gaue, e.g. Danzig-West-Prussia shall be intro-

duced in the Reich proper, so as to avoid any call-up of these

persons of foreign race for active service. Special attention was
drawn in this connection to the bearers of so-called "Kennkar-
ten" (identity papers) in the General Government. These are not

German nationals; each case has to be examined before a de-

cision is made to call them up for active service. In connection

herewith the danger was discussed which may be created by
calling-up of too many persons of German race who live in scat-

tered settlements. It was pointed out that, for the Germans and

their relatives, an economic compensation should be provided in

case they are called up for active service, because otherwise they

are very much at a disadvantage compared with the persons of

foreign races who are not called up and have all the advantages

of the present boom. It was suggested that party member Neesse

should contact the liaison officer of the Main Trustee Authority

East with the supreme command of the Armed Forces, 1st Lt.

von Pufendorf who had already entertained some negotiations

in this direction.
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3. Divorces of mixed marriages.—Party member Neesse took

part in a discussion at the Ministry for Justice which has under

consideration an ordinance providing for a rearrangement of

divorce in the annexed eastern territories in general. The main
consideration is divorce of marriages between different races

under the following conditions:

(1) that the spouses have lived in separation for the duration

of one year [separatio a mensa a toro]
; (2) none of the parties

has to be guilty, no error personae etc.; (3) application may only

be made by the German part. Merely objective facts are there-

fore sufficient for an application for divorce (separation of

partners in racially mixed marriages) and as well for its success.

At the occasion of this ordinance an opportunity shall be

granted to divorce marriages between racial Germans and Jews
and bastards of the first degree; this, however, only in the an-

nexed eastern territories, because the Fuehrer declined to grant

another opportunity of divorce to mixed German-Jewish mar-

riages in the Reich proper. The issue of the ordinance by the

Minister for Justice may be expected soon.

The most urgent problems arising in the eastern territories

generally shall be compiled by the individual Gaue and shall be

reported to the Deputy of the Fuehrer as soon as possible.

Discussion of General Problems.

After having heard a report of Reich Minister Lammers with

regard to the question of the ordinance concerning the German
Ethnical List and German nationality, the Fuehrer has made a

decision to the effect that decisions are to be, made (until the

war will be over) within the county by the State authorities, i.e.

the Landrat. Party member Neesse pointed out that Minister

Lammers may have been biased in his report by the material

accessible to him at the Ministry of the Interior and that he may
not have waited for the report to the Fuehrer on which Frick

and Hess had agreed. It might be that Lammers was instigated

to this early action by somebody else. Party member Neesse
pointed out that he regretted this decision of the Fuehrer deeply,

but that on the other hand he had not proposed in his report to

the Deputy of the Fuehrer that objections should be raised

against this decision. Lammers wrote to the Minister of the

Interior transmitting the wish of the Fuehrer that his deputy
should abandon his objections in view of the war situation; the

more so as the participation of the party was ensured.

It has been suggested that instructions be issued to the effect
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that no officials should be appointed in the east who had Polish

relatives there. The same applies to members of the party.

SS-Sturmbannfuehrer Arlt pointed out that in his opinion the

specific mentioning of Kaschuben and Sloncaken [sic] had and

will have very bad effects. This has been done in a circular-

ordinance of the Minister for the Interior of the 14 November
1940 concerning the persons not being of Polish race. The ordi-

nance had only resulted in a muddle ; this was confirmed by those

present.

Gau captain Schulz pointed out that it should be avoided if

possible to appoint Catholic officials in the east.

It was stated that SS-Oberfuehrer Behrens had obtained the

consent of the Deputy of the Fuehrer to establish soon one uni-

form association of co-racials. Oberregierungsrat Neesse fur-

ther pointed out that soon the Reichsfuehrer-SS would be ap-

pointed to the office of party commissioner for Problems of Race
and would be introduced into this office by the Deputy of the

Fuehrer. He would then make all decisions because he would
have sole jurisdiction in all questions of race. The question was
discussed who would be his deputy. Criticisms were uttered

against the person of Regierungsrat von Amsberg as the referent

for questions of race and of decisions about the apportionment to

races (German Ethnical List, etc.) at the reich commissioner for

the Consolidation of the German Race. Party member Neesse

and the others present disapprove of von Amsberg.

Party member Neesse mentioned in this connection that he had
proposed some time ago already the establishment of a Reich

authority for race within the Staff Hess and Gau race authorities

in the individual Gaue, to replace the existing Gau border-country

authorities. This matter has not yet been disposed of. It was
mentioned further that the Reich commissioner had planned the

establishment of schools for racial policy in the eastern terri-

tories.

It was generally agreed that the persons of alleged German
race, now resettled from the General Government into the

Wartheland, do not bring about a strengthening of the German
elements in the east and that it would be very desirable indeed

to settle then within the Reich proper.

It was generally agreed that it would hardly be possible to re-

settle the members of groups 3 and 4 of the German Ethnical

List in the Reich proper during the war, because of the require-

ments of the labor market.

Attention was drawn to the fact that the Poles make very lively

illegal fertility-propaganda, with Catholic priests playing a lead-
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ing part. Our birth-rate was below that of the Slavs, now as

before.

Party member Neesse mentioned a letter of Gauleiter Sturz

to the Staff Hess explaining the difficulties about distinguishing

the several categories of Poles and treating them in accordance

with the respective provisions (Polish civilian workers wearing

the P.-badge; Polish Ps/W, Polish Ps/W released for labor pur-

poses ; Poles suitable for Germanization ; Poles from the General

Government, etc.)

At the same time it was pointed out that the Regierungs-

praesidenten of Stettin and Potsdam were very active in natural-

izing unobjectionable National-Poles, thereby misjudging the

viewpoints of racial policy and the Fuehrer ordinance of October

1939.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-142

Security Service Reichsfuehrer SS Kochem, 7 May 1938.

Unterabschnitt Koblenz

Branch Kochem
II 225-0/1

M
Note forwarded 7 May 1938

[initialled] M. [?]

1. To the Security Service (SD)—Unterabschnitt Koblenz, Kob-
lenz

Subject: Plebiscite of 10 April 1938. 913/38
Ref . : Your letter II, dated 22 April 1938

Our letter II 225-0/1, dated 22 April 1938.

Copy of a schedule is attached herewith enumerating the per-

sons who cast "No" votes or invalid votes at Kappel, district of

Simmern. The invalid votes are listed first, ending with
,

thereafter come the No-votes.

The control was effected in the following way: some members
of the election committee marked all the ballot papers with num-
bers. During the ballot itself, a voters' list was made up. The
ballot-papers were handed out in numerical order, therefore it

was possible afterwards with the aid of this list to find out the

persons who cast No-votes or invalid votes. One sample of these

marked ballot papers is enclosed. The marking was done on the

back of the ballot papers with skimmed milk.

The ballot cast by the Protestant parson Alfred Wolferts is also

enclosed.

The identification of two persons was impossible because there
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are several persons of the same name in the village and it was
impossible to ascertain the actual voter.

Security Service Branch Kochem

initialled

:

Staffelscharfuehrer

2. for filing II 225-0/1

Security Service Reichsfuehrer SS
Unterabschnitt Koblenz Kochem, 22 April 1938.

Branch Kochem
Note forwarded

22 April 1938

II 225-0/1

M
To the Security Service Unterabschnitt Koblenz, Koblenz

Subject: Plebiscite of 10 April 1938

Ref . : Your letter of 22 April 1938

Enclosures: 4—in duplicate.

Supplementing the telephone conversation with SS-Oberschar-

fuehrer Heinrich of 21 April 1938, schedules showing the polling

results of the villages in the area of this branch are forwarded

herewith in accordance with No. 1 of your letter.

The high percentage of No-votes and invalid votes has its

reason in nearly all cases in the religious attitude of the popula-

tion, irrespective of whether they are Catholics or Protestants.

The district manager of the District Kochem gave the assurance

that it was mostly women who voted "no" or "invalidly". As be-

came known here a supervisory control was ordered at several lo-

calities of the district which has confirmed the assertion of the

district manager. In one village, Fronhofen, district Simmern,
see enclosure 3, several inhabitants were fined in the fall of last

year because they had shown forbidden church banners at the

occasion of a festival at the first ordination of a priest. The bad

result in the village Riesweiler in the same district is obviously

the result, as the district manager there states of squabbles be-

tween the leader of the local party group and several inhabitants

In spite of many endeavors, even on the part of the Gau-leader-

ship, these squabbles could not so far be settled. A report on the

village of Kiesselbach has already been made over the phone: in

this connection, it must be taken into consideration that the re-

sult given has to be corrected because the percentage reported
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included the "no" votes, but did not include the invalid votes.

Aside from religious questions, the following reasons were at the

root of the matter. For some time already the consolidation of

private property had been under way. The Reich Food Estate

had promised the peasants in the beginning that the individual

plans would not exceed 4 "Morgen" to 1 Hektar (about 2.47

acres). Afterwards it appeared, however, that plans had been

made for up to 2U Morgen. Some peasants received property sit-

uated near the village while other peasants who formerly had

their landed property near the village, now received property at

the border of the area. Apart from some individual cases where

"no" votes or invalid votes may be attributed to an anti-social

attitude, no further reasons beyond those enumerated above, can

be found.

Only two cases of direct incorrectness in carrying out the bal-

lot have so far come to our knowledge as may be gathered from
enclosures 1 and 2. They affected the localities of Pommern, dis-

trict of Kochem, and Boppard, district of St. Goar. At the village

of Kappel, district of Simmern, an inconspicuous supervisory con-

trol of the votes cast was effected without, however, altering the

actual results. A special report about this case will follow soon.

Security Service Branch Kochem

initialled : N

Staffel-Scharfuehrer.

Enclosure 1

Kochem district

Votes cast No-votes

Invalid

votes Percentage Locality

286 14 2 5.6 Lieg

277 24 9.5 Beuren

198 14 7.1 Urschmitt

145 5 14 13.1 Pommern

495 4 (40) 1 (10) 1.01 (10.1) Poltersdorf

The figures inserted in () in Pommern give the actual voting re-

sults, the published figures give the official result.
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Enclosure 2

St. Goar district

Invalid

Votes cast No-votes votes Percentage Locality

4,178 11 (130) 2 0.31 (3.1) Boppard

The figures in () show the actual result of the ballot.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-143

The Reichfuehrer SS Berlin, 16 December 1939.

Chief of German Police in the Ministry of Justice.

Reich Commissioner for the Strengthening of Germanism
S I V 1 Nr. 844 III/39-151-Sdb.P

Urgent Decree

The regional officers of the secret police in the annexed eastern

territories

The commanders of security police and security service in Cracow,

Radom, Warsaw, Lublin.

For information

Subject matter: Procedure for the confiscation of works of art,

archives, documents, collections etc.

I

The Chief Custodian East has issued the following order dated

1 December 1939 concerning confiscation:

1. To strengthen Germanism and in the interest of the defense

of the Reich, all articles mentioned in section II of this decree are

hereby confiscated. This applies to all articles located in the ter-

ritories annexed by the Fuehrer's and Reich Chancellor's decree

of 12.10.1939 and in the General Government for the occupied

Polish territories. They are confiscated for the benefit of the

German Reich and are at the disposal of the Reich Commissioner

for the Strengthening of Germanism. Provided always that this

does not apply to articles which are fully or for more than 75%
the property of German citizens or persons of German race. In

particular are confiscated all articles mentioned in Section II

which are in archives, museums, public collections or in the pri-

vate possession of Poles and Jews if their protection and expert

safekeeping is in German interest.
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II

1. Historical and pre-historical articles, documents, books,

which are of interest for questions of cultural value and of public

life, especially for the question of the German share in the his-

torical, cultural and economic development of the country, and
documents which are relevant for the history of present events.

2. Articles of art of cultural value e.g. pictures, sculptures, fur-

niture, carpets, crystal, books etc.

3. Furnishings and jewelry made of precious metal.

Ill

The administration of the confiscated articles is ordered hereby

and a commissioner is to be appointed by the president of the as-

sociation for research and education "The Ancestral Heritage

Registered Society", Berlin-Dahlem, Puecklerstrasse 16, is to be

entrusted to be the general custodian. He is empowered to ap-

point custodians and deputies and is entitled to take all steps nec-

essary for the protection and maintenance of the confiscated ar-

ticles.

IV
All confiscations made before this decree by authorities of the

Reichfuehrer SS and chief of German police and the Reich com-

missioner for the Strengthening of Germanism are hereby con-

firmed. They are to be regarded as made for the benefit of the

German Reich and are at the disposal of the Reich commissioner

for the Strengthening of Germanism.

V
In due course the usual questionnaires for cataloging the con-

fiscated articles are to be sent to the Chief Custodian East.

VI
This decree is made in pursuance of the ordinance of Prime

Minister, General Field Marshal Goering of 19.10.39-St. M. Dev.
9547.

This decree has been extended by a further confiscation decree

of 5.12.1939 as follows:

In section II of my decree of 1.12.1939 concerning confiscation

of works of art and of cultural value the following categories are

to be added

:

4. All articles, especially apparatus and accessories for con-

serving, developing, serving to and maintaining the confiscated

objects and collections. Under this category fall also items of

natural, medical, technical, and agricultural science, i.e. not only

appliances.
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5. Armour, costumes, national dresses, musical instruments,

coins, stamps, and similar collections.

6. The articles under 1-5 also if they are in schools, particularly

universities, colleges, technical institutes.

II

I request to proceed at once with the confiscations in accord-

ance with this decree. One copy each of the confiscation minutes

is to be sent to:

1. Reich Security—Main Department.

2. Prof. Dr. Heinrich Harmjanz, Berlin-Dahlem, Pucklerstrasse

16, who as delegate of the president of the association for re-

search and education "The Ancestral Heritage Registered Society"

Berlin-Dahlem, has been appointed general custodian for these

values. His deputy is the manager of the association for research

and education "The Ancestral Heritage Registered Society" Ber-

lin-Dahlem, SS-Sturmbannfuehrer Wolfram Sievers.

Ill

Before archives, documents and libraries are handed over to

the "Ancestral Heritage Registered Society" further instructions

from the Reich Security Main Department have to be awaited.

Care has to be taken that the confiscated archives, works of art

etc. are kept safely in suitable rooms.

Signed. H. Himmler

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-145

Copy
The President of the Government,
State Police Office for the District of Duesseldorf,

Branch 11/67

State Police Order

concerning the sanction of denominational youth and professional

associations and the distribution of publications in churches and
through church publishing houses.

On the basis of paragraph 1 of the law of the Reich President

for the Protection of People and State of 28 February 1933

[Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 83] as well as on the basis of the law for

Police Administration of 1 June 1931 [G.S. p. 77] the following

state police regulation will take effect within the Duesseldorf dis-

trict.

I

1. Denominational youth and professional organizations as well
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as those created for special occasions only are prohibited from
every public activity outside the church and religious sphere.

Especially forbidden is: Any public appearance in groups, all

sorts of political activity. Any public sport function including

public hikes and establishment of holiday or outdoor camps. The
public display or showing of flags, banners, pennants, or the open

wearing of uniforms or insignia. Still permissible is the holding

of closed denominational youth and professional associations in

church buildings without uniform or insignia; particularly at

traditional processions, pilgrimages and church burials. On these

occasions the public display of banners and flags blessed by the

church is permitted.

2. The distribution and sale of published items of any sort in

connection with worship or religious instructions in public streets

or squares near churches is forbidden. In the same sense the dis-

tribution and sale of published items on the occasion of proces-

sions, pilgrimages, and similar church institutions in the streets

or squares they pass through or in their vicinity is prohibited.

II

For every incident of non-compliance with this law there will

be a fine imposed up to 150 Reichsmarks, in the event that this

imposition cannot be met imprisonment up to 3 months will be

threatened. Thi§ does not exclude punishment according to other

penal provisions on such subjects.

Ill

This ordinance comes into effect on the day of publication. On
the same day my police regulations of 1 and 20 February 1934

—

Governmental Journal, Executive Part 67, p. 169, no. 332, as well

as for 27 April 1934—Part 11/67 Governmental Journal, p. 169, no.

333—are rescinded.

—Duesseldorf, 28 May 1934

The President of the Government
State Police Office for the Duesseldorf district,

Signed : Schmid.
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National Socialist German Worker's Party
The Deputy of the Fuehrer

Chief of Staff Muenchen, 20 March, 1941

Brown House
Personal! Secret

Circular Letter No. 5g
To all Gauleiters

Subject matter: Sequestration [Beschlagnahme] of church prop-

erties (properties of monasteries, etc.)

Valuable church properties had to be sequestered to a large

extent lately, especially in Austria; according to reports of the

Gauleiter to the Fuehrer these sequestrations were frequently

caused by offenses against ordinances relating to war economy
(e.g. hoarding of food stuffs of various kinds, textiles, leather

goods etc.) In other cases they were caused by offenses against

the law relating to malicious attacks against the state [Heim-

tueckegesetz] and in some cases because of prohibited possession

of firearms. Obviously no compensation is to be paid to the

churches for sequestrations made because of the above mentioned

reasons.

With regard to further sequestrations, several Austrian Gau-
leiters have attempted to clarify the question who should acquire

such sequestered properties at the occasion of the Fuehrer's last

visit to Vienna. Please take note of the Fuehrer's decision, as

contained in the letter written by Reich Minister Dr. Lammers to

the Reich Minister for the Interior, dated 14, March 1941. I en-

close copy of extracts of same.

1 Enclosure
(signed) M

"
Bormann

Certified: [signature illegible]

Copy
Berlin, 14, March 1941.

The Reich Minister and
At present Fuehrer-Headquarters

Chief of the Reich Chancellery

Rk. 3884 B
To the Reich Minister for the Interior.

Subject: Draft of an ordinance supplementing the provisions on
confiscation of property of persons inimical to people and state.

Re. letter of this office dated 27 January 1941.

Rk. 19291 B II—
The Reich governors and Gauleiter von Schirach, Dr. Jury, and
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Eigruber complained recently to the Fuehrer that the Reich Min-

ister of Finance still maintains the point of view that confiscation

of property of persons inimical to the people and state should be

made in favor of the Reich and not in favor of the Reich Gaue.

As a consequence the Fuehrer has informed me that he desires

the confiscation of such properties to be effected in favor of the

respective Reich Gau, in which area the confiscated property is

situated, and not in favor of the Reich. Should the property be

situated in several Reich Gaue, a reasonable division of the prop-

erty should be attained between the Reich Gaue concerned, insofar

as possible.

(signed) Dr. Lammers
Copy certified: [signed] Hall

PARTIAL (TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-148

Minister President General Field Marshal Goering.

Director of the Four Year Plan. Berlin, 8 March 1940
Chairman of the Cabinet Council for the

Defense of the Reich.

V. P. 4984/2
To the supreme Reich authorities

Subject: Treatment of male and female civilian workers of Polish

nationality in the Reich.

The mass employment of male and female civilian workers of

Polish nationality in the Reich necessitates a comprehensive rul-

ing on treatment of these workers.

The following orders are to be executed at once:

1. The Poles are to be provided with a specially marked labor

permit card with photo. This card will serve also for the purpose
of police registration. The necessary orders will be issued by
the Reich Labor Minister in agreement with the Reichsfuehrer-

SS and chief of the German police at the Reich Ministry of the

Interior.

2. The Poles have to wear a badge firmly attached on their

clothing. Regulation will be issued by police decree of the Reich
Minister of the Interior (Reichsfuehrer-SS and chief of the Ger-

man police).

3. Poles are not to be employed in those areas where special

national political dangers would be caused thereby. The Reichs-

fuehrer-SS in his capacity as Reich commissar for the Consolida-

tion of the German race in agreement with the Reich labor min-
ister will determine the definitions and limits of these areas. If
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necessary, foreign workers of non-Polish nationality are to be

employed in these areas.

4. The blameless conduct of the Poles is to be assured by
special regulations. The legal and administrative regulations

necessary for this will be issued by the Reichsfuehrer-SS and
chief of the German police at the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

5. The orders apply to the territory of the Greater German
Reich with the exception of the eastern territories incorporated

into the Reich.

6. Attention is drawn to the explanations enclosed as appendix.

[signed] Goering

Seal: Minister President General Field Marshal Goering.

Director of the Four Year Plan.

Certified: Dietrich

Chancellery employee

Berlin, 8 October 1940

Explanations

to the letter of Minister President General Field Marshal Goer-

ing—director of the Four Year Plan—chairman of the Cabinet

Council for the Defense of the Reich, to the supreme Reich au-

thorities dated 8 March 1940, on the subject of the treatment of

male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality in the

Reich.

A comprehensive ruling on the question connected with the

mass employment of male and female civilian workers of Polish

nationality in the Reich is urgently required in order to meet the

dangers arising from the employment of nearly a million mem-
bers of nationalities which are strange to and, to a great extent

hostile to, Germanism.
To 1.—It is a stipulation for an effective combating of these

dangers, that the workers employed within the Reich are provided

with sufficient personal papers. At the time of recruiting only

a very superficial examination can be made ; therefore it must be

possible at any time to establish that Poles staying in the Reich

are in possession of a labor permit and that the worker employed
is the same as the person recruited. Therefore a specially marked
labor permit card with photo is indispensable. As the labor per-

mit card is an essential basis for all police inquiries a fingerprint

of the bearer must be secured at the time the card is issued.

To 2.—In addition to the labor permit card which legitimized

the bearer, it is also necessary to provide all Polish workers who
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enter the Reich with an outward mark of identification. From
the very first day of his employment, there must be a guarantee

that a Polish worker can be recognized as such by anybody and at

any time. Only the badge serves this purpose. No defamation

is intended thereby. The form of the badge will have to be in

accordance with this.

To 3.—The employment of Poles brings certain dangers with

it, which are restricted to definite parts of the Reich. In the

same way as Polish civilian workers are not allowed in areas of

the frontier zones in the west, there are other areas in Germany,
where the employment specifically of Polish workers is undesir-

able because of national political dangers. This applies especially

to Masuria, Lausitz, and areas of the Sudetenland. The employ-

ment of Poles in these areas is impracticable, whereas there is no

objection to the employment of other foreign workers (Italians,

Hungarians, and Ukrainians).

To 4.—The presence of nearly a million Poles in the Reich

makes it necessary to regulate not only the employment as such,

but also the conduct of the Poles by comprehensive measures, in

order to counteract any behavior by the Poles which might preju-

dice the purposes of their employment, and to prevent any un-

desirable evidences in their relation to the German population.

The measures necessary for this purpose are so manifold that they

must be unified in a manner which will enable the dangers to be

eliminated from the outset as far as possible. The mass employ-

ment of foreign workers in Germany is so unique and novel that

no binding and detailed regulations can be made for the German
people, concerning this necessary life amongst foreigners.

The test to which the German people are put in the national

political sense by the presence of these foreigners must be met by
the inner steadfastness of the people. It is above all the task of

the party and its organizations to show up these dangers to the

people by ceaseless instruction, and to make them realize the

necessity of keeping distance from the Polish workers.

With regard to the Polish workers, however, regulations must
be made to prevent any closer contact with the German popula-

tion as far as possible. Thus Poles will have to be excluded from
the cultural life of the German people, from visits to places of

entertainment together with Germans and so on. These efforts

must also concern the employment itself so that by employing
at least an equal number of male and female Polish workers to-

gether, the Poles will be prevented from approaching German
women and girls. Where this is impossible at certain places

where there are concentrations of Poles, brothels with Polish
693261—47—17
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girls should be established. Poles employed in towns, in com-
mercial and industrial, or large agricultural concerns, should so

far as possible, be accommodated together in special billets and
in hutted encampments so that individual billetting should be

necessary only in the case of smaller farms, according to circum-

stances.

The purpose of the employment, i.e. the furthering of the Ger-

man economy, must not be hampered by the behavior of the Poles.

The employment of Poles during the last few months has shown
that unwillingness to work, open insubordination, abuse of liquor,

absenteeism and other offenses of all kinds are always occurring.

To remedy these abuses, the Poles must be made to understand,

by restricting their liberty, that they have come to Germany for

the sole purpose of working and that they have to comply with

their duty to work. Appropriate measures, such as absolute com-

pulsion to stay at the place of employment, more severe compul-

sory registration, introduction of a curfew, restrictions on the con-

sumption of alcohol etc., must be taken at once. If the situation

develops any further police orders alone will not suffice to prevent

all abuses so that other administrative departments will have to

cooperate in this matter. Even now it is evident that e.g. free use

of public conveyances, such as railroads, omnibusses etc., is an
inducement to the Poles to leave their places of work without

permission and to roam about uncontrolled in the Reich and it

urgently needs to be stopped.

The official authorities must make the Poles thoroughly

acquainted with the orders on this matter. Whenever the Poles

still offend against the orders, either by neglecting their duty to

work or by insufferable behavior towards the German population,

the appropriate steps, including suitable measures, if necessary,

even the most severe state police measures, are to be taken at

once, in order to nip dangers in the bud. As a rule, the measures

are to be so devised that Poles are withdrawn from work only

where necessary. Compulsory transfer to their homes will there-

fore hardly be permissible.
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The Reichsfuehrer SS
and Chief of the German Police

at the Reich Ministry of the Interior Berlin, 8 March 1940.

IV D 2—382/40
To the Fuehrer's Deputy, Munich, Brown House.

Subject: Employment in the Reich of male and female civilian

workers of Polish nationality.

Appendices: 3

With reference to the letter from the Minister President Gen-

eral Field Marshal Goering to the supreme Reich authorities on

the subject of the treatment of male and female civilian workers

of Polish nationality, I enclose as an appendix a copy of the police

order of 8 March 1940 concerning distinguishing marks for these

Poles, a copy of my decree dated 8 March 1940 and a copy of my
letter to the Reich Labor Minister, dated 8 March 1940.

I should be grateful if during the work of instruction under-

taken from there, the points of view contained in the leaflet for

employers could be stressed and spread abroad particularly among
the rural population.

Furthermore, I may mention that I have given further direc-

tions to the state police (district) offices to prevent the failure of

the employment scheme and undesirable evidences of the relations

of the male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality to

the German population.

Among other things, I have ordered the immediate arrest of

German nationals who have sexual intercourse with male or

female workers of Polish nationality, commit other improprieties,

or carry on love affairs. I do not wish this measure to prevent

the effects of the justified indignation of the German population

over such shameful behavior. On the contrary, I consider the de-

terrent effect of public defamations to be exceptionally great and
I have no objection, if, for instance, German women have their

heads shorn perhaps in the presence of the female youth of the

village, because of their disgraceful behavior, or if they are led

through the village with a label indicating their offense. The
defamations should however keep to about these limits, and should

not go further and result in injuries to the persons involved.

Above all, they should take place before the arrest, because, once

the arrested persons have been seized and police cannot set them
free again.

I should be grateful if these view points were brought to the

notice of the party functionaries for their personal information
only and in order to ensure a uniform policy; it must be pointed
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out that measures of this kind cannot be carried out smoothly,

unless there is close cooperation with the competent state police

(district) office. I have given instructions to the state police

(district) offices, to get in touch immediately with the competent

local party functionaries.

[signed:] H. Himmler
[Seal] The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police at

the Reich Ministry for the Interior.

Certified

Kerl

Chancellery employee

The Reich Minister of the Interior

S Pol IV D 2—382/UO
Berlin, 8 March 1940.

Police Decree

Concerning the Marking of the Male and
Female Civilian Workers of Polish nationality

employed in the Reich,

dated 8 March 1940

In pursuance of the decree concerning the police decrees of

the Reich Minister, dated 14 November 1938 (Reich Gazette I p.

1582) the following is ordered:

1.

(1) Male and female workers of Polish nationality who are

or are to be employed in civil work within the Reich, have to

wear a badge on the right breast of each garment, firmly at-

tached to the garment they are wearing. This badge must be

worn visibly at all times.

(2) The badge consists of a square, with sides 5 cm. long,

standing on one corner. It shows a purple colored P, 2V& cm.

high, on a yellow ground with a purple colored border, cm -

wide.

2.

(1) Whoever offends against the regulation in section 1,

whether intentionally or by negligence, is to be punished by a

fine of not more than 150 RM or imprisonment for not longer

than 6 weeks.

(2) Penal regulations providing a more severe punishment

and police security measures remain unaffected.

3.

The Reichsfuehrer SS and chief of the German police at the
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Reich Ministry of the Interior will issue the legal and adminis-

trative regulations required for the execution and carrying out

of this police decree.

4.

This decree applies to the territory of the Greater German
Reich with the exception of the eastern territories incorporated

into the Reich.

5.

This decree comes into force 3 weeks after its publication.

for and on behalf of:

[signed:] H. Himmler
Seal: The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police in

the Reich Ministry for the Interior.

Certified, signed Kerl

Chancellery employee

The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police at the

Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Berlin, 8 March 1940.

IV D 2-382/J>0

Express Letter

To the Reich Labor Minister Berlin, SW 11, Saarland Str. 96.

Subject: Treatment of male and female civilian workers of Polish

nationality employed in the Reich.

Appendices: 2

* * * * * * *

"In order to prevent untoward events which have occurred

again and again, especially with regard to the behavior of Polish

workers towards German women and girls, I request, as has al-

ready been expressed in the explanations accompanying the letter

of Minister President, General Field Marshal Goering, that, as

far as possible, equal numbers of female Polish workers be em-
ployed in the same place as male Polish workers, especially in

agricultural districts.

I request that the chief of the security police, and the SD, be

informed of the places where mainly or exclusively male workers
only can be employed in large numbers—this will be/the case

especially in industrial places. He will, thus be able to prevent

the dangers as far as possible, by establishing brothels with

Polish girls. I therefore request that, in these cases, brothel hut-

ments be set up simultaneously with the billets for male workers.

It is essential for the separation of the male and female civil-
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ian workers of Polish nationality from the German population,

that they are housed together in billets. This will not always be

possible in the case of agricultural employment, but it usually

can be done in towns and in large industrial, commercial, and
agricultural enterprises. Special importance may be laid on pro-

viding separate rest rooms for the work breaks. This could be

made a duty of the factory when the requirement of labor is sub-

mitted.

"I should be grateful if I could have an opinion on the questions

raised as soon as possible."

[signed:] H. Himmler
[Seal] The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police at

the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Certified

Signed : Kerl

Chancellery employee

The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police

at the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

S IV D 2 - 382/40
Berlin, 8 March 1940.

Express Letter

To:

The Reich Commissar for the Saar District,

The Reich governors [Statthalter] of Austria [Ostmark].

The provincial governments (provincial captains)—Ministry

of the Interior.

The Government presidents in Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria,

Sudenten-Gau,

The President of the Police in Berlin.

For information: To:

The Reich commissars for Defense.

The Reich governors.

The lord lieutenants in Prussia.

Subject: Treatment of male and female civilian workers of Po-

lish nationality employed in the Reich.

Appendices : 7

3. The local police authorities are to bring the appended list

(in two languages) of duties (Form I) during their stay in the

Reich to the notice of the male and female civilian workers of

Polish nationality when they make their compulsory registration.
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The Polish workers must be informed of the list of duties by

having it read out to them or given to them. Poles who can read

and write may be used for this purpose. Form I may in no case

be handed out either to Poles or the German employers."
* * * * * * *

"Application for form I may be made to the Reich Security

Main Office."

* * * * * * *

5. A curfew for male and female civilian workers of Polish

nationality, is to be instituted, for the period from April 1st to

September 30th from the hours of 2100-0500, for the period from
October 1st to March 31st from the, hours of 2000-0600, insofar

as employment does not necessitate the fixing of other specific

times.

6. Civilian male and female workers of Polish nationality must
obtain the written consent of the competent local police author-

ities before they can use public conveyances.

The consent should be withheld unless the Labor Office certi-

fies that use of public conveyances is necessitated by their em-
ployment.

The use of merely local public conveyances is allowed without

consent.

I have asked the Reich Minister for Transport also to issue

orders from his sphere of office, that tickets should be issued

to male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality only if

the written consent of the local police authorities is produced.

Corresponding measures must also be taken in the facilities for

public travel in the district concerned.

7. Male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality must
not be permitted to visit German cultural, church, or social func-

tions. I have asked the Reich Minister for Church Affairs, to

issue the orders necessary for the spiritual welfare of the male
and female civilian workers of Polish nationality—above all for

the holding of special church services.

8. Male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality must
not be permitted to visit inns. However, according to the local

conditions, one or several inns of a simple type may be opened
to them at certain hours. No inn-keeper is to be compelled

against his will, to open his inn to male and female civilian

workers of Polish nationality. So far as possible, use for this

purpose should be made of canteens of industrial concerns, etc.

in which workers of Polish nationality are employed.

During the times fixed, no German may enter inns where Poles

may go.
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9. It must be made the duty of employers, to whom male and
female civilian workers of Polish nationality have been sent, to

report to the local police authorities immediately on any cases

they become aware of where these workers fail to comply with

the orders applying to them or leave their place of employment
without permission."

sj: $z ^ 9{c 4» %

"The higher administrative authorities are to issue the police

decrees necessary for the execution of the measures ordered in

Nos. 5-9. In order that the Poles may continue working, the pay-

ment of a compulsory sum or the fine laid down by the terms of

provincial law, should be decided and/or imposed should they of-

fend. Arrest and/or imprisonment may be decided and/or im-

posed on employers failing to comply with the orders issued in

accordance with No. 9. Any male or female workers of Polish

nationality who repeatedly or severely violate the orders issued,

so that the imposition of a fine does not seem adequate, are to be

reported to the competent state police (district) office and, if nec-

cessary, arrested at once. The state police (district) offices have

been given further instructions for combatting unwillingness to

work and strikes and also the immoral behavior of workers of

Polish nationality.

In order to obtain compliance with the orders, very severe ac-

tion should be taken during the first eight weeks. In every district

therefore, any cases which occur are to be reported at once to

the competent state police (district) offices who will take meas-

ures as an example."
* * * * * * *

[signed] H. Himmler
[Seal] The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German

Police at the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Certified: [illegible]

Chancellery employee

[Attached are several forms:

a. "Labor card of Polish workers from the General Govern-

ment of Poland and certificate about wage savings paid in",

providing space for prints of the left and right digit, name,

Christian name and photo.

b. Personal card, for personal details and finger-prints, and

photo.

c. Card for details of the residence of the worker.
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d. "Residence form for Workers of Polish nationality" pro-

viding for details of residence, registrations and labor card

Nos. etc.]

The Reichsfuehrer SS
and Chief of the German
Police at the Reich Ministry

of the Interior. Berlin, 8 March 1940.

IV D 2—382/IfO
Express Letter

To all state police district offices and state police offices (with

the exception of those of the eastern territories incorporated

into the Reich).

For Information: To:

Departments I, II, III, V, and VI, of the Reich Security Main
Office,

the superior SS and police officers,

the inspectors of the security police and the SD,

the commanders of the security police and the SD,

the state police district offices and state police offices of the

eastern territories incorporated into the Reich.

Subject: Treatment of male and female civilian workers of Pol-

ish nationality employed in the Reich.

Appendices : 6*******
The measures ordered together with the instruction of the for-

eign workers, will not however suffice to meet, in the necessary

way, the dangers which threaten as a result of the employment
in Germany of nearly a million members of a nation which is for-

eign and to a great extent hostile to the German people. It is

therefore mainly the duty of the secret state police to combat
these dangers with all means at their disposal. For this purpose
the following principles are to be followed

:

1. Combatting insubordination and unwillingness to work on
the part of male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality.

—The insubordinate behavior of the Polish workers, which has
been observed up till now, leads to the conclusion that the orders

given in the appended decree are frequently not complied with
and that the fines to be imposed under them will not have a suf-

ficiently; deterrent effect. In every case where the type of the of-

fence or the frequency of omission shows, that the offender is of

an insubordinate attitude of mind, the state police must intervene
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reason I have ordered in the appended decree that such cases are

to be reported to the state police (district) offices.

It is mainly the work of the secret state police to deal with

cases where the success of employment is prejudiced by constant

decrease in work done, strikes, incitement of the workers, absen-

teeism, acts of sabotage etc. It is important for this purpose to

bring the male and female civilian workers of Polish nationality

round to complying with their duty to work by every available

method.

The steps to be taken to combat insubordination and non-com-

pliance with the duty to work, must be decided according to the

severity of the case and to the spirit of resistance of the offender.

It is of most importance that they be taken immediately after the

offence is committed so that they have a decisive effect. In ac-

cordance with my instructions in the appended decree, especially

severe measures must be taken during the first eight weeks, in

order to bring home to the workers of Polish nationality from the

outset the consequences of non-compliance with the orders issued.

In every district therefore, in a few cases of disobedience and
unwillingness to work, the workers of Polish nationality con-

cerned are to be transferred to labor training camps for sev-

eral years. In order to increase the deterrent effect of these meas-

ures, they are to be announced verbally to the workers of Polish

nationality by an official of the secret state police or of the local

competent police office (e.g. gendarmerie posts) with the aid of

an interpreter, especially in the factories or (agricultural) places

where the punished Poles were employed.

In general, in all cases where a warning by the state police or

a short imprisonment is not sufficient to induce the worker to

fulfill his duties, application is to be made for his transfer to a

labor training camp, and an opinion given on what treatment he

should receive there. The treatment in the labor training camps
will have to be in accordance with the severity of the offence. It

is suitable e. g. to make obstinate shirkers work in the

stone-quarries of the Mauthausen camp. By a special decree to

the heads of SS-Deathshead units and concentration camps, I

have ordered that the treatment of these persons under protec-

tive custody be undertaken in a concentration camp.

Extraordinarily serious cases have to be reported to the chief

of the security police and the SD who, after examination, make
the decision on a special treatment of the workers of Polish na-

tionality in question.

2. Combatting an undesirable behavior of male and female
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workers of Polish nationality towards the German population.—
The measures to be taken in accordance with Section 1. must be

applied in such a way as to stop the unbearable behavior of

workers of Polish nationality towards the German population.

This is especially applicable in cases of sexual offences. Male
and female civilian workers of Polish nationality who have inter-

course with Germans, or are guilty of any other immoral be-

havior are to be arrested at once and are to be reported by tele-

printer to the chief of the security police and the SD to be put

under his own special treatment.

Germans, who have intercourse, behave immorally in other

ways or have love affairs with male or female civilian workers of

Polish nationality are to be arrested at once. A proposal for their

transfer to a concentration camp is to be made. The arrest, how-
ever, should not make a suitable defamation of these persons by
the population impossible. To this extent, I refer to my enclosed

letter to the Fuehrer's deputy and request that the local party

functionaries be contacted immediately in the matter and con-

stant cooperation assured. The transfer of Germans into a con-

centration camp is to be announced in a short press notice whose
form is determined by the Reich Security Main Office ; the name
is to be given.

3. Combatting activities of the male and female civilian work-
ers of Polish nationality which are detrimental to the Reich.—
General statements and activities by these workers of Polish na-

tionality which are detrimental to the Reich are to be dealt with

in the appropriate way as in No. 1.

4. Searching for male and female civilian workers of Polish

nationality who have escaped,*******
5. Measures with regard to the German population.—The em-

ployment in the Reich of great numbers of male and female

workers of Polish nationality necessitates measures being taken

also against those Germans who behave towards these foreign

workers in a manner prejudicial to the honor and dignity of the

German people.

Those Germans who hinder the Poles from the duty of ful-

filling their duties at work and hamper the prevention of an un-

pleasant behavior towards the German population, e.g. by visit-

ing inns and billets reserved for Poles, or by buying tickets, post-

ing letters, collecting money and clothing for them etc. are to be

imprisoned for a short time, if urgent warnings are not sufficient.

In more serious cases however, a proposal for a longer term of
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protective custody or transfer to a concentration camp may seem
required.

A special eye in this respect must be kept on the churches,

which may—as in the case of Polish prisoners-of-war—try to see

to the spiritual care of the Polish workers of both sexes together

with the German population. I refer to my letter to the Reich

Minister for Church Affairs.

6. Continual reports are to be sent on the results of the orders

made to ensure blameless conduct of the Poles, and of the state

police measures in accordance with these.

The decree is not suitable to be forwarded to the district

[Kreise] and the local police authorities.

[signed] H. Himmler
[Seal] The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German

Police at the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

Certified

:

Kerl

Chancellery employee

Instructive Leaflet

for German Employers with Regards to the Employment and
Treatment of Civilian Workers of Polish Nationality from

the General Government

The demands upon the German war-time economy require the

employment of all available workers. For this reason the Ger-

man government has engaged large numbers of male and female

workers of Polish nationality for employment in the Reich.

A. General behavior towards Polish civilian workers.—Every
German employer must always bear in mind that the civilian

workers of Polish nationality employed by him are members of

an enemy state, and he must act accordingly. All social contact

between these civilian workers and Germans is forbidden. Every
employer must see that the restrictions imposed on these work-

ers are strictly complied with. These restrictions include com-

pulsory registration within 24 hours after arrival at the place of

employment, prohibition of visits to theatres, movies, inns etc.

with the German population, the obligation to wear a badge at-

tached to outer clothing on the right breast, where it is visible,

and curfew for certain hours of the night.

Germans who prejudice the success of these measures e.g. by
collecting money and clothing for the Poles, who post letters or

buy tickets, who visit inns which are open to Poles, during their
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presence etc., will be called to account. Sexual intercourse be-

tween Germans and Polish civilian workers of both sexes will be

punished most severely.

Every employer must report any offences of these workers

against the orders applicable, and any other undesirable conduct

to the local police authorities as soon as they come to his knowl-

edge.

The employer must see to it that his German employees re-

strict their contacts with Polish workers to what is strictly nec-

essary, and avoid any contact whatsoever with them outside

work.*******
D. Pay—The pay of Polish agricultural workers is on prin-

ciple lower than that of German workers. The "Reich Tariff Regu-
lations for Agricultural Workers, who are not German Citizens,

with the exception of those whose Labor Conditions form the Ob-
ject of Treaties", issued 8 January 1940 (Reich Labor Gazette

No. 2 dated 15th January 1940) are applicable. Existing labor

contracts providing for higher pay as fixed by the Reich tariff

regulations may be reduced at 4 weeks notice, in accordance with

an order dated 8 January 1940 issued by the Reich Trustee for

Labor for the economic district of Brandenburg in his capacity

as special trustee, to the schedules of the Reich tariff regulations.

Civil law suits arising from the labor contracts of Polish farm-
workers are to be decided by courts of arbitration set up at the

appropriate labor offices, excluding the ordinary jurisdiction of

the labor courts.

The working conditions for industrial Polish labor are equal

to those of German labor unless special provisions are being is-

sued. The Reich Ministry for Labor has published a leaflet giving

information regarding the actual payment of wages* to Polish

civilian workers and regarding the remittance of their savings to

their home country.
* * * * * * *

Duties of Male and Female Civilian Workers of Polish

Nationality during their stay in the Reich
The Greater German Reich provides each and every worker of

Polish nationality with work, bread, and pay. It demands in re-

turn that everyone carry out conscientiously the work allotted to

him and that everyone comply carefully with the laws and orders
in force. The following special regulations apply to Polish male
and female workers:
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1. It is strictly forbidden to leave the place of residence.

2. It is also forbidden to leave the billets during the time of

curfew ordered by the police.

3. Public conveyances, such as railroads, may be used only

after special consent has been obtained from the local police au-

thority.

4. Every Polish male and female worker must always wear
visibly the badge issued to him or her. They should be worn on

the right breast of every piece of clothing. The badge is to be

sewn onto the clothing.

5. Whoever shirks his work, strikes, incites other workers,

arbitrarily absents himself from the place of employment, etc.,

will be transferred to a concentration camp for forced labor.

Sabotage and other serious offences against work-discipline will

be punished severely, at least by transfer to a labor training camp
for several years.

6. All social contact with the German people is forbidden; es-

pecially visits to theatres, movies, dances, inns and churches, in

company with Germans. Dancing and drinking is allowed only in

inns especially allocated to Polish workers.

7. Whoever has sexual intercourse with a German man or

woman, or whoever approaches them in any other improper man-
ner, will be punished by death.

8. Every offence against the orders and regulations issued for

civilian workers of Polish nationality will be punished in Ger-

many. Nobody will be sent back to Poland.

9. Every Polish male and every Polish female worker must al-

ways bear in mind, that they came to work in Germany of their

own free will. Whoever works satisfactorily, obtains bread and
pay. Whoever shirks his work or disregards the regulations is-

sued, will be taken to account severely, especially during war
time.
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The Reichsfuehrer SS
and Chief of the German Police

at the Reich Ministry

of the Interior.

Berlin, 8 March 1940

IV D 2—382/40
To the Reich Minister for Church Affairs

Berlin, W 8

Leipziger Strasse 3

Subject: Spiritual welfare of male and female civilian workers

of Polish nationality employed in the Reich.

Appendices: 2

The employment of great numbers of male and female workers

of Polish nationality in the Reich has necessitated a comprehen-

sive ruling on the treatment of these workers. The basis for this

regulation is the letter of the Minister President, General Field

Marshal Goering of 8th March, addressed to the supreme Reich

authorities. In the sphere of police matters the orders given in

the appended Police decree of 8 March 1940 and the decree, also

appended, dated 8th March 1940, have been issued.

Undesirable evidences in the relations of the male and female

civilian workers of Polish nationality to the German people are

to be prevented. Therefore it should be avoided as far as possible

that these workers have any contact whatsoever with the German
population, unless it has a direct connection with the employment
itself. For this reason I have issued an order to the effect that

Poles are prohibited from visiting church functions of the Ger-

man people, and especially from attending services.

The churches and their various representatives may now be

expected in the same way (as they did in the case of Polish

prisoners of war), to take an interest in male and female civilian

workers of Polish nationality, to hold services for them together

with the German population, to collect money and gifts in kind for

them, and to try to establish similar connections between the

German population and these workers.

For this reason I ask you to take precautions that the civilian

male and female workers are excluded from the general church
services for Germans. Spiritual care of them should be under-

taken by way of special church services, open only to them. No
sermons should be preached and no use should be made of the

Polish language. Any church welfare of these workers should be
undertaken separately from the German population.

I deem it necessary further to make it clear to the churches
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that they may have no dealings whatsoever with the male arici

female civilian workers of Polish nationality except in purely

spiritual welfare.

I have made appropriate state police measures to deal with

any conduct of the clergy which is contrary to these principles.

I should be grateful if the Reich Security Main Office would be

informed of any measures to be taken on your part.

[signed:] H. Himmler
[Seal]

The Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police in the

Reich Ministry for the Interior.

Certified

:

[signed] Kerl

Chancellery employee.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT R-150

PLAN STUDY 1938

Top Secret

By officer's hand only

To: Air Force Group Command 3

Az. Plst. 38/Ia op

No. 450/38 Top Secret

Top Secret Matter of 2 June 1938

38 copies

Copy No. 16

Main Part III

Instruction for Deployment and Combat
"Case Red"

Place Names according to Geo Survey Map 1: 1,000,000

Arrangement of Main Part III, "Case Red," of Plan Study 1938

Preface

Part A General principles for combat in the event of

"Case Red".

Part B Air attack against the west.

Part C Instructions for deployment and first employment
of air defense forces in the event of "Case

Red".

Part D Instructions for signal communications service

in the event of "Case Red".

Part E Formations of air force group 3 which in the

event of "Case Red" are to be attached to the

army, and airdromes in the area of air force
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Part F
Part G

Part H
Part J

Part K
Enclosure 1

Enclosure 2

Enclosure 3

Enclosure 3a

Enclosure 4

Enclosure 5

Enclosure 6

Enclosure 7

Enclosure 8

Enclosure 9

Enclosure 10

Enclosure 11

group 3 which are to be taken over by the

army.
Instructions concerning supply.

Instructions for preparation of inarches and

railroad movements.

List of signals and method of transmission.

Deadlines.

Supply with target information and maps.

First employment of ground crew companies.

French Air Force: Deployment areas, ground

organization, supply installations.

French deployment routes: Targets for inter-

ference.

French deployment routes: Stretches in open

country favorable for cutting.

First priority power and transformer stations,

oil refineries, oil depots, disembarkation ports.

"Case Red", "Air Defense Red".

Air force group 3

—

Telephone communications

(Net Ludwig).

Air force group 3

—

Teleprinter communications

(Net Ludwig).

Air force group 3

—

Telegraph communications

(Net Ludwig).
Survey map of networks for leadership and com-

mand ; Radio communications.

Flight control and radio navigation.

Static ground network for flight signals and

employment of flight signal companies in air

force group 3, including Tyrol and Vorarlberg,

with attachment "List of places with their

numbers".

Preface

1. In order to elaborate the preparations for "Case Red", for-

mations will base individual maneuvers and field discussions on
assignments corresponding to this case of action. They will

bear in mind the restrictions prescribed in Main Part I, Part B I,

Article 5.

2. The officers of attack formations and reconnaissance groups

F must be familiar with the possible priority targets; they will

also inform themselves about all targets within the combat area

which are of interest to the air force.

693261—47—18
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3. Necessary reconnaissance on the subject of air defense will

be assigned to the troops as individual reconnaissance tasks for

the air defense target file and will be treated as top secret

matter. The troops must not be able to deduce from the assign-

ments a picture of the total deployment planned.

Part A. General principles for combat in the event of "Case

Red".

The Enemy
I.

I. Military-political situation—Opening move of war:
If war threatens between France and Germany, it is expected

that hostilities will be started by France. France will

:

a. either interfere in the' struggle between the Reich and
Czechoslovakia in the course of "Case Green", or

b. start hostilities simultaneously with Czechoslovakia.

c. It is possible but not likely that France will begin the fight,

while Czechoslovakia still remains aloof.

It may be assumed that France will begin the war with her

air force, probably without a declaration of war. England's en-

try into the war and the employment of English air forces, even

from continental bases, must be reckoned with. Belgium's par-

ticipation is uncertain. It is doubtful whether France and Eng-
land will respect a possible Belgian neutrality. It is unlikely

that France will respect the neutrality of Luxembourg.
German formations will not fly over Belgian and Luxembourg

territory until they receive specific orders from the supreme com-

mand of the Air Force.

[Translator's note: here follow speculations as to the probable

deployment and strategic plan of the French Air Force.]*******
II. Intention of the commanding general and of the commander

of Air Force Group 3

a. Combat area: The whole area of France.

[Translator's note: here follows delineation of combat area of

Air Force Group 3 as against that of Air Force Group 2.]

Combat (including reconnaissance, but excluding contact with

enemy formations which have carried out attacks in form of

raids) will not be started until the supreme commander of the

Air Force has given the signal: "Western frontier clear for

flight".

6. Intention: Regardless of whether France enters the war as a

result of "Case Green" or whether she makes the opening move
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of the war simultaneously with Czechoslovakia, in any case the

mass of the German offensive formations, will, in conjunction

with the army, first deliver the decisive blow against Czecho-

slovakia.

Until the main forces employed in the southeast become avail-

able, it will be the task of Air Force Group 3 to prevent France

from obtaining complete freedom of action in the air. For this

purpose, attacks will be carried out continuously, in varying

strength and in irregular sequence; air defense will be mobile

and will be concentrated on focal points. In addition it may be

necessary in exceptional cases to relieve Army Group West
through concentrated use [Translator's note : of the air force] at

threatened parts of the front or through attacks against the de-

ploying French armies, the deployment routes and the supply

service.

It is intended to use parachute sabotage troops, which will be

assigned by the supreme command of the Air Force from case to

case, for the purpose of destroying suitable targets, against which
bombing raids cannot guarantee decisive success.

By means of simulated activities on as many peacetime air-

ports as possible and on other airdromes known to the enemy,
further by installing new dummy airdromes and by distributing

our own forces in small units over a wide area, we intend to cre-

ate a deceptive impression of great fighting strength and to split

up the enemy's combat forces.

Later phase:

If stronger forces are assigned in the course of the operations,

the main task will be:

To break up the French flying formations on their airdromes,

to destroy their supply depots and the vital installations on the

airdromes.

In addition, preparations will be made for:

aa. Attacks against power and transformer stations which are

indispensable for the supply of power to the armament industries

in and around Paris (the most important stations which are to be
destroyed first are marked on Enclosure 4).

bb. Attacks against the French fuel supply, especially the re-

fineries and oil depots (for the most important installations see

Enclosure 4).
' cc. Attacks against [translator's note: troops and cargoes]

unloading in .the French Mediterranean Ports (see Enclosure 4).

These attacks, as well as attacks on airdromes and supply

depots in the Paris zone will not be carried out until a specific

order is received from the Supreme Commander of the Air Force.
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24. Preparatory measures for employment against the West of

further aggressive air forces freed from service in the Southeast.

a. As the enterprise against Czechoslovakia progresses, ag-

gressive air forces freed from service in the Southeast will, in

the event of "Case Red", be transferred to the West and employed
against France with as much sudden force [Schlagartig] as pos-

sible.

Depending on the development of the situation in the South-

east, the transfer of reinforcements to the West may become pos-

sible already a few days after "Case Red" starts.

The strength of these forces cannot be determined exactly be-

forehand. The following are the maximum forces which may be

counted upon (additional to the forces already employed in the

West by the Commanding General of Air Force Group 3)

:

3 Air Division Commanders with, on the average:

2 combat "geschwader", 1 dive-bomber group and 1 re-

connaissance

"Staffel" or Group (F) each.

(Therefore total strength roughly up to 30 combat and dive-

bomber Groups).

For combat objectives of the Commanding General of Air

Force Group 3 after receipts of reinforcements, see Part A, Ar-

ticle 11.*******
Part J

Deadlines

15 July 1938: Luftgau Commands will:

Report that the preparations ordered in

Plan Study 1938 Main Part III for the

event of "Case Red" have been completed

(cf. Article 2 of covering letter (An-

schreiben) of Decree Lw. Gruppenkom-
mando 3 Az. Plst.38/Ia op No.450/38 Top
Secret 2 June 1938 concerning Plan Study

1938).

15 July 1938: Luftgau Commands will:

Effect change of distribution of Air De-

fense forces in accordance with Part C,

Article 16 a,

Submit marching orders in accordance

with Part C, Article 16 e and /,

Report that the issue of assignment orders

has been completed, in accordance with

Part C, Article 16 e and /
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1 August 1938 ] Report concerning substitute field air-

1 November 1938 } dromes in accordance with Part E, Article

1 March 1939 J 8, by Luftgau Commands VII, XII and

XIII.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-I

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
FOR THE

PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES.

Signed at the Hague
July 29, 1899

With an Appendix containing Certificates of Exchange of such

Ratifications of Powers Parties to the Convention as had been de-

posited at the Hague down to July 15, 1901.

APPENDIX
No. 1

Great. Britain

Le premier Soussigne declare avoir remis et le second Soussigne

declare avoir recu pour etre depose dans les archives d'Etat du

Royaume des Pays-Bas, l'Acte du Royaume-Uni de la Grande-

Bretagne et d'Irlande, portant la ratification de la Convention

pour le Reglement Pacifique des Conflits Internationaux.

En foi de quoi des Soussignes ont dresse le present proces-verbal

en un seul exemplaire dont une copie, certifiee conforme, sera

transmise par la voie diplomatique a toutes les Puissances qui ont

ete representees a la Conferenc Interenationale de la Paix de la

Haye.

Fait en cette ville, le 4 Septembre 1900.

L'Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre,

Plenipotentiaire de Sa Majeste la Reine du Royaume-
Uni de la Grande-Bretange et d'Irlande,

HENRY HOWARD.
Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres de Sa

Majeste la Reine des Pays-Bas, ,

W. H. DE BEAUFORT.
Certifie pour copie conforme

:

Le Secretaire-General

du Departement des Affaires Etrangeres,

L. H. Ruyssenaers.
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No. 2

Germany
Le premier Soussigne declare avoir remis et le second Soussigne

declare avoir recu pour etre depose dans les archives d'Etat du

Royaume des Pays-Bas, TActe de l'Empire d'Allemagne, portant

la ratification de la Convention pour le Reglement Pacifique des

Conflits Internationaux.

En foi de quoi les Soussignes ont dresse le present proces-verbal

en un seul exemplaire dont une copie certifiee conforme sera

transmise par la voie diplomatique a toutes les Puissances qui ont

ete representees a la Conference Internationale de la Paix de La
Haye.

Fait en cette ville le 4 Septembre 1900.

L'Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre

Plenipotentiaire de Sa Majeste l'Empereur

d'Allemagne, Roi de Prusse,

F. POURTALES.
Le Ministre de Affaires Etrangeres de

Sa Majeste la Reine des Pays-Bas,

W. H. DE BEAUFORT
Certifie pour copie conforme:
Le Secretaire-General,

du Departement des Affaires Etrangeres,

L. H. RUYSSENAERS.

Title I—On the Maintenance of General Peace.

ARTICLE I.

With a view to obviating, as far as possible, recourse to force

in the relations between States, the Signatory Powers agree to

use their best efforts to insure the pacific settlement of inter-

national differences.

22.

Title II—On Good Offices and Mediation.

ARTICLE XL

In case of serious disagreement or conflict, before an appeal to

arms, The Signatory Powers agree to have recourse as far as

circumstances allow, to the good offices or mediation of one or

more friendly powers.

ARTICLE III.

Independently of this recourse, the Signatory Powers recom-

mend that one or more Powers strangers to the dispute should
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on their own initiative and as far as circumstances may allow,

offer their good offices or mediation to the States at variance.

Powers strangers to the dispute have the right to offer good

offices or mediation, even during the course of hostilities.

The exercise of this right can never be regarded by one or the

other of the parties in conflict as an unfriendly act.

ARTICLE IV.

The part of the mediator consists in reconciling the opposing

claims and appeasing the feelings of resentment which may have

arisen between the States at variance.

ARTICLE V.

The functions of the mediator are at an end when once it is

declared either by one of the parties to the dispute or by the

mediator himself that the means of reconciliation proposed by

him are not accepted.

ARTICLE VI.

Good offices and mediation, either at the request of the parties

at variance or on the initiative of Powers strangers to the dis-

pute, have exclusively the character of advice, and never have

binding force.

ARTICLE VII.

The acceptance of mediation cannot, unless there be an agree-

ment to the contrary, have the effect of interrupting, delaying,

or hindering mobilization or other measures of preparation for

war.

If mediation occurs after the commencement of hostilities, it

causes no interruption to the military operations in progress, un-

less there be an agreement to the contrary.

ARTICLE VIII.

The Signatory Powers are agreed in recommending the ap-

plication, when circumstances allow, of special mediation in the

following form:

—

In case of a serious difference endangering the peace, the States

at variance choose respectively a Power to whom they intrust

the mission of entering into direct communication with the Power
chosen on the other side, with the object of preventing the rup-
ture of pacific relations.

For the period of this mandate, the term of which, unless other-

wise stipulated, cannot exceed thirty days, the States in conflict

cease from all direct communication on the subject of the dis-

pute, which is regarded as referred exclusively to the mediating
Powers, who must use their best efforts to settle it.
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In case of a definite rupture of pacific relations, these Powers
are charged with the joint task of taking advantage of any op-

portunity to restore peace.

Title III—On International Commissions of Inquiry.

ARTICLE IX
In differences of an international nature involving neither

honour nor vital interests, and arising from a difference of opin-

ion on points of fact the Signatory Powers recommend that the

parties, who have not been able to come to an agreement by

means of diplomacy, should as far as circumstances allow, in-

stitute an International Commission of Inquiry, to facilitate a

solution of these differences by elucidating the facts by means of

an impartial and conscientious investigation.

ARTICLE X.

The International Commissions of Inquiry are constituted by
special agreement between the parties in conflict.

The Convention for an inquiry defines the facts to be examined
and the extent of the Commissioner's powers.

It settles the procedure.

On the inquiry both sides must be heard.

The form and the periods to be observed, if not stated in the

Inquiry Convention, are decided by the Commission itself.

ARTICLE XL
The International Commissions of Inquiry are formed, unless

otherwise stipulated, in the manner fixed by Article XXXII of

the present convention.*******
COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-2

HAGUE CONVENTION (1) FOR THE PACIFIC SETTLE-
MENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES—1907.

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia; the Presi-

dent of the United States of America ; the President of the Argen-
tine Republic; His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of

Bohemia, etc., and Apostolic King of Hungary; His Majesty the

King of the Belgians; the President of the Republic of Bolivia;

the President of the Republic of the United States of Brazil ; His
Royal Highness the Prince of Bulgaria; the President of the Re-
public of Chile; His Majesty the Emperor of China; the Presi-

dent of the Republic of Colombia; the Provisional Governor of

the Republic of Cuba; His Majesty the King of Denmark; the
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President of the Dominican Republic; the President of the Re-

public of Ecuador ; His Majesty the King of Spain ; the President

of the French Republic. His Majesty the King of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British Do-

minions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India; His Majesty the

King of the Hellenes; the President of the Republic of Guate-

mala; the President of the Republic of Haiti; His Majesty the

King of Italy; His Majesty the Emperor of Japan; His Royal

Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, Duke of Nassau; the

President of the United States of Mexico ; his Royal Highness the

Prince of Montenegro; the President of the Republic of Nica-

ragua; His Majesty the King of Norway; the President of the

Republic of Panama; the President of the Republic of Para-

guay; Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands; the President

of the Republic of Peru; His Imperial Majesty the Shah of

Persia; His Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarves,

etc.; His Majesty the King of Roumania; His Majesty the Em-
peror of All the Russias; the President of the Republic of Sal-

vador; His Majesty the King of Servia; His Majesty the King
of Siam; His Majesty the King of Sweden; the Swiss Federal

Council; His Majesty the Emperor of the Ottomans; the Presi-

dent of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay; the President of the

United States of Venezuela;

Animated by a strong desire to concert for the maintenance
of general peace;

Resolved to promote by their best efforts the friendly settle-

ment of international disputes

;

Recognizing the solidarity uniting the members of the society

of civilized nations;

Desirous of extending the empire of law and of strengthening

the appreciation of international justice;

Convinced that the permanent institution of a Tribunal of Ar-

bitration accessible to all, in the midst of independent Powers,
will contribute effectively to this result;

Having regard to the advantage of the general and regular

organization of the procedure of arbitration;

Sharing the opinion of the august initiator of the International

Peace Conference that it is expedient to record in an Interna-

tional Agreement the principles of equity and right on which are
based the security of States and the welfare of peoples ; and

Being desirous, with this object, of insuring and improving
the working in practice of Commissions of Inquiry and Tribunals
of Arbitration and of facilitating recourse to arbitration in cases
which allow a summary procedure;
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Have deemed it necessary to revise in certain particulars and
to complete the work of the First Peace Conference for the pa-

cific settlement of international disputes

;

The High Contracting Parties have resolved to conclude a new
Convention for this purpose, and have appointed as their Pleni-

potentiaries, that is to say

:

[Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Who, after having deposited their full powers, found to be in

good and due form, have agreed upon the following:

—

Part h
THE MAINTENANCE OF GENERAL PEACE

Article 1.

With a view of obviating as far as possible recourse to force in

the relations between States, the Contracting Powers agree to

use their best efforts to ensure the pacific settlement of interna-

tional differences.

Part II.

GOOD OFFICES AND MEDIATION
Article 2.

In case of serious disagreement or dispute, before an appeal to

arms, the Contracting Powers agree to have recourse, as far as

circumstances allow, to the good offices or mediation of one or

more friendly Powers.

Article 3.

Independently of this recourse, the Contracting Powers deem
it expedient and desirable that one or more Powers, strangers

to the dispute, should, on their own initiative and as far as cir-

cumstances allow, offer their good offices or mediation to the

States at variance.

Powers strangers to the dispute have the right to offer good
offices or mediation even during the course of hostilities.

The exercise of this right can never be regarded by either of

the contending parties as an unfriendly act.

Article 4.

The part of the mediator consists in reconciling the opposing

claims and appeasing the feelings of resentment which may have

arisen between the States at variance.

Article 5.

The duties of the mediator are at an end when once it is

declared, either by one of the contending parties or by the me-
diator himself, that the means of reconciliation proposed by him
are not accepted.
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Article 6.

Good offices and mediation undertaken either at the request

of the contending parties or on the initiative of Powers strangers

to the dispute have exclusively the character of advice, and never

have binding force.

Article 7.

The acceptance of mediation cannot, in default of agreement to

the contrary, have the effect of interrupting, delaying, or hinder-

ing mobilization or other measures of preparation for war.

If mediation takes place after the commencement of hostilities,

the military operations in progress are not interrupted, in default

of agreement to the contrary.

Article 8.

The Contracting Powers are agreed in recommending the ap-

plication, when circumstances allow, of special mediation in the

following form:

—

In case of a serious difference endangering peace, the States

at variance choose respectively a Power, to which they intrust

the mission of entering into direct communication with the

Power chosen on the other side, with the object of preventing the

rupture of pacific relations.

For the period of this mandate, the term of which, in default

of agreement to the contrary, may not exceed thirty days, the

contending States cease from all direct communication on the

subject of the dispute, which is regarded as referred exclusively

to the mediating Powers. These Powers shall use their best ef-

forts to settle the dispute.

In case of a definite rupture of pacific relations, these Powers
remain jointly charged with the task of taking advantage of any
opportunity to restore peace.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-3

HAGUE CONVENTION (3) RELATIVE TO THE
OPENING OF HOSTILITIES—1907.

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia ; the Pres-

ident of the United States of America; the President of the Ar-
gentine Republic; His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of

Bohemia, etc., and Apostolic King of Hungary; His Majesty the

King of the Belgians; the President of the Republic of Bo-
livia; the President of the Republic of the United States

of Brazil; His Royal Highness the Prince of Bulgaria; the

President of the Republic of Chile; His Majesty the Emperor of
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China ; the President of the Republic of Colombia ; the Provisional

Governor of the Republic of Cuba; His Majesty the King of Den-
mark; the President of the Dominician Republic; the President

of the Republic of Ecuador; His Majesty the King of Spain; the

President of the French Republic; His Majesty the King of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British

Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India; His Majesty the

King of the Hellenes ; the President of the Republic of Guatemala

;

the President of the Republic of Haiti; His Majesty the King of

Italy; His Majesty the Emperor of Japan; His Royal Highness
the Grand Duke of Luxemburg, Duke of Nassau; the President

of the United States of Mexico; His Royal Highness the Prince

of Montenegro ; the President of the Republic of Nicaragua ; His

Majesty the King of Norway; the President of the Republic of

Panama; the President of the Republic of Paraguay; Her Majesty

the Queen of the Netherlands; the President of the Republic of

Peru; His Imperial Majesty the Shah of Persia; His Majesty the

King of Portugal and of the Algarves, etc., His Majesty the

King of Roumania; His Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias;

the President of the Republic of Salvador ; His Majesty the King
of Servia ; His Majesty the King of Siam ; His Majesty the King of

Sweden; the Swiss Federal Council; His Majesty the Emperor of

the Ottomans ; the President of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay

;

the President of the United States of Venezuela

;

Considering that it is important, in order to ensure the main-

tenance of pacific relations, that hostilities should not commence
without previous warning.

That it is equally important that the existence of a state of

war should be notified without delay to neutral Powers; and
Being desirous of concluding a Convention to this effect, have

appointed the following as their Plenipotentiaries:

[Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Who, after having deposited their full powers found to be in

good and due form, have agreed upon the following provisions :

Article 1.

The Contracting Powers recognize that hostilities between them
must not commence without a previous and explicit warning, in

the form of either a declaration of war, giving reasons, or an

ultimatum with a conditional declaration of war.

Article 2.

The existence of a state of war must be notified to the neutral

Powers without delay, and shall not be held to affect them until

after the receipt of a notification, which may however, be given
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by telegraph. Nevertheless, neutral Powers may not rely on the

absence of notification if it be established beyond doubt that they

were in fact aware of the existence of a state of war.

Article 3.

Article 1 of the present Convention shall take effect in case of

war between two or more of the Contracting Powers.

Article 2 applies as between a belligerent Power which is a

party to the Convention and neutral Powers which are also parties

to the Convention.

Article 4

The present Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible.

The ratifications shall be deposited at The Hague.
The first deposit of ratifications shall be recorded in a Protocol

signed by the Representatives of the Powers which take part

therein and by the Netherland Minister for Foreign Affairs.

The subsequent deposits of ratifications shall be made by

means of a written notification, addressed to the Netherland

Government and accompanied by the instrument of ratification.

A duly certified copy of the Protocol relating to the first de-

posit of ratifications, of the notifications mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraph, and of the instruments of ratification, shall be

immediately sent by the Netherland Government through the

diplomatic channel to the Powers invited to the Second Peace

Conference, as well as to the other Powers which have acceded

to the Convention. The said Government shall, in the cases con-

templated in the preceding paragraph, inform them at the same
time of the date on which it received the notification.

Article 5.

Non-Signatory Powers may accede to the present Convention.

A Power which desires to accede notifies its intention in writ-

ing to the Netherland Government, forwarding to it the act of

accession, which shall be deposited in the archives of the said

Government.
The said Government shall immediately forward to all the

other Powers a duly certified copy of the notification as well as

of the act of accession, mentioning the date on which it received

the notification.

Article 6.

The present Convention shall take effect, in the case of the

Powers which were parties to the first deposit of ratifications,

sixty days after the date of the Protocol recording such deposit,

and, in the case of the Powers which shall ratify subsequently

or which shall accede, sixty days after the notification of their
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ratification or of their accession has been received by the Nether-

land Government.

Article 7.

In the event of one of the High Contracting Parties wishing to

denounce the present Convention, the denunciation shall be noti-

fied in writing to the Netherland Government, which shall im-

mediately communicate a duly certified copy of the notification

to all the other Powers, informing them of the date on which it

was received.

The denunciation shall only operate in respect of the denounc-

ing Power, and only on the expiry of one year after the notifica-

tion has reached the Netherland Government.

Article 8.

A register kept by the Netherland Ministry for Foreign Affairs

shall record the date of the deposit of ratifications effected in

virtue of Article 4, paragraphs 3. and 4, as well as the date on

which the notifications of accession (Article 5, paragraph 2) or of

denunciation (Article 7, paragraph 1) have been received.

Each Contracting Power is entitled to have access to this reg-

ister and to be supplied with duly certified extracts from it.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have appended their sig-

natures to the present Convention.

Done at The Hague, the 18th October, 1907, in a single original,

which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Netherland

Government, and of which duly certified copies shall be sent,

through the diplomatic channel, to the Powers invited to the

Second Peace Conference.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-4

HAGUE CONVENTION (5) RESPECTING THE RIGHTS AND
DUTIES OF NEUTRAL POWERS AND PERSONS IN
WAR ON LAND-T1907.

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia ; the Presi-

dent of the United States of America; the President of the Ar-

gentine Republic; His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of

Bohemia, &c, and Apostolic King of Hungary; His Majesty the

King of the Belgians; the President of the Republic of Bolivia;

the President of the Republic of the United States of Brazil;

His Royal Highness the Prince of Bulgaria; the President of

the Republic of Chile; His Majesty the Emperor of China; the

President of the Republic of Colombia ; the Provisional Governor

of the Republic of Cuba; His Majesty the King of Denmark;
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the President of the Dominican Republic; the President of the

Republic of Ecuador; His Majesty the King of Spain; the Presi-

dent of the French Republic ; His Majesty the King of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British Do-

minions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India; His Majesty the

King of the Hellenes; the President of the Republic of Guate-

mala; the President of the Republic of Haiti; His Majesty the

King of Italy; His Majesty the Emperor of Japan; His Royal

Highness the Grand Duke of Luxemburg, Duke of Nassau; the

President of the United States of Mexico; His Royal Highness

the Prince of Montenegro ; the President of the Republic of Nica-

ragua; His Majesty the King of Norway; the President of the

Republic of Panama ; the President of the Republic of Paraguay

;

Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands; the President of the

Republic of Peru ; His Imperial Majesty the Shah of Persia ; His

Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarves, &c. ; His

Majesty the King of Roumania ; His Majesty the Emperor of All

the Russias; the President of the Republic of Salvador; His

Majesty the King of Servia ; His Majesty the King of Siam ; His

Majesty the King of Sweden; the Swiss Federal Council; His

Majesty the Emperor of the Ottomans; the President of the

Oriental Republic of Uruguay ; the President of the United States

of Venezuela:

With the view of laying down more clearly the rights and
duties of neutral Powers in case of war on land and of regulating

the position of belligerents who have taken refuge in neutral

territory

;

Being likewise desirous of defining the meaning of the term
"neutral," pending the possibility of settling, in its entirety, the

position of neutral persons in their relations with belligerents

;

Have resolved to conclude a Convention to this effect, and
have, in consequence, appointed as their Plenipotentiaries, that

is to say

:

[Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Who, after having deposited their full powers, found to be in

good and due form, have agreed upon the following provisions :

—

Chapter I.

THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF NEUTRAL POWERS.

Article 1.

The territory of neutral Powers is inviolable.

Article 2.

Belligerents are forbidden to move troops or convoys, whether
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of munitions of war or of supplies, across the territory of a

neutral Power.

Article 3.

Belligerents are likewise forbidden to

:

(a) Erect on the territory of a neutral Power a wireless

telegraphy station or any apparatus for the purpose of com-
municating with belligerent forces on land or sea

;

(6) Use any installation of this kind established by them for

purely military purposes on the territory of a neutral Power
before the war, and not previously opened for the service of

public messages.

Article 4.

Corps of combatants must not be formed, nor recruiting

agencies opened, on the territory of a neutral Power, to assist the

belligerents.

Article 5.

A neutral Power must not allow any of the acts referred to in

Articles 2 to 4 to occur on its territory.

It is not called upon to punish acts in violation of neutrality

unless such acts have been committed on its own territory.

Article 6.

The responsibility of a neutral Power is not involved by the

mere fact that persons across the frontier individually in order

to offer their services to one of the belligerents.

Article 7.

A neutral Power is not bound to prevent the export or transit,

for either belligerent, of arms, munitions of war, or, in general,

of anything which could be of use to an army or fleet.

Article 8.

A neutral Power is not bound to forbid or restrict the use on

behalf of belligerents of telegraph or telephone cables, or of wire-

less telegraphy apparatus, belonging to it or to Companies or to

private individuals.

Article 9.

A neutral Power must apply impartially to the belligerents

every restriction or prohibition which it may enact in regard to

the matters referred to in Articles 7 and 8.

The neutral Power shall see that the above obligation is ob-

served by Companies or private owners of telegraph or telephone

cables or wireless telegraphy apparatus.

Article 10.

The fact of a neutral Power resisting, even by force, attempts

to violate its neutrality cannot be regarded as a hostile act.
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Chapter II.

INTERNMENT OF BELLIGERENTS AND CARE OF THE
WOUNDED IN NEUTRAL TERRITORY.

Article 11.

A neutral Power which receives on its territory troops belong-

ing to the belligerent armies shall intern them, as far as possible,

at a distance from the theater of war.

It may keep them in camps and may even confine them in

fortresses or in places set apart for the purpose.

It shall decide whether officers may be left free on giving their

parole not to leave the neutral territory without permission.

Article 12.

In default of special Agreement, the neutral Power shall sup-

ply the interned with the food, clothing, and relief which the

dictates of humanity prescribe.

At the conclusion of peace the expenses caused by the intern-

ment shall be made good.

Article 13.

A neutral Power which receives escaped prisoners of war shall

leave them at liberty. If it allows them to remain in its terri-

tory it may assign them a place of residence.

The same rule applies to prisoners of war brought by troops

taking refuge in the territory of a neutral Power.

Article 14.

A neutral Power may authorize the passage into its territory

of the sick and wounded belonging to the belligerent armies, on
condition that the trains or other methods of transport by which
they are conveyed shall carry neither combatants nor war ma-
terial. In such a case, the neutral Power is bound to take what-
ever measures of safety and control are necessary for the pur-

pose.

The sick and wounded of one belligerent brought under these

conditions into neutral territory by the other belligerent must
be so kept by the neutral Power as to ensure their taking no
further part in the military operations. The same duty shall

devolve on the neutral State with regard to the sick and wounded
of the other army who may be committed to its care.

Article 15.

The Geneva Convention applies to the sick and wounded who
are interned in neutral territory.

693261—47—19
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Chapter III.

NEUTRAL PERSONS.

Article 16.

The subjects or citizens of a State which is not taking part in

the war are deemed neutrals.

Article 17.

A neutral cannot claim the benefit of his neutrality

:

(a) If he commits hostile acts against a belligerent;

(6) If he commits acts in favour of a belligerent, particularly

if he voluntarily enlists in the ranks of the armed force of one

of the parties.

In such a case, the neutral shall not be more severely treated

by the belligerent as against whom he has abandoned his neu-

trality than a subject or citizen of the other belligerent State

could be for the same act.

Article 18.

The following shall not be considered as acts committed in

favour of one belligerent within the meaning of Article 17, letter

(b):

(a) The furnishing of supplies or the making of loans to one

of the belligerents, provided that the person so doing neither

lives in the territory of the other party nor in territory occupied

by it, and that the supplies do not come from such territory;

(b) Services rendered in matters of police or civil admin-

istration.

Chapter IV.

RAILWAY MATERIAL.

Article 19.

Railway material coming from the territory of neutral Powers,

whether it be the property of the said Powers or of Companies or

private persons, and recognizable as such, shall not be requisi-

tioned or utilized by a belligerent except in so far as is absolutely

necessary. It shall be sent back as soon as possible to the country

of origin.

A neutral Power may likewise, in case of necessity, retain

and utilize to a corresponding extent railway material coming
from the territory of the belligerent Power.

Compensation shall be paid on either side in proportion to the

material used, and to the period of usage.
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Chapter V.

FINAL PROVISIONS.

Article 20.

The provisions of the present Convention do not apply except

between Contracting Powers, and then only if all the belligerents

are parties to the Convention.

Article 21.

The present Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible.

The ratifications shall be deposited at The Hague.

The first deposit of ratifications shall be recorded in a Proto-

col signed by the Representatives of the Powers which take part

therein and by the Netherland Minister for Foreign Affairs.

The subsequent deposits of ratifications shall be made by means
of a written notification, addressed to the Netherland Govern-

ment and accompanied by the instrument of ratification.

A duly certified copy of the Protocol relating to the first de-

posit of ratifications, of the notifications mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraph, and of the instruments of ratification shall

be immediately sent by the Netherland Government, through the

diplomatic channel, to the Powers invited to the Second Peace

Conference as well as to the other Powers which have acceded to

the Convention. The said Government shall, in the case contem-

plated in the preceding paragraph, inform them at the same time

of the date on which it received the notification.

Article 22.

Non-Signatory Powers may accede to the present Conven-

tion.

A Power which desires to accede notifies its intention in writ-

ing to the Netherland Government, forwarding to it the act of

accession, which shall be deposited in the archives of the said

Government.
The said Government shall immediately forward to all the

other Powers a duly certified copy of the notification as well

as of the act of accession, mentioning the date on which it re-

ceived the notification.

Article 23.

The present Convention shall take effect, in the case of the

Powers which were parties to the first deposit of ratifications,

sixty days after the date of the Protocol recording such deposit,

and, in the case of the Powers which shall ratify subsequently or

which shall accede, sixty days after the notification of their rati-

fication or of their accession has been received by the Netherland

Government.
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Article 24.

In the event of one of the Contracting Powers wishing to de- .

nounce the present Convention, the denunciation shall be notified

in writing to the Netherland Government, which shall immedi-

ately communicate a duly certified copy of the notification to all

the other Powers, informing them of the .date on which it was
received.

The denunciation shall only operate in respect of the denounc-
ing Power, and only on the expiry of one year after the notifica-

tion has reached the Netherland Government.

Article 25.

A register kept by the Netherland Ministry of Foreign Affairs

shall record the date of the deposit of ratifications effected in

virtue of Article 21, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well as the date on
which the notifications of accession (Article 22, paragraph 2) or

of denunciation (Article 24, paragraph 1) have been received.

Each Contracting Power is entitled to have access to this reg-

ister and to be supplied with duly certified extracts from it.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have appended their

signatures to the present Convention.

Done at The Hague, the 18th October, 1907, in a single original,

which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Netherland

Government, and of which duly certified copies shall be sent,

through the diplomatic channel to the Powers invited to the Sec-

ond Peace Conference.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC--5

VERSAILLES TREATY,
ARTICLES 42-44.

Section III.

LEFT BANK OF THE &HINE.

Article 42.

Germany is forbidden to maintain or construct any fortifica-

tions either on the left bank of the Rhine or on the right bank

to the west of a line drawn 50 kilometers to the East of the

Rhine.

Article 43.

In the area defined above, the maintenance and the assembly

of armed forces, either permanently or temporarily, and military

manoeuvres of any kind, as well as the upkeep of all permanent

works for mobilization, are in the same way forbidden.
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Article 44.

In case Germany violates in any manner whatever the provi-

sions of Articles 42 and 43, she shall be regarded as committing a

hostile act against the Powers signatory of the present Treaty

and as calculated to disturb the peace of the world.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-6

VERSAILLES TREATY,
Section VI, Article 80.

AUSTRIA
Germany acknowledges and will respect strictly the inde-

pendence of Austria within the frontiers which may be fixed in a

treaty between that State and the Principal Allied and Associ-

ated Powers; she agrees that this independence shall be inalien-

able, except with the consent of the Council of the League of

Nations.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-7

VERSAILLES TREATY,
Section VII, Article 81.

CZECHO-SLOVAK STATE
Germany, in conformity with the action already taken by the

Allied and Associated Powers, recognizes the complete inde-

pendence of the Czecho-Slovak State which will include the

autonomous territory of the Ruthenians to the south of the Car-

pathians. Germany hereby recognizes the frontiers of this State

as determined by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers
and the other interested States.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-8

VERSAILLES TREATY,
Section X, Article 99.

MEMEL
Germany renounces in favor of the Principal Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers all rights and title over the territories included

between the Baltic, the north eastern frontier of East Prussia
as defined in Article 28 of Part II (Boundaries of Germany) of

the present Treaty and the former frontier between Germany
and Russia.

Germany undertakes to accept the settlement made by the
Principal Allied and Associated Powers in regard to these terri-
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tories, particularly in so far as concerns the nationality of the

inhabitants.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-9

VERSAILLES TREATY, Section XI, Article 100.

FREE CITY OF DANZIG
Germany renounces in favour of the Principal Allied and As-

sociated Powers all rights and title over the territory comprised

within the following limits:

From the Baltic Sea southwards to the point where the princi-

pal channels of navigation of the Nogat and the Vistula (Weich-

sel) meet;

The boundary of East Prussia as described in Article 28 of

Part II (Boundaries of Germany) of the present Treaty;

Thence the principal channel of navigation of the Vistula down-

stream to a point about 6y2 kilometres north of the bridge of

Dirschau

;

Thence north-west to point 5, %% kilometres south-east of the

church of Guettland:

A line to be fixed on the ground;

Thence in a general westerly direction to the salient made by
the boundary of the Kreis of Berent S T/2 kilometres north-east of

Schoeneck

:

A line to be fixed on the ground passing between Muehlbanz

on the south and Rambeltsch on the north;

Thence the boundary of the Kreis of Berent westwards to the

re-entrant which it forms 6 kilometres north north-west of Schoe-

neck;

Thence to a point on the median line of Lonkener See:

A line to be fixed on the ground passing north of Neu Fietz

and Schatarpi and south of Barenhuette and Lonken;

Thence the median line of Lonkener See to its northernmost

point

;

Thence to the southern end of Pollenziner See:

A line to be fixed on the ground

;

Thence the median line of Pollenziner See to its northernmost

point

;

Thence in a north-easterly direction to a point about 1 kilo-

metre south of Koliebken church, where the Danzig-Neustadt rail-

way crosses a stream;

A line to be fixed on the ground passing south-east of Kameh-
len, Krissau, Fidlin, Sulmin (Richthof), Mattern, Schaeferei, and
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to the north-east, of Neuendorf, Marschau, Czapielken, Hoch- and

Klein-Kelpin, Pulvermuehl, Renneberg and the towns of Oliva and

Zoppot

;

Thence the course of the stream mentioned above to the Baltic

Sea.

The boundaries described above are drawn on a German map,

scale 1/100,000 attached to the present Treaty (Map No. 3).

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-10

VERSAILLES TREATY, Part V.

MILITARY, NAVAL AND AIR CLAUSES
In order to render possible the initiation of a general limita-

tion of the armaments of all nations, Germany undertakes strictly

to observe the military, naval and air clauses which follow:

—

SECTION I

MILITARY CLAUSES

CHAPTER 1

EFFECTIVES AND CADRES OF THE GERMAN ARMY.
Article 159

The German military forces shall be demobilized and reduced

as prescribed hereinafter.

Article 160

(1) By a date which must not be later than March 31, 1920

the German Army must not comprise more than seven divisions

of infantry and three divisions of cavalry.

After that date the total number of effectives in the Army of

the States constituting Germany must not exceed one hundred

thousand men, including officers and establishments of depots.

The Army shall be devoted exclusively to the maintenance of

order within the territory and to the control of the frontiers.

The total effective strength of officers, including the personnel

of staffs, whatever their composition, must not exceed four thou-

sand.

(2) Divisions and Army Corps headquarters staffs shall be or-

ganized in accordance with Table No. 1 annexed to this Section.

The number and strengths of the units of infantry, artillery,

engineers, technical services and troops laid down in the afore-

said Table constitute maxima which must not be exceeded.

The following units may each have their own depot:

An Infantry regiment;

A Cavalry regiment;
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A regiment of Field Artillery;

A battalion of Pioneers.

(3) The divisions must not be grouped under more than two

army corps headquarters staffs.

The maintenance or formation of forces differently grouped or

of other organizations for the command of troops or for prepara-

tion for war is forbidden.

The Great German General Staff and all similar organizations

shall be dissolved and may not be reconstituted in any form.

The officers, or persons in the position of officers, in the Min-

istries of War in the different States in Germany and in the Ad-
ministrations attached to them, must not exceed three hundred

in number and are included in the maximum strength of four
' thousand laid down in the third sub-paragraph of paragraph (1)

of this Article.

Article 161

Army administrative services consisting of civilian personnel

not included in the number of effectives prescribed by the present

Treaty will have such personnel reduced in each class to one tenth

of that laid down in the Budget of 1913.

The number of gendarmes and employees or officials of the

local or municipal police may only be increased to an extent cor-

responding to the increase of population since 1913 in the dis-

tricts or municipalities in which they are employed.

These employees and officials may not be assembled for mili-

tary training.*******
Article 163

The reduction of the strength of the German military forces

as provided for in Article 160 may be effected gradually in the

following manner:

Within three months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty the total number of effectives must be reduced to 200,000

and the number of units must not exceed twice the number of

those laid down in Article 160.

At the expiration of this period, and at the end of each sub-

sequent period of three months, a Conference of military experts

of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers will fix the reduc-

tions to be made in the ensuing three months, so that by March

31, 1920, at the latest the total number of German effectives

does not exceed the maximum number of 100,000 men laid down
in Article 160. Tn these successive reductions the same ratio be-
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tween the number of officers and of men, and between the various

kinds of units, shall be maintained as is laid down in that Article.

CHAPTER II

ARMAMENT, MUNITIONS AND MATERIAL.
Article 164

Up till the time at which Germany is admitted as a member of

the League of Nations the German Army must not possess an

armament greater than the amounts fixed in Table No. 11 an-

nexed to this Section, with the exception of an optional increase

not exceeding one-twenty-fifth part for small arms and one-fif-

tieth part for guns, which shall exclusively be used to provide for

such eventual replacements as may be necessary.

Germany agrees that after she has become a member of the

League of Nations the armaments fixed in the said Table shall

remain in force until they are modified by the Council of the

League. Furthermore she hereby agrees strictly to observe the

decisions of the Council of the League on this subject.

Article 165

The maximum number of guns, machine guns, trench mortars,

rifles and the amount of ammunition and equipment which Ger-

many is allowed to maintain during the period between the com-

ing into force of the present Treaty and the date of March 31,

1920, referred to in Article 160, shall bear the same proportion

to the amount authorized in Table No. Ill annexed to this Sec-

tion as the strength of the German Army as reduced from time

to time in accordance with Article 163 bears to the strength per-

mitted under Article 160.

Article 166

At the date of March 31, 1920, the stock of munitions which
the German Army may have at its disposal shall not exceed the

amounts fixed in Table No. Ill annexed to this Section.

Within the same period the German Government will store

these stocks at points to be notified to the Governments of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The German Govern-

ment is forbidden to establish any other stocks, depots or re-

serves of munitions.

Article 167

The number and calibre of the guns constituting at the date of

the coming into force of the present Treaty, the armament of the

fortified works, fortresses and any land or coast forts which Ger-

many is allowed to retain must be notified immediately by the

German Government to the Governments of the Principal Allied
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and Associated Powers, and will constitute maximum amounts
which may not be exceeded.

Within two months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty, the maximum stock of ammunition for these guns will be

reduced to, and maintained at, the following uniform rates:

—

fifteen hundred rounds per piece for those the calibre of which is

10.5 cm. and under; five hundred rounds per^piece for those of

higher calibre.

Article 168

The manufacture of arms, munitions, or any war material,

shall only be carried out in factories or works the location of

which shall be communicated to and approved by the Governments
of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, and the number
of which they retain the right to restrict.

Within three months from the coming into force of the pres-

ent Treaty, all other establishments for the manufacture, prepa-

ration, storage or design of arms, munitions or any war material

whatever shall be closed down. The same applies to all arsenals

except those used as depots for the authorized stocks of muni-

tions. Within the same period the personnel of these arsenals will

be dismissed.

Article 169

Within two months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty German arms, munitions and war material, including

anti-aircraft material, existing in Germany in excess of the quan-

tities allowed, must be surrendered to the Governments of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers to be destroyed or ren-

dered useless. This will also apply to any special plant intended

for the manufacture of military material, except such as may be

recognized as necessary for equipping the authorized strength of

the German Army.

The surrender in question will be effected at such points in

German territory as may be selected by the said Governments.

Within the same period arms, munitions and war material, in-

cluding anti-aircraft material, of origin other than German in

whatever state they may be, will be delivered to the said Govern-

ments who will decide as to their disposal.

Arms and munitions which on account of the successive re-

ductions in the strength of the German army become in excess

of the amounts authorized by Tables II and III annexed to this

Section must be handed over in the manner laid down above

within such periods as may be decided by the Conferences re-

ferred to in Article 163.
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Article 170

Importation into Germany of arms, munitions and war ma-
terial of every kind shall be strictly prohibited.

The same applies to the manufacture for, and export to, for-

eign countries of arms, munitions and war material of every

kind.

Article 171

The use of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases and all

analogous liquids, materials or devices being prohibited, their

manufacture and importation are strictly forbidden in Germany.

The same applies to materials specially intended for the manu-
facture, storage and use of the said products or devices.

The manufacture and the importation into Germany of

armoured cars, tanks and all similar constructions suitable for

use in war are also prohibited.

Article 172

Within a period of three months from the coming into force

of the present Treaty, the German Government will disclose to

the Governments of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers
the nature and mode of manufacture of all explosives, toxic sub-

stances or other like chemical preparations used by them in the

war or prepared by them for the purpose of being so used.

CHAPTER III

RECRUITING AND MILITARY TRAINING

Article 173

Universal compulsory military service shall be abolished in

Germany.
The German Army may only be constituted and recruited by

means of voluntary enlistment.

Article 174

The period of enlistment for non-commissioned officers and
privates must be twelve consecutive years.

The number of men discharged for any reason before expira-

tion of their term of enlistment must not exceed in any year five

per cent of the total effectives fixed by the second sub-paragraph
of paragraph 1 of Article 160 of the present Treaty.

Article 175

The officers who are retained in the Army must undertake
the obligation to serve in it up to the age of forty-five years

at least.

Officers newly appointed must undertake to serve on the ac-

tive list for twenty-five consecutive years at least.
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Officers who have previously belonged to any formations what-

ever of the Army, and who are not retained in the units allowed

to be maintained, must not take part in any military exercise

whether theoretical or practical, and will not be under any mili-

tary obligations whatever.

The number of officers discharged for any reason before the

expiration of their term of service must not exceed in any year

five per cent of the total effectives of officers provided for in the

third sub-paragraph of paragraph 1 of Article 160 of the present

Treaty.

Article 176

On the expiration of two months from the coming into force of

the present Treaty there must only exist in Germany the number
of military schools which is absolutely indispensable for the re-

cruitment of the officers of the units allowed. These schools will

be exclusively intended for the recruitment of officers of each

arm, in the proportion of one school per arm.

The number of students admitted to attend the courses of the

said schools will be strictly in proportion to the vacancies to be

filled in the cadres of officers. The students and the cadres will

be reckoned in the effectives fixed by the second and third sub-

paragraphs of paragraph 1 of Article 160 of the present Treaty.

Consequently, and during the period fixed above, all military

academies or similar institutions in Germany, as well as the dif-

ferent military schools for officers, student officers (Aspiranten),

cadets, non-commissioned officers or student non-commissioned of-

ficers (Aspiranten), other than the schools above provided for,

will be abolished.

Article 177

Educational establishments, the universities, societies of dis-

charged soldiers, shooting or touring clubs and, generally speak-

ing, associations of every description, whatever the age of their

members, must not occupy themselves with any military matters.

In particular they will be forbidden to instruct or exercise

their members, or to allow them to be instructed or exercised, in

the profession or use of arms.

These Societies, associations, educational establishments and
universities must have no connection with the Ministries of War
or any other military authority.

Article 178

All measures of mobilization or appertaining to mobilization

are forbidden.
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In no case must formations, administrative services or General

Staffs include supplementary cadres.

Article 179

Germany agrees, from the coming into force of the present

Treaty, not to accredit nor to send to any foreign country any

military, naval or air mission, nor to allow any such mission to

leave her territory, and Germany further agrees to take appro-

priate measure to prevent German nationals from leaving her

territory to become enrolled in the Army, Navy or Air service

of any foreign Power, or to be attached to such Army, Navy or

Air service for the purpose of assisting in the military, naval or

air training thereof, or otherwise for the purpose of giving mili-

tary, naval or air instruction in any foreign country.

The Allied and Associated Powers agree, so far as they are

concerned, from the coming into force of the present Treaty, not

to enroll in nor to attach to their armies or naval or air forces

any German national for the purpose of assisting in the military

training of such armies or naval or air forces, or otherwise to

employ any such German national as military, naval or aero-

nautic instructor.

The present provision does not, however, affect the right of

France to recruit for the Foreign Legion in accordance with

French military laws and regulations.

CHAPTER IV

FORTIFICATIONS

Article 180

All fortified works, fortresses and field works situated in Ger-

man territory to the west of a line drawn fifty kilometres to the

east of the Rhine shall be disarmed and dismantled.

Within a period of two months from the coming into force of

the present Treaty such of the above fortified works, fortresses

and field works as are situated in territory not occupied by Al-

lied and Associated troops shall be disarmed and within a fur-

ther period of four months they shall be dismantled. Those which
are situated in territory occupied by Allied and Associated troops

shall be disarmed and dismantled within* such periods as may be
fixed by the Allied High Command.
The construction of any new fortification, whatever its nature

and importance is forbidden in the zone referred to in the first

paragraph above.

The system of fortified works of the southern and eastern

frontiers of Germany shall be maintained in its existing state.
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TABLE No. 1.

STATE AND ESTABLISHMENT OF ARMY CORPS HEAD-
QUARTERS STAFFS AND OF INFANTRY AND

CAVALRY DIVISIONS

These tabular statements do not form a fixed establishment to

be imposed on Germany, but the figures contained in them (num-
ber of units and strengths) represent maximum figures, which
should not in any case be exceeded.

L—ARMY CORPS HEADQUARTERS STAFFS.

Unit.

Maximum
No.

Authorized

Maximum Strengths

of each Unit.

' Officers

N.C.O.'s

and men

2 30 150

60 300

II.—ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INFANTRY DIVISION.

Unit.

Maximum
No. of such

Units in a

Single

Division

Maximum Strengths

of each Unit.

Officers

N.C.O.'s

and men

Headquarters of an infantry division .

.

1 25 70

Headquarters of divisional infantry .... 1 4 30

Headquarters of divisional artillery 1 4 30

3 70 2,300

(Each regiment comprises 3 battalions

of infantry. Each battalion comprises
.

3 companies of infantry and 1 machine
gun company)

1

Trench mortar company 3 6 150

1 6 150

Field artillery regiment 1 85 1,300

(Each regiment comprises 3 groups of

artillery. Each group comprises 3

batteries.)
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Maximum
No. of such

Units in a

Maximum Strengths

of each Unit

Unit.
Single

Division Officers

N.C.O.'s

and men

1 12 400

^This Hattalion comTyris<?«? 2 portrnaniPK

of pioneers, 1 pontoon detachment, 1

search-light section.)

Signal detachment 1 12 300

(This detachment comprises 1 tele-

phone detachment, 1 listening section,

1 carrier pigeon section.)

1 20 400

14 800

Total for infantry division 410 10,830

IE.—ESTABLISHMENT OF A CAVALRY DIVISION.

Maximum Maximum Strengths
No. of such of each Unit.
Units in a

Single N.C.O.'s
Unit. Division Officers and men

Headquarters of a cavalry division .... 1 15 50

Cavalry regiment 6 40 800

(Each regiment comprises 4 squad-

rons.)

Horse artillery group (3 batteries) .... 1

\

20 400

275 5,250
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TABLE No. 2

TABULAR STATEMENT OF ARMAMENT ESTABLISHMENT FOR A
MAXIMUM OF 7 INFANTRY DIVISIONS, 3 CAVALRY DIVISIONS,

AND 2 ARMY CORPS HEADQUARTERS STAFFS.

>»

CO

s
a

Material >» c
u o

Infanti

:ons

cavalry

ions

2
Army

corps

headquarters

staffs

Total

of

Colu

2,

4
and

5

Infant

divisi

For

7
divisi

Cavah

divisi

For

3
divisi

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Rifles 12,000 84,000 84,000

18,000

792

6,000

12

18,000

36Heavy machine guns. 108 756 be

c
amer

ntry

Light machine guns. 162 1,134 nust arm in

fa

1,134

Medium trench

9 63 § s § 63

Light trench
ishm

ncre,
ivisi

27 189
73

189

24 168 12 36
esta the the

204

10.5 cm. howitzers .

.

12 84 This
from 84

TABLE No. 3
MAXIMUM STOCKS AUTHORIZED

Material

Maximum
number of

arms
authorized

Establishment

per unit

Rounds

Maximum
totals

Rounds

84,0001 400 40,800,000

18,000J

7921

1,134J
8,000 . 15,408,000

63 400 25,200

189 800 151,200

Field artillery:

204 1,000 204,000

84 800 67,200
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SECTION II

NAVAL CLAUSES.

Article 181

After the expiration of a period of two months from the coming

into force of the present Treaty the German naval forces in com-

mission must not exceed:

6 battleships of the Deutschland or Lothringen type.

6 light cruisers.

12 destroyers.

12 torpedo boats,

or an equal number of ships constructed to replace them as pro-

vided in Article 190.

No submarines are to be included.

All other warships, except where there is provision to the con-

trary in the present Treaty, must be placed in reserve or devoted

to commercial purposes.

Article 182

Until the completion of the minesweeping prescribed by Article

193 Germany will keep in commission such number of mine-

sweeping vessels as may be fixed by the Governments of the

principal Allied and Associated Powers.

Article 183

After the expiration of a period of two months from the com-

ing into force of the present Treaty the total personnel of the

German Navy, including the manning of the fleet, coast defenses,

signal stations, administration and other land services, must not

exceed fifteen thousand, including officers and men of all grades

and corps.

The total strength of officers and warrant officers must not

exceed fifteen hundred.

Within two months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty the personnel in excess of the above strength shall be

demobilized.

No naval or military corps or reserve force in connection with

the Navy may be organized in Germany without being included

in the above strength.

Article 184

From the date of the coming into force of the present Treaty
all the German surface warships which are not in German ports

cease to belong to Germany, who renounces all rights over them.
Vessels which, in compliance with the Armistice of November

11, 1918, are now interned in the ports of the Allied and Associ-

ated Powers are declared to be finally surrendered.
693261—47—20
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Vessels which are now interned in neutral ports will be there

surrendered to the Governments of the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers. The German Government must address a

notification to that effect to the neutral Powers on the coming
into force of the present Treaty.

Article 185

Within a period of two months from the coming into force of

the present Treaty the German surface warships enumerated
below will be surrendered to the Governments of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers in such Allied ports as the said

Powers may direct.

These warships will have been disarmed as provided in Article

XXIII of the Armistice of November 11, 1918. Nevertheless

they must have all their guns on board.

Battleships.

Oldenburg. Posen.

Thuringen. Westfalen.

Ostfriesland. Rheinland.

Helgoland. Nassau.

Light Cruisers.

Stettin. Stralsund.

Danzig. Augsburg.

Muenchen. Kolberg.

Luebeck. Stuttgart.

and, in addition, forty-two modern destroyers and fifty modern
torpedo boats, as chosen by the Governments of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers.

Article 186

On the coming into force of the present Treaty the German
Government must undertake, under the supervision of the Gov-

ernments of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, the

breaking-up of all the German surface warships now under con-

struction.

Article 187

The German auxiliary cruisers and fleet auxiliaries below will

be disarmed and treated as merchant ships.

Interned in neutral countries:

Berlin. Seydlitz.

Santa Fe. Yorck.
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In Germany:
Ammon. Fuerst Buelow.

Answald. Gertrud.

Bosnia. Kigoma.

Cordoba. Rugia.

Cassel. Santa Elena.

Dania. Schleswig.

Rio Negro. Moewe.

Rio Pardo. Sierra Ventana.

Santa Cruz. Chemnitz.

Schwaben. Emil Georg von St

Solingen. Habsburg.

Steigerwald. Meteor.

Franken.
•

Waltraute.

Gundomar. Scharnhorst.

Article 188

On the expiration of one month from the coming into force

of the present Treaty all German submarines, submarines sal-

vage vessels and docks for submarines, including the tubular

dock, must have been handed over to the Governments of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers.

Such of these submarines, vessels and docks as are considered

by the said Governments to be fit to proceed under their own
power or to be towed shall be taken by the German Government

into such Allied ports as have been indicated.

The remainder, and also those in course of construction, shall

be broken up entirely by the German Government under the

supervision of the said Governments. The breaking-up must be

completed within three months at the most after the coming

into force of the present Treaty.

Article 189

Articles, machinery and material arising from the breaking-up

of German warships of all kinds, whether surface vessels or sub-

marines, may not be used except for purely industrial or com-
mercial purposes.

They may not be sold or disposed of to foreign countries.

Article 190.

Germany is forbidden to construct or acquire any warships

other than those intended to replace the units in commission pro-

vided for in Article 181 of the present Treaty.

The warships intended for replacement purposes as above shall

not exceed the following displacement:
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Armoured ships 10,000 tons

Light cruisers 6,000 tons

Destroyers _ 800 tons

Torpedo boats - ........ 200 tons

Except where a ship has been lost, units of the different classes

shall only be replaced at the end of a period of twenty years in

the case of battleships and cruisers, and fifteen years in the case

of destroyers and torpedo boats, counting from the launching of

the ship.

Article 191.

The construction or acquisition of any submarines, even for

commercial purposes, shall be forbidden in Germany.

Article 192

The warships in commission of the German fleet must have on

board or in reserve only the allowance of arms, munitions and war
material fixed by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers.

Within a month from the fixing of the quantities as above,

arms, munitions and war material of all kinds, including mines

and torpedoes, now in the hands of the German Government and

in excess of the said quantities, shall be surrendered to the Gov-

ernments of the said Powers at places to be indicated by them.

Such arms, munitions and war material will be destroyed or

rendered useless.

All other stocks, depots or reserves of arms, munitions or naval

war material of all kinds are forbidden.

The manufacture of these articles in German territory for, and

their export to, foreign countries shall be forbidden.

Article 193

On the coming into force of the present Treaty Germany will

forthwith sweep up the mines in the following areas in the North

Sea to the eastward of longitude 4° 00' E. of Greenwich:

(1) Between parallels of latitude 53° 00' N. and 59° 30' N.

Germany must keep these areas free from mines.

Germany must also sweep and keep free from mines such areas

in the Baltic as may ultimately be notified by the Governments

of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers.

Article 194

The personnel of the German Navy shall be recruited entirely

by voluntary engagements entered into for a minimum period of

twenty-five consecutive years for officers and warrant officers;

twelve consecutive years for petty officers and men.
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The number engaged to replace those discharged for any reason

before the expiration of their term of service must not exceed

five per cent, per annum of the totals laid down in this Section

(Article 183).

The personnel discharged from the Navy must not receive any

kind of naval or military training or undertake any further serv-

ice in the Navy or Army.
Officers belonging to the German Navy and not demobilized

must engage to serve until the age of forty-five, unless discharged

for sufficient reasons.

No officer or man of the German mercantile marine shall re-

ceive any training in the Navy.

Article 195

In order to ensure free passage into the Baltic to all nations,

Germany shall not erect any fortifications in the area comprised

between latitudes 55° 27' N. and 54° 00' N. and longitudes

9° 00' E. and 16° 00' E. of the meridian of Greenwich, nor install

any guns commanding the maritime routes between the North

Sea and the Baltic. The fortifications now existing in this area

shall be demolished and the guns removed under the supervision

of the Allied Governments and in periods to be fixed by them.

The German Government shall place at the disposal of the

Governments of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers all

hydrographical information now in its possession concerning the

channels and adjoining waters between the Baltic and the North

Sea.

Article 196

All fortified works and fortifications, other than those men-
tioned in Section XIII (Heligoland) of Part III (Political Clauses

for Europe) and in Article 195, now established within fifty

kilometers of the German coast or on German islands off that

coast shall be considered as of a defensive nature and may re-

main in their existing condition.

No new fortifications shall be constructed within these limits.

The armament of these defences shall not exceed, as regards the

number and calibre of guns, those in position at the date of the

coming into force of the present Treaty. The German Govern-

ment shall communicate forthwith particulars thereof to all the

European Governments.

On the expiration of a period of two months from the coming

into force of the present Treaty the stocks of ammunition for

these guns shall be reduced to and maintained at a maximum
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figure of fifteen hundred rounds per piece for calibres of 4.1 inch

and under, and five hundred rounds per piece for higher calibres.

Article 197

During the three months following the coming into force of

the present Treaty the German high-power wireless telegraphy

stations at Nauen, Hanover and Berlin shall not be used for the

transmission of messages concerning naval, military or political

questions of interest to Germany or any State which has been

allied to Germany in the war, without the assent of the Govern-

ments of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. These sta-

tions may be used for commercial purposes, but only under the

supervision of the said Governments, who will decide the wave-

length to be used.

During the same period Germany shall not build any more
high-power wireless telegraphy stations in her own territory or

that of Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria or Turkey.

SECTION III

AIR CLAUSES.

Article 198

The armed forces of Germany must not include any military

or naval air forces.

Germany may, during a period not extending beyond October 1,

1919, maintain maximum number of one hundred seaplanes or

flying boats, which shall be exclusively employed in searching for

submarine mines, shall be furnished with the necessary equip-

ment for this purpose, and shall in no case carry arms, muni-

tions or bombs of any nature whatever.

In addition to the engines installed in the seaplanes or flying

boats above mentioned, one spare engine may be provided for

each engine of each of these craft.

No dirigible shall be kept.

Article 199

Within two months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty the personnel of air forces on the rolls of the German
land and sea forces shall be demobilized. Up to October 1, 1919,

however, Germany may keep and maintain a total number of one

thousand men, including officers, for the whole of the cadres and
personnel, flying and non-flying, of all formations and establish-

ments.

Article 200

Until the complete evacuation of German territory by the

Allied and Associated troops, the aircraft of the Allied and Asso-
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ciated Powers shall enjoy in Germany freedom of passage

through the air, freedom of transit and of landing.

Article 201

During the six months following the coming into force of the

present Treaty, the manufacture and importation of aircraft,

parts of aircraft, engines for aircraft, and parts of engines for

aircraft, shall be forbidden in all German territory.

Article 202

On the coming into force of the present Treaty, all military

and naval aeronautical material, except the machines mentioned

in the second and third paragraphs of Article 198, must be de-

livered to the Governments of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers.

Delivery must be effected at such places as the said Govern-

ments may select, and must be completed within three months.

In particular, this material will include all items under the

following heads which are or have been in use or were designed

for warlike purposes: Complete aeroplanes and seaplanes, as

well as those being manufactured, repaired or assembled.

Dirigibles able to take the air, being manufactured, repaired

or assembled.

Plant for the manufacture of hydrogen.

Dirigible sheds and shelters of every kind for aircraft.

Pending their delivery, dirigibles will, at the expense of Ger-

many, be maintained inflated with hydrogen; the plant for the

manufacture of hydrogen; as well as the sheds for dirigibles,

may, at the discretion of the said Powers be left to Germany
until the time when the dirigibles are handed over.

Engines for aircraft.

Nacelles and fuselages.

Armament (guns, machine guns, light machine guns, bomb-
dropping apparatus, torpedo-dropping apparatus, synchroniza-

tion apparatus, aiming apparatus).

Munitions (cartridges, shells, bombs loaded or unloaded, stocks

of explosives or of material for their manufacture).
Instruments for use on aircraft.

Wireless apparatus and photographic or cinematograph ap-
paratus for use on aircraft.

Component parts of any of the items under the preceding
heads.

The material referred to above shall not be removed without
special permission from the said Governments.
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I

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND
GERMANY RESTORING FRIENDLY RELATIONS

25 AUGUST 1921

By the President of the United States of America
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, by a Joint Resolution of Congress, approved
March 3, 1921, it was declared that certain Acts of Congress,

joint resolutions and proclamations should be construed as if the

war between the United States of America and the Imperial

German Government had ended, but certain acts of Congress and
proclamations issued in pursuance thereof were excepted from
the operation of the said resolution;

WHEREAS, by a Joint Resolution of Congress approved July

2, 1921, the state of war which was declared by the Joint Resolu-

tion of Congress approved April 6, 1917, to exist between the

United States of America and the Imperial German Government
was declared at an end;

WHEREAS, a treaty between the United States and Germany
was signed at Berlin on August 25, 1921, to restore the friendly

relations existing between the two nations prior to the outbreak

of war, which treaty is word for word as follows:

The United States of America
and

Germany

:

Considering that the United States, acting in conjunction with

its co-belligerents, entered into an Armistice with Germany on

November 11, 1918, in order that a Treaty of Peace might be

concluded

;

Considering that the Treaty of Versailles was signed on June

28, 1919, and came into force according to the terms of its Article

440, but has not been ratified by the United States

;

Considering that the Congress of the United States passed a
Joint Resolution, approved by the President July 2, 1921, which
reads in part as follows:

"RESOLVED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, That the state

of war declared to exist between the Imperial German
Government and the United States of America by the

joint resolution of Congress approved April 6, 1917, is

hereby declared at an end.

"Sec. 2. That in making this declaration, and as a part

of it, there are expressly reserved to the United States of
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America and its nationals any and all rights, privileges,

indemnities, reparations, or advantages, together with the

right to enforce the same, to which it or they have be-

come entitled under the terms of the armistice signed No-

vember 11, 1918, or any extensions or modifications

thereof; or whi&i were acquired by or are in the posses-

sion of the United States of America by reason of its par-

ticipation in the war or to which its nationals have thereby

become rightfully entitled; or which, under the treaty of

Versailles, have been stipulated for its ok" their benefit; or

to which it is entitled as one of the principal allied and
associated powers; or to which it is entitled by virtue of

any Act or Acts of Congress ; or otherwise.*******
"Sec. 5. All property of the Imperial German Govern-

ment, or its successor or successors, and of all German
nationals, which was, on April 6, 1917, in or has since that

date come into the possession or under control of, or has

been the subject of a demand by the United States of

America or of any of its officers, agents, or employees,

from any source or by any agency whatsover, and all

property of the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian
Government, or its successor or successors, and of all

Austro-Hungarian nationals which was on December 7,

1917, in or has since that date come into the possession or

under control of, or has been the subject of a demand by
the United States of America or any of its officers, agents,

or employees, from any source or by any agency whatso-
ever, shall be retained by the United States of America
and no disposition thereof made, except as shall have been

heretofore or specifically hereafter shall be provided by
law until such time as the Imperial German Government
and the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Govern-

ment, or their successor or successors, shall have respec-

tively made suitable provision for the satisfaction of all

claims against said Governments respectively, of all per-

sons, wheresoever domiciled, who owe permanent alle-

giance to the United States of America and who have suf-

fered, through the acts of the Imperial German Govern-
ment, or its agents, or the Imperial and Royal Austro-

Hungarian Government, or its agents, since July 31, 1914,

loss, damage, or injury to their persons or property, di-

rectly or indirectly, whether through the ownership of

shares of stock in German, Austro-Hungarian, American,
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or other corporations, or in consequence of hostilities or

of any operations of war, or otherwise, and also shall have

granted to persons owing permanent allegiance to the

United States of America most-favqred-nation treatment,

whether the same be national or otherwise, in all matters

affecting residence, business, profession, trade, naviga-

tion, commerce and industrial property rights, and until

the Imperial German Government and the Imperial and
Royal Austro-Hungarian Government, or their successor

or successors, shall have respectively confirmed to the

United States of America all fines, forfeitures, penalties,

seizures imposed or made by the United States of America
during the war, whether in respect to the property of the

Imperial German Government or German nationals or the

Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Government or

Austro-Hungarian nationals, and shall have waived any

and all pecuniary claims against the United States of

America."

Being desirous of restoring the friendly relations existing be-

tween the two Nations prior to the outbreak of war

:

Have for that purpose appointed their plenipotentiaries:

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA

Ellis Loring Dresel, Commissioner of the United States of

America to Germany,
and

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE
Dr. Friedrich Rosen, Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Who, having communicated their full powers, found to be in

good and due form, have agreed as follows

:

ARTICLE L
Germany undertakes to accord to the United States, and the

United States shall have and enjoy, all the rights, privileges, in-

demnities, reparations or advantages specified in the aforesaid

Joint Resolution of the Congress of the United States of July 2,

1921, including all the rights and advantages stipulated for the

benefit of the United States in the Treaty of Versailles which the

United States shall fully enjoy notwithstanding the fact that such

Treaty has not been ratified by the United States.

ARTICLE II.

With a view to defining more particularly the obligations of

Germany under the foregoing Article with respect to certain pro-
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visions in the Treaty of Versailles, it is understood and agreed

between the High Contracting Parties

:

(1) That the rights and advantages stipulated in that Treaty

for the benefit of the United States, which it is intended the

United States shall have and enjoy, are those defined in Section

1, of Part IV, and Parts V, VI, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIV, and

XV.
The United States in availing itself of the rights and advan-

tages stipulated in the provisions of that Treaty mentioned in

this paragraph will do so in a manner consistent with the rights

accorded to Germany under such provisions.

(2) That the United States shall not be bound by the provi-

sions of Part I of that Treaty, nor by any provisions of that

Treaty including those mentioned in Paragraph (1) of this

Article, which relate to the Covenant of the League of Nations,

nor shall the United States be bound by any action taken by the

League of Nations, or by the Council or by the Assembly

thereof, unless the United States shall expressly give its assent

to such action.

(3) That the United States assumes no obligations under or

with respect to the provisions of Part II, Part III, Sections 2 to 8

inclusive of Part IV, and Part XIII of that Treaty.

(4) That, while the United States is privileged to participate

in the Reparation Commission, according to the terms of Part

VIII of that Treaty, and in any other Commission established

under the Treaty or under any agreement supplemental thereto,

the United States is not bound to participate in any such com-
mission unless it shall elect to do so.

(5) That the periods of time to which reference is made in

Article 440 of the Treaty of Versailles shall run, with respect to

any act or election on the part of the United States, from the date

of the coming into force of the present Treaty.

ARTICLE III.

The present Treaty shall be ratified in accordance with the

constitutional forms of the High Contracting Parties and shall

take effect immediately on the exchange of ratifications which
shall take place as soon as possible at Berlin.

In Witness Whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have
signed this Treaty and have hereunto affixed their seals.

Done in duplicate in Berlin this twenty-fifth day of August
1921.

[seal.] Ellis Loring Dresel
[seal.] Rosen
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AND WHEREAS, the said treaty has been duly ratified on

both parts, and the ratifications of the two countries were ex-

changed at Berlin on November 11, 1921

;

NOW THEREFORE be it known that I, Warren G. Harding,

President of the United States of America, hereby proclaim that

the war between the United States and Germany terminated on
July 2, 1921, and cause the said treaty to be made public to the

end that every article and clause thereof may be observed and
fulfilled with good faith by the United States and the citizens

thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this fourteenth day of No-
vember One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-

[SEAL] one and of the Independence of the United States of

America the One Hundred and Forty-sixth.

Warren G. Harding
By the President:

Charles E. Hughes
Secretary of State.

[Ratification]

WARREN G. HARDING,
President of the United States of America,

To All To Whom These Presents Shall Come, Greetings:

KNOW YE, That whereas a Treaty between the United States

of America and Germany to restore the friendly relations exist-

ing between the two nations prior to the outbreak of war, was
concluded and signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Ber-

lin on August 25, 1921, the original of which Treaty, in the Eng-
lish and German languages, is hereto annexed

:

And Whereas, the Senate of the United States, by their resolu-

tion of October 18, 1921, (two-thirds of the Senators present con-

curring therein) did advise and consent to the ratification of the

said Treaty, subject to the understanding, made a part of the

resolution of ratification, "that the United States shall not be

represented or participate in any body, agency or commission,

nor shall any person represent the United States as a member of

any body, agency or commission in which the United States is

authorized to participate by this Treaty, unless and until an
Act of the Congress of the United States shall provide for such

representation or participation" ; and subject to the further un-
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derstanding, made a part of the resolution of ratification, "that

the rights and advantages which the United States is entitled to

have and enjoy under this Treaty embrace the rights and ad-

vantages of nationals of the United States specified in the Joint

Resolution or in the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles to

which this Treaty refers";

NOW, therefore, be it known that I, Warren G. Harding, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, having seen and considered

the said Treaty, do hereby, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice

and consent of the Senate, ratify and confirm the same and every

article and clause thereof, subject to the understanding herein-

above recited.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the seal of the

United States to be hereunto affixed.

Given under my hand at the City of Washington, the twenty-

first day of October, in the year of our Lord one thou-

f SEAL. ] sand nine hundred and twenty-one, and of the Inde-

pendence of the United States of America the one hun-

dred and forty-sixth.

Warren G. Harding
By the President:

Charles E. Hughes
Secretary of State.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-12

TREATY OF MUTUAL GUARANTEE BETWEEN GERMANY,
BELGIUM, FRANCE, GREAT BRITAIN AND ITALY, .

DONE AT LOCARNO, OCTOBER 16, 1925

[Official text in French. 'This Treaty was registered with the

Secretariat, in accordance with its Article 10, on September 14,

1926, the date of its entry into force.]

The President of the German Reich, His Majesty the King of

the Belgians, the President of the French Republic, His Majesty
the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and

of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, His

Majesty the King of Italy;

Anxious to satisfy the desire for security and protection which
animates the peoples upon whom fell the scourge of the war of

1914-18;

Taking note of the abrogation of the treaties for the neutral-

ization of Belgium, and conscious of the necessity of ensuring

peace in the area which has so frequently been the scene of Euro-

pean conflicts;
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Animated also with the sincere desire of giving to all the sig-

natory Powers concerned supplementary guarantees within the
framework of the Covenant of the League of Nations and the

treaties in force between them;
Have determined to conclude a treaty with these objects, and

have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the German Empire

:

Dr. Hans Luther, Chancellor of the Empire;
Dr. Gustav Stresemann, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

His Majesty the King of the Belgians:

M. Emile Vandervelde, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

The President of the French Republic:

M. Aristide Briand, Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign

Affairs

;

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas,

Emperor of India:

The Right Honourable Stanley Baldwin, M.P., First Lord of

the Treasury and Prime Minister;

The Right Honourable Joseph Austen Chamberlain, M.P.,

Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs;

His Majesty the King of Italy:

The Honourable Vittorio Scialoja, Senator of the Kingdom;
Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good

and due form have agreed as follows:

Article 1
«

The High Contracting Parties collectively and severally guar-

antee, in the manner provided in the following Articles, the main-

tenance of the territorial status quo resulting from the frontiers

between Germany and Belgium and between Germany and France,

and the inviolability of the said frontiers as fixed by or in pur-

suance of the Treaty of Peace signed at Versailles on June 28,

1919, and also the observance of the stipulations of Article 42

and 43 of the said Treaty concerning the demilitarized zone.

Article 2

Germany and Belgium, and also Germany and France, mutually

undertake that they will in no case attack or invade each other

or resort to war against each other.

The stipulation shall not, however, apply in the case of:

(1) The exercise of the right of legitimate defence, that is to

say, resistance to a violation of the undertaking contained in the
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previous paragraph or to a flagrant breach of Articles 42 or 43

of the said Treaty of Versailles, if such breach constitutes an

unprovoked act of aggression and by reason of the assembly of

armed forces in the demilitarized zone, immediate action is neces-

sary;

(2) Action in pursuance of Article 16 of the Covenant of the

League of Nations;

(3) Action as the result of a decision taken by the Assembly
or by the Council of the League of Nations or in pursuance of

Article 15, paragraph 7, of the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, provided that in this last event the action is directed against

a State which was first to attack.

Article 3

In view of the undertakings entered into in Article 2 of the

present Treaty, Germany and Belgium, and Germany and France,

undertake to settle by peaceful means and the manner laid down
herein all questions of every kind which may arise between them
and which it may not be possible to settle by the normal methods

of diplomacy.

Any question with regard to which the parties are in conflict

as to their respective rights shall be submitted to judicial de-

cision, and the Parties undertake to comply with such decision.

All other questions shall be submitted to a conciliation com-
mission. If the proposals of this commission are not accepted by
the two Parties, the question shall be brought before the Council

of the League of Nations, which will deal with it in accordance

with Article 15 of the Covenant of the League.

The detailed arrangements for effecting such peaceful settle-

ments are the subject of special Agreements signed this day.

Article 4

(1) If one of the High Contracting Parties alleges that a vio-

lation of Article 2 of the present Treaty or a breach of Articles

42 or 43 of the Treaty of Versailles has been or is being com-

mitted, it shall bring the question at once before the Council of

the League of Nations.

(2) As soon as the Council of the League of Nations is satis-

fied that such violation or breach has been committed, it will

notify its findings without delay to the Powers signatory of the

present Treaty, who severally agree that in such case they will

each of them come immediately to the assistance of the Power
against whom the act complained of is directed.
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(3) In case of a flagrant violation of Article 2 of the present

Treaty or of a flagrant breach of Articles 42 or 43 of the Treaty

of Versailles by one of the High Contracting Parties, each of the

other Contracting Parties hereby undertakes immediately to come
to the help of the Party against whom such a violation or breach

has been directed as soon as the said Power has been able to

satisfy itself that this violation constitutes an unprovoked act of

aggression and that by reason either of crossing of the frontier

or of the outbreak of hostilities or of the assembly of armed
forces in the demilitarized zone immediately action is necessary.

Nevertheless, the Council of the League of Nations, which will

be seized of the question in accordance with the first paragraph

of this Article, will issue its findings, and the High Contracting

Parties undertake to act in accordance with the recommendations

of the Council, provided that they are concurred in by all the

members other than the representatives of the Parties which

have engaged in hostilities.

Article 5

The provisions of Article 3 of the present Treaty are placed

under the guarantee of the High Contracting Parties as provided

by the following stipulations:

If one of the Powers referred to in Article 3 refuses to submit

a dispute to peaceful settlement or to comply with an arbitral or

judicial decision and commits a violation of Article 2 of the

present Treaty or a breach of Articles 42 or 43 of the Treaty of

Versailles, the provisions of Article 4 of the present Treaty shall,

apply.

Where one of the Powers referred to in Article 3, without com-

mitting a violation of Article 2 of the present Treaty or a breach

of Articles 42 or 43 of the Treaty of Versailles, refuses to submit

a dispute to peaceful settlement or to comply with an arbitral or

judicial decision, the other Party shall bring the matter before

the Council of the League of Nations, and the Council shall pro-

pose what steps shall be taken; the High Contracting Parties

shall comply with these proposals.

Article 6

The provisions of the present Treaty do not affect the rights

and obligations of the High Contracting Parties under the Treaty

of Versailles or under arrangements supplementary thereto, in-

cluding the Agreements signed in London on August 30, 1924.
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Article 7

The present Treaty, which is designed to ensure the mainte-

nance of peace, and is in conformity with the Covenant of the

League of Nations, shall not be interpreted as restricting the

duty of the League to take whatever action may be deemed wise

and effectual to safeguard the peace of the world.

The present Treaty shall be registered at the League of Na-
tions in accordance with the Covenant of the League. It shall

remain in force until the Council, acting on a request of one or

other of the High Contracting Parties notified to the other signa-

tory Powers three months in advance, and voting at least by a

two-thirds' majority, decides that the League of Nations ensures

sufficient protection to the High Contracting Parties ; the Treaty

shall cease to have effect on the expiration of a period of one year

from such decision.

The present Treaty shall impose no obligation upon any of the

British dominions, or upon India, unless the Government of such

dominion, or of India, signifies its acceptance thereof.

The present Treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications shall

be deposited at Geneva in the archives of the League of Nations

as soon as possible.

It shall enter into force as soon as all the ratifications have
been deposited and Germany has become a Member of the League
of Nations.

The present Treaty, done in a single copy, will be deposited

in the archives of the League of Nations, and the Secretary-

General will be requested to transmit certified copies to each of

the High Contracting Parties.

In faith whereof the above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Treaty.

Done at Locarno, October 16, 1925.

Article 8

Article 9.

Article 10

(L.S.)

(L.S.)

(L.S.)

(L.S.)

(Signed)

(Signed)

(Signed)

(Signed)

Hans Luther.

Gustav Stresemann.

Emile Vandervelde.

Aristide Briand.
693261—47—21
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(L.S.) (Signed) Stanley Baldwin.

(L.S.) (Signed) Austen Chamberlain.

(L.S.) (Signed) Vittorio Scialoja.

FINAL PROTOCOL OF THE LOCARNO CONFERENCE
The representatives of the German, Belgian, British, French,

Italian, Polish and Czechoslovak Governments, who have met at

Locarno from October 5 to 16, 1925, in order to seek by common
agreement means for preserving their respective nations from
the scourge of war and for providing for the peaceful settlement

of disputes of every nature which might eventually arise be-

tween them.

Have given their approval to the draft Treaties and Conven-

tions which respectively affect them and which, framed in the

course of the present Conference, are mutually interdependent:

Treaty between Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain

and Italy (Annex A).

Arbitration Convention between Germany and Belgium
(Annex B).

Arbitration Convention between Germany and France

(Annex C).

Arbitration Treaty between Germany and Poland

(Annex D).

Arbitration Treaty between Germany and Czechoslovakia

(Annex E).

These instruments, hereby initialled ne varietur, will bear to-

day's date, the representatives of the interested Parties agreeing

to meet in London on December 1 next, to proceed during the

course of a single meeting to the formality of the signature of

the instruments which affect them.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of France states that as a

result of the draft arbitration treaties mentioned above, France,

Poland and Czechoslovakia have also concluded at Locarno draft

agreements in order reciprocally to assure to themselves the

benefit of the said treaties. These agreements will be duly de-

posited at the League of Nations, but M. Briand holds copies

forthwith at the disposal of the Powers represented here.

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain

proposes that, in reply to certain requests for explanations con-

cerning Article 16 of the Covenant of the League of Nations

presented by the Chancellor and the Minister for Foreign Affairs

of Germany, a letter, of which the draft is similarly attached
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(Annex F) should be addressed to them at the same time as the

formality of signature of the above-mentioned instruments takes

place. This proposal is agreed to.

The representatives of the Governments represented here de-

clare their firm conviction that the entry into force of these

treaties and conventions will contribute greatly in bringing about

a moral relaxation of the tension between nations, that it will

help powerfully towards the solution of many political or eco-

nomic problems in accordance with the interests and sentiments

of peoples, and that, in strengthening peace and security in

Europe, it will hasten on effectively the disarmament provided

for in Article 8 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

They undertake to give their sincere co-operation to the work
relating to disarmament already undertaken by the League of

Nations and to seek the realization thereof in a general agree-

ment.

Done at Locarno, October 16, 1925.

Dr. Luther.

Stresemann.

Emile Vandervelde'.

Aristide Briand.

Austen Chamberlain. .

Benito Mussolini.

Al. Skrzynski.

Eduard Benes.

COLLECTIVE NOTE TO GERMANY REGARDING ARTICLE
16 OF THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

London, December 1, 1926.

Your Excellencies,

The German Delegation has requested certain explanations in

regard to Article 16 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

We are not in a position to speak in the name of the League,

but in view of the discussions which have already taken place in

the Assembly and in the Commissions of the League of Nations,

and after the explanations which have been exchanged between
ourselves, we do not hesitate to inform you of the interpretation

which, in so far as we are concerned, we place upon Article 16.

In accordance with that interpretation, the obligations result-

ing from the said Article on the Members of the League must be

understood to mean that each State Member of the League is

bound to co-operate loyally and effectively in support of the Cov-
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enant and in resistance to any act of aggression to an extent

which is compatible with its military situation and which takes

its geographical position into account.

We have the honour, etc.

Emile Vandervelde.

Aristide Briand.

Stanley Baldwin.

Austen Chamberlain.

Vittorio Scialoja.

Alexandre Skrzynski.

Dr. Eduard Benes.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-13

ARBITRATION CONVENTION BETWEEN GERMANY AND
BELGIUM, DONE AT LOCARNO, OCTOBER 16, 1925

[Official text in French. This Convention was registered with

the Secretariat, in accordance with its Article 21, on September

14, 1926, the date of its entry into force.]

The UNDERSIGNED duly authorized,

Charged by their respective Governments to determine the meth-

ods by which, as provided in Article 3 of the Treaty concluded

this day between Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain and

Italy, a peaceful solution shall be attained of all questions which

cannot be settled amicably between Germany and Belgium,

Have agreed as follows:

Part I

Article I

All disputes of every kind between Germany and Belgium with

regard to which the Parties are in conflict as to their respective

rights, and which it may not be possible to settle amicably by
the normal methods of diplomacy, shall be submitted for decision

either to an arbitral tribunal or to the Permanent Court of In-

ternational Justice, as laid down hereafter. It is agreed that the

disputes referred to above include in particular those mentioned

in Article 13 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

This provision does not apply to disputes arising out of events

prior to the present Convention and belonging to the past.

Disputes for the settlement of which a special procedure is laid

down in other conventions in force between Germany and Bel-

gium shall be settled in conformity with the provisions of those

conventions.
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Article 2

Before any resort is made to arbitral procedure or to proce-

dure before the Permanent Court of International Justice, the

dispute may, by agreement between the Parties, be submitted,

with a view to amicable settlement to a permanent international

commission styled the Permanent Conciliation Commission, con-

stituted in accordance with the present Convention.

Article 3

In the case of a dispute the occasion of which, according to the

municipal law of one of the Parties, falls within the competence

of the national courts of such Party, the matter in dispute shall

not be submitted to the procedure laid down in the present Con-

vention until a judgment with final effect has been pronounced,

within a reasonable time, by the competent national judicial au-

thority.

Article 4

The Permanent Conciliation Commission mentioned in Article

2 shall be composed of five members, who shall be appointed as

follows : that is to say ; the German Government and the Belgium

Government shall each nominate a commissioner chosen from
among their respective nationals, and shall appoint by common
agreement, the three other commissioners from among the na-

tionals of third Powers; these three commissioners must be of

different nationalities, and the German and Belgium Governments
shall appoint the president of the commission from among them.

The Commissioners are appointed for three years, and their

mandate is renewable. Their appointment shall continue until

their replacement and, in any case, until the termination of the

work in hand at the moment of the expiry of their mandate.

Vacancies which may occur as a result of death, resignation or

any other case shall be filled within the shortest possible time

in the manner fixed for the nominations.

Article 5

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be constituted

within three months from the entry into force of the present Con-

vention.

If the nomination of the commissioners to be appointed by
common agreement should not have taken place within the said

period, or, in the case of filling a vacancy, within three months
from the time when the seat falls vacant, the President of the

Swiss Confederation shall, in the absence of other agreement, be

requested to make the necessary appointments.
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Article 6

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be informed by

means of a request addressed to the President by the two parties

acting in agreement, or, in the absence of such agreement, by

one or other of the Parties.

The request, after having given a summary account of the

subject of the dispute, shall contain the invitation to the com-

mission to take all necessary measures with a view to arriving

at an amicable settlement.

If the request emanates from only one of the Parties, notifica-

tion thereof shall be made without delay to the other party.

Article 7

Within fifteen days from the date when the German Govern-

ment or the Belgium Government shall have brought a dispute

before the Permanent Conciliation Commission either Party may,

for the examination of the particular dispute, replace its com-

missioner by a person possessing special competence in the

matter.

The Party making use of this right shall immediately inform

the other Party; the latter shall in that case be entitled to make
similar action within fifteen days from the date when the notifi-

cation reaches it.

Article 8

The task of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be
to elucidate questions in dispute, to collect with that object all

necessary information by means of inquiry or otherwise, and
endeavor to bring the Parties to an agreement. It may, after

the case has been examined, inform the Parties of the terms of

settlement which seems suitable to it, and lay down a period

within which they are to make their decision.

At the close of its labours the commission shall draw up a

report stating, as the case may be, either that the parties have

come to an agreement and, if need arises, the terms of the

agreement, or that it has been impossible to effect a settlement.

The labours of the commission must, unless the Parties other-

wise agree, be terminated within six months from the day on

which the commission shall have been notified of the dispute.

Article 9

Failing any special provision to the contrary, the Permanent

Conciliation Commission shall lay down its own procedure, which

in any case must provide for both parties being heard. In re-

gard to the enquiries the commission, unless it decides unani-
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mously to the contrary, shall act in accordance with the pro-

visions of Chapter III (International Commissions of Enquiry)

of the Hague Convention, of the 18th October 1907, for the

Pacific Settlement of International Disputes.

Article 10

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall meet, in the

absence of agreement by the Parties to the contrary, at a place

selected by its President.

Article 11

The labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission are not

public, except when a decision to that effect has been taken by
the commission with the consent of the Parties.

Article 12

The Parties shall be represented before the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission by agents, whose duty it shall be to act as

intermediaries between them and the commission; they may,
moreover, be assisted by counsel and experts appointed by them
for that purpose, and request that all persons whose evidence

appears to them useful should be heard.

The commission, on its side, shall be entitled to request oral

explanations from the agents, counsel and experts, of the two
Parties, as well as from all persons it may think useful to sum-
mon with the consent of their Government.

Article 13

Unless otherwise provided in the present Convention, the de-

cisions of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be taken

by a majority.

Article 14

The German and Belgian Governments undertake to facilitate

the labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission, and par-

ticularly to supply it to the greatest possible extent with all rel-

evant documents and information, as well as to use the means at

their disposal to allow it to proceed in their territory and in ac-

cordance with their law to the summoning and hearing of wit-

nesses or experts, and to visit the localities in question.

Article 15

During the labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission
each commissioner shall receive salary, the amount of which' shall

be fixed by agreement between the German and Belgian Govern-
ments, each of which shall contribute an equal share.
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Article 16

In the event of no amicable agreement being reached before

the Permanent Conciliation Commission the dispute shall be sub-

mitted by means of a special agreement either to the Permanent

Court of International Justice under the conditions and according

to the procedure laid down by its statute or to an arbitral tribunal

under the conditions and according to the procedure laid down by

the Hague Convention of the 18th October 1907, for the Pacific

Settlement of International Disputes.

If the Parties cannot agree on the terms of the special agree-

ment after a month's notice one or other of them may bring the

dispute before the Permanent Court of International Justice by

means of an application.

Part II

Article 17

All questions on which the German and Belgian Governments

may differ without being able to reach an amicable solution by
means of the normal methods of diplomacy the settlement of

which cannot be attained by means of a judicial decision as pro-

vided in Article I of the present Convention, and for the settle-

ment of which no procedure has been laid down by other conven-

tions in force between the Parties, shall be submitted to the Per-

manent Conciliation Commission, whose duty it shall be to pro-

pose to the Parties an acceptable solution and in any case to pre-

sent a report.

The procedure laid down in Articles 6-15 of the present Con-

vention shall be applicable.

Article 18

If the two parties have not reached an agreement within a

month from the termination of the labours of the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission, the question shall, at the request of either

party, be brought before the Council of the League of Nations,

which shall deal with it in accordance with Article 15 of the Cov-

enant of the League.

General Provisions

Article 19

In any case, and particularly if the question on which the Par-

ties differ arises out of acts already committed or on the point of

commission, the Conciliation Commission or, if the latter has not

been notified thereof, the arbitral tribunal or the Permanent

Court of International Justice, acting in accordance with Article
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41 of its statute, shall lay down within the shortest possible time

the provisional measures to be adopted. It shall similarly be the

duty of the Council of the League of Nations, if the question is

brought before it, to ensure that suitable provisional measures

are taken. The German and Belgian Governments undertake re-

spectively to accept such measures, to abstain from all measures

likely to have a repercussion prejudicial to the execution of the

decision or to the arrangements proposed by the Conciliation Com-

mission or by the council of the League of Nations, and, in gen-

eral, to abstain from any sort of action whatsoever which may
aggravate or extend the dispute.

Article 20

The present Convention continues applicable as between Ger-

many and Belgium even when other powers are also interested in

the dispute.

Article 21

The present Convention shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be

deposited at Geneva with the League of Nations at the same time

as the ratifications of the Treaty concluded this day between Ger-

many, Belgium, Great Britain, France, and Italy.

It shall enter into and shall remain in force under the same
conditions as the said Treaty.

The present Convention, done in a single copy, shall be depos-

ited in the archives of the League of Nations, the Secretary-Gen-

eral of which shall be requested to transmit certified copies "to

each of the two contracting Governments.

Done at Locarno, October the sixteenth, nineteen hundred and
twenty five.

(L.S.) Signed Gustav Stresemann.

(L.S.) Signed Emile Vandervelde.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-14

ARBITRATION TREATY BETWEEN GERMANY AND
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, DONE AT LOCARNO,

OCTOBER 16, 1925

[Official text in French. This Treaty was registered with the

Secretariat, in accordance with its Article 22, on September 14,

1926, the date of its entry into force.]

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE and THE PRES-
IDENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC

Equally resolved to maintain peace between Germany and
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Czechoslovakia by assuring the peaceful settlement of differences

which might arise between the two countries;

Declaring that respect for the rights established by treaty or

resulting from the law of nations is obligatory for international

tribunals

;

Agreeing to recognize that the rights of a State cannot be .

modified save with its consent;

And considering that sincere observance of the methods of

peaceful settlement of international disputes permits of resolv-

ing, without recourse to force, questions which may become the

cause of division between States;

Have decided to embody in a treaty their common intentions in

this respect, and have named as their plenipotentiaries the fol-

lowing :

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE:
Dr. Gustav STRESEMANN, Minister for Foreign Affairs

;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC:
Dr. Eduard BENES, Minister for Foreign Affairs

;

Who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and

due form, are agreed upon the following Articles:

PART I

Article 1

All disputes of every kind between Germany and Czechoslovakia

with regard to which the Parties are in conflict as to their re-

spective rights, and which it may not be possible to settle ami-

cably by the normal methods of diplomacy, shall be submitted for

decision either to an arbitral tribunal or to the Permanent Court

of International Justice, as laid down hereafter. It is agreed

that the disputes referred to above include, in particular, those

mentioned in Article 13 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

This provision does not apply to disputes arising out of events

prior to the present Treaty and belonging to the past.

Disputes, for the settlement of which a special procedure is

laid down in other conventions in force between the High Con-

tracting Parties, shall be settled in conformity with the provisions

of those Conventions.

Article 2

Before any resort is made to arbitral procedure or to procedure

before the Permanent Court of International Justice, the dispute

may, by agreement between the Parties, be submitted, with a

view to amicable settlement, to a permanent international com-
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mission, styled the Permanent Conciliation Commission, consti-

tuted in accordance with the present Treaty.

Article 3

In the case of dispute the occasion of which, according to the

municipal law of one of the Parties, falls within the competence

of the national courts of such Party, the matter in dispute shall

not be submitted to the procedure laid down in the present Treaty

until a judgment with final effect has been pronounced, within a

reasonable time, by the competent national judicial authority.

Article 4

The Permanent Conciliation Commission mentioned in Article

2, shall be composed of five members, who shall be appointed as

follows, that is to say: The High Contracting Parties shall each

nominate a commissioner chosen from among their respective na-

tionals, and shall appoint, by common agreement, the three other

commissioners from among the nationals of third Powers; those

three Commissioners must be of different nationalities, and the

High Contracting Parties shall appoint the president of the com-

mission from among them.

The commissioners are appointed for three years and their

mandate is renewable. Their appointment shall continue until

their replacement, and in any case until the termination of the

work in hand at the moment of the expiration of their mandate.

Vacancies which may occur as a result of death, resignation or

any other cause shall be filled within the shortest possible time in

the manner fixed for the nominations.

Article 5

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be constituted

within three months from the entry into force of the present

Treaty.

If the nomination of the commissions to be appointed by com-
mon agreement should not have taken place within the said pe-

riod, or, in the case of the filling of a vacancy, within three months
from the time when the seat falls vacant, the President of the

Swiss Confederation shall, in the absence of other agreement, be

requested to make the necessary appointments.

Article 6

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be informed by
means of a request addressed to the president of the two Parties

in agreement, or, in the absence of such agreement, by one or

other of the Parties.

The request, after having given a summary account of the sub-
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ject of the dispute, shall contain the invitation to the commission
to take all necessary measures with a view to arriving at an ami-

cable settlement.

If the request emanates from only one of the Parties, notifica-

tion thereof shall be made without delay to the other Party.

Article 7

Within fifteen days from the date when one of the High Con-
tracting Powers shall have brought a dispute before the Perma-
nent Conciliation Commission, either Party may, for the examina-

tion of the particular dispute, replace its commissioner by a per-

son possessing special competence in the matter.

The Party making use of this right shall immediately inform
the other Party; the latter shall in that case be notified to take

similar action within fifteen days from the date when the notifi-

cation reaches it.

Article 8

The task of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be to

elucidate questions in dispute, to collect with that object all

necessary information by means of enquiry or otherwise, and to

endeavour to bring the Parties to an agreement. It may, after

the case has been examined, inform the Parties of the terms of

settlement which seem suitable to it, and lay down a period

within which they are to make their decision.

At the close of its labours the commission shall draw up a re-

port stating, as the case may be, either that the Parties have

come to an agreement and, if need arises, the terms of the agree-

ment, or that it has been impossible to effect a settlement.

The labours of the commission must, unless the Parties other-

wise agree, be terminated within six months from the day on

which the commission shall have been notified of the dispute.

Article 9

Failing any special provision to the contrary, the Permanent
Conciliation Commission shall lay down its own procedure, which

in any case must provide for both Parties being heard. In re-

gard to enquiries, the commission, unless it decides unanimously

to the contrary, shall act in accordance with the provisions of

Chapter III (International Commissions of Enquiry) of The
Hague Convention of the 18th October 1907, for the Pacific Set-

tlement of International Disputes.

Article 10

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall meet in the ab-

sence of agreement by the Parties to the contrary at a place se-

lected by its president.
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Article 11

The labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission are not

public except when a decision to that effect has been taken by

the commission with the consent of the Parties.

Article 12

The Parties shall be represented before the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission by agents, whose duty it shall be to act as

intermediaries between them and the commission; they may
moreover be assisted by counsel and experts appointed by them
for that purpose, and request that all persons whose evidence ap-

pears to them useful should be heard.

The commission on its side shall be entitled to request oral ex-

planation from the agents, counsel and experts of the two Parties,

as well as from all persons it may think useful to summon with

the consent of their Government.

Article 13

Unless otherwise provided in the present Treaty the decisions

of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be taken by a

majority.

Article 14

The High Contracting Parties undertake to facilitate the la-

bours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission, and particularly

to supply it to the greatest possible extent with all relevant docu-

ments and information, as well as to use the means at their dis-

posal to allow it to proceed in their territory and in accordance

with their law to the summoning and hearing of witnesses or

experts, and to visit the localities in question.

Article 15

During the labours of the Permanent Conciliation Comission

each commissioner shall receive salary, the amount of which shall

be fixed by agreement between the High Contracting Parties,

each of which shall contribute an equal share.

Article 16

In the event of no amicable agreement being reached before

the Permanent Conciliation Commission the dispute shall be sub-

mitted by means of a special agreement either to the Permanent
Court of International Justice under the conditions and accord-

ing to the procedure laid down by its statute or to an arbitral

tribunal under the conditions and according to the procedure laid

down by The Hague Convention of the 18th October, 1907, for

the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes.

If the Parties cannot agree on the terms of the special agree-
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ment after a month's notice one or other of them may bring the

dispute before the Permanent Court of International Justice by
means of an application.

PART II

Article 17

All questions on which the German and Czechoslovak Govern-

ments shall differ without being able to reach an amicable solu-

tion by means of the normal methods of diplomacy the settlement

of which cannot be attained by means of a judicial decision as

provided in Article I of the present Treaty, and for the settle-

ment of which no procedure has been laid down by other con-

ventions in force between the Parties, shall be submitted to the

Permanent Conciliation Commission, whose duty it shall be to

propose to the Parties an acceptable solution and in any case to

present a report.

The procedure laid down in Articles 6-15 of the present Treaty

shall be applicable.

Article 18

If the two Parties have not reached an agreement within a

month from the termination of the labours of the Permanent
Conciliation Commission the question shall, at the request of

either Party, be brought before the Council of the League of

Nations, which shall deal with it in accordance with Article 15

of the Covenant of the League.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 19

In any case, and particularly if the question on which ,the

Parties differ arise out of acts already committed or on the point

of commission, the Conciliation Commission or, if the latter has

not been notified thereof, the arbitral tribunal or the Permanent
Court of International Justice, acting in accordance with Ar-
ticle 41 of its statue, shall lay down within the shortest possible

time the provisional measures to be adopted. It shall similarly

be the duty of the Council of the League of Nations, if the ques-

tion is brought before it, to ensure that suitable provisional

measures are taken. The High Contracting Parties undertake,

respectively to accept such measures, to abstain from all meas-

ures likely to have a repercussion prejudicial to the execution of

the decision or to the arrangements proposed by the Conciliation

Commission or by the Council of the League of Nations, and in

general to abstain from any sort of action whatsoever which may
aggravate or extend the dispute.
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Article 20

The present Treaty continues applicable as between the High

Contracting Parties even when other Powers are also interested

in the dispute.

Article 21

The present Treaty, which is in conformity with the Covenant

of the League of Nations, shall not in any way affect the rights

and obligations of the High Contracting Parties as Members of

the League of Nations and shall not be interpreted as restricting

the duty of the League to take whatever action may be deemed
wise and effectual to safeguard the peace of the world.

Article 22

The present Treaty shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be

deposited at Geneva with the League of Nations at the same
time as the ratifications of the Treaty concluded this day between

Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain and Italy.

It shall enter into and remain in force under the same condi-

tions as the said Treaty.

The present Treaty, done in a single copy shall be deposited

in the archives of the League of Nations, the' Secretary-General

of which shall be requested to transmit certified copies to each of

the High Contracting Parties.

In faith whereof the above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Treaty.

Done at Locarno, the sixteenth October, nineteen hundred and
twenty-five.

(L. S.) (Signed) GUSTAV STRESEMANN
(L. S.) (Signed) Dr. EDUARD BENES

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-15

ARBITRATION TREATY BETWEEN GERMANY AND
POLAND, DONE AT LOCARNO, OCTOBER 16, 1925

[Official text in French. This Treaty was registered with the

Secretariat, in accordance with its Article 22, on September 14,

1926, the date of its entry into force.]

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE AND THE
PRESIDENT OF THE POLISH REPUBLIC;

Equally resolved to maintain peace between Germany and Po-
land by assuring the peaceful settlement of differences which
might arise between the two countries

;

Declaring that respect for the rights established by treaty or
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resulting from the law of nations is obligatory for international

tribunals

;

Agreeing to recognize that the rights of a State cannot be modi-
fied save with its consent

;

And considering that sincere observance of the methods of

peaceful settlement of international disputes permits of resolv-

ing, without recourse to force, questions which may become the

cause of division between States

;

Have decided to embody in a treaty their common intentions in

this respect, and have named as their Plenipotentiaries the fol-

lowing :

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE

:

Dr. Gustav Stresemann, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE POLISH REPUBLIC

:

,
M. Alexandre Skrzynski, Prime Minister, Minister for Foreign

Affairs

;

Who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and
due form, are agreed upon the following Articles

:

Part I

Article 1

All disputes of every kind between Germany and Poland with

regard to which the Parties are in conflict as to their respective

rights, and which it may not be possible to settle amicably by

the normal methods of diplomacy, shall be submitted for decision

either to an arbitral tribunal or to the Permanent Court of In-

ternational Justice, as laid down hereafter. It is agreed that

the disputes referred to above include in particular those men-
tioned in Article 13 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

This provision does not apply to disputes arising out of events

prior to the present treaty and belonging to the past.

Disputes for the settlement of which a special procedure is

laid down in other conventions in force between the High Con-

tracting Parties shall be settled in conformity with the provisions

of those conventions.

Article 2

Before any resort is made to arbitral procedure or to proced-

ure before the Permanent Court of International Justice, the

dispute may, by agreement between the Parties, be submitted,

with a view to amicable settlement, to a permanent international

commission, styled the Permanent Conciliation Commission, con-

stituted in accordance with the present Treaty.
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Article 3

In the case of a dispute the occasion of which, according to

the municipal law of one of the Parties, falls within the com-

petence of the national courts of such Party, the matter in dispute

shall not be "submitted to the procedure laid down in the present

treaty until a judgment with final effect has been pronounced,

within a reasonable time, by the competent national judicial au-

thority.

Article 4

The Permanent Conciliation Commission mentioned in Article

2 shall be composed of five members, who shall be appointed as

follows, that is to say: the High Contracting Parties shall each

nominate a commissioner chosen from among their respective

nationals, and shall appoint, by common agreement, the three

other commissioners from among the nationals of third Powers;

those three commissioners must be of different nationalities, and
the High Contracting Parties shall appoint the president of the

commission from among them.

The commissioners are appointed for three years, and their

mandate is renewable. Their appointment shall continue until

their replacement, and in any case until the termination of the

work in hand at the moment of the expiry of their mandate.

Vacancies which may occur as a result of death, resignation or

any other cause shall be filled within the shortest possible time in

the manner fixed for the nominations.

Article 5

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be constituted

within three months from the entry into force of the present

Treaty.

If the nomination of the commissioners to be appointed by
common agreement should not have taken place within the said

period, or, in the case of the filling of a vacancy, within three

months from the time when the seat falls vacant, the President

of the Swiss Confederation shall, in the absence of other agree-

ment, be requested to make the necessary appointments.

Article 6

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be informed by
means of a request addressed to the president by the two Parties

acting in agreement, or, in the absence of such agreement, by
one or other of the Parties.

The request, after having given a summary account of the sub-

ject of the dispute, shall contain the invitation to the commission
693261—47—22
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to take all necessary measures with a view to arriving at an am-
icable settlement.

If the request emanates from only one of the Parties, notifica-

tion thereof shall be made without delay to the other Party.

Article 7

Within fifteen days from the date when one of the High Con-
tracting Parties shall have brought a dispute before the Perma-
nent Conciliation Commission, either Party may, for the examina-

tion of the particular dispute, replace its commissioner by a per-

son possessing special competence in the matter.

The Party making use of this right shall immediately inform
the other Party; the latter shall in that case be entitled to take

similar action within fifteen days from the date when the notifi-

cation reaches it.

Article 8

The task of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be to

elucidate questions in dispute, to collect with that object all neces-

sary information by means of enquiry or otherwise, and to en-

deavour to bring the Parties to an agreement. It may, after the

case has been examined, inform the Parties of the terms of settle-

ment which seem suitable to it, and lay down a period within

which they are to make their decision.

At the close of its labours the commission shall draw up a re-

port stating, as the case may be, either that the Parties have come
to an agreement and, if need arises, the terms of the agreement, or

that it has been impossible to effect a settlement.

The labours of the commission must, unless the Parties other-

wise agree, be terminated within six months from the day on

which the commission shall have been notified of the dispute.

Article 9

Failing any special provision to the contrary, the Permanent
Conciliation Commission shall lay down its own procedure, which

in any case must provide for both Parties being heard. In regard

to enquiries, the commission, unless it decides unanimously to

the contrary, shall act in accordance with the provisions of Chap-

ter III (International Commissions of Enquiry) of the Hague
Convention of the 18th October 1907, for the Pacific Settlement

of International Disputes.

Article 10

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall meet, in the ab-

sence of agreement by the Parties to the contrary, at a place se-

lected by its president.
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Article 11

The labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission are not

public except when a decision to that effect has been taken by the

commission with the consent of the Parties.

Article 12

. The Parties shall be represented before the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission by agents, whose duty it shall be to act as

intermediaries between them and the commission ; they may more-

over be assisted by counsel and experts appointed by them for

that purpose, and request that all persons whose evidence appears

to them useful should be heard.

The commission on its side shall be entitled to request oral ex-

planations from the agents, counsel and experts of the two Parties,

as well as from all persons it may think useful to summon with

the consent of their Government.

Article 13

Unless otherwise provided in the present treaty the decisions of

the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be taken by a ma-
jority.

Article 14

The High Contracting Parties undertake to facilitate the la-

bours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission, and particularly

to supply it to the greatest possible extent with all relevant

documents and information, as well as to use the means at their

disposal to allow it to proceed in their territory and in accordance

with their law to the summoning and hearing of witnesses or ex-

perts, and to visit the localities in question.

Article 15

During the labours of the Permanent Conciliation Commission
each commissioner shall receive salary, the amount of which shall

be fixed by agreement between the High Contracting Parties, each

of which shall contribute an equal share.

Article 16

In the event of no amicable agreement being reached before

the Permanent Conciliation Commission the dispute shall be sub-

mitted by means of a special agreement either to the Permanent
Court of International Justice under the conditions and accord-

ing to the procedure laid down by its statute or to an arbitral

tribunal under the conditions and according to the procedure
laid down by the Hague Convention of the 18th October 1907,

for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes.

If the Parties cannot agree on the terms of the special agree-
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ment after a month's notice one or other of them may bring the

dispute before the Permanent Court of International Justice by
means of an application.

Part II

Article 17

All questions on which the German and Polish Governments
shall differ without being able to reach an amicable solution by
means of the normal methods of diplomacy, the settlement of

which cannot be attained by means of a judicial decision as pro-

vided in Article 1 of the present Treaty, and for the settlement

of which no procedure has been laid down by other conventions

in force between the Parties, shall be submitted to the Permanent
Conciliation Commission, whose duty it shall be to propose to the

Parties an acceptable solution and in any case to present a report.

The procedure laid down in Articles 6-15 of the present Treaty

shall be applicable.

Article 18

If the two parties have not reached an agreement within a

month from the termination of the labors of the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission the question shall, at the request of either

Party, be brought before the Council of the League of Nations,

which shall deal with it in accordance with Article 15 of the Cov-

enant of the League.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 19

In any case, and particularly if the question on which the Par-

ties differ arises out of acts already committed or on the point of

commission, the Conciliation Commission or, if the latter has not

been notified thereof , the arbitral tribunal or the Permanent Court

of International Justice, acting in accordance with Article 41 of

its statute, shall lay down within the shortest possible time the

provisional measures to be adopted. It shall similarly be the duty

of the Council of the League of Nations, if the question is brought

before it, to ensure that suitable provisional measures are taken.

The High Contracting Parties undertake respectively to accept

such measures, to abstain from all measures likely to have a re-

percussion prejudicial to the execution of the decision or to the

arrangements proposed by the Conciliation Commission or by the

Council of the League of Nations, and, in general, to abstain from
any sort of action whatsoever which may aggravate or extend the

dispute.
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Article 20

The present Treaty continues applicable as between the High

Contracting Parties even when other Powers are also interested

in the dispute.

Article 21

The present Treaty, which is in conformity with the Covenant

of the League of Nations, shall not in any way affect the rights

and obligations of the High Contracting Parties as Members of

the League of Nations and shall not be interpreted as restricting

the duty of the League to take whatever action may be deemed

wise and effectual to safeguard the peace of the world.

Article 22

The present Treaty shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be de-

posited at Geneva with the League of Nations at the same time

as the ratifications of the treaty concluded this day between Ger-

many, Belgium, France, Great Britain and Italy.

It shall enter into and remain in force under the same condi-

tions as the said treaty.

The present Treaty, done in a single copy, shall be deposited in

the archives of the League of Nations, the Secretary-General of

which shall be requested to transmit certified copies to each of

the High Contracting Parties.

In faith whereof the above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries have

signed the present Treaty.

Done at Locarno, the sixteenth October, nineteen hundred and

twenty-five.

(L.S.) (Signed) Gustav Stresemann.

(L.S.) (Signed) Alexandre Skrzynski.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-16

CONVENTION OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION BE-
TWEEN GERMANY AND THE NETHERLANDS. SIGNED

AT THE HAGUE, MAY 20, 1926

The Kingdom of the Netherlands and the German Reich, be-

ing desirous of promoting the development of the procedure for

the pacific settlement of international disputes, have agreed to
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conclude a General Arbitration and Conciliation Convention, and
have for this purpose appointed as their Plenipotentiaries

:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS:
His Excellency Jonkheer H. A. VAN KARNEBEEK, Minister

for Foreign Affairs;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN REICH:
Baron H. LUCIUS VON STOEDTEN, Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary of the German Reich at the

Hague,^ ).•.
Who, after having communicated to each other full powers,

found in good and due form, have agreed as follows

:

Article 1

The Contracting Parties undertake to submit all disputes of

any nature whatever which may arise between them, which it has

not been possible to settle within a reasonable period by diplomacy,

and which have not been referred by mutual agreement to the

Permanent Court of International Justice, to be dealt with by

arbitration or conciliation, as provided in the present Convention.

Disputes for the solution of which a special procedure has been

laid down in other conventions in force between the Contracting

Parties shall be settled in accordance with the provisions of such

conventions.

Article 2

At the request of one of the Parties, disputes regarding points

of law, and especially the following subjects, unless otherwise

provided for in Article 3, shall be submitteoVto arbitration:

(1) The contents, interpretation and application of any treaty

concluded between the two parties;

(2) Any question of international law;

(3) The existence of any fact which, if established, would con-

stitute a breach of an international obligation;

(4) The extent and nature of the reparation to be made in the

case of a breach of such obligation.

In case of disagreement as to whether the dispute falls under

one of the above categories, this prior question shall be referred

to arbitration.

Article 3

In regard to questions which, under the National laws of the

Party against which a demand has been formulated, are within

the competence of judicial authorities, including administrative

tribunals, the defendant Party may require that the dispute shall

not be submitted to arbitral award until a final decision has been

pronounced by these judicial authorities and that the matter shall
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be brought before this Tribunal not later than six months after

the date of such decision. The above provisions shall not apply if

justice has been refused and if the matter has been brought be-

fore the courts of appeal provided for by law.

In the case of disputes regarding the application of the preced-

ing provision, the Arbitral Tribunal shall decide.

Article 4

The Tribunal shall base its decision on:

(1) The conventions, whether general or particular, in force

between the parties, and the principles of law arising therefrom;

(2) International custom as evidence of a general practice ac-

cepted as law;

(3) The general principles of law recognized by civilized na-

tions;

(4) The precedents laid down in recognized doctrine and legal

practice as an auxiliary factor in the establishment of rules of

few.

If both Parties agree, the Tribunal may, instead of basing its

decision on legal principles, give an award in accordance with con-

siderations of equity.

Article 5

In the absence of agreement to the contrary between the Par-

ties in each particular case, the Tribunal shall be constituted as

follows

:

The judges shall be chosen from the list of members of the

Permanent Court of Arbitration established by the Hague Con-

vention, dated October 18, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of In-

ternational Disputes.

Each Party shall appoint its own arbitrator. The Parties shall

jointly nominate three other arbitrators, one of whom shall be the

umpire. If, after having been appointed, one of the judges jointly

elected acquires the nationality of one of the parties, appoints

his domicile in its territory or enters its service, either of the

Parties may demand that he be replaced. Any disputes which
may arise as to whether any one of these conditions exists shall

be settled by the other four judges. The oldest of the judges

jointly elected shall take the chair in these cases, and, if the votes

are equally divided, he shall give a casting vote.

For each individual dispute there shall be a fresh election of

judges. The Contracting Parties, however, reserve the right to

act in concert, so that, for a certain class of dispute arising within

a fixed period, the same judges shall sit in the Tribunal.

In case of the death of members of the Tribunal, or of their re-
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tirement for any reason whatever, they shall be replaced accord-

ing to the manner determined for their appointment.

Article 6

In each individual case the Contracting Parties shall, in pur-

suance of the present Treaty, draw up a special agreement

[Schiedsordnung], to determine the subject of the dispute, any

special terms of reference which may be accorded to the Tribunal,

its composition, the place where it shall meet, the amount that

each Party concerned shall be obliged to deposit in advance to

cover expenses, the rules to be observed with regard to the form
and limits of the proceedings, and any other detail that may be

considered necessary.

Any disputes arising out of the terms of the special agreement
shall subject to the terms of Article 7, be settled by the Arbitral

Tribunal.

Article 7

If the special agreement has not been drawn up within a

period of six months after one Party concerned has notified the

other of its intention to refer the dispute to arbitration, either

Party may request the Permanent Board of Conciliation provided

for under Article 13, to establish the special agreement. The
Permanent Board of Conciliation shall, within two months after

having been convened, settle the terms of the special agreement,

the subject of the dispute being determined on the basis of the

statements submitted by the Parties.

The same procedure shall apply when one Party has not nom-
inated the arbitrator for whose appointment it is responsible,

or when the Parties concerned cannot agree upon the choice of

the judges to be appointed jointly or of the umpire.

Pending the constitution of the Tribunal, the Permanent Board

of Conciliation shall also be competent to decide any other dis-

pute relating to the special agreement.

Article 8

The award of the Tribunal shall be given by a majority vote.

Article 9

The arbitration award shall specify the manner in which it is

to be carried out, especially as regards the time-limits to be

observed.

If in an arbitration award it is proved that a decision or

measure of a Court of Law or other authority of one of the

Parties is wholly or in part contrary to international law, and
if the constitutional law of that party does not permit, or only
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partially permits, the consequences of the decision or measure

in question to be annulled by administrative measures, the arbi-

tration award shall give the injured Party equitable satisfaction

of another kind.

Article 10

Subject to any provision to the contrary in the special agree-

ment, either Party may claim a revision of the award by the

Tribunal which gave the award. This demand may only be based

on the discovery of a fact, which might have exercised a decisive

influence on the award, and which at the time of the close of the

proceedings, was unknown to the Tribunal itself and, through

no fault of its own, to the Party demanding the revision.

Tf, for any reason, any members of the Tribunal do not take

part in the revision proceedings, substitutes for them shall be

appointed in the manner determined for their own appointment.

The limit of time within which the demand provided for in the

first paragraph may be presented shall be fixed in the arbitral

award, unless it has already been fixed in the special agreement.

Article 11

Any dispute arising between the Parties concerned as to the

interpretation and execution of the award shall, in the absence

of an agreement to the contrary, be submitted to the Tribunal

which pronounced it. In the latter case, the provision contained

in Article 10, paragraph 2, shall also apply, mutatis mutandis.

Article 12

Any dispute which, under the terms of the present Convention,

cannot be referred to arbitration, and cannot, by consent of both

Parties, be settled peacefully by any other means shall, at the

request of either of the Parties concerned, be submitted to the

procedure of conciliation.

If the opposing Party claims that a dispute, for which concil-

iation procedure has been initiated, should be settled by the Per-

manent Court of International Justice or by the Arbitration Tri-

bunal or by any other special procedure as provided by Article 1,

paragraph 2, the body, whose jurisdiction is claimed, shall first

pronounce judgment upon this prior question.

The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall be entitled

to agree that a dispute which, under the terms of the present

Convention, can be settled by the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice or by an Arbitration Tribunal, shall be submitted

to the conciliation procedure, either without appeal or subject

to appeal to the Permanent Court of International Justice or

to an Arbitration Tribunal.
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Article 13

A Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be constituted for

the procedure of conciliation.

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall consist of five

members. The Contracting Parties shall each appoint one mem-
ber of their own choice and shall nominate the three other mem-
bers by common agreement.

These three members shall not be nationals of the Contracting

States, nor be resident in their territory, nor be, nor have been,

in their service. The Contracting Parties shall jointly elect the

Chairman from among these three members.
Either of the Contracting Parties shall have the right, at any

time, unless a procedure is pending or has been proposed by one

of the Parties, to recall the member appointed by it and to ap-

point a successor. Similarly, either Contracting Party shall also

be entitled to withdraw its consent to the appointment of each

of the three members jointly. In this case a new member must
be appointed by joint agreement without delay.

Within two weeks from the date when one of the Contracting

Parties has referred a dispute to the Permanent Board of Con-

ciliation, either Party may, for the purpose of this particular

dispute, replace its member by a person possessing expert knowl-

edge of the question at issue. The Party exercising this right

shall immediately inform the other Party ; the latter shall in that

case be entitled to take similar action within two weeks after

receipt of such notice.

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be constituted with-

in the six months following the exchange of the instruments of

ratification of the present Convention. Retiring members shall

be replaced as soon as possible in the manner laid down for the

first election.

If the nomination of the members to be appointed jointly has

not taken place within the six months following the exchange of

the instruments of ratification, or, in the case of a vacancy on

the Permanent Board of Conciliation, within three months of the

date on which the vacancy occurred, in the absence of any other

agreement, the President of the Swiss Confederation shall be

invited to make the necessary appointment.

Article 14

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall enter upon its

duties as soon as a dispute has been referred to it by either of the

Parties. Such Party shall communicate its request simultaneously

to the Chairman of the Permanent Board of Conciliation and to
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the other Party. The Chairman shall summon the Permanent

Board of Conciliation to meet at the earliest possible moment.

The Contracting Parties undertake in all cases and in all re-

spects to assist the Permanent Board of Conciliation in its work

and, in particular, to grant it all legal assistance through the

competent authorities. They shall take all necessary measures

to enable the Permanent Board of Conciliation to summon and

examine witnesses and experts and to proceed to investigations

on the spot in their respective territories. The Board may take

evidence either in pleno or through one or more of the members
appointed jointly.

Article 15

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall determine its own
meeting place and shall be at liberty to transfer it.

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall if need be estab-

lish a registry. If it appoints nationals of the Contracting

Parties to positions in this office, it shall treat both Parties as

on an equal footing.

* Article 16

The deliberations of the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall

be valid if all members have been duly convoked and if at least

the members nominated jointly are present at the meeting.

The decisions of the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall

be taken by a majority vote. If the votes are equally divided,

the Chairman shall give a casting vote.

Article 17

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall draw up a report

which shall set out the facts of the case, and shall, unless it may
seem undesirable in the particular circumstances of the case,

contain proposals for the settlement of the dispute.

The report shall be submitted within six months from the date

on which the dispute was laid before the Permanent Board of

Conciliation, unless the Parties agree to extend this time-limit,

or, before the Permanent Board of Conciliation has met, agree

to shorten it. In addition, the Permanent Board of Conciliation

shall have the right to extend this time-limit once for a period

not exceeding six months. The report shall be drawn up in

three copies, one of which shall be handed to each of the Parties,

and the third preserved in the archives of the Permanent Board
of Conciliation.

The report shall not, either as regards statements of fact or

as regards legal considerations, have the force of a final judgment
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binding upon the Parties. When submitting its report, the

Permanent Board of Conciliation may call upon the Parties to

state within a time-limit to be fixed by the report, whether and,

to what extent, they recognize the correctness of the findings in

the report and accept the proposals which it contains.

The Parties shall jointly decide whether the report should be

published immediately. If they fail to reach an agreement on

this point the Permanent Board of Conciliation may have the

report published immediately should there be special reasons for

so doing.

Article 18

Each Party shall bear the cost of the remuneration of the

member of the Permanent Board of Conciliation appointed by

itself, and half the cost of the emoluments of the members jointly

appointed.

Each Party shall bear the costs for which it is directly respon-

sible in connection with the proceedings and half of the costs

which the Permanent Board of Conciliation declares to be com-

mon to both Parties.

Article 19

The award pronounced as the result of the procedure of arbi-

tration shall be carried out in good faith by the Parties con-

cerned.

The Contracting Parties shall undertake, during the course of

the arbitration or conciliation proceedings, to refrain as far as

possible from any action liable to have a prejudicial effect on

the execution of the arbitral award or on the acceptance of the

proposals of the Permanent Board of Conciliation. In the case

of conciliation proceedings, they shall refrain from resorting to

forcible measures of any kind until the expiration of the time-

limit fixed by the Permanent Board of Conciliation for the ac-

ceptance of its proposals, or in the absence of such time-limit,

until the report has been presented.

The Arbitral Tribunal may, at the request of either of the

Parties, prescribe measures of precaution, provided that such

measures can be carried out by the Parties through their admin-

istrative machinery; the Permanent Board of Conciliation may
also make proposals for the same purpose.

Article 20

Subject to any provisions to the contrary laid down in the

present Convention, or the special agreement, the procedure of

arbitration and conciliation shall be regulated by the Hague Con-
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vention of October 18, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of Inter-

national Disputes.

In so far as the present Convention refers to the stipulations of

the Hague Convention, the latter shall be applicable to the rela-

tions between the Contracting Parties, even if one or both of them
denounce the Hague Convention.

In so far as neither the present Convention, nor the special

agreement, nor any other conventions in force between the

Parties lay down the time-limits and other details connected with

the procedure of arbitration or conciliation, the Tribunal or the

Permanent Board of Conciliation shall itself be competent to de-

cide as to the necessary provisions.

Article 21

The present Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible.

The instruments of ratification shall be exchanged at Berlin.

The Convention shall come into force one month after the

exchange of instruments of ratification.

The Convention shall be valid for a period of ten years. If,

however, it is not denounced six months before the expiration of

this period, it shall remain in force for a further period of five

years, and shall be similarly renewed so long as it has not been

denounced within the prescribed period.

If a dispute which has been referred to arbitration or concil-

iation has not been settled when the present Convention expires,

the case shall be proceeded with according to the stipulations of

the present Convention or of any other Convention which the

Contracting Parties may agree to substitute therefor.

In witness whereof, the Plenipotentiaries have signed the

present Convention.

Done in duplicate in Dutch and German at The Hague, May 20,

1926.

v. Karnebeek
v. Lucius

FINAL PROTOCOL
of the Convention of Arbitration and Conciliation

between the Netherlands and Germany
1. The Contracting Parties are agreed that in doubtful cases

the stipulations of the present Convention shall be interpreted
in favour of the application of the principle of settlement of
disputes by arbitration.
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2. The Contracting Parties declare that the Convention shall

also apply to disputes arising out of events which occurred prior

to its conclusion. In consideration of their general political

bearing, an exception shall, however, be made with regard to

disputes arising directly out of the world-war.

3. The Convention shall not cease to be applicable for the rea-

son that a third State is concerned in a dispute. The Contracting

Parties shall endeavour, if necessary, to induce the third State to

agree to refer the dispute to arbitration or conciliation. In this

case the two Governments may, if they so desire, jointly provide

that the Tribunal or the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall

be composed of members specially chosen for the case. If no

agreement is reached with the third State as regards its acces-

sion within a reasonable period, the case shall proceed in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Convention, but with effect only

as regards the Contracting Parties.

4. In the event of Germany adhering to the Permanent Court

of International Justice at The Hague, or becoming a member of

the League of Nations, legal disputes in respect of which the

Parties cannot agree whether they should be referred to the Per-

manent Court of International Justice or to an Arbitration Tri-

bunal, may, at the request of one Party within one month after

the other Party has been notified, be referred directly to the

Permanent Court of International Justice. This provision shall

also apply, if a general treaty of arbitration containing a cor-

responding clause should come into force between Germany and

a third Power.

THE HAGUE, May 20, 1926

v. KARNEBEEK
v. LUCIUS

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-17

TREATY OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION
BETWEEN GERMANY AND DENMARK.
SIGNED AT BERLIN, JUNE 2, 1926

The German Reich and The Kingdom of Denmark, being de-

sirous of promoting the development of the procedure for the

pacific settlement of international disputes, have agreed to con-

clude a general Treaty of arbitration and conciliation.

For this purpose they have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries

:

The President of the German Reich

:

Dr. Gustav Stresemann, Reichminister for Foreign Affairs;
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His Majesty the King of Denmark and Iceland:

M. Herluf Zahle, Chamberlain, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary at Berlin,

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good

and due form, have agreed on the following provisions

:

Article 1

The Contracting Parties undertake to submit to the procedure

of arbitration or conciliation, in conformity with the present

Treaty, all disputes of any nature whatsoever which may arise

between Germany and Denmark and which it has not been pos-

sible to settle within a reasonable period by diplomacy or to bring,

with the consent of both Parties, before the Permanent Court of

International Justice.

Disputes for the solution of which a special procedure has been

laid down in other conventions in force between the Contracting

Parties shall be settled in accordance with the provisions of such

conventions.

Article 2

The disputes which, at the request of either of the Parties, shall

be submitted to arbitration procedure are those arising between

the two Parties with regard to points of law, and particularly

with regard to the following subjects:

Firstly, the existence, interpretation and application of

any treaty concluded between the two Parties;

Secondly, any question of international law;

Thirdly, the existence of any fact which, if established,

would constitute a breach of an international obligation;

Fourthly, the extent and nature of the reparation to be

made for any such breach.

In the case of disagreement between the Parties as to whether
a dispute falls under one of the above categories, this prior ques-

tion shall be settled by arbitration.

•Article 3

In regard to questions which, under the national laws of the

Party against which a demand has been formulated, fall within
the competence of the judicial authorities, including the admin-
istrative tribunals, such Party may require that the dispute shall

not be submitted to arbitration until judgment with final effect

has been pronounced by these authorities, and, further, that the

matter shall be brought before the arbitration tribunal not later

than six months after the date of such decision. The above pro-
visions shall not apply if justice has been refused and if the mat-
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ter has been brought before the appeal authorities provided for

by law.

Disputes between the Parties regarding the application of the

preceding provision shall be settled by arbitration.

Article 4

The tribunal shall base its decisions

:

Firstly, on general or special Conventions in force be-

tween the Parties, and the principles of law arising there-

from;

Secondly, international custom as evidence of a general

usage accepted as law;

Thirdly, the general principles of law recognized by
civilized nations

;

Fourthly, the results of recognized doctrine and legal

practice as aids in the establishment of rules of law.

Subject to the consent of the two Parties, the arbitral tribunal

may, instead of basing its decision on legal principles, give an
award in accordance with considerations of equity.

Article 5

In the absence of agreement to the contrary between the Par-

ties in each particular case, the arbitration tribunal shall be con-

stituted as follows

:

The arbitrators shall be chosen from the list of members of the

Permanent Court of Arbitration established by The Hague Con-

vention of October 18th, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of Inter-

national Disputes.

Each Party shall appoint two arbitrators, of whom one only

shall be a national of that Party. The Parties shall jointly nom-
inate the fifth arbitrator, who shall also be the President of the

tribunal. The President shall not be of the same nationality as

any of the other arbitrators. He may not be domiciled within the

territory of either Party, and he may not be or have been in the

service of either Party.

New arbitrators shall be chosen for each individual dispute.

The Contracting Parties, however, reserve the right to concert

measures so that for a certain class of dispute the tribunal shall

consist of the same arbitrators for a definite period.

Vacancies occurring in the tribunal for any cause whatsoever

shall be filled in the manner fixed for the nominations.

Article 6

In each individual case the Contracting Parties shall, in pursu-

ance of the present Treaty, draw up a special agreement (com-
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promise) stating the subject of the dispute, any special powers

conferred on the tribunal, its composition, the place where it shall

meet, the amount that each Party shall deposit in advance to

cover expenses, .the rules to be observed in regard to the form
and time-limits of the proceedings, and any other details that

may be necessary.

Any disputes regarding the terms of the special agreement

shall, subject to the provisions of Article 7, be settled by the

arbitration tribunal.

Article 7

If the special agreement has not been drawn up by the Parties

within a period of six months after one Party has notified the

other of its intention to refer the dispute to arbitration, either

Party may request the Permanent Board of Conciliation, provided

for under Article 13, to draw up the agreement. The Permanent
Board of Conciliation shall, within two months after the question

has been submitted to it, establish the special agreement, the sub-

ject of the dispute being determined on the basis of the state-

ments furnished by the Parties.

The same procedure shall be followed when either of the Par-

ties fails to nominate the arbitrators for whose appointment it is

responsible, or when the Parties cannot agree upon the appoint-

ment of the President.

Pending the constitution of the arbitration tribunal, the Per-

manent Board of Conciliation shall also be competent to adjudi-

cate upon any other dispute relating to the special agreement.

Article 8

The decisions of the arbitration tribunal shall be taken by a

majority vote. The opinion of any member of a minority of the

tribunal who dissents from the award shall, at his request be
duly placed on record.

Article 9

The 'arbitration award shall specify the manner in which it is

to be carried out and, in particular, indicate the time-limits to be

observed.

If it is established in an arbitration award that a decision or

measure of a court of law or other authority of one of the Parties

is wholly or partly at variance with international law, and if the

constitutional law of that Party does not permit, or only partially

permits, of the consequences of the decision or measure in ques-

tion being annulled by administrative means, the arbitration

award shall allow the injured Party equitable satisfaction of an-

other kind.

603261—47—23
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Article 10

Subject to any provision to the contrary in the special agree-

ment, either Party may submit to the Tribunal which gave the

award a request for the revision of the award. This request may
only be justified by the discovery of a fact which would have
been likely to exercise a decisive influence on the award, and
which, at the time of the close of the proceedings, was unknown
to the tribunal itself and to the Party demanding the revision,

unless the Party in question was at fault in not being aware of it.

At the request of either Party, the arbitration tribunal shall first

decide whether the above conditions applicable to a request for

revision are fulfilled.

Members of the arbitration tribunal who for any reason do not

take part in the revision proceedings shall be replaced in the man-
ner fixed for their appointment.

The period within which the request provided for in the first

paragraph may be presented shall be fixed in the arbitral award,

unless this has already been laid down in the special agreement.

Article 11

Any dispute arising between the Parties as to the interpreta-

tion and execution of the arbitral award shall, subject to any

agreement to the contrary, be settled by the tribunal which made
it. In that case the provision contained in the second paragraph

of Article 10 shall apply, mulatis mutandis.

Article 12

Any dispute which under the preceding Articles of the present

Treaty cannot be referred to arbitration, and which is not settled

amicably in some other manner with the consent of the two Par-

ties, shall, at the request of either of the Parties concerned, be

submitted to the procedure of conciliation.

If the opposing Party claims that a dispute for which concilia-

tion procedure has been initiated should be settled by the Per-

manent Court of International Justice, or by the arbitration tri-

bunal, or by means of a special procedure as provided for in Ar-

ticle 1, second paragraph, the body whose jurisdiction is claimed

shall decide this prior question.

The Governments of the Contracting Parties may agree that a

dispute which under the terms of the present Treaty can be

brought before the Permanent Court of International Justice or

an arbitration tribunal shall be submitted to a procedure of con-

ciliation, either without appeal or subject to appeal to the Per-

manent Court of International Justice or an arbitration tribunal.
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Article 13

A Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be constituted for the

procedure of conciliation.

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall consist of five mem-
bers. Each Contracting Party shall appoint two members, one

of whom may be one of its own nationals. The Parties shall

jointly nominate the fifth member, who shall be the Chairman.

The Chairman shall not be of the same nationality as any other

member. He shall not be domiciled within the territory of either

Party, nor shall he be or have been in the service of either Party.

The members of the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be

appointed for a period of three years. In the absence of any

agreement to the contrary between the Contracting Parties, their

appointment should not be revoked during their term of office.

Should no successor be appointed to a member of the Board of

Conciliation on the expiration of his term of office, that term shall

be regarded as renewed for a period of three years. The Chair-

man shall, however, retire on the expiration of his term of office

should either of the Contracting Parties so request. Should the

term of office of any member expire while proceedings are still

pending, such member shall continue to take part in the examina-

tion of the dispute until the termination of the proceedings

whether his successor has been appointed or not.

Subject to the stipulations of the second paragraph of the pres-

ent Article, either Contracting Party may, within fourteen days

from the date when a dispute has been referred to the Permanent
Board of Conciliation, replace, for the examination of the partic-

ular dispute, one of the members whom it has appointed by a per-

son possessing special competence in the matter. The Party mak-
ing use of this right shall immediately inform the other Party;

the latter shall in that case be entitled to take similar action

within fourteen days from the date when the notification reaches

it.

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be constituted in

the course of the six months following the exchange of the instru-

ments of ratification of the present Treaty. Retiring members
shall be replaced within the shortest possible time in accordance

with the procedure laid down for the first election.

Should the Chairman not have been nominated within six

months after the exchange of the instruments of ratification, or,

in the case of a subsequent election, should a Chairman not have
been appointed within three months from the retirement of the

previous Chairman, His Majesty the King of Sweden shall, in the
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absence of any other agreement, be requested to make the neces-

sary appointment.

Article 14

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall enter upon its du-

ties as soon as a dispute is referred to it by either of the Parties.

Such Party shall communicate its request simultaneously to the

Chairman of the Permanent Board of Conciliation and to the other

Party. The Chairman shall summon the Permanent Board of

Conciliation to meet at the earliest possible moment.
The Parties undertake to facilitate, in all circumstances and in

every respect, the work of the Permanent Board of Conciliation,

and in particular, to afford it all possible legal assistance through

their competent authorities. They shall use all the means at their

disposal to allow it to take the evidence of witnesses and experts

in their respective territories and to visit the localities in ques-

tion. The Board may obtain evidence either in pleno or through

its Chairman.

Article 15

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall fix its place of meet-

ing and shall be at liberty to change it.

Article 16

The deliberations of the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall

be valid if all the members have been duly convened, and if the

Chairman and at least one of the members appointed by each

Party are present.

Decisions of the Permanent Board of Conciliation shall be taken

by a majority vote. If the votes are equally divided the Chairman

shall have a casting vote.

Article 17

The Permanent Board of Conciliation shall draw up a report

which shall set out the facts of the case and shall, unless it may
seem undesirable in the particular circumstances of the case, con-

tain proposals for the settlement of the dispute. In the report

the opinion of any member of a minority of the Board who dis-

sents from its conclusions shall, at his request, be duly placed on

record.

The report shall be submitted within six months from the date

on which the dispute was laid before the Permanent Board of

Conciliation, unless the Parties agree to extend, or, before the

Permanent Board of Conciliation has met, to shorten this time-

limit. The report shall be drawn up in three copies, one of which

shall be handed to each of the Parties and the third deposited in

the archives of the Permanent Board of Conciliation.
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The report shall not, either as regards statements of fact or as

regards legal considerations, be in the nature of a final judgment
binding upon the Parties. When submitting its report the Per-

manent Board of Conciliation may call upon the Parties to state,

within a time-limit to be fixed in the report, whether, and within

what limits, they recognize the correctness of the findings of the

report and accept the proposals which it contains.

The Parties shall jointly decide whether the report shall be

published immediately. If they fail to reach an agreement on

this point, the Permanent Board of Conciliation may cause the

report to be published immediately should there be special rea-

sons for so doing.

Article 18

Each Party shall bear the cost of the emoluments due to the

members of the Permanent Board of Conciliation appointed by
itself and shall bear half the cost of the Chairman's emoluments.

Each Party shall defray the expenses which it has itself in-

curred in connection with the proceedings and half of the expenses

which the Permanent Board of Conciliation declares to be com-

mon to both Parties.

Article 19

The award made as a result of the procedure of arbitration shall

be carried out in good faith by the Parties concerned.

The Contracting Parties undertake during the course of the

arbitration or conciliation proceedings to refrain as far as pos-

sible from any action liable to have a prejudicial effect on the exe-

cution of the arbitral award or on the acceptance of the proposals

made by the Permanent Board of Conciliation.

The arbitration Tribunal may, at the request of either of the

Parties, prescribe precautionary measures, provided they can be

carried out by the Parties by administrative means. The Perma-
nent Board of Conciliation may also make proposals for the same
purpose.

Article 20

Subject to any provisions to the contrary laid down in the pres-

ent Treaty or in the special agreement, the procedure of arbitra-

tion and conciliation shall be regulated by The Hague Convention

of October 18th, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of International

Disputes.

In so far as the present Treaty refers to the stipulations of The
Hague Convention, the latter shall continue to be applicable to

the relations between the Contracting Parties, even if one or both

of them should have denounced The Hague Convention.
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In so far as the present Treaty or the special agreement or any-

other Conventions in force between the Parties do not lay down
the time-limits or other details connected with the procedure of

arbitration or conciliation, the arbitration tribunal or the Perma-
nent Board of Conciliation shall itself be competent to decree the

necessary provisions.

Article 21

The present Treaty shall be ratified as soon as possible. The
instruments of ratification shall be exchanged at Berlin.

The Treaty shall come into force one month after the exchange

of the instruments of ratification.

The Treaty shall be valid for a period of ten years. Unless

denounced six months before this period expires, it shall remain
in force for a further five years, and shall be similarly renewed,

so long as it has not been denounced within the prescribed period.

If a dispute which has been referred to the arbitration or

conciliation has not been settled when the present Treaty expires,

the case shall be proceeded with according to the stipulation of

the present Treaty, or of any other agreement which the Con-

tracting Parties may decide to substitute therefor.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present

Treaty.

Done in duplicate in German and Danish at Berlin, June 2,

1926.

(Signed) HERLUF ZAHLE.
(Signed) STRESEMANN.

FINAL PROTOCOL
TO THE GERMAN-DANISH TREATY OF ARBITRATION

AND CONCILIATION
1. The Contracting Parties are agreed that in doubtful cases

the various stipulations of the present Treaty shall be inter-

preted in favour of the application of the principle of the settle-

ment of disputes by arbitration.

2. The Contracting Parties declare that the Treaty shall also

apply to disputes arising out of events which occurred prior to

its conclusion. It shall not, however, apply to disputes with

regard to claims for compensation arising out of military meas-

ures taken during the world war.

3. The Treaty shall not cease to be applicable if third States

are concerned in a dispute. The Contracting Parties shall en-

deavour, if necessary, to induce the third States to agree to accept
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the procedure of arbitration or conciliation. In this case, the

two Governments may, if they so desire, arrange by common
consent that the Tribunal or the Permanent Board of Conciliation

shall be constituted in a special manner. If no agreement is

reached with the third States within a reasonable period, the

procedure between the Contracting Parties shall take the course

prescribed in the Treaty, but shall take effect only as far as they

themselves are concerned.

4. In the event of Germany acceding to the Permanent Court

of International Justice at The Hague or becoming a Member of

the League of Nations, legal disputes in regard to which the

two Parties have been unable to agree -as to whether the dispute

should be brought before the Permanent Court of International

Justice at The Hague or be submitted to arbitration may, at the

request of either Party, be referred direct to the Permanent
Court of International Justice after one month's notice has been

given to the other Party. The same stipulation shall apply if

a general Treaty of arbitration between Germany and any third

Power comes into force containing a similar provision.

Berlin, June 2, 1926.

(Signed) HERLUF ZAHLE.
(Signed) STRESEMANN.

EXCHANGE OF NOTES
BETWEEN THE DANISH AND GERMAN GOVERNMENTS
ON THE OCCASION OF THE SIGNATURE OF THE TREATY
OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION, DATED JUNE 2,

1926, BETWEEN DENMARK AND GERMANY

Royal Danish Legation. Berlin, June 2, 1926.

.Your Excellency,

With reference to the signature to-day of the Danish-German
Treaty of Arbitration and Conciliation, I am instructed, by my
Government to inform you as follows

:

Should the Parties not have reached an agreement within one
month after the Permanent Board of Conciliation has concluded
its proceedings, the dispute may be referred by either Party to
the Council of the League of Nations, which shall deal with the
case as provided in Article XV of the Covenant of the League of
Nations.

It is further understood that disputes between Germany and a
third State to which Denmark, as a Member of the League of Na-
tions, may be a Party shall not be regarded as disputes between
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the Contracting Parties within the meaning of the present Treaty.

The same stipulation shall apply, as soon as Germany shall have
become a Member of the League of Nations, to disputes between
Denmark and a third State to which Germany, as a Member of

the League of Nations, may be a Party.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) HERLUF ZAHLE.
Dr. Gustav Stresemann,

Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Berlin.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Berlin, June 2, 1926.

Your Excellency,

In reply to your letter of to-day's date, I have the honour, on

behalf of the German Government, to confirm the following

declaration with reference to the signing to-day of the German-
Danish Treaty of Arbitration and Conciliation

;

In the event of Germany becoming a Member of the League of

Nations, the provisions of the Treaty regarding the procedure of

conciliation shall be supplemented by the following provision

:

"Should the Parties not have reached an agreement within one

month after the Permanent Board of Conciliation has concluded

its proceedings, the dispute may be referred by either Party to

the Council of the League of Nations, which shall deal with the

case as provided in Article XV of the Covenant of the League of

Nations."

It is further understood that disputes between Germany and a

third State, to which Denmark, as a Member of the League of Na-
tions, may be a Party, shall not be regarded as disputes between
the Contracting Parties within the meaning of the present Treaty.

The same stipulation shall apply, as soon as Germany shall

have become a Member of the League of Nations, to disputes

between Denmark and a third State to which Germany, as a mem-
ber of the League of Nations, may be a Party.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) G. STRESEMANN.
His Excellency M. Zahle,

Minister of His Majesty the King of Denmark.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-18

DECLARATION CONCERNING WARS OF AGGRESSION:
RESOLUTION OF THE THIRD COMMITTEE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 24 SEPTEMBER 1927

The President

:

Translation: The next item on the agenda is the examination

of the Third Committee's Resolution with reference to the decla-

ration concerning wars of aggression (document A. 109. 1927.

IX).

(On the invitation of the President, M. Benes, Chairman of

the Third Committee, and M. Sokal, Rapporteur, took their places

on the platform.)

The President:

Translation: M. Sokal, Rapporteur, will address the assembly.

M. Sokal (Poland), Rapporteur :-

Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen—The draft

resolution which I hadjthe honour to submit to the Assembly on

September 9th was referred to the Third Committee and was
unanimously adopted by the Committee, with acclamation, on

September 19th. The Committee has done me the honour of ask-

ing me to act as Rapporteur to the Assembly on the subject of this

draft resolution, to which it has given its full adherence.

The Committee was of opinion that, at the present juncture, a

solemn resolution passed by the Assembly, declaring that wars of

aggression must never be employed as a means of settling dis-

putes between States, and that such wars constitute an interna-

tional crime, would have a salutary effect on public opinion, and
would help to create an atmosphere favourable to the League's

future work in the matter of security and disarmament.

While recognizing that the draft resolution does not constitute

a regular legal instrument , which would be adequate in itself and
represent a concrete contribution towards security, the Third

Committee unanimously agreed as to its great moral and educa-

tive value.

Being convinced that the League's work in the matter of se-

curity and disarmament can never prove successful or result in

the establishment of a complete system of organized security

until all mutual suspicion and fear of aggression are removed,
your Committee decided to recommend the adoption of this draft

resolution, which testifies to the desire of the States Members of

the League to renounce all wars of aggression and is calculated to

impress on public opinion a further desire for international con-

ciliation. I have accordingly the honour to ask you to adopt the

draft resolution now before you. It reads as follows :
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The Assembly,

Recognizing the solidarity which unites the community of na-

tions ;

Being inspired by a firm desire for the maintenance of general

peace;

Being convinced that a war of aggression can never serve as a

means of settling international disputes and is, in consequence,

an international crime;

Considering that a solemn renunciation of all wars of aggres-

sion would tend to create an atmosphere of general confidence

calculated to facilitate the progress of the work undertaken with

a view to disarmament:

Declares

:

(1) That all wars of aggression are, and shall always be, pro-

hibited.

(2) That every pacific means must be employed to settle dis-

putes of every description, which may arise between States.

The Assembly declares that the States Members of the League

are under an obligation to conform to these principles.

The President

:

Translation : The Assembly is asked to give an opinion on the

draft resolution submitted by M. Sokal on behalf of the Third

Committee.

The General Committee of the Assembly, being anxious that

the importance of this declaration should be fittingly marked,

decided, at its last meeting, that the proper procedure for its

adoption would be a vote by roll-call.

Accordingly, if the Assembly agrees, the vote will be taken

by roll-call. (Assent).

In conformity with Rule 20, paragraph (a) of the Rules of

Procedure, the name of each delegation shall be called and one

of its members shall reply from his place in the hall "Yes" if in

favour of the declaration, "No" if opposed to it, or "Not voting."

The result of the voting will be recorded and announced to

the Assembly.

(The vote was taken.)

The President

:

Translation: All the delegations having pronounced in favour

of the declaration submitted by the Third Committee, I declare

it unanimously adopted.

The resolution was adopted.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-19

THE KELLOGG-BRIAND PACT

[1929 REICHSGESETZBLATT, PART II, NUMBER 9,

pages 97-101.]

The President of the German Reich, the President of the United

States of America, His Majesty the King of the Belgians, the

President of the French Republic, His Majesty the King of Great

Britain, Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas,

Emperor of India, His Majesty the King of Italy, His Majesty

the Emperor of Japan, the President of the Republic of Poland,

and President of the Czechoslovak Republic,

Deeply sensible of their solemn duty to promote the welfare of

mankind;
Persuaded that the time has come when a frank renunciation

of war as an instrument of national policy should be made to the

end that the peaceful and friendly relations now existing be-

tween their peoples may be perpetuated

;

Convinced that all changes in their relations with one another

should be sought only by pacific means and be the result of a

peaceful and orderly process, and that any signatory Power
which shall hereafter seek to promote its national interests by
resort to war should be denied the benefits furnished by this

Treaty

;

Hopeful that, encouraged by their example, all the other na-

tions of the world will join in this humane endeavour and by
adhering to the present Treaty as soon as it comes into force

bring their peoples within the scope of its beneficient provisions,

thus uniting the civilized nations of the world in a common renun-

ciation of war as an instrument of their national policy

;

Have decided to conclude a Treaty and for that purpose have
appointed as their respective Plenipotentiaries

:

The President of the German Reich

:

Dr. Gustav Stresemann, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

The President of the United States of America:
The Honorable Frank B. Kellogg, Secretary of State;

His Majesty the King of the Belgians

:

Mr. Paul Hymans, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of

State

;

The President of the French Republic

:

Mr. Aristide Briand, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British
Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India

:

For Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts of the
British Empire which are not separate Members of the
League of Nations

:
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The Right Honourable Lord Cushendun, Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster, Acting Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs

;

For the Dominion of Canada

:

The Right Honourable William Lyon Mackenzie King, Prime
Minister and Minister for External Affairs;

For the* Commonwealth of Australia:

The Honourable Alexander John McLachlan, Member of the

Executive Federal Council;

For the Dominion of New Zealand

:

The Honourable Sir Christopher James Parr, High Commis-
sioner for New Zealand in Great Britain;

For the Union of South Africa

:

The Honourable Jacobus Stephanus Smit, High Commis-
sioner for the Union of South Africa in Great Britain

;

For the Irish Free State

:

Mr. William Thomas Cosgrave, President of the Executive

Council

;

For India:

The Right Honourable Lord Cushendun, Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster, acting Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs

;

His Majesty the King of Italy:

Count Gaetano Manzoni, his Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary at Paris.

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan

:

Count Uchida, Privy Councillor

;

The President of the Republic of Poland

:

Mr. A. Zaleski, Minister for Foreign Affairs

;

The President of the Czechoslovak Republic:

Dr. Eduard Benes, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

who, having communicated to one another their full powers found

in good and due form have agreed upon the following articles.

Article I

The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the names
of their respective peoples that they condemn recourse to war for

the solution of international controversies, and renounce it as an
instrument of national policy in their relations with one another.

Article II

The High Contracting Parties agree that the settlement or solu-

tion of all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of what-
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ever origin they may be, which may arise among them, shall

never be sought except by pacific means.

Article III

The present Treaty shall be ratified by the High Contracting

Parties named in the Preamble in accordance with their respec-

tive constitutional requirements, and shall take effect as between

them as soon as all their several instruments of ratification shall

have been deposited at Washington.

This Treaty shall, when it has come into effect as prescribed

in the preceding paragraph, remain open as long as may be neces-

sary for adherence by all the other Powers of the world. Every
instrument evidencing the adherence of a Power shall be de-

posited at Washington and the Treaty shall immediately upon
such deposit become effective as between the Power thus adher-

ing and the other Powers parties hereto.

It shall be the duty of the Government of the United States

to furnish each Government named in the Preamble and every

Government subsequently adhering to this Treaty with a certi-

fied copy of the Treaty and of every instrument of ratification or

adherence. It shall also be the duty of the Government of the

United States telegraphically to notify such Governments imme-
diately upon the deposit with it of each instrument of ratification

or adherence.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed

this Treaty in the French and English languages both texts hav-

ing equal force, and hereunto affix their seals.

Done at Paris, the twenty-seventh day of August in the year

one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight.

(Seal) Gustav Stresemann
(Seal) Frank B. Kellogg

(Seal) Paul Hymans
(Seal) Ari Briand

(Seal) Cushenden
(Seal) W. L. Mackenzie King
(Seal) A. J. McLachlan
(Seal) C. J. Parr
(Seal) J. S. Smit
(Seal) Liam T. MacCosgair
(Seal) Cushenden
(Seal) G. Manzoni
(Seal) Uchida
(Seal) August Zaleski

(Seal) Dr. Eduard Benes
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TREATY OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION,
BETWEEN GERMANY AND LUXEMBOURG,
SIGNED AT GENEVA, SEPTEMBER 11, 1929

Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg and
the President of the German Reich.

Being desirous of consolidating and developing the peaceful

and friendly relations existing between the two countries and of

ensuring the pacific settlement of any disputes which may arise

between them,

Have decided to conclude a Treaty of Arbitration and Concili-

ation and have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries for this pur-

pose:

Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg:
M. Joseph Bech, Minister of State, President of the Govern-

ment;

The President of the German Reich:

Dr. Stresemann, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

Who, having communicated to each other their full powers,

found in good and due form, have agreed as follows:

Article 1
,

The Contracting Parties undertake to settle by peaceful means,

as provided in the present Treaty, all disputes of any nature

whatever which may arise between them and which it may not

be possible to settle by diplomacy.

The present Treaty shall also apply to any dispute arising out

of events prior to its conclusion. Nevertheless, disputes relating

to events of the World War shall be excluded from the present

Treaty.

Disputes for the settlement of which a special procedure is or

may hereafter be laid down, in other Conventions in force be-

tween the Contracting Parties shall be settled in conformity with

the provisions of those Conventions.

Article 2

Any dispute which, according to the municipal law of either

Contracting Party, is within the competence of its own courts,

shall not be submitted to the procedure provided in the present

Treaty until judgment has been rendered within a reasonable

time by the competent judicial authorities of the country and
has acquired force of law.

Article 3

Any disputes between the Contracting Parties concerning a

right, and especially disputes belonging to the categories men-
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tioned in Article 13 of the Covenant of the League of Nations,

shall be submitted to the Permanent Court of International Jus-

tice.

The Contracting Parties shall submit the dispute to the Perma-
nent Court of International Justice jointly, by means of a special

agreement concluded in each individual case. In the event of dis-

agreement, either Party shall be entitled, after giving two
months' notice to the other Party, to bring the dispute before

the Permanent Court of International Justice direct by means
of an application.

Article 4

The Contracting Parties reserve the right of agree, in any in-

dividual case, that the dispute in question shall not be -submitted

to the Permanent Court of International Justice, but to a special

Arbitral Tribunal. This decision shall be based on the conclu-

sion of a special arbitration agreement which shall determine

the subject of the dispute, any special powers which may be ac-

corded to the Tribunal, its composition and place of meeting, the

sum to be deposited by each Party as provision for costs, the

rules to be observed in respect of the form and time-limit of the

proceedings, and any other details which may be considered nec-

essary.

Any disputes with regard to the interpretation of the arbitra-

tion agreement shall be settled by the Arbitral Tribunal.

Article 5

The Permanent Court of International Justice or the Arbitral

Tribunal shall base its decision on:

(1) The conventions, whether general or particular, in force

between the Parties and the principles of law arising therefrom

;

(2) International customs as evidence of a general practice ac-

cepted as law;

(3) The general principles of law recognized by civilized na-

tions.

In any case in which the aforementioned legal bases are in-

sufficient, the Arbitral Tribunal shall decide according to the

legal principles which, in its opinion, should constitute the rules

of international law. It shall follow recognized doctrine and
legal practice in the matter.

If both Parties agree, the Tribunal may, instead of basing its

decision on legal principles, give an award in accordance with
considerations of equity.
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Article 6

Before being submitted to the Permanent Court of International

Justice, or to any arbitration procedure, the dispute may, by mu-
tual agreement between the Parties, be referred for amicable set-

tlement to a permanent international commission called the "Per-

manent Conciliation Commission", which shall be constituted in

accordance with the present Treaty.

Article 7

The Permanent Conciliation Commission provided for in Article

VI shall consist of five members appointed as follows: The Con-

tracting Parties shall each nominate one member from among
their respective nationals and shall elect the three remaining

members by mutual agreement from among the nationals of other

Powers. These three members must be of different nationalities

and the Contracting Parties shall appoint the President of the

Commission from among them.

The members of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall

be appointed for five years and shall be eligible for re-appoint-

ment. They shall retain their functions until they have been re-

placed, and in any case until the completion of the work in prog-

ress at the time of the expiration of their term of office.

Any vacancies which may occur through death, resignation, or

any other cause, shall be filled within the shortest possible time

according to the procedure laid down for appointment.

Article 8

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall be constituted

within three months after the present Treaty has come into force.

If the nomination of the members to be appointed jointly has

not taken place within the said time-limit, or, in case of replace-

ment, within three months from the date on which the vacancy

occurs, the President of the Swiss Confederation shall, in the ab-

sence of any other agreement, be invited to make the necessary

appointments.

Article 9

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall enter upon its

duties on receipt of an application addressed to the President by
both Parties in mutual agreement or in the absence of such agree-

ment, by one of the Parties.

The application shall contain a brief statement of the subject

of the dispute and a request to the Commission to take all suit-

able measures with a view to bringing about an amicable settle-

ment.
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If one of the Parties submits an application, it shall immediately

notify the other Party.

Article 10

Within two weeks from the date when one of the Contracting

Parties has referred a dispute to the Permanent Conciliation Com-
mission, either Party may, for the purpose of this particular dis-

pute, replace its member by a person possessing expert knowledge

of the question at issue.

The Party exercising this right shall immediately inform the

other Party ; the latter shall in that case be entitled to take similar

action within two weeks after the receipt of such notice.

Article 11

It shall be the task of the Permanent Conciliation Commission

to elucidate the question in dispute and to obtain for this purpose

all relevant information either by investigation or otherwise, and

to endeavor to bring about an amicable settlement between the

Parties. The Commission may, after examining the case, com-

municate to the Parties the conditions of settlement which it

deems suitable and request them to submit their observations

thereon within a specified time-limit.

On the conclusion of its work the Commission shall draw up a

report which shall, according to the circumstances of the case,

state either that the parties have come to an agreement and, if

necessary, the conditions of such agreement, or that it has not

been possible to effect a settlement between the Parties.

The work of the Commission must, unless the Parties agree

otherwise, be completed within six months from the date on which
the dispute was submitted to it.

Article 12

Unless there is a special agreement to the contrary, the Per-

manent Conciliation Commission shall lay down its own procedure,

which shall in any case provide for both Parties being heard. As
regards enquiries, the Commission shall, unless it unanimously
decides otherwise, conform to the provisions of Chapter III (In-

ternational Commissions of Enquiry) of The Hague Convention

of October 18, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of International

Disputes.

Article 13

The Permanent Conciliation Commission shall, unless the Par-

ties decide otherwise, meet at the place chosen by its President.

Article 14

The proceedings of the Permanent Conciliation Commission
693261—47—24
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shall not be public unless the Commission so decides with the

agreement of the Parties.

Article 15

The parties shall be represented before the Permanent Concil-

iation Commission by agents, who shall act as intermediaries be-

tween them and the Commission; they may also be assisted by
counsel and experts whom they shall appoint for the purpose, and
may ask that any person whose evidence may seem to them use-

ful, shall be heard.

The Commission shall, for its part, be entitled to obtain verbal

explanations from the agents, counsel and experts of both Parties

and from any persons whom it may consider useful to summon,
with the consent of their respective Governments.

Article 16

The proceedings of the Permanent Conciliation Commission
shall be valid if all the members have been duly convened and if

at least the members nominated jointly are present.

The decisions of the Permanent Conciliation Commission shall

be taken by a majority vote. If the votes are equally divided, the

Chairman shall have a casting vote.

Article 17

The Contracting Parties undertake to assist the Permanent
Conciliation Commission in its work and, in particular, to furnish

it, as far as possible, with all useful documents and information,

and to use all the means at their disposal to enable it, in their re-

spective territories and according to their respective laws, to sum-

mon and hear witnesses and experts and to proceed to investiga-

tions on the spot.

Article 18

For the duration of the work of the Permanent Conciliation

Commission each of the members appointed jointly shall receive

emoluments, the amount of which shall be fixed by mutual agree-

ment between the Contracting Parties, who shall each contribute

one half thereof. The costs arising out of the proceedings of the

Commission shall be shared in a similar manner.

Article 19

All disputes other than those mentioned in Article III shall, on

the proposal of either Party, be submitted to the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission according to the procedure laid down in the

foregoing Articles.

Article 20

In the case of disagreement with regard to the nature of the

dispute, this preliminary question shall, if no other procedure is
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agreed upon, be submitted to the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice for a summary decision.

Article 21

In all cases, particularly when the dispute between the Parties

arises from events which have already taken place or are about

to take place, the Permanent Conciliation Commission or the ar-

bitral tribunal or the Permanent Court of International Justice

in accordance with Article 41 of its Statute, as the case may be,

shall, as soon as possible, give instructions as to what provisional

measures shall be taken. The Contracting Parties undertake to

observe these instructions and to refrain from any measures

which may have effects prejudicial to the decision or to the set-

tlement proposed by the Permanent Conciliation Commission, and

in general to avoid any act liable to aggravate or extend the dis-

pute.

Article 22

The present Treaty shall be valid as between the High Con-

tracting Parties even if other Powers are concerned in the dispute.

Article 23

The present Treaty shall be ratified.

It shall come into force on the date of the exchange of the in-

struments of ratification, which shall take place in Luxemburg.

It shall be valid for a period of ten years. If, however, it is not

denounced six months before the expiration of this period, it shall

remain in force for a further period of five years, and similarly

thereafter.

If at the time when the Treaty expires any proceedings in vir-

tue of the present Treaty are pending before the Permanent Con-

ciliation Commission, the Permanent Court of International Jus-

tice or an arbitral tribunal, the Treaty shall remain in force in

respect of the dispute in question, until a definite settlement has

been reached.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present

Treaty.

Done in duplicate at Geneva, in German, September 11, 1929.

(signed) BECH.
(signed) STRESEMANN.

PROTOCOL
The following provision has been decided upon with regard

to the interpretation of Article I paragraph 2 of the Treaty of
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Arbitration and Conciliation signed this day between the Grand
Duchy of Luxemburg and the German Reich.

The Disputes referred to in the second sentence of paragraph 2

of Article I as disputes to which the present Treaty shall not

apply shall include all mutual claims relating to railways (final

paragraph of the Additional Protocol of August 22, 1927, to the

Protocol of October 30, 1925).

GENEVA, September 11, 1929.

(signed) BECH.
(signed) STRESEMANN.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-21

GERMAN-POLISH DECLARATION, JANUARY 26th, 1934

[Department of State, Central Translating Division]

Declaration

The German Government and the Polish Government consider

that the time has come to introduce a new era in the political

relations between Germany and Poland, by a direct understand-

ing between the States. They have therefore decided to establish

by the present declaration a basis for the future shaping of those

relations.

The two Governments assume that the maintenance and assur-

ance of a permanent peace between their countries is an essen-

tial condition for general peace in Europe. They have therefore

decided to base their mutual relations on the principles contained

in the Pact of Paris of August 17, 1928, and they wish to define

the application of these principles more exactly, in so far as the

relations between Germany and Poland are concerned.

At the same time, each of the two Governments declares that

the international obligations already undertaken by it toward

other parties do not impede the peaceful development of their

mutual relations, do not contradict the present declaration, and

are not affected by this declaration. They further declare that

this declaration does not extend to such questions as under inter-

national law are to be considered exclusively as domestic affairs

of one of the two States.

The two Governments declare their intention of reaching an

agreement directly on questions affecting their mutual relations,

of whatever kind they may be. Should any dispute arise between

them and should it not be possible to reach an agreement thereon

by direct negotiations, in each individual case they will seek a

settlement through other peaceful means, on the basis of mutual
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agreement, without prejudice to the possibility of applying those

methods of procedure, in case of necessity, which are provided

for such a case in the other agreements between them that are

in force. Under no circumstances, however, will they proceed

to use force for the purpose of settling such disputes.

The guarantee of peace created by these principles will make
easier for the two Governments the great task of finding for

problems of political, economic and; cultural nature solutions

based on a just and fair reconciliation of the interests of both

parties.

The two Governments are convinced that in this way the rela-

tions between their countries will develop fruitfully and will lead

to the establishment of good neighbourly relations, which will

provide blessings not only for their two countries, but also for

the other nations of Europe.

The present declaration is to be ratified and the instruments

of ratification exchanged at Warsaw as soon as possible. The
declaration shall remain in effect for a period of 10 years, count-

ing from the day of the exchange of instruments of ratification.

In case it is not denounced by one of the two Governments 6

months before the expiration of that period of time, it shall con-

tinue in effect, but can then be denounced by either Government,
at any time, 6 months in advance.

Prepared in two originals in the German and the Polish lan-

guages.

Berlin, January 26, 1934.

For the German Government : For the Polish Government

:

C. Freiherr von Neurath Josef Lipski

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-22

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FEDERAL

STATE OF AUSTRIA, JULY 11TH, 1936

[Translation of Official Communique broadcast from Vienna on
July 11th, 1936.]

It is officially announced : In the conviction that they are mak-
ing a valuable contribution towards the whole European devel-

opment in the direction of maintaining peace and in the belief

that they are thereby best serving the manifold mutual interests

of both German States, the Governments of the Federal States of

Austria and of Germany have resolved to give their relations

once more a normal and friendly form. In this connection it is

declared :

—
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1. The German Government recognizes the full sovereignty of

the Federal State of Austria in the sense of the pronouncements

of the German Leader and Chancellor of the 21st May, 1935.

2. Each of the two Governments regards the inner political

order (including the question of Austrian national socialism) ob-

taining in the other country as an internal affair of the other

country, upon which it will exercise neither direct nor indirect

influence.

3. The Austrian Federal Government will conduct its policy in

general and in particular towards Germany always on that fun-

damental line corresponding to the fact that Austria regards

herself as a German State.

In this respect neither the Rome protocols of 1934 and their

additions of 1936, nor the relationship of Austria to Italy and
Hungary as partners in these protocols, are affected. Considering

that the detente desired by both sides can only become really ef-

fectual if certain preliminary stipulations on the part of the Gov-

ernments of both countries are carried out, the Austrian Federal

Government and the German Government will pass a number of

particular measures to bring about the requisite preliminary state

of affairs.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-23

Extract from Statement made by the Prime Minister to the House
of Commons on September 28 announcing the Reichschancellor's

reply to the Message which he had sent to him that morning.

"I have something further to say to the House yet. I have now
been informed by Herr Hitler that he invites me to meet him at

Munich tomorrow morning. He has also invited Signor Mussolini

and M. Daladier. Signor Mussolini has accepted, and I have no

doubt M. Daladier will also accept. I need not say what my an-

swer will be."

AGREEMENT CONCLUDED AT MUNICH ON
SEPTEMBER 29, 1938

Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Italy, taking into

consideration the agreement, which has been already reached

in principle for the cession to Germany of the Sudeten German
territory, have agreed on the following terms and conditions gov-

erning the said cession and the measures consequent thereon, and
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by this agreement they each hold themselves responsible for the

steps necessary to secure fulfillment

:

1. The evacuation will begin on the 1st October.

2. The United Kingdom, France and Italy agree that the evac-

uation of the territory shall be completed by the 10th October,

without any existing installations having been destroyed and

that the Czechoslovak Government will be held responsible for

carrying out the evacuation without damage to the said installa-

tions.

3. The conditions governing the evacuation will be laid down
in detail by an international commission composed of representa-

tives of Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy and Czecho-

slovakia.

4. The occupation by stages of the predominantly German ter-

ritory by German troops will begin on 1st October. The four ter-

ritories marked on the attached map will be occupied by German
troops in the following order : The territory marked No. 1 on the

1st and 2nd of October, the territory marked No. II on the 2nd
and 3rd of October, the territory marked No. Ill on the 3rd, 4th

and 5th of October, the territory marked No. IV on the 6th and
7th of October. The remaining territory of preponderantly Ger-

man character will be ascertained by the aforesaid international

commission forthwith and be occupied by German troops by the

10th of October.

5. The international commission referred to in paragraph 3

will determine the territories in which a plebiscite is to be held.

These territories will be occupied by international bodies until

the plebiscite has been completed. The same commission will fix

the conditions in which the plebiscite is to be held, taking as a

basis the conditions of the Saar plebiscite. The commission will

also fix a date, not later than the end of November, on which the

plebiscite will be held.

6. The final determination of the frontiers will be carried out

by the international commission. This commission will also be en-

titled to recommend to the four Powers, Germany, the United

Kingdom, France and Italy, in certain exceptional cases minor
modifications in the strictly ethnographical determination of the

zones which are to be transferred without plebiscite.

7. There will be a right of option into and out of the trans-

ferred territories, the option to be exercised within six months
from the date of this agreement. A German-Czechoslovak com-
mission shall determine the details of the option, consider ways
of facilitating the transfer of population and settle questions of

principle arising out of the said transfer.
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8. The Czechoslovak Government will within a period of four

weeks from the date of this agreement release from their mili-

tary and police forces any Sudeten Germans who may wish to be

released, and the Czechoslovak Government will within the same
period release Sudeten German prisoners who are serving terms

of imprisonment for political offences.

ADOLF HITLER.
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

EDOUARD DALADIER.
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

Munich, September 29,1938.

Annex to the Agreement
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the

French Government have entered into the above agreement on

the basis that they stand by the offer, contained in paragraph 6 of

the Anglo-French proposals of the 19th September, relating to an

international guarantee of the new boundaries of the Czecho-

slovak State against unprovoked aggression.

When the question of the Polish and Hungarian minorities in

Czechoslovakia has been settled, Germany and Italy for their

part will give a guarantee to Czechoslovakia.

ADOLF HITLER.
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

EDOUARD DALADIER.
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

Munich, September 29, 1938.

Declaration

The Heads of the Governments of the four Powers declare that

the problems of the Polish and Hungarian minorities in Czecho-

slovakia, if not settled within three months by agreement be-

tween the respective Governments, shall form the subject of an-

other meeting of the Heads of the Governments of the four

Powers here present.

ADOLF HITLER.
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

EDOUARD DALADIER.
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

Munich, September 29, 1938.
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Supplementary Declaration

All questions which may arise out of the transfer of the terri-

tory shall be considered as coming within the terms of reference

to the international commission.

ADOLF HITLER.
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

EDOUARD DALADIER.
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

Munich, September 29, 1938.

Composition of the International Commission
The four Heads of Government here present agree that the in-

ternational commission provided for in the agreement signed by
them to-day, shall consist of the Secretary of State in the Ger-

man Foreign Office, the British, French and Italian Ambassadors
accredited in Berlin, and a representative to be nominated by the

Government of Czechoslovakia.

ADOLF HITLER.
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

EDOUARD DALADIER.
BENITO MUSSOLINI.

Munich, September 29, 1938.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-24

TREATY OF NON-AGGRESSION BETWEEN THE GERMAN
REICH AND THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK SIGNED

AT BERLIN, MAY 31st 1939.

His Majesty the King of Denmark and Iceland and the

Chancellor of the German Reich,

Being firmly resolved to maintain peace between Denmark and
Germany in all circumstances, have agreed to confirm this resolve

by means of a Treaty and have appointed as their Plenipoten-

tiaries :

His Majesty the King of Denmark and Iceland

:

M. Herluf Zahle, Chamberlain, Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary in Berlin;

The Chancellor of the German Reich

:

M. Joachim von Ribbentrop, Minister for Foreign Affairs of

the Reich;

Who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and
due form, have agreed on the following provisions:
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Article 1

The Kingdom of Denmark and the German Reich shall in no
case resort to war or to any other use of force one against the

other.

Should action of the kind referred to in paragraph 1 be taken

by a third Power against one of the Contracting Parties, the

other Contracting Party shall not support such action in any
way.

Article 2

The present Treaty shall be ratified and the instruments of rati-

fication shall be exchanged as soon as possible in Berlin.

The Treaty shall come into force on the exchange of the instru-

ments of ratification and shall remain in force for a period of ten

years from that date. Should the Treaty not be denounced by one

of the Contracting Parties at least one year before the expiry of

that period, its validity shall be extended for a fresh period of

ten years. The same shall apply to subsequent periods.

In witness whereof the Plenipotentiaries of both Parties have

signed the present Treaty.

Done in original duplicate, in Danish and German.
BERLIN, May 31st, 1939.

HERLUF ZAHLE.
JOACHIM V. RIBBENTROP.

PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE

On the signature, this day, of the Dano-German Treaty, the

agreement existing between the two Parties on the following

point has been put on record:

The Contracting Party which is not participating in the con-

flict shall not be deemed to be giving support, within the meaning
of paragraph 2 of Article 1 of the Treaty, if the attitude of that

Party is in harmony with the general rules of neutrality. There-

fore the fact of a normal exchange of goods and transit of goods

continuing between the Contracting Party not involved in the

conflict and the third Power shall not be regarded as constituting

illicit support.

BERLIN, May 31st, 1939.

HERLUF ZAHLE.
JOACHIM V. RIBBENTROP.
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ANNOUNCEMENT RELATING TO THE
GERMAN-SOVIET NON-AGGRESSION TREATY

SEPTEMBER 25, 1939.

[Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. 1511 dated October 20, 1939,

from the American Embassy, Berlin, Germany.]

On August 23, 1939, a non-aggression treaty was signed in

Moscow by representatives of the German Reich and the Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics. The treaty is published herewith.

The exchange of the documents of ratification took place in

Berlin on September 24, 1939. The treaty became effective on

August 23, 1939 in accordance with its Article VII.

Berlin, September 25, 1939.

The Reich Minister of Foreign Affairs

By Baron von Weizsaecker

Non-Aggression Treaty

between Germany and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The Government of the German Reich

and

The Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics

directed by the wish to strengthen the cause of peace between Ger-

many and the USSR and proceeding upon the basic provisions of

the Treaty of Neutrality concluded between Germany and the

USSR in April 1926, have reached the following agreement

:

Article 1

The two contracting parties undertake to refrain from any act

of violence, any aggressive action, or any attack against one an-

other, whether individually or jointly with other powers.

Article 2

In case one of the contracting parties should become the object

of war-like acts on the part of a third power, the other contract-

ing party will not support that third power in any form.

Article 3

The Governments of the two contracting parties will in future

remain in contact with each other through continuous consulta-

tion in order to inform each other concerning questions affecting

their mutual interests.
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Article 4

Neither of the two contracting parties will participate in any
grouping of powers which is indirectly or directly aimed against

the other party.

Article 5

Should disputes or conflicts arise between the contracting

parties regarding questions of any kind whatsoever, the two
parties would clear away these disputes or conflicts solely by
means of friendly exchanges of views or if necessary by arbitra-

tion commissions.

Article 6

The present treaty is concluded for a period of ten years with

the provision that unless one of the contracting parties denounces

it one year before the end of this period the duration of the valid-

ity of this treaty is to be regarded as automatically prolonged

for another five years.

Article 7

The present treaty is to be ratified within the shortest pos-

sible time. The documents of ratification are to be exchanged in

Berlin. The treaty becomes effective immediately upon signature.

Drawn up in duplicate texts in the German and Russian lan-

guages.

Moscow, August 23, 1939.

For the Government of the German Reich

von Ribbentrop

As Plenipotentiary for the Government of the USSR
s.Molotov

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-26

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO AUSTRIA, MAY 21st, 1935

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part III, Page 94.]

Germany neither intends nor wishes to interfere in the do-

mestic affairs of Austria, to annex Austria or to attach that

country to her. The German people and the German Government
have, however, the very comprehensible desire, arising out of

the simple feeling of solidarity due to a common national descent,

that the right to self-determination should be guaranteed not

only to foreign nations, but to the German people everywhere.

I myself believe that no regime which is not anchored in the

people, supported by the people, and desired by the people, can

exist permanently.
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GERMAN ASSURANCES TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 11 and 12

March 1938, as reported by M. Masaryk, the Czechoslovak

Minister to London, to Viscount Halifax. [From
files of the British Foreign office]

M. Masaryk to Viscount Halifax.—(Received March 12.)

My Lord, London, March 12, 1938.

I have reported to my Government the interview which you

were good enough to grant me to-day.

I have in consequence been instructed by my Government to

bring to the official knowledge of His Majesty's Government the

following facts: Yesterday evening (the 11th March) Field-

Marshal Goering made two separate statements to M. Mastny,

the Czechoslovak Minister in Berlin, assuring him that the de-

velopments in Austria will in no way have any detrimental in-

fluence on the relations between the German Reich and Czecho-

slovakia, and emphazising the continued earnest endeavour on

the part of Germany to improve those mutual relations.

In the first statement the field-marshal used the expression:

"Ich gebe Ihnen mein Ehrenwort."
In the second statement Field-Marshal Goering asserted that,

having given his own word previously, he was now able to give

the word of the head of the State, who had authorized him to take

over temporarily his official duties. He then repeated the above

assurances.

To-day (the 12th March) Field-Marshal Goering asked M.
Mastny to call on him, repeated yesterday's assurances and added
that the German troops, marching into Austria, have strictest

orders to keep at least 15 kilom. from the Czechoslovak frontier;

at the same time he expressed the hope that no mobilization of

the Czechoslovak army would take place.

M. Mastny was in a position to give him definite and binding
assurances on this subject, and to-day spoke with Baron von
Neurath, who, among other things, assured him on behalf of

Herr Hitler that Germany still considers herself bound by the

German-Czechoslovak Arbitration Convention concluded at Lo-
carno in October 1925.

M. Mastny also saw to-day Herr von Mackensen, who assured
him that the clarification of the Austrian situation will tend to

improve German-Czechoslovak relations.

The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic wish to assure
His Majesty's Government that they are animated by the earnest
and ardent desire to live in the best possible neighbourly rela-

tions with the German Reich. They cannot, however, fail to view ,
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with great apprehension the sequel of events in Austria between

the date of the bilateral agreement between Germany and Austria

(11th July, 1936), and yesterday (11th March, 1938).

I have, &c.

JAN MASARYK.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-28

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA
OF 26TH SEPTEMBER 1938

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part VI, Pages 345-346.]

I have a little to explain. I am grateful to Mr. Chamberlain for

all his efforts, and I have assured him that the German people

want nothing but peace ; but I have also told him that I cannot go

back beyond the limits of our patience.

I assured him moreover, and I repeat it here, that when this

problem is solved there will be no more territorial problems for

Germany in Europe. And I further assured him that from the

moment when Czechoslovakia solves its other problems, that is to

say when the Czechs have come to an agreement with their other

minorities peacefully and without oppression, I will no longer be

interested in the Czech State. And that, as far as I am con-

cerned, I will guarantee it. We don't want any Czechs ! But I must
also declare before the German people that in the Sudeten Ger-

man problem my patience is now at an end. I made an offer to

Herr Benes which was no more than the realization of what he

had already promised. He now has peace or war in his hands.

Either he will accept this offer and at length give the Germans
their freedom, or we will get this freedom for ourselves.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-29

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO POLAND,
SEPTEMBER 26TH, 1938

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part VI, Page 336.]

The most difficult problem with which I was confronted was
that of our relations with Poland. There was a danger that Poles

and Germans would regard each other as hereditary enemies. I

wanted to prevent this. I know well enough that I should not

have been successful if Poland had had a democratic Constitu-

tion. For these democracies which indulge in phrases about peace

are the most bloodthirsty war agitators. In Poland there ruled no
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democracy but a man; and with him I succeeded in precisely

twelve months, in coming to an agreement which, for ten years

in the first instance, entirely removed the danger of a conflict.

We are all convinced that this agreement will bring lasting paci-

fication. We realize that here are two peoples which must live to-

gether and neither of which can do away with the other. A peo-

ple of 33 millions will always strive for an outlet to the sea. A
way for understanding, then, had to be found ; it has been found,

and it will be ever further extended. Certainly things were hard

in this area. * * * But the main fact is that the two Gov-

ernments, and all reasonable and clear-sighted persons among
the two peoples and in the two countries, possess the firm will

and determination to improve their relations. It was a real work
of peace, of more worth than all the chattering in the League of

Nations Palace at Geneva.

I have attempted during this period gradually to bring about

better and lasting relations with other nations as well. We have

given guarantees for the States in the West. We have assured all

our immediate neighbours of the integrity of their territory as

far as Germany is concerned. That is no mere phrase. It is our

sacred will. We have no interest whatever in a breach of the

peace. We want nothing from these peoples. These offers of ours

met with growing understanding. One by one the peoples are

freeing themselves from the crass blindness of Geneva, which I

would call a policy, not of the collective obligation for peace> but

of the collective obligation for war. They are freeing themselves

and beginning to see problems soberly ; they are ready for under-

standing and desirous of peace.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-30

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO DENMARK, NORWAY,
BELGIUM AND THE NETHERLANDS, APRIL 28th, 1939

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part VII, I Pages 139, 172-175.]

"I have given binding declarations to a large number of States.

None of these States can complain that even a trace of a demand
contrary thereto has ever been made to them by Germany. None
of the Scandinavian statesmen, for example, can contend that a

request has ever been put to them by the German Government or

by German public opinion which was incompatible with the sov-

ereignty and integrity of their State.

"I was pleased that a number of European States availed them-
selves of these declarations by the German Government to ex-
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press and emphasize their desire too for absolute neutrality. This

applies to Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, etc. I have
already mentioned France. I need not mention Italy, with whom
we are united in the deepest and closest friendship, Hungary and
Yugoslavia, with whom we as neighbours have the fortune to be

on very friendly terms. On the other hand I have left no doubt
from the first moment of my political activity that .there existed

other circumstances which represent such a mean and gross

outrage of the right of self-determination of our people that we
can never accept or endorse them. I have never written a single

line or made a single speech displaying a different attitude

towards the above-mentioned States. On the other hand with

reference to the other cases I have never written a single line or

made a single speech in which I have expressed any attitude con-

trary to my actions."

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-31

Copy

GERMAN LEGATION

AIDE MEMOIRE

The German Reich Government is determined, in view of the

friendly relations which exist between Norway and Germany,
under no circumstances to prejudice the inviolability and in-

tegrity of Norway and to respect the territory of the Norwegian
State. In making this declaration the Reich Government nat-

urally expects, on its side, that Norway will observe an unim-

peachable neutrality towards the Reich and will not tolerate any
breaches of Norwegian neutrality by any third party which

might occur. Should the attitude of the Royal Norwegian Govern-

ment differ from this so that any such breach of neutrality by a

third party recurs, the Reich Government would then obviously

be compelled to safeguard the interests of the Reich in such a

way as the resulting situation might dictate.

OSLO, 2nd September 1939.

This is to certify that the above is a true copy of the Aide-

Memoire which was handed to the Norwegian Foreign Minister

by the German Minister in Oslo on the 2nd of September 1939.

OSLO, 3rd October 1945.

(signed) TRYGVE LIE

Foreign Minister.
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GERMAN ASSURANCE TO NORWAY OF OCTOBER 6, 1939

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Vol. VII, I, page 350.]

Germany has never had any conflicts of interest or even points

of controversy with the northern States, neither has she any to-

day. Sweden and Norway have both been offered nonaggression

pacts by Germany and have both refused them solely because

they do not feel themselves threatened in any way.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-33

ASSURANCE TO THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM,
30 JANUARY 1937

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part IV, Pages 42-43.]

As for the rest, I have more than once expressed the desire

and the hope to enter into similar good and cordial relations

with all our neighbours.

Germany has—and here I repeat this solemnly—given the as-

surance time and again, that, for instance, between her and

France there cannot be any humanly conceivable points of con-

troversy. The German Government has further given the assur-

ance to Belgium and Holland that it is prepared to recognize

and to guarantee the inviolability and neutrality of these terri-

tories.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-34

GERMAN DECLARATION OF OCTOBER 13TH, 1937

Monsieur le Ministre,

I have the honour on behalf of the German Government, to

make the following communication to your Excellency:

The German Government has taken cognizance, with particu-

lar interest, of the public declarations in which the Belgian Gov-
ernment defines the international position of Belgium. For its

part, it has repeatedly given expression, especially through the

declaration of the Chancellor of the German Reich in his speech

of January 30th, 1937 to its own point of view.

The German Government has also taken cognizance of the

declaration made by the British and French Governments on
April 24th, 1937.

Since the conclusion of a treaty to replace the Treaty of Lo-
carno may still take some time, and being desirous of strength-
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erring the peaceful aspirations of the two countries, the German
Government regards it as appropriate to define now its own at-

titude towards Belgium.

To this end it makes the following declaration:

(1) The German Government has taken note of the views

which the Belgian Government has thought fit to express ; that is

to say:

(a) Of the policy of independence which it intends to ex-

ercise in full sovereignty;

(b) Of its determination to defend the frontiers of Bel-

gium with all its forces against any aggression or

invasion, and to prevent Belgium territory from
being used, for purposes of aggression against an-

other State, as a passage or as a base of opera-

tions by land, by sea, or in the air; and to organ-

ize the defence of Belgium in an efficient manner
for this purpose.

(2) The German Government considers that the inviolability

and integrity of Belgium are common interests of the Western
Powers. It confirms its determination that in no circumstances

will it impair this inviolability and integrity, and that it will at

all times respect Belgian territory, except, of course, in the event

of Belgium's taking part in a military action directed against

Germany in an armed conflict in which Germany is involved.

(3) The German Government, like the British and French

Governments, is prepared to assist Belgium should she be sub-

jected to an attack or to invasion.

I have the honour, etc.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT
The Belgian Government has taken note with great satisfac-

tion of the declaration communicated to it this day by the Ger-

man Government. It thanks the German Government warmly for

this communication.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-36

DECLARATION MADE BY THE AMBASSADOR OF
GERMANY ON AUGUST 26TH, 1939

In view of the gravity of the international situation, I am
expressly instructed by the Head of the German Reich to trans-

mit to Your Majesty the following communication.
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Though the German Government is at present doing every-

thing in its power to arrive at a peaceful solution of the ques-

tions at issue between the Reich and Poland, it nevertheless

desires to define clearly, here and now, the attitude which it

proposes to adopt towards Belgium should a conflict in Europe
become inevitable.

The German Government is firmly determined to abide by the

terms of the Declaration contained in the German Note of Octo-

ber 13th, 1937. This provides, in effect, that Germany will in

no circumstances impair the inviolability and integrity of Bel-

gium and will at all times respect Belgian territory. The Ger-

man Government renews this undertaking, however, in the ex-

pectation that the Belgian Government, for its 'part, will ob-

serve an attitude of strict neutrality and that Belgium will

tolerate no violation on the part of a third Power, but that on

the contrary she will oppose it with all the forces at her disposal.

It goes without saying that if the Belgian Government were to

adopt a different attitude, the German Government would natu-

rally be compelled to defend its interest in conformity with the

new situation thus created.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-37

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO BELGIUM OF OCTOBER 6, 1939

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Vol. VII, I, page 351.]

Belgium.

Immediately after I had taken over the affairs of the state I

tried to create friendly relations with Belgium I renounced
any revision or any desire for revision. The Reich has not made
any demands which would in any way be likely to be considered

in Belgium as a threat.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-40

DECLARATION BY THE GERMAN MINISTER, COUNT
VON ZECH, COMMUNICATED TO HER MAJESTY THE
QUEEN IN THE PRESENCE OF THE MINISTER FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS ON 26TH AUGUST 1939

We are resolved, in accordance with the traditional friendly

relations existing between the two countries, and in appreci-

ation of the known Netherlands policy of Independence, to main-
tain an attitude towards the Netherlands which under no cir-
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curnstances prejudices the inviolability and integrity of the

Netherlands and at all times respects Netherlands territory.

But we also naturally expect on our side the Netherlands to

observe an unimpeachable neutrality towards us in the event

of any conflict. It is of first importance in this connection that

Holland shall not tolerate any breaches of her neutrality which
may be committed by a third party, but shall oppose them with

all the means at her disposal. Should the attitude of the Nether-

lands in the case of such a breach of neutrality by a third party

differ from this, we should obviously be compelled to defend our

interests in such a way as the resulting situation might dictate.

Voor eensluidend afschrift:

De Minister van Buitenlandsche Zaken,

Voor den Minister,

De Secretaris-General

(Signed)

Certified at the Netherlands Embassy for legislation of the

foregoing signature of Jhr. A. M. Snouck Hurgronje, Secretary

General of the Netherlands Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

LONDON, 5th October 1945 /c .

(Signed)

Netherlands Ambassador

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-41

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO THE NETHERLANDS OF
OCTOBER 6, 1939,

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Vol. VII, I, page 351.]

Holland,

The new Reich has endeavoured to continue the traditional

friendship with Holland. It has not taken over any existing

differences between the two countries and has not created any
new ones.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-42

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO LUXEMBOURG, 26 AUGUST 1939

Sir R. Clive to Viscount Halifax— (Received August 28)

(By Telephone)

(No. 40) (Telegraphic) En clair.

Brussels, August 28, 1939

Following is translation of text of German declaration to Lux-
embourg as given me by Luxembourg Charge d'Affaires:
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The German Minister stated to M. Bech that the Reich had de-

cided to observe towards the Grand Duchy an attitude which, in

the event of war, would not in any way infringe the inviolability

of the territory of the Grand Duchy.

The German Government expected the Grand Duchy to observe
an attitude of strict neutrality.

In the unlikely eventuality of this not being the case, or should
Luxembourg be unable, in the event of violation of her territory

by a third Power, to maintain her neutrality, the German Gov-
ernment reserved the right to take such measures as the situ-

ation might render necessary in order to protect their interest.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-42 -A

GERMAN ASSURANCE TO LUXEMBOURG, 28 APRIL 1939

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Part VII, 1, Pages 139; 172-175.]

Finally Mr. Roosevelt demands the readiness to give him an
assurance that the German fighting forces will not attack the

territory or possessions of the following independent nations,

and, above all, that they will not march into them. And he goes

on to name the following as the countries in question: Finland,

Latvia, Lithuania, Esthonia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Hol-

land, Belgium, Great Britain, Ireland, France, Portugal, Spain,

Switzerland, Lichtenstein, Luxembourg, Poland, Hungary, Ru-
mania, Yugoslavia, Russia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Iraq, Arabia,

Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Iran.

Answer; I started off by taking the trouble to And out in the

case of the countries listed, firstly, whether they feel themselves

threatened and, secondly and particularly, whether this question

Mr. Roosevelt has asked us was put as a result of a demarche by
them or at least with their consent.

The answer was a general negative, which in some cases took

the form of a blunt rejection. Actually this counter-question of

mine could not be conveyed to some of the states and nations

listed, since they are not at present in possession of their liberty

(as for instance Syria), but are occupied by the military forces

of democratic states, and therefore, deprived of all their rights.

Thirdly, apart from that, all the states bordering on Germany
have received much more binding assurances and, above all,

much more binding proposals than Mr. Roosevelt asked of me in

his peculiar telegram.
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GERMAN ASSURANCE TO YUGOSLAVIA OF
OCTOBER 6, 1939

[Documents of German Politics, (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Vol. VII, I, page 352.]

Immediately after the completion of the Anschluss I informed

Yugoslavia that, from now on, the frontier with this country

would also be an unalterable one and that we only desire to live
v

in peace and friendship with her.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-44

NOTE ON THE EXISTENCE OF A GERMAN AIR FORCE,
MARCH 9th, 1935

Group-Captain Don to Sir E. Phipps

The Ambassador,
I was asked to go to the Reichsluftfahrtministerium this morn-

ing to speak to Flieger-Kommodore Wenninger. He had men-
tioned last Monday at the reception at the Japanese Embassy
that he had something to tell me, and would telephone to make
an appointment on Wednesday or Thursday; so it is quite evi-

dent that what he has this morning communicated to me was the

result of a decision made before the cancellation of Sir John
Simon's visit, and that it had been intended to speak to me be-

fore the latter's arrival.

He told me that there are certain developments which he

wished to communicate to the British air attache, and subse-

quently this morning and on Monday to the other service air at-

taches, so that they should not hear of them for the first time

when they became generally known. He used the word "Solda-

ten" air attaches, from which it occurred to me that possibly he is

not going to include M. Poincare, the French air attache, who is

a civilian. In this way I may be mistaken, but more than once

he laid stress on the fact that he was anxious that I should un-

derstand that he was talking as one officer to another. He in-

formed me that he had received the approval of the Reichswehr-

ministerium and of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for what he

was about to say.

He then told me that the Chancellor has given the order that,

as from the 1st March, those who are destined to belong to the

future German air force shall change their rank titles, and shall

assume the shoulder-straps which indicate their status as regu-

lar Reichswehr personnel. A new design of wing (an eagle), in-

corporating the "Haken-Kreuz," has also been adopted. Flieger-
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Kommodore Wenninger, for instance, now becomes Oberst Wen-

ninger, with aluminum braid shoulder-straps and two stars; the

recently-coined title Flieger Vice-Chef now becomes General-

Leutnant. I gathered that the prefix "Flieger" may be used in

correspondence, but that, in conversation, the army rank titles

will be used.

Oberst Wenninger, as he now is, showed me the changes on

his own uniform, and explained that the new order applies to

members of the Deutsche Verkehrsfliegerschule (DVS). As you

will remember, this formation, with its blue uniform and yellow

badges, has for long been looked upon by us as the foundation of

Germany's air force.

I was further informed that the Deutsche Luftsportverband

(DLV) would retain its civilian status as the "sports flying" body,

and I gathered that its members would retain their present non-

regular titles, wMi Flieger-Kommander as the highest title attain-

able, except that Herr Loerzer, their present leader, will be per-

mitted to retain the higher title of "Flieger-Kommodore". As
you probably know, we have long been of the opinion that the

DLV, with its large membership (blue uniform with blue

badges), will be the nonregular formation which will train re-

serve pilots and keep the nation "air minded", and be in position

to supply auxiliary squadrons on mobilization.

The information, therefore, which I have received substantially

confirms what we have already had good reason to believe re-

garding the DVS and DLV.

Oberst Wenninger impressed upon me that he had not sent

for me to inform me that a German air force actually exists;

formally speaking, it does not, and such an announcement must
await political developments. On the other hand, preparations

are in progress, including certain training schools. Of these he

gave me the names of six, which he invites me to visit. I did not

commit myself as to whether or not I shall take advantage of

his offer. He added that he and his brother officers were only too

anxious that the political situation should be cleared up so as to

enable the veil of secrecy to .be lifted. Meanwhile, he regretted

that full details regarding future establishments and organiza-

tion are not yet available.

March 9, 1935 F. P. DON, Air Attache
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(No. 269)

Sir E. Phipps to Sir John Simon— (Received March 19)

His Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin presents his compliments

to His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and has

the honour to transmit to him the text and translation of the

proclamation to the German people of the 16th March 1935.

Berlin, March 18, 1935

Proclamation to the German People of March 16, 1935

(Translation)

To the German People,

When in November 1918 the German people—trusting in the

assurances given in Wilson's Fourteen Points—after four and a

half years' glorious resistance in a war the outbreak of which
they had never willed, laid down their arms, they believed that

they had rendered a service not only to tortured humanity, but

also to an intrinsically great idea. Themselves the worse suf-

ferers from the consequences of this insensate struggle, the mil-

lions of our people trustfully clutched at the conception of a re-

casting of the relations between the nations, which were to be

enobled by the abolition of secret diplomacy as conducted by

small cliques on the one hand, and the terrible instruments of

war on the other. The consequences of a defeat, hardest from a

historical aspect, thus appeared to many Germans to be an ab-

solutely necessary sacrifice in order to save the world for all

time from similar horrors.

The idea of the League of Nations evoked, perhaps, in no na-

tion a warmer response than in the Germans, abandoned as they

were by all earthly fortune. Only so was it comprehensible that

the conditions, in many respects nothing less than senseless, pro-

viding for the destruction of every requisite and every possibility

of defense, were not only accepted by the German people, but

were also carried out by them. The German people, and in par-

ticular their Governments of the time, were convinced that,

through the fulfillment of the disarmament provisions prescribed

in the Treaty of Versailles, the general International disarma-

ment would be initiated and guaranteed as promised in that

treaty. For only such bilateral fulfillment of the task set by the

treaty could afford moral and rational justification for a demand
which, if unilaterally imposed and executed, must lead to a per-

petual discrimination and thereby to a declaration of the inferi-

ority of a great nation. By such means, however, a peace treaty
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of this character could never constitute a basis for a true inner

reconciliation of the nations and a consequent pacification of the

world, but could for the creation of a hatred which would per-

petually increase in intensity.

According to the findings of the Inter-Allied Control Commis-
sion, Germany has fulfilled the disarmament obligations imposed

upon her.

The following was the work of destruction of the German
means of defense, as confirmed by this commission :

—

(A) Army
59,897 guns and gun-barrels 59 tanks

130,558 machine guns 1,762 observation cars

31,470 trench mortars and 8,982 wireless stations

barrels 1,240 field bakeries

6,007,000 rifles and carbines 2,199 pontoons

243,937 machine-gun barrels 981.7 tons equipment for sol-

28,001 gun carriages diers; and
4,390 trench mortar gun 8,230,350 sets of equipment for

carriages soldiers

38,7d0',000 shells 7,300 pistols and revolvers

10,OOU,UuU IldXiU. clilU I lilt? ^rclid,u.t;b 180 machine-gun carriages

60,400,000 fuses 21 travelling workshops
491,000,000 small arms ammunition 12 anti-aircraft gun carriages

335,000 tons shell-cases 11 limbers

23,515 tons cartridge cases 64,000 steel helmets

37,600 tons powder 174,000 gas masks
79,500 caissons 2,500 machines formerly used

212,000 telephones for war manufacturing
1,072 flame-throwers purposes

31 armoured cars 8,000 rifle-barrels .

(B) Air
15,714 pursuit and bombing 27,757 aeroplane engines

planes

(C) Navy
Destroyed, broken up, sunk or surrendered warship material

belonging to the Navy :

—

26 battleships 21 training and special ships

4 monitors 83 torpedo boats

4 armored cruisers 315 submarines
19 small cruisers

Observations on (A) and (B)

Moreover, the following were liable to destruction:

—

Vehicles of every sort, gas warfare equipment, and, to a cer-
tain extent, gas protection equipment, propulsive and explosive
material, searchlights, aiming apparatus, range-finders and
sound-detecting apparatus of every kind, horse harness, narrow
gauge material, field printing-presses, field kitchens, workshops,
cut and thrust weapons, steel helmets, material for the transport
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of munitions, normal and special machines used in the manufac-
ture of war material and transport appliances, drawings for

them, aeroplane and airship hangars, &c.

After this historically unprecedented fulfillment of a treaty,

the German people had the right to expect the redemption of the

pledges given by the other side.

For—
(1) Germany had disarmed.

(2) In the Peace Treaty it was explicitly demanded that Ger-

many must be disarmed in order to create the prerequisite for

general disarmament, that is to say, it was thereby claimed that

Germany's armament alone furnished justification for the arma-
ments of the other countries.

(3) The German people were at that time, both as regards

their Governments and their parties, animated by sentiments in

complete accord with the pacifist and democratic ideals of the

League of Nations and its founders.

But while Germany as one of the contracting parties had car-

ried out her obligations, the fulfillment of the obligations of the

second contracting party never took place. In other words, the

high contracting parties of the former victor States have uni-

laterally freed themselves from the obligations of the Treaty of

Versailles

!

But it was not enough that no disarmament in any way com-

parable in extent with the destruction of Germany's armaments
took place, no, there was not even a pause in armaments, and,

indeed, on the contrary, it became finally obvious that a large

number of States were rearming. New engines of destruction

invented during the war now, in time of peace, received the last

touches of perfection by methodical and scientific labour. In the

creation of powerful tanks and also of new fighting and bombing
machines continual and appalling improvements took place. Gi-

gantic new guns were constructed and new explosive, incen-

diary and gas bombs developed.

Since then the world has once again been resounding with war
cries, as if there had never been a world war and as if no Treaty

of Versailles had ever been concluded.

In the midst of these warrior States, highly armed and ever

making more use of the most modern mechanized forces, Ger-

many was, in respect of power, an empty space delivered over

defenseless to every threat and menace from any quarter. The
German people are mindful of the misfortune and suffering of

fifteen years of economic misery and of political and moral hu-

miliation.
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It was, therefore, comprehensible when Germany began loudly

to press for the redemption of the disarmament promises of the

other States.

For this is clear:

A hundred years of peace would be not only tolerated by the

world, but it must be an immeasurable blessing to it. A century

of forcible division into victors and vanquished it cannot, how-

ever, endure.

Feeling as regards the moral justification and necessity of in-

ternational disarmament was, however, alive, not only in Ger-

many but also within many other nations. From the pressure of

these forces arose the attempts to bring about, by means of con-

ferences, a reduction of armaments and thereby an international

general approximation on a low level.

In this way there came about the first proposals for an inter-

national armaments convention, of which we remember the Mac-
Donald plan as important.

Gerfriany was ready to accept this plan and to make it a basis

of agreements to be concluded.

It collapsed on the refusal of other States and was finally aban-

doned. As in such circumstances the equality of rights solemnly

promised to the German people and Reich in the declaration of

December 1932 was not realized, the new German Government,
as protector of the honour and the vital right of the German peo-

ple, found themselves unable to participate further in such con-

ferences or to continue to belong to the League of Nations.

But even after their departure from Geneva the German Gov-
ernment were still prepared not only to examine proposals of

other States but also to make practical proposals on their own
account.

In so doing they accepted the view, actually laid down by the

other States, that the creation of short-service armies was un-

suitable for aggressive purposes and was, therefore, to be recom-
mended for peaceful defense.

It was therefore ready, in accordance with the wish of the

other States, to transform the long-service Reichswehr into a

short-service army. Its proposals, made in the winter of 1933-34,

were practical and capable of realization. The rejection of these

proposals as well as the final rejection of the similarly conceived

Italian and British drafts led, however, to the conclusion that

there was no longer any inclination in the case of the other

parties to the treaty to fulfill subsequently the Versailles dis-

armament provisions in' the sense intended.

In these circumstances the German Government felt obliged to
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take of their own initiative those measures which were necessary

to ensure the termination of a condition of impotent defenseless-

ness of a great people and country which was as undignified as it

was in the last resort menacing.

In so doing they were actuated by the same considerations as

those which were so truthfully expressed by Mr. Baldwin in his

last speech: "A country which shows itself unwilling to make
what necessary preparations are requisite for its own defense

will never have force, moral or material, in this world."

The Government of present-day Germany, however, only de-

sires one single moral and material power ; that is, the power to be

able to safeguard the peace for the Reich and thereby also for

the whole of Europe.

They have therefore continued to do what lay within their

power and was calculated to further the interests of peace

:

(1) They proposed to all their neighbour States, some consid-

erable time ago, the conclusion of nonaggression pacts.

(2) They have sought and reached with their eastern neigh-

bour a treaty settlement which will, they hope, thanks to the

large spirit of mutual comprehension shown, purify forever the

threatening atmosphere which they found on assuming power
and lead to a lasting understanding and friendship between the

two nations.

(3) They have, finally given France the solemn assurance that,

the Saar question having been settled, Germany will now present

or raise no further territorial claims against France. They be-

lieve they have thus, by a heavy political and material sacrifice,

created in a form rare in history the basis for the termination

of a century-long conflict between the two great nations.

The German Government must, however, to their regret note

that for months past a steadily rising rearmament of the rest of

the world has been taking place. They perceive in the creation of

a Soviet Russian army of 101 divisions, that is to say, an ad-

mitted peace strength of 960,000 men, an element which could not

have been foreseen at the drafting of the Treaty of Versailles.

They perceive in the acceleration of similar measures in other

States further evidence of the rejection of this disarmament idea

once proclaimed. It is far from the German Government to wish

to bring forward a reproach against any State. They must, how-
ever, place on record today the fact that through the introduction

of the two-year service period in France now decided on, the

underlying conception of the creation of short-term defense

armies has been abandoned in favour of a long-service organiza-

tion.
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That was, however, one of the arguments used at the time to

justify the demand that Germany should give up the Reichswehr!

The German Government consider it in these circumstances an
impossibility to defer any longer the measures necessary for the

security of the Reich, or, indeed, to conceal them from the knowl-

edge of the rest of the world.

In now complying therefore with the wish expressed in the

speech of the British Minister Mr. Baldwin on the 28th Novem-
ber 1934, for a clarification of the German intentions, they do so

in order—
(1) To convince the German people and to inform the other

States that the protection of the honour and security of the Ger-

man Reich will henceforth once more be entrusted to the Ger-

man nation's own strength;

(2) But, by denning the scope of the German measures, to re-

fute those assertions which attempt to attribute to the German
people the attempt to attain a position of military hegemony in

Europe.

What the German Government, as protector of the honour and
the interests of the German nation, desire is to ensure that de-

gree of armed force which is necessary not only for the mainte-

nance of the integrity of the German Reich, but also for the in-

ternational respect and esteem of Germany as a co-guarantor of

the general peace.

For in this hour the German Government renew before the

German people and before the whole world the assurance of their

determination never to go beyond the protection of German
honour and the freedom of the Reich, and in particular of their

desire not to create in the German national armaments an in-

strument of warlike aggression, but rather one exclusively of de-

fense and thereby of the maintenance of peace.

The German Government express the confident hope that it

may be granted to the German people, now recovering their

honour in independent equality of rights, to make their contribu-

tion to the pacification of the world in free and open cooperation

with other nations and their Governments.
In this sense the German Government have today adopted the

following law:

Law for the Building Up of the Defense Force,

dated March 16, 1935
The Government of the Reich have adopted the following law,

which is herewith promulgated

:

Article 1. Service in the Defense Force shall be on the basis

of general compulsory service.
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Art. 2. The German peace army, including the police troops

transferred to it, is divided into twelve corps commands and
thirty-six divisions.

Art. 3. The supplementary laws governing general compulsory
service shall be presented to the Cabinet forthwith by the Min-
ister of Defense.

ADOLF HITLER.
Leader and Chancellor of the Reich

Berlin, March 16, 1935 [Other signatures]

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-46

GERMAN MEMORANDUM TO SIGNATORIES OF LOCARNO
PACT, REASSERTING FULL GERMAN SOVEREIGNTY

OVER RHINELAND, 7 MARCH 1936.

Immediately after being informed of the Pact between France
and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, concluded on the

2nd May, 1935, the German Government drew the attention of

the other signatory Powers of the Locarno Rhine Pact to the

fact that the obligations, which France has undertaken in the

new Pact, are not compatible with her obligations arising out

of the Rhine Pact. The German Government then explained

their point of view in full detail and in both its legal and politi-

cal aspects—in its legal aspect in the German Memorandum of

the 25th May, 1935, in its political aspects in the many diplo-

matic conversations which followed on that Memorandum. It

is also known to the Governments concerned that neither their

written replies to the German Memorandum, nor the arguments
brought forward by them through the diplomatic channel, or in

public declarations, were able to invalidate the German Gov-

ernment's point of view.

In fact, all the diplomatic and public discussions which have

taken place since May 1935 regarding these questions, have only

been able to confirm on all points the view expressed by the

German Government at the outset.

1. It is an undisputed fact that the Franco-Soviet Pact is

exclusively directed against Germany.
2. It is an undisputed fact that in the Pact France under-

takes, in the event of a conflict between Germany and the Soviet

Union, obligations which go far beyond her duty as laid down
in the Covenant of the League of Nations, and which compel her

to take military action against Germany even when she cannot

appeal either to a recommendation or to an actual decision of

the Council of the League.
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3. It is an undisputed fact that France, in such .a case, claims

for herself the right to decide on her own judgment who is the

aggressor.

4. It is thereby established that France has undertaken

towards the Soviet Union obligations which practically amount

to undertakings in a given case to act as if neither the Covenant

of the League of Nations, nor the Rhine Pact, which refers to

the Covenant, were valid.

This result of the Franco-Soviet Pact is not removed by the

fact that France, in the Pact, makes the reservation that she

does not wish to be bound to take military action against Ger-

many if by such action she would expose herself to a sanction

on the part of the guarantor Powers, Italy and Great Britain.

As regards this reservation, the decisive fact remains that the

Rhine Pact is not based only on the obligations of Great Britain

and Italy as guarantor Powers, but primarily on the obligations

established in the relations between France and Germany.
Therefore it matters only whether France, in undertaking these

treaty obligations, has kept herself within the limits imposed on
her so far as Germany is concerned by the Rhine Pact.

This, however, the German Government must deny.

The Rhine Pact was intended to achieve the object of secur-

ing peace in Western Europe by providing that Germany on the

one hand and France and Belgium on the other hand, in their

relation to one another, should renounce for all time the use of

military force. If at the time of the conclusion of the pact

certain exceptions to this renunciation of war going beyond
the right of self-defense were admitted, the political reason for

this, as is generally known, lay solely in the fact that France
had already undertaken certain obligations towards Poland and
Czechoslovakia which she did not wish to sacrifice to the con-

ception of absolute security in the West. Germany, with her

own clear conscience in regard to the matter, at the time accepted

these limitations on the renunciation of war. She did not raise

objections to the treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia, laid

by France on the table at Locarno, solely on the obvious con-

dition that these treaties were in conformity with the construc-

tion of the Rhine Pact, and contained no sort of provisions re-

garding the application of article 16 of the Covenant of the

League of Nations, such as those contained in the new Franco-
Soviet agreements. The contents of these special agreements,
as then notified to the German Government, fulfilled this con-

dition.

The exceptions admitted in the Rhine Pact were not, it is
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true, specifically confined to Poland and Czechoslovakia, but were
formulated as an abstract principle. Nevertheless, the inten-

tion of all the negotiations relating to these questions was
merely to find a compromise between the renunciation of war
by Germany and France, and the wish of France to maintain

the obligations which she had already undertaken towards her

Allies. If, therefore, France now utilizes the abstract pro-

visions of the Rhine Pact, which permit the possibility of war,

in order to conclude a fresh alliance against Germany with a

Power highly armed in a military sense; if she thus further,

and in so decisive a manner, restricts the scope of the renuncia-

tion of war agreed upon with Germany; and if in this connec-

tion, as shown above, she does not even observe the fixed formal

legal limits, she has created an entirely new situation, and has

destroyed the political system of the Rhine Pact, not only in

theory but also in fact.

The latest debates and decisions of the French Parliament

have shown that France, in spite of the German representations,

is determined to put the pact with the Soviet Union definitely

into force. A diplomatic conversation has even revealed that

France already regards herself as bound by her signature of

this pact on the 2nd May 1935. In the face of such a develop-

ment of European politics, the German Government, if they do

not wish to neglect or to abandon the interests of the German
people which they have the duty of safeguarding, cannot remain

inactive.

The German Government have continually emphasized dur-

ing the negotiations of the last years their readiness to observe

and fulfill all the obligations arising from the Rhine Pact as

long as the other contracting parties were ready on their side

to maintain the pact. This obvious and essential condition can

no longer be regarded as being fulfilled by France. France has

replied to the repeated friendly offers and peace-assurances made
by Germany by infringing the Rhine Pact through a military

alliance with the Soviet Union exclusively directed against Ger-

many. In this manner, however, the Locarno Rhine Pact has

lost its inner meaning and ceased in practice to exist. Conse-

quently, Germany regards herself for her part as no longer

bound by this dissolved treaty. The German Government is now
constrained to face the new situation created by this alliance, a

situation which is rendered more acute by the fact that the

Franco-Soviet Treaty has been supplemented by a Treaty of

Alliance between Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union exactly

parallel in form. In accordance with the fundamental right of
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a nation to secure its frontiers and ensure its possibilities of

defense, the German Government have today restored the full

and unrestricted sovereignty of Germany in the demilitarized

zone of the Rhineland.

In order, however, to avoid any misinterpretation of their

intentions and to establish beyond doubt the purely defensive

character of these measures, as well as to express their un-

changeable longing for a real pacification of Europe between

States which are equals in rights and equally respected, the Ger-

man Government declare themselves ready to conclude new
agreements for the creation of a system of peaceful security for

Europe on the basis of the following proposals:

(1) The German Government declare themselves ready to

enter at once into negotiations with France and Belgium with

regard to the creation of a zone demilitarized on both sides, and
to give their agreement in advance to any suggestion regarding

the depth and nature thereof on the basis of full parity.

(2) The German Government propose, for the purpose of en-

suring the sanctity and inviolability of the boundaries in the

West, the conclusion of a nonaggression pact between Germany,
France and Belgium, the duration of which they are ready to

fix at twenty-five years.

(3) The German Government desire to invite Great Britain

and Italy to sign this treaty as guarantor Powers.

(4) The German Government agree, in case the Netherlands

Government should so desire and the other contracting Parties

consider it appropriate, to bring the Netherlands into this treaty

system.

(5) The German Government are prepared, in order to

strengthen further these security agreements between the West-
ern Powers, to conclude an air pact calculated to prevent in an
automatic and effective manner the danger of sudden air attacks.

(6) The German Government repeat their offer to conclude

with the States bordering Germany in the East nonaggression

pacts similar to that with Poland. As the Lithuanian Govern-
ment have in the last few months corrected their attitude

towards the Memel Territory to a certain extent, the German
Government withdrew the exception which they once made re-

garding Lithuania and declare their readiness, on condition that

the guaranteed autonomy of the Memel Territory is effectively

developed, to sign a nonaggression pact of this nature with
Lithuania also.

(7) Now that Germany's equality of rights and the restora-

tion of her full sovereignty over the entire territory of the
S93261—47—2R
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German Reich have finally been attained, the German Govern-

ment consider the chief reason for their withdrawal from the

League of Nations to be removed. They are therefore willing

to reenter the League of Nations. In this connection they

express the expectation that in the course of a reasonable period

the question of colonial equality of rights and that of the separa-

tion of the League Covenant from its Versailles setting may be

clarified through friendly negotiations.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-47

Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax. (Received March 16)

[R 2665/137/3]

No. 241

His Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin presents his compliments

to His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and,

with reference to Berlin telegram No. 100, has the honour to

transmit to him a copy of a proclamation of the Fuehrer on the

12th March 1938, respecting Austria.

Berlin, March 12, 1938

Proclamation of the Fuehrer which was Broadcast to-day

at Midday by Dr. Goebbels from all German and
Austrian Stations

(Translation)

Germans

!

For years we have observed with deep sorrow the fate of our

comrades in Austria.

An eternal, historical connection, which was first broken in

the year 1866 but in the world war received a new seal, has

joined Austria since earliest times to the fate and community of

the German people. The wrong which has been done to Austria,

first from without and then from within, we have felt as though
it were our own; just as we know that the misfortunes of the

Reich have been to the millions of German Austrians the cause

of similar anxiety and sympathy.

When in Germany the nation, thanks to the victory of the

National Socialist idea, again discovered the path to the proud

self-consciousness of a great people, in Austria a new period of

suffering and bitter hardship began. A regime which lacked all

legal authority attempted to maintain, by the most brutal meth-

ods of terror, of physical and economic repression and oppres-

sion, an existence which was rejected by the overwhelming ma-
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jority of the Austrian people. Thus, we, a great people, were

forced to stand by while more than 6 million men and women of

similar origin as ourselves were oppressed by a numerically

small minority simply because they had managed to obtain pos-

session of the necessary organs of power.

The deprivation and gagging of political rights was accom-

panied by a deterioration in the economic sphere which was in

frightful contrast to the blossoming of new life in Germany.

Who could find fault with our unfortunate comrades for cast-

ing longing looks in the direction of the Reich—in the direction

of that Germany with whom their forefathers had been allied

through so many centuries, with whom they had fought shoulder

to shoulder in the greatest war of all times, whose culture was
their culture, to which they themselves in many fields had made
such valuable contributions? To suppress such sentiments was
nothing less than to condemn hundreds of thousands of men and
women to the most profound spiritual anguish.

But even though this wrong was patiently borne for many
years, yet a time came when, with the increasing respect in

which the Reich was held, the will to cast off this oppression be-

came ever more vehement.

Germans! I have attempted in the last years to warn the late

authorities in Austria of the danger of their ways. Only a mad-
man could believe it possible to suppress indefinitely by methods
of terrorism a people's love for the principles of its origin. Euro-
pean history has shown that in such cases only a greater fanati-

cism is bred. This fanaticism then compels the oppressor to

adopt ever harsher methods of suppression, which only increase

the hatred and horror of those affected.

I have also tried to convince the responsible authorities that it

would be impossible, because unworthy, for a great nation to

continue to see kindred men and women oppressed, persecuted

and imprisoned only on account of their origin or their avowal

there of or because of their devotion to an idea. Over 40,000

fugitives have fled to Germany alone, 10,000 others in this small

country have passed through the prisons, dungeons and concen-

tration camps, hundreds of thousands have been reduced to beg-

gary and impoverished. No nation could continue to tolerate

such incidents on its borders without deserving the contempt
of the world.

I attempted in 1936 to find a way which might offer the pros-

pect of alleviating the tragic fate of this German brother country

in order thus to reach a real reconciliation. Hardly, however,

was the agreement of the 11th July signed before again being
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broken. The suppression of the rights of the overwhelming ma-
jority remained, their unworthy position as pariahs in the coun-

try was not altered. Those who openly avowed their German
origin were persecuted, irrespective of whether they were Na-
tionl Socialist crossing-sweepers or illustrious commanders in

the Great War.
I then tried a second time to effect an understanding. I made

efforts, I appointed Fuehrer of the German people, I made ef-

forts to convince the representative of this regime, though he

had no authorized mandate from his people, that this state of

affairs could not possibly last since the increasing indignation of

the Austrian people could not be forever held down with in-

creasing force, and that from a given moment it would also be

intolerable for the Reich to look on at such oppression unpro-

testing.

For, if to-day the solution of the colonial problem is made de-

pendent on questions of self determination on the part of the

lower types of humanity concerned, it is all the more intolerable

that 6% million members of a great and ancient cultural people

should by reason of the nature of its regime in practice be de-

prived of such rights.

I therefore wished in a new agreement to effect that in this

country all Germans should be subject to the same rights and to

the same obligations. This arrangement was to be a complement
to the treaty of the 11th July 1936.

A few weeks later we had, however, regretfully to note that

the members of the late Austrian Government did not propose to

carry out the spirit of this agreement. In order, however, to

manufacture an alibi for their continued refusal of equal rights

to the Austrian Germans, a plebiscite was devised with the ob-

ject of irrevocably depriving the majority of this country of their

rights. The modalities of this procedure were to be unique. A
country which for many years had had no election at all, which
lacked all data for determining those eligible to vote, prescribes

an election which was to take place within a bare three and a

half days!

There are no election lists, no election cards. There is no in-

vestigation of the eligibility of voters, no obligation of secrecy,

no guarantee for the impartial conduct of the ballot, no security

as regards the counting of votes, etc. If these are the methods

to give a regime the character of legality, then we National So-

cialists in the German Reich were nothing but fools for fifteen

years ! We went through hundreds of elections in order to obtain

painfully the approval of the German people.
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When the late Reichspraesident finally called me to office I was

the leader of by far the strongest party in the Reich. Since then

I have always attempted to have the legality of my position and

of my actions confirmed by the German people, and they have

been confirmed. But if Herr Schuschnigg's methods are the

right ones, then the plebiscite in the Saargebiet was merely the

chicanery of a people whose return to the Reich it was wished to

make more difficult.

But we here think otherwise ! I think we may all be proud of

the fact that even on the occasion of the voting in the Saar terri-

tory we obtained the confidence of the German people in so ir-

reproachable a manner.

The German people in Austria have at last risen against this

unique attempt to hold a falsified election. If, however, the

regime had intended this time to suppress the movement of pro-

test by force, then the event could only have led to a further civil

war. But the German people from now on does not allow Ger-

mans to be persecuted in this territory because of their belong-

ing to our nation or because of their avowal of certain convic-

tions. It insists on peace and order!

I have therefore decided to place the help of the Reich at the

disposal of the millions of Germans in Austria. Since this morn-

ing the soldiers of the German armed forces have been marching

across all the German-Austrian frontiers! Mechanized troops,

infantry divisions and S.S. troops on the ground and squadrons

of German aeroplanes in the blue heavens—summoned by the

new National Socialist regime itself in Vienna—will be a guar-

antee that the Austrian people will at last in the near future

have the opportunity, by means of a real plebiscite, to decide

for itself its future destiny. Behind these troops stand the will

and the determination of the whole German nation.

I myself, as leader and Chancellor of the German people, will

be happy once more as a German and free citizen to visit again

that country, which is also my home. But the world may rest

assured that the German people in Austria in these days are liv-

ing hours of deepest joy and exultation.

They see in the brothers hastening to their help the saviours

from their deepest need. Long live the National Socialist Ger-

man Reich! Long live National Socialist Austria!

March 12, 1938.
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Text of the Agreement between the Fuehrer and Reichs

Chancellor Adolf Hitler and the President of the

Czecho-Slovak State, Dr. Hacha.
[Documents of German Politics, (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Part VII, 2, Pages 498-499.]

The Fuehrer and Reichs Chancellor to-day received in Berlin,

at their own request, the President of the Czecho-Slovak State,

Dr. Hacha, and the Czecho-Slovak Foreign Minister, Dr. Chwal-
kowsky, in the presence of Herr von Ribbentrop, the Foreign

Minister of the Reich. At this meeting the serious situation

which had arisen within the previous territory of Czecho-

slovakia, owing to the events of recent weeks, was subjected to

a completely open examination. The conviction was unanimously
expressed on both sides that the object of all their efforts must be

to assure quiet, order and peace in this part of Central Europe.

The President of the Czecho-Slovak State declared that, in order

to serve this end and to reach a final pacification, he confidently

placed the fate of the Czech people and of their country in the

hands of the Fuehrer of the German Reich. The Fuehrer accepted

this declaration and expressed his decision to assure to the

Czech people, under the protection of the German Reich, the

autonomous development of their national life in accordance with

their special characteristics. In witness whereof this document
is signed in duplicate.

ADOLF HITLER Dr. HACHA
Von RIBBENTROP Dr. CHWALKOWSKY

Berlin, March 15, 1939.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-50

PROCLAMATION OF THE FUEHRER TO THE GERMAN
PEOPLE ON 15th MARCH 1939

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik) Part VII, 2, Pages 499-501.]

To the German People

—

Only a few months ago Germany was compelled to protect her

fellow-countrymen living in well-defined settlements against the

unbearable Czechoslovakian terror regime; and during the last

weeks the same thing has happened on an ever increasing scale.

This is bound to create an intolerable state of affairs within an

area inhabited by citizens of so many nationalities.

These national groups, to counteract the renewed attacks

against their freedom and life, have now broken away from the

Prague Government. Czechoslovakia has ceased to exist.
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Since Sunday at many places wild excesses have broken out,

amongst the victims of which are again many Germans. Hourly

the number of oppressed and persecuted people crying for help

is increasing. From areas thickly populated by German-speaking

inhabitants, which last autumn Czechoslovakia was allowed by

German generosity to retain, refugees robbed of their personal

belongings are streaming into the Reich.

Continuation of such a state of affairs would lead to the de-

struction of every vestige of order in an area in which Germany
is vitally interested, particularly as for over 1,000 years it

formed a part of the German Reich.

In order definitely to remove this menace to peace and to create

the conditions for a necessary new order in this living space. I

have to-day resolved to allow Germans troops to march into

Bohemia and Moravia. They will disarm the terror gangs and the

Czechoslovakian forces supporting them, and protect the lives

of all who are menaced. Thus they will lay the foundations for

introducing a fundamental re-ordering of affairs which will be

in accordance with the 1,000 year-old history and will satisfy the

practical needs of the German and Czech peoples.

BERLIN, 15th March 1939 (signed) ADOLF HITLER

ORDER OF THE FUEHRER TO THE GERMAN ARMED
FORCES, 15th MARCH 1939

Czechoslovakia is in dissolution. In Bohemia and Moravia
terror against German fellow-countrymen reigns. From 15

March 1939 onwards formations of the German Army and Air

Force will enter Czech territory in order to safeguard lives and
property of all inhabitants of the country.

I expect every German soldier to consider himself not as an
enemy of the inhabitants of the territory to be occupied, but only

as an instrument for carrying out the German Reich Govern-
ment's decision to restore a satisfactory order in that territory.

But should resistance be offered anywhere, it will immediately
be crushed with all means.

For the rest, remember that you set foot on Czech soil as rep-

resentatives of Greater Germany.

The Fuehrer and Supreme C-in-C of the Armed Forces

(signed) ADOLF HITLER.
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Sir N. Henderson to Viscount Halifax. (Received March 18)

No. 102. Saving (Telegraphic) En clair.

MY telegram No. 120

Berlin, March 16 1939.

Following is the text of a decree, dated 16th March, issued by
Herr Hitler regulating the status of the Protectorate of Bo-

hemia and Moravia :

—

For ten centuries the Bohemian-Moravian lands belonged to
the living space of the German people. Force and lack of under-
standing arbitrarily tore them from their old historical sur-
roundings and finally created a source of permanent unrest by
incorporating them within the artificial edifice of Czecho-Slo-
vakia. From year to year the danger that a new, appalling men-
ace to European peace would emanate, as had happened once be-
fore in the past, from this living space, increased. For the
Czecho-Slovak State, and those in power there, had not succeeded
in properly organizing the existence side by side of the national
groups arbitrarily united within its boundaries and had thereby
failed to awaken the interest of all concerned in the maintenance
of their common State. It has thereby proved its inmost in-

capacity to exist and has for this reason now also fallen into

actual dissolution.

The German Reich, however, cannot tolerate permanent dis-

turbances in these territories that are so all-important to its own
peace and security and also so important to the general well-be-
ing and universal peace. Sooner or later the Reich, as the Power
most interested and affected, by history and geographical posi-

tion, would have to suffer the most serious consequences. Self-

preservation, therefore, requires that the German Reich should
be determined to intervene decisively in favour of the restoration
of a basis for a reasonable Central European order and should
take the requisite measures. For it has already proved in the
course of its historical past of a thousand years that it alone,

thanks to its greatness and to the qualities of the German peo-
ple, can be called upon to solve these tasks.

Filled with the earnest desire to serve the true interests of
the peoples domiciled in this living space, to guarantee the in-

dividual national life of the German and of the Czech peoples, to

benefit peace and the social welfare of all, I therefore decree the
following, in the name of the German Reich, as the basis for the
future existence in common of the inhabitants of these terri-

tories:— .

Article I

1. The territories which formed part of the former Czecho-
slovak Republic and which were occupied by German troops in

March 1939 belong henceforth to the territory of the German
Reich and come under the latter's protection as the "Protectorate
of Bohemia and Moravia."
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2. In so far as the defense of the Reich demands, the Leader

and Chancellor shall take measures differing from the above in

respect of individual parts of these areas.

Article II

Inhabitants of the protectorate of German race shall become
German nationals and German citizens in accordance with the

provisions of the Reich Citizenship Law of the 15th September,

1935 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, Ts 1146). The provisions with regard

to safeguarding German blood and German honour shall there-

fore also apply to them. They shall be subject to German juris-

diction.

2. The remaining inhabitants of Bohemia and Moravia shall

be nationals of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia.

Article III

1. The Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia is autonomous
and self-administering.

2. It shall exercise its sovereign rights within the scope of the

protectorate in consonance with the political, military and eco-

nomic importance of the Reich.

3. These sovereign rights shall be represented by its own or-

gans, authorities and officials.

Article IV
The head of the autonomous administration of the Protectorate

of Bohemia and Moravia shall enjoy the guard and honours of

the head of a State. The head of the protectorate must possess,

in order to exercise his functions, the confidence of the Leader
and Chancellor of the Reich.

Article V
1. As trustee of Reich interests the Leader and Chancellor of

the Reich shall nominate a "Reich Protector in Bohemia and Mo-
ravia." His seat of office will be Prague.

2. The Reich Protector, as representative of the Leader and
Chancellor of the Reich and as Commissioner of the Reich Gov-
ernment, is charged with duty of seeing to the observance of the
political principles laid down by the Leader and Chancellor of the
Reich.

3. The members of the Government of the protectorate shall

be confirmed by the Reich Protector. The confirmation may be
withdrawn.

4. The Reich Protector is entitled to inform himself of all

measures taken by the Government of the protectorate and to

give advice. He can object to measures calculated to harm the
Reich and, in case of danger, issue ordinances required for the
common interest.

5. The promulgation of laws, ordinances and other legal an-
nouncements and the execution of administrative measures and
legal judgments shall be annulled if the Reich Protector enters
an objection.
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Article VI
1. The foreign affairs of the protectorate, especially the pro-

tection of its nationals abroad, shall be taken over by the Reich.
The Reich will conduct foreign affairs in accordance with the
common interest.

2. The protectorate shall have a representative accredited to

the Reich Government with the title of a "minister".

Article VII

1. The Reich shall accord military protection to the protec-
torate.

2. In the exercise of this protection the Reich shall maintain
garrisons and military establishments in the protectorate.

3. For the maintenance of internal security and order the pro-
tectorate may form its own organizations. The composition,
strength, numbers and arms shall be decided by the Reich Gov-
ernment.

Article VIII

The Reich shall control directly the transport, post and tele-

graph systems.
Article IX

The protectorate shall belong to the customs area of the Reich
and be subject to its customs sovereignty.

Article X
The crown is legal tender, together with the reichsmark, un-

til further notice.

2. The Reich Government shall fix the ratio of one to the other.

Article XI
1. The Reich can issue ordinances valid for the protectorate

in so far as the common interest requires.

2. In so far as a common need exists, the Reich may take over
branches of administration and create its own Reich authorities

therefor as required.

3. The Reich Government may take measures for the mainte-
nance of security and order.

Article XII

The law at present existing in Bohemia and Moravia shall re-

main in force so long as it does not conflict with the principle of

the assumption of protection by the German Reich.

Article XIII

The Reich Minister of the Interior shall issue, in agreement
with the other Ministers concerned, the administrative and legal

regulations for the execution and amplification of this decree.

Hitler Ribbentrop
Frick Lammers

Prague, March 16.
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PROTEST BY THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT AGAINST
THE ANNEXATION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

" [From British Foreign Office files]

[C 3318/19/18]
No. 143.

Viscount Halifax to Sir N. Henderson (Berlin).

(No. 68.) (Telegraphic.) R. Foreign Office, March 17, 1939.

Please inform German Government that His Majesty's Gov-

ernment desire to make it plain to them that they cannot but re-

gard the events of the past few days as a complete repudiation

of the Munich Agreement and a denial of the spirit in which the

negotiators of that agreement bound themselves to co-operate

for a peaceful settlement.

His Majesty's Government must also take this occasion to pro-

test against the changes effected in Czecho-Slovakia by German
military action, which are, in their view, devoid of any basis

of legality.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-53

PROTEST BY THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
AGAINST THE GERMAN VIOLATION OF THE

MUNICH AGREEMENT

M. Georges Bonnet, Minister for Foreign Affairs,

to M. Coulondre, French Ambassador, Berlin

Paris, 17th March 1939

Please ask for an audience of the Minister for Foreign Affairs

to transmit to him the note of which I enclose the text. (A simi-

lar demarche has been ordered for your British Colleague).

By a letter dated March 15th 1939, his Excellency the German
Ambassador communicated to the Minister for Foreign Affairs

of the French Republic, at the command of his Government, the
text of an agreement concluded on the night of March 14/15
between the Fuehrer and Chancellor and the Minister for For-
eign Affairs of the Reich on the one hand, and the President and
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Czechoslovak Republic
on the other hand.

In the same communication it was stated that at 6 o'clock in

the morning German troops had crossed the Czechoslovak fron-
tier and that the necessary measures had been taken to prevent
any resistance and any bloodshed, and to permit of an orderly
and peaceful completion of the occupation and pacification of

the territory.

The French Ambassador has the honour to inform the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the Reich of the formal protest made by
the Government of the French Republic against the measures
which the communication of Count de Welzeck records.
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The Government of the Republic consider in fact that, in face
of the action directed by the German Government against Czecho-
slovakia, they are confronted with a flagrant violation of the
letter and the spirit of the agreements signed at Munich on Sep-
tember 9, 1938.

The circumstances in which the agreement of March 15 have
been imposed on the leaders of the Czechoslovak Republic do not
in the eyes of the Government of the Republic legalize the situa-
tion registered in that agreement.

The French Ambassador has the honour to inform his Excel-
lency the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Reich that the Gov-
ernment of the Republic cannot recognize, under these conditions,
the legality of the new situation created in Czechoslovakia by the
action of the German Reich.

(signed) GEORGE BONNE

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-53-A

Marginal Note to the law concerning the

Reunion of the Memel Territory with the German
Reich of 23 March 1939.

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Part VII, 2, Page 552, Note 2.]

The transfer commissioner [Ueberleitungskommissar] for the

Memel Territory, Gauleiter and Oberpresident Erich Koch, ef-

fected on 3 April 1939 during a conference at Memel the final in-

corporation of the late Memel Territory into the national-socialist

party Gau of East Prussia and into the state administration of

the East-Prussian Regierungsbezirk of Grunbinnen.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-54

PROCLAMATION OF THE FUEHRER TO THE GERMAN
ARMED FORCES, 1st SEPTEMBER, 1939

To the Armed Forces

—

The Polish Government unwilling to establish good neighbourly

relations as aimed at by me wants to force the issue by way of

arms.

The Germans in Poland are being persecuted with bloody ter-

ror and driven from their homes. Several acts of frontier viola-

tion which cannot be tolerated by a great power show that Po-

land is no longer prepared to respect the Reich's frontiers. To
put an end to these mad acts I can see no other way but from
now onwards to meet force with force.

The German Armed Forces will with firm determination take
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up the struggle for the honour and the vital rights of the Ger-

man people.

I expect every soldier to be conscious of the high tradition

of the eternal German soldierly qualities and to do his duty to

the last.

Remember always and in any circumstances that you are the

representatives of National Socialist Greater Germany.

Long live our people and Reich!

Berlin, 1st September 1939.

(signed) ADOLF HITLER.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-54-A

"DANZIG'S RETURN TO THE REICH."

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Part VII, 2, Page 575.]

Simultaneously with the German counter-attack against Poland

which opened early on September 1st, military operations were
commenced against Danzig. Of all the numerous Polish strong

points in the town proper, such as the central station, the rail-

way post office, the railway directorate, etc., only the garrison at

the Polish Post Office (formerly the Danzig garrison hospital)

at the Heveliusplatz offered serious resistance ; this was however

broken late in the afternoon of September 1st by the county po-

lice [Landespolizei] and S.S. Heimwehr who made use of heavy

guns. The artillery training ship "Schleswig Holstein", which

had entered Danzig harbour during the morning of August 25th,

and German dive bombers were used against the Westerplatte,

which the Poles had fortified heavily, in breach of agreement,

and garrisoned with about 240 men; they surrendered uncondi-

tionally on September 7th. Thus the whole extent of the free

state territory had been liberated. Gauleiter Forster in his ca-

pacity as head of the Danzig state awarded, with the Fuehrer's

consent, w.e.f. August 31st the "Cross of Danzig" to all those

who had rendered services to the "development of the national-

socialist party in the Gau Danzig and the national-socialist state

of Danzig."
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VON BRAUCHITSCH APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF
DANZIG, 1 SEPTEMBER 1939.

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen

Politik), Part VII, 2, Page 596, Note 2.]

German Co-nationals

The hour of your return to the Greater German fatherland

has struck. German troops have brought your land into the

orbit of the Reich's protection and supreme authority. The
Fuehrer and Supreme Commander of the Wehrmacht has vested

in me executive powers within the territory of the former Free

State of Danzig. I have entrusted the GOC [Oberbegehlshaber]

troops East Prussia (General von Knechler), with this function

and I am placing Gauleiter Forster as head of the civil adminis-

tration at his disposal.

All regulations issued will be for the good of our Fatherland

and of every single one of you, and are necessary to facilitate

the fulfillment of the Wehrmachts ,

tasks. All authorities and

other official services will continue their functions.

In this great and decisive hour I am confident that you will .

follow the Fuehrer with the same unbreakable faith, unity and

ready devotion as in the past.

Long Live the Fuehrer!

The Supreme Commander of the Army.
(Sgd) von Brauchitsch.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-55

GERMAN ULTIMATUM (MEMORANDUM) TO THE NOR-
WEGIAN AND DANISH GOVERNMENTS DATED

APRIL 9, 1940.

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen

Politik), Part VIII, I, Pages 21-31.]

Contrary to the sincere desire of the German people and their

Government to live in peace and amity with the English and
French peoples, and in spite of the absence of any reasonable

grounds for mutual strife, those in power in London and Paris

have declared war on the German nation.

With the unleashing of this war of aggression against the

existence of the German Reich for which they had long been

preparing, England and France have also started a maritime

war against the neutral world.

Whilst, with complete disregard of the elementary rules of

international law, they sought to direct a starvation blockade
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against German women, children, and old people, at the same

time they subjected neutral States to their ruthless blockade

measures. The immediate consequences of these methods of

warfare initiated by England and France, which are contrary

to international law and which had to be met by Germany with

counter measures, were the most severe damage to neutral ship-

ping and to neutral trade. This English procedure, however,

dealt the very conception of neutrality a shattering blow.

Germany, for her part, has made equally serious efforts to

preserve the rights of neutral countries by her endeavours to

limit maritime warfare to maritime zones lying between Ger-

many and her opponents. In contrast to this, England, with the

object of diverting danger from her islands and at the same time

of preventing German trade with neutral countries has en-

pended greater and greater efforts on carrying maritime warfare

into neutral waters. In pursuance of this truly British method
of waging war, England has taken belligerent action in the ter-

ritorial waters and regions of Denmark and Norway to an ever

increasing degree and in flagrant breach of international law.

From the outbreak of the war Germany had foreseen this

development. Through her economic policy at home and abroad

she has known how to frustrate the attempt made by the British

starvation blockade against the German nation and to prevent

the strangulation of German trade.

This has caused the complete collapse of the British blockade

policy to become increasingly evident in recent months.

These developments, together with the hopelessness of any
direct attack on German western defenses and the growing
anxiety in England and France in the face of the successful

German counterattacks at sea and in the air, have recently

caused both nations to make increasingly serious efforts to carry

the theatre of war by every means in their power into the

neutral mainland both within and outside Europe. It goes with-

out saying that, following the British tradition, England and
France, in making these attempts, have the small European
states in view in the first place. During recent months English

and French statesmen have quite openly proclaimed the ex-

tension of the war to these territories to be the fundamental
strategical concept of their conduct of the war.

The Russo-Finnish conflict offered the first occasion for this.

The English and French Governments had expressed quite openly

their intention to intervene with military force in the conflict

between Soviet Russia and Finland, and to use the territory of

the northern States as a base of operations for this purpose.
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Only the early conclusion of peace in the North, which occurred

contrary to their wishes, hindered them from putting this reso-

lution into effect at that time. If English and French statesmen

subsequently declared that they would have made the carrying

out of this intention dependent upon the concurrence of the Scan-

dinavian States, that is a gross untruth. The Reich Govern-

ment has documentary proof in its possession, showing that Eng-
land and France had together decided if necessary to carry out

the action through the territories of the Northern States even

against their will.

The decisive factor is, however, the following:

From the attitude of the French and the English Governments
before and after the conclusion of the Soviet-Finnish Peace, and
from the documentary evidence actually in the hands of the Reich

Government, there is indisputable proof that the decision to as-

sist Finland against Russia should, over and above that serve to

aid further plans.

The further aim of England and France in Scandinavia was
and primarily is:

1. By the occupation of Narvik to cut off Germany from her

one supply route in the North.

2. In the landing of English and French fighting forces in

Scandinavian countries to establish a new front in order to at-

tack Germany's flank from the North.

In this way the northern countries would serve as a theatre

of war of the English and French forces, whilst the northern

people in accordance with an age-long English tradition, would

be allotted the role of auxiliary and mercenary troops.

As by reason of the conclusion of the Finnish Russian peace,

this plan was frustrated. It then became even clearer to the

Reich Government that England and France were making de-

cisive endeavours immediately to realize and develop their plans

in a different way.

With the urgent necessity of preparing an intervention in the

North, in recent weeks the English and French Governments
openly proclaimed the thesis that there could be no neutrality in

this war, and it was the duty of small countries actively to take

part in the war against Germany. This thesis was prepared for

by propaganda from the Western Powers, supported by ever-in-

creasing political pressure on the neutral countries. Concrete re-

ports regarding forthcoming endeavours of the Western Powers
to land in Scandinavia accumulated recently more and more. If

there ever was the slightest doubt regarding the definite decision
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of the Western Powers to intervene in the North, it has finally

been removed during the last few days.

The Reich Government has in its possession conclusive evi-

dence that England and France intended to effect a surprise oc-

cupation of certain territories in the northern countries within

the next few days.

The northern countries have on their side not only not offered

any resistance to these encroachments by England and France

but have even tolerated without taking any counter measures the

greatest encroachments on their sovereign rights.

The Reich Government must, consequently, assume that the

Royal Norwegian Government will adopt the same attitude to-

wards the preparations and fulfillment of plans of action now
intended by England and France. But even if the Royal Nor-

wegian Government had intended to take countermeasures, the

Reich Government was quite certain that the Norwegian mili-

tary forces would not be sufficient to be able to oppose the Eng-
lish-French actions successfully.

In this decisive phase of the fight for existence forced on the

German people by England and France, the Reich Government
can in no circumstances tolerate that Scandinavia should be

made the theatre of war against Germany by the Western
Powers, and the Norwegian people, whether directly or indi-

rectly, misused in a war against Germany.

Germany does not intend to await idly or to put up with such

a realization of the opponents' plans. The Reich Government
therefore has today begun certain military operations, which
will lead to the occupation of strategically important points on

Norwegian territory. The Reich Government therewith under-

takes the protection of the Kingdom of Norway for the duration

of the war. It has resolved, from now on, to protect peace in

the North with all its power against any English-French attack,

and finally to assure it.

The Reich Government did not wish for this development.

England and France alone bear the responsibility. Both States

proclaim quite hypocritically the protection of small countries.

In reality, however, they offer violence to these (smaller coun-

tries) in the hope thereby to be able to realize their will to de-

stroy, directed against Germany and daily more openly an-

nounced.

The German troops therefore do not set foot on Norwegian
soil as enemies. The German High Command does not intend to

make use of the points occupied by German troops as bases for

693261—47—27
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operations against England, as long as it is not forced to do so

by measures taken by England and France. German military

operations aim much more exclusively at protecting the North
against the proposed occupation of Norwegian strongpoints by
English-French forces.

The Reich Government is convinced that by this action it is at

the same time serving Norway's interests. For this protection

the German Wehrmacht offers the Scandinavian peoples the

only guarantee that during this war their countries will not be-

come a field of battle or a theatre of perhaps most terrible en-

gagements.

The Reich Government thus expects that the Royal Norwegian
Government and the Norwegian people will respond with under-

standing to the German measures and offer no resistance to it.

Any resistance would have to be and would be broken by all

possible means by the German Forces employed and would there-

fore lead only to absolutely useless bloodshed. The Royal Nor-

wegian Government is therefore requested to take all measures

with the greatest speed to ensure that the advance of the German
troops can take place without friction and difficulties.

In the spirit of the good German-Norwegian relations that

have always existed, the Reich Government declares to the Royal

Norwegian Government that Germany has no intention of in-

fringing by her measures the territorial integrity and political

independence of the Kingdom of Norway now or in the future.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-56

GERMAN PLANS FOR THE INVASION OF NORWAY

From Reichsleiter Rosenberg's report to the Fuehrer on the

activity of the Aussenpolitisches Amt of the NSDAP it appears

clearly that the NSDAP since 1933 has been endeavoring to

obtain influence in Norway and the other Scandinavian countries.

When the war broke out it was mainly the OKM that was of

the opinion that it would be necessary to invade Norway in

order to get control of the Norwegian coast. Already in Sep-

tember 1939 the SKL [Seekriegsleitung] prepared a plan for

the invasion of Norway.

In the beginning of December 1939, Vidkun Quisling, who for

some months had been in close contact with the Aussenpolitis-

ches Amt of the NSDAP came to Berlin and alleged that Eng-

land was preparing an attack on Norway with the tacit agree-

ment of the Norwegian Government. Quisling's information
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supported the plans of Grossadmiral Raeder who evidently now
managed to persuade Hitler to decide for the invasion of Norway.
The decision to invade Norway was thus taken in the middle

of December 1939 and the planning was soon after started by a

special staff [Donderstab] of the OKW. On the 19th Feb 1940,

2 days after the Altmark-incident on the Norwegian coast,

General v. Falkenhorst was called to the Fuehrer, from whom he

received orders to take command of the operations to be

directed against Norway.
According to Generaloberst v. Falkenhorst's statement, Hitler

gave the following reasons for the necessity of the attack:

a. to prevent a British strategic movement to the North
which would threaten the North German coast

b. to obtain freedom of action for the German Navy
c. to keep open and defend the sea route along the Nor-

wegian coast.

The Germans, considering the long lines of communications

and the threat of the British Navy, clearly understood the neces-

sity of complete surprise and speed in the attack. In order to

paralyze the will of the Norwegian people to defend their coun-

try and at the same time to prevent allied intervention it was
planned to capture all the more important towns along the

coast simultaneously. Members of the Government and Parlia-

ment and other military and civilian people occupying important

positions were to be arrested before organized resistance could

be put into effect and the King was to be forced to form a new
government with Quisling as the head.

In the early hours of the 9th April 1940, 7 cruisers, 14 de-

stroyers and several torpedo boats and other small craft carry-

ing advanced elements of 6 divisions totalling about 10,000
men forced an entry and landed troops in the outer Oslofjord,

Kristiansand, Stavanger, Bergen, Trondheim and Narvik. A
smaller number of troops were also landed at Arendal and Eger-
sund on the southern coast. In addition airborne troops were
landed at aerodromes near Oslo and Stavanger.
The German attack came as a surprise and all the invaded

towns along the coast were captured according to plan with only
slight losses. In the Oslofjord, however, the cruiser "Blucher",
carrying General Engelbrecht and parts of his division, technical
staffs and specialists who were to take over the control of Oslo,
was sunk. The plan to capture the King and members of the
Government and Parliament failed in spite of the surprise of
the attack, resistance was organized throughout the country.
When the military resistance ceased 10th June 1940 the King
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and his Government were thus in a position to leave Norway
and continue the war against Germany from outside the country.

It is hereby certified that this is a true copy of the original

statement prepared by the C. in C. Royal Norwegian Forces on

the 1st of October 1945.

Oslo, 3rd October 1945.

(signed) TRYGVE LIE
Foreign Minister.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-57

GERMAN ULTIMATUM (MEMORANDUM) TO BELGIUM
AND DUTCH GOVERNMENTS OF MAY 9, 1940

[Documents of German Politics, (Dokumente der deutschen Poli-

tik), Part VIII, I, Pages 142-150.]

The Reich Government has for a long time had no doubts as to

what was the chief aim of British and French war policy. It con-

sists in the spreading of \he war to other countries, and of the

misuse of their peoples as auxiliary and mercenary troops for*

England and France.

The last attempt of this sort was the plan to occupy Scandi-

navia with the help of Norway, in order to set up a new front

against Germany in this region. It was only Germany's last min-

ute action which upset this project. Germany has furnished docu-

mentary evidence of this before the eyes of the world.

Immediately after the British-French action in Scandinavia

miscarried, England and France took up their policy of war ex-

pansion in another direction. In this respect, ' while the retreat

in flight of the British troops from Norway was still going on,

the English Prime Minister announced that, as a result of the

altered situation in Scandinavia, England was once more in a po-

sition to go ahead with the transfer of the full weight of her navy

to the Mediterranean, and that English and French units were

already on the way to Alexandria. The Mediterranean now be-

came the centre of English-French war propaganda. This was
partly to gloss over the Scandinavian defeat and the big loss of

prestige before their own people and before the world, and partly

to make it appear that the Balkans had been chosen for the next

theatre of war against Germany.
In reality, however, this apparent shifting to the Mediter-

ranean of English-French war policy had quite another purpose.

It was nothing but a diversion manoeuvre in grand style to de-

ceive Germany as to the direction of the next English-French at-
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tack. For, as the Reich Government has long been aware, the

true aim of England and France is the carefully prepared and

now immediately imminent attack on Germany in the West, so as

advance through Belgium and Holland to the region of the Ruhr.

Germany has recognized and respected the inviolability of Bel-

gium and Holland, it being of course understood that these two
countries in the event of a war of Germany against England and

France would maintain the strictest neutrality.

Belgium and the Netherlands have not fulfilled this condition.

They have attempted hitherto to maintain outward appear-

ance of neutrality, but in practice both countries have shown a

one-sided partiality for Germany's opponents and have furthered

their designs.

On the basis of the evidence before them and particularly of

the attached reports from the Ministry of the Interior of the 20th

March 1940 and the German High Command of the 4th May
1940, the German Government establish the following:

J^L:^ vl;^ bMwf£ .
I.- , ,

'

Since the outbreak of war the Belgian and the Netherlands

Press have even surpassed the English and French papers in their

hostile expressions of opinion regarding Germany. This attitude

in spite of continuous remonstrances by the German State, they

have not altered up to date.

In addition to this, leading personalities in the public life of

the two countries have in the last few months on an ever-

increasing scale expressed the opinion that the place of Belgium
and the Netherlands is at the side of England and France. Many
other occurrences in the political and economic life of Belgium
and the Netherlands stress this tendency further.

2.

The Netherlands, in association with Belgian authorities have,

most flagrantly infringing their most primitive neutrality obli-

gations, lent themselves to supporting the attempts of the British

Secret Intelligence Service to bring about a Revolution in Ger-

many. The organization, founded on Belgian and Netherlands

soil by the Secret Intelligence Service, and enjoying the most
widespread support by Netherlands and Belgian quarters even
in the highest circles of the civil Service and the General Staff,

had no other aim than the removal of the. Fuehrer and the Ger-
man Government, by all and every means, and the setting up of

a Government in Germany willing to bring about the dissolution

of the unity of the Reich and to assent to the formation of a
powerless Federal German State.
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3.

The measures taken by the Royal Belgian and the Royal Neth-
erlands Governments in the military sphere speak even more
clearly. They give irrefutable proof of the real intentions of

Belgian and Netherlands policy. They are, further, in most
decided contrast to all declarations made by the Royal Belgian

and the Royal Netherlands Governments to the effect that they

would with all their strength and on every hand prevent any use

being made of their territory, either for the marching through of

an army or as operational basis on land, on the sea or in the

air.

4.

Thus, for example, Belgium has fortified exclusively her

eastern frontier against Germany, whilst on her frontier facing

France no fortifications have been constructed. Repeated urgent

representations made by the German Government were indeed

on each occasion replied to by the Royal Belgian Government
with a promise that this state of affairs directed only against

Germany would be remedied, but in practice nothing happened
and all promises in this direction remained unfulfilled. On the

contrary Belgium has until quite recently worked exclusively

and unabatedly on the completion of her fortifications against

Germany, whilst the western border of Belgium are open to

Germany's enemies.

5.

A similarly open and exposed invasion gate-way for the British

Air Force is the Netherlands coastal area.

The German Government has continually provided the Royal

Netherlands Government with evidence of the infringements of

Netherlands neutrality by British aircraft. Since the outbreak

of the war British airmen have almost daily appeared over Ger-

man territory coming from the direction of the Netherlands.

One hundred and twenty-seven such British flights over Ger-

many were verified, correct in every detail, and the Royal Neth-

erlands Government were duly notified. Actually, however, the

number is much greater, it amounts to many times over the

number of the cases notified. Similarly, in all these further in-

stances of flights there is no doubt about it but that the aircraft

were British.

The great number of flights, and the fact that no effective

counter measures were taken by the Royal Netherlands Govern-

ment, clearly show that the Royal Air Force systematically used

Netherlands territory as a starting point for their operations
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against Germany, with the knowledge and indulgence of the

Royal Netherlands Government.

6.

Still more blatant evidence of the true Belgian and Nether-

lands attitude, however, are the strategic movements of the en-

tire mobilized Belgian and Netherlands troops directed solely

against Germany. Whereas at the beginning of September 1939,

the Belgian and Netherlands troops were distributed fairly evenly

on their frontiers, a short time afterwards, simultaneously with

the increasingly closer cooperation between the Belgian and

Netherlands General Staffs, and the General Staffs of England

and France, the Western frontiers of these countries were com-

pletely stripped of troops, and the combined Belgian and Nether-

lands troops were concentrated on the eastern frontiers of both

countries, with their fronts towards Germany.

7.

This massing of Belgian and Netherlands troops on the Ger-

man frontier was undertaken at a time when Germany had no

troop concentrations whatsoever on her frontiers with Belgium

and the Netherlands, but when England and France, on the

other hand, were forming a strong, mechanized invasion army
on the Franco-Belgian border. In other words, Belgium and

the Netherlands removed their own troops from these endan-

gered Western boundaries to place them on the eastern bound-

aries, which were entirely free of German troops, at a time when
their neutrality seemed increasingly threatened in the West by

the attitude of England and France, and by the massing of

English and French invasion troops, which would have given

them every reason for strengthening their defenses there.

Only then did Germany take counter-measures, and then also

placed troops on the Belgian and Netherlands borders. The Bel-

gian and Netherlands General Staffs, however, by these sudden
measures, contradictory in themselves to every military rule,

exposed their true attitude. Their procedure can be understood,

however, by the knowledge, that these measures were taken in

the closest previous understanding with the English and French
General Staffs, and that the Belgian and Netherlands troops

never considered themselves to be anything but the vanguard
of the English and French invasion army.

Evidence in the hands of the German Government shows that

English and French preparations on Belgian and Netherlands
territory for attack against Germany are already far advanced.
Thus for some time already, all obstacles on the Belgian border

•
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towards France which might hinder the entry of the English

and French invasion army have been secretly removed. Air-

fields in Belgium and the Netherlands have been reconnoitered by
English and French officers and extensions effected. Belgium
has made transport facilities available at the frontier and re-

cently advance parties of HQ personnel and units of the French

and English invasion army have arrived in various parts of Bel-

gium and the Netherlands. These facts, together with further

information which has accumulated in the last few days, furnish

conclusive proof that the English and French attack against

Germany is imminent, and that this attack will be directed

against the Ruhr through Belgium and the Netherlands.

The picture of the Belgian and Netherlands attitude, as pre-

sented by these indisputable facts, is clear and unequivocal. Both

countries, from the outbreak of war, contrary to the statements

given out by their governments, secretly placed themselves on

the side of England and France, and thus of the powers which

had decided to attack Germany and had declared war on her.

Although the situation was pointed out to the Belgian Foreign

Minister in all seriousness several times from German quarters,

it did not make the slightest difference.

On the contrary, the Belgian Defense Minister recently made
a public declaration in the Belgian Chamber which unequivo-

cally contained the admission that all steps necessary for joint

action against Germany had been agreed upon between the

General Staffs of Belgium, France and England. If, in spite of

this, Belgium and the Netherlands continue to proclaim a foreign

policy of independence and neutrality, it can, in the light of

established facts, only be regarded as an attempt to conceal the

real intentions of Belgian and Netherlands policy.

In this situation, the Reich Government can however, no
longer doubt that Belgium and the Netherlands are resolved, not

only to permit the impending Anglo-French attack, but to favor

it in every way and that the agreements of the General Staffs

of these two countries with the General Staffs are designed ex-

clusively to serve this object. The argument put forward on
the part of Belgium and the Netherlands that this is not their

purpose, but that the very fact of their helplessness has forced

them to adopt this attitude towards England and France, cannot

be recognized as sound. Above all, it does not alter the facts of

the situation for Germany.
In this struggle for existence forced upon the German people

by England and France, the Reich Government is not disposed

to await submissively the attack by England and France and
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to allow them to carry the war over Belgium and the Nether-

lands into German territory. It has therefore now issued the

command to German troops to ensure the neutrality of these

countries by all the military means at the disposal of the Reich.

The Reich Government add to this announcement the fol-

lowing :

The German troops do not come as enemies of the Belgian and

Netherlands peoples; for the Reich Government have neither

desired nor brought about this development. The responsibility

for it falls upon England and France, who have prepared in

every detail the attack against Germany from Belgian and

Netherland territory, and on the Belgian and Netherlands Gov-

ernment departments who have allowed and favored it.

The Reich Government further declare that Germany has no

intention of touching by these measures, either now or in the

future, the sovereignty of the Kingdoms of Belgium and the

Netherlands, nor the European or extra-European possessions of

these countries.

The Royal Belgian and the Royal Netherlands Governments
however, have it still in their hands in this last hour to ensure

the well-being of their peoples, by seeing to it that no resistance

is opposed to the German troops. The Reich Government hereby

call upon these two Governments to issue without delay the

necessary commands to this effect. Should the German troops

meet with resistance in Belgium or in the Netherlands, they will

use all means to overcome it. The responsibility for the conse-

quences arising therefrom and for the bloodshed then unavoid-

able, will have to be borne exclusively by the Royal Belgian

and the Royal Netherlands Governments.

Berlin, the 9th May 1940.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-58

BELGIUM—THE OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF WHAT
HAPPENED 1939-1940, pages 27-29.

From two o'clock in the morning, the Dutch wireless stations

announced, time after time, that aeroplanes -going from East to

West were flying over various localities in the Netherlands. It

was impossible to ascertain the importance and significance of

this information, but all the signs pointed in the same direction.

The Government decided there and then to introduce a state of

siege and to arrest suspected persons in the Eastern provinces so

as to prevent internal action against our lines of defense.
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As the night wore on, there was a fairly long lull. When dawn
was about to break, the peace of the capital had not been dis-

turbed.

From 4.30 information was received which left no shadow of

doubt: the hour had struck. Aircraft were first reported in the

east. At five o'clock came news of the bombing of two Nether-

lands aerodromes, the violation of the Belgian frontier, the land-

ing of German soldiers at the Eben-Emael Fort, the bombing of

the Jemelle station.

While the Minister of National Defense was checking this in-

formation, Brussels was suddenly awakened to a radiant dawn
at 5.17 a. m. by the mournful sound of the sirens, and soon the

windows of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where the chief

members of the Government were still assembled, were shaken

by the firing of antiaircraft artillery and German bombs dropped

on the Evere aerodrome and on several parts of the town.

It was at once decided to appeal to Belgium's guarantors, and
this was done.

At 8.30 the German Ambassador came to the Ministry of For-

eign Affairs. When he entered the Minister's room, he began to

take a paper from his pocket. M. Spaak stopped him: "I beg

your pardon, Mr. Ambassador. I will speak first." And in an
indignant voice, he read the Belgian Government's protest: "Mr.

Ambassador, the German Army has just attacked our country.

This is the second time in twenty-five years that Germany has

committed a criminal aggression against a neutral and loyal

Belgium. What has just happened is perhaps even more odious

than the aggression of 1914. No ultimatum, no note, no protest

of any kind has ever been placed before the Belgian Government.
It is through the attack itself that Belgium has learned that Ger-

many has violated the undertakings given by her on October 13th,

1937, and renewed spontaneously at the beginning of the war.

The act of aggression committed by Germany, for which there is

no justification whatever, will deeply shock the conscience of the

world. The German Reich will be held responsible by history.

Belgium is resolved to defend herself. Her cause, which is the

cause of Right, cannot be vanquished."

The Ambassador was then able to read the note he had brought

:

"I am instructed by the Government of the Reich," he said, "to

make the following declaration: In order to forestall the in-

vasion of Belgium, Holland, and Luxemburg, for which Great

Britain and France have been making preparations clearly aimed
at Germany, the Government of the Reich is compelled to ensure

the neutrality of the three countries mentioned by means of arms.
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For this purpose, the Government of the Reich will bring up an

armed force of the greatest size, so that resistance of any kind

will be useless. The Government of the Reich guarantees Bel-

gium's European and colonial territory, as well as her dynasty, on

condition that no resistance is offered. Should there be any re-

sistance, Belgium will risk the destruction of her country and the

loss of her independence. It is therefore in the interests of Bel-

gium that the population be called upon to cease all resistance and
that the authorities be given the necessary instructions to make
contact with the German Military Command."

In the middle of this communication, M. Spaak, who had by his

side the Secretary-General of the Department, interrupted the

Ambassador: "Hand me the document," he said. "I should like

to spare you so painful a task." After studying the note, M.
Spaak confined himself to pointing out that he had already re-

plied by the protest he had just made.

SECRET INSTRUCTION TO THE COMMANDER OF THE
2ND LUFTFLOTTE FOUND IN A GERMAN AEROPLANE

[The following documents were in possession of a Staff Major
of the 7th Air Division (parachutist and transport of troops by
air—Headquarters at Berlin) who made a forced landing in Bel-

gium on January 10th, 1940. The Major had been attached to

Unit, 220 of Troop Transport by Air (F1.F.220) and, when cap-

tured, was flying to Cologne to discuss the scheme at the 22nd
Infantry Division headquarters. Our British Intelligence had
ascertained the 22nd Division as specially trained for landing

from the air in enemy territory.]

Air Force Command Instructions, 2

File of 17/11/39 to be destroyed (?)

pp. the Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force

The Chief of Staff

by order

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-58-A

ON JANUARY 10TH, 1940

[DOCUMENT I]

To:

(Signature undecipherable)

Lieutenant-Colonel, General Staff.

Copy No.

IV Aviation Corps....

VIII Aviation Corps

7 Aviation Division..

1

2

3
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Commander of Air Carrier No. 220 and to 22nd
Infantry Division 4

II Anti-Aircraft Defense Corps 5

Headquarters of VI Air Region 6

Headquarters of XI Air Region 7

Reconnaissance Group No. 122 8

For the information of

GHQ of Air Force ... 9

B Group of Armies 10

Also to the Air Command 11

Liaison Officers at B Group of Armies 12

Army Headquarters, No. 6 13

Air Force Command 14

Staff:

Staff-Commander 15

Chief of Staff 16

Deputy Chief of Staff 17

Intelligence Section 18

Operations Section No. 2 19

A.Q. , 20

Officer in Charge of Signals 21

Operations Section No. 1 22

Reserve 23 & 24

British Army here [?] * * * between Douai and Calais.

Behind the whole of this zone important operative reserves are

held deep in Northern France.

The Belgian Army covers the Liege-Antwerp line with its main
force, lighter forces are in position in front on the Meuse-Scheldt

Canal and on the frontier.

Only light forces of the Dutch Army are in position south of

the Waal.

For weather conditions and information about the enemy: see

I c 1 No. 7212/39 Chief of General Staff of 3/11/39.

3. The German Western Army directs its attack between the

North Sea and the Moselle, with the strongest possible air-force

support, through the Belgo-Luxemburg region, with the object

of * * * the largest possible groups of the French Army and
of its * * *.

The fortress of Liege and * * *surround (?) * * *

Further, it is intended with the help of part of the force (10th

Army Corps reinforced by 1 Cavalry Division), to seize Dutch

territory, with the exception of Festung, Holland.

5. Composition of Army Group B: see Appendix 2.

6. Cooperating Forces :
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(a) The 3rd Luftfiotte attacks, with all the weight of its air-

craft, the French Air Force on the ground, and prevents it from
taking part in land operations.

Later, it prevents the advance of the French Armies moving
Northeast from their concentration areas.

The 3rd Luftfiotte cooperates also with its Northern Wing (1st

Aviation Corps) with Army Group B.

(b) The X Aviation Corps, directly under order from Air

Force Headquarters, operates in close co-operation with the

naval forces and the F.d Luft against the enemy naval forces

and in particular, against the British naval forces.

Its reserves and * * *.

With regard to home defenses against air attack, the chief

object is to protect the ground and war industries organization.

8. Forces. Disposition of the troops and points to be attacked

—see Appendix 1.

9. Reconnaissance.

(a) Air General Headquarters: reconnaissance to the west of

the line Le Havre-Orleans-Bourges-Lyon-Geneva.

(b) 2nd Luftfiotte: reconnaissance by Reconnaissance Group
122 to the northwest and west of the line Western Frisian Isles-

Amsterdam-Antwerp-Brussels-Nivelles (islands and towns in-

cluded).

TASK.

(a) Find out the disposition of the enemy Air Force in North-

ern France and Belgium.

(b) Watch the areas where the British Army is concentrated,

detect as quickly as possible any movements from that area

towards Belgium in the direction of Brussels-Ghent.

Left Boundry * * *.

Liege-Charleroi-Valenciennes-Amiens-Dieppe.

(These towns included)

(/) Crossing of the frontier by reconnaissance planes first on
the day A at H plus 5 minutes.

10. TASK OF THE VIII AVIATION CORPS:
On the first day of the attack, the VIII Aviation Corps sup-

ports with part of its forces a landing operation on the VII Avia-
tion Division (see special order).

Closely cooperating with the 6th Army (main action to the
West of Maastricht), it supports the advance of the land forces
attacking the fortified line and the streams of the basin of the
Meuse and destroys the Belgian Army to the West of that region.

Attack against towns and villages during the course of these
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operations are only permitted if it is absolutely certain that they

are occupied by troops.

Its fighter squadrons have to obtain command of the air over

the area of attack of the 6th Army.

[DOCUMENT 2]

APPRECIATION OF THE SITUATION
1. TERRAIN.
On either side of the Meuse a high plateau with heights rising

to * * * m. Very uneven, in places great differences in height,

ravines.

Clayey ground, medium heavy to heavy. Only sparsely [?]

populated. The operational area of the Division is on the whole

thickly wooded.

The Meuse itself constitutes a marked cleft, deeply cut out.

Width of river 100m. Banks rising steeply and mainly wooded.

Observation very difficult.

Parachute troops can be dropped everywhere in * * * the

bridges.

Airborne troops can only be landed at points 15 km. west of

the Meuse on the line Vitrival, M * * *, Posee.

The country is similar in many respects to that of Freuden
* * * and troop movements * * * not very mobile will be

hindered. On the other hand, it lends itself to defense by groups
* * * widely separated.

2. LANDING GROUNDS.
Five landing grounds have been reconnoitered. Of these, three

are suitable in mild weather (I, III, V), two are suitable only

under certain conditions (II, IV). In frosty weather all are

suitable. On the whole some * * * 30 percent bad landing

conditions as for "Enterprise" [?].

The whole of the landing troops of the division can be engaged.

Time required: Parachuting and landing of the 1st [?] Division
* * *a slight frost gives most favorable con-

ditions * * * reducing as much as pos-

sible the jump * * * troops.

3. At the cutting of the Meuse, the Division should * * *

(objective) * * * and keep open * * *.

Road Bridge of Annevoie.

Road bridge Yvoir (here point of main action).

Bridge Dinant-Namur (northwest * * *).

If the country between the Meuse and the French frontier up

to * * * should not be occupied by enemy troops, the landing

would at first be unopposed. The landing grounds to the North
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can, it is true, be shelled by the heavy guns at Namur (15 km)
if they should be discovered.

However, enemy attacks from the fortress of Namur must be

expected very soon, and also perhaps from Charleroi, Philippe-

ville and Givet.

The chief threat to the division is the arrival of mobile French

troops from the line Maubeuge-Hinson-Fumay (40 km), whose
advance units can be on the spot in a very short time.

5. This is why it is essential that, from the beginning of the

landing operation, large forces of our bomber aircraft should be

engaged against enemy concentration on the line Maubeuge.
* * * Fumay against troops and transport moving from that

line:

(a) on the road Mons-Charleroi (especially important)

;

(b) on the road Maubeuge-Beaumont-Philippeville (specially

important)

;

(c) road Philippeville-Givet

;

(d) road Foumies-Chimay-Couvin-Givet

;

(e) road Rocroi-Mariembourg-Philippeville-Florennes;

(/) road Rocroi-Fumay-Givet-towards * * * Dinant (spe-

cially important)

;

(g) railway Mons-Charleroi * * * (important) ;

(h) railway Maubeuge * * *;

(i) railway Charleroi * * * (specially important) ;

(k) railway PQ * * *;

(I) railway * * * Hastiere * * *;

(m) Then, for the protection of the Division * * * road

Marche-Leignon-Ach * * *;

(n) road Ciney-Evrehailles.

The area where bombing by our own aircraft is forbidden is

bounded by: road Riviere-Florette—to a line 4 km South of the

Sambre railway [?] Chatelet through Gerpinnes, Florennes, up
to road Philippeville-Dinant (this railway is outside the forbid-

den zone straight [?] line from the level crossing up to Herme-
ton (this village outside the zone)—the Meuse up to the Anse-
remme bridge (bridge included in the zone)—line 4 km east

of the Meuse up to Riviere.

,
6. Up and down movement of troops can best take place

—

south of Liege—at right angles to the frontier toward the Meuse
through Malmedy-Ciney, i.e. by the shortest route in enemy ter-

ritory.

In the given weather conditions, any detour would only cause

inconvenience.
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Antiaircraft defence is insignificant here. On the other hand
very strong opposition from enemy fighters must be expected

(chiefly French fighters).

The landing and fighting zone of the Division lies also * * *

of many French aerodromes. French and British aviation groups
also stationed more to the west fly, on their way to the front near
* * *

The intervention of the Division with more than 600 tons of

transport planes and at this spot where the effect will be most
felt by the enemy decides the chief point of concentration of

enemy aircraft.

The Division is threatened more from the air than from the

ground. This is why heavy fighter and fighter aircraft forma-

tions are necessary:

(a) for the transport, the parachuting and finally the landing
(* * * verv strong protection);

(b) supplies;

(c) against enemy air attacks (continuously * * * and
not only according to special orders)

.

In this case this protection should be incessant * * * move-
ment and landing. Greater needs in heavy fighters and * * *

Q * * *

To satisfy this need * * * fighting area should only be 110

km from the frontier [?] * * * and should only imply 200

km flight over enemy territory * * *.

[DOCUMENT 3]

* * * Namur and the immediate vicinity * * * (21

Art.) and light forces Ard. * * * between Ourthe (here

point of main attack) (* * * point) and the Meuse * * *

2 Cavalry Divisions.

At Charleroi 3rd Regiment of Gendarmerie.

French forces * * * are concentrated on the frontier

* * * ready to march (to the west of the Meuse) .
* * *

Army and parts of the 2nd Army with mechanized cavalry and
infantry Divisions. Forward elements in the Givet wedge. To
the east of the Meuse positions are in the course of construction

along the railway line Namur-Assesse-Ciney-Jemelle.

2. The Meuse itself is only defended by light forces stationed

at the bridges. On the Meuse between Namur and the frontier

no permanent fortifications. Special preparations for demolition

and blocking are not known here but are likely.

The region between the Meuse and the French frontier to the

west and to the southwest is entirely free from enemy troops.
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3. It must be expected that the hostile Walloon populations will

wage guerrilla warfare (sharp-shooting from the houses and

hedges).

4. The possibility of requisitioning (in order to enable the

troops to move rapidly and to keep supplied) should only be con-

sidered with reservations owing to the sparsely populated nature

of the region.

5. Defense against enemy aircraft in the area of operations

of the 7th Air Division (Fl.Div.7).

In the operational area Namur-Dinant and in the neighboring

region no fighters nor antiaircraft defense have been detected

so far.

Antiaircraft guns * * * assumed at Charleroi.

Fighters,

At St. Hubert—1 Squadron of single-seaters, only at intervals.

Liege—1 group of single-seaters.

Nivelles—1 group of single-seaters.

Besides important concentrations of French fighters in Ra
* * * Verdun.****** >r

Grandmenil (33 km West St. Vith) at intervals.

North of Huy, light anti-aircraft guns.

At St. Hubert heavy anti-aircraft guns at intervals,

(s) Student.

This copy certified correct.

PUTTNER [?]

Major, General Staff.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-59

TEXT OF THE PROTEST COMMUNICATED BY THE
BELGIAN GOVERNMENT TO THE FOREIGN

GOVERNMENTS FOLLOWING UPON THE
GERMAN AGGRESSION OF MAY

10th 1940

Although Germany has not declared war, the German Army
has just crossed the frontier of the Kingdom of Belgium and has

attacked the Belgian Army with considerable forces. All the

facts and all the documents in the possession of the Belgian

Government prove that the aggression was premeditated. No
complaint was brought to its notice before the act of aggression.

Moreover, there was nothing in the relations between the two
countries, for the most part good, to suggest that a conflict was
likely to arise. The Belgian Government protests against this

693261—47—28
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outrage. It points out that for the second time in twenty-five

years Belgium has been the victim of an aggression by Ger-

many. In its declaration of October 13th, 1937, the German
Government solemnly confirmed its determination in no cir-

cumstances to impair the inviolability and integrity of Belgium

and stated that "it will at all times respect Belgian territory,

except, of course, in the event of Belgium's taking part in a mili-

tary action directed against Germany in an armed conflict in

which Germany is involved'', declaring that it was prepared to

assist Belgium should she be subjected to an attack or to inva-

sion. On August 26th, in a spontaneous declaration, the German
Government solemnly renewed its undertaking of October 13th,

1937. Since making the Declaration in 1937, Germany has on

many occasions paid tribute to the correctness of the attitude

maintained by Belgium. Public opinion is unanimous in recog-

nizing that the Belgian Government has done everything in its

power to avert the scourge of war which threatened Europe. On
the eve of the European War, the King of the Belgians, in con-

junction with the Heads of other States, and more particularly

with Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, took steps to

avert the danger. It is sufficient to recall the appeal made from

Brussels on August 23rd 1939, on behalf of the Heads of the

States of the Oslo Group and the offer of good offices on the 29th

of the same month. A further offer of good offices was made
on November 7th by the Queen of the Netherlands and the King
of the Belgians, with a view to facilitating enquiry into points

on which agreement could be reached. During the conflict, Bel-

gium has always observed strict and scrupulous neutrality. She
was attacked suddenly at dawn. The aggression was consum-
mated when the Government appealed to the guarantor Powers.

Just as in August 1914, Germany violated Belgian neutrality

which she has guaranteed in virtue of the treaties of April 19th,

1839, so to-day she has attacked Belgium in contravention of an

undertaking contracted in 1937 and renewed in 1939, the validity

of which is not open to question. As in 1914, an act of aggres-

sion against a neutral State, while not justified in itself, is made
worse by the violation of undertakings that had been entered

into. This new outrage will deeply shock the conscience of the

world. The German Reich will be held responsible by history

for the sufferings which this act of aggression will inflict on the

Belgian people. Belgium has never accepted servitude. She

will suffer her ordeal courageously. The Belgian Army will de-
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fend Belgian national territory with all its force, with the help

of Belgium's guarantors, who will not fail to fulfill their

promises.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-60

MEMORANDUM FROM THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT TO
THE LUXEMBOURG GOVERNMENT, DATED 9th.

MAY 1940

[Documents of German Politics, (Dokumente der deutschen

Politik), Part VIII, I, Pages 150-151]

The Reich Government has been reliably informed that Eng-
land and France, in the course of their policy of spreading the

war, have decided to attack Germany in the near future through

Belgian and Dutch territory. Belgium and the Netherlands who,

long since secretly violating their neutrality, have taken the side

of the enemies of Germany, not only do not intend to prevent this

attack but to favour it. The facts which go to prove this have

been stated in detail in a memorandum which is being handed

to the Royal Belgian Government and the Royal Government of

the Netherlands a copy of which is enclosed herewith.

In defense against the imminent attack, the German troops

have now received the order to safeguard the neutrality of these

two countries with all the power at the disposal of the Reich.

The offensive, decided upon by England and France with the

consent of Belgium and the Netherlands will also involve the

territory of Luxembourg. To repulse the attack the Reich Gov-

ernment has therefore been forced to extend its military opera-

tions to Luxembourg territory also.

It has been known to the Grand Ducal Government of Luxem-
bourg that the Reich was prepared to respect the neutrality and
integrity of Luxembourg, provided that the other powers which
are neighbours of the Grand Duchy would also take the same at-

titude. Negotiations for agreements to that effect between the

powers concerned, which seemed to be almost completed in the

summer of 1939, were then broken off by France. This breaking
off of the negotiations by France finds its explanation in the

military decisions now taken by her together with the other

enemies of Germany, an explanation which does not need any
further illustration.

The Reich Government expects the Grand-Ducal Government
of Luxembourg to take account of the position created solely by
the guilt of Germany's enemies, and to take all the necessary
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measures to prevent the Luxembourg population causing diffi-

culties to the German military operations. The Reich Govern-
ment, on its part, gives the assurance to the Grand-Ducal Gov-
ernment of Luxembourg that Germany has no intention, now or

in the future, to interfere with the territorial integrity or politi-

cal independence of the Grand Duchy.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-62

DECLARATION OF WAR BY GERMANY ON USA,
11 DECEMBER 1941

[Documents of German Politics (Dokumente der deutschen

Politik), Part IV, I, Page 497.]

Note of the 11th December 1941 from the Reich Foreign Min-
ister von Ribbentrop to the United States Charge d'Affaires in

Berlin, Legation Counsellor Morris.

Sir,

After the Government of the United States of America had,

from the very beginning of the European war brought about by
the British Declaration of war on Germany on the 3rd September
1939, most flagrantly and to an ever increasing extent violated

all the rules of neutrality in favour of Germany's enemies, and
after it had been continuously guilty of the worst type of provo-

cations against Germany, it has finally gone over to open mili-

tary acts of aggression.

On the 11th September 1941, the President of the United

States of America publicly announced that he had ordered the

American fleet and air force to shoot at every German warship

without hesitation. In his speech of the 27th October of this

year he once again expressly confirmed that this order was now
in operation.

On the strength of this order, American warships have been

systematically attacking German naval forces since the begin-

ning of September of this year. Thus, American destroyers, for

instance the "Greer", the "Kearney" and the "Reuben James"
have opened fire on German U-boats according to plan. The
Secretary of State of the American Navy, Mr. Knox, himself

confirmed that American destroyers had been attacking German
U-boats.

Further, naval forces of the United States of America, acting

upon the orders of their Government, have, in violation of in-

ternational law, treated German merchant ships on the open

seas as enemy ships, and have taken them as prizes.
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The Government of the Reich therefore declares:

Although Germany for her part has always strictly observed

the rules of international law in her dealings with the United

States of America throughout the whole of the present war, the

Government of the United States of America has finally gone

over from breaches of neutrality in the beginning to open acts

of war against Germany. It has, therefore, virtually created a

state of war.

The Reich Government therefore breaks all diplomatic rela-

tions with the United States of America, and declares that under

these circumstances brought about by President Roosevelt, Ger-

many too considers herself to be at war with the United States

of America as from today.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-70

HITLER'S SPEECH OF 30 JANUARY 1934 CONCERNING
AGREEMENT WITH POLAND

[Voelkischer Beobachter, 31 January 1934.]

For this reason and with these intentions the German Govern-

ment has endeavoured in its first year to secure a new and better

relationship with the Polish State.

When I took over the government on 30 January, the relations

between the two countries seemed to me more, than unsatisfac-

tory. There was a danger that the existing differences, which
were due to the territorial clauses of the Treaty of Versailles and
the mutual tension resulting therefrom, would gradually crystal-

lize into a state of hostility which if persisted in might only too

easily acquire the character of a dangerous traditional enmity.

Apart from its latent dangers such a development would con-

stitute a permanent obstacle to the profitable cooperation of the

two peoples. Germans and Poles will have to learn to accept the

fact of each other's existence. Hence it is more sensible to regu-

late this state of affairs which the last thousand years has not

been able to remove and the next thousand will not be able to

remove either, in such a way that the highest possible profit will

accrue from it for both nations.

It seemed to me further necessary to show from a concrete

example that admittedly existing differences cannot be allowed

to interfere with a form of mutual intercourse which shall pro-

mote the peace and prosperity of both nations, in contrast to the

political and economic paralysis which must inevitably result

from a permanent state of mutual distrust.
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Further, it seemed to me right in such a case to attempt to

deal with the problems affecting both countries by means of a

frank and open exchange of views between the two parties rather

than to go on entrusting third and fourth parties with this task.

Moreover, whatever the differences between the two countries

in the future may be, the catastrophic effects of the attempt to

remove them through warlike actions would far outweigh any
possible advantage gained.

Thus the German Government was fortunate in finding the

same generous attitude in the leader of the present Polish State,

Marshal Pilsudski, and in being able to incorporate this mutual

recognition of the situation in a treaty which will not only be

of equal advantage to the Polish and German peoples, but which
also represents an important contribution to the maintenance of

world peace.

In the spirit of this treaty the German Government is willing

and prepared to cultivate economic relations with Poland in such

a way that here too the state of unprofitable suspicion can be

succeeded by a period of useful cooperation.

It is a matter of particular satisfaction to us that in this same
year the National Socialist Government of Danzig has been

enabled to effect a similar clarification of its relations with its

Polish neighbour.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-71

REPORTS OF THE BRITISH CONSUL IN DANZIG
Further Correspondence Respecting Poland

No. 1

(C 9225/54/18)

Consul-General Shepherd to Viscount Halifax— (Received

July 1.)

(No. 72.) (Telegraphic.)

Danzig, July i, 1939.

MY telegram No. 71.

Yesterday morning four German army officers in mufti ar-

rived here by night express from Berlin to organize Danzig

Heimwehr.
2. All approaches to hills and dismantled fort, which constitute

a popular public promenade on western fringe of the city, have

been closed with barbed wire and "verboten" notices.

3. The walls surrounding the shipyards bear placards: "Com-
rades keep your mouths shut lest you regret consequence".

4. Master of British steamer "High Commissioner Wood",
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whilst he was roving Koenigsberg from 28th June to 30th June,

observed considerable military activity, including extensive ship-

ment of camouflaged covered lorries and similar material by

small coasting vessels. On 28th June four medium-sized steamers

loaded with troops, lorries, field kitchens, etc., left Koenigsberg,

ostensibly returning to Hamburg after manoeuvres, but actually

proceeding to Stettin. Names of steamers were "Hohenhorn",

with heavy derricks, each capable of lifting about 50 tons, "Schar-

horn", "Tilsit" and "Utlandhorn", all modern, well-equipped ves-

sels, each about 5,000 tons gross. Please inform Admiralty.

No. 8

(C 9561/54/18.)

Consul-General Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.— (Received

July 8.)

Danzig, July 6, 1939

(No. 17. Saving.)

Warsaw telegram No. 206.

I learn from a reliable source that for several nights past light

(believed be antitank) guns have been smuggled into Danzig
from Koenigsberg in German shallow draught naval lighters via

Frisches Haff, Vistula-Haff Canal, Vistula, Dead Vistula and
Holm Island, whence they were transferred to Schichau shipyard

for distribution by road, and that in the early hours of 2nd July

light tanks were smuggled in by the same route, but landed on

south bank of Dead Vistula opposite Bohnsack, whence they were
removed on lorries. On the night of 30th June a considerable

number of closely covered grey lorries passed this consulate-

general singly, but at short intervals apart, coming from direc-

tion of Schichau shipyard (paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 71)

and proceeding in that of barracks referred to in paragraph 4

of my telegram No. 71 and of hills referred to in paragraph 2

of my telegram No. 72.

2. On afternoon of 1st July local newspapers announced that

band and some officers of second West Prussian Field Artillery

Regiment, No. 36, would arrive that evening from Leting for

ceremonies the following day in honour of regiment associated

with Danzig. On 2nd July the visitors paraded through the

streets wearing swords. I asked one of the counsellors at Polish

Commissariat-General whether permission had been obtained

for this procedure, and, if not, whether it was not irregular (your

telegram No. 205 to Warsaw, paragraph 3, sentence 2), but he
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professed to be uncertain on both points. So far as I am aware,

the Poles have refrained from protesting to the Senate about the

recent militaristic activities here. This attitude has given rise

to impression in some (notably French) circles here that in the

last resort the Poles will acquiesce in returning the Free City to

Germany.
3. Danzig students are being required to spend their summer

holidays patrolling frontier, learning and teaching motor cycling,

etc.

4. Arrival of horses, referred to in paragraph 1 of telegram

No. 71, at barracks was resumed on 5th July and hay is deliv-

ered there daily.

5. A German who yesterday enquired whether, in view of all

recent activities here, it would be wise for him to send his wife

and baby to his parents in Memel was told by counsellor in the

foreign section of the Senate that, although last days of June

and first days of July had been very critical for Danzig, it was
believed, barring accidents, the remainder of July should be rea-

sonably calm. This seems to confirm the opinion expressed in

last paragraph of my telegram No. 71 that both Danzig and

Polish activities are at present defensive, but Danzigers feared

that the Poles might launch a surprise attack during recent

smuggling of considerable quantities of munitions into the free

city.

6. So far as can at present be foreseen, it seems that no serious

development need be anticipated before August.

7. I learn from a reliable source that concrete gun mountings

are being constructed along the coast between Kefahrwasser and

Neufahr, and that three about 4.7-in. calibre with long recoils,

have already been mounted at Quellberg. Tracks made in bring-

ing guns from Durchbruch are clearly visible.

(C 9745/54/18)

No. 11

Consul-General Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.

(Received July 12.)

(By Bag.)

(No. 20. Saving.) (Telegraphic.) En clair

Danzig, July 10, 1939.

MY telegram No. 17, Saving, paragraph 7.

The same informant, whom I believe to be reliable, advises me
that on 8th July he personally saw about thirty military lorries

with East Prussian license numbers on the Bischofsberg, where
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numerous field kitchens had been placed along the hedges. There

were also eight large antiaircraft guns in position, which he

estimated as being of over 3-inch calibre, and three six-barrelled

light antiaircraft machine guns. There were about 500 men
drilling with rifles, and the whole place is extensively fortified

with barbed wire.

After seeing the above-mentioned antiaircraft guns at close

range, my informant is of the opinion that the three guns which

he saw from a great distance at Quellberg were also antiaircraft.

The other guns along the coast he believes to be naval guns.

A member of this consulate-general personally saw heavy ma-
chine guns with ammunition being openly unloaded in the middle

of the day at the police station situated in a street running at the

back of this consulate-general. On 10th he also saw forty-three

bell tents at the foot of the Quellberg and seventeen between Ost-

liche Neufahr and Bohnsack, and a lorry with SA men and one

quick-firing antiaircraft gun (single barrel) on the ferry crossing

from Danzig to Bohnsack.

(C 10491/54/19)

No. 31

Consul-General Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.

(Received July 25.)

(No. 98.) (Telegraphic.)

Danzig, July 25, 1939.

Herr Forster informed High Commissioner yesterday that

Danzig question could, if necessary, wait a year or more, and
said that military precautions now being taken would be liqui-

dated in the middle of September.

2. Meanwhile, there is increasing amount of horse and motor
transport visible, and frequent reports reach me of men being
called up and of arrival of men and material from East Prussia.

While I cannot at present confirm these (group omitted) , it would
be unwise to ignore them. There are numerous warehouses and
other buildings in Danzig where material could be stored and
men housed.

3. I learn that a certain Major-General Eberhard is now in

command here.

(Repeated to Berlin, No. 35, and Warsaw, No. 52.)
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HITLER'S SPEECH TO THE REICHSTAG ON
APRIL 28, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

There is little to be said as regards German-Polish relations.

Here, too, the Peace Treaty of Versailles—of course intention-

ally—inflicted a most severe wound on Germany. The strange

way in which the Corridor giving Poland access to the sea was
marked out was meant, above all, to prevent for all time the

establishment of an understanding between Poland and Germany.
This problem is—as I have already stressed—perhaps the most
painful of all problems for Germany. Nevertheless, I have never

ceased to uphold the view that the necessity of a free access to

the sea for the Polish State cannot be ignored, and that as a

general principle, valid for this case, too, nations which Provi-

dence has destined or, if you like, condemned to live side by side

would be well advised not to make life still harder for each other

artificially and unnecessarily. The late Marshal Pilsudski, who
was of the same opinion, was therefore prepared to go into the

question of clarifying the atmosphere of German-Polish rela-

tions, and, finally, to conclude an agreement whereby Germany
and Poland expressed their intention of renouncing war alto-

gether as a means of settling the questions which concerned them
both. This agreement contained one single exception which was
in practice conceded to Poland. It was laid down that the pacts

of mutual assistance already entered into by Poland—this ap-

plied to the pact with France—should not be affected by the

agreement. But it was obvious that this could apply only to the

pact of mutual assistance already concluded beforehand, and not

to whatever new pacts might be concluded in the future. It is

a fact that the German-Polish Agreement resulted in a remark-

able lessening of the European tension. Nevertheless, there re-

mained one open question between Germany and Poland, which

sooner or later quite naturally had to be solved—the question

of the German city of Danzig. Danzig is a German city and
wishes to belong to Germany. On the other hand, this city has

contracts with Poland, which were admittedly forced upon it

by the dictators of the Peace of Versailles. But since, moreover,

the League of Nations, formerly the greatest stirrer-up of

trouble, is now represented by a High Commissioner—inciden-

tally a man of extraordinary tact—the problem of Danzig must
in any case come up for discussion, at the latest with the gradual

extinction of this calamitous institution. I regarded the peace-

ful settlement of this problem as a further contribution to a final
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loosening of the European tension. For this loosening of the ten-

sion is assuredly not to be achieved through the agitations of

insane warmongers, but- through the removal of the real ele-

ments of danger. After the problem of Danzig had already been

discussed several times some months ago, I made a concrete offer

to the Polish Government. I now make this offer known to you,

Gentlemen, and you yourselves will judge whether this offer did

not represent the greatest imaginable concession in the inter-

ests of European peace. As I have already pointed out, I have

always seen the necessity of an access to the sea for this country,

and have consequently taken this necessity into consideration.

I am no democratic statesman, but a National Socialist and a

realist.

I considered it, however, necessary to make it clear to the

Government in Warsaw that just as they desire access to the

sea, so Germany needs access to her province in the east. Now
these are all difficult problems. It is not Germany who is re-

sponsible for. them, however, but rather the jugglers of Ver-

sailles, who either in their maliciousness or their thoughtlessness

placed 100 powder barrels round about in Europe, all equipped

with hardly extinguisnable lighted fuses. These problems can-

not be solved according to old-fashioned ideas; I think, rather,

that we should adopt new methods. Poland's access to the sea

by way of the Corridor, and, on the other hand, a German route

through the Corridor have, for example, no kind of military

importance whatsoever. Their importance is exclusively psy-

chological and economic. To accord military importance to a

traffic route of this kind, would be to show oneself completely

ignorant of military affairs. Consequently, I have had the fol-

lowing proposal submitted to the Polish Government:

(1) Danzig returns as a Free State into the framework of

the German Reich.

(2) Germany receives a route through the Corridor and a

railway line at her own disposal possessing the same
extra-territorial status for Germany as the Corridor

itself has for Poland.

In return, Germany is prepared:

(1) To recognize all Polish economic rights in Danzig.

(2) To ensure for Poland a free harbour in Danzig of any
size desired which would have completely free access

to the sea.

(3) To accept at the same time the present boundaries be-

tween Germany and Poland and to regard them as

ultimate.
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(4) To conclude a twenty-five year nonaggression treaty with

Poland, a treaty therefore which would extend far

beyond the duration of my own life.

(5) To guarantee the independence of the Slovak State by
Germany, Poland and Hungary jointly—which means
in practice the renunciation of any unilateral German
hegemony in this territory.

The Polish Government have rejected my offer and have only

declared that they are prepared (1) to negotiate concerning the

question of a substitute for the Commissioner of the League of

Nations and (2) to consider facilities for the transit traffic

through the Corridor.

I have regretted greatly this incomprehensible attitude of the

Polish Government, but that alone is not the decisive fact; the

worst is that now Poland, like Czecho-Slovakia a year ago, be-

lieves, under the pressure of a lying international campaign, that

it must call up troops, although Germany on her part has not

called up a single man and had not thought of proceeding in any
way against Poland. As I have said, this is in itself very regret-

able and posterity will one day decide whether it was really right

to refuse this suggestion made this once by me. This—as I have
said—was an endeavor on my part to solve a question which
intimately affects the German people by a truly unique compro-

mise and to solve it to the advantage of both countries. Accord-

ing to my conviction Poland was not a giving party in this solu-

tion at all but only a receiving party, because it should be beyond
all doubt that Danzig will never become Polish. The intention

to attack on the part of Germany, which was merely invented

by the international press, led as you know to the so-called guar-

antee offer and to an obligation on the part of the Polish Govern-

ment for mutual assistance, which would also, under certain cir-

cumstances, compel Poland to take military action against Ger-

many in the event of a conflict between Germany and any other

Power and in which England, in her turn, would be involved.

This obligation is contradictory to the agreement which I made
with Marshal Pilsudski some time ago, seeing that this agree-

ment reference is made exclusively to existing obligations that

is at that time, namely, to the obligations of Poland towards

France of which we were aware. To extend these obligations sub-

sequently is contrary to the terms of the German-Polish non-

aggression pact. Under these circumstances I should not have

entered into this pact at that time, because what sense can non-

aggression pacts have if one partner in practice leaves open an

enormous number of exceptions.
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There is either collective security, that is collective insecurity

and continuous danger of war, or clear agreements which, how-

ever, exclude fundamentally any use of arms between the con-

tracting parties. I therefore look upon the agreement which

Marshal Pilsudski and I at one time concluded as having been

unilaterally infringed by Poland and thereby no longer in exist-

ence!

I have sent a communication to this effect to the Polish Gov-

ernment. However, I can only repeat at this point that my
decision does not constitute a modification of my attitude in

principle with regard to the problems mentioned above. Should

the Polish Government wish to come to fresh contractual ar-

rangements governing its relations with Germany, I can but

welcome such an idea, provided, of course, that these arrange-

ments are based on an absolutely clear obligation binding both

parties in equal measure. Germany is perfectly willing at any

time to undertake such obligations and also to fulfill them.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 14

GERMAN GOVERNMENT MEMORANDUM HANDED TO
THE POLISH GOVERNMENT ON APRIL 28, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

The German Government have taken note of the Polish-British

declaration regarding the progress and aims of the negotiations

recently conducted between Poland and Great Britain. Accord-

ing to this declaration there has been concluded between the

Polish Government and the British Government a temporary un-

derstanding, to be replaced shortly by a permanent agreement
which will provide for the giving of mutual assistance by Poland

and Great Britain in the event of the independence of one of the

two States being directly or indirectly threatened.

2. The German Government consider themselves obliged to

communicate the following to the Polish Government:
3. When in 1933 the National Socialist Government set about

the reshaping of German policy, after Germany's departure from
the League of Nations, their first object was to stabilize German-
Polish relations on a new plane. The Chancellor of the German
Reich and the late Marshal Pilsudski concurred in the decision to

break with the political methods of the past and to enter, as

regards the settlement of all questions affecting both States, on
the path of direct understanding between them.

4. By means of the unconditional renunciation of the use of

force, guarantees of peace were instituted in order to assist the
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two States in the difficult task of solving all political, economic

and cultural problems by means of the just and equitable adjust-

ment of mutual interests. These principles, contained in a bind-

ing form in the German-Polish Peace Declaration of the 26th

January, 1934, had this aim in view [sic] and by their practical

success were intended to introduce an entirely new phase of

German-Polish relations. The political history of the last five

years shows that they proved efficacious in practice for both

nations. As recently as the 26th January of this year, on the

fifth anniversary of the signature of the declaration, both sides

publicly confirmed this fact, while emphasizing their united will

to maintain in the future their adhesion to the principles estab-

lished in 1934.

5. The agreement which has now been concluded by the Polish

Government with the British Government is in such obvious con-

tradiction to these solemn declarations of a few months ago that

the German Government can take note only with surprise and

astonishment of such a violent reversal of Polish policy. Irre-

spective of the manner in which its final formulation may be de-

termined by both parties, the new Polish-British Agreement is

intended as a regular pact of alliance, which by reason of its

general sense and of the present state of political relations is

directed exclusively against Germany. From the obligation now
accepted by the Polish Government it appears that Poland in-

tends in certain circumstances to take an active part in any

possible German-British conflict in the event of aggression

against Germany, even should this conflict not affect Poland

and her interests. This is a direct and open blow against the

renunciation of all use of force contained in the 1934 declara-

tion.

6. The contradiction between the German-Polish Declaration

and the Polish-British Agreement is, however, even more far-

reaching in its importance than that. The 1934 declaration was
to constitute a basis for the regulation of all differences arising

between the two countries, independently of international com-

plications and combinations, by means of direct discussion be-

tween Berlin and Warsaw, to the exclusion of external influ-

ences. Naturally, such a basis must rest on the mutual confi-

dence of both parties and on the political loyalty of the intentions

of one party with regard to the other.

7. The Polish Government, however, by their recent decision

to accede to an alliance directed against Germany, have given it

to be understood that they prefer a promise of help by a third
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Power to the direct guarantee of peace by the German Govern-

ment. In view of this the German Government are obliged to

conclude that the Polish Government do not at present attach

any importance to seeking a solution of German-Polish problems

by means of direct friendly discussions with the German Gov-

ernment. The Polish Government have thus abandoned the path

traced out in 1934 for the shaping of German-Polish relations.

8. The Polish Government cannot in this connection appeal

to the fact that the 1934 declaration was not to affect the obli-

gations previously accepted by Poland and Germany in relation

to third parties, and that the Treaty of Alliance between Poland

and France maintained its value side by side with that declara-

tion. The Polish-French Alliance already existed in 1934 when
Poland and Germany proceeded to reorganize their relations.

The German Government were able to accept this fact, since they

were entitled to expect that the possible dangers of the Polish-

French Alliance, dating from the period of the most acute

German-Polish differences, would automatically lose more and
more of their significance through the establishment of friendly

relations between Germany and Poland. However, the entry of

Poland into relations of alliance with Great Britain, which was ef-

fected five years after the publication of the declaration of 1934,

can for this reason in no way be compared politically with the

still valid Polish-French Alliance. By this new alliance the

Polish Government have subordinated themselves to a policy

inaugurated from another quarter aiming at the encirclement of

Germany.

9. The German Government for their part have not given the

least cause for such a change in Polish policy. Whenever op-

portunity offered, they have furnished the Polish Government,
both publicly and in confidential conversations, with the most
binding assurances that the friendly development of German-
Polish relations is a fundamental aim of their foreign policy, and
that, in their political decisions, they will always respect Poland's

proper interests. Thus the action taken by Germany in March
of this year with a view to the pacification of Central Europe
did not, in the opinion of the Government of the Reich, disturb

Polish interests in any way. This action led to the creation of

a common Polish-Hungarian frontier, which had constantly been

described on Poland's side as an important political objective.

Moreover, the German Government gave unequivocal expression

to their readiness to discuss with the Polish Government in a
friendly manner all problems which, in the Polish Government's
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opinion, might arise out of the changed conditions in Central

Europe.

10. In an equally friendly spirit the German Government tried

to regulate yet another question outstanding between Germany
and Poland, namely, that of Danzig. The fact that this ques-

tion required settlement had long been emphasized on the Ger-

man side, and was not denied on the Polish side. For a long

time past the German Government have endeavoured to convince

the Polish Government that a solution was certainly possible

which would be equitable to the interests of both parties and
that the removal of this last obstacle would open a path for a

political collaboration of Germany and Poland with the most
favourable prospects. In this connection the German Govern-

ment did not confine themselves to allusions of a general nature,

but in March of this year proposed to the Polish Government
in a friendly form a settlement of this question on the following

basis

:

11. The return of Danzig to the Reich. An extra-territorial

railway line and autostrada between East Prussia and the Reich.

In exchange, the recognition by the Reich of the whole Polish

Corridor and the whole of Poland's Western frontier; the con-

clusion of a nonaggression pact for twenty-five years; the main-
tenance of Poland's economic interests in Danzig and the settle-

ment of the remaining economic and communications problems

arising for Poland out of the union of Danzig with the Reich.

At the same time, the German Government expressed their readi-

ness to respect Polish interests in ensuring the independence of

Slovakia.

12. Nobody knowing conditions in Danzig and the Corridor

and the problems connected therewith can deny, in judging the

matter objectively, that this proposal constitutes the very mini-

mum which must be demanded from the point of view of Ger-

man interests, which cannot be renounced. The Polish Govern-

ment, however, gave a reply which, although couched in the form
of counter-proposals, showed in its essence an entire lack of

comprehension for the German point of view and was equivalent

merely to a rejection of the German proposals. The Polish Gov-

ernment proved that they did not consider their reply suitable

for the initiation of friendly discussions by proceeding at the

same time, in a manner as unexpected as it was drastic, to effect

a partial mobilization of the Polish army on a large scale. By
these entirely unjustified measures the Polish Government dem-
onstrated the meaning and object of the negotiations which they

immediately afterwards entered upon with the British Govern-
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ment. The German Government do not consider it necessary to

reply to the partial Polish mobilization by counter-measures of

a military character. They cannot, however, disregard without

a word the decisions recently taken by the Polish Government,

and are forced, to their own regret, to declare as follows

:

(1) The Polish Government did not avail themselves of the

opportunity offered to them by the German Government for a

just settlement of the Danzig question, for the final safeguarding

of Poland's frontiers with the Reich, and thereby for a perma-

nent strengthening of the friendly neighbourly relations between

the two countries. The Polish Government even rejected Ger-

man proposals made with this object.

(2) At the same time the Polish Government accepted, with

regard to another State, political obligations which are not com-

patible either with the spirit, the meaning or the text of the

German-Polish Declaration of the 26th January 1934. Thereby

the Polish Government arbitrarily and unilaterally rendered this

declaration null and void.

13. In spite of this necessary statement of fact, the Govern-

ment of the Reich do not intend to alter their fundamental atti-

tude towards the question of the future of German-Polish rela-

tions. Should the Polish Government attach importance to a

new settlement of these relations by means of a treaty, the

German Government are ready to do this, but on one condition,

namely, that such a settlement would have to consist of a clear

obligation binding on both parties.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 16

MEMORANDUM COMMUNICATED TO THE GERMAN GOV-
ERNMENT BY THE POLISH GOVERNMENT ON MAY 5,

1939, IN REPLY TO THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT MEM-
ORANDUM OF APRIL 28, 1939.

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

As appears from the text of the Polish-German Declaration of

the 26th January, 1934, and from the course of the negotiations

which preceded its conclusion, this declaration had as its object to

lay the foundations for a new framing of mutual relations based

on the following two principles

:

(a) The renunciation of the use of force as between Poland
and Germany, and

(6) The friendly settlement by means of free negotiations of

any contentious questions which might arise in the relations be-

tween the two countries.

693261—47—29
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The Polish Government have always understood in this manner
their obligations under the declaration, and it is in this spirit

that they have always been prepared to conduct neighbourly re-

lations with the German Reich.

2. The Polish Government had foreseen for several years that

the difficulties encountered by the League of Nations in carrying

out its functions at Danzig would create a confused situation

which it was in Poland's and Germany's interest to unravel. For
several years the Polish Government had given the German Gov-
ernment to understand that frank conversations should be held

on this subject. The German Government, however, avoided

these and confined themselves to stating that Polish-German re-

lations should not be exposed to difficulties by questions relating

to Danzig. Moreover, the German Government more than once

gave assurances to the Polish Government regarding the Free

City of Danzig. It is sufficient here to quote the declaration made
by the Chancellor of the Reich on the 20th February 1938.

The Chancellor made publicly in the Reichstag the following

declaration regarding Danzig:

The Polish State respects the National conditions in this State,

and the Free City and Germany respect Polish rights. It has
thus been possible to clear the way for an understanding which,
while arising out of the question of Danzig, has to-day in spite

of the efforts of certain disturbers of the peace succeeded in ef-

fectively clarifying relations between Germany and Poland and
has transformed them into sincere and friendly collaboration.

It was only after the events of September, 1938, that the Ger-

man Government suggested the opening of Polish-German con-

versations regarding the alteration in the situation in Danzig

and regarding the transit routes between the Reich and East

Prussia. In this connection the German memorandum of the

28th April, 1939, refers to the suggestion put forward by the

Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs in his conversation of the 21st

March, 1939, with the Polish Ambassador in Berlin. In this con-

versation emphasis was laid on the German side on the necessity

for a rapid settlement of those questions which was a condition

of the Reich maintaining its proposals in force in their entirety.

The Polish Government, animated by the desire to maintain

good relations with the Reich, although surprised at the pressing

form in which these proposals were put forward, and by the

circumstances in which they were advanced, did not refuse con-

versations although they considered the German demands thus

couched to be unacceptable.

In order to facilitate endeavours to reach an amicable solution

of the question, the Polish Government on the 26th March 1939,
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formulated their point of view in writing to the German Govern-

ment, stating that they attached full importance to the mainte-

nance of good neighbourly relations with the German Reich. The
Polish point of view was summarized in the following points:

(a) The Polish Government propose a joint guarantee by Po-

land and Germany of the separate character of the Free City of

Danzig, the existence of which was to be based on complete free-

dom of the local population in internal affairs and on the assur-

ance of respect for Polish rights and interests.

(b) The Polish Government were prepared to examine together

with the German Government any further simplifications for per-

sons in transit as well as the technical facilitating of railway and
motor transit between the German Reich and East Prussia. The
Polish Government were inspired by the idea of giving every

possible facility which would permit the citizens of the Reich to

travel in transit across the Polish territory, if possible without

any hindrances. The Polish Government emphasized that their

intention was to secure the most liberal treatment possible of the

German desiderata in this respect with the sole reservation that

Poland could not give up her sovereignty over the belt of territory

through which the transit routes would run. Finally, the Polish

Government indicated that their attitude in the question of facili-

tating communications across Pomerania depended on the atti-

tude of the Reich regarding the Free City of Danzig.

In formulating the above proposals the Polish Government
acted in the spirit of the Polish-German Declaration of 1934

which, by providing the direct exchanges of views on questions

of interest to both countries authorized each State to formulate its

point of view in the court of negotiations.

The Polish Government received no formal reply to their count-

er-proposals for a month, and it was only on the 28th April, 1939,

that they learnt from the Chancellor's speech and from the Ger-

man Government's memorandum that the mere fact of the for-

mulation of counter-proposals instead of the acceptance of the

verbal German suggestions without alteration or reservation had
been regarded by the Reich as a refusal of discussions.

It is clear that negotiations in which one State formulates de-

mands and the other is to be obliged to accept those demands un-

altered are not negotiations in the spirit of the declaration of

1934 and are incompatible with the vital interests and dignity

of Poland.

In this connection it should be pointed out that the Polish Gov-
ernment were unable at that time to express an opinion regarding
the Polish-German-Hungarian guarantee of the independence of
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Slovakia which was alluded to in a general way in the German
memorandum and more precisely stated in the Chancellor's speech

of the 28th April, 1939, since a proposal of this description and
in this form had never been made to them before. It is, more-

over, difficult to imagine how such guarantee could be reconciled

with the political and military protectorate of the Reich over

Slovakia which had been announced a few days previously before

the German Reich formulated its proposals towards Poland.

3. The Polish Government cannot accept such an interpreta-

tion of the declaration of 1934 as would be equivalent to a re-

nunciation of the right to conclude political agreements with

third States and consequently, almost a renunciation of inde-

pendence in foreign policy. The Policy of the German Reich in

recent years has clearly indicated that the German Government
have not drawn conclusions of this sort from the declaration

as far as they themselves were concerned. The obligations pub-

licly accepted by the Reich towards Italy and the German-Slovak
Agreement of March, 1939, are clear indications of such an in-

terpretation by the German Government of the declaration of

1934. The Polish Government must here recall that in their

relations with other States they give and require full reciprocity

as being the only possible foundation of normal relations be-

tween States.

The Polish Government reject as completely without founda-

tion all accusations regarding the alleged incompatibility of the

Anglo-Polish Mutual Guarantee of April, 1939, with the Polish-

German Declaration of 1934. This guarantee has a purely de-

fensive character and in no way threatens the German Reich,

in the same way as the Polish-French Alliance, whose compati-

bility with the Declaration of 1934 has been recognized by the

German Reich. The declaration of 1934 in its introductory para-

graphs clearly stated that both Governments have "decided to

base their mutual relations on the principles laid down in the

Pact of Paris of the 27th August, 1928." Now the Pact of Paris,

which constituted a general renunciation of war as an instru-

ment of national policy, just as the declaration of 1934 consti-

tuted such renunciation in bilateral Polish-German relations,

contained the explicit reservation that "any signatory Power
which shall hereafter seek to promote its national interests by

resort to war should be denied the benefits furnished by this

treaty". Germany accepted this principle in signing the Pact

of Paris and re-affirmed it in the declaration of 1934, together

with other principles of the Pact of Paris. It appears from this

that the declaration of 1934 would cease to be binding on Poland
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should Germany have recourse to war in violation of the Pact of

Paris. Poland's obligations arising out of the Polish-British

understanding would come into operation in the eveat of Ger-

man action threatening the independence of Great Britain, and,

consequently, in the very circumstances in which the declaration

of 1934 and the Pact of Paris had ceased to be binding on Poland

as regards Germany.

The German Government in making a complaint against the

Polish Government for undertaking obligations to guarantee the

independence of Great Britain and in regarding this as a viola-

tion by Poland of the declaration of 1934, ignore their own
obligations toward Italy of which the Chancellor spoke on the

30th January, 1939, and in particular their obligations towards

Slovakia contained in the agreement of the 18th and 23rd March,

1939. The German guarantees of Slovakia did not exclude Poland

(sic), and, indeed, as appears from the provisions of the above

agreement regarding the distribution of garrisons and military

fortifications in Western Slovakia, were directed primarily

against Poland.

4. It appears from the above that the Government of the Ger-

man Reich had no justification for their unilateral decision to

regard the declaration of 1934 as not binding. The Pact was,

indeed, concluded for ten years without any possibility of de-

nunciation during that time. It should be pointed out that the

decision to regard the 1934 Declaration as not binding took place

after the previous refusal of the German State to accept explana-

tions as to the compatibility of the Anglo-Polish guarantee with

the 1934 Declaration, which it was the intention of the Polish

Government to furnish to the representative of the Reich in

Warsaw.

5. Although the Polish Government do not share the view of

the German Government that the treaty of 1934 has been vio-

lated by Poland nevertheless, should the German Government at-

tach importance to the fresh regulation, by means of a treaty, of

Polish-German relations on a good neighbourly basis, the Polish

Government would be prepared to entertain suggestions of this

kind with the reservation of their fundamental observations con-

tained above in the present memorandum.
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STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER IN THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS ON MARCH 31, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

The Prime Minister (Mr. Chamberlain) : The right hon. gentle-

man the leader of the Opposition asked me this morning whether
I could make a statement as to the European situation. As I

said this morning, His Majesty's Government have no official con-

firmation of the rumours of any projected attack on Poland

and they must not, therefore, be taken as accepting them as true.

I am glad to take this opportunity of stating again the general

policy of His Majesty's Government. They have constantly ad-

vocated the adjustment, by way of free negotiation between the

parties concerned, of any differences that may arise between

them. They consider that this is the natural and proper course

where differences exist. In their opinion there should be no

question incapable of solution by peaceful means, and they would

see no justification for the substitution of force or threats of

force for the method of negotiation.

As the House is aware, certain consultations are now proceed-

ing with other Governments. In order to make perfectly clear

the position of His Majesty's Government in the meantime be-

fore those consultations are concluded, I now have to inform the

House that during that period, in the event of any action which

clearly threatened Polish independence, and which the Polish

Government accordingly considered it vital to resist with their

national forces, His Majesty's Government would feel them-

selves bound at once to lend the Polish Government all support

in their power. They have given the Polish Government an as-

surance to this effect.

I may add that the French Government have authorized me to

make it plain that they stand in the same position in this matter

as do His Majesty's Government.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 18

ANGLO-POLISH COMMUNIQUE ISSUED ON APRIL 6, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

The conversations with M. Beck have covered a wide field and

shown that the two Governments are in complete agreement upon

certain general principles.

It was agreed that the two countries were prepared to enter

into an agreement of a permanent and reciprocal character to

replace the present temporary and unilateral assurance given by
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His Majesty's Government to the Polish Government. Pending

the completion of the permanent agreement, M. Beck gave His

Majesty's Government an assurance that the Polish Government
would consider themselves under an obligation to render as-

sistance to His Majesty's Government under the same conditions

as those contained in the temporary assurance already given by

His Majesty's Government to Poland.

Like the temporary assurance, the permanent agreement would

not be directed against any other country but would be designed

to assure Great Britain and Poland of mutual assistance in the

event of any threat, direct or indirect, to the independence of

either. It was recognized that certain matters, including a more
precise definition of the various ways in which the necessity for

such assistance might arise, would require further examination

before the permanent agreement could be completed.

It was understood that the arrangements above mentioned

should not preclude either Government from making agreements

with other countries in the general interest of the consolidation

of Peace.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 53

REPORT OF BRITISH AMBASSADOR, WARSAW
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic) Warsaw, August 26, 1939.

Series of incidents again occurred yesterday on German
frontier.

2. Polish patrol met party Germans 1 kilometer from East
Prussian frontier near Pelta. Germans opened fire. Polish

patrol replied, killing leader, whose body is being returned.

3. German bands also crossed Silesian frontier near Szczyglo,

twice near Rybnik and twice elsewhere, firing shots and attack-

ing blockhouses and customs posts with machine guns and hand
grenades. Poles have protested vigorously to Berlin.

4. Gazeta Polska, an inspired leader to-day, says these are

more than incidents. They are clearly prepared acts of aggres-

sion of para-military disciplined detachments supplied with regu-

lar army's arms, and in one case it was a regular army detach-

ment. Attacks more or less continuous.

5. These incidents did not cause Poland to forsake calm and
strong attitude of defense. Facts spoke for themselves and acts

of aggression came from German side. This was best answer to

ravings of German press.
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6. Minister for Foreign Affairs state uniformed German de-

tachment has since shot Pole across frontier and wounded
another.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 54

REPORT OF BRITISH AMBASSADOR, WARSAW
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic) Warsaw, August 26, 1939.

Ministry for Foreign Affairs categorically deny story recounted

by Herr Hitler to French Ambassador that twenty-four Germans
were recently killed at Lodz and eight at Bielsko. Story is with-

out any foundation whatever.
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REPORT OF BRITISH AMBASSADOR, WARSAW
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Sir H. Kennard to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic) Warsaw, August 27, 1939.

So far as I can judge, German allegations of mass ill-treatment

of German minority by Polish authorities are gross exaggera-

tion, if not complete falsification.

2. There is no sign of any loss of control of situation by Polish

civil authorities. Warsaw (and so far as I can ascertain the

rest of Poland) is still completely calm.

3. Such allegations are reminiscent of Nazi propaganda
methods regarding" Czecho-Slovakia last year.

4. In any case it is purely and simply deliberate German provo-

cation in accordance with fixed policy that has since ^larch

exacerbated feeling between the two nationalities. I suppose

this has been done with object (a) creating war spirit in Ger-

many, (b) impressing public opinion abroad, (c) provoking

either defeatism or apparent aggression in Poland.

5. It has signally failed to achieve either of the two latter

objects.

6. It is noteworthy that Danzig was hardly mentioned by Herr
Hitler.

7. German treatment of Czech Jews and Polish minority is ap-

parently negligible factor compared with alleged sufferings of

Germans in Poland, where, be it noted, they do not amount to

more than 10 per cent of population in any commune.
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8. In face of these facts, it can hardly be doubted that, if Herr

Hitler decided on war, it is for the sole purpose of destroying

Polish independence.

9. I shall lose no opportunity of impressing on Minister for

Foreign Affairs necessity of doing everything possible to prove

that Herr Hitler's allegations regarding German minority are

false.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 56

LETTER OF AUGUST 22, 1939, FROM THE PRIME
MINISTER TO THE GERMAN CHANCELLOR
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

10 Downing Street, Aug. 22, 39.

Your Excellency,

Your Excellency will have already heard of certain measures

taken by His Majesty's Government, and announced in the press

and on the wireless this evening.

These steps have, in the opinion of His Majesty's Government,

been rendered necessary by the military movements which have

been reported from Germany, and by the fact that apparently

the announcement of a German-Soviet Agreement is taken in

some quarters in Berlin to indicate that intervention by Great

Britain on behalf of Poland is no longer a contingency that need

be reckoned with. No greater mistake could be made. Whatever
may prove to be the nature of the German-Soviet Agreement, it

cannot alter Great Britain's obligation to Poland which His Maj-
esty's Government have stated in public repeatedly and plainly,

and which they are determined to fulfil.

It has been alleged that, if His Majesty's Government had
made their position more clear in 1914, the great catastrophe

would have been avoided. Whether or not there is any force in

that allegation, His Majesty's Government are resolved that on
this occasion there shall be no such tragic misunderstanding.

If the case should arise, they are resolved, and prepared, to

employ without delay all the forces at their command, and it is

impossible to foresee the end of hostilities once engaged. It

would be a dangerous illusion to think that, if war once starts, it

will come to an early end even if a success on any one of the

several fronts on which it will be engaged should have been se-

cured.

Having thus made our position perfectly clear, I wish to re-

peat to you my conviction that war between our two peoples
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would be the greatest calamity that could occur. I am certain

that it is desired neither by our people, nor by yours, and I can-

not see that there is anything in the questions arising between

Germany and Poland which could not and should not be resolved

without the use of force, if only a situation of confidence could

be restored to enable discussions to be carried on in an atmos-

phere different from that which prevails to-day.

We have been, and at all times will be, ready to assist in creat-

ing: conditions in which such negotiations could take place, and

in which it might be possible concurrently to discuss the wider

problems affecting the future of international relations, includ-

ing matters of interest to us and to you.

The difficulties in the way of any peaceful discussion in the

present state of tension are, however, obvious, and the longer

that tension is maintained, the harder will it be for reason to

prevail.

These difficulties, however, might be mitigated, if not removed,

provided that there could for an initial period be a truce on both

sides—to press polemics and to [end] all incitement.

If such a truce could be arranged, then, at the end of that pe-

riod, during which steps could be taken to examine and deal with

complaints made by either side as to the treatment of minorities,

it is reasonable to hope that suitable conditions might have been

established for direct negotiations between Germany and Poland

upon the issues between them (with the aid of a neutral inter-

mediary, if both sides should think that that would be helpful).

But I am bound to say that there would be slender hope of

bringing such negotiations to successful issue unless it were
understood beforehand that any settlement reached would, when
concluded, be guaranteed by other Powers. His Majesty's Gov-
ernment would be ready, if desired, to make such contribution as

they could to the effective operation of such guarantees.

At this moment I confess I can see no other way to avoid a

catastrophe that will involve Europe in war.

In view of the grave consequences to humanity, which may
follow from the action of their rulers, I trust that Your Excel-

lency will weigh with the utmost deliberation the considerations

which I have put before you.

Yours sincerely,

NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.
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COMMUNICATION FROM THE GERMAN CHANCELLOR
TO THE PRIME MINISTER, HANDED TO HIS
MAJESTY'S AMBASSADOR ON AUGUST 23, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Your Excellency,

The British Ambassador has just handed to me a communica-

tion in which your Excellency draws attention in the name of the

British Government to a number of points which in your estima-

tion are of the greatest importance.

I may be permitted to answer your letter as follows:

1. Germany has never sought conflict with England and has

never interfered in English interests. On the contrary, she has

for years endeavoured—although unfortunately in vain—to win
England's friendship. On this account she voluntarily assumed
in a wide area of Europe the limitations on her own interests

which from a national-political point of view it would have other-

wise been very difficult to tolerate.

2. The German Reich, however, like every other State pos-

sesses certain definite interests which it is impossible to renounce.

These do not extend beyond the limits of the necessities laid down
by former German history and deriving from vital economic pre-

requisites. Some of these questions held and still hold a signifi-

cance both of a national-political and a phychological character

which no German Government is able to ignore.

To these questions belong the German City of Danzig, and
the connected problem of the Corridor. Numerous statesmen,

historians and men of letters even in England have been con-

scious of this at any rate up to a few years ago. I would add
that all of these territories lying in the aforesaid German sphere

of interest and in particular those lands which returned to the

Reich eighteen months ago received their cultural development

at the hands not of the English but exclusively of the Germans
and this, moreover, already from a time dating back over a thou-

sand years.

3. Germany was prepared to settle the question of Danzig and
of the Corridor by the method of negotiation on the basis of a

proposal of truly unparalleled magnanimity. The allegations

disseminated by England regarding a German mobilization

against Poland, the assertion of aggressive designs towards Rou-
mania, Hungary, &c, as well as the so-called guarantee declara-

tions which were subsequently given had, however, dispelled

Polish inclination to negotiate on a basis of this kind which would
have been tolerable for Germany also.
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4. The unconditional assurance given by England to Poland

that she would render assistance to that country in all circum-

stances regardless of the causes from which a conflict might
spring, could only be interpreted in that country as an encour-

agement thence-forward to unloosen, under cover of such a char-

ter, a wave of appalling terrorism against the one and a half

million German inhabitants living in Poland. The atrocities

which since then have been taking place in that country are ter-

rible for the victims, but intolerable for a Great Power such as

the German Reich which is expected to remain a passive onlooker

during these happenings. Poland has been guilty of numerous
breaches of her legal obligations towards the Free City of Dan-
zig, has made demands in the character of ultimata, and has

initiated a process of economic strangulation.

5. The Government of the German Reich therefore recently

caused the Polish Government to be informed that it was not

prepared passively to accept this development of affairs, that it

will not tolerate further addressing of notes in the character of

ultimata to Danzig, that it will not tolerate a continuance of the

persecution of the German minority, that it will equally not toler-

ate the extermination of the Free City of Danzig by economic

measures, in other words, the destruction of the vital bases of

the population of Danzig by a kind of Customs blockade, and that

it will not tolerate the occurrence of further acts of provocation

directed against the Reich. Apart from this, the questions of

the Corridor and of Danzig must and shall be solved.

6. Your Excellency informs me in the name of the British

Government that you will be obliged to render assistance to

Poland in any such case of intervention on the part of Germany.
I take note of this statement of yours and assure you that it can

make no change in the determination of the Reich Government to

safeguard the interests of the Reich as stated in paragraph 5

above. Your assurance to the effect that in such an event you

anticipate a long war is shared by myself. Germany, if attacked

by England, will be found prepared and determined. I have al-

ready more than once declared before the German people and

the world that there can be no doubt concerning the determina-

tion of the new German Reich rather to accept, for however long

it might be, every sort of misery and tribulation than to sacri-

fice its national interests, let alone its honour.

7. The German Reich Government has received information

to the effect that the British Government has the intention to

carry out measures of mobilization which, according to the state-

ments contained in your own letter, are clearly directed against
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Germany alone. This is said to be true of France as well. Since

Germany has never had the intention of taking military meas-

ures other than those of a defensive character against England

or France, and, as has already been emphasized, has never in-

tended, and does not in the future intend, to attack England or

France, it follows that this announcement as confirmed by you,

Mr. Prime Minister, in your own letter, can only refer to a con-

templated act of menace directed against the Reich. I therefore

inform your Excellency that, in the event of these military an-

nouncements being carried into effect, I shall order immediate

mobilization of the German forces.

8. The question of the treatment of European problems on a

peaceful basis is not a decision which rests on Germany but

primarily on those who since the crime committed by the Ver-

sailles dictate have stubbornly and consistently opposed any

peaceful revision. Only after a change of spirit on the part of

the responsible Powers can there be any real change in the rela-

tionship between England and Germany. I have all my life

fought for Anglo-German friendship; the attitude adopted by
British diplomacy—at any rate up to the present—has, however,

convinced me of the futility of such an attempt. Should there

be any change in this respect in the future nobody could be hap-

pier than I.

ADOLF HITLER.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT JO-72 No. 62

BRITISH OFFICIAL REPORT, DANZIG 26 AUGUST 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Mr. F. M. Shepherd to Viscount Halifax.

(Telegraphic)
'

Danzig, August 26, 1939.

Following is translation of decree of Senate dated 23rd Au-
gust:

Decree: Article 1. Gauleiter of Danzig is Head of State

['Staatsoberhaupt'] of the Free City of Danzig.

Article 2. This decree comes into force on 23rd August, 1939.

Following are translations of letters dated 24th August (a)

from President of Senate to Herr Forster, and (b) of latter's

reply :

—

(a) At its meeting yesterday the Senate passed a resolution
according to which you have been declared Staatsoberhaupt of
the Free City of Danzig as from yesterday. A copy of the cer-
tified resolution is enclosed. In addition, a legal decree has been
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prepared today and signed making the above-mentioned resolu-
tion of the Senate operative. By means of these two acts of the
Government the Danzig Constitution has been altered in the
above-mentioned sense. The Senate has authorized me to re-
quest you, Herr Gauleiter, to accept this office forthwith in order
in these difficult but wonderful last decisive days outwardly to
give expression to the unity between party and State, which has
so often been stressed and which inwardly has always existed.

(b) I have taken cognizance of the contents of your letter of
the 24th instant and of the enclosed certified copy of the decree
regarding the Staatsoberhaupt of the Free City of Danzig of
23rd August, 1939, and of the copy of the Senate's resolution of
the 23rd August, 1939, which was also enclosed. It, of course,
goes without saying that in my capacity as Leader of the
N.S.D.A.P. of the Danzig district I am prepared in days which
are so fateful for Danzig also to conduct the affairs of the State.

With this decree promulgated on the 23rd August, 1939, a state
of affairs is officially sanctioned which, since the accession to

power by the National Socialists in 1933, has in practice been
in force.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 68

SUPPLEMENTARY COMMUNICATION FROM THE
GERMAN CHANCELLOR HANDED TO HIS

MAJESTY'S AMBASSADOR ON
AUGUST 25, 1939.

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

The following is a translation of the text of a verbal communi-
cation made to Sir Neville Henderson by Herr Hitler at his in-

terview on the 25th. August:

—

By way of introduction the Fuehrer declared that the British

Ambassador had given expression at the close of the last con-
versation to the hope that, after all, an understanding between
Germany and England might yet be possible. He (the Fuehrer)
had therefore turned things over in his mind once more and de-

sired to make a move as regards England which should be as
decisive as the move as regards Russia which had led to the
recent agreement. Yesterday's sitting in the house of Commons
and the speeches of Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Halifax had also

moved the Fuehrer to talk once more to the British Ambassador.
The assertion that Germany affected to conquer the world was
ridiculous. The British Empire embraced 40 million square
kilometres, Russia 19 million square kilometres, America 9%
million square kilometres, whereas Germany embraced less than
600,000 square kilometres. It is quite clear who it is who desires

to conquer the world.
The Fuehrer makes the following communication to the British

Ambassador :

—

1. Poland's actual provocations have become intolerable. It

makes no difference who is responsible. If the Polish Govern-
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ment denies responsibility, that only goes to show that it no
longer itself possesses any influence over its subordinate mili-

tary authorities. In the preceding night there had been a fur-

ther twenty-one new frontier incidents; on the German side

the greatest discipline had been maintained. All incidents had
been provoked from the Polish side. Furthermore, commercial
aircraft had been shot at. If the Polish Government stated that

it was not responsible, it showed that it was no longer capable
of controlling its own people.

2. Germany was in all circumstances determined to abolish

these Macedonian conditions on their Eastern frontier and, what
is more, to do so in the interests of quiet and order, but also in

the interests of European peace.
3. The problem of Danzig and the Corridor must be solved.

The British Prime Minister had made a speech which was not
in the least calculated to induce any change in the German atti-

tude. At the most, the result of this speech could be a bloody
and incalculable war between Germany and England. Such a
war would be bloodier than that of 1914 to 1918. In contrast to

the last war, Germany would no longer have to fight on two
fronts. Agreement with Russia was unconditional and signified

a change in foreign policy of the Reich which would last a very
long time.

Russia and Germany wbuld never again take up arms against
each other. Apart from this, the agreements reached with Rus-
sia would also render Germany secure economically for the long-
est possible period of war.
The Fuehrer had always wanted an Anglo-German understand-

ing. War between England and Germany could at the best bring
some profit to Germany but none at all to England.
The Fuehrer declared that the German-Polish problem must

be solved and will be solved. He is, however, prepared and deter-
mined after the solution of this problem to approach England
once more with a large comprehensive offer. He is a man of
great decisions, and in this case also he will be capable of being
great in his action. He accepts the British Empire and is ready
to pledge himself personally for its continued existence and to
place the power of the German Reich at its disposal if

—

(1) His colonial demands which are limited and can be
negotiated by peaceful methods are fulfilled and in

this case he is prepared to fix the longest time
limits.

(2) His obligations towards Italy are not touched; in

other words, he does not demand that England gives
up het obligations towards France and similarly for
his own part he cannot withdraw from his obliga-
tions towards Italy.

(3) He also desires to stress the irrevocable determina-
tion of Germany never again to enter into conflict

with Russia. The Fuehrer is ready to conclude
agreements with England which, as has already
been emphasized, would not only guarantee the ex-
istence of the British Empire in all circumstances as
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far as Germany is concerned, but also if necessary
an assurance to the British Empire of German as-

sistance regardless of where such assistance should
be necessary. The Fuehrer would then also be ready
tot accept a reasonable limitation of armaments
which corresponds to the new political situation,

and which is economically tolerable. Finally, the
Fuehrer renewed his assurances that he is not in-

terested in Western problems and that a frontier
modification in the West does not enter into consid-
eration. Western fortifications which have been con-
structed at a cost of milliards were final Reich fron-
tier on the West.

If the British Government would consider these ideas a bless-

ing for Germany and also for the British Empire might result.

If it rejects these ideas there will be war. In no case would
Great Britain emerge stronger; the last war proved this.

The Fuehrer repeats that he is a man of ad infinitum decisions
by which he himself is bound and that this is his last offer. Imme-
diately after solution of the German-Polish question he would
approach the British Government with an offer.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 74

REPLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT DATED
AUGUST 28, 1939, TO THE GERMAN CHANCEL-
LOR'S COMMUNICATIONS OF AUGUST 23

, AND 25, 1939.

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

His Majesty's Government have received the message conveyed

to them from the German Chancellor by His Majesty's Ambas-
sador in Berlin, and have considered it with the care which it

demands.

They note the Chancellor's expression of his desire to make
friendship the basis of the relations between Germany and the

British Empire and they fully share this desire. They believe

with him that if a complete and lasting understanding between

the two countries could be established it would bring untold bless-

ings to both peoples.

2. The Chancellor's message deals with two groups of ques-

tions: those which are the matters now in dispute between Ger-

many and Poland and those affecting the ultimate relations of

Germany and Great Britain. In connection with these last, His

Majesty's Government observe that the German Chancellor has

indicated certain proposals which, subject to one condition, he

would be prepared to make to the British Government for a gen-

eral understanding. These proposals, are of course, stated in
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very general form and would require closer definition, but His

Majesty's Government are fully prepared to take them, with

some additions, as subjects for discussion and they would be

ready, if the differences between Germany and Poland are peace-

fully composed, to proceed so soon as practicable to such discus-

sion with a sincere desire to reach agreement.

3. The Condition which the German Chancellor lays down is

that there must first be a settlement of the differences between

Germany and Poland. As to that, His Majesty's Government
entirely agree. Everything, however, turns upon the nature of

the settlement and the method by which it is to be reached. On
these points, the importance of which cannot be absent from
the Chancellor's mind, his message is silent, and His Majesty's

Government feel compelled to point out that an understanding

upon both of these is essential to achieving further progress.

The German Government will be aware that His Majesty's

Government have obligations to Poland by which they are bound

and which they intend to honour. They could not, for any ad-

vantage offered to Great Britain, acquiesce in a settlement which

put in jeopardy the independence of a State to whom they have

given their guarantee.

4. In the opinion of His Majesty's Government a reasonable

solution of the differences between Germany and Poland could

and should be effected by agreement between the two countries

on lines which would include the safeguarding of Poland's es-

sential interests, and they recall that in his speech of the 28th

April last the German Chancellor recognized the importance of

these interests to Poland.

But, as was stated by the Prime Minister in his letter to the

German Chancellor of the 22nd August, His Majesty's Govern-

ment consider it essential for the success of the discussions which
would precede the agreement that it should be understood before-

hand that any settlement arrived at would be guaranteed by

other Powers. His Majesty's Government would be ready if

desired to make their contribution to the effective operation of

such a guarantee.

In view of His Majesty's Government it follows that the next

step should be the initiation of direct discussions between the

German and Polish Governments on a basis which would include

the principles stated above, namely, the safeguarding of Poland's

essential interests and the securing of the settlement by an in-

ternational guarantee.

They have already received a definite assurance from the

Polish Government that they are prepared to enter into discus-

K93261—47—30
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sions on this basis, and His Majesty's Government hope the Ger-

man Government would for their part also be willing to agree

to this course.

If, as His Majesty's Government hope, such discussion led to

agreement the way would be open to the negotiation of that

wider and more complete understanding between Great Britain

and Germany which both countries desire.

5. His Majesty's Government agree with the German Chancel-

lor that one of the principal dangers in the German Polish situa-

tion arises from the reports concerning the treatment of minori-

ties. The present state of tension, with its concomitant frontier

incidents, reports of maltreatment and inflammatory propa-

ganda, is a constant danger to peace. It is manifestly a matter

of the utmost urgency that all incidents of the kind should be

promptly and rigidly suppressed and that verified reports should

not be allowed to circulate, in order that time may be afforded,

without provocation on either side, for a full examination of the

possibilities of settlement. His Majesty's Government are con-

fident that both the Governments concerned are fully alive to

these considerations.

6. His Majesty's Government have said enough to make their

own attitude plain in the particular matters at issue between

Germany and Poland.

They trust that the German Chancellor will not think that, be-

cause His Majesty's Government are scrupulous concerning their

obligations to Poland, they are not anxious to use all their in-

fluence to assist the achievements of a solution which may com-

mend itself both to Germany and to Poland.

That such a settlement should be achieved seems to His Maj-

esty's Government essential, not only for reasons directly aris-

ing in regard to the settlement itself, but also because of the

wider considerations of which the German Chancellor has spoken

with such conviction.

7. It is unnecessary in the present reply to stress the advan-

tage of a peaceful settlement over a decision to settle the ques-

tions at issue by force of arms. The results of a decision to

use force have been clearly set out in the Prime Minister's letter

to the Chancellor of the 22nd August, and His Majesty's Govern-

ment do not doubt that they are as fully recognized by the

Chancellor as by themselves.

On the other hand, His Majesty's Government, noting with

interest the German Chancellor's reference in the message now
under consideration to a limitation of armaments, believe that,

if a peaceful settlement can be obtained, the assistance of the
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world could confidently be anticipated for practical measures to

enable the transition from preparation for war to the normal ac-

tivities of peaceful trade to be safely and smoothly effected.

8. A just settlement of these questions between Germany and
Poland may open the way to world peace. Failure to reach

it would ruin the hopes of better understanding between Ger-

many and Great Britain, would bring the two countries into con-

flict, and might well plunge the whole world into war. Such an

outcome would be a calamity without parallel in history.

. PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 75

SIR N. HENDERSON TO VISCOUNT HALIFAX
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Berlin, August 28 1939.

(Telegraphic—received 2.35 a.m. August 29).

I saw the Chancellor at 10.30 this evening. He asked me to

come at 10 p.m., but I sent word that I could not have the trans-

lation ready before the later hour. Herr von Ribbentrop was
present, also Dr. Schmidt. Interview lasted one and a quarter

hours.

2. Herr Hitler began by reading the German translation.

When he had finished, I said that I wished to make certain ob-

servations from notes which I had made in the conversations

with the Prime Minister and His Majesty's Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs. In the first place I wished to say that we in

England regarded it as absurd that Britain should be supposed

by the German Government to consider the crushing of Germany
as a settled policy. We held it to be no less astonishing that

anyone in Germany should doubt for a moment that we would
not fight for Poland if her independence or vital interests were
menaced.

3. Our word was our word, and we had never and would never

break it. In the old days Germany's word had the same value,

and I quoted a passage from a German book (which Herr Hitler

had read) about Marshal Bluecher's exhortation to his troops

when hurrying to the support of Wellington at Waterloo : "For-
ward, my children, I have given my word to my brother Welling-

ton, and you cannot wish me to break it."

4. Herr Hitler at once intervened to observe that things were
different 125 years ago. I said not so far as England was con-

cerned. He wanted, I said, Britain's friendship. What value

would he place on our friendship if we began it by disloyalty to a
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friend? Whatever some people might say, the British people

sincerely desired an understanding with Germany, and no one

more so than the Prime Minister (Herr von Ribbentrop re-

marked that Mr. Chamberlain had once said to him that it was
his dearest wish). To-day the whole British public was behind

the Prime Minister. The recent vote in the House of Commons
was an unmistakable proof of that fact. The Prime Minister

could carry through his policy of an understanding if, but only

if, Herr Hitler were prepared to co-operate. There was abso-

lutely no truth in the idea sometimes held in Germany that the

British Cabinet was disunited or that the country was not unani-

mous. It was now or never, and it rested with Herr Hitler. If

he was prepared to sacrifice that understanding in order to make
war or immoderate demands on Poland, the responsibility was
his. We offered friendship but only on the basis of a peaceful

and freely negotiated solution of the Polish question.

5. Herr Hitler replied that he would be willing to negotiate,

if there was a Polish Government which was prepared to be rea-

sonable and which really controlled the country. He expiated

on misdoings of the Poles, referred to his generous offer of

March last, said that it could not be repeated and asserted that

nothing else than the return of Danzig and the whole of the Cor-

ridor would satisfy him, together with a rectification in Silesia,

where 90 per cent of the population had voted for Germany at

the post-war plebiscite but where as a result of Haller-Korfanti

coup, what the Plebiscite Commission had allotted had neverthe-

less been grabbed by Poland.

6. I told Herr Hitler that he must choose between England

and Poland. If he put forward immoderate demands there was
no hope of a peaceful solution. Corridor was inhabited almost

entirely by Poles. Herr Hitler interrupted me here by observing

that this was only true because a million Germans had been

driven out of that district since the war. I again said the choice

lay with him. He had offered a Corridor over the Corridor in

March, and I must honestly tell him that anything more than

that, if that, would have no hope of acceptance. I begged him
very earnestly to reflect before raising his price. He said his

original offer had been contemptuously refused and he would

not make it again. I observed that it had been made in the form
of a dictate and therein lay the whole difference.

7. Herr Hitler continued to argue that Poland could never be

reasonable: she had England and France behind her, and

imagined that even if she were beaten she would later recover,

thanks to their help, more than she might lose. He spoke of an-
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nihilating Poland. I said that reminded me of similar talk last

year of annihilation of the Czechs. He retorted that we were

incapable of inducing Poland to be reasonable. I said that it was

just because we remembered the experience of Czechoslovakia

last year that we hesitated to press Poland too far to-day. Never-

theless, we reserved to ourselves the right to form our own judg-

ment as to what was or what was not reasonable so far as Poland

or Germany was concerned. We kept our hands free in that

respect.

8. Generally speaking, Herr Hitler kept harping on Poland,

and I kept on just as consistently telling Herr Hitler that he

had to choose between friendship with England which we offered

him and excessive demands on Poland which would put an end

to all hopes of British friendship. If we were to come to an

understanding it would entail sacrifices on our part. If he was
not prepared to make sacrifices on his part there was nothing here

to be done. Herr Hitler said that he had to satisfy the demands
of his people, his army was ready and eager for battle, his people

were united behind him, and he could not tolerate further ill-

treatment of Germans in Poland &c.

9. It is unnecessary to recall the details of a long and earnest

conversation in the course of which the only occasion in which
Herr Hitler became at all excited was when I observed that it

was not a question of Danzig and the Corridor, but one of our

determination to resist force by force. This evoked a tirade

about the Rhineland, Austria and Sudeten and their peaceful

reacquisition by Germany. He also resented my reference to

15th March.

10. In the end I asked him two straight questions. Was he
willing to negotiate direct with the Poles and was he ready to

discuss the question of an exchange of populations? He re-

plied in the affirmative as regards the latter (though I have
no doubt that he was thinking at the same time of a rectifica-

tion of frontiers). As regards the first, he said he could not

give me an answer until after he had given reply of His Ma-
jesty's Government the careful consideration which such a docu-

ment deserved. In this connection he turned to Herr von Rib-

bentrop and said: "We must summon Field-Marshal Goering
to discuss it with him."

Hi I finally repeated to him very solemnly the main note of

the whole conversation so far as I was concerned, namely, that

it lay with him as to whether he preferred a unilateral solu-

tion which would mean war as regards Poland, or British
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friendship. If he were prepared to pay the price of the latter

by a generous gesture as regards Poland, he could at a stroke

change in his favour the whole of public opinion not only in

England but in the world. I left no doubt in his mind as to

what the alternative would be, nor did he dispute the point.

12. At the end Herr von Ribbentrop asked me whether I

could guarantee that the Prime Minister could carry the coun-

try with him in a policy of friendship with Germany. I said

there was no possible doubt whatever that he could and would,

provided Germany co-operated with him. Herr Hitler asked

whether England would be willing to accept an alliance with

Germany. I said, speaking personally, I did not exclude such a

possibility provided the developments of events justified it.

13. Conversation was conducted in quite a friendly atmos-

phere, in spite of absolute firmness on both sides. Herr Hitler's

general attitude was that he could give me no real reply until

he had carefully studied the answer of His Majesty's Govern-

ment. He said that he would give me a written reply tomorrow,

Tuesday. I told him that I would await it, but was quite pre-

pared to wait. Herr Hitler's answer was that there was no

time to wait.

14. I did not refer to the question of a truce. I shall raise

that point tomorrow if his answer affords any real ground for

hope that he is prepared to abandon war for the sake of British

friendship.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 73

REPLY OF THE GERMAN CHANCELLOR TO THE COM-
MUNICATION OF AUGUST 28 1939, FROM HIS MAJ-
ESTY'S GOVERNMENT. (THIS REPLY WAS
HANDED TO SIR N. HENDERSON BY HERR
HITLER DURING THE EVENING OF

AUGUST 29, 1939.

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

The British Ambassador in Berlin has submitted to the

British Government suggestions which I felt bound to make in

order

—

(1) to give expression once more to the will of the Reich

Government for sincere Anglo-German understand-

ing, co-operation and friendship;

(2) to leave no room for doubt as to fact that such an

understanding could not be bought at the price of
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renunciation of vital German interests, let alone

the abandonment of demands which are based as

much upon common human justice as upon the na-

tional dignity and honour of our people.

The German Government have noted with satisfaction from
the reply of the British Government and from the oral explana-

tions given by the British Ambassador that the British Govern-

ment for their part are also prepared to improve relationship

between Germany and England and to develop and extend it

in the sense of the German suggestion.

In this connection, the British Government are similarly con-

vinced that the removal of the German-Polish tension, which has

become unbearable, is the pre-requisite for the realization of this

hope.

Since the autumn of the past year, and on the last occasion in

March, 1939, there were submitted to the British Government
proposals, both oral and written, which, having regard to the

friendship then existing between Germany and Poland, offered

the possibility of a solution of the questions in dispute accept-

able to both parties. The British Government are aware that

the Polish Government saw fit, in March last, finally to reject

these proposals. At the same time, they used this rejection as a

pretext or an occasion for taking military measures which have

since been continuously intensified. Already in the middle of

last month Poland was in effect in a state of mobilization. This

was accompanied by numerous encroachments in the Free City

of Danzig due to the instigation of the Polish authorities;

threatening demands in the nature of ultimata, varying only in

degree, were addressed to the City. A closing of the frontiers,

at first in the form of a measure of customs policy but extended

later in a military sense affecting also traffic and communica-
tions, was imposed with the object of bringing about the polit-

ical exhaustion and economic destruction of this German com-
munity.

To this were added barbaric actions of maltreatment which
cry to Heaven, and other kinds of persecution of the large Ger-
man national group in Poland which extended even to the killing

of many resident Germans or to their forcible removal under
the most cruel conditions. This state of affairs is unbearable
for a Great Power. It has now forced Germany, after remain-
ing a passive onlooker for many months, in her turn to take the

necessary steps for the safeguarding of justified German inter-

ests. And indeed the German Government can but assure the

British Government in the most solemn manner that a condition
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of affairs has now been reached which can no longer be accepted

or observed with indifference.

The demands of the German Government are in conformity

with the revision of the Versailles Treaty in regard to this ter-

ritory which has always been recognized as being necessary:

viz., return of Danzig and the Corridor to Germany, the safe-

guarding of the existence of the German national group in the

territories remaining to Poland.

The German Government note with satisfaction that the

British Government also are in principle convinced that some
solution must be found for the new situation which has arisen.

They further feel justified in assuming that the British Gov-

ernment too can have no doubt that it is a question now of con-

ditions, for the elimination of which there no longer remains

days, still less weeks, but perhaps only hours. For in the dis-

organized state of affairs obtaining in Poland, the possibility

of incidents intervening which it might be impossible for Ger-

many to tolerate, must at any moment be reckoned with.

While the British Government may still believe that these

grave differences can be resolved by way of direct negotiations,

the German Government unfortunately can no longer share this

view as a matter of course. For they have made the attempt to

embark on such peaceful negotiations, but instead of receiving

any support from the Polish Government, they were rebuffed

by the sudden introduction of measures of a military character

in favour of the development alluded to above.

The British Government attach importance to two consider-

ations: (1) that the existing danger of an imminent explosion

should be eliminated as quickly as possible by direct negotiation,

and (2) that the existence of the Polish State, in the form in

which it would then continue to exist, should be adequately safe-

guarded in the economic and political sphere by means of inter-

national guarantees.

On this subject the German Government makes the following

declaration :

—

Though sceptical as to the prospects of a successful outcome,

they are nevertheless prepared to accept the English proposal

and to enter into direct discussions. They do so, as has already

been emphasized, solely as the result of the impression made
upon them by the written statement received from the British

Government that they too desire a pact of friendship in accord-

ance with the general lines indicated to the British Ambassador.

The German Government desire in this way to give the British

Government and the British nation a proof of the sincerity of
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Germany's intentions to enter into a lasting friendship with

Great Britain.

The Government of the Reich felt, however, bound to point

out to the British Government that in the event of a territorial

rearrangement in Poland they would no longer be able to bind

themselves to give guarantees or to participate in guarantees

without the U. S. S. R. being associated therewith.

For the rest, in making these proposals the German Govern-

ment have never had any intention of touching Poland's vital

interests or questioning the existence of an independent Polish

State. The German Government, accordingly, in these circum-

stances agree to accept the British Government's offer of their

good offices in securing the despatch to Berlin of a Polish

Emissary with full powers. They count on the arrival of this

Emissary on Wednesday, the 30th August, 1939.

The German Government will immediately draw up proposals

for a solution acceptable to themselves and will, if possible,

place these at the disposal of the British Government before the

arrival of the Polish negotiator.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 79

SIR N. HENDERSON TO VISCOUNT HALIFAX
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

(Telegraphic—received 9.15 p.m.).

Berlin, August 29, 1939.

Herr Hitler handed me German reply at 7.15 this evening.

Translation of full text will follow as soon as possible.

2. In reply to two British proposals, namely, for direct Ger-

man-Polish negotiations and international guarantee of any set-

tlement, German Government declares:

—

(1) That, in spite of its scepticism as to the prospect of

their success, it accepts direct negotiation solely

out of desire to ensure lasting friendship with

Britain, and

(2) In the case of any modifications of territory German
Government cannot undertake or participate in any

guarantees without consulting the U.S.S.R.

3. Note observes that German proposals have never had for

their object any diminution of Polish vital interests, and de-

clares that German Government accepts mediation of Great

Britain with a view to visit to Berlin of some Polish plenipo-
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tentiary. German Government, note adds, counts on arrival of

such plenipotentiary to-morrow, Wednesday, 30th August.

4. I remarked that this phrase sounded like an ultimatum, but

after some heated remarks both Herr Hitler and Herr von Rib-

bentrop assured me that it was only intended to stress urgency

of the moment when the two fully mobilized armies were stand-

ing face to face.

5. I said that I would transmit this suggestion immediately to

His Majesty's Government, and asked whether, if such Polish

plenipotentiary did come, we could assume that he would be well

received and that discussions would be conducted on footing of

complete equality. Herr Hitler's reply was "of course".

6. German demands are declared to be revision of Versailles

Treaty; namely, return of Danzig and the Corridor to Germany,
security for lives of German national minorities in the rest of

Poland ; note concludes with statement that the German Govern-

ment will immediately elaborate proposals for an acceptable

solution, and inform British Government, if possible, before ar-

rival of Polish plenipotentiary.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 89

REPLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT TO THE GER-
MAN CHANCELLOR'S COMMUNICATION OF AUGUST

29, 1939. (This reply was handed by Sir N. Henderson

to Herr von Ribbentrop at Midnight on

August 30, 1939.)

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

His Majesty's Government appreciate the friendly reference

in the Declaration contained in the reply of the German Gov-

ernment to the latter's desire for an Anglo-German understand-

ing and to their statement of the influence which this considera-

tion has exercised upon their policy.

2. His Majesty's Government repeat that they reciprocate the

German Government's desire for improved relations, but it will

be recognized that they could not sacrifice the interests of other

friends in order to obtain that improvement. They fully under-

stand that the German Government cannot sacrifice Germany's

vital interests, but the Polish Government are in the same posi-

tion and His Majesty's Government believe that the vital inter-

ests of the two countries are not incompatible.

3. His Majesty's Government note that the German Govern-
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ment accept the British proposal and are prepared to enter into

direct discussions with the Polish Government.

4. His Majesty's' Government understand that the German
Government accept in principle the condition that any settle-

ment should be made the subject of an international guarantee.

The question of who shall participate in this guarantee will have

to be discussed further, and His Majesty's Government hope that

to avoid loss of time the German Government will take immediate

steps to obtain the assent of the U.S.S.R., whose participation

in the guarantee His Majesty's Government have always assumed.

5. His Majesty's Government also note that the German Gov-

ernment accept the position of the British Government as to

Poland's vital interests and independence.

6. His Majesty's Government must make an express reserva-

tion in regard to the statement of the particular demands put

forward by the German Government in an earlier passage in

their reply. They understand that the German Government are

drawing up proposals for a solution. No doubt these proposals

will be fully examined during the discussions. It can then be de-

termined how far they are compatible with the essential condi-

tions which His Majesty's Government have stated and which in

principle the German Government have expressed their willing-

ness to accept.

7. His Majesty's Government are at once informing the Polish

Government of the German Government's reply. The method of

contact and arrangements for discussions must obviously be

agreed with all urgency between the German and Polish Gov-

ernments, but in His Majesty's Government's view it would be

impracticable to establish contact so early as today.

8. His Majesty's Government fully recognize the need for

speed in the initiation of discussion, and they share the appre-

hensions of the Chancellor arising from the proximity of two mo-
bilized armies standing face to face. They would accordingly

most strongly urge that both parties should undertake that, dur-

ing the negotiations, no aggressive military movements will take

place. His Majesty's Government feel confident that they could

obtain such an undertaking from the Polish Government if the

German Government would give similar assurances.

9. Further, His Majesty's Government would suggest that a
temporary modus vivendi might be arranged for Danzig, which
might prevent the occurrence of incidents tending to render Ger-
man-Polish relations more difficult.
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SIR N. HENDERSON TO VISCOUNT HALIFAX.
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

(Telegraphic—received 9.30 a.m. August 31.)

Berlin, August 30, 1939

I told Herr von Ribbentrop this evening that His Majesty's

Government found it difficult to advise Polish Government to ac-

cept procedure adumbrated in German reply, and suggested that

he should adopt normal contact, i.e., that when German proposals

were ready to invite Polish Ambassador to call and to hand him

proposals for transmission to his Government with a view to im-

mediate opening of negotiations. I added that if basis afforded

prospect of settlement His Majesty's Government could be counted

upon to do their best in Warsaw to temporize negotiations.

2. Herr von Ribbentrop's reply was to produce a lengthy docu-

ment which he read out in German aloud at top speed. Imagining

that he would eventually hand it to me I did not attempt to fol-

low too closely the sixteen or more articles which it contained.

Though I cannot therefore guarantee accuracy the main points

were: restoration of Danzig to Germany; southern boundary of

Corridor to be line Marienwerder, Graudenz, Bromberg, Schoen-

lanke; plebiscite to be held in the Corridor on basis of population

on 1st January 1919, a solute majority to decide international

commission of British, French, Italian and Russian members to

police the Corridor and guarantee reciprocal communications with

Danzig and Gdynia pending result of the plebiscite; Gdynia to be

reserved to Poland; Danzig to be purely commercial city and
demilitarized.

3. When I asked Herr von Ribbentrop for text of these proposals

in accordance with undertaking in the German reply of yesterday,

he asserted that it was now too late as Polish representative had

not arrived in Berlin by midnight.

4. I observed that to treat matter in this way meant that request

for Polish representative to arrive in Berlin on 30th August con-

stituted in fact, an ultimatum in spite of what he and Herr Hitler

had assured me yesterday. This he denied, saying that idea of

an ultimatum was figment of my imagination. Why then I asked

could he not adopt normal procedure and give me copy of pro-

posals and ask Polish Ambassador to call on him, just as Herr

Hitler had summoned me a few days ago, and hand them to him

for communication to Polish Government? In the most violent

terms Herr von Ribbentrop said that he would never ask the Am-
bassador to visit him. He hinted that if Polish Ambassador asked
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him for interview it might be different. I said that I would

naturally inform my Government so at once. Whereupon he said

while those were his personal views he would bring all that I had

said to Herr Hitler's notice. It was for Chancellor to decide.

5. We parted on that note, but I must tell you that Herr von

Ribbentrop's whole demeanor during an unpleasant interview was
aping Herr Hitler at his worst. He inveighed incidentally against

Polish mobilization, but I retorted that it was hardly surprising

since Germany had also mobilized as Herr Hitler himself had

admitted to be yesterday.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 1 10

VISCOUNT HALIFAX TO SIR N. HENDERSON (BERLIN)
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

(Telegraphic.) Foreign Office, September 1, 1939. 5:45 P.M.

Following is text referred to in my immediately preceding tele-

gram :

—

On the instructions of His Majesty's Principal Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, I have the honour to make the follow-

ing communication:

—

Early this morning the German Chancellor issued a proclama-

tion to the German army which indicated clearly that he was
about to attack Poland.

Information which has reached His Majesty's Government in

the United Kingdom and the French Government indicates that

German troops have crossed the Polish frontier and that attacks

upon Polish towns are proceeding.

In these circumstances, it appears to the Governments of the

United Kingdom and France that by their action the German Gov-

ernment have created conditions. (viz., an aggressive act of force

against Poland threatening the independence of Poland) which
call for the implementation by the Governments of the United

Kingdom and France of the undertaking to Poland to come to

her assistance.

I am accordingly to inform your Excellency that unless the

German Government are prepared to give His Majesty's Govern-

ment satisfactory assurances that the German Government have

suspended all aggressive action against Poland and are prepared

promptly to withdraw their forces from Polish territory, His

Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom will without hesita-

tion fulfill their obligations to Poland.
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VISCOUNT HALIFAX TO SIR H. KENNARD (WARSAW)
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Foreign Office, September 1, 1939.

Sir,

The Polish Ambassador called to see me at his request at 10.30

this morning. Count Raczynski said that he had been officially-

informed from Paris that German forces had crossed the fron-

tier at four points. He added that the towns of Vilno, Grodno,

Brest-Litovsk, Lodz, Katowice and Cracow were being bombed
and that at 9 a.m. an air attack had been made on Warsaw, as a

result of which there were many civilian victims, including

women and children. As regards the German attack, he under-

stood, although he had no official information, that the points at

the frontier which had been crossed were near Danzig, in East

Prussia and Upper Silesia. His Excellency said that he had few
words to add, except that it was a plain case as provided for by
the treaty. I said that I had no doubt on the facts as he had re-

ported them that we should take the same view.

I am, etc.

HALIFAX.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 118

VISCOUNT HALIFAX TO SIR N. HENDERSON (BERLIN).
[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

(Telegraphic) Foreign Office, September 3, 1939, 5 A.M.
Please seek interview with Minister for Foreign Affairs at 9

A.M. to-day, Sunday or, if he cannot see you then, arrange to

convey at that time to representative of German Government the

following communication :

—

In the communication which I had the honour to make to you
on 1st September I informed you, on the instructions of His Ma-
jesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that,

unless the German Government were prepared to give His
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom satisfactory as-

surances that the German Government had suspended all aggres-
sive action against Poland and were prepared promptly to with-
draw their forces from Polish territory, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom would, without hesitation, fulfill

their obligations to Poland.

Although this communication was made more than twenty-four
hours ago, no reply has been received but German attacks upon
Poland have been continued and intensified. I have accordingly
the honour to inform you that, unless not later than 11 A.M.,
British Summer Time, to-day 3rd September, satisfactory assur-
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ances to the above effect have been given by the German Govern-
ment, and have reached His Majesty's Government in London,
a state of war will exist between the two countries as from that

hour.
If the assurances referred to in the above communication are

received, you should inform me by any means at your disposal

before 11 A.M. to-day, 3rd September. If no such assurance is

received here at 11 A.M., we shall inform the German rep-

resentative that a state of war exists as from that hour.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 124

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TO HERR
HITLER OF 24th AUGUST 1939.

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

In the message which I sent you on the 14th April, I stated

that it appeared to be that the leaders of great nations had it

in their power to liberate their peoples from the disaster that

impended, but that, unless the effort were immediately made,

with good will on all sides, to find a peaceful and constructive

solution to existing controversies, the crisis which the world was
confronting must end in catastrophe. Today that catastrophe

appears to be very near—at hand, indeed.

To the message which I sent you last April I have received no

reply, but because my confident belief that the cause of world

peace—which is the cause of humanity itself—rises above all

other considerations I am again addressing myself to you, with

the hope that the war which impends and the consequent dis-

aster to all peoples may yet be averted.

I therefore urge with all earnestness—and I am likewise urg-

ing the President of the Republic of Poland—that the Govern-
ments of Germany and Poland agree by common accord to re-

frain from any positive act of hostility for a reasonable stipulated

period, and that they agree, likewise by common accord, to solve

the controversies which have arisen between them by one of the

three following methods:

—

First, by direct negotiation;

Second, by the submission of these controversies to an im-

partial arbitration in which they can both have confidence; or

Third, that they agree to the solution of these controversies

through the procedure of conciliation, selecting as a conciliator

or moderator a national of one of the American Republics, which
are all of them free from any connection with, or participation,

in, European political affairs.
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Both Poland and Germany being sovereign Governments, it is

understood, of course, that, upon resort to any one of the alter-

natives I suggest, each nation will agree to accord complete re-

spect to the independence and territorial integrity of the other.

The people of the United States are as one in their opposition

to policies of military conquest and domination. They are as one

in rejecting the thesis that any ruler or any people possess the

right to achieve their ends or objectives through the taking of

action which will plunge countless of millions into war, and which
will bring distress and suffering to every nation of the world,

belligerent and neutral, when such ends and objectives, so far as

they are just and reasonable, can be satisfied through the proc-

esses of peaceful negotiation or by resort to judicial arbitration.

I appeal to you in the name of the people of the United States,

and I believe in the name of peace-loving men and women every-

where, to agree to a solution of the controversies existing be-

tween your Government and that of Poland through the adoption

of one of the alternative methods I have proposed.

I need hardly reiterate that should the Governments of Ger-

many and Poland be willing to solve their differences in the

peaceful manner suggested, the Government of the United States

still stands prepared to contribute its share to the solution of the

problems which are endangering world peace in the form set

forth in my message of the 14th April.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 126

REPLY OF AUGUST 25, 1939, TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
FROM PRESIDENT MOSCICKI

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

I appreciate the noble message which your Excellency has been

kind enough to send me. I should like to emphasize that the Pol-

ish Government have ever considered direct talks between Gov-

ernments to be the most suitable method of resolving difficulties

which may arise between States. We consider that this method
is all the more suitable where neighbouring States are concerned.

On the basis of these principles Poland concluded non-aggression

pacts with Germany and Russia. We consider also that the

method of conciliation through the intermediary of a disinterested

and impartial third party is a just method of resolving differ-

ences which have been created between nations.

Although I clearly wish to avoid even the appearance of desir-

ing to profit by this occasion to raise points of litigation, I deem
it my duty, nevertheless, to make clear that in the present crisis
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it is not Poland which is formulating demands and demanding
concessions of any other State. It is therefore, perfectly natural

that Poland should hold aloof from any action of this kind, di-

rect or indirect. I would like to close by expressing my ardent

wish that your message of peace may contribute to a general

appeasement which is so necessary to enable the nations once

more to regain the blessed path of progress and civilization.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 127

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S SECOND APPEAL TO HERR
HITLER, DATED 25 AUGUST 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

I have this hour received from the President of Poland a re-

ply to the message which I addressed to your Excellency and to

him last night.

(The text of President Moscicki's reply is then given. Presi-

dent Roosevelt continues as follows) :

—

Your Excellency has repeatedly publicly stated that the aims

and objects sought by the German Reich were just and reason-

able.

In his reply to my message the President of Poland has made
it plain that the Polish Government is willing, upon the basis set

forth in my message, to agree to solve the controversy which has

arisen between the Republic of Poland and the German Reich

by direct negotiation or the process of conciliation.

Countless human lives can yet be saved and hope may still be

restored that the nations of the modern world may even now
construct the foundation for a peaceful and happier relationship,

if you and the Government of the German Reich will agree to

the pacific means of settlement accepted by the Government of

Poland. All the world prays that Germany, too, will accept.

PARTIAL COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-72 No. 139

BROADCAST APPEAL FOR PEACE BY HIS HOLINESS THE
POPE, AUGUST 24, 1939

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

Once again a critical hour strikes for the great human family;

an hour of tremendous deliberations, towards which our heart

cannot be indifferent and from which our spiritual authority,

which comes to us from God to lead souls in the ways of justice

and peace must not hold itself aloof.

fi93261—47—31
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Behold us then with all of you, who in this moment are carry-

ing the burden of so great a responsibility, in order that through

our voice you may hear the voice of that Christ from Whom the

world received the most exalted example of living, and in whom
millions and millions of souls repose their trust in a crisis in

which His word alone is capable of mastering all the tumultuous

disturbances of the earth.

Behold us with you, leaders of peoples, men of State and men
of arms, writers, orators of the radio and of the public rostrum

and all those others who have the power to influence the thought

and action of their fellow-men for whose destiny they are re-

sponsible.

We, armed only with the word of Truth and standing above all

public disputes and passions speak to you in the name of God
from "Whom all paternity in heaven and earth is named"—in

the name of Jesus Christ, Our Lord, who desired that all men be

brothers—in the name of the Holy Ghost, Gift of God most High,

inexhaustible source of love in the hearts of men.

To-day, notwithstanding our repeated exhortations and our

very particular interest, the fear of bloody international conflict

becomes more excruciating; to-day, when the tension of minds
seems to have arrived at such a pass as to make the outbreak of

the awful scourge of war appear imminent we direct with paternal

feeling a new and more heartfelt appeal to those in power and to

their peoples: to the former that, laying aside accusations,

threats, causes of mutual distrust, they may attempt to resolve

their present differences with the sole means suitable thereto,

namely by reciprocal and trusting agreement; to the latter that

in calm tranquillity, without disordered agitation they may en-

courage the peaceful efforts of those who govern them.

It is by force of reason and not by force of arms that Justice

makes progress; and empires which are not founded on Justice

are not blessed by God. Statesmanship emancipated from morality

betrays those very ones who would have it so.

The danger is imminent but there is yet time.

Nothing is lost with peace; all may be with war. Let men re-

turn to mutual understanding. Let them begin negotiations anew.

Conferring with goodwill and with respect for reciprocal rights

they will find that to sincere and conscientious negotiators, an

honourable solution is never precluded.

They will feel a sense of greatness—in the true sense of the

word—if by silencing the voices of passion, be it collective or
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private, and by leaving to reason its rightful rule, they will have

spared the blood of their fellow men and saved their country from

ruin.

May the Almighty grant that the voice of this Father of the

Christian family of this Servant of servants, who bears amongst

men, unworthily indeed, but nevertheless really, the person, the

voice and the authority of Jesus Christ, find in the minds and in

the hearts of men a ready and willing reception.

May the strong hear us that they may not become weak
through injustice, may the powerful hear us if they desire that

their power be not a destruction, rather a protection for their

peoples and a safeguard to tranquillity in public order and in

labour.

We beseech them by the blood of Christ, whose conquering

force in the world was His mildness in life and in death. And
beseeching them we know and feel that we have with us all those

who are upright of heart; all those who hunger and thirst after

justice—all those who already suffer every sorrow through the

evils of life. We have with us the heart of mothers which beats

as one with ours; the fathers who would be obliged to abandon

their families; lowly who labour and do not understand; the in-

nocent upon whom weighs heavily the awful threat; the young

men, generous knights of the purest and noblest ideals. And with

us also is the soul of this ancient Europe which was the product

of the faith and of Christian genius. With us all humanity seeks

just bread, freedom ; not steel which kills and destroys. With us

that Christ, Who has made His one, solemn commandment—Love
of One's Brother—the very substance of His religion and the

promise of salvation for individuals and for nations.

Recalling finally that human efforts are of no avail without

Divine assistance, we invite all to raise their eyes to Heaven and

to beseech the Lord with fervent prayer that His divine grace

descend in abundance upon this world in its upheaval, placate

dissensions, reconcile hearts and evoke the resplendent dawn of a

more serene future.

To this end and with this hope we impart to all, from the heart,

our paternal Benediction.
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MR. OSBORNE TO VISCOUNT HALIFAX

[British Blue Book on German-Polish Relations]

(Telegraphic—received 3.45 p.m.)

Holy See, August 31, 1939.

Cardinal Secretary of State has just handed me a note of which

the following is a translation:

—

The Pope is unwilling to abandon hope that pending negotia-

tions may lead to a just pacific solution such as the whole world
continues to pray for.

His Holiness therefore, in the name of God, beseeches the Ger-
man and Polish Governments to do all that is in their power to

avoid any incident and to abstain from taking any step that
might aggravate the present tension.

His Holiness begs the British, French and Italian Governments
to support his appeal.

Copies of the above were also handed to the Ambassadors of

Germany, Poland, France and Italy. His Eminence also gave a

copy to the Spanish Ambassador and is causing a copy to be con-

veyed to the United States Ambassador to the Quirinal.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 33

OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE ON THE POLISH AMBASSADOR'S
AUDIENCE WITH THE REICH CHANCELLOR

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

November 5, 1937.

The Reich Chancellor received the Polish Ambassador in Ber-

lin, M. Lipski, today. In his conversation with the Ambassador

the Fuehrer-Chancellor gave expression to his satisfaction that

it had been possible to reach an understanding on a matter of spe-

cial importance for Polish-German relations, i.e., the Minorities

question. Thus it had been proved that the Polish-German

Declaration of January 26, 1934, and the principle of direct nego-

tiation therein provided for, was still demonstrating its value.

In the course of the conversation it was confirmed that Polish-

German relations should not meet with difficulties because of the

Danzig question.
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CHANCELLOR HITLER'S REICHSTAG SPEECH OF
FEBRUARY 20, 1938

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

"With one State only did we not want any connection or any
close relations—with Soviet Russia. * * *"

"Any attempts to spread Bolshevism, irrespective of where
they occurred, would have our abhorrence and, if they threaten
us—our enmity. * * *"

In the fifth year following the first great foreign political agree-

ment of the Reich, it fills us with sincere gratification to be able

to state that in our relations with the State with which we had
had perhaps the greatest differences, not only has there been a

detente, but in the course of these years there has been a con-

stant improvement in relations. I know perfectly well that this

is above all attributable to the circumstance that at the time

there was no Western parliamentarian in Warsaw, but a Polish

Marshal, who as an eminent personality realized the significance,

so important to Europe, of such a German-Polish detente. This

good work, which was regarded with suspicion by so many at the

time, has stood the test, and I may say, that, since the League of

Nations finally gave up its continual attempts to unsettle Danzig

and appointed a man of great personal attainments as the new
commissioner, this most dangerous spot from the point of view of

European peace has entirely lost its menacing character. The
Polish State respects the national conditions in this State, and
both the city of Danzig and Germany respect Polish rights. And
so the way to a friendly understanding has been successfully

paved, an understanding which, beginning with Danzig, has to-

day, in spite of the attempts of certain mischief-makers, suc-

ceeded in finally taking the poison out of the relations between
Germany and Poland and transforming them into a sincere,

friendly co-operation.

Relying on her friendships Germany will not leave a stone un-

turned to save that ideal which provides the foundation for the

task which is ahead of us—peace.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 40

M. LIPSKFS MINUTES OF HIS CONVERSATION WITH
M. VON RIBBENTROP

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

l938"39]
Nurnberg September 10, 1938.

M. von Ribbentrop emphasizes the necessity foi good Polish-
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German relations; this was his own conviction, which had regard

to the common interests linking both States. His personal view

was confirmed by the line adopted by the Chancellor. As long,

therefore, as the Chancellor desired to maintain his present post,

he would work positively for the development of Polish-German

relations.

Granted this general assumption minor issues disturbing Polish-

German relations must be settled in a friendly spirit.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 42

CHANCELLOR HITLER'S SPEECH IN THE SPORTPALAST
[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

September 26, 1938.

We have no interest in oppressing other nations. We desire to

be happy in our own way and let the others be happy in their

own ways. * * *

The most difficult problem with which I was confronted was
that of our relations with Poland. There was a danger that Poles

and Germans would regard each other as hereditary enemies. I

wanted to prevent this. I know well enough that I would not have

been successful if Poland had had a democratic constitution. For

these democracies which indulge in phrases about peace are the

most blood-thirsty war agitators. In Poland there ruled not a

democracy, but a man; and with him I succeeded in precisely

twelve months, in coming to an agreement which, for ten years

to begin with, entirely removed the danger of conflict. We are all

convinced that this agreement will bring lasting pacification. We
realize that here are two peoples which must live together, and

neither of which can do away with the other. A people of 33

millions will always strive for an out-let to the sea. A way to

understanding then, had to be found; it has been found; and it

will be continually extended further. Certainly things were dif-

ficult for this area. The nationalities and small groups frequently

quarrelled among themselves. But the main fact is that the two

Governments, and all reasonable and clear-sighted persons among
the two peoples and in the two countries, possess the firm will and

determination to improve their relations. It was a real work of

peace, of more value than all the chattering of the League of

Nations Palace at Geneva.
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M. LIPSKI TO M. BECK, BERLIN, OCTOBER 25, 1938

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

In a conversation on October 24, over a luncheon at the Grand

Hotel, Berchtesgaden, at which M. Hewel was present, M. von

Ribbentrop put forward a proposal for a general settlement of

issues [Gesamtloesung] between Poland and Germany. This in-

cluded the reunion of Danzig with the Reich, while Poland would

be assured the retention of railway and economic facilities there.

Poland would agree to the building of an extra-territorial motor

road and railway line across Pomorze. In exchange M. von Rib-

bentrop mentioned the possibility of an extension of the Polish-

German Agreement by twenty-five years and a guarantee of

Polish-German frontiers. As a possible sphere for future co-

operation between the two countries, the German Foreign Min-

ister specified joint action in colonial matters and the emigration

of Jews from Poland, and a joint policy towards Russia on the

basis of the Anti-Comintern Pact. M. von Ribbentrop asked me
to communicate his suggestion to you. He would like to discuss

these matters with you, with my participation.

In my reply I referred him to the Chancellor's declaration on

the Danzig question, made to me on November 5, 1937, and re-

peated to you in Berlin on January 14, 1938.

I also pointed to the importance of Danzig as a port to Poland,

and repeated the Polish Government's principle of non-interfer-

ence in the internal life of the German population in the Free

City, where complete self-government is established.

Finally, I said that I wished to warn M. von Ribbentrop that 1

could see no possibility of an agreement involving the reunion of

the Free City with the Reich. I concluded by promising to com-
municate the substance of this conversation to you.

After the conversation M. von Ribbentrop invited me again to

call on him and, mentioning the issue of the union of Sub-Car-

pathian Ruthenia with Hungary, put to me the question whether
I was raising it with the German Government as a Polish postu-

late. He added that, if the Polish Government agreed to the Ger-

man conception regarding Danzig and the Motor Road, the ques-

tion of Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia could be solved in accordance

with Poland's attitude to the matter. I answered that my only

task was to inform the German Government of Poland's attitude

in regard to Hungary's postulate in Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia, as

Poland had also done to the Italian Government.
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M. BECK'S INSTRUCTIONS TO M. LIPSKI, WARSAW,
OCTOBER 31, 1938

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Rela-

tions 1933-39]

In connection with your indication of the Reich Government's
desire to achieve a general agreement which would finally sta-

bilize Polish-German relations in accordance with the principle

of a good and friendly co-existence, as expressed by M. von Rib-

bentrop in his conversation at Berchtesgaden on the 24th inst.,

please inform the governing circles of the Reich of our following

views

:

(1) Although, to our sincere satisfaction, the last crisis did not

lead to a general European military conflict, in the eyes of the

Polish Government the value of good Polish-German relations in

a general stabilization of peace is not only of undiminished im-

portance, but, in face of the dominating general political chaos,

has gained in weight and cogency.

(2) In the sphere of Polish-German neighbourly relations, in

spite of local difficulties, great progress has been made, since it

has not escaped our notice that the Reich Chancellor's declara-

tions in regard to us, made in his public statements, contain in-

creasingly precise and unequivocal formulas.

(3) The Polish-German Agreement of 1934 has stood the test

of the greatest political upheaval post-war Europe has so far ex-

perienced. In these circumstances, it is only logical to emphasize

this achievement, by impressing the publics of both countries

with the fact that the said Agreement was not of a transient and

tactical nature. On the contrary, it expresses the firm resolution

to repair mistakes of past history, which has been so abundant
in strife and conflict without advantage to either of our nations.

(4) In the opinion of the Polish Government the subject of any

future understanding concluded with the object of permanently

maintaining good neighbourly relations would have to be the

following:

(a) A certain extension in the period and form of the 1934

Declaration, as the basis of relations between the two States.

(b) Such a settlement of the problem of the Danzig Free City

as would prevent, in future, the continually recurring difficulties

of a technical and psychological nature which arise from friction

in this sphere. The question of the Free City is urgent because

in the state of affairs hitherto prevailing, with the League of

Nations reserving very far-reaching prerogatives to itself, but

not able to fulfill its task in a manner beneficial to the Free City
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and to Polish interests, the need arises for the Polish and Reich

Governments to approach the problem in a spirit of frankness.

(5) On the Polish side the fact will always remain that so

important a State as Poland has access to the sea which is re-

duced to the minimum possible, and this at a time when the Re-

public's sea commerce and its mercantile marine are naturally

developing on a very wide scale. The construction of Gdynia

port considerably enlarged Poland's possibilities, but the posi-

tion of the Free City at the mouth of the Vistula (which, espe-

cially since the creation of the Polish Central Industrial Area, is

an increasingly important communication way) confers quite

special importance on the Free City from the aspect of Polish

maritime interests. A very large number of further basins can

still be excavated at Gdynia, but it would be impossible to find

any substitute for the natural port situated at the mouth of the

main Polish waterway. On the other hand, the exploitation of

any port under normal economic conditions is only possible when
it is situated within the Customs area of the country which

forms its hinterland. For this reason, in past ages the Free City

of Danzig, while enjoying local autonomy because of the nature

of its population, was even under Polish sovereignty. It should

be added that the Danzig delegation to the Congress of Vienna
had, as its chief task, the maintenance of its connection with

whatever type of Polish State might arise as the result of the de-

liberations of that Congress. These historical considerations are

meant only as illustration and commentary. Present-day realities

provide clear arguments for a definition of the bounds of Polish

interests in relation to the Free City.

(6) In the circumstances, in the understanding of the Polish

Government the Danzig question is governed by two factors:

the right of the German population of the city and the surround-

ing villages to freedom of life and development; and the fact

that in all matters appertaining to the Free City as a port it is

connected with Poland. Apart from the national character of

the majority of the population, everything in Da^zi<? is definitely

bound up with Poland. In the present state of affairs the exist-

ing Statute and agreements guarantee Poland:

(a) Unrestricted access to the sea by waterway and railway.

(b) The ownership of the railways serving the port of Danzig
and the port at Gdynia.

(c) The inclusion of the Free City in the Polish Customs area.

(d) The rights of the Polish minority.

Other rights derive from these four cardinal conditions. The
Statute contains yet another fifth condition which, despite sev-
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eral declarations of the Danzig Senate, the last being made in

1932, has never been fulfilled. The failure to fulfil this condi-

tion reacts most unfavourably upon the economic position of the

Free City.

(7) Taking all the foregoing factors into consideration, and
desiring to achieve the stabilization of relations by way of a

friendly understanding with the Government of the German
Reich, the Polish Government proposes the replacement of the

League of Nations guarantee and its prerogatives by a bi-lateral

Polish-German Agreement. This Agreement should guarantee the

existence of the Free City of Danzig so as to assure freedom of

national and cultural life to its German majority, and also should

guarantee all Polish rights. Notwithstanding the complications

involved in such a system, the Polish Government must state that

any other solution, and in particular any attempt to incorporate

the Free City into the Reich, must inevitably lead to a conflict.

This would not only take the form of local difficulties, but also

would suspend all possibility of Polish-German understanding

m all its aspects. Even in 1933, after the conversations had been

opened which led to the conclusion of the 1934 Declaration, Mar-
shal Pilsudski raised the Danzig question as a sure criterion for

estimating the German Reich's intentions towards Poland. This

was made known both through diplomatic channels and also, so

far as I remember, in a conversation between Marshal Pilsudski

and Dr. Goebbels. I expressly consider that this point of view is

binding upon Poland.

(8) In face of the weight and cogency of these questions, I am
ready to have final conversations personally with the governing

circles of the Reich. I deem it necessary, however, that you should

first present the principles to which we adhere, so that my even-

tual contact should not end in a breakdown, which would be dan-

gerous for the future.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 48

MINUTES of M. BECK'S CONVERSATION WITH CHANCEL-
LOR HITLER; BERCHTESGADEN, JANUARY 5, 1939

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Rela-

tions, 1933-39]

The conversation took place in the presence of M. von Ribben-

trop, M. von Moltke, M.Lipski and Count Michal Lubienski.

The Chancellor began by asking M.Beck whether he had any
special questions to ask, as he was quite ready to be at his serv-
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ice with any explanations. In replying, M.Beck mentioned the

Danzig situation and the Danube problem.

The Chancellor explained at length how the arbitration at

Vienna had come about, laying the blame on the Hungarian Gov-

ernment's tactics for Budapest's failure to give effect to the

postulate regarding Carpathian Ruthenia.

The Chancellor pointed out that in regard to Poland he always

and invariably tried to follow the policy initiated by the Declara-

tion of 1934. In his opinion the community of interests between

Germany and Poland, so far as Russia was concerned, was com-

plete. For the Reich, Russia, whether Tsarist or Bolshevist, was
equally dangerous. The latter was perhaps a greater danger be-

cause of Communist propaganda, but the former was more dan-

gerous in the military and even more the imperialistic sense. For

these reasons, a strong Poland was an absolute necessity for

Germany. At this point the Chancellor remarked that every Pol-

ish division engaged against Russia was a corresponding saving

of a German division.

The Chancellor further declared that he was interested in the

Ukraine from the economic viewpoint, but he had no interest in

it politically.

The Chancellor then discussed the Danzig question, and em-
phasized that, as it was a German city, sooner or later it must
return to the Reich. He stated that, in his opinion, by way of

mutual agreement it would be possible to find some way out and
achieve a form of guarantee to the legitimate interests of both

Poland and Germany. If an agreement was reached on this ques-

tion, all difficulties between the two States could quite definitely

be settled and cleared out of the way. He emphasized that he was
ready in that case to give an assurance, similar to that which

he had given France with respect to Alsace and Lorraine, and to

Italy with respect to the Brenner. Finally, he drew attention,

without stressing the matter, to the necessity for greater free-

dom of communication between Germany and East Prussia.

M.Beck replied that the Danzig question was a very difficult

problem. He added that in the Chancellor's suggestion he did not

see any equivalent for Poland, and that the whole of Polish opin-

ion, and not only people thinking politically but the widest

spheres of Polish society, were particularly sensitive on this

matter.

In answer to this the Chancellor stated that to solve this

problem it would be necessary to try to find something quite new,

some new form, for which he used the term "Koerperschaft",

which on the one hand would safeguard the interests of the Ger-
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man population, and on the other the Polish interests. In addi-

tion, the Chancellor declared that the Minister could be quite

at ease, there would be no faits accomplis in Danzig and nothing

would foe done to render difficult the situation of the Polish Gov-
ernment.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 49

MINUTES OF M.BECK'S CONVERSATION WITH
M. VON RIBBENTROP, 6 JANUARY 1939

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

M.Beck asked M. von Ribbentrop to inform the Chancellor that

whereas previously, after all his conversations and contacts with

German statesmen, he had been feeling optimistic, today for the

first time he was in a pessimistic mood. Particularly in regard to

the Danzig question, as it had been raised by the Chancellor, he

saw no possibility whatever of agreement.

In answer M. von Ribbentrop once more emphasized that Ger-

many was not seeking any violent solution. The basis of their

policy towards Poland was still a desire for the further building

up of friendly relations. It was necessary to seek such a method
of clearing away the difficulties as would respect the rights and

interests of the two parties concerned.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 57

CHANCELLOR HITLER'S REICHSTAG SPEECH,
JANUARY 30, 1939.

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

"We have just celebrated the fifth anniversary of the conclu-

sion of our non-aggression pact with Poland. There can scarcely

be any difference of opinion to-day among the true friends of
peace as to the value of this agreement. One only needs to ask
oneself what might have happened to Europe if this agreement,
which brought such relief, had not been entered into five years
ago. In signing it, the great Polish marshal and patriot rendered
his people just as great a service as the leaders of the National-
Socialist State rendered the German people. During the troubled
months of the past year the friendship between Germany and
Poland has been one of the reassuring factors in the political life

of Europe."
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M. LIPSKI TO M. BECK, BERLIN, MARCH 21, 1939

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations

1933-39]

I saw M. von Ribbentrop to-day. He began by saying he had

asked me to call on him in order to discuss Polish-German rela-

tions in their entirety.

He complained about our Press, and the Warsaw students'

demonstrations during Count Ciano's visit. He said the Chancellor

was convinced that the poster in Danzig had been the work of

Polish students themselves. [ Some days prior to the date of this

conversation a poster had been put up in a cafe at Danzig, bear-

ing the inscription: "Entry forbidden to Poles and dogs." This

had caused protest demonstrations by Polish students.] I reacted

vigorously, asserting that this was a clear attempt to influence

the Chancellor unfavourably to Poland.

He mentioned the question of Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia, which

had particularly troubled Polish opinion, and stated that this

question had been settled in conformity with Poland's wishes.

This was to be communicated to you by Ambassador von Moltke.

He spoke of the experts' negotiations on the Minority questions,

and dwelt on the fact of the failure to reach agreement as to a

joint communique.

At this point I interrupted him to correct his inaccurate state-

ment.

Further, M. von Ribbentrop referred to the conversation at

Berchtesgaden between you and the Chancellor, in which M. Hitler

put forward the idea of guaranteeing Poland's frontiers in ex-

change for a motor road and the incorporation of Danzig in the

Reich. He said that there had been further conversations between
you and him in Warsaw on the subject, and that you had pointed

out the great difficulties in the way of accepting these sugges-

tions. He gave me to understand that all this had made an un-

favourable impression on the Chancellor, since so far he had re-

ceived no positive reaction whatever on our part to his sugges-

tions. M. von Ribbentrop had had a talk with the Chancellor only

yesterday. He stated that the Chancellor was still in favour of

good relations with Poland, and had expressed a desire to have a

thorough conversation with you on the subject of our mutual re-

lations. M. von Ribbentrop indicated that he was under the im-

pression that difficulties arising between us were also due to some
misunderstanding of the Reich's real aims. The problem needed

to be considered on a higher plane. In his opinion our two States

were dependent on each other. It must not be forgotten that, by
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defeating Russia in the World War, Germany had been a con-

tributory factor in the emergence of the Polish State. Obviously

they could not forget the shedding of Polish blood, which they

held in high honour. Subsequently, thanks to Chancellor Hitler's

policy, General Schleicher's plan of German-Soviet collaboration

had been smashed. That plan, which would have led to the an-

nihilation of the Polish State, was defeated. It must also be re-

membered that Danzig and Pomorze had belonged to the Second

Reich, and that only through Germany's breakdown had Poland

obtained these territories.

At this point I remarked that it was not to be forgotten that

before the Partitions these territories had belonged to Poland.

M. von Ribbentrop replied that it was difficult to appeal to

purely historical conceptions, and he stressed that the ethnic

factor was to-day of prime importance.

I remarked that Pomorze certainly was Polish, and alluded to

the fact that in regard to the annexation of Bohemia and Moravia

the Germans had used historical arguments.

M. von Ribbentrop recalled that after all Danzig was a German
city, but he realized that in regard to the Danzig question Poland

also was actuated by sentiment.

I corrected him by pointing out that in addition it was a vital

necessity to Poland, to which M. von Ribbentrop remarked that

that could be settled by way of a guarantee.

Discussing the guarantee which the Chancellor was prepared

to give with respect to Poland's frontiers and Pomorze in par-

ticular, M. von Ribbentrop stressed the point that no previous

German Government had been able to give such a guarantee.

In connection with Danzig, the motor road and the guarantee,

M. von Ribbentrop also mentioned the question of Slovakia, in-

dicating that conversations would be possible on this subject. He
emphasized that obviously an understanding between us would

have to include explicit anti-Soviet tendencies. He affirmed that

Germany could never collaborate with the Soviets, and that a

Polish-Soviet understanding would inevitably lead to Bolshevism

in Poland.

I stated that no Polish patriot would allow himself to be drawn
towards Bolshevism. He said he realized that, but in this respect

the Jewish element in Poland was a danger.*******
Replying generally to M. von Ribbentrop's arguments, I pointed

out that so far as our Press was concerned its tone was now
quieter than that of any other country. M. von Ribbentrop re-
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torted that he took no notice of the uproar in the British Press.

That agitation was entirely without importance. He believed that

the Fuehrer always followed the right policy.

Subsequently, I stressed the fact that since 1934 our public

opinion had been put to considerable trials. Nevertheless it re-

mained quiet. I recalled that we had adopted a completely under-

standing attitude on the question of realization of Germany's

equality of rights. We had maintained the same attitude in re-

gard to the Austrian problem. After the settlement of the Su-

deten problem, the question of Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia had

come up, and had clouded the atmosphere between our two coun-

tries.
,

I stated that now, during the settlement of the Czecho-

Slovakian question, there was no understanding whatever be-

tween us. The Czech issue was already hard enough for the Polish

public to swallow, for, despite our disputes with the Czechs, they

were after all a Slav people. But in regard to Slovakia the posi-

tion was far worse. I emphasized our community of race, lan-

guage and religion, and mentioned the help we had given in

their achievement of independence. I pointed out our long frontier

with Slovakia. I indicated that the Polish man in the street could

not understand why the Reich had assumed the protection of

Slovakia, that protection being directed against Poland. I said

emphatically that this question was a serious blow to our re-

lations.

M. von Ribbentrop reflected a moment, and then answered that

this could be discussed.

I promised to refer to you the suggestion of a conversation be-

tween you and the Chancellor. M. von Ribbentrop remarked that

I might go to Warsaw during the next few days to talk over this

matter. He advised that the talk should not be delayed, lest the

Chancellor should come to the conclusion that Poland was re-

jecting all his offers.

Finally, I asked whether he could tell me anything about his

conversation with the Foreign Minister of Lithuania.

M. von Ribbentrop answered vaguely that he had seen M.
Urbszys on the latter's return from Rome, and they had dis-

cussed the Memel question, which called for a solution.*******
In view of the importance of this conversation I am sending

this report through Prince Lubomirski.

Arising out of the conversation, I am prompted to make the

following remarks:
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The fact that M. von Ribbentrop said nothing on his own initia-

tive about Memel suggests that his conversation with me to-day,

proposing a fundamental exchange of views between you and the

Chancellor, is perhaps aimed at securing our neutrality during

the Memel crisis.

M. von Ribbentrop's suggestion of a conversation and his

emphasis on its urgency are a proof that Germany has resolved

to carry out her Eastern programme quickly, and so desires to

have Poland's attitude clearly defined.

In these circumstances the conversation acquires very real im-

portance, and must be carefully considered in all its aspects.

I assume that you will be desiring to summon me to Warsaw
in a clay or two in regard to this matter.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 9)

ANGLO-POLISH AGREEMENT OF MUTUAL ASSISTANCE
LONDON, AUGUST 25, 1939

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Rela-

tions, 1933-39]

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
North Ireland and the Polish Government,

Desiring to place on a permanent basis the collaboration be-

tween their respective countries resulting from the assurances of

mutual assistance of a defensive character which they have al-

ready exchanged,

Have resolved to conclude an Agreement for that purpose and
have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

The Rt. Hon. Viscount Halifax, K.G., G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,

Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs;

The Polish Government:
His Excellency Count Edward Raczynski, Ambassador Ex-
traordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Polish Republic in

London

;

Who, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in good and

due form, have agreed on the following provisions :

—

ARTICLE 1

Should one of the Contracting Parties become engaged in hos-

tilities with a European Power in consequence of aggression by

the latter against that Contracting Party, the other Contracting

Party will at once give the Contracting Party engaged in hos-

tilities all the support and assistance in its power.
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ARTICLE 2

(1) The provisions of Article 1 will also apply in the event of

any action by a European Power which clearly threatened, di-

rectly or indirectly, the independence of one of the Contracting

Parties, and was of such a nature that the Party in question con-

sidered it vital to resist it with its armed forces.

(2) Should one of the Contracting Parties become engaged in

hostilities with a European Power in consequence of action by that

Power which threatened the independence or neutrality of an-

other European State in such a way as to constitute a clear

menace to the security of that Contracting Party, the provisions

of Article 1 will apply, without prejudice, however, to the rights

of the other European State concerned.

ARTICLE 3

Should a European Power attempt to undermine the inde-

pendence of one of the Contracting Parties by processes of eco-

nomic penetration or in any other way, the Contracting Parties

will support each other in resistance to such attempts. Should

the European Power concerned thereupon embark on hostilities

against one of the Contracting Parties, the provisions of Article

1 will apply.

ARTICLE U
The methods of applying the undertakings of mutual assist-

ance provided for by the present Agreement are established be-

tween the competent naval, military and air authorities of the

Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 5

Without prejudice to the foregoing undertakings of the Con-

tracting Parties to give each other mutual support and assistance

immediately on the outbreak of hostilities, they will exchange

complete and speedy information concerning any development

which might threaten their independence and, in particular,

concerning any development which threatened to call the said

undertakings into operation.

ARTICLE 6

(1) The Contracting Parties will communicate to each other

the terms of any undertakings of assistance against aggression

which they have already given or may in future give to other

States.

(2) Should either of the Contracting Parties intend to give

such an undertaking after the coming into force of the present

Agreement, the other Contracting Party shall, in order to ensure

the proper functioning of the Agreement, be informed thereof.

693261—47—32
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(3) Any new undertaking which the Contracting Parties may
enter into in future shall neither limit their obligations under

the present Agreement nor indirectly create new obligations be-

tween the Contracting Party not participating in these under-

takings and the third State concerned.

ARTICLE 7

Should the Contracting Parties be engaged in hostilities in

consequence of the application of the present Agreement, they

will not conclude an armistice or treaty of peace except by mu-
tual agreement.

ARTICLE 8

(1) The present Agreement shall remain in force for a period

of five years.

(2) Unless denounced six months before the expiry of this pe-

riod it shall continue in force, each Contracting Party having

thereafter the right to denounce it at any time by giving six

months' notice to that effect.

(3) The present Agreement shall come into force on signature.

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have

signed the present Agreement and have affixed thereto their

seals.

Done in English in duplicate, at London, the 25th August, 1939.

A Polish text shall subsequently be agreed upon between the

Contracting Parties and both texts will then be authentic.

(L.S.) HALIFAX.
(L.S.) EDWARD RACZYNSKI

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 112

M. LIPSKI TO THE MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet

Relations 1933-39]

Berlin, August 31, 1939.

(Received at 10.30 p.m.)

I was received by M. von Ribbentrop at 6.30 p.m.

I carried out my instructions. M. von Ribbentrop asked if I

had special plenipotentiary powers to undertake negotiations.

I said no. He then asked whether I had been informed that on

London's suggestion the German Government had expressed

their readiness to negotiate directly with a delegate of the Polish

Government, furnished with the requisite full powers, who was
to have arrived on the preceding day, August 30. I replied that
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I had no direct information on the subject. In conclusion M.

von Ribbentrop repeated that he had thought I would be em-

powered to negotiate. He would communicate my demarche to

the Chancellor.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 113

OFFICIAL GERMAN COMMUNIQUE BROADCAST BY THE
GERMAN WIRELESS AT 9.P.M.

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet

Relations 1933-39]

August 31, 1939.

His Britannic Majesty's Government informed the German
Government, in a note dated August 28, 1939, of their readiness

to offer their mediation towards direct negotiations between Ger-

many and Poland over the problems in dispute. In so doing they

made it abundantly clear that they, too, were aware of the urgent

need for progress in view of the continuous incidents and the

general European tension. In a reply dated August 29, the

German Government in spite of being sceptical as to the desire

of the Polish Government to come to an understanding, declared

themselves ready in the interests of peace to accept the British

mediation or suggestion. After considering all the circum-

stances prevailing at the time, they considered it necessary in

their note to point out that, if the danger of a catastrophe was
to be avoided, then action must be taken readily and without

delay. In this sense they declared themselves ready to receive

a personage appointed by the Polish Government up to the eve-

ning of August 30, with the proviso that the latter was, in fact,

empowered not only to discuss but to conduct and conclude

negotiations.

Further, the German Government pointed out that they felt

able to make the basic points regarding the offer of an under-

standing available to the British Government by the time the

Polish negotiator arrived in Berlin.

Instead of a statement regarding the arrival of an author-

ized Polish personage, the first answer the Government of the

Reich received to their readiness for an understanding was,

the news of the Polish mobilization and only towards 12 o'clock

on the night of August 30, 1939, did they receive a somewhat
general assurance of British readiness to help towards the com-
mencement of negotiations.

Although the fact that the Polish negotiator expected by the

Government of the Reich did not arrive removed the necessary
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condition for informing His Majesty's Government of the views

of the German Government as regards possible bases of negoti-

ation, since His Majesty's Government themselves had pleaded

for direct negotiations between Germany and Poland, the Ger-

man Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. von Ribbentrop, gave

the British Ambassador on the occasion of the presentation of

the last British note precise information as to the text of the

German proposals which would be regarded as a basis of negoti-

ation in the event of the arrival of the Polish plenipotentiary.

The Government of the German Reich considered themselves

entitled to claim that in these circumstances a Polish personage

would immediately be nominated, at any rate retroactively.

For the Reich Government cannot be expected for their part

continually not only to emphasize their willingness to start nego-

tiations, but actually to be ready to do so, while being from the

Polish side merely put off with empty subterfuges and mean-
ingless declarations.

It has once more been made clear as a result of a demarche

which has meanwhile been made by the Polish Ambassador that

the latter himself has no plenary powers either to enter into any

discussion, or even to negotiate.

The Fuehrer and the German Government have thus waited

two days in vain for the arrival of a Polish negotiator with

plenary powers.

In these circumstances the German Government regard their

proposals as having this time too been to all intents and pur-

poses rejected, although they considered that these proposals,

in the form in which they were made known to the British

Government also, were more than loyal, fair and practicable.

The Reich Government consider it timely to inform the public

of the bases for negotiation which were communicated to the

British Ambassador by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. von

Ribbentrop.

The situation existing between the German Reich and Poland

is at the moment of such a kind that any further incident can

lead to an explosion on the part of the military forces which
have taken up their position on both sides. Any peaceful solu-

tion must be framed in such a way as to ensure that the events

which lie at the root of this situation cannot be repeated on the

next occasion offered, and that thus not only the East of Europe,

but also other territories shall not be brought into such a state

of tension. The causes of this development lie in: (1) the im-

possible delineation of frontiers, as fixed by the Versailles dic-
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tate; (2) the impossible treatment of the minority in the ceded

territories.

In making these proposals, the Reich Government are, there-

fore, actuated by the idea of finding a lasting solution which will

remove the impossible situation created by frontier delineation,

which may assure to both parties their vitally important line of

communication, which may—as far as it is at all possible—re-

move the minority problem and, in so far as this is not possible,

may give the minorities the assurance of a tolerable future by
means of a reliable guarantee of their rights.

A

The Reich Government are content that in so doing it is essen-

tial that economic and physical damage done since 1918 should

be exposed and repaired in its entirety. They, of course, regard

this obligation as being binding for both parties.

These considerations lead to the following practical proposals

:

1. The Free City of Danzig shall return to the German Reich

in view of its purely German character, as well as of the unani-

mous will of its population;

2. The territory of the so-called Corridor which extends

from the Baltic Sea to the line Marienwerder-Graudenz-Kulm-
Bromberg (inclusive) and thence may run in a westerly direc-

tion to Schoenlanke, shall itself decide as to whether it shall

belong to Germany or Poland

;

3. For this purpose a plebiscite shall take place in this terri-

tory. The following shall be entitled to vote: all Germans who
were either domiciled in this territory on January 1, 1918, or who
by that date have been born there, and similarly of Poles,

Kashubes, etc., domiciled in this territory on the above day
(January 1, 1918) or born there up to that date. The Germans
who have been driven from this territory shall return to it in

order to exercise their vote with a view to ensuring an objective

plebiscite, and also with a view to ensuring the extensive prepa-
ration necessary therefor. The above territory shall, as in the

case of the Saar territory, be placed under the supervision of an
international commission to be formed immediately, on which
shall be represented for four Great Powers—Italy, the Soviet

Union, France and England. This commission shall exercise all

the rights of sovereignty in this territory. With this end in view,

the territory shall be evacuated within a period of the utmost
brevity, still to be agreed upon by the Polish armed forces, the
Polish police, and the Polish authorities;

4. The Polish port of Gdynia, which fundamentally constitutes

Polish sovereign territory so far as it is confined territorially to

the Polish settlement, shall be excluded from the above territory.
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The exact frontiers of this Polish port should be determined be-

tween Germany and Poland, and, if necessary, delimited by an

international committee of arbitration;

5. With a view to assuring the necessary time for the execu-

tion of the extensive work involved in the carrying out of a just

plebiscite, this plebiscite shall not take place before the expiry

of twelve months;

6. In order to guarantee unrestricted communication between

Germany and East Prussia and between Poland and the sea dur-

ing this period, roads and railways shall be established to render

free transit traffic possible. In this connection only such taxes

as are necessary for the maintenance of the means of commu-
nication and for the provision of transport may be levied;

7. The question as to the party to which the area belongs is to

be decided by simple majority of the votes recorded;

8. In order to guarantee to Germany free communication with

her province of Danzig-East Prussia, and to Poland her connec-

tion with the sea after the execution of the plebiscite—regardless

of the results thereof—Germany shall, in the event of the plebis-

cite area going to Poland, receive an extra-territorial traffic zone,

approximately in a line from Buetow to Danzig or Dirschau, in

which to lay down a Motor Road and a 4-track railway line. The
road and the railway shall be so constructed that the Polish lines

of communication are not affected, i.e. they shall pass either

over or under the latter. The breadth of this zone shall be fixed

at 1 kilometre, and it is to be German sovereign territory. Should

the plebiscite be favourable to Germany, Poland is to obtain

rights, analogous to those accorded to Germany, to a similar

extra-territorial communication by road and railway for the pur-

pose of free and unrestricted communication with her port of

Gdynia

;

9. In the event of the Corridor returning to the German Reich,

the latter declares its right to proceed to an exchange of popu-

lation with Poland to the extent to which the nature of the Cor-

ridor lends itself thereto;

10. Any special right desired by Poland in the port of Danzig
would be negotiated on a basis of territory against similar rights

to be granted to Germany in the port of Gdynia;

11. In order to remove any feeling in this area that either side

was being threatened, Danzig and Gdynia would have the char-

acter of exclusively mercantile towns, that is to say, without mili-

tary installations and military fortifications;

12. The peninsula of Hela, which as a result of the plebiscite
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might go either to Poland or to Germany, would in either case

have similarly to be demilitarized;

13. Since the Government of the German Reich has the most

vehement complaints to make against the Polish treatment of

minorities, and since the Polish Government for their part feel

obliged to make complaints against Germany, both parties de-

clare their agreements to have these complaints laid before an

international committee of enquiry, whose task would be to ex-

amine all complaints as regards economic or physical damage,

and any other acts of terrorism. Germany and Poland undertake

to make good economic or other damage done to minorities on

either side since the year 1918, or to cancel expropriation as the

case may be, or to provide complete compensation to the persons

affected for this and any other encroachments on their economic

life;

14. In order to free the Germans who may be left in Poland and
the Poles who may be left in Germany from the feeling of being

outlawed by all nations, and in order to render them secure

against being called upon to perform action or to render services

incompatible with their national sentiments, Germany and Po-

land agree to guarantee the rights of both minorities by means
of the most comprehensive and binding agreement, in order to

guarantee to these minorities the preservation, the free develop-

ment and practical application of their nationality (Volkstum)
and in particular to permit for this purpose such organization as

they may consider necessary. Both parties undertake not to call

upon members of the minority for military service;

15. In the event of agreement on the basis of these proposals,

Germany and Poland declare themselves ready to decree and to

carry out the immediate demobilization of their armed forces;

16. The further measures necessary for the more rapid execu-

tion of the above arrangement shall be agreed upon by both

Germany and Poland conjointly.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-73 No. 147

FINAL REPORT FROM THE FORMER POLISH AMBASSA-
DOR IN BERLIN TO THE MINISTER FOR

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
PARIS, OCTOBER 10, 1939

[Polish White Book on Polish-German and Polish-Soviet Relations
1933-39]

In consequence of the German aggression against Poland,

which was begun without declaration of war on September 1,
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1939, at 4.45 a.m. (the hour at which the Germans started to

bombard Westerplatte) , I left Berlin with the personnel of the

Embassy on September 2, and travelled to Poland through Den-

mark, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, and Latvia. Being obliged to

leave Poland owing to the Soviet invasion, and now residing in

France, I consider it my duty to present my final report on the

termination of my mission in Berlin.

My mission to Germany began in September 1933. I fulfilled it

first in the capacity of Minister Plenipotentiary and then, from

October 1934, as Ambassador.

rjs ;fc if* 9|C

Polish-German relations were based upon the Declaration of

January 26, 1934, in which the Governments of both States under-

took for a period of at least ten years to refrain from resort to

force to settle any differences which might arise between them.

In the course of the negotiations which I conducted with the

German Government, and which ended in the Declaration of

January 26, 1934 it was expressly specified that existing interna-

tional obligations of the two States would not be infringed by that

Declaration, and this found expression in the text itself. This

attitude of Poland's was fully accepted by authoritative German
circles.

In the same way the principle of independence for Polish policy,

which constituted the starting-point of the conversations with

Chancellor Hitler, was fully confirmed in numerous conversations

during the years 1934 to 1938 with the highest Reich officials, and

was recognized as the basis of mutual relations.

As you are in possession of my previous reports on Polish-

German relations during my mission in Berlin, in this report I

shall confine myself to a chronological outline of the last phase

of these relations, beginning with October 1938.

The German action in relation to Poland, initiated on October

24, 1938, in the form of suggestions which were withdrawn after

a conversation on November 19, and put forward again in January

1939, in March 1939 assumed the form of pressure, supported by

the entry of German troops into Slovakia and the naval dem-

onstration at the occupation of Memel.

The question of the return of the Free City of Danzig to the

Reich, raised by M. von Ribbentrop on October 24, was quite un-

expected. Danzig questions had been the subject of several ex-

changes of opinion between the two Governments in previous

years. A basis for understanding was provided by the declaration
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of the Reich Government, explicitly confirmed in the Chancellor's

statements of November 5, 1937, and January 14, 1938, that the

Reich respected the legal status of the Free City together with

Polish rights and interests, while Poland for her part did not in-

tervene in the life of the German population of Danzig.

While the central Reich authorities handled the Danzig situa-

tion on the basis of the above principles, in the territory of Danzig

itself the activities of Gauleiter Foerster, a Party extremist, was
the cause of numerous complications and tense situations from

the moment of his arrival in the Free City. It can be said con-

fidently that M. Foerster was the individual who contributed most

to the continual misunderstandings and tension that arose be-

tween the two States. Obviously, it is difficult for me to estimate

how far M. Foerster acted on his own initiative, and to what de-

gree on the orders of the highest authorities of the Reich.

It frequently happened that after assurances in regard to Dan-
zig questions had been given to me by members of the German
Government, during the very next few days M. Foerster's ac-

tivities, particularly his speeches to the Danzig Party Conven-
tion, negated what had been said in Berlin, and thus revived the

atmosphere of distrust, particularly as it was known that he had
close contacts with the German Chancellor.

In reply to M. von Ribbentrop's suggestions of October 24, the

Polish Government handed him counter-proposals on November
19, 1938.

Subsequently these matters were raised by the Minister for

Foreign Affairs, M. Beck, in conversations with Chancellor Hitler

at Berchtesgaden on January 5, 1939, with the Reich Minister

for Foreign Affairs, M. von Ribbentrop, in Munich on January 6,

and during the latter's visit to Warsaw on January 26, 1939, the

fifth anniversary of the signing of the Polish-German Declaration.

In the course of a casual exchange of views with the Chancellor

at the reception to the Diplomatic Corps on March 2, he once

more assured me that so long as he stood at the head of the Gov-

ernment of the Reich there was no need to fear that relations be-

tween the two countries would be exposed to danger.

During the period from October 1938 to March 1939 the Ger-

man attitude towards us acquired certain features which in

Poland began to evoke an understandable mistrust and criticism.

In connection with the problem of Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia

terroristic Ukrainian elements, acting to the detriment of Polish

interests and good Polish-Ukrainian relations, were supported by
German propaganda and Party organs (S.S. and Gestapo). Vienna
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became the centre of these activities, and the wireless of that city

incessantly disseminated Ukrainian broadcasts hostile to Poland.

In Germany Ukrainian maps and pamphlets in the German lan-

guage, directed against the integrity of the Polish Republic,

were distributed.

Whenever Poland intervened on the matter the Germans always

replied that their pro-Ukrainian activities were directed against

the Soviets and not against Poland, and that if Ukrainian terror-

istic elements were supported by Germany, it was because they

constituted the most active element among the Ukrainian

emigres.

Similarly, on the territory of Slovakia Germany began to carry

on activities hostile to Poland, and this activity grew stronger as

the German plan for separating Slovakia from Bohemia was
gradually realized.

Finally, during this period the attitude of Party elements in

relation to Poland began to deteriorate—obviously as the result

of instructions from above—and revisionist ideas concerning

Polish territories were openly propagated.

In November 1938 direct Polish-German relations were exposed

to serious difficulties as the result of the ruthless expulsion of

15,000 Jews of Polish citizenship from Germany.
Summing up, I wish to state that the above period brought

with it a deterioration in Polish-German relations unprecedented

since the conclusion of the Declaration of 1934, and great efforts

had to be made by Poland in order to avoid still greater friction.

The crisis in Polish-German relations began in the first half of

March 1939.

Acting by surprise, and without any contact with the Polish

Government, the Germans created a new situation on the Polish

frontier, annexing Bohemia and Moravia, extending a protectorate

over Slovakia, building fortifications and establishing garrisons

in Western Slovakia, and, finally, establishing a naval base at

Memel.

In the course of these German activities, which developed at

lightning speed, I tried in vain from March 11 to 13 to obtain

an interview with the German Minister for Foreign Affairs and
the Secretary of State. On the evening of March 13 I chanced
to meet General von Keitel, and informed him that—despite

German activities so immediately affecting Poland—for three

days I had been unable to make contact with the German Gov-
ernment. General von Keitel promised to intervene with M. von

Ribbentrop the next day on the matter, but this brought no
result.
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The German assumption of a protectorate over Slovakia was a

step explicitly directed against the security of Poland, and the

fact that it was carried out in conditions of complete secrecy

from the Polish Government was in contradiction to the prin-

ciples on which the execution of the 1934 Declaration was
based. The military operations against Poland in the southern

sector in September completely confirmed this.

It was in this atmosphere of tension - between the two coun-

tries that I had a conversation on March 21 with the Reich

Minister for Foreign Affairs, at his invitation.

Without going into the details of that interview, I wish only

to recall that the tone of M. von Ribbentrop's exposition de-

parted considerably from that in which matters affecting the

two Governments had been previously discussed, and was in the

nature of definite pressure. He put forward the German
claims, and urged that the Polish Government should take the

swiftest possible decision. In this conversation M. von Ribben-

trop made no reference whatever to the ultimatum in regard to

Memel, which he had presented the previous day to the Lithua-

nian Minister for Foreign Affairs. When I inquired about his

meeting with M. Urbsys, he confined himself to a few explana-

tory remarks of a purely general character.

The news of the entry of German troops into Memel, and of

the Chancellor's demonstrative voyage at the head of the Ger-

man Fleet along our coast, was as great a surprise to Polish

public opinion as the German entry into Slovakia had been.

Despite the prevailing atmosphere, which certainly was not

conducive to negotiations, the Polish Government did not hold

aloof from further discussions with the German Government.
On March 26 I handed M. von Ribbentrop our counter proposals,

in the form of a written note, in respect to Danzig and the motor
road. Although M. von Ribbentrop's personal reaction to it was
of a negative character, he stated that he would communicate a
reply only after the matter had been referred to the Chancellor.

The reply in question was not transmitted to me, and only on the

occasion of his speech to the Reichstag on April 28 did Chan-
cellor Hitler impart it publicly.

As is known, the Polish Government, not wishing to increase
the tension, and desirous of leaving the way open for further
conversations, maintained discretion as to the subject of the ex-
changes of opinion which had taken place in March. By his

declaration to the Reichstag on April 28 and his unilateral

denunciation of the Declaration of January 26, 1934, which for-
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bade resort to force in mutual relations between the two States,

Chancellor Hitler annulled the policy inaugurated between

Poland and Germany in 1933.

In his conversation with me on March 26, M. von Ribbentrop

spoke strongly against the military steps Poland had taken.

Coming from the Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs after the

German Army's occupation of Prague, the entry into Slovakia,

and the naval demonstration off the Polish coast, this objection

sounded strange, to say the least.

In the face of Germany's obvious steps, of a military char-

acter, towards encirclement of Poland to north and south, steps

about which, moreover, Poland was left completely uninformed

by Berlin, it is difficult to imagine how the responsible Polish

authorities could have been expected not to take certain precau-

tionary measures. Germany's explanation that Poland, by form-

ing an alliance with Great Britain, had joined the so-called "en-

circlement front" against Germany, and so had violated the

Declaration of January 26, 1934, is, in the light of the situation

brought about by German action, entirely groundless. This

without reference to the legal aspect of the problem, which was
thoroughly covered in the Polish Government's memorandum
to the Reich Government on May 5.

The 1934 Declaration was concluded for a term of ten years.

For this period both States renounced resort to force in their

mutual relations. The application of force can be direct, that is

to say, through a direct attack by the particular State. But it

can equally well be applied by indirect methods, which sometimes

are even more dangerous, because they are less apparent to the

world. The tactics employed by Chancellor Hitler's Govern-

ment usually relied on the second method.

At the time of the March incidents we had to deal with a defi-

nite instance of pressure brought to bear on Poland through

her military encirclement.

I should remark that in another conversation which I had with

M. von Ribbentrop on March 27, 1939, I made the suggestion

that public opinion in both countries might be appeased by the

publication of a few reassuring words from the two Govern-

ments. The Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs* rejected this

suggestion.

After Chancellor Hitler's speech on April 28 I left for War-
saw, and went back to Berlin in the second half of May.
On my return I took steps to ascertain whether there was any

desire on the German side for conversations with us. I was
given to understand that authoritative German circles did not
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consider the moment suitable for discussions and that a certain

period of time must elapse to allow the atmosphere to clear.

The whole of German diplomacy was taking the line of oppo-

sition to Great Britain. The German Press was chiefly attack-

ing Great Britain, endeavouring to represent the attitude Poland

had taken towards the German demands as resulting from the

Anglo-Polish Agreement.

Grave signs of Germany's aggressive intentions became more
and more apparent. Rearmament proceeded at an unprece-

dented pace, and the General State administration was entirely

subordinated to military requirements.

From April onward contraband in arms developed on a large

scale in the territory of Danzig, being carried on by land, sea

and air. Simultaneously it was observed that fortifications were
being clandestinely built. It became apparent that, contrary to

international agreements, the Free City, in understanding with

the Reich, was heading for complete militarization.

In spite of Danzig's continual violation of binding agree-

ments, the Polish Government, anxious to avoid a conflict with

the Reich, displayed until the end the utmost restraint.

From April onward a considerable aggravation of the situ-

ation occurred in the sphere of national minorities. The reason

for this has to be sought in the German aim to exterminate the

Polish element in the Reich, which was to be achieved through
the totalitarian legislation and the Party machinery, and by
placing the practical control of the entire life of the Polish

minority in Germany in the hands of the Gestapo.

On the other hand, the German propaganda machine launched

a violent campaign in defense of the allegedly oppressed Ger-

man minority in Poland. In this connection I desire to recall

that National-Socialism has created a special doctrine for Ger-

mans living abroad, subordinating them to the interests of Reich

foreign policy. This became the subject of numerous conflicts

with various countries, even in South Africa.

This National-Socialist activity in Poland increased in strength

from April onward, when the German Government decided—as
was confirmed by the numerous cases reported during the first

days of the war—to exploit the German minority for diversionist,

political and even military aims.

During the period of my mission in Berlin I frequently drew
the attention of authoritative German circles to the need for

minorities, in the interests of good Polish-German relations, to

confine their activities to the cultural and educational sphere.

The subjugation of the German minority to Reich policy hostile
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to Poland was, of course, bound to provoke an understandable

reaction on our part.

As in the case of the Sudetens, German propaganda exag-

gerated every little incident among the German minority in Po-

land, and in the final phase the Press was daily publishing com-
pletely fictitious stories.

Any measures against espionage, treason or sabotage were rep-

resented as persecution of the cultural life of the German mi-

nority. For lack of other material, the same incidents were writ-

ten up in various ways, to be republished as new acts of terrorism.

I have many proofs that a large part of public opinion in Ger-

many finally ceased to give credence to this exaggerated propa-

ganda.

In spite of the prevailing tension between Poland and Ger-

many, members of the Embassy maintained normal contact on

current matters with the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. During
my frequent absences from Berlin the Charge d'Affaires, Prince

Lubomirski, often saw the Under-Secretary of State, M. Woer-
mann, and other high officials in order to discuss various mat-

ters, and he took every opportunity of indicating our desire for

action to moderate the tone of the Press in both countries. This,

however, produced no response from the head of the Press De-

partment of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

By the end of July the clandestine mobilization in Danzig was
proceeding at an extraordinarily intensive pace.

At the beginning of August occurred the well-known incident

of the Free City's attempt to rid itself of the Polish Customs
control.

On August 9 the State Secretary, M. von Weizsacker, asked the

Polish Charge d'Affaires, Prince Lubomirski, to call on him, and

made an oral statement on the Danzig Customs inspectors' inci-

dent. This step was tantamount to German Government inter-

ference in relations between Poland and the Free City. The State,

Secretary avoided giving any explanation of this action.

The Polish Government gave its reply, also in oral form, to

the German Charge d'Affaires in Warsaw the next day.

From the beginning of August frontier incidents staged by
the Germans increased in number, not only in the Danzig sector,

but along the entire Polish-German frontier. The tone of the

German Press became more and more aggressive. The entire

propaganda machine was directed against Poland and her in-

tegrity.

On August 21 came the announcement of M. von Ribbentrop's
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imminent departure for Moscow to conclude a Soviet-German

Pact of Non-Aggression. The Soviet-German negotiations had

been shrouded in the deepest secrecy, and rumours of them were

received only from certain indirect sources. Down to the last

moment the Soviet Embassy in Berlin flatly denied the existence

of any political negotiations, intimating that only economic mat-

ters were being discussed.

This step on the part of the German Government constituted a

complete reversal of their international policy. Under the slogan

'The fight against Bolshevism" Chancellor Hitler had engaged in

the Spanish Civil War, and had created the so-called Anti-

Comintern Bloc. During the whole of my six-year stay in- Berlin

the German Chancellor, as well as all his collaborators, contin-

ually declared that the foundation of Hitler-German policy was
exclusion of Soviet Russia from Europe and the struggle

against Communism. M. von Ribbentrop more than once told me
of his view that Poland should join the Anti-Comintern Pact and

that Russia must be pushed still farther east.

By signing the Pact with Moscow Chancellor Hitler threw over

his own principles, thus demonstrating that behind his actions

was only an opportunism of the moment.

On August 24 at five p.m. I was received by Field-Marshal

Goering, with whom I talked for over an hour. The conversation

was of a friendly character ; it was more a personal than official

exchange of opinion, and M. Goering laid particular emphasis

on this circumstance. I recall the more important points of the

conversation

:

M. Goering expressed regret that the policy of Polish-German

understanding lay in ruins and, seeking the causes, declared

that but for the Anglo-Polish Alliance the crisis would not have
developed on such a scale, in spite of the difficulties over Danzig.

He gave it unequivocally to be understood that he anticipated

war with Poland.

He admitted that by concluding a pact with Russia the Reich

had made a complete volte-face, and explained that in her inter-

national relations Germany must choose between England and
Russia.

For my part, I pointed out that Poland followed a consistent

policy in relation to both Germany and Russia.

I observed that Moscow desired to provoke war in Europe,
which Goering did not deny.

I said I was at the Chancellor's disposition if that would assist
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in finding a way out of the situation. JVL Goering assured me he

would inform the Chancellor accordingly.

The British Government, and later the French Government,

began their efforts at mediation with the Reich Government on
August 22.

I shall not go into details of these negotiations here, as during

that period there was a direct exchange of views between War-
saw, Paris and London. I desire only to point out that I was
in continual touch with the French Ambassador, M. Coulondre,

and the British Ambassador, Sir Nevile Henderson. Both these

ambassadors spared no effort and did their utmost to save the

peace and bring about direct negotiations between Poland and
Germany to clear up the situation.

I cannot omit mention here of the moderating influence of the

Italian Ambassador, M. Attolico, who during the years we spent

together in Berlin worked unremittingly in the cause of peace.

On August 23 Sir Nevile Henderson presented M. Hitler with a

letter in M. Chamberlain's own hand. He received a negative

reply.

From August 25 onward, German action against Poland as-

sumed a character verging on aggression. The troop concen-

trations on the Polish frontier, observed for several days past,

steadily increased in dimensions. It was significant that on that

day telephonic communication between Germany and the West
was cut off. Frontier provocations grew more and more fre-

quent and grave. On that same day Prince Lubomirski handed

a note of protest to the German Ministry for Foreign Affairs

in connection with these incidents. The Consulate at Marien-

werder reported the severing of telephone lines. The Consul

submitted a protest to the president of the region, and person-

ally intervened with him in respect to the deportation from
Marienwerder of the teaching staff of the Polish High School.

On his return the Consul was confronted with the police, who
had forced their way into the Consulate building and had taken

possession of it.

The Chancellor asked the British Ambassador to call on him,

and put forward a proposal for an understanding with Great

Britain. The next day the British Ambassador flew to London.

The Chancellor also received the French Ambassador.

On August 26 I visited the Under Secretary of State, M. Woer-
mann, and handed him a note protesting against the previous

day's violation of the Polish frontier on the East Prussian sector

by a patrol of ten German soldiers. During this incident a Ger-
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man corporal was shot dead on. Polish territory, some 300 metres

from the frontier. The Germans left a machine-gun behind.

Then I submitted a note protesting against incidents which
had occurred on August 24 on the Silesian sector, during which
Polish frontier patrols had been shot at by Germans.
On that same day news was received that M. Foerster had been

appointed head of the Free City of Danzig.

And on the same day the French Ambassador handed M. Hitler

a letter from M. Daladier.

On August 27 the issue of food-ration cards was announced in

Germany and arrangements were made for controlling sales of

ready-made clothing. Military and air attaches were informed

that they must not leave the district of Berlin without special

permission from the German War Office. There followed an ex-

tensive calling up of older categories of reservists.

M. Hitler handed the French Ambassador a letter for M.
Daladier.

On August 28 the Germans published the notes exchanged be-

tween M. Daladier and M. Hitler, in which the latter for the first

time officially demanded the union not only of Danzig but also

of Pomorze with the Reich. Late in the evening the British Am-
bassador, who had returned from London, presented the British

Government's reply.

On August 29 the German Chancellor informed Sir Neville

Henderson that he would expect a Polish representative with full

powers on August 30, and that the German demands concerned

the return of Danzig and Pomorze to Germany as well as pro-

tection of the German minority in Poland. The German Govern-

ment made their participation in an international guarantee to

Poland dependent on the Soviet Government's attitude.

On August 31, at 2 a.m. I saw Sir Neville Henderson, when he
informed me of his conversation with the German Minister for

Foreign Affairs. I learned that M.von Ribbentrop had prepared
certain demands in the sphere of Polish-German relations. The
British Ambassador could not give me any details, as M. von
Ribbentrop had read out the German demands very rapidly and
had refused to provide him with a copy of the text.

Sir Neville Henderson pointed out how threatening was the

situation, and advised the establishment of direct Polish-German
contact. We discussed the most effectual means of achieving this.

I told the British Ambassador that I would immediately report

to my Government.

To this end, in addition to telegrams, early in the morning I

sent Prince Lubomirski to Warsaw, As Germany had suspended
693261—47—33
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all regular means of communication with Poland, Prince Lubo-
mirski motored to Poznan and thence flew to Warsaw, arriving

before noon.

Soon after 12 o'clock I received telegraphic instructions from
Warsaw to hand the Minister for Foreign Affairs a declaration of

the Polish Government's favourable attitude to any proposal for

direct negotiations.

At 1 p.m. I asked for an interview with the Minister for For-
eign Affairs for the purpose of presenting my Government's com-
munication.

At 3 p.m. the State Secretary, M. von Weizsacker, telephoned

to inquire whether I sought an interview with the Foreign Min-
ister in the capacity of a fully empowered delegate or in some
other capacity. I replied that I was asking for an interview as

Ambassador, to present a declaration from my Government.

At 6.15 p.m. I was requested to call on M. von Ribbentrop im-

mediately. He received me in the presence of Minister Schmidt.

Having communicated my Government's declaration, I pre-

sented it in writing:

"Last night the Polish Government were informed by the

British Government of an exchange of views with the Reich Gov-

ernment as to a possibility of direct negotiations between the

Polish and the German Governments.

"The Polish Government are favourably considering the British

Government's suggestion, and will make them a formal reply on

the subject during the next few hours."

I added that I had been trying to present this declaration since

1 p.m.

M. von Ribbentrop asked me whether I had come in the ca-

pacity of delegate with full powers, to which I replied that for

the time being I had only been instructed to submit the above

declaration for the German Government's information.

M. von Ribbentrop asked whether I was acquainted with the

latest Anglo-German conversations, to which I answered that I

had received indirect information regarding them, since these

matters had been handled directly between Warsaw and London.

At the end of our conversation M. von Ribbentrop stated that

he had thought I would come as a fully empowered delegate, and

that he would inform the Chancellor of the Polish Government's

declaration.

On my return to the Embassy I found myself unable to com-

municate with Warsaw, as the Germans had cut the telephone

lines. This prevented my getting in touch with my Government
by the quickest means. On August 26 the German authorities
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had severed direct railway communication with Poland. Tele-

phonic communications had similarly been rendered impossible

or impeded since the same date.

I informed the French and British Ambassadors of the nature

of my conversation with M. von Ribbentrop. I learned of the

invitation extended by the State Secretary to both Ambassadors
and the American Charge d'Affaires, to call at the Ministry for

Foreign Affairs between 9 and 10 p.m. There they were in-

formed that as a Polish plenipotentiary had not arrived, it was
considered that the German proposals contained in sixteen points

had been rejected by Poland. I desire to state emphatically that

the German demands, contained in sixteen points, have never

been handed or communicated to me by the German Government.

The German wireless had broadcast a similar communique at

9 o'clock, publishing the German proposals as comprised in the

sixteen points, while the Press issued special editions. Not until

the German proposals were published in the Press did I learn of

their exact nature.

At about 11 p.m. Prince Lubomirski arrived by car from War-
saw. During the same night the German wireless stations broad-

cast false information of aggressive action taken by Polish mili-

tary detachments on the German frontier. The same night I

had yet another conversation with the French and the British

Ambassadors.

In the early hours of September 1 I learned from the wireless

that German armed forces had invaded Poland, and that the

German air force had bombed a number of Polish towns.

In the morning I received a note from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, stating that in the interests of my personal safety I was
requested not to leave the Embassy building. At about 1 p. m.
Prince Lubormirski called in my name on the Director of the

Protocol, Baron Doernberg, and asked for my passports.

Arrangements for our departure were discussed. I suggested

the route via Hungary, whereas the Ministry for Foreign Affairs

considered that for technical reasons departure to Denmark
would be more desirable. It was arranged with the Ministry for

Foreign Affairs that the personnel of the Berlin Consulate would
leave simultaneously with that of the Embassy, while the per-

sonnel of other Polish consulates would leave separately and by
different routes.

I collected the Embassy personnel in the Embassy building.

In accordance with arrangements made between the Polish

and Swedish Governments for the protection of the property and
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citizens of the State of Poland in Germany, in the event of war,

I exchanged notes with the Swedish minister, M. Richert, hand-

ing over this charge to him. M. Richert and his staff accorded

us every attention.

I handed the keys of the Embassy building and those of the

Berlin Consulate General to the Councillor of the Swedish Lega-

tion, M. de Post, who was present at our departure.

In the evening of September 1 I received a note from the Min-

istry for Foreign Affairs, requesting me to communicate to the

Polish Government the German Government's declaration of its

intention to refrain from bombarding open towns, provided a

similar undertaking was given by the Polish Government. I

replied immediately with an unofficial note to say that, owing to

the absence of communications, I was not able to transmit the

contents of the German note to my Government. Shortly after-

wards the Ministry for Foreign Affairs telephoned to say that

they were prepared to establish telephonic communication with

Warsaw via Denmark, to which I expressed my assent. Thus
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Warsaw were informed of

the German note.

On September 2, the sixth anniversary of my arrival in Berlin,

with the members of the Embassy and the Consulate General in

Berlin I left in a special train which departed from the Charlot-

tenburg Station at 8 :30 a. m. for Denmark. A representative of

the Protocol accompanied us to the frontier.

Every courtesy was shown us during the journey.

The halt at the Danish frontier station of St. Peter lasted all

the day of September 3, pending agreement as to the date when
the members of the German Embassy in Warsaw were to cross

the Lithuanian frontier. WT
e crossed the Danish frontier during

the night of September 4-5.

Immediately before my departure from Germany I was notified

by the representative of the Protocol that, as two members of the

German Embassy had been detained in Poland, he was obliged

to hold the Assistant Military Attache, Captain Bialy, and Em-
bassy Attache M. Szubert, in Germany. I commended them by
telephone to the special care of the Swedish Minister in Berlin.

On the following day the matter of the detention was settled, and
MM. Bialy and Szubert duly arrived in Denmark.

In Denmark we werfc given a most hospitable and cordial re-

ception.
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BERLIN, 2nd January, 1938.

VERY CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL ONLY
Memo for the Fuehrer

* * * * * * *

Deductions on the report "German Embassy London A5522"

regarding the future form of Anglo-German relations.

With the realization that Germany will not tie herself to a

status quo in Central Europe and that sooner or later a military

conflict in Europe is possible, the hope of an agreement will

slowly disappear amongst Germanophile British politicians,

in so far as they are not merely playing a part that has been

given to them. Thus the fateful question arises—Will Germany
and England eventually be forced to drift into separate camps
and will they march against each other one day. To answer this

question one must realize the following:

A change of the status quo in the East in the German sense

can only be carried out by force. As long as France knows that

England, which so to speak has taken on a guarantee to aid

France against Germany, is on her side, France's fighting for

her Eastern allies is probable, in any case always possible and

thus with it, war between Germany and England. This applies

then even if England does* not want war. England, believing she

must defend her borders on the Rhine would be dragged in auto-

matically by France, in other words, peace or war between

England and Germany rests solely in the hands of France, who
could bring about such a war between Germany and England by
way of a conflict between Germany and France. It follows there-

fore that war between Germany and England on account of

France can be prevented only if France knows from the start

that England's forces would not be sufficient to guarantee their

common victory. Such- a situation might force England and
thereby France to accept a lot of things that a strong Anglo-

French Coalition would never tolerate. This position would arise,

for instance, if England, through insufficient armament or as a

result of threats to her Empire by a superior coalition of powers,

(e.g. Germany-Italy-Japan) thereby tying down her military

forces in other places, would not be able to assure France of

sufficient support in Europe. Regarding the question of the

coalition of powers, this depends on further developments, on

our policy of alliances and on the future position of British-

American relations. It would be unfavourable to England, if she,

not yet sufficiently armed, should stand opposed to the above men-
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tioned coalition by herself. However, this coalition would have

to be firmly welded and there must be no doubt in England and

France about the fact that Italy and Japan are firmly on our

side, and that if necessary the combined forces of the coalition

would be employed at one stroke. Italy's and Japan's interest in

a strong Germany is as great as ours in a strong Italy and Japan.

The existence of the new Germany has been of great advan-

tage to both of them in their efforts to expand during the last

few years. With reference to this and to common aims in the

future it should be possible to get these two powers to announce

their solidarity with us at the right time. Given such a situation

it may be possible that England would prevent France from
interfering in the event of a war by Germany against one of

France's allies in the East, so as to localize the conflict and that

England should not be forced through France's interfering to

have to fight for her Empire under unfavourable conditions, pos-

sibly in three places, in the Far East, in the Mediteranean and
in Europe. Even if it should mean a considerable strengthening

of Germany, England, in my opinion, would not risk fighting for

her Empire under unfavourable conditions for the sake of a local

Central European conflict. In such a case France, without Eng-
land, would hardly have the nerve to run against the German
fortifications in the West by herself. The deciding factor which

appears to me in this connection is the speed with which such

a Central European war could be victoriously decided. In the

event of a lightning success I am convinced that the West would

not interfere. A lengthy campaign, however, might give our

enemies the idea that they had over-rated Germany's strength

and with this the moment of intervention by the Western powers
would have come decidedly near.

$Z 5|t »ft 5jC *j»

In conclusion I should like to summarize my ideas with the

following headings:

1. England is behindhand with her armaments and therefore

is playing for time.

2. England believes that in a competition with Germany time

is on English side—utilization of her greater economic possibili-

ties for her armaments—time for the extension of her treaties

(e.g. U. S. A.)

3. The Halifax visit is therefore to be regarded as a recon-

naissance and screening movement, also Germanophiles in Eng-
land are for the most part only playing the parts they have been

given.
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4. In my opinion England and her Prime Minister do not see

in Halifax's visit the possibility of the basis of an agreement

with Germany—they have as much faith in National Socialist

Germany as we have in England—therefore they fear one day

they may be forced by a strong Germany to a solution which is

not agreeable to them—to counter this England is preparing

herself in any case militarily and politically for war with Ger-

many.
5. Therefore conclusions to be drawn by us:

i. Outwardly further understanding with England in regard to

the protection of the interests of our friends.

ii. Formation under great secrecy but with wholehearted

tenacity of a coalition against England—i.e. a tightening of our

friendship with Italy and Japan—also the winning over of all

nations whose interests conform with ours directly or indirectly

—close and confidential co-operation of the diplomats of the three

great powers towards this purpose. Only in this way can we
confront England be it in a settlement or in war. England is

going to be a hard and astute opponent in this game of diplomacy.

6. The particular question whether in the event of a war by
Germany in Central Europe, France and thereby England would

interfere depends on the circumstances and the time at which
such a war commences and ceases and on military considerations

which cannot be gone into here. I should like to give the Fuehrer

some of these points of view verbally.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-76

Berlin 26th August 1938

(signed) Pruefer.

G/19
To the Reichminister via the State Secretary.

MOST SECRET.*******
II

4. The most pressing problem of German policy, the Czech
problem, might easily, but must not lead to a conflict with the
Entente. Neither France nor England are looking for trouble

regarding Czechoslovakia. Both would perhaps leave Czecho-
slovakia to herself, if she should, without direct foreign inter-

ference and through internal signs of disintegration, due to her
own faults, suffer the fate she deserves. This process, however,
would have to take place step by step and would have to lea<J
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to a loss of power in the remaining territory by means of a
plebiscite and an annexation of territory.

The Czech problem is not yet politically acute enough for any
immediate action, which the Entente would watch inactively, and
not even if this action should come quickly and surprisingly.

Germany cannot fix any definite time and this fruit could be

plucked without too great a risk. She can only prepare the de-

sired developments.

For this purpose the slogan emanating from England at pres-

ent of the right for autonomy of the Sudeten-Germans, which
we have intentionally not used up to now, is to be taken up
gradually. The international conviction that the choice of na-

tionality was being withheld from these Germans will do useful

spadework, notwithstanding the fact that the chemical process

of dissolution of the Czech form of states may or may not be

finally speeded up by mechanical means as well. The fate of the

actual body of Czechoslovakia, however, would not as yet be

clearly decided by this: but would nevertheless be definitely

sealed.

5. This method of approach towards Czechoslovakia is to be

recommended because of our relationship with Poland. It is

unavoidable that the German departure from the problems of

boundaries in the South East and their transfer to the East and
North East must make the Poles sit up. The fact that after the

liquidation of the Czech question, it will be generally assumed
that Poland will be the next in turn.

But the later this assumption sinks in in international politics

as a firm factor, the better. In this sense, however, it is im-

portant for the time being, to carry on the German policy, under

the well known and proved slogans of "the right to autonomy"
and "Racial unity". Anything else might be interpreted as pure

imperialism on our part and create the resistance to our plan by

the Entente at an earlier date and more energetically, than our

forces could stand up to.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-77

II

MEMORANDUM OF A CONVERSATION BETWEEN HITLER,
RIBBENTROP AND CIANO, OBERSALZBERG,

AUGUST 12, 1939

At the beginning of the conversation the Fuehrer, with the

aid of maps showed Count Ciano the present position of Ger-
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many from a military point of view. He particularly empha-
sized the German Western fortifications. There were the points

at which in earlier times the French, for geographical and stra-

tegical reasons, had always attempted a "break-through". These

points had now been protected with special care, so that a "break-

through" was impossible at any of them. The western fortifica-

tions had been carried along the Luxembourg and Belgian fron-

tiers to the borders of Holland so that a violation of the Belgian

frontier would no longer bring any advantages to France, but

would invoke the serious risk that Belgium, in order to defend

her neutrality, and under pressure of the Flemish element in her

population, would place herself on the German side. The one

remaining possibility of attack was, theoretically, across the

Netherlands, but, according to the view of the Fuehrer, the

Dutch would defend their neutrality with energy because they

knew that if they took part in a general war they would
lose to Japan their almost undefended East-Asian colonies. Fur-

thermore, in view of the countless rivers and canals, and of the

possibility of flooding wide areas of the lowlands, the Nether-

lands offered very unsuitable territory as a starting-off point

for a great army. Germany would obviously invade the Nether-

lands, in the event of a violation of Dutch neutrality and, owing
to the very short distance of the German frontier from the Meuse,

could reach this river within a few hours. Finally the Rhine,

which in Holland was 1-1^ miles broad, offered a natural pro-

tection against attacks from this direction.

The third possibility of an attack in Germany consisted in

blockade by the British navy. In this connection it should be
remembered that the great range of the latest German bombers
brought the whole of England within their sphere of action and
would allow them to attack the blockading ships from the air.

There were no other possibilities of attacking Germany. The
Scandinavian countries would doubtless remain neutral and they
were certain that neither side would attack them because the
occupation of countries as large as Norway and Sweden hardly
came into consideration (it was not a practical question). Simi-

larly Switzerland would certainly oppose to the uttermost any
attempt on her neutrality.

In the East Germany had also erected strong defenses. The
Fuehrer showed Count Ciano the various defense systems of

East Prussia. On the other frontier strong fortifications were
being constructed and as on the Polish frontier opposite Berlin
was built up into an impregnable system of successor lines. The
capital, however, was only 150 km. from the Polish frontier, and
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therefore exposed to air attack especially because, owing to its

great size, could be bombed from a very great height without at-

tacking particular targets but with a certainty that bombs would
fall somewhere within the city area.

Turning to the military position of the Western Powers the

Fuehrer pointed again to the vulnerability of England from the

air. British aircraft production had made progress, but pro-

tected measures against raids were still much in arrears. It

was known that England had decided only in the previous

Autumn upon the definite type of anti-aircraft gun. The Ger-

man experience of their own seven years of rearmament assured

them that large scale production was possible only some long

time after the selection of a prototype, so that no real anti-air-

craft protection could come into existence in England for one

or two years. Furthermore, London and all the large British

cities and centres of industry suffered from the same disad-

vantage as Berlin in relation to air attack; bombing can be car-

ried out from a great height and out of range of English anti-

aircraft guns with the complete certainty that the results would

always be successful.

At sea, England had for the moment no immediate reinforce-

ments in prospect. Some time would elapse before any of the

ships now under construction could be taken into service. As
far as the land army was concerned, after the introduction of

conscription 60,000 men had been called to the colors. If Eng-
land kept the necessary troops in her own country she could

send to France at the most two infantry divisions and one ar-

moured division. For the rest she could supply a few bomber
squadrons but hardly any fighters since, at the outbreak of war
the German Air Force would at once attack England and the

English fighters would be urgently needed for the defense of

their own country. With regard to the position of France, the

Fuehrer said that in the event of a general war, after the de-

struction of Poland (which would not take long), Germany
would be in a position to assemble hundreds of divisions along

the West Wall and France would then be compelled to concen-

trate all her available forces from the Colonies, from the Italian

frontier and elsewhere on her own Maginot Line for the life and

death struggle which would then ensue. The Fuehrer also

thought that the French would find it no easier to overrun the

Italian fortifications than to overrun the West Wall. Here Count

Ciano showed signs of extreme doubt.

The Polish Army was most uneven in quality. Together with

a few parade divisions, there were large numbers of troops of
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less value. Poland was very weak in anti-tank and anti-aircraft

defense and at the moment neither France nor England could

help her in this respect. If, however, Poland were given as-

sistance by the Western Powers, over a longer period, she could

obtain these weapons and German superiority would thereby be

diminished. In contrast to the fanatics of Warsaw and Cracow,

the population of their areas was different, furthermore, it was
necessary to consider the position of the Polish state. Out of

34,000,000 inhabitants, IV2 million were German, about 4 million

were Jews and 9 million Ukrainians, so that genuine Poles were
much less in number than the total population and as already

said, their striking power was not to be valued highly. In these

circumstances Poland could be struck to the ground by Germany
in the shortest time.

Since the Poles through their whole attitude had made it clear

that in any case in the event of a conflict they would stand on

the side of the enemies of Germany and Italy, a quick liquida-

tion at the present moment could only be of advantage for the

unavoidable conflict with the Western Democracies. If a hostile

Poland remained on Germany's Eastern frontier, not only would

the eleven East Prussian divisions be tied down, but also further

contingents would be kept in Pomerania and Silesia. This would

not be necessary in the event of a previous liquidation. Gen-

erally speaking, the best thing to happen would be for the neu-

trals to be liquidated one after the other. This process could

be carried out more easily if on every occasion one partner of

the Axis covered the other, while it was dealing with an uncer-

tain neutral. Italy might well regard Yugoslavia as a neutral

of this kind. The Fuehrer had told the Prince Regent on his

visit to Germany that, with special relation to Italy, he should

make a gesture showing that he sided politically with the Axis

and thought of a closer connection with the Axis and of the with-

drawal of Yugoslavia from the League of Nations. Prince Paul

agreed with the latter proposal. The Prince Regent had recently

been to London and had tried there to reinsure himself with the

Western Powers. He had thus taken the same line as Gafencu
who had also been extremely reasonable during his visit to Ger-
many and had repudiated an interest in the importance of the
Western Democracies. It appeared that subsequently Gafencu
had taken up an opposite standpoint in England. Of the Balkan
countries, the Axis could trust completely Bulgaria alone as to

some extent a natural ally of Italy and Germany. Therefore
Germany had supplied Bulgaria as far as possible with arma-
ments and would continue to do so. Yugoslavia would remain
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neutral only as long as it was dangerous for her to come openly

onto the side of the Western Democracies. If matters took a

turn for the worse for Germany and Italy, Yugoslavia would
openly join the other side in the hope that she would then in-

fluence the course of events to take an official turn to the dis-

advantage of the Axis. Roumania was afraid of Hungary and
from the military point of view externally weak and internally

corrupt. King Carol would certainly abandon his neutrality if

he were compelled to do so. Hungary was friendly and Slovakia

was under German influence with German garrisons in certain

areas.

Coming back to the Danzig question, the Fuehrer said that it

was impossible for him now to go back. He had made an agree-

ment with Italy for the withdrawal of the Germans from South

Tyrol, but for this reason he must take the greatest care to avoid

giving the impression that this Tyrolese withdrawal could be

taken as a precedent for other areas. Furthermore, he had

justified the withdrawal by pointing to a general easterly and

north easterly direction of a German policy. The East and North-

East, that is to say the Baltic countries, had been Germany's

undisputed sphere of influence since time immemorial, as the

Mediterranean had been an appropriate sphere for Italy. For

economic reasons also, Germany needed the foodstuffs and timber

from these Eastern regions. In the case of Danzig, German in-

terests were not only material, although the city had the greatest

harbor in the Baltic. Danzig was a Nurnberg of the north, an

ancient German City awaking sentimental feelings for every

German and the Fuehrer was bound to take account of this psy-

chological element in public opinion. To make a comparison with

Italy, Count Ciano should suppose that Trieste was in Yugoslav

hands and there a large Italian minority was being treated bru-

tally on Yugoslav soil. It would be difficult to assume that Italy

would long remain quiet over anything of this kind.

Count Ciano in replying to the Fuehrer's statement first ex-

pressed the great surprise on the Italian side over the completely

unexpected seriousness of the position. Neither in the conversa-

tions in Milan nor in those which took place during his Berlin

visit had there been any sign from the German side that the

position with regard to Poland was so serious. On the contrary,

Ribbentrop had said that in his opinion, the Danzig question

would be settled in the course of time. On these grounds, the

Duce, in view of his conviction that a conflict with the Western
Powers was unavoidable, had assumed that he should make his
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preparations for this event, he had made plans for a period of

two or three years. If immediate conflict were unavoidable, the

Duce as he had told Ciano, would certainly stand on the German

side but for various reasons he would welcome the postponement

of a general conflict until a later time. Ciano then showed with

the aid of a map, the position of Italy in the event of a general

war. Italy believed that a conflict with Poland would not be

limited to that country but would develop into a general Euro-

pean war.

The Fuehrer commented that on this point there were dif-

ferences of opinion. He personally was absolutely certain that

the Western Democracies in the last resort would shrink from
entering into a general war.

Count Ciano replied that he wished that the Fuehrer were

right, but that he did not think so, in any case it was necessary

to consider the most unfavorable case that is to say a general

war. Since the Abyssinian war, Italy had lived in a perpetual

state of war and therefore needed a breathing space. Ciano

then gave figures to show how great the material effort of Italy

had been in relation to the Spanish war. Italian supplies of raw
material were completely exhausted and it is necessary to allow

time for their replacement. The Italian war industries which

were in exposed sites and must also be moved south for pur-

poses of defense. The Italian artillery, especially anti-aircraft

guns, greatly needed modernization. The long coast line and

other exposed places were most insufficiently defended. The
naval position was almost unfavorable. At present Italy could

only provide two battleships to meet the eleven or twelve battle-

ships of the combined British and French fleet, whereas, in a

few years she would have eight more ships at her disposition.

(These figures were disputed by the Fuehrer). Ciano said that

the long Italian coast was difficult to defend and that the Anglo-

French fleets had many bases at their disposition and particularly

in harbors of Greece. .

Italy was especially vulnerable in her colonies although Libya

was difficult to attack from Egypt, and the Italians might be

able to reach Mersamatruh. On the other hand the position was
very different in Tunis. The relation between the Italian-Arab

and the French-Arab population there was 1-20, while the strength

of the European troops was 1-5 to the disadvantage of Italy.

Furthermore, the Italian fortifications on the side of the French
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frontier were completely insufficient and new pillboxes were
needed.

Abyssinia was almost pacified as far as certain areas along the

frontier merging with British territory were concerned. Eng-

lish gold and propaganda raised trouble upon the population.

This pacification, however, was only superficial. In a general

war it would suffice if a few English aeroplanes were to drop

leafllets in Abyssinia maintaining that the world had risen against

Italy and that the Negus would come back to cross the Abyssin-

ian frontier. Furthermore, in the case of war Abyssinia would

be completely cut off from Italy and the fate of the 200,000

Italians in the country would be completely uncertain. In a

few days there would be an army of 4 to 5,000,000 men in Abys-
sinia able to advance successfully. In the case of war against

the Sudan, Kenya and French Somaliland, the islands of the

Dodecanese would be in a difficult position owing to the attitude

of Turkey. Leros and Rhodes could defend themselves for years.

Albania was a completely undeveloped country and could not for

some years to come form a workable basis of operations against

the Balkans, roads would have to be built and it would be neces-

sary to exploit the mineral wealth, iron, copper, chrome and oil,

after which a successful advance could be made to Salonika and

other directions in the Balkans.

In the economic sphere Italy had plans of autarky which would

take some years for realization after which she would be in a

position to endure a longer war without difficulties. An addi-

tional reason for the Duce's wish to postpone the conflict, was
the question of the Italians abroad who should be brought back

to Italy according to plan. There were a million Italians in

France from whom about 700,000 could be regarded as still be-

longing to Italy, the remaining 300,000, however, in the case of

war with France would be used as hostages as was clear from
the measures taken in France in September of the previous year.

Finally the Duce himself set great importance upon carrying

through the Rome Exhibition in the year 1942 for which the

large scale preparations had been made and from which in the

economic sphere and particularly in the matter of foreign cur-

rencies favorable results were expected.

In addition to these considerations especially affecting Italy

there were other factors of a general political kind tending to

favor the postponement of a general war. According to the

Duce's view the encirclement policy of the Western Democracies
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would certainly function at the present time but, after an in-

terval of time, the points of difference and the fundamental lack

of unity between the parties of the encirclement front would

make themselves felt and the front would accordingly fall to

pieces.

Finally the Duce was convinced that the present strong state

of feeling in England and France would not last very much
longer, especially in France the union sacree would break up in

party quarrels if sufficient time were allowed on the side of the

Axis. At the moment the Axis itself was responsible for the fact

that party differences had been set aside in the countries con-

cerned.

The position of Japan would also be considerably strengthened

in two years time after the expected conclusion of the China

war, while the position of Roosevelt in America would be severely

shaken after a period of external tranquility, so that he would

not be elected to the presidency for a third time, whereas his

election was certain if war broke out. Spain which had just se-

cured a government friendly to the Axis needed a period of rest

after the Civil War but in two to three years time would be in

fact a considerable factor on the side of the Axis, e.g. within

two years Spain proposed to build four battleships of 35,000 tons,

the plans of which had recently been brought to Spain by an

Italian General. This construction would take place at Ferrol. -

For these reasons the Duce insisted that the Axis Powers

should make a gesture which would reassure people of the peace-

ful intentions of Italy and Germany. This could be done through

the publication of a communique which Ciano had already given

to Ribbentrop (then follows the text of the proposed com-
munique). Ciano said that the Duce had in mind a proposal for

an international conference. The Fuehrer declared that if a

conference were held, Russia could no longer be excluded from
future meetings of the Powers. In the German-Russian con-

versations, the Russians had made it clear with reference to

Munich and other occasions, when they were excluded, that in

future they would not submit to such treatment. In addition

to the four great Powers and apart from Russia, Poland and
Spain must also be summoned to a conference. That would mean,
however, that Italy and Spain would be ranged against England,

France, Russia and Poland, i.e. an unfavorable position. Ciano

said that the Duce considered that the party would win at a con-

ference which was ready in given circumstances to allow the con-
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ference to fail and take into account the eventuality of war as

a result of failure. The Duce had, however, given consideration

to the Fuehrer's view and had turned down his proposal. He
was in favor of a peaceful gesture on the part of Italy and Ger-

many saying that the Western Powers were not really ready for

war. These Powers, however, according to the conviction of the

Duce, who obtained very valuable information about the Democ-
racies, would certainly begin war at the present time • if they

were in any way driven into a corner by the Axis and saw no

other way out. The proposed German-Italian gesture offered

an honorable way out which the democracies would certainly use

for avoiding war. Wide circles warned them against war and

the position of this (anti-war) party would naturally be con-

sidered strengthened by a peaceful gesture. Poland, from which

the Western Powers would certainly draw apart, would be isolated

after a certain time and be ready to accept reasonable solutions

to the outstanding difficulties.

The Fuehrer answered that for a solution of the Polish prob-

lem no time should be lost; the longer one waited until the au-

tumn, the more difficult would military operations in Eastern

Europe become. From the middle of September, weather con-

ditions made air operations hardly possible in these areas, while

the condition of the roads, which were quickly turned into a

morass by the autumn rains, would be such as to make them
impossible for motorized forces. From September to May,

Poland was a great marsh and entirely unsuited for any kind

of military operations. Poland could, however, occupy Danzig

in September and Germany would not be able to do anything

about it since they obviously could not bombard or destroy the

place.

Ciano asked how soon, according to the. Fuehrer's view, the

Danzig question must be settled. The Fuehrer answered that

this settlement must be made one way or another by the end of

August. To the question of Ciano's: what solution the Fuehrer

proposed? Hitler answered that Poland must give up political

control of Danzig, but that Polish economic interests would ob-

viously be reserved and that Polish general behavior must con-

tribute to a general lessening of the tension. He doubted whether

Poland was ready to accept this solution since up to the present

the German proposals had been refused. The Fuehrer had made

this proposal personally to Beck at his visit to Obersalzberg. They

were extremely favorable to Poland. In return for the political
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surrender of Danzig, under a complete guarantee of Polish in-

terests and the establishment -of a connection between East Prus-

sia and the Reich, Germany would have given a frontier guar-

antee, a 25 years pact of friendship and the participation of

Poland in influence over Slovakia. Beck had received the pro-

posal with remark that he was willing to examine it. The plain

refusal of it came only as a result of English intervention. The
general Polish aims could be seen clearly from the press. They
wanted the whole of East Prussia and even proposed to advance

to Berlin. It was unendurable for a great power to tolerate a

neighbor of such hostile disposition at 150 kilometers from its

capital. The Fuehrer had therefore resolved to use the occasion

of the next Polish provocation in the form of an ultimatum, the

brutal ill-treatment of Germans in Poland, an attempt to starve

out Danzig or the invasion of Poland within 48 hours and in this

way to leave the problem. This would mean a considerable

strengthening of the Axis just as an Italian liquidation of Yugo-

slavia would also mean an increase in strength. Ciano asked

what action of this kind against Poland was to be expected be-

cause Italy must amply prepare herself for all eventualities. The
Fuehrer answered that in the circumstances a move against

Poland must be reckoned with at any minute.

During this exchange of conversation the Fuehrer was given

a telegram from Moscow and a telegram from Tokio. The con-

versation was interrupted for a short time and Ciano was then

told the text of the Moscow telegram. The Russians agreed to

the despatch of a German political negotiator to Moscow. Rib-

bentrop added that the Russians were fully informed of the in-

tentions of Germany with regard to Poland. He himself at the

Fuehrer's order had informed the Russian Charge d'Affaires,

the Fuehrer added that according to his opinion Russia would

not be ready to take the chestnuts out of the fire for the Western
Powers. Stalin's position would be endangered as much by a

victorious as by a defeated Russian army. Russian interest was
to extend her access to the Balkans. Germany had nothing

against this. On the other hand, Russia would never interfere

on behalf of Poland whom she hated whole-heartedly. The send-

ing of the Anglo-French Military Mission to Moscow had only one

purpose, i. e. to conceal the catastrophic position of the political

negotiations.

After a further consideration over the communique proposal

the Fuehrer said that he would consider this proposal and Ciano's

693261—47—34
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news about the general situation for inter-aid. He therefore pro-

posed that the discussion should be continued on the following

day.

Ill

Memorandum of a conversation between Hitler, Ribbentrop and
Ciano at Obersalzberg August 13, 1939

The Fuehrer said that since the last conversation, he had been

considering the whole position. Ribbentrop had meanwhile told

him that in the circumstances Ciano had decided not to conclude

the conversations with a communique. The Fuehrer had agreed

with this decision. The door was therefore open, no-one was
committed and no course was blocked.

The Fuehrer had also come to the conclusion, as he had said

in a previous conversation, that the danger of delaying too long

into the autumn was that Poland would be able to carry out its

relatively limited aims. Danzig could be made to submit by
slow pressure and the treaty position was extremely favourable

to Poland. Danzig could be blockaded and slowly ruined or even

starved out from the second half of September and particularly

from the beginning of October. The Poles could easily occupy

the place. This occupation would be followed by a re-conquest

of the Corridor and Danzig on the German side but any further

military operations would be impossible at the present time of

the year. Danzig therefore would fall into ruin, and the heavily

motorized German forces which were necessary for deep pene-

tration into Poland could not be used. In a severe winter, it

would be possible to undertake certain military operations, but

the weather conditions would make the emergency landing places

and the usual aerodromes unusable. If Germany used these aero-

dromes the flying distances would be much prolonged, more petrol

would be consumed and a considerable less weight of bombs could

be carried. It was therefore necessary that within the shortest

time, Poland should clearly state her intentions, and no further

provocation should be endured by Germany. If these provoca-

tions were just allowed to pass, the affair would be prolonged

until October when tanks and aircraft could not be used. The
Polish General Staff knew these climatic conditions and their

effect upon the German forces and therefore Poland was playing

for time. The Fuehrer had therefore come to two definite con-

clusions, 1) in the event of any further provocation, he would
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immediately attack, 2) if Poland did not clearly and plainly state

her political intention, she must be forced to do so. It should

not be forgotten that the test of nerves which the Poles had begun

by means of continual instances of provocation had not lasted

for three months. Any signs of giving way would, in view of

the Slav mentality, bring a violent reaction of over-confidence

on the part of the Poles. Surrender would not, in any way
strengthen the German position but would be regarded by every

other country as a sign of weakness. If the Western Democra-
cies had already decided to move against the Axis, they would

not in any case wait for three or four years before carrying out

their plan and attack only at a time when the Axis Powers had
completed their necessary preparations, but they would pass the

earlier conflict. If, however, they had not yet come to a decision

in the matter (and the Fuehrer thought that in the state of

their armaments they had not come to this decision), the best

way of preventing them would be to deal with the Polish matter

quickly. In general, however, success by one of the Axis part-

ners, not only strategical but also psychological strengthening

of the other partner and also of the whole Axis would ensue.

Italy carried through a number of successful operations in Abys-
sinia, Spain and Albania and each time against the wishes of

the Democratic Entente. These individual actions have not only

strengthened Italian local interests but had also reinforced her

general position, the same was the case with German actions in

Austria and Czechoslovakia. Here also not only had German local

interest been strengthened but the general position had been
re-inforced. The Axis had thereby won considerable victories.

If one were to consider what would have happened if these in-

dividual operations had not been successful and to ask what the

position of Germany would then have been, one reached a similar

conclusion. The strengthening of the Axis by these individual

operations was of the greatest importance for the unavoidable
clash with the Western Powers. As matters now stand, Ger-
many and Italy would simply not exist further in the world
through lack of space, not only was there no more space but
existing space was completely blockaded by its present posses-

sors, they sat like misers with their heaps of gold and deluded
themselves about their riches. The Western Democracies were
dominated by the desire to rule the world and would not regard
Germany and Italy as their class. This psychological element of
contempt was perhaps the worst thing about the whole busi-

ness. It could only be settled by a life and death struggle which
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the two Axis partners could meet more easily because their in-

terests did not clash on any point. The Mediterranean was ob-

viously the most ancient domain for which Italy had a claim to

predominance. The Duce himself had summed up the position

to him in the words that Italy already was the dominant power
in the Mediterranean. On the other hand, the Fuehrer said that

Germany must take the old German road eastwards and that

this road was also desirable for economic reasons, and that Italy

had geographical and historical claims to permanency in the

Mediterranean. Bismarck had recognized it and had said as

much in his well-known letter to Manzzini. The interests of Ger-

many and Italy went in quite different directions and there never

could be a conflict between them. Ribbentrop added that if the

two problems mentioned in yesterday's conversations were set-

tled, Italy and Germany would have their backs free for work
against the West. The Fuehrer said that Poland must be struck

down so that for (50?) years long she was incapable of fighting.

In such a case, matters in the west could be settled. Ciano

thanked the Fuehrer for his extremely clear explanation of the

situation. He had, on his side, nothing to add and would give

the Duce full details. He asked for more definite information

on one point in order that the Duce might have all the facts

before him. The Duce might indeed have to make no decision

because the Fuehrer believed that the conflict with Poland could

be localized on the basis of long experience. He (Ciano) quite

saw that so far the Fuehrer had always been right in his judg-

ment of the position. If, however, Mussolini had no decision to

make, he had to take certain measures of precaution and there-

fore Ciano would put the following question:

—

The Fuehrer had mentioned two conditions under which he

would take Poland—1, if Poland were guilty of serious provoca-

tion and, 2, if Poland did not make her political position clear. The
first of these conditions depended on the decision of the Fuehrer

and German reaction could follow it in a moment. The second

condition required certain decisions as to times. Ciano therefore

asked what was the date by which Poland must have satisfied

Germany about her political condition. He realized that this date

depended upon climatic conditions.

The Fuehrer answered that the decision of Poland must be

made clear at the latest by the end of August. Since, however,

the decisive part of military operations against Poland could

be carried out within a period of 14 days and the final liquida-

tion would need another 4 weeks, it could be finished at the end

of September or the beginning of October these could be regarded
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as the dates. It followed therefore that the last dates on which

he could begin to take action was the end of August. Finally

Fuehrer assured Ciano that since his youth, he had favoured

German-Italian co-operation and that no other view was ex-

pressed in his books. He had always thought that Germany and

Italy were naturally suited for collaboration since there were
no conflicts of interests between them. He was personally for-

tunate to live at a time in which, apart from himself, there was
one other statesman who would stand out great and unique in

history ; that he could be this man's friend was for him a matter

of great personal satisfaction and if the hour of common battle

struck, he would always be found on the side of the Duce.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-78

LETTER FROM THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER
DALADIER TO THE FUEHRER, DATED

26th AUGUST 1939.

Paris, 26th August 1939

Dear Reichchancellor,

The French Ambassador in Berlin has informed me of your

personal communication.

In the hours, in which you speak of the greatest responsibility

which two heads of Governments can possibly take upon them-

selves, namely that of shedding the blood of two great nations,

who long only for peace and work, I feel I owe it to you per-

sonally and to both our peoples to say that the fate of peace still

rests in your hands.

You can doubt neither my own feelings towards Germany, nor
France's peaceful feelings towards your nation. No Frenchman
has done more than myself to strengthen between our two na-

tions not only peace, but also sincere cooperation in their own
interests as well as in those of Europe and of the whole world.

Unless you credit the French People with lower sense of honour,
than I credit the German Nation with, you cannot doubt that

France loyally fulfills her obligations towards other powers, such
as Poland, which, as I am fully convinced, wants to live in peace
with Germany.

These two convictions are fully compatible.

Till now there has been nothing to prevent a peaceful solution

of the international crisis, with all honour and dignity for all

nations, if the same will for peace exists on all sides.

Together with the good will of France I proclaim that of all
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her allies. I take it upon myself to guarantee Poland's readi-

ness, which she has always shown, to submit to the mutual ap-

plication of a method of open settlement, as it can be imagined

between the governments of two sovereign nations. With the

clearest conscience I can assure you that among the differences

which have arisen between Germany and Poland over the ques-

tion of Danzig, there is not one which could not be submitted to

such a method the purpose of reaching a peaceful and just

solution.

Moreover, I can declare on my honour that there is nothing

in France's clear and loyal solidarity with Poland and her allies,

which could in any way prejudice the peaceful attitude of my
country. This solidarity has never prevented us, and does not

prevent us today, from keeping Poland in the same friendly state

of mind.

In so serious an hour, I sincerely believe that no high minded

human being could understand it, if a war of destruction was
started without a last attempt being made to reach a peaceful

settlement between Germany and Poland. Your desire for peace

could in all certainty work for this aim, without any prejudice

to German honour. I, who desire good harmony between the

French and the German people, and who am on the other hand

bound to Poland by bonds of friendship and by a promise, am
prepared, as head of the French Government, to do everything

an upright man can do, to bring this attempt to a successful

conclusion.

You and I were in the trenches in the last war. You know, as

I do, what horror and condemnation the devastations of that war
have left in the conscience of the peoples, without any regard to

its outcome. The picture I can see in my mind's eye of your

outstanding role as the leader of the German people on the road

of peace, towards the fulfillment of its task in the common work
of civilization, leads me to ask for a reply to this suggestion.

If French and German blood should be shed again, as it was
shed 25 years ago, in a still longer and more murderous war,

then each of the two nations will fight believing in its own vic-

tory. But the most certain victors will be—destruction and

barbarity.

(Signed) Daladier.
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LETTER FROM THE FUEHRER TO THE FRENCH PRIME
MINISTER DALADIER, DATED 27th AUGUST, 1939

Berlin, 27th August, 1939

Dear Prime Minister,

I understand the qualms you express. I too have never over-

looked the high responsibility which rests on those who are in a

position to decide the fate of nations. As an old front line soldier,

I hate the horrors of war as you do. It is from this conviction

and knowledge that I have made honest efforts to eliminate all

the grounds of conflict between our two nations. I have assured

the French people quite openly that the return of the Saar would

be the prerequisite for it. After its return I immediately and
solemnly confirm my renunciation of any further claims which

might affect France. The German people approved my attitude.

You were able to realize yourself during your last stay here that,

proud of its own attitude, it neither felt nor feels any resentment

or hatred towards the valiant foe of the past. On the contrary.

The satisfactory solution of our Western frontier problem led

to an increase in understanding, at least on the part of the Ger-

man people. This understanding on many occasions reached the

point of demonstrativeness. The building of our strong Western
fortifications which cost us and are still costing us many millions

of Marks proves that Germany is accepting and confirming the

final frontier of the Reich. The German people have thereby

given up two provinces which used to belong to the old German
Reich, were later on conquered with much blood and still later

defended with still more blood. Your Excellency will have to

agree that the waiving of our claims is no tactical measure to

impress the outer world, but a decision which has been logically

confirmed by all our measures. You will be unable, my dear

Prime Minister, to quote me an instance where in a single line

or speech there has been any opposition to this final delineation

of the Western boundary of the Reich. I believed that through
this waiving of our claims and by this attitude I had eliminated

any possible source of controversy between our two peoples which
would lead to a repetition of the tragedy of 1914-1918. However,
this voluntary limitation of Germany's vital demands in the West
cannot be taken as implying total acceptance of the Versailles

treaty. I have really tried year after year to obtain by agree-

ment a revision of at least those clauses of the treaty which were
most irrational and unbearable. It has been impossible. Many
far-sighted people of all nations saw and knew that a revision

had to come. Whatever anyone may say against my methods,
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whatever criticism anyone may feel himself compelled to level

against them, one must not overlook or deny that they not only

made it possible in many cases to find solutions satisfactory to

Germany, without first shedding of blood, but also owing to the

very nature of these methods, spared foreign statesmen the

necessity of justifying such revisions to their own people, a neces-

sity which they would often have been unable to face; for your

Excellency will have to agree with me on one point : The revision

had to come. The Versailles treaty was intolerable. No French-

man possessing a sense of honour, not even you, Monsieur Dala-

dier, would have acted differently from me in a similar position.

I have now also tried in this sense to abolish the most unreason-

able of all the Versailles treaty. I made an offer to the Polish

Government, which shocked the German people. No one but 1

could have dared to announce such an offer in public. That is

why I could only make that offer once. I am now firmly con-

vinced that Europe would have been able to enjoy a state of

peace today and for the next 25 years, if at that time the Poles

had been persuaded, particularly by Great Britain to see reason

;

instead a wild press campaign against Germany was started and

rumours were spread of a German mobilization. Thus Polish

public opinion was first of all roused by lies about German ag-

gression; it was made more difficult for the Polish Government
to come to their own necessary clear-cut decisions and the sub-

sequently given guarantee in particular impaired their ability to

see the limits of what was possible. The Polish Government
turned the offer down. Polish public opinion, firmly convinced

that Britain and France would go to war on their behalf, started

to make demands which could have been regarded as ridiculous

lunacies, had they not been so terribly dangerous. At that time

an unbearable terrorization—a physical and economic oppression

of the Germans in the territories ceded by the Reich, who still

amounted to over IV2 millions, began. I do not wish to discuss

here the atrocities committed. Even Danzig was increasingly

reminded, by the continuous encroachments of Polish authori-

ties, that it had been surrendered, apparently without hope of

salvation, to the arbitrary will of a power alien to the national

character of town and population.

May I take the liberty of asking you, Daladier, how you, a

Frenchman, would act if through the unlucky and of a coura-

geous fight one of your provinces were cut off by a corridor oc-

cupied by a foreign power ; if a large town, let us say Marseilles,

was prevented from acknowledging her ties with France and if

the Frenchman living in that territory were persecuted, beaten.
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maltreated, even bestially murdered? You are a Frenchman,

M. Daladier, and therefore know how you would act. Do not, M.

Daladier, doubt my sense of honour and my sense of duty which

tells me to act exactly as you would do ! If you had suffered the

misfortune which we have suffered, would you be able to under-

stand it M. Daladier, if Germany should without provocation in-

sist on the corridor through France being maintained, on the

stolen territory not being allowed to revert, on the return of

Marseilles to France being forbidden? I at least, M. Daladier,

cannot imagine that Germany should fight against you for such

a reason, since I and the whole world have waived the claim to

Alsace-Lorraine to prevent further shedding of blood. All the

less would we shed blood to uphold an injustice, which would be

as intolerable to you, as it would be unimportant for us. I feel

exactly as you do, M. Daladier, about the matters mentioned in

your letter. Being both old front-line soldiers, perhaps we can

understand each other more easily on many points; however, I

must ask you to understand this too : That it is impossible for a

nation with a sense of honour to waive their claim to almost

two million people, and to see them maltreated on their own
frontier. I have therefore formulated a clear-cut demand. Dan-
zig and the corridor must revert to Germany. The "Macedonian"
conditions on one Eastern frontier must disappear. I can see no
way of inducing Poland, which now believes itself unassailable

under the protection of the guarantees, to take steps towards a

peaceful solution. I should however despair of the honourable

future of my people, if, under such circumstances, we were not

determined to solve the question in one way or another. Should

fate thereby once more force our two peoples to fight, there

would yet be a difference in our motives. I and my people, M.
Daladier, would fight to right—and the others to maintain—

a

wrong which has been inflicted on us. This would be all the more
tragic as many most outstanding men, including some of your
own people, have recognized the folly of the 1919 solution as well

as the impossibility of permanently upholding it. I am quite

aware of the dire consequences which would result from such

a conflict. But I believe that Poland would suffer most, for,

whichever way the war about this question went, the present

Polish state would be lost anyhow.

Not only for you, M. Daladier, but for me too it is most pain-

ful that our two peoples are now to embark on a new bloody

war of extermination on these grounds. But as I said before,

I cannot see a way for us to induce Poland by rational means to
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correct a situation which is intolerable for the German people

and the German Reich.

(Signed) Adolf Hitler.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-90

Extract from Testimony of HERMANN GOERING taken at

Nurnberg, Germany, on 29 August 1945, by Colonel John
H. Amen, IGD, OUSCC. Also present: Pfe. Richard
W. Sonnenfeldt, Official Interpreter; Court Re-

porter, S/Sgt. William A. Weigel. 1430 to

1640; pages 7-9.

Q. When the negotiations of the Polish foreign minister in

London brought about the Anglo-Polish treaty at the end of

March or beginning of April 1939, was it not fairly obvious that

a peaceful solution was impossible?

A. Yes, it seemed impossible after my convictions, but not ac-

cording to the convictions of the Fuehrer. When it was men-
tioned to the Fuehrer that England had given her guarantee to

Poland, he said that England was also guaranteeing Roumania,
but then when the Russians took Bessarabia nothing happened,

and this made a big impression on him. I made a mistake here.

At this time Poland only had the promise of a guarantee. The
guarantee itself was only given shortly before the beginning of

the war. On the day when England gave her official guarantee

to Poland the Fuehrer called me on the telephone and told me
that he had stopped the planned invasion of Poland. I asked him
then whether this was just temporary or for good. He said, "No,

I will have to see whether we can eliminate British intervention."

So then I asked him, "Do you think that it will be any different

within four or five days?"

At this same time—I don't know whether you knew about that,

Colonel—I was in connection with Lord Halifax by a special

courier outside the regular diplomatic channels to do everything

to stop war with England. After the guarantee I held an Eng-
lish declaration of war inevitable. I already told him in the

Spring of 1939 after occupying Czechoslovakia, I told him that

from now on if he tried to solve the Polish question he would

have to count on the enmity of England. 1939, that is after the

Protectorate.

Q. Is it not a fact that preparations for the campaign against

Poland were originally supposed to have been completed by the

end of August 1939?

A. Yes.
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Q. And that the final issuance of the order for the campaign

against Poland came some time between the 15th and 20th of

August 1939 after the signing of the treaty with Soviet Russia?

A. Yes, that is true.

Q. Is it not also a fact that the start of the campaign was

ordered for 25 August, but on 24 August in the afternoon it was

postponed until 1 September in order to await the results of new
diplomatic maneuvers with the English Ambassador?

A. Yes.

Q. There was no order for a concentration at OKW?
A. How am I to understand this question?

Q. Well, were there any orders covering the start of the cam-

paign at OKW?
A. The OEW issued the orders for the beginning of the cam-

paign for the Fuehrer and the time had to be chosen in such a

manner that the OKW could always cancel the campaign twenty-

four hours before the proposed date.

COPY OF DOCUMENT TC-91

Extract from Testimony of Joachim von Ribbentrop, taken at

Nurnberg, Germany, on 29 August, 1945, 1400 to 1630, by

Colonel Howard A. Brundage, IGD. Also present: T/5
Adolf I. Mayer, Interpreter, and S/Sgt. Horace M.

Levy, Court Reporter; pages 15-17.

A. Now, when England, of course, the moment England stood

behind the Poles, this problem, these problems became very diffi-

cult. It was first the visit of General Ironsides, who was in

Poland, which made the Poles already to take a rather stiff posi-

tion. Then it was the visit of Mr. Beck in London, where there

had been guarantee talks about Poland, which also made the

Poles still stilfer, till to that moment when the official guarantee

was signed, the official British guarantee was signed for the

Poles. Now, just as far as Anglo-German-British was concerned,

we have finished with that. I just wanted to say that the ques-

tion for the Fuehrer was then, to my way of seeing it, should

he renounce the solution of this vital question because England
might decide to set her theory of equality of power now in

function and go make war against Germany, for a solution

which very probably Englishmen themselves had considered as

absolutely necessary and which became ever more urgent. You
perhaps remember that the Fuehrer then had already decided

that he would go on when the English guarantee signature came.

When I heard about this British guarantee signature, I went at
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once to the Fuehrer—I heard through the press it was signed in

London—I went at once to the Fuehrer, and hearing that mili-

tary steps had been taken against Poland, I asked him to with-

draw it and stop the advance. The Fuehrer at once agreed to

do it. He gave orders to his military adjutant, who was
Schmundt—he died as a result of the 20th of July—he gave or-

ders at once to the military people to stop the advance into

Poland.

Q. When was that?

A. This was—well, on the 25th of August—just a moment—

I

think it was the 25th of August, 1939—and then negotiations

with Mr. Henderson in Berlin started, about which I would like

to tell you in detail afterwards ; and only after this last try with

Great Britain did not come off, the Fuehrer made again an offer

of friendship and of close collaboration with Great Britain.

When this didn't come off, the Fuehrer decided to treat directly

with the Poles, and that is the way. And then when the Polish

intermediary didn't come, the Fuehrer acted and took military

steps.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-92

THE FUEHRER'S ADDRESS
ON THE OCCASION OF

THE DINNER IN HONOUR OF THE PRINCE REGENT OF
YUGOSLAVIA ON JUNE 1st, 1939

[Documents Concerning the Conflict with Yugoslavia and Greece

(Dokumente zum Konflict mit Jugoslawien und Griechenland)

Berlin, 1941, Page 74.]

The German friendship for the Yugoslav nation is not only a

spontaneous one. It gained depth and durability in the midst of

the tragic confusion of the world war. The German soldier then

learned to appreciate and respect his extremely brave opponent.

I believe that this feeling was reciprocated. This mutual respect

finds confirmation in common political, cultural and economic

interests. We therefore look upon your Royal Highness's present

visit as a living proof of the accuracy of our view, and at the

same time on that account we derive from it the hope that

German-Yugoslav friendship may continue further to develop in

the future and to grow ever closer.

In the presence of your Royal Highness, however, we also per-

ceive a happy opportunity for a frank and friendly exchange of

views which, and of this I am convinced, in this sense can only
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be fruitful to our two peoples and States. I believe this all the

more because a firmly established reliable relationship of Ger-

many to Yugoslavia, now that, owing to historical events, we
have become neighbours with common boundaries fixed for all

time, will not only guarantee lasting peace between our two

peoples and countries, but can also represent an element of calm

to our nerve-wracked continent. This peace is the goal of all

who are disposed to perform really constructive work.

PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT TC-93

PROCLAMATION OF THE FUEHRER TO THE GERMAN
PEOPLE, 6 APRIL 1941

[Documents Concerning the Conflict with Yugoslavia and Greece

(Dokumente zum Konflict mit Jugoslawien und Griechenland)

Berlin, 1941, Page 2.]

From the beginning of the struggle it has been England's

steadfast endeavour to make the Balkans a theatre of war.

British diplomacy did, in fact, using the model of the World
War, succeed in first ensnaring Greece by a guarantee offered to

|

her, and then finally in misusing her for Britain's purposes.

The documents published today afford a glimpse of a practice

which, in accordance with very old British recipes, is a constant

attempt to induce others to fight and bleed for British interests.

In the face of this I have always emphasized that—

(1) The German people have no antagonism to the Greek

people, but that

(2) We shall never, as in the World War, tolerate a Power
establishing itself on Greek territory with the object, at a given

! time, of being able to advance thence from the south-east into

German living space. We have swept the northern flank free

of the English : we are resolved not to tolerate such a threat in

the south!

In the interests of a genuine consolidation of Europe, it has
been my endeavour, since the day of my assumption of power,
above all to establish a friendly relationship with Yugoslavia.

I have consciously put out of mind everything that once took

j

place between Germany and Serbia. I have not only offered the

!
Serbian people the hand of the German people, but, in addition,

: have made efforts as an honest broker to assist in bridging all

; difficulties which existed between the Yugoslav State and va-

|

rious nations allied to Germany.
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SECRET

Copy

High Command of the Armed Forces.

Nr.002106/43 g.K./WFSt/Qu. (Verw)

Fuehrer's H.Q. 26 May 1943.

20 copies, Copy No. 8.

Ref: Treatment of supporters of De Gaulle who fight for the

Russians.

French airmen serving in the Soviet forces have been shot

down on the Eastern front for the first time. The Fuehrer has

ordered that employment of French troops in the Soviet forces

is to be counteracted by the strongest means.

It is therefore ordered:

1. Supporters of de Gaulle who are taken prisoner on the

Eastern front will be handed over to the French government for

proceedings in accordance with OKW order/WR/I/3 Nr. 4697/40

of 6 Dec 40.

2. All instances of this type will be collected and be used for

exerting political pressure on the French government, which

is responsible, in accordance with the terms of the armistice, for

preventing members of the French forces from leaving France.

Steps to be taken against the French -government are being

prepared by OKW/A.Ausl./Abw.Ag.Ausl. in conjunction with the

foreign office.

3. Detailed investigations are to be made in appropriate cases

against relatives of Frenchmen who fight for the Russians, if

these relatives are resident in the occupied area of France. If

the investigation reveals that relatives have given assistance to

facilitate escape from France then severe measures are to be

taken.

OKW/WR is making the necessary preparations with the Mili-

tary Commander on the spot, and with the SS and Police chief.

Chief of the High Command of the Armed Forces

(signed) KEITEL
Certified correct

Lt.Col.G.S.

Certified correct copy,

[signature illegible]

Capt.

Distribution etc.
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NOT VIA REGISTRY
4 Jan. 1944

Amt Ausland/Abwehr Ag Ausland Nr. 17/44 gKdos I B2
SECRET COMMAND MATTER

Note Chief High Mil. Command
We want documents on basis of which we can institute similar

proceedings.

They are reprisals which have no connection with battle actions.

Legal indications are superfluous

8 Jan.

To be submitted to the Chief High Mil Command.
via

Chief Foreign Direct/Security.

2 copies of which this copy is certified correct.

(signed) REICHEL

Memorandum

Re counteraction to KHARKOV show trial

In compliance with orders received the following steps have

so far been taken.

1. "The army dept. for investigations of infringement" at

WR has, since 1940 been carefully collecting all documentary
evidence through which breaches of international law by the

enemy up to the present have been placed on record. This evi-

dence has been thoroughly checked by means of interrogation

under oath of the participating soldiers. A systematic survey

of this material has already been presented to WFSt by the

foreign dept. in 1942.

On going through the material for the present purpose (coun-

teraction KHARKOV) it has been found, however, that in none
of the cases detailed information about the participants is avail-

able. It therefore only remains:

a. To ascertain, in conjunction with the general staff of

the army, which troop formations were present on
the enemy's side at the time of the ascertained

breaches of international law.

b. To ask the chief PW organization to ascertain whether
any PW from troop formations used at the time are
in German hands.

This information has been handed over to the Chief PW or-

ganization and investigation is in progress.

The events in Crete, at Dieppe and in N. Africa have been
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brought into the scope of the investigations. The collecting of

further evidence is costing a great deal of time owing to the large

distances between the service depts. concerned.

2. The documents referred to "Commandos" have been col-

lected by the Reich security HQ and thoroughly investigated. In

five cases members of the British armed forces have been ar-

rested as participants. In accordance with the order of the

Fuehrer they were thereupon shot. The possibility would exist

that breaches of international law could not be attributed to

them and they could be posthumously sentenced to death by the

way of the courts. Up to the present no breaches of international

law can be proved against the commando participants. The
documentary material to hand is therefore, correspondingly poor

:

further material has been asked for. When this has been re-

ceived and examined it will be passed on to the Armed Forces

Legal Dept. and a further report submitted.

Signed: R

NOT VIA REGISTRY
Foreign Dept. of Defense.

Foreign Directorate / Security

Foreign Dept. No. 17/44 VERY SECRET DOCUMENT
Foreign I B2 (a Aug).

OU 6 Jan. 1944

5 copies, 1st copy

SECRET COMMAND MATTER
High Army Command, Army Operational Staff,

Communications Station

12 Jan 1944

2. REPORT MEMORANDUM
To Chief, High Command

via

Chief for: Direct./Sec.

Re: Counteraction to KHARKOV SHOW TRIAL
In pursuance of the orders received the following "Commando"

cases have been established up to the present:

i. Guerilla activities in North Africa.

a. 1st Lieut Michael Alexander, born 20 Nov 20

b. Cpl Gurney, born 8 Feb 19, in London (Volume 6)

were landed on 15 Aug 42 in North Africa together with sabotage

commando. After blowing up several ammunition dumps and
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splinter proof walls they surprised Cpl Seemann and 3 soldiers

in their tent on the morning of 16 Aug 42, bound them, rendered

an MG useless and took 2 German army pistols and two German
army forage caps with them. For this attack A and G were
only dressed in khaki coloured shirts and trousers and wore no

headgear. Cpl G was wearing an English web belt with a canvas

pistol pouch whilst 1st Lieut A was wearing a German pistol

pouch made of black leather. During his flight after the raid A
put on the German tropical cap which he had taken with him.

The attacked Cpl Seemann found him a few hours later hidden

in a sand pit under a straw mat and took him prisoner.

Proceedings for guerilla activities have been brought before

the Reich court martial by order of the Fuehrer (sheet 29) and

the charge sheet (sheet 6) has been brought before the Reich

minister of foreign affairs (sheet 37). Proceedings have been

temporarily suspended by order of the Chief OKW (sheet 43/46).

The accused are at present in the Eichstadt Bavaria camp as

ordinary PWs (sheet 22).

Distribution

:

Chief Sect. Gen. Armed
Forces Matters, Personally

Chief, PW Inspection

Chief, Armed Forces

Legal Section

2. Attempted attacks on the battleship Tirpitz.

At the end of October 42 a British commando that had come
to Norway in a cutter had orders to carry out an attack on the

battleship Tirpitz in Drontheim Fjord by means of a two-man
torpedo. The action failed since both torpedoes which were
attached to the cutter were lost in the stormy sea. From amongst
the crew consisting of 6 Englishmen and 4 Norwegians a party

of 3 Englishmen and 2 Norwegians were challenged on the

Swedish border. However, only the British seaman Robert Paul

Evans born 14 Jan 22 at London, could be arrested, the others

escaped into Sweden.
Evans had a pistol pouch in his possession such as are used

to carry weapons under the arm-pit and also a knuckle-duster.

Violence, representing a breach of international law could not
be proved. He has made extensive statements about the opera-
tion. In accordance with the Fuehrer's order (sheet 15 and 53)
he was shot on 19 Jan 42.

3. Blowing up of the Glomfjord Power Station.

On 16 Sep 42 10 Englishmen and 2 Norwegians landed on the
Norwegian coast dressed in the uniform of the British Mountain

«93261—47— 35
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Rifle Regt., heavily armed and equipped with explosives of every

description. After negotiating difficult mountain country they

blew up important installations in the power station Glomfjord
on 21 Sep 42. The German sentry was shot dead on that occa-

sion. Norwegian workmen were threatened that they would
be chloroformed should they resist. For this purpose the Eng-
lishmen were equipped with morphine syringes. Several of the

participants have been arrested whilst the others escaped into

Sweden (sheet 178).

Those arrested are:

Capt. Graeme Black, born 9 May 11 in Dresden.

Capt. Joseph Houghton, born 13 Jun 11 at Bromborough.
Top Sgt Miller Smith, born 2 Nov 15 at Middlesborough.

Cpl William Chudley, born 10 May 22 at Exeter.

Bin Reginald Makeham, born 28 Jan 14 at Ipswich.

Rfn Cyril Abram, born 20 Aug 22 in London.

Rfn Eric Curtis, born 24 Oct 21 in London.

They were shot on 30 Oct 42 (sheet 124).

A number of reports about this sabotage operation have been

circulated by the English and neutral press and radio in which

the capture of 7 Englishmen (sheet 114, 115, 127, 162, 163) and
their shackling was mentioned.

4. The sabotage attack against German ships off Bordeaux.

On 12 Dec 42 a number of valuable German ships off Bordeaux
were seriously damaged by explosives below water-level. The
adhesive mines had been fixed by 5 English sabotage gangs work-

ing from canoes. From amongst the 10 participants the follow-

ing were arrested after a few days:

Kinnon, Mac Naval lieut born 15 Jul 21 N. Argyleshire,

British.

Laver, Albert Friedrich, P/O, born 29 Sep 20. Birkenhead,

British.

Mills, William Henry, Marine, born 15 Dec 21. Kettering,

British.

Wallace, Samuel, Sgt, born 24 Sep 13, Dublin/Eire, Irish.

Conway, James, Marine, born 28 Aug 22, Stockport, British.

Ewart, Robert, Marine, born 4 Dec 21, Glasgow, British.

A seventh soldier named Moffet was found drowned, the re-

mainder apparently escaped into Spain.

Participants proceeded in pairs from a submarine in canoes

upstream into the mouth of the River Gironde. They were wear-

ing olive grey special uniforms. After effecting the explosions

they sank the boats and attempted to escape into Spain in civilian

clothes and with the assistance of the French civil population.
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No special criminal actions during the flight have been dis-

covered. All the arrested, in accordance with orders were shot

on 23 Mar 43. The investigations into three further "Com-
mando" cases have not yet been completed.

Signed: REICHEU

COPY
VO Foreign/Ic

Fuehrer's Hq. FHQ 9 Jan. 1944

The Chief OKW has handed the Deputy Chief WSSt the en-

closed letter with the following remarks:

It is of no importance to prove breaches of international law

in documentary fashion, what is important, however, is the

collection of material which can be used for presentation of a

show trial from a propaganda point of view. A show trial, as

such, is therefore, not meant to take place but merely a propa-

ganda presentation of cases of breaches of international law

by enemy soldiers who will be mentioned by name and who have

either already been punished with death for their crimes or are

awaiting the death penalty.

Chief OKW asks the chief of the Foreign Dept. to bring with

him corresponding documents for his next visit to the Fuehrer's

HQ.
Signed: KRUMMACHER.

SECRET COMMAND MATTER
Air. Security—Abr. Abw. Ill, No. 2778/44/54 gKdos (C2)

0. U. 21 April 1944

4 Copies, 1 Copy.

Reference: Countermeasures to Soviet Russia's Show Trials.

References

:

1. WFSt/Qu 2 No. 003265/44 g Kdos v. 27.3.44. Armed Forces

Op. Staff/Quarters. Very Secret document.
2. First Report Memo, under same No. 4.4.44.

3. Second Report Memo, under same No. of 11.4.44.

3. Report Memorandum for Chief, High Mil. Command
1. The final figures of the cases concerned (persons) is 97, of

which 52 are officers. Amongst these there is one English Bri-

gadier-General, one American Colonel and eight British Majors.
Distribution of the 97 cases can be seen from the following two
summaries

:
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OFFICERS

British American Taken Still living?

After middle

of 1943

Before middle

of 1943

Yes No Not yet

ascertained

47 5 39 13 44 7 i

SOLDIERS below the rank of Corporal

British American Taken Still living?

After middle

of 1943

Before middle

of 1943

Yes No Not yet

ascertained

32 13 25 20 j
19 24 2

The British operation for the organization of Albanian Units

(4 officers and 3 EMs), which was originally omitted from the

second report, is included herein.

From the material to hand, regarding Anglo-American sol-

diers (EM), only those cases have been considered which have

taken part in a joint operation with officers, whilst EM alone

have only been considered in 2 particularly suitable cases.

Over and above the 97 cases there are reports of cases regard-

ing further 8 English officers who, according to the records in

hand, cannot be regarded as absolutely suitable, but which, should

the occasion arise, could be used after suitable treatment, fur-

thermore, 3 cases of English officers of Danish nationality.

It has not been possible to consider the case of an English

murder plot against leading persons of the Dutch national social-

ist movement, dealt with in the first report memorandum. Ac-

cording to information from the Reich security department it has

been established that an American citizen who has been arrested,

has been proved to be a participant, but it has not been clarified

up to the present whether or not he is a soldier. A separate

report will be submitted.

2. A list of the 97 cases, with names, is contained in the at-

tached folder. The 8 cases which are not necessarily regarded as

suitable, and the 3 cases of English officers of Danish nationality,

are listed in Appendix I.

3. The cases of ill treatment, shackling or killing of German
PWs or wounded German soldiers (El Alamein, Dieppe and

Crete) and where direct guilt cannot be proven, are compiled in
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appendix II. They are not contained in the number of 97 cases.

4. The foreign office, for the reason that they must be in-

cluded in the preparation of the proposed counter measures, has

asked for the total material for their examination. We should

like to have your decision as to whether this request is to be

complied with.

p.p. Martin.

End I Folder.

[The following notes in pencil appear upon this document

:

(a) In mauve pencil—initialled by G. KEITEL.
"For examination by Wm. Fuehrungs St. abroad/*

"To be kept by W. F. St. (Liaison offr abroad)."

(b) In blue pencil at bottom of page initialled by JODL,
L. 0. Abroad to take action.

I must point out the danger of leaving these prisoners in Paris

or Brussels. They must be brought to Germany. J.]

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT UK-65

REPORT BY THE C. IN C. OF THE NAVY TO THE FUEHRER
ON THE 16.10.1939.

(present: Gen. JODL.)

1. Report on the operation of the "U-47" in the Scapa Flow.

Promotion of the B.d.U. to Admiral—Commanding Officer to come
to Berlin to make a report and to be decorated with the Knight's

Cross.

2. Report on the intensification of the naval war in connection

with the memorandum which is handed to the Fuehrer. The
Fuehrer permits:

a. The torpedoing without warning of all merchant ships

clearly identified as belonging to the enemy (British or French).

b. Passenger ships in convoy may be torpedoed some time after

it has been made known that this is intended. The C. in C. of the

Navy points out that passenger ships are already being torpedoed

if they are sailing blacked out.

c. The Italian, Russian, Spanish and Japanese Governments
are to be requested to make a declaration that they will not carry

any contraband, otherwise they will be treated in the same way
as other neutral nations. (This is being done.)

3. The C. in C. of the Navy reports that the Russians have put

a well-situated base, to the west of Murmansk, at our disposal,

where a depot ship is to be stationed.

[signed] RAEDER.
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Berlin, 3rd November, 1939.

Directorate of Naval Strategy

No. 1/SRC. A. L 656/39 G Kdos
TOP SECRET

The enclosed memorandum contains the considerations of the

Naval High Command regarding the Possibilities of an intensifica-

tion of the naval war against England.

per pro

(signed) FRICKE
Distribution:

Fuehrer and Supreme Commander No. 1

0.K.W. WFA/L No. 2

Ob. d. M No. 3

1. Dept. Ski _ No. 4

h Dept. Ski _ _ No. 5

Foreign Office No. 6

O.K.W. Dept. Foreign Countries _ No. 7

O.K.W. Special Staff of Admiral Schuster No. 8

The Fuehrer's Adjutant r _ No. 9

Group West, at the same time for the B.d.U - No. 10

Berlin, 15th October, 1939.

Memorandum regarding the intensified naval war against

England.

A. Designation the aim of the war:

The Fuehrer's proposal for the restoration of a just, honourable

peace and the new adjustment of political order in Central Europe
has been turned down. The enemy powers want the war, with

the aim of destroying Germany. In this fight, in which Germany
is now forced to defend her existence and her rights, she must
use her weapons with the utmost ruthlessness, at the same time

fully respecting the laws of military ethics.

Germany's principal enemy in this war is Britain. Her most

vulnerable spot is her maritime trade. The naval war at sea

against Britain must therefore be conducted as an economic war,

with the aim of destroying Britain's fighting spirit within the

shortest possible time and of forcing her to accept peace. *

The mediums for this economic war are all weapons that are

suitable for it: Naval surface forces, U-boats, 'planes, political or-

gans, economy and propaganda. But a lasting and probably de-

cisive effect against Britain can only be expected from the Navy
(and in particular from the U-boat arm) and the Air Force. The
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first condition for this is the carrying out of an extensive U-boat

building program, which will mean the largest possible concentra-

tion of the active war industry on building U-boats, as well as an

increased building up of that part of the Air Force which is suit-

able for the conduct of the War against Britain.

The principal target of the Directorate of Naval strategy is the

merchant ship, not only the enemy's, but in general every mer-

chant ship which sails the seas in order to supply the enemy's

war industry, both by way of imports and exports. Besides this,

the enemy warship also remains a military target, because in it

the enemy possesses a weapon with which he can counter a direct

attack on the merchant ship.

Because of its direct effect on the life of the neutrals also, the

prosecution of the economic war means a closer relationship be-

tween politics and the conduct of the war than in any other meas-

ure of war.

It is the duty of the military leadership of the war at sea to

use the military means at its disposal with the severity necessary

for attaining success, and to achieve the complete strangulation

of the enemy.

It is the task of economic warfare clearly to recognize what
results the military measures will have on our own economy to

find ways and means of making up for the losses from other

sources, and, where this is unavoidably necessary for maintaining

the life of the German people, to voice any doubts as to the con-

duct of the naval war.

The political leadership and supreme command will then bring

the demands of the naval warfare and those of our own war in-

dustry into accord with the political aim and the aims of the con-

duct of the war in general, and will make the necessary decision

accordingly.

B. Estimate of the enemy's position:

The way in which the war has been waged to date has shown
that Britain is unwilling to make large military sacrifices in this

war, or to make full use of her military means. She therefore

confines herself to a long term propaganda and economic war. Her
measures aim at cutting Germany off completely from all her

trade. Her control of trade, which is built up on a large scale and
carried out ruthlessly, together with the strongest possible po-

litical and economic pressure, interferes with the neutrals' trade

and forces them to support Britain's economic war against Ger-

many. At the same time Britain's own economic position is dif-

ficult because of the extent of her dependence on supplies from
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overseas. This position would improve considerably if the United
States of America with its large resources were to place itself

economically and militarily fully on the side of the enemy powers.

Britain wishes to avoid economic sacrifices just as much as

military sacrifices as much as possible. Economically too, the

war is not to be "bad business" for Britain. Therefore she at-

taches the greatest importance to retaining her overseas trade to

the largest possible extent. This is only possible through keep-

ing up a great part of her export trade. By hindering British

exports as well we will therefore hit Britain in a particularly sen-

sitive spot.

The extent to which Britain depends on overseas countries, the

particular bottlenecks of its economic system and the available

alternatives are shown in appendix 1.

To combat German economic warfare, the following steps have

been taken by Great Britain up till now:
Extensive formation of convoys protected by cruisers, de-

stroyers, submarines and planes.

Deviations from the normal peacetime Atlantic trading routes

for convoys and single ships.

Arming of the great majority of merchantmen and instruc-

tions to merchant shipping to make use of their armament
against U-boats.

Admiralty orders to the British mercantile Marine to ram
German U-boats.

Aerial reconnaissance on a big scale over all territorial waters

and employment of planes against U-boats, partly in collabo-

ration with destroyers and fishing smacks.

Employment of strong formations of submarine chasers

against U-boats in the English channel, off the Norwegian
coast in the North Sea, along the French and Western Spanish

coastline and in own territorial waters.

Employment of cruiser formations against German commerce
raiders (Panzerschiffe) in the Atlantic.

If the present form of economic warfare is continued, one can

count in principle on the present defense methods being main-

tained, though with a considerable intensification of safety

measures, a more intensive anti U-boat campaign, a perfec-

tion of countermeasures against U-boats and a slow increase

in the use of mines against our U-boats and surface vessels.

C. Possibilities of future naval warfare.

I. Military requirements for the decisive struggle against Great

Britain.
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Our naval strategy will have to employ all the military means
at our disposal as expeditiously as possible. Military success can

be most confidently expected if we attack British sea-communica-

tions wherever they are accessible to us with the greatest ruth-

lessness ; the final aim of such attacks is to cut off all imports into

and exports from Britain. We should try to consider the inter-

est of Neutrals insofar as this is possible without detriment to

military requirements. It is desirable to base all military meas-

ures taken on existing international law; however measures

which are considered necessary from a military point of view,

provided a decisive success can be expected from them, will have

to be carried out, even if they are not covered by existing inter-

national law. In principle therefore any means of wrarfare which

is effective in breaking enemy resistance should be used on some
legal conception, even if that entails the creation of a new code

of naval warfare.

The supreme War Council, after considering the political,

military and economic consequences within the framework of

the general conduct of the war, will have to decide what meas-

ures of military and legal nature are to be taken. Once it has

been decided to conduct economic warfare in its most ruthless

form, in fulfilment of military requirements this decision is to

be adhered to under all circumstances and under no circumstances

may such a decision for the most ruthless form of economic war-
fare, once it has been made, be dropped or released under political

pressure from neutral powers; that is what happened in the

World War to our own detriment. Every protest by neutral

powers must be turned down. Even threats of further countries,

including the U.S. coming into the war which can be expected

with certainty should the war last a long time, must not lead to

a relaxation in the form of economic warfare once embarked
upon. The more ruthlessly economic warfare is waged, the earlier

will it show results and the sooner will the war come to an end.

The economic effect of such military measures on our own war
economy must be fully recognized and compensated through

immediate re-orientation of German war economy and the re-

drafting of the respective agreements with neutral state; for

this, strong political and economic pressure must be employed
if necessary.

II. How far are military requirements being fulfilled by the

present form of economic warfare?

The deciding factor in the present conduct of economic warfare
is that the existing laws of naval warfare particularly the laws
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concerning prizes are recognized in principle. Economic warfare

is therefore governed at present by the following basic rules

:

(a) Individual unarmed enemy merchantmen : stopping, search-

ing, seizing as prize or, where that is impossible, sinking.

(b) Individual neutral merchantmen carrying contraband for

the enemy: stopping, searching, seizing as prize or, where that

is impossible, sinking.

(c) Enemy merchantmen in convoy and neutral merchantmen
in enemy convoy: sinking without warning.

(d) Troop transports: sinking without warning.

(e) All merchantmen resisting seizure or threatening our own
ships: sinking without warning.

In view of the requirements of naval warfare and of the fact

that a large percentage of enemy merchantmen have been armed
and that such merchantmen have been clearly instructed by the

Admiralty to make use of their armaments against U-boats, our

U-boats are already entitled to sink without warning the fol-

lowing categories:

(a) All enemy merchantmen which are clearly armed.

(6) All enemy or neutral vessels in enemy coastal waters

which are blacked out or behave in a suspicious manner.

(c) All ships making use of their wireless on the surfacing of

U-boats or during seizure.

At present therefore stopping and searching is still necessary

in the case of all individual unarmed enemy merchantmen, all

neutral merchantmen proceeding either individually or in neutral

convoys.

The following are at present exempted from seizure and sinking

:

L Merchantmen of the friendly neutrals—Italy, Spain, Japan
and Russia.

2. Passenger steamers and steamers capable of transporting

a considerable number of passengers, even when travelling in

enemy convoys.

3. Individual neutral ships not carrying contraband which be-

have in a completely correct manner.

Furthermore, the whole of English export trade, the throttling of

which would have serious consequences for the maintenance of

English foreign trade, is, according to the present international

law, exempt from being taken as a prize when carried on neutral

ships.

A further limitation of the effectiveness of the economic war
has, at the moment, been imposed as the result of an economic

agreement with Denmark, resulting in the raising of the ban on
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Danish exports of foodstuffs to England, in order to secure

thereby the import of cattle food into Denmark via England,

which will guarantee Germany important Danish foodstuff de-

liveries in the future.

England's main imports are being brought in under the convoy

system which is now starting up. Our second wave of U-boats,

which is now being marshalled, will therefore be used primarily

against enemy convoys. The two U-boats which have up to now
attacked convoys were in both cases successful in their attacks.

The results of the economic war to date, achieved by U-boats

and surface vessels, are satisfactory from a military point of

view, but the present form of economic warfare is completely

inadequate for having a decisive effect on the course of the war.

The stream of imports to England which has, as yet evaded con-

fiscation and sinkings must, for the moment, be considered as

quite sufficient for England's economic war needs.

The reasons for this are:

1. The fact that the number of U-boats and Atlantic commerce
raiders is still small at the moment.

2. The non-exploitation of all the possibilities presented by the

special characteristics of the U-boat by virtue of its ability to

dive, for instance the possibility of cancelling the enemy's su-

periority at sea to a very great extent.

3. The, as yet, incomplete exploitation of the air force for

economic warfare as well as for the destruction of the British

import harbours.

4. The possibility the enemy has of guaranteeing a large part

of his imports by way of employing the system of the "continued

journey" on neutral ships via neutral receivers.

The observance by U-boats of the rules for determining the

nature of ships as laid down in the laws governing prizes, (sur-

facing, stopping, examination) cannot be justified any more from
a military point of view according to practical experience to date,

especially in enemy coastal waters. The clear orders by the British

Admiralty to British Merchant shipping to ram every German U-
boat and to use their weapons, as well as the strong air cover

and anti U-boat defences which U-boats have already encoun-

tered, show clearly the dangers to which U-boats are exposed in

the vicinity of the enemy coast, when stopping and examining
merchantmen. Only in rare cases is it possible to determine
through the periscope whether a merchantman has the arma-
ment which justifies sinking. One must further consider the pos-

sibility of the mis-use of neutral flags and identification marks by
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British Q-boats (U-boat traps) and merchantmen during the

further course of the war. The prospect of success of our eco-

nomic warfare will be considerably increased by strengthening

our U-boat arm and our commerce raiders operating in the At-

lantic and by simultaneously perfecting measures for hindering

the "continued journey" of contraband via neutral states. Even
then we still cannot attain a decisive form of economic warfare.

To sum up, it must be realized that the military demands for

ruthless throttling of all ingoing and outgoing maritime com-

merce cannot be achieved now or in the future, by the present

form of economic warfare against England.

III. Possibilities of intensifying economic warfare at sea.

a. Intensification of the present form of economic warfare.

The fact that enemy merchant ships have been armed on a big

scale, as official British and French reports have stated, and that

the British Admiralty has called upon all British merchant ships

to ram all German U-boats, forces us as a first step towards

intensification, to declare the raising of the ban on sinking enemy
merchant ships of all kinds and in all places without warning.

The U-boat's chances of success will be considerably increased

by the measure, since it lessens the dangers from enemy aircraft

and submarine chasers to which the U-boat is exposed each time

it surfaces. The reason for the order can be found, without any

need for further arguments, in the publication of the British

Admiralty directive, as well as in the reference to the fact that

the arming of all enemy merchant ships had been concluded,

which fact gives these ships a military character.

Neutral States are to be advised to forbid their nationals travel-

ling on belligerent merchant ships in view of the fact that ships

will also be expected to be armed and intend to resist. Over and

above this, efforts are to be made to get these neutral States

which have a coastline to forbid the entry of belligerent merchant

ships into their ports. If these measures are carried out, the pos-

sibility of conflicts with neutrals resulting from the submarine

war is considerably lessened and British shipping placed in a very

difficult position.

Submarine warfare in this form would not give rise to objec-

tions by neutrals, and it could at the same time be expected to

achieve a great part of the effects of unrestricted submarine

warfare without the disadvantages of the latter. This measure

has the particularly valuable advantage of requiring no general

declaration of blockade zones, which only cause a sensation, give
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rise to unrest and irritation among the neutrals and invite enemy

counter-propaganda.

For the further intensification of the present form of economic

warfare, the following additional orders are to be given:

1. Raising of the ban on the capture or sinking of Italian, Span-

ish, Russian and Japanese merchant ships. The measure is to be

given a diplomatic justification and the governments in question

are to be informed that in the interest of the German war effort

we expect them to put a strict ban on the delivery of contra-

band to the enemy powers.

2. The systematic laying of non-contact ground mines in Brit-

ish harbours and rendezvous points on the east and west coasts

by submarines and surface mine-layers. The extension of the

use of mines to places overseas, by the use of auxiliary cruisers,

this affecting the ports from which imports into Britain and

France set out.

3. Concentrated attacks by the operational air force on the

enemy's main ports for the handling of imports, with the aim
of destroying the port and quay installations and the unloading

appliances as military targets.

4. Accelerated large scale measures for keeping a watch on the

neutral trade of the northern and neighboring states and also of

Holland and Belgium in their export and import ports, for the

purpose of stopping the re-dispatch of contraband goods.

5. The strongest political and commercial pressure on the coun-

tries in question to induce them to stop trading in contraband

with England.

Despite the increase in the likelihood of success which can

safely be expected, the economic war will still not satisfy the

basic military needs even after the above-mentioned measures

have been carried out. The system of stopping and searching

merchant ships, in the way laid down in the laws governing

prizes, which is so dangerous for submarines, still remains in

effect. It is not possible to sink without warning:

(1) in the case of all neutral merchant ships, including those

carrying contraband when travelling alone or in neutral convoys

;

(2) in the case of all merchant ships which are not clearly

recognized as enemy ones, though it must be taken into account

that the enemy may soon begin disguising his merchant ships as

neutral vessels.

It is impossible to estimate the extent of this trade carried on

by single ships still subject to being stopped. It is however possi-

ble that it still forms a considerable part of the total trade which
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would mean that it would be doubtful whether this economic war-

fare would lead to a decisive success. Experience must show how
far it is possible to cripple British trade by the intensified meas-

ures for economic warfare as laid down.

b. Declaration of a state of blockade.

The sense of a blockade was laid down in international law in

the London declaration of the 26th February, 1909. Its basic

legal prerequisites are (a) that it should be limited to enemy
ports and coasts, (b) that its real effectiveness should be assured

and (c) that it would be publicly declared. The meaning of "ef-

fectiveness" is to be construed in the light of the conditions of

modern naval warfare, which demand that naval forces be spread

out over a wide area, while largely ensuring the effectiveness of a

blockade, even when the number of submarines and surface ves-

sels available is small, by the use of the air force. A blockade

of the British and French coasts is capable, if sufficient blockad-

ing forces are used of cutting off trade between Britain and
France completely. Difficulties arise in the execution of the

blockade from the fact that Britain is not effectively cut off from
the neutral states of Holland, Belgium and Ireland; and affect

both the effectiveness of the isolation of England from all trade,

and the necessity for leaving trade routes open for the neutral

states to destination overseas.

A blockade has the follotving advantages over the type of eco-

nomic warfare applied to date:

L Military:

The military demands are to a large extent fulfilled, and the

safety of submarines increased. After the ban on sinking all

enemy merchant ships without warning has been raised, which

can be done independently of a blockade, the actual declaration

of a blockade would, in practice, only have a new meaning in com-

parison with the previous position:

a. in the case of neutral shipping not travelling in convoy, and

b. in the case of merchant steamers not clearly recognized as

enemy ones.

Actually, even under a state of blockade, it is not possible simply

to sink these ships without warning, but the task of the subma-

rines is nevertheless considerably simplified, since they no longer

need conform to the routine of stopping and searching, as laid

down in the laws governing prizes, since any ship breaking the

blockade can be sunk, after the crew has taken to the boats, with-

out it being necessary to investigate the nature of its cargo. The

crew can be warned from a distance, thus considerably diminish-
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ing the danger of the submarine being shelled or rammed by the

merchant ship.

The air force, being freed from the limitations of the prize laws,

is also in a position to take an effective part in the conduct of the

economic war, and to sink merchant ships breaking through the

blockade, by the use of bombs, after having warned them by firing

in front of them or into their bows with machine guns.

2. Commercial.

The blockade will cut off the enemy coasts from trade almost

completely if a sufficient number of submarines, bombers and sur-

face vessels is used. It has the very substantial advantage that

not only neutral merchant ships bringing in imports, but also all

neutral ships leaving with exports can be intercepted by the

blockading force.

3* From the point of view of international law.

A blockade is a legal state recognized by international law.

When it is really effective, objections from neutrals are not likely

and can in any case be rejected, attention being drawn at the same
time to the legal state of blockade.

4. Political.

The harm done to the neutrals by the complete throttling of

their trade with England, by the difficulties put in the way of

their domestic economy and trade with the other neutral coun-

tries, and by losses in men and material is considerable.

However one need not expect that the declaration of a state of

blockade based on international law will as a matter of course

lead to an extension of the conflict by the entry of neutral states

into the war against Germany. One must however reckon on

America entering upon a policy of armed neutrality for the pur-

pose of bringing convoys to England.

To sum up on the question of a declaration of a state of block-

ade, it is to be noted that:

A ruthless policy of attacking all merchant ships without warn-

ing, though required militarily, is not possible. Even when a

blockade has been declared, submarines must surface to warn
neutral merchant ships and those which are not clearly recognized

as enemy ones.

To blockade the British and French coasts in a manner which
fulfills the requirements of international law as to effectiveness,

we need a greater number of submarines and aircraft than we at

present have at our disposal. Until the submarine arm has been

reinforced and a large scale air force built up, the complete isola-

tion of the enemy coasts will remain an illusion, and the blockade
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will have no chance of asserting itself legally. The declaration of

a state of blockade would therefore give the neutrals politically

undesirable opportunities to protest, and would give a handle to

enemy propaganda. After neutral merchant shipping has been

frightened off for a short time, neutral trade with England and

France will be resumed, as soon as the risk is seen to be small.

The danger of a loss of prestige by the Reich is to be expected.

b. The "Siege of England".

A "siege from the sea" is a new concept, unknown to existing

international law. It can be considered an intensification of a

blockade, and therefore represents the most intensified form of

economic warfare. It brings into the picture (a) the air arm,

whose position with regard to the laws of naval warfare has not

yet been clarified and (b) the conditions of modern naval warfare

—the great effectiveness of anti-submarine measures and air pa-

trols. The aim of this "siege" is to bring the available naval

forces— surface vessels, submarines and aircraft— into action

with the most ruthless intensity.

The "siege from the sea" is based on the realization that sub-

marines and aircraft can no longer operate really effectively un-

der the conditions of economic warfare laid down in the laws gov-

erning prizes, in the coastal waters patrolled by the enemy from
the air especially when one takes into account the policy of arm-

ing merchant ships, and the British Admiralty directive to mer-

chant shipping to ram all German submarines. It allows subma-

rines and aircraft to sink without warning every enemy or neutral

ship approaching or leaving the coast of England. However ef-

forts should be made, in conformity with the ethical codes of war,

to warn the crews of neutral ships before sinking them and to

allow them to take to the boats.

1. The consequences of a siege in the fields of politics and in-

ternational law:

The idea of a siege presupposes a geographical relationship

between the besieged territory and the besieging forces. It

however helps the prosecution of the war to tie oneself down as

little as possible to a delimitation of particular zones at sea. If

the German government publicly declares a "state of siege" of

the British Isles within a definite, geographically limited area, it

will thereby not only reintroduce the prohibited zone of the Great

War, but will reintroduce it in an even more intensified form, since

not only submarines and surface vessels, but also aircraft, would

have to use only armed force within that zone. The results of

such a declaration, clearly defining the limits of the prohibited
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siege zone, would be to irritate the neutrals greatly and cause

them to protest vigorously. Such a declaration, particularly as it

is not essential, should therefore be avoided as long as the be-

sieging forces are not strong enough and as long as the neutrals

1
continue not to take up a definite position, and especially as long

as the United States continues not to come in unreservedly on the

side of the Western powers.

On the other hand it seems necessary to point out to the neu-

tral governments that the German government is making efforts

to ensure the continuance of peaceful trade between the neutral

states and to inform them of the ways and means of continuing

their peaceful trade with other neutrals, unmolested.

Since the term "siege" has not yet received legal sanction, the

neutral states will try, by pointing out the absolute impossibility

of ensuring an effective siege (in the sense of investing a

fortress), to make the public declaration of a state of siege appear

a breach of international law. As against this, it can be pointed

out that Chamberlain used the expression "a besieged fortress",

with reference to Germany itself, in his speech before the House

of Commons at the end of September, 1939, and that the French

press also spoke (at that time) of a besieging war against Ger-

many. On the 12th October, 1939, the British Prime Minister

further announced that England's full strength would be put

into the war, i.e. that it would prosecute the war with all the

legal and illegal means at its disposal. On the public announce-

ment of a siege, with the declaration of a prohibited zone involv-

ing the sinking without warning of all merchant ships, one has

to reckon with far-reaching political repercussions among the

neutrals, in spite of the extremely favourable conditions for jus-

tifying it propagandistically. It is possible that America or other

neutral states may rapidly enter the war on the side of the

Western powers. There is no doubt that in April, 1917, it was
the preceding introduction of total submarine warfare that was
the direct cause of the entry into the war of the United States,

but that this reason would not, by itself have led to war, if other

important reasons, commercial and financial interests and an

anti-German feeling among the public, to mention only a few, had
not driven them towards war anyhow. It is probable that Amer-
ica is to-day again basically determined to support the Western
powers if they are threatened by defeat, but that the time of

America's entry into the war will be decisively influenced by
incisive measures of economic warfare, such as the "siege of

England".

The public announcement of a "state of siege" accompanied by
693261—47—36
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the declaration of a prohibited zone, can therefore result in

serious disadvantages in the fields of politics and of international

law at the present moment, so that it seems right to exploit the

term "siege" as propaganda, in the same loose way as the Western
powers use it, but to avoid the formal legal announcement of a

state of siege and of a prohibited zone.

Actually a strain on the Reich's political position is unavoidable,

even without the public announcement of a "state of siege", since

the practical effects of the intensified prosecution of the economic

war, in the form of siege, the abandoning by the U-boats of

economic warfare in accordance with the laws governing prizes,

and the resulting breach of the Submarine Act of 1936 will in

any case have a strong effect on neutrals.

However, by giving up the idea of announcing the concept

"siege" publicly, we shall eliminate the possibility of the neutrals

making protests based on international law and shall make it

easier for the German Reich to reject all objections unam-
biguously.

2. Military consequences:

The aims of the "siege from the sea" fully fulfil the military

demands for a completely ruthless prosecution of the economic

war against England. It is however a military necessity that

the public announcement of the intensest form of economic war-

fare i. e. that of a siege, should in no way cramp the decision of

the directors of naval strategy, but should on the contrary leave

them full freedom to take any military action demanded by the

development of the situation.

The size of the forces at our disposal at the moment, especially

the small number of submarines capable of Atlantic trips and of

aircraft suitable for use against England, makes it completely

impossible at present to invest the whole length of British and
French coasts. Until about 150 submarines and a large number
of aircraft suitable for the conduct of the war against England
are ready in Spring 1941, the siege will be incomplete and will

cover only a part of the total trade, which it will however be

possible to attack with a good chance of success, owing to the

removal of the regulations limiting measures to those laid down
by the prize laws. It does not however, seem right from a mili-

tary point of view, to make a public declaration of a state of

siege, as long as the means available for carrying on the siege

are still insufficient, so that the incompleteness of the declared

siege inevitably becomes quickly apparent.

The directors of naval warfare must, whilst employing all

available forces ruthlessly, try to adjust the strategic method to
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the potentialities of the forces on hand in each particular case.

These forces—surface vessels, submarines, aircraft and mines

—

are, as a fundamental principle, to be used in such a way that

the economic war cuts off enemy imports and exports as effec-

tively as is possible, and is prosecuted independently of all legal

concepts of economic warfare, on the basis of the military opera-

tion.

The declaration of a prohibited zone for the sinking without

warning of all merchant ships does not seem desirable, if the

neutrals are clearly informed that Germany intends using every

means at her disposal to prevent all trade with England and

France and that in the zone of operations around England and
France every merchant ship coming in or going out exposes itself

fully to the risks of war.

After the ban on sinking all enemy merchant ships without

warning has been raised, which can be done at any time, inde-

pendently of the declaration of a state of siege, the prosecution of

the economic war in an intensified form during a siege raises

the ban on the final possibility which is that of sinking without

warning all neutral merchant ships travelling alone, and all mer-

chant ships which are not clearly recognized as enemy ones.

Where exactly sinking without warning is to be applied in the

siege-area and in what form it is to be carried out is a matter for

the supreme strategic command, and is governed by the possi-

bilities of employing their forces as seen by the directors of naval

strategy.

No definite assurance can be given that as a matter of principle

neutral merchant ships will be warned before sinking, so that

the crews can be saved. If this is possible under the particular

circumstances without endangering the submarine or aeroplane,

one must continue to aim at it, especially in the early stages of

the intensified form of economic warfare, in accordance with the

demands of the blockade. One must however expect that sub-

marines especially will not be able to give a preliminary warning
to merchant ships, owing to the grave danger to themselves result-

ing therefrom.

Aircraft can give the warning by firing in front of or into the

bows of the ship.

After a delay which is long enough to allow the crew to escape,

the steamer becomes subject to sinking.

The prosecution of the intensified economic war is to be sup-
ported as effectively as is possible by air raids on the enemy's
main import and export ports, aimed at destroying the dock in-
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stallations which are important for the war effort, and by ruth-

lessly laying mines right up to the enemy ports and coasts.

England's and France's measures of defense against the en-

forcement of a German military siege will probably include the

following measures:

a. increased air patrols

b. perfection of anti-submarine devices

c. an increased use of mines to endanger the routes by which
German commerce raiders set out

d. concentration of commerce into heavily guarded convoys

e. political and commercial pressure on all neutral states to

support the commercial blockading of Germany
/. A ruthless propaganda activity.

One must also reckon on the American government hastening to

build up the system of neutral convoys, thus entering upon a

state of armed neutrality which will in practice primarily affect

us.

3. Commercial consequences.

The enforcement of a siege aims at throttling the whole of

England's and France's trade. The directors of naval strategy

will therefore employ all the forces at its disposal to prevent

all trade by the neutral states with England and France, without

taking into consideration the type of cargo and without differ-

entiating between export and import trade. We must expect

England to use our declaration of a state of siege to throttle, in

her turn, German exports in neutral ships as a reprisal just as

she did in the Great War as a result of our declaration of a pro-

hibited zone. The neutrals will accept this step by England with

all the, less objections if England points out to them that the

Germans started the thing with their concept of a siege, which

was a breach of international law.

Should a change in the American neutrality law take place in

the next few weeks, in the direction of a reintroduction of the

cash and carry clause for all goods shipped from America to

the belligerent powers, the premises for the announcement by us

of an intensified form of economic warfare would be all the better,

since American interests would no longer be affected by the throt-

tling of British imports.

IV. Political and economic measures in support of naval war-

fare.

For the prosecution of any intensified economic warfare all

the relevant possibilities should be exploited and political and
economic measures used in support. England's refusal to accept

the Fuehrer's constructive peace suggestions may possibly lead
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to a temporary anti-British and anti-French attitude amongst

many neutrals ; this must be utilized by Germany to attempt to

mobilize neutral countries against Britain as far as possible by

insisting on Great Britain's sole responsibility for the continua-

tion of the war and for the heavy economic pressure to which

the neutrals are exposed. The aim of German economic policy

must be to set up a continental European blockade directed

against Britain. The economic system of neutral states must
be adapted quickly, and with far-reaching German help in organiz-

ing the change, to new trade connections with Germany and other

neutrals and to a complete stoppage of trade with Great Britain.

A question to be examined is, whether favourable premises for

the German conduct of a ruthless economic war in the form of

a siege can be created in America by referring to forthcoming

American legislation and to the results of the Panama conference.

The draft of the new neutrality law submitted to Congress in-

tends to confer powers on the President to declare certain terri-

tories to be war zones, entry into which is forbidden for Amer-
ican ships and American nations. If and when this clause be-

comes effective it will be possible to refer to it and to suggest that

it should apply to British and French coastal waters.

Such a suggestion can be suggested with a reminder that in

the Pan-American conference the American state claimed exten-

sive sea-areas as their spheres of interest, wherein no warlike

operations were allowed to take place. They should therefore

recognize similar areas surrounding the belligerent countries

as being the spheres of interest of the belligerents and they are

not justified in protesting if those belligerents make the utmost

use of the means at their disposal in those areas.

Should the political leaders consider the recognition of the

neutral maritime zone demanded by the American states, such

recognition can be made dependent on the American states under-

taking on their part to forbid their merchant ships entering the

operational zone around Britain and France.

Should the political leaders decide on a gradual intensification

of economic warfare, it will be possible to create favourable
psychological premises for Germany's action by agreeing in prin-

ciple in Germany's reply to the decision of the Panama confer-

ence not to treat food products as contraband, providing reci-

procity is ensured. The British refusal to give similar assur-

ance, which can be expected with confidence, could be the basis

for a more ruthless economic campaign against England, par-

ticularly in the form of a siege.
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D. Conclusions.

1. The present form of economic warfare according to the law
governing prizes does not correspond to the military demand for

utmost ruthlessness.

A large part of the enemy's mercantile trade, including all

exports in neutral ships, is not covered.

The requirements of naval law that neutral merchantmen be

stopped and searched can no longer be fulfilled, in view of the

strength of aerial reconnaissance and U-boat countermeasures

in the enemy's westal waters. Economic warfare according to

the law governing prizes has therefore to be limited and in the

North sea and the Baltic must be left to surface craft only. In

the Atlantic, U-boats in enemy westal waters will limit their ac-

tivities to attacks without warning on convoys, troop transports,

armed merchantmen and (once it has been approved) all enemy
merchantmen, and, will conduct economic warfare according to

the laws governing prizes only in exceptional cases. The use of

the operational air-force for economic warfare is not possible.

Economic warfare is conducted within the framework of inter-

national law and the possibility of a controversy with neutral

states is ruled out.

If the supreme command for political reasons should not be
able at the moment to decide to prosecute the economic war in the

most vigorous form possible by having recourse to a siege, it

will be possible to increase the effectiveness of the policy of

throttling enemy trade by a ruthless increase in the use of mines
and by air attacks on enemy port installations. One cannot, how-
ever, expect a decisive result from the economic war in its present

form.

2. For the future conduct of economic warfare the basic mili-

tary requirements demand the utmost ruthlessness. The em-
ployment of the "siege by sea" as most intensified form of eco-

nomic war meets this demand. Even without the public an-

nouncement of a state of siege after it has been clearly defined

as a concept—a declaration which would have drawbacks mili-

tarily and from the point of view of international law—and even

without the declaration of a prohibited zone, it seems perfectly

possible at the moment, as has been explained in this memoran-
dum to take military measures to introduce the intensest form of

economic warfare and to achieve what is at present the greatest

possible effectiveness in the interruption of enemy trade, without

the directors of naval strategy being bound down in all cases to

special forms and areas.

The suggestions for the announcement of the intensification
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of economic warfare in the form of a siege, indicated in general

terms, and the note to the neutrals are given in Appendix 3 and 4.

The decision as to what form the intensification of the war
against merchant shipping is to take, and the timing of the

transition to the most ruthless and therefore for this war final

form of naval warfare, is of the most far reaching political im-

portance. This decision can only be made by the Supreme Com-
mand, which will weigh up the military, political and economic

requirements against one another.

APPENDIX 1

Economic situation—Great Britain

E Import requirements in peace-time.

Percentage of total 73% (of to-

requirements im- 75% tal value) 96%
ported

Imported quantities 239 million tons 35.2 million 11.2 million tons

1937

Details of Imports Many bulkfod- Many bulk Mainly refined

ier products and raw materi- mineral oil.

highly concen- als, few
trated food manufac-

products tured goods

Details of dependence on imports from abroad

:

Food products:

Fats, tea, coffee, cocoa, semi-tropical fruit 90-100%
Cereals 80- 90%
Sugar 70- 80%
Cheese, fruit 60- 70%
Meat „ 50- 60%

Raw materials:

Rubber, cotton, silk, jute, lime, bauxite, nickel,

antimony, mercury _ 100%
Copper, manganese, chrome _ ~ 99-100%
Pyrites, wolfram 98- 99%
Flax, zinc _ ! 96- 97%
Wood, mineral oil _ 96%
Tin, lead „ , ; 92- 93%
Wool, skins and hides - 71%
Iron ore (ferro-eontents)
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Only requirements of coal and nitrogen are completely covered

by Home production.

II. Import requirements in ivar-time.

The necessity of importing any goods can be very much reduced

and can sink far below the peace-time requirements by the scaling

down of civilian requirements and the changing over, from the

import of bulk to that of concentrated products, reduction of re-

serve stocks, increasing home production and administrative meas-

ures. On the other hand importing of mineral oils must be stepped

up. Estimates carried out by the Trade Investigation Institute

[Institut fuer Konjunkturforschung] by order of the German Ad-

miralty (O.K.M.) yield the following picture:

British import requirements in war-

time (in million tons)

1937 1st year

of war
2nd year of

war

Agricultural produce 23.9 19.0 16.2

Industrial imports 35.2 24.8 18.9

Mineral oils 11.2 21.8 24.2

70.3 65.6 59.3

If reports are to be scaled down and exports limited, an emer-

gency measure which Britain may take, as she did in the World

War, imports can be further reduced to an extent dependent on

the throttling of exports.

Total import requirements

(in million tons)

1st year of 2nd year of

war war

Maintenance of industrial imports 60.0 53.7

at half level

If exports are stopped altogether 56.5 50.2

One must therefore expect Britain to be able to scale down im-

ports in case of need, probably up to 30% of her peace-time stand-

ards.
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III. Tonnage requirements.

1. Dry goods.

The British mercantile fleet, excluding oil-tankers, amounted to

12.8 million gross registered tons in the middle of 1939; which

was adequate for peace-time import requirements.

In war-time a number of efficiency-impairing factors will have

to be taken into account, namely

a. Immobilization of tonnage through congestion in harbours

b. Longer sea routes.

c. Longer duration of voyages.

d. Increased marine accident rate through convoy procedure,

etc.

These are balanced by a number of efficiency-increasing factors

such as

a. Centralized control.

b. Concentration of tonnage on the shortest sea-routes.

c. Full utilization of the carrying capacity of ships.

d. Elimination of incidents, etc.

Taking all factors into account, the following tonnage will be re-

quired for the war-time imports as laid down in Part II above:

Required tonnage in million gross

registered tons

if exports are main- 1st year of war 2nd year of war
tained up to

:

100% 7.5 5.9

50% 6.6 5.1

0 6.0 4.5

A reserve of British tonnage, which fluctuates between 5.3 and 8.3

million gross registered tons according to estimated war-time im-

port requirements, is therefore available for other needs, i.e.

a. requisition for military purposes,

b. total losses through marine risk (excluding war losses)

c. assistance of the allies (France)

2. Mineral oils.

The cargo capacity of the British tanker fleet amounted to 2.9

million gross registered tons in the middle of 1939 almost ex-

ceeded peace-time requirements by twice. The greatly increased

requirements of mineral-oil for war purposes will demand
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approximately 2.6 million gross registered tons during the

first year of war
approximately 2.9 million gross registered tons during the

first year of war
There will therefore not be a reserve of British oil-tanker tonnage
worth mentioning (but see under IV,1)

IV. Tonnage reserves,

1. Existing reserves:

The principal reserves for Great Britain from amongst the

merchant navies of neutral countries is formed by the oil-tanker

fleet of the U.S.A. amounting to 2.8 million gross registered tons

and the merchant navies of the Nordic States and Greece with a

total of 12.3 million gross registered tons, of which 2.1 million

gross registered tons are Norwegian oil-tankers. It is difficult at

present to forecast which proportion of that reserve Britain will

be able to use in case of need.

Tonnage from the Dominions and Colonies (3.1 million gross

registered tons) will presumably only be available to the U.K. to

a small degree, since it can not be spared from local and inter-Em-

pire traffic.

2. Output reserves.

The shipbuilding capacity of Britain and the U.S. is expected to

reach 6 million gross registered tons per annum. However, this

output will only be reached in the third year of war. Shipbuild-

ing in Britain alone may amount to 1.5 million gross registered

tons in the first year of war and to 2 million gross registered tons

in the second year of war, though this output may be reduced

through aerial warfare.

V. Dependance on Nordic and Baltic States.

Great Britain imported the following percentages of her total

imports from the Nordic and Baltic States in 1937

:

Agricultural produce:

Bacon 70%
Butter 42%
Eggs 70%

Wood] including imports from Russia:

Timber 65%
Wood pulp 90%
Paper, cardboard 55%

Iron ores 22%

The transfer of such imports for other supplier countries is for

Britain simply a problem of shipping space and price. The elimi-
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nation of Nordic and Baltic supplier countries will not at present

create a bottleneck in British war economy.

VI. North American Continent as a purveyor.

North America is able to cover more than 90% of Britain's war-

time import requirements, provided the U.S.A. put their resources

fully at Great Britain's disposal, if necessary in some cases by
limiting their own consumption.

1. Agricultural products:

Provided there are no bad harvests, requirements can be ful-

filled by North America, where the market at present shows a

strong tendency towards overproduction and reserves of fodder

make a quick increase of cattle stocks possible.

2. Wood:
Requirements can be supplied by Canada.

3. Iron and steel.

Since the American iron and steel industries were only utilized

up to 60% in August 1939, the U. S. would be able to cover Brit-

ain's total iron and steel requirements, provided full use was made
of their industrial capacity and that supplies to other countries

were held up where necessary.

4. Non-ferrous metals:

Requirements of copper, nickel, zinc, lead and titanic iron can

be met in full.

5. Textiles:

Excluding the manufacture of high-class fabrics and yarns re-

quiring Egyptian cotton, British cotton requirements could be

supplied by the U.S., all the more since a 6 months' reserve of

world supplies, i.e. 12 million bales, are held there.

6. Oil.

In view of the gigantic oil reserves and the possibilities of a
quick increase in production, British requirements can be met by
the U.S.without imposing a reduction of their own consumption.

North America cannot supply the following goods:

Wood, flax, hemp, jute approx. 0.8 million tons

Manganese approx. 0.3 million tons

Rubber approx. 0.2 million tons

Lime - approx. 0.2 million tons

Tin _ approx. 0.1 million tons

Bauxite _ approx. 0.3 million tons

Total: approx. 1.9 million tons

Mercury, chromium ore, antimony and wolfram are either not
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available in North America or in sufficient quantities. These

metals in view of the small quantities which are required, have

little bearing on the tonnage position, similar to certain raw
materials of a mineral or earth nature, furs and hides and chem-

ical products which can only be partly supplied by the U. S.

Such far reaching deliveries to England by North America
would considerably ease the protection of her trade by the con-

centration of sea communications in the Atlantic. At the same
time, requirements of English tonnage would be greatly reduced

.

APPENDIX 2

The military value and the position of international law in re-

gard to warning areas and prohibited zones.

a. Warning areas come into consideration only where mines

are being used against military objects. It makes no difference

whether the use of mines is a defensive one in our own coastal

waters, or whether they are being used in the battle against mili-

tary objects in any other parts of the high seas. The use of mines
in this manner is permissible under international law.

Mines that are laid endanger very naturally both enemy and
neutral merchant shipping. From this the question arises as to

whether merchant shipping must be warned. The warning that

mines have been laid is not an unconditional duty in international

law; it is called for, where it is to be used as a means of deter-

mining merchant shipping; it is out of the question where it would
lessen the moment of surprise against military objects.

The declaration of warning areas is therefore a question of

military consideration. The declaration of a warning area does

not allow the right to make use of any further mediums of naval

warfare, and therefore not of U-boats either.

b. Prohibited zones only come into consideration where, for

military reasons, the navigation of particular maritime areas by
warships and by all merchant ships must be hindered by the un-

limited use of weapons.

Prohibited zones for defensive purpose in ones own coastal

waters are acknowledged in international law. As prohibited

zones for the purpose of attack in the enemy's coastal waters has

not yet been found general, though already considerable acknowl-

edgment in international law, it is judicious to confine them for

the time being to maritime areas where their military purpose can

be clearly recognized and can not be denied (naval ports, ports of

military importance, straits, narrow seas). The damage to mer-

chant shipping resulting from this is an unavoidable secondary
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I effect, which does not offer any considerable opportunity to the

enemy's propaganda. Prohibited zones for the actual purpose of

combatting: merchant shipping is not permissible tinder inter-

j
national law; its declaration gives the enemy a first class weapon

for their propaganda.

Contrary to the warning areas, there is the duty under interna-

tional law to make a declaration in the case of prohibited zones,

j

According to the development of the military situation it may
i be possible to carry out extensions of the prohibited zones grad-

! ually for military reasons, so that merchant shipping can be pro-

,

gressively crowded into narrow and narrower shipping lanes that

are easy to control. The success of such measures can only be

expected, if the effectiveness of the prohibited zones can be guar-

anteed, and if merchant shipping is, as a result, deterred from

navigating the prohibited zone.

Prohibited zones for the actual purpose of combatting merchant
shipping, no matter what they are called or how it is going to

be attempted to justify them under international law, can only

i then be considered, when political considerations for neutrals can

be dropped.

APPENDIX 3 <

Draft for a proclamation by the Fuehrer

I have received an answer of refusal to my proposals for a just

and secure peace, desired by all nations.

The enemy's wish forces us to continue a war, the absurdity of

which must be clear to any sensible politician who is aware of

his responsibilities and who is concerned for the welfare of his

people. The sanguinary guilt for this crime rests before the world
and in history with the warmongers who are in power in Britain

and in France at the present time.

Britain is our mortal enemy. Her aim is the destruction of the

German Reich and the German people. Her method is not one of

honest war, but the one of dastardly and brutal starvation, nay,

the annihilation of the weak and defenceless not only in Germany
but throughout the whole of Europe. History proves it.

The head of the British Government remained true to this his-

torical attitude, when, on the 26th September, 1939, he declared

to the House of Commons that the blockade at sea against Ger-

many that had now been declared by Britain wras in no way differ-

ent from a siege on land, and that never yet had it been customary

to allow the besieged free rations.

We Germans will neither allow ourselves to be starved, nor
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shall we capitulate. But by paying back in equal currency we
shall let Britain herself feel from now on, what it feels like to

be besieged, so as to finally rid the world of the intolerable and
undeserved British despotism and bondage.

Just as the head of the British government announced in his

speech of the 12.10.1939 that he will employ Britain's active

strength in this war, i.e. to fight with all legal and, as is already

happening, with illegal methods also, so shall we also employ our

weapons during the war which has been forced on us in the

defence of our existence and our rights, with the utmost ruth-

lessness though under respect for military ethics.

The German government will take all measures to cut Britain

and France off entirely from all supplies, such as is the case in

every siege according to the words of the British Prime Minister.

From now on enemy ships met with in the operational zone

around Britain and France—without consideration for its flag

—

exposes itself fully to the dangers of the war. The German gov-

ernment will keep up these military measures until such a time,

as the certain guarantee exists, that Britain is prepared for free

and orderly relations with all the peoples of Europe.

APPENDIX 4

Draft for a note to the neutrals

In their desire to conduct the war which has been forced upon

the German people by the British declaration of war in such a

manner as to limit it to the use of military forces on both sides,

and so as to spare neutral commerce as much as possible, the

German government returned fully to the principles of the Lon-

don treaty on naval warfare of 1909 in the new German law

governing prizes, which was announced on the 3rd September,

1939, but revoking the additional measures that had become

necessary during the Great War as a reprisal against the British

measures at that time. In accordance with this, in the regula-

tions concerning contraband only those articles and goods des-

tined for enemy territory or for the enemy forces, which actually

serve the arming of the army, navy or air force, were announced

to be absolute contraband. For the time being the German gov-

ernment had refrained from compiling a list of conditional con-

traband altogether, and had instructed its naval forces not to

take goods of this nature as a prize. However, after the British

government had published a list of unconditional contraband on

the 4th September, 1939, which went far beyond the regulations

of the new German law governing prizes, and after the British
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government had, at the same time, published a list of conditional

contraband and had included in this list foodstuffs and other vital

goods, the German government felt obliged to adapt the German
regulations regarding unconditional and conditional contraband

to the British procedure.

In the Fuehrer's peace offer, proposals for further efforts to

make war more human were made on the 12.10., however, the

British Government, through the medium of the British Prime

Minister, not only turned down all efforts for peace, but it de-

clared to the world that it intended, together with her ally

France, to carry the fight to destroy Germany through to the

utmost limits of British strength. In this present war Britain

once again regards this starvation blockade as its strength. Thus

the British Prime Minister expressly stated in the House of Com-
mons on the 27th September, 1939, that Britain intended to carry

out the blockade from a distance against Germany and felt herself

entitled in doing so, contrary to the laws concerning blockades,

and in no way different from a siege on land. Referring to this,

a British prize court during the Great War expressly stated that

it was not only directed against children, women and old men,

but also against the neutrals situated in the besieged area.

In his answer to Britain on the * * * the Fuehrer told the

world, that after his constructive proposals for peace and his pro-

posals for making war more human had been turned down, he was
now also determined for his part to carry out the total cutting off

of Britain and France from all overseas trade, with all the means
at the disposal of the German armed forces, as a reprisal against

British blockade methods.

In its note of the * * *, the German government has al-

ready requested the neutral governments to point out to the mer-
chant ships sailing under their flags, that in their own interest,

and so as to avoid being mistaken for an enemy warship or an en-

emy naval auxiliary, they are not to behave in any suspicious man-
ner, such as altering course or sending wireless messages on sight-

ing German naval forces, zigzagging, steaming blacked out, not

following instructions, accepting an enemy escort, etc. As a result

of the situation crested by Britain's behaviour, the German gov-

ernment is now obliged to address the urgent request to all neu-

tral states, that they should ask the merchant ships under their

flags to desist from sailing in waters around Britain and France
in every case, and to follow the example set by the U. S. A. -and

warn all their subjects not to use ships of the nations at war.
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The German government finds itself forced to take these meas-

ures, because

of the arming of enemy merchant ships and the instructions

issued by the British Admiralty to all enemy vessels to attack

all German U-boats by ramming,
of the commencement of escorting merchant ships by war-

ships,

of the supervision of traffic by warplanes as well as the set-

ting up U-boat traps,

these waters have perforce become an operational area, where
naval actions must be reckoned with at all times, and where, as

a result, neutral shipping also is faced by the utmost danger.

The German government is not in a position to accept any re-

sponsibility whatsoever for accidents that neutral ships or per-

sons might meet with in this operational area.

The German government is endeavoring as much as possible

to guarantee the maintenance of peaceful commerce amongst the

neutral countries. She is therefore willing to inform neutral

governments, whose countries are situated in the proximity of

these waters that have now become an operational area, as to

how and in what manner the continuation of their peaceful com-

merce can be safeguarded.

COPY OF DOCUMENT UK-66

REPORT OF BRITISH WAR CRIMES SECTION OF ALLIED
FORCE HEADQUARTERS ON GERMAN REPRISALS

FOR PARTISAN ACTIVITIES IN ITALY

The British War Crimes Section of the Allied Force Head-

quarters has investigated fully a number of cases of German
reprisals for partisan activity in Italy, committed between April

and November, 1944. In addition it has been established that

information received from many sources on a further large num-
ber of atrocities committed between March 1944 and April 1945,

is substantially correct.

A study of all these cases reveals that there is a striking simi-

larity in the facts. The incident invariably opens the killing

or wounding of a German soldier or soldiers by partisans; re-

prisal activity is then initiated either by the troops immediately

on the spot or in more serious cases, by the arrival of definite

units and formations specially detailed for the purpose. There

is no taking of hostages in the normal sense of the word, but a

number of people are selected haphazardly from the local popula-
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; tion and are killed by shooting or hanging, whilst whole villages

I

or certain farms or houses are destroyed by fire. In a number
of cases an announcement is then made to the population that

the action taken was a reprisal for the death of a German sol-

dier and will be repeated should further attacks on Germans
take place.

A typical example is the Civitella atrocity, one of those cases

which has been completely investigated. Partisan Bands had
, been operating in the area, attacking lone German lorries and

j

motor cycles. On June 18th, 1944, two German soldiers were
. killed and a third wounded in a fight with Partisans in the vil-

lage of Civitella. Fearing reprisals, the inhabitants evacuated

; the village but when the Germans discovered this, punitive action

I

was postponed. On June 29th, 1944, when the local inhabitants

;
were returning and were feeling secure once more, the Germans

I

carried out a well organized reprisal, combing the neighbourhood.

|
Innocent inhabitants were often shot on sight. During that day

1 212 men, women and children in the immediate district were
i killed. Some of the dead women were found completely naked.

|

In the course of investigation, a nominal roll of the dead has

I
been compiled, and is complete with the exception of a few names

i where bodies could not be identified. Ages of the dead ranged

i from 1 year to 84 years. Approximately 100 houses were de-

I
stroyed by fire; some of the victims were burned alive in their

I
homes.

On December 16th, 1942, Keitel issued an order relating to the

j

combatting of Partisans. This order was captured in Crete. (A
i copy, with English translation, is annexed hereto and marked

i

'A').

On June 17th and July 1st, 1944, Kesselring issued orders on
this subject. (Copies, with English translations, are annexed
hereto and marked *B' and 'C'). Document 'B' was found at

i Kesselring's H.Q., after the surrender of the German Forces,
i whilst Document 'C was found amongst the records of the Orts-
kommandatur, Castiglione dei Popli, Nr. Bologna. Other evi-

dence of the issue of this second order to German formations has
been found.

A comparison of Documents 'A', 'B', and 'C makes it clear

that Kesselring's orders were in accordance with a policy laid

down by the Supreme Command. Documents are held proving
that this general policy was dictated to lower commands in the
German Army in Italy.

Evidence has been found to show that a large number of the
atrocities in Italy was committed by the Hermann Goering Para-
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chute Panzer Division. Notable offenders also were 1 Parachute
Division, 16 SS Panzer Grenadier Division and 114 Light Divi-

sion.

The orders of the German Command were made known to the

local population in a series of notices which were exhibited in

towns and villages throughout German-occupied Italy and were
published in newspapers. (A specimen copy of a typical Notice

to the inhabitants of Covolo is annexed hereto and marked <D\)

In the cases on which reliable information is held, it is con-

sidered that a conservative estimate of the number of persons

who met their deaths at the hands of the German soldiery, is

more than 7,500 men, women and children ranging in years from
infancy to extreme old age. In the Ardeatine Caves case in

Rome, alone, 335 men were shot. Many other reports have not

yet been substantiated, but it is certain that the total of inno-

cent Italian civilians who were killed in such reprisals is very

much greater than the number given above.

APPENDIX

Sources of information on which this report is based

1, 127 German official documents collected by A.F.H.Q.

2. Official A.F.H.Q. reports resulting from the investigation of

the following atrocity cases:

Place Date
Ardeatine Caves, Rome
Guardistallo

Fucecchio Marshes
Rifreda Castello

Commune of Cavriglia

Bucine

Civitella

Badicroce

Palazzo Del Pero
San Pola

Castiglion Fibocchi

S. Giustino Valdarno
Quota

Partina Moscaio

Montemignaio
Stia-Vallucciole Valley

Sarsina

Verruchio

Villa Del Albero, Ravenna

24th March, 1944.

29th June, 1944.

6th July to 23rd August, 1944.

5th August, 1944.

4th, 8th and 11th July, 1944.

7th, 8th and 9th July, 1944.

29th June, 1944.

30th June to 17th July, 1944.

24th June, 1944.

14th July, 1944.

11th July, 1944.

6th July, 1944.

9th to 11th July, 1944.

13th April, 1944.

20th to 29th June, 1944.
' 13th to 18th April, 1944.

28th September, 1944.

21st September, 1944.

27th November, 1944.
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Padulivo 10th and 11th July, 1944.

Gobbio 20th to 23rd June, 1944.

'A'

COPY
TRANSLATION

Enclosure to 3rd Copy.

Br. B. Nr. 71/42 g. Kdos. (Top Secret)

v. (of) 1. 1. 1943.

Chief Judge & Legal Adviser of

High Command SOUTH (b. O.B.S.)

H. Q. 16. 12. 1942.

Copy of Copy.

The Chief

of the High Command of the Armed Forces

Nr. 004870/42 Top Secret, Armed Forces Operations Staff/Chief

Operation Office (g. Kdos. WFSt./Op (N))

Subject: Combattings of Partisans.

Top Secret

Reports have been submitted to the Fuehrer, that individual

members of the armed forces participating in the fighting against

partisans, have subsequently had to account for their actions in

combat.

The Fuehrer has therefore ordered:

1. The enemy employs in partisan warfare communist-trained

fanatics who do not hesitate to commit any atrocity. It is more
than ever a question of life and death. This fight has nothing

to do with soldierly gallantry or principles of the Geneva Con-

vention.

If the fight against the partisans in the East as well as in

the Balkans, is not waged with the most brutal means, we will

shortly reach the point when the available forces are insufficient

to control this area.

It is therefore not only justified, but is the duty of the troops

to use all means without restriction—even against women and
children—as long as it ensures success.

Any consideration for partisans is a crime against the German
ipeople and the soldier at the front who will have to bear the

consequences of partisan plots, and who can see no reason what-
ever for showing the partisans and their followers any leniency.

The principles must also govern the application of the "Direc-

tives for combatting partisans in the East"

2. No German employed against partisans will be held ac-
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countable for his actions in the fighting against them or their fol-

lowers, either by disciplinary action or by Court Martial.

All Commanders of troops employed in fighting partisans are

responsible that

:

The contents of this order are strongly impressed on all of-

ficers of subordinate units.

Their legal advisers are informed of this order immediately.

No judgments are confirmed, which oppose this order.

Signed: KEITEL.
For the correctness of the

copy of a copy

Certified Copy
Signed

Oberkriegsgerichtsrat d. Lw.
Captain.

17th June 19M-

COPY.

MOST SECRET.

8 Originals.

8th Original.

10.

GHQ Staff, 10th Army,
GHQ Staff, 14th Army,
Army Group, V ZANGEN,
General Plenipotentiary

German Armed Forces in

ITALY.
HQ LUFTFLOTTE 2.,

German Naval High Com-
mand, ITALY
Supreme Head of SS and
Police, ITALY
General i/cTPT ITALY,
Plenipotentiary of the

Greater German Reich with

the Italian Government,

Ambassador RAHN.
Staff R. u. K.

Carbon Copies to:

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST/Chief
Q Branch

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST/H.Q.
Staff.

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST/H.Q.
Ill

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST Chief

Liaison Off

(O.T. (2 copies)).

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST OC
Tech Tps.

GOC in C SOUTH-WEST Gen
i/c Maint of

Rlys in ITALY.

Ref : TPM GOV in C SOUTH-WEST la No4968/M MOST SE-
CRET dated 10th May 19U-

Concerning : New Measures in connection with operations against

Partisans.

t. The partisan situation in the Italian theatre, particularly in
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Central Italy, has recently deteriorated to such an extent, that

it constitutes a serious danger to the fighting troops and their

supply lines as well as to the war industry and economic potential.

The fight against the partisans must be carried on with all

, means at our disposal and with the utmost severity. I will pro-

i tect any commander who exceeds our usual restraint in the

: choice of severity of the methods he adopts against partisans. In

this connection the old principle holds good, that a mistake in

\

the choice of methods in executing one's orders, is better than
! failure or neglect to act. Only the most prompt and severe han-
: dling is good enough as punitive and deterrent measures to nip

I in the bud other outrages on a greater scale. All civilians im-

j

plicated in anti-partisan operations who are apprehended in the

|

course of reprisals, are to be brought up to the Assembly Camps
i which are being erected for this purpose by the Quartermaster

I

General C in C South-West for ultimate despatch to the Reich as

|

workers.

2. The combat against Partisans consists of passive and ac-

: tive operations with centre of gravity on the latter. The passive

! combat consists of protection of important buildings of historic

or artistic value, railways, and roads, as well as essential instal-

lations such as power stations, factories, etc.

Even these passive operations must be conducted within the

I local boundaries for example, Recce Troops will constantly guard

! the foreground of an installation to be protected.

Active operations will be conducted especially in Partisan over-

run districts where it is vital to maintain the life-line of the

Armed Forces. These Partisans will have to be attacked and

wiped out. Propaganda amongst Partisans (as well as use of

agents) is of utmost importance.

3. The responsibility for the entire operations against Par-

tisans in the Italian theatre and the fundamental instructions

for same continue to be valid with the following amendments

:

GHQ 10 and 14 Armies are responsible for all operations

against Partisans within their Army Sectors and Army Group V
Zangen within the coastal belt to a depth of 30 kms. The tasks

entrusted to the GOC in C Operational Zone Adriatic Coast in

connection with coastal defense (in accordance with Fuehrer In-

struction No. 40) are not affected by this ruling. In the re-

mainder of the Italian Theatre the Supreme Head of the SS and
Police conducts the operations against Partisans on his responsi-

bility, in accordance with my instructions. Details in connection

with delineation of the 30 km wide strip along the coastal zones

are to be settled direct between the Supreme Head of the SS and
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Police and Army Group V Zangen. The boundary between 14th

Army, 10th Army and Army Group V Zangen Quercianella

(North of Rosignano)—Certaldo-Figline-Sansepolora from there

along road 73 to Fano (Road incl. to 10th Army)

4. Armed Forces for Operations against Partisans:

Here one has to differentiate between:

(a) Military units (Police forces, Govt. Troops Bohemia and
Moravia etc.) who are exclusively employed for active and pas-

sive operations against Partisans. These are subordinated to the

Supreme Head of the SS and Police Italy.

(b) Task Forces and guard detachments: For this purpose

Task forces are to be formed, armed and trained by withdrawn
formations, staffs and units and these should be placed upon de-

mand without any reservations, at the disposal of the local staff

HQ, local Headquarters, combat commander, SS unit. Outside

the Army sectors and the 30 km. wide coastal strip upon the re-

quest of the Supreme Head of the SS and Police, they are to be

utilized to the fullest extent for operations against Partisans in

so far as the position and their other tasks permit.

The local command of operations, within the jurisdiction of the

Supreme Head of the SS and Police, where units of the Wehr-
macht are utilized as well, depends upon the proportionate strength

of the Wehrmacht and Police forces employed. The responsibility

for the general conduct itself rests with the Supreme Head of the

SS and Police Italy.

(c) Each local Commandant is responsible for the safeguard-

ing of his locality and immediate surroundings and this applies

as well to operations against Partisans. The military local HQ
areas are to be subdivided into security sectors, to be placed under

the order of the leader of the Armed Forces, SS or Police, which-

ever is the most suitable for the task. He is fully responsible for

the security within his sector. All shock troops, task forces etc.

are at his disposal upon request from the local Heads. Rapid ac-

tion guarantees surprise and success. Such security Comman-
dants are especially to be appointed along the main reinforcement

routes within the Army Sectors and the 30 km. wide coastal strip

by the Armies or Army Group V Zangen with definite tasks allot-

ted to them. Within the rest of the area, the security command-
ers are to be allocated by the Supreme Head of the SS and Police

in collaboration with Army Group V Zangen and the Plenipoten-

tiary General. They will take their orders in this district from

the Supreme Head of the SS and Police, notwithstanding their

belonging to part of the Armed Forces.
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(d) Operations against Paratroopers will be undertaken in

addition to operations against Partisans.

5. The protection of the following lines of communication is

of primary importance:

(a) Railway Sections (South of the PO)

(1) Alessandria-Genoa-La Spezia-Leghorn-Cecina

(2) Cremona-Fornova-Borga Val Di Taro-La Spezia

(3) Casalmaggiore-Parma-Fornova

(4) Ostiglia-Bologna-Pistoia

( 5 ) Ferrara-Bologna-Prato-Florence

(6) Florence-Empoli-Siena-Chiusi

(7) Florence-Arezzo-Terontola-Chiusi

(8) Torontola-Perugia-Foligno

(9) Fano-Fermignano-Fabriano

(10) Ancona-Fabriano-Foligno

(11) Aquata Scrivia-Tortona-Piacenza-Parma-Modena-Bologna-

Rimini-Ancona-Civitanova

(12) Viareggio-Lucca-Pistoia-Prato-Florence

(13) Pisa-Empoli-Florence

(b) Roads

(1) Tortona-Genoa (35)

(2) Piacenza-Genoa (45)

(3) Parma-Sarzana (62)

(4) Reggio-Sarzana (63)

(5) Fivizzano-Castelnuovo-Bagni Di Lucca

(6) Modena-Lucca (12)

(7) Bologna-Pistoia-Florence (64, 66).

(8) Bologna-Florence (65)

(9) Forli-Florence (67)

( 10) Forli-Meldola-Bagno-Sanseroloro-Umbertide-Perugia

(11) Cesena-Bibbiena-Arezzo (71)

(12) Fano-Urbino-Arezzo (73)

(13) Fano-Foligno (3)

(14) Ancona-Fabriano-Fossato (76)

(15) Ancona-Loreto-Macerato-Foligno (16, 77)

( 16 ) Ponnedera-Volterra-Saline-Massa-Maritimia-Follonica

(17) Empoli-Poggibonsi-Siena-Padicofani (2)

(18) Florence-Poggibonsi-Cecina (2, 68).

(19 ) Florence-Impruneta-Radda-Castelnuovo-Sinalunga

(20) Florence-Arezzo-Perugia (69, 75)

(21) Arezzo-Siena-Monte Piscaldi (73)

(22) Florence-Bibiena (70)
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(23 ) Forli-Meldola-Bagno-Sansepoloro-Umbertide-Perugia

(24 ) Rimini-Pesaro-Ancona-Civitanova.

Roads of No. 2 Priority Importance.

(1) Castelnuovo-Pievo Polago

(2) Poretta-Sambuca-Pistoia

(3) Sassabol-Castiglione-Prato

(4) Imola-Firenzuola-S. Piero.

(5) Faenza-Borgo S. Lorenzo-Florence.

(6) Santarcangello-Sansepoloro.

(7) Persaro-Urbino.

The relative needs of the various installations and buildings of

artistic and cultural value to be guarded along the railway lines

is to be agreed upon on the one hand by the Armies, Army Group
V Zangen, the Supreme Head of the SS and Police and on the

other hand by the General i/c Transportation, in direct consulta-

tions. The safeguarding of the buildings of artistic and cultural

value along the roads within the Army Sectors and the coastal

strip are the responsibility of the Armies or Army Group V
Zangen, outside these limits the Supreme Head of the SS and

Police Italy assumes responsibility. In this connection he is to

be in close contact with the G.O.C. in C. South West/General

i/c Pioneers.

6. So far as security of essential installations is concerned

(Power Stations, Pumping Stations, Industrial undertakings etc.)

G.O.C. Tech. Troops and the Staffs R.u.K. is to have liaison directly

with the Supreme Head of the SS and Police Italy or the Armies or

Army Group V Zangen.

7. To further security of the Appenines the Armies are to post,

commencing forthwith, reinforced units, Field units, road blocks,

etc. in accordance with operational instructions "Alarich". These

are to be located along the main passes and principal lines of re-

inforcement.

8. The Supreme Head of the SS and Police Italy is requested to

submit by 25th June to G.O.C. in C South-West, a map (scale

1:500,000) with markings showing location of his security sec-

tors, security troops, local security sectors, Local Commandants
(Operations against Partisans) etc.

Signed: Kesselring

G.O.C. in C. SOUTH-WEST
la T. No. 0402/44 MOST SECRET

(Signed) [?]

Oberstleutnant.
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COPY
TOP SECRET.

KR WAAJ/C 00104/06 1/7 1210

To: Leitkommandantur, Bologna.

SUBJECT: Combatting of Partisans.

SOURCE : Telepring la Nr. 12099/44 SECRET
(After receipt to be treated as Top Secret) from 20. 6. 44.

In my appeal to the Italians I announced that severe measures

are to be taken against the Partisans. This announcement must

not represent an empty threat. It is the duty of all troops and

police in my command to adopt the severest measures. Every act

of violence committed by partisans must be punished immediately.

Reports submitted must also give details of counter measures

taken. Wherever there is evidence of considerable numbers of

partisans groups, a proportion of the male population of the area

will be arrested and in the event of an act of violence being

committed, these men will be shot. The population must be in-

formed of this. Should troops etc. be fired at from any village,

the village will be burnt down. Perpetrators or the ring leaders

i will be hanged in public. Nearby villages to be held responsible

j

for any sabotage to cables and damage inflicted to tyres. The
i most effective counter measure is to recruit local patrols. Mem-
i
bers of the Fascist party will not be included in any of the re-

j

prisals. Suspects will be handed over to the prefects and a report

sent to me. Every soldier will protect himself outside villages

by carrying a fire-arm. District Commanders will decide in which

towns it will also be necessary to carry fire arms. Every type

i of plunder is forbidden and will be punished severely. All

counter measures must be hard but just. The dignity of the

, German soldier demands it.

—KESSELRING—
Bologna, 14. 7. 44.

Platzkommandantur 11/1012

i Abt la Prov. 83/U g. Kdos.

to all Ortskommandanturen.

Above mentioned copy is sent for acknowledgement.

Platzkommandant,
Tschurtschenthaler.
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"D"
TRANSLATION.

AREA HEADQUARTERS
COVOLO.

The Commander of the district of Covolo announces the fol-

lowing:

For every member of the German Armed Forces, whether mili-

tary or civilian, who is wounded, Fifty men, taken from the place

where the deed was committed, will be shot.

For every soldier or civilian killed, One Hundred men also

taken from the locality of the crime, will be shot.

In the event of more than one soldier or civilian being killed or

wounded, All the Men of the District Will Be Shot, the Houses

Set On Fire, the Women Interned and the Cattle Confiscated, Im-

mediately.

THE COMMANDER
Cap DENDA.

Covolo.

11. Jul. 44.

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT UK-81

SECRET

12th Infantry Division, Int. Sec. No. 607/41 Secret

Int 54/816/41 Seer.

Received 27th November, 1941.

Div. H.Q. 26th Nov. 1941

Subject: Protection of troops against Partisans and Sabotage.

To: The General Command of H.Q. 2nd Army Corps—Ic.

Enclosed the divisional intelligence section sends a secret order

dated 17th November, 1941 concerning combatting of partisans.

For information.

For Div. H.Q.

Chief of the General Staff

(Signed) WEISER [?]

Adj.

1 enclosure.
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SECRET
12th Infantry Division, Section Ic/Ia/Adj. No. 607/41 sch.

Div. H.Q. 17th Nov., 1941

-Subject: Protection of Troops against Partisans and Sabotage.

\Reference: C.-i-C. Army—Gen. Staff of the Army. "Ausb." sec-

tion (la) No. 1900/41 dated 25th October, 1941.

1. The conduct of the troops in the Eastern territories (see en-

closure: secret order by Field Marshal v. Reichenau, dated 10th

I

October, 1941)

II. Herewith enclosure 1, a blueprint of a captured map
1:100.000 Sheet no. 0-36-XI (West) Demjansk (the original was
not sent to H.Q. 2nd Army Corps)

This print contains the defense areas allotted to regiments and
independent detachments of the Division.

The Commanders of the units in question are responsible for'

•the carrying and of the cleaning up of partisans in these areas

and their permanent control. They regulate the employment of

troops at their disposal in the area. In case of the appearance of

I

partisans, Ic and neighbour will be notified. The antitank com-

pany in Igoghewo and 12 Detachment of the field military police

i

—excluding the squad attached to the Adjutant—will be at the

|

disposal of Quartermaster Section in their area.

2. The surrounding area of Villages, paths and roads will be

jkept under control also at night by patrols and occasional snap

i

controls.

3. The Commanders will consider the employment of local com-

manders in the occupied villages and will submit their names to

the division.

In all places of their defense area even when not occupied,

after scrutinizing the local conditions, village elders [natschal-

iniks] will be installed, if this has not yet been done. The not-
ifications handed out by the Ic Section of the division will be

'hung up even in places which are not occupied. The exhibition

of these notifications must be constantly checked.

4. The village-elders will be directed to compile lists of the
population in which all strangers—with the date of their arrival

|—will be shown particularly. The houses of every place are to

!be numbered in an easily visible manner, and the number of their

inhabitants to be listed with special columns for men, women and
children. Check through snap roll calls. Strangers will be re-

I ported to the competent Command by the village elders. Collec-

itive punitive measures will be carried out immediately for non-
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compliance with these orders (in serious cases the shooting of

the responsible inhabitants, in lighter cases their arrest and the

confiscation of foodstuff, etc.) For this the order of a Com-
mander (CO. BN) is necessary.

5. The traveling of Russians—men, women or children—on

roads will be stopped. The leaving of villages is allowed only

in exceptional cases (of economic nature) with the written ap-

proval of the Garrison Commander. Such permits must bear

the date of the day, the route to be covered and place to be visited.

The validity of the pass will on principle be not longer than one

day. A record of issued permits is to be kept. The permits will

be returned on the day of expiration. Threat of penalties for

the non-returning of permits! All persons found on the high

roads without a permit will be arrested. Every soldier has the

duty of arresting civilians. Caution when approaching. Every

suspected civilian in the battle area will be ruthlessly shot.

6. Civilians living in dug-outs in the woods will be accom-

modated in inhabited localities or in certain cases in dugouts in

the immediate vicinity of inhabited localities.

7. The following will be shot as partisans: Russian soldiers

in uniform and mufti who did not report to the nearest garrison

command or to the military authorities by 20.11. and those

civilians who are found on the high roads without a permit and

who do not belong to the nearest village.

Apart from that, those civilians found in possession of arms of

any kind or explosives.

8. The population is to be encouraged to cooperate—by re-

wards. (See special orders concerning supplies No. 60 dated 30

August 1941.)

9. The shooting or hanging of partisans and such elements

who support partisans and who are in possession of arms will

take place in the locality where they have been encountered. If

possible, persons concerned should be interrogated first—about

their organization and leaders.

Special distribution 39.
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Appendix to 12 Inf.Div. I.c/Adj. No. 607/41 Secret date 17.11.

1941.

Copy of a Copy-

High Command of the Army Gen. Staff of the Army/Quarter

Master General Branch Admin,

i
(Qu.4/B) II. 7498/41 g.

H.Qu. High Command of the Army
28.10.41.

SECRET!

Subject: Conduct of Troops in the Eastern Territories

By order of the C.in.C. Army, an enclosed copy of an order by

GOC 6th Army on the conduct of the Troops in eastern terri-

tories which has been described by the Fuehrer as excellent, is

1 being forwarded with the request to issue corresponding instruc-

tions on the same lines if this has not already been done.

By order.

(Signed) Wagner

SECRET!
Army H.Q., 10.10.41

Army Command 6., Sec. Ia—A.7

Subject: Conduct of Troops in Eastern Territories.

Regarding the conduct of troops towards the bolshevistic sys-

i tern, vague ideas are still prevalent in many cases. The most

!
essential aim of war against the Jewish-bolshevistic system is a

1 complete destruction of their means of power and the elimina-

: tion of asiatic influence from the European culture. In this con-

l

nection the troops are facing tasks which exceed the onesided

routine of soldiering. The soldier in the eastern territories is

not merely a fighter according to the rules of the art of war but

also a bearer of ruthless national ideology and the avenger of

bestialities which have been inflicted upon German and racially

related nations.

Therefore the soldier must have full understanding for the

necessity of a severe but just revenge on subhuman Jewry. The
I Army has to aim at another purpose, i.e., the annihilation of

I revolts in hinterland which, as experience proves, have always

been caused by Jews.

The combating of the enemy behind the front line is still not

being taken seriously enough. Treacherous, cruel partisans and
unnatural women are still being made prisoners of war and
guerilla fighters dressed partly in uniforms or plain clothes and
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vagabonds are still being treated as proper soldiers, and sent to

prisoner of war camps. In fact, captured Russian officers talk

even mockingly about Soviet agents moving openly about the

roads and very often eating at German field kitchens. Such an

attitude of the troops can only be explained by complete thought-

lessness, so it is now high time for the commanders to clarify

the meaning of the present struggle.

The feeding of the natives and of prisoners of war who are

not working for the Armed Forces from Army kitchens is an
equally misunderstood humanitarian act as is the giving of

cigarettes and bread. Things which the people at home can

spare under great sacrifices and things which are being brought

by the Command to the front under great difficulties, should not

be given to the enemy by the soldier not even if they originate

from booty. It is an important part of our supply.

When retreating the Soviets have often set buildings on fire.

The troops should be interested in extinguishing of fires only

as far as it is necessary to secure sufficient numbers of billets.

Otherwise the disappearance of symbols of the former bolshevis-

tic rule even in the form of buildings is part of the struggle of

destruction. Neither historic nor artistic considerations are of

any importance in the eastern territories. The command issues

the necessary directives for the securing of raw materials and

plants, essential for war economy. The complete disarming of

the civil population in the rear of the fighting troops is impera-

tive considering the long and vulnerable lines of communications.

Where possible, captured weapons and ammunition should be

stored and guarded. Should this be impossible because of the

situation of the battle so the weapons and ammunition will be

rendered useless. If isolated partisans are found using firearm

in the rear of the army drastic measures are to be taken. These

measures will be extended to that part of the male population

who were in a position to hinder or report the attacks. The in-

difference of numerous apparently anti-soviet elements which

originates from a "wait and see" attitude, must give way to a

clear decision for active collaboration. If not, no one can com-

plain about being judged and treated a member of the Soviet

System.

The fear of the German counter-measures must be stronger

than the threats of the wandering bolshevistic remnants. Being
far from all political considerations of the future the soldier has

to fulfill two tasks:

1 1. Complete annihilation of the false bolshevistic doctrine of

the Soviet State and its armed forces.
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2. The pitiless extermination of foreign treachery and cruelty

and thus the protection of the lives of military personnel in

Russia.

This is the only way to fulfil our historic task to liberate the

German people once forever from the Asiatic-Jewish danger.

Commander in Chief

(Signed) von Reichenau

Field Marshal.

Certified Copy:

[signature illegible]

Captain.

COPY OF AFFIDAVIT A

[This affidavit is substantially the same as the testimony given

by Lahousen on direct examination before the International

Military Tribunal at Nurnberg, 30 November and 1

December 1945.]

AFFIDAVIT

I, ERWIN LAHOUSEN, being first duly sworn according to

law, upon my oath do depose and say:

1. I was a major general in the German Army when the war

ended, at which time I surrendered myself to the American Army
in Liezen, Austria on 14 May 1945. I served as a professional

soldier in the Austrian Army from 1915 until the time of the

Austrian Anschluss in 1938. At the time of the Anschluss, 1

was a lieutenant colonel in the Austrian Army assigned to duty

with the Austrian General Staff. I was the first officer of the

Federal Austrian Army to receive the training of an intelligence

officer. I received that training in order to organize the military

intelligence section in the department of National Defense.

In this position in the Austrian intelligence service, I was the

responsible expert for the collaboration between the Austrian

and German Army Intelligence Services. This was particularly

directed against Czechoslovakia and our interests ran parallel in

this matter.

After the Anschluss, I was automatically taken over into the

German Army. From my position in the department of National

Defense, I was taken over into the OKW and was assigned to the

Abwehr. I fulfilled the same duties in my new assignment,

namely that of an officer of the purely military intelligence serv-

ice. I served in this position from March 1938 until June 1943.
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My initial duties there were concerned with intelligence work
pertaining to proposed action by Germany against Czechoslo-

vakia.

From approximately June 1938 to June 1943, I served as one
of the section chiefs under Admiral Canaris and thus, also some-
times as his personal representative, as he was my immediate
superior. In this capacity I came into frequent contact with

Fieldmarshal Keitel, sometimes Jodl, and upon occasion with the

Fuehrer as also with other leading representatives of the Wehr-
macht.

During all of the time herein mentioned, I was a member of

a small resistance group which was not only opposed to Hitler's

program of aggressive warfare and his methods and other activi-

ties in which the Wehrmacht became engaged, but took active

steps to prevent the execution of this program. Among the mem-
bers of the group were the following:

Admiral Canaris—Chief of the Bureau of Foreign Abwehr
(Intelligence)

General Oster—Chief of the Central Division of the Bureau

of Foreign Abwehr (Intelligence)

Colonel Hansen—General Staff—Abwehr Section 1

General Lahousen—Chief of Abwehr Section 2 (Commando
Activity)

Colonel Freytag Leringhoffen—Chief of Abwehr Section 2

(successor to Lahousen)

Lt. Colonel Grosekurth—General Staff—Chief of Abwehr
Section 2 (predecessor of Lahousen)

Colonel Fieckenbrock—General Staff—Chief of Abwehr Sec-

tion 1 (Information Section)

Colonel Hentivigni—Chief of Abwehr Section 3 (Counter

Intelligence)

He was responsible for liaison with the RSHA and thus with

the SD, the SS, et al.

In order to understand the manner in which this group op-

erated, it is necessary to understand the nature of Canaris* re-

lationship to the Fuehrer, to Keitel with whom he was in almost

continuous contact, and Jodl with whom he was in occasional

contact. Canaris was a pronounced intellectual of strong reli-

gious convictions and a certain tendency towards the world of the

abstract. As a humanitarian and citizen of the world, he had

always opposed the Nazi regime in its more brutal and inhumane

manifestations. He was opposed to all brutal and forceful meas-
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ures such as the policy of aggressive warfare and to an applica-

tion of absolute power as practiced by Hitler and his close asso-

ciates. He felt that Hitler's program of aggressive war was a

mistake and could only result in catastrophe for Germany and

the rest of the world. With this deep-seated conviction, Canaris,

from the outbreak of hostilities urged the members of our group

to do everything in our power behind the scenes to moderate and

prevent the consummation of various aspects of Hitler's program.

This was done by our group throughout the war. N

Canaris and Oster, along with others, were executed on the

9th of April 1945, according to the best information available

to me, and thus I am the only one of the inner circle to be alive

today unless my information is wrong. Canaris constantly used

his intelligence channels to oppose ultimate victory of the Nazi

system and in his dealings with nonbelligerent nations he always

worked through anti-Nazi channels.

2. I learned from an official report made to Canaris by a Col-

onel Rowahl, leader of a so-called special purpose squadron, that

early in 1939 or possibly even in 1938 the German air force was
conducting aerial reconnaissance of London and Leningrad. This

strategic aerial reconnaissance was made from great height and

was kept absolutely secret. Only few people had access to this

information and it was only by accident that I learned about it

as a section chief under Canaris. In the year 1939, this special

purpose squadron, under Colonel Rowahl, operated out of Hun-
gary and I was personally present when members of this squad-

ron received Hungarian decorations, which were presented to

them in civilian clothes, by the then chief of the General Staff

of the Hungarian Army, General Werth. This squadron also

made strategic aerial reconnaissance flights from Hungarian
bases probably into Poland, the Balkans, and into Southern Rus-

sia. Access to these areas was easier from Hungary than from
German controlled areas.

3. During the course of the Polish campaign on 12 September

1939, and just prior to the fall of Warsaw, I attended a con-

ference in the Fuehrer's train at which were present Canaris,

Keitel and Ribbentrop. After greeting us, Ribbentrop went on

to discuss his views about possible methods to solve the Polish

question.

Keitel went on to discuss these possibilities in detail and dif-

ferentiated between various possibilities for a solution of the

Polish problem. A variation of one possibility under discussion
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included an order from Keitel to Canaris for the organization of

an uprising in the Galician Ukraine which should have as its aim

the extermination of Poles and Jews.

Canaris informed Keitel that he possessed information that

extensive shootings had been planned in Poland with the aim to

exterminate the aristocracy and the clergy, along with the Poles

and Jews. Canaris went on to say that in the final analysis the

world would hold the Wehrmacht responsible for this.

Keitel replied that this matter had already been decided on

by the Fuehrer, who had determined that Poland would and must
surrender unconditionally, and who had told the Supreme Com-
mander of the Army that if the army did not want to have any-

thing to do with this, then they would have to let the SS and

Gestapo work alongside of them. Keitel continued to say that

each military district would have a civil governor along with a

military governor. The civil governors would be held responsible

for "the extermination of the people" (Volkstuemliche Ausret-

tung) and the "political house-cleaning" (politische Flurberein-

igung)

.

Canaris then mentioned the detrimental effect on foreign pol-

icy the planned bombardment of Warsaw would cause.

. Keitel replied that these things had all been agreed upon be-

tween the Fuehrer and Goering directly.

At this point Hitler and Jodl entered Keitel's study and asked

Canaris for the latest information from the West. Canaris fal-

laciously reported that there were conclusive signs that the

French were preparing a major attack in the area of Saar-

brucken. Hitler, however, refused to accept this view, and stated

that he did not believe that the French could attack, to which

Keitel and Jodl agreed.

4. Some time prior to the start of the Polish campaign, the

Abwehr office was ordered to deliver a number of Polish uni-

forms, Polish army equipment, forged papers, and other articles

to the SD, which it did. After the beginning of the Polish cam-

paign, it became known officially that the broadcasting station

of Cattovice had been seized. This was propagandized as the

incident leading to hostilities with Poland. This was an incident

which had been deliberately engineered and directed by the SD
and it was executed by prisoners from concentration camps

dressed up in Polish uniforms, and using Polish weapons and

equipment. These prisoners were later murdered by the SD in

order to eliminate any possibility of their giving testimony about
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the incident. Immediately after receiving information of this

incident, Canaris stated to me that it was now apparent to what

use the uniforms and equipment which had been furnished to

the SD had been put.

I learned through official channels that the incident had been

deliberately staged and executed by the SD as set forth above

and this was later admitted to me by a member of the SS, a

man by the name of Birkel.

Through the discharge of my duties in preparation for the

Polish campaign and from other official information I received,

I am convinced that the invasion of Poland and all action there

constituted a war of aggression in its most naked and brutal form.

In November, 1940 I attended a staff meeting in Canaris' office

at which were present Canaris, Buerkner, Oster and Bentivigni,

and others whose names I have forgotten. At this meeting Can-

aris stated that he had received an oral order from Keitel to

kill General Weygand and pointing to me he said, that I would

be responsible for the execution of this order. Canaris stated

that the reason given by Keitel for this order was that Weygand,

then in North Africa, was open to suspicion because he was

working against Vichy, and it was feared that resistance of

the unbeaten French colonial army might crystallize in him.

I immediately stated in the presence of those attending the meet-

ing that I was a soldier and not a murderer and consequently

that I refused to carry out the order. Canaris told me to calm

down and that he would speak to me about the matter later.

After the meeting Canaris again urged me to calm down, and

stated that the order would not be transmitted further by him,

and that he himself would see Keitel and report falsely that

the matter was being worked on. Subsequently, both Canaris

and I reassured Keitel that the matter was being worked on but

in point of fact nothing was ever done by either of us. According

to my own diary I was asked by Keitel on the occasion of mak-
ing a report about progress in the affair Weygand. This was on

23 December 1940.

6. On or about 17 July, 1941, I attended a conference at which
the following were present: General Reinecke, Chief of the Gen-

eral Office of the Armed Forces; Obergruppenfuehrer Mueller of

the SD, representing the main office of Reich Security; Colonel

Breuer, representing the office in charge of prisoners of war and

myself. Reinecke acted as chairman. The purpose of this con-

ference was to discuss the whole complex of questions concern-
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ing the treatment of Russian prisoners of war. I attended the

conference as the representative of Admiral Canaris, who had

asked me to attend in his stead because of his strong antipathy

for General Reinecke. The orders under discussion, some of

which had already been issued, and some of which had been

merely proposed, were those providing for the killing of all Rus-

sian prisoners of war who were regarded as contaminated by

Bolshevism. The basis of these orders was that the soldier of

the Red Army must be regarded as an ideological enemy of

National Socialism and thus not to be treated like soldiers of

other nations. As such he was not to receive any quarter. Sev-

eral of the leading generals had refused to transmit or execute

these orders and Canaris had instructed me to effect a with-

drawal or moderation of those orders by the use of rational argu-

ments which were to point out the stupidity of carrying out

such orders. Canaris had cautioned me to base my arguments

on an appeal to reason or to the rational judgment of those

present, rather than on humanitarian grounds. Canaris stated

that mention of the customs of international law or the niceties

of human behavior would have been merely futile and might have

caused the disappearance of Canaris and myself. Therefore,

although both Canaris and I were convinced that the orders under
discussion were merely the expression of senseless murder and
brutality, I argued with those present the undesirable effects

which these orders were having on other prisoners of war, whose
surrender they were stopping. Furthermore, I mentioned that

these orders were detrimental to the morale of the German troops

because they witnessed those executions which were contradic-

tory to their feelings. I also emphasized that these orders had a

demoralizing effect on agents working for the Abwehr office and

that these orders were in direct violation of all principles of In-

ternational law and I made known the fact that a protest in writ-

ing concerning this had been submitted by Admiral Buerkner's

section.

My views were not accepted by any of those present at the

meeting and the only result of my arguments was that Ob. Gru
Fue Mueller said that if the German troops were disgusted with

these killings they would thereafter take place outside of the

camp and out of sight of our troops. An order to this effect was
issued shortly after.

The special purpose commands of the SD decided whether a

particular Russian prisoner of war had Bolshevist background or

not and thus they decided who was to be executed. The decision
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was entirely arbitrary and left in the hands of whomsoever was

in charge of the detail. The sorting of prisoners of war which of

necessity preceded the executions was carried out according to

purely personal and individual desires. I know through official

channels that hundreds of thousands of Russian prisoners of war

were executed in accordance with these orders. I also learned

from General Reinecke at the conference that Stalag guards had

been equipped with whips and heavy sticks with which they were

to discipline prisoners and he defended this as absolutely neces-

sary. I also learned from Admiral Canaris that orders had been

issued for the branding of Russian prisoners of war. The phrase

"special treatment", as used in the terminology of the SD,

signified "condemned to death". The carrying out of such orders,

previous to the Russian campaign, had been the responsibility of

organizations under the jurisdiction of the RSHA, such as the SD,

the SIPO. At the time of the Russian campaign, however, the

Wehrmacht, and thus the officers of the Wehrmacht became for

the first time directly involved in the application of such orders

and thus share the responsibility for their enforcement. It was
the desire of Himmler, Heydrich, and their associates that the

Wehrmacht should no longer "wear a white vest without spots",

so to speak, and leave the execution of these orders to the SS
and the SD, but that it must become directly involved in such

atrocities which it did in fact.

I learned through official channels and therefore know that dur-

ing the Russian campaign it was the original intention of the

General Staff to bring Russian prisoners of war back into German
territory and that preparations had been made for an early move-
ment to the rear of these enormous masses of prisoners. I also

learned through official channels that orders were issued chang-

ing these plans so that none of these prisoners could be brought

back to Germany on the alleged ground that to do so would re-

sult in Bolshevist contamination. As a result thousands of these

prisoners were left and subsequently all of them were either

killed or died from starvation and disease. I also learned that

cannibalism resulted on a large scale.

I learned through official channels and therefore know that

Wehrmacht guards guarding Russian prisoners of war had strict

orders to shoot in case anything improper happened and to do so

without previous warning.

I learned through official channels and therefore know, that the

execution of orders such as those for the mistreatment of the

Russian prisoners of war were the responsibility of the SS, the

SD, and various other police organizations. A high ranking
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dignitary of these organizations was attached to such army group

for this purpose. However, stalags were operated by the Wehr-
macht, and by tolerating the activities of the organizations of

the Reich Security Main Office in such camps, they necessarily

share in the responsibility for the measures carried out in such

camps.

7. On numerous occasions in connection with the discharge of

my duties, I took occasion, on Canaris' behalf, to register protest

against the orders directing the killing of British commandos. I

based these protests, not only upon the adverse effect of such

killings on the soldiers of the so-called Brandenburg Regiment,

but also on the ground that the orders were contrary to interna-

tional law, as well as the Hague and Geneva Conventions. I also

know that similar protests were made by the office of Admiral

Buerkner. I also know that similar protests were made orally

and in writing to General Keitel. I further recall that a second

protest was made by me on Canaris' behalf after a certain number
of such executions had taken place, and also regarding the brand-

ing of Russian prisoners of war.

I know from official channels that an order for the assassina-

tion of Giraud was given by Keitel to Canaris after Giraud's

escape and before the death of Heydrich. According to the

entries in my diary, Keitel on the 9th of July 1942 inquired

from me as to the progress in the affair Giraud, at 'the occasion

of a report which Canaris was making to Keitel in my presence.

In compliance with instructions from Canaris I gave a non-com-

mittal answer.

On 4 August 1942 Canaris stated in the presence of the three

section chiefs, Colonels Fieckenbrock, Lahousen and von Ben-

tivigny, that Keitel was constantly nagging him about the affair

"Gustav" (which was the code word for the assassination of

Giraud). The three section chiefs unanimously refused to have

anything to do with this project, which was to be carried out by
methods commonly employed by the SD. Fieckenbrock made the

remark that Keitel should be told to inform Hitler that the mili-

tary Counter Intelligence service was no murder organization.

Canaris left the room and went to see Keitel immediately. He
returned after about half an hour and said that he had succeeded

in getting the entire affair transferred to the RSHA, and that

he would discuss it with them, and that thus the Abwehr would

be absolved from any further responsibility in the matter.

About six weeks later, on 25 September 1942, according to

my notes, Keitel telephoned to me at my home, and I remember
his exact words because of the importance of the call, since a

telephone call from Keitel was something that did not happen
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every day. He asked, "What is happening about Gustav?". I

replied that I had no information of this matter because Canaris

had taken personal charge of it and was in Paris at the present

time. He went on to say, "You know about that, don't you?"

and went on to explain that Gustav was the code word for the

affair Giraud. Keitel then directed me to go to the RSHA and

to speak to Obergruppenfuehrer Mueller, one of Himmler's asso-

ciates, in order to find out what the present status of the matter

was. Knowing that Canaris had never transmitted Keitel's order

to the SD and that any conversation with Mueller pursuant to

Keitel's order would inform him of the matter and that this

would upset our whole scheme of obstructing the execution of

that order, and moreover cause trouble for Canaris, I imme-
diately went to General Oster, who was familiar with the entire

matter to seek advice on what to do. General Oster advised me
to fly immediately to Paris and to discuss with Canaris person-

ally the matter. This I did and found Canaris dining in a hotel

with Vice-Admiral Buerkner. I related the events to Canaris in

the presence of Buerkner, and at first Canaris was depressed. A
few moments later, however, and before the meal was finished,

Canaris suddenly interrupted the conversation to ask me as to the

exact date of the then recent assassination of Heydrich and
also as to the date of the CIC convention in Prague to which,

for official reasons and reasons of outward appearance, he had
invited Heydrich. As soon as I had given him the dates and
he had a moment to consider, he suddenly relaxed and looked

relieved and asked me whether I did not understand that there

was an easy solution. I did not understand at the time, but on
the next day Canaris flew from Paris to Berlin and reported to

Keitel that he had furnished all the necessary information and
data bearing on the affair Giraud to Heydrich on the day of the

conference in Prague. Canaris further advised Keitel that Hey-
drich had said he would not use his ordinary SD men for this

mission but a special detail whose names he did not know. Thus
Canaris succeeded in giving Keitel the impression that every-

thing had been satisfactorily arranged but without leaving any
means for Keitel to ascertain that he had never actually trans-

mitted the order. In this way Canaris succeeded in preventing

the execution of the order for the killing of Giraud.

Before leaving for Paris I had asked Oster to tell Keitel that it

had been impossible to find Mueller in 'Berlin and that I had
decided to fly to Paris to get in touch with Canaris, in case Keitel

made any further inquiries.

From official information which was available to me I regard
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the action taken by Germany against Austria as an act of ag-

gression, at least in its execution, with the reservation that the

Austrian people did not resist this action.

From official information which was available to me I regard

the action taken by Germany against Czechoslovakia as an act of

aggression.

From official information which was available to me I regard

the action taken by Germany against Denmark and Norway as

acts of aggressive warfare in their execution and purpose.

From official information which was available to me I regard

the action taken by Germany against France as an act of aggres-

sive warfare with the qualification that a state of war had al-

ready existed between Germany and France several months prior

to the invasion of that country.

From official information which was available to me I regard

the action taken by Germany against Belgium, Holland and
Luxembourg as acts of aggressive warfare in its most naked

form.

From official information which was available to me I regard

the action taken by Germany against the Balkan countries,

Greece and Crete as acts of aggressive warfare in its most naked

form.

The matters set forth above are confirmed in most of their de-

tails by entries in the diary of Admiral Canaris, by notes which

I made for my own use, and by various other documents which

I had sent away for safekeeping to Austria.

I declare herewith that the above statements are given under

oath and are true to the best of my knowledge and belief, and

that they have been made voluntarily and without coercion.

[signed] Erwin Lahousen.

Sworn to and signed before me on 21st January 1946 in Nurn-
berg, Germany.

[signed] Smith W. Brookhart, Jr., Lt. Col. IGD.

COPY OF AFFIDAVIT B

[This affidavit is substantially the same as the testimony given

by Ohlendorf on direct examination before the

International Military Tribunal at Nurnberg,

3 January 1946.]

. AFFIDAVIT
I, Otto Ohlendorf, being duly sworn, declare:

I

1. I joined the NSDAP in 1925 and became a member under
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No. 6531. After training in jurisprudence and economics, in

1936 I became Economical Counsellor (Wirtschaftsreferent) in

the Sicherheitsdienst des RF SS (SD) and was attached to SS

as Hauptsturmfuehrer. From 1939 to 1945 I was Chief of AMT
III SD Inland, (part time) of the Reichsicherheitshauptamt. My
main position in the years 1938-1943 was responsible operating

head of the Reichs Group Commerce. From 1943 to 1945 I was
Ministerial Direktor and permanent representative of the State

Secretary in the Reich Ministry of Economics. (See Ap-

pendix A).

2. The SD and Gestapo were departments in the main depart-

ment of the Chief of the Security Police and SD (RSHA). Hey-

drich was the first chief of RSHA and served until his death in

June 1942. In the interval between Heydrich's death and Kal-

tenbrunner's assumption of office, Himmler himself took over

the direction of RSHA. Kaltenbrunner became Chief of the

Security Police and SD (RSHA) on 30 January 1943 and served

to 8 May 1945.

3. SD was an organ of the SS and as such a part of the Party

organization. SD was subordinated to Himmler as Reichsleader

SS and not as Chief of the German Police. The vast majority

of the members of the main department of SD belonged to the SS.

4. The Gestapo was founded in Prussia in year 1933. It was
subordinated to Goering in his capacity as Prussian Prime Min-
ister and Minister of Interior. The Gestapo was a State Agency.

The majority of the officials, but not all officials, of the Gestapo

belonged to the SS. The police, including the Security Police, were
not part of the SS and were not subordinated to Himmler as

Reichsleader SS but were subordinated to Himmler as Chief of

the German Police.

II

5. Ernst Kaltenbrunner was known in the Party and State as

the successor of Heydrich. I never learned of any regulation or

directive according to which the Chief of the Security Police and
the SD, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, was legally limited in his author-

ity over the departments after faking office. I know, however,
that for a number of matters concerning the State Police and
Foreign Intelligence Service, Himmler in reality had reserved

to himself the final decision, for example,' in cases regarding final

internment into and release from concentration camps. On the

other hand, the normal procedure of effecting protective custody
arrests was accomplished through AMT IV (Mueller) under the

responsibility of the Chief of the Security Police and SD (Kalten-
brunner). So far as I know, Kaltenbrunner has never stated to
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the Chiefs of the AMTs that he in his position as Chief of the

Security Police and SD had been legally limited after taking over

office.

6. It was the standard operating procedure in RSHA that all

important matters emanating from the departments were pre-

sented to the Chief of the RSHA for information and approval.

The Chiefs of the AMTs were further obliged to inform Kalten-

brunner whenever they dealt directly with Himmler. The regu-

lar channels of the departments to Reichsfuehrer SS were as well

by way of the Chief of the Security Police and SD. The regular

channels from the departments of the RSHA were through the
'

Chief of the RSHA (Kaltenbrunner) to Reichsfuehrer SS
(Himmler). I know that both the Chief of Department IV (Muel-

ler) and the Chief of AMT VI (Schellenberg) repeatedly were in

direct contact with Himmler. I cannot state whether Kalten-

brunner was informed of the matters dealt with in these direct

contacts in every instance.

7. As Chief of the Security Police and SD, Kaltenbrunner must
have been informed of the program for final solution of the Jew-
ish problem. He must have known that the Reichsfuehrer SS
assumed the responsibility for the solution of this question.

Chief of Department IV (Mueller) and Kaltenbrunner had a con-

versation in my presence, for instance, over the Theresienstadt

problem which lead me to this conclusion. Kaltenbrunner knew
also that the Commandos of the Security Police and of the SD
were active in this program; also that the Security Police sent

Jews to the Concentration Camps in connection with the final

solution of the Jewish problem.

Ill

8. A few weeks before the beginning of the Russian campaign
an agreement was reached between the OKW, OKH and the Chief

of the Security Police and SD (Heydrich) according to which

integral units of the Security Police and the SD were attached

to the Army Groups and the units subordinated to them. The of-

ficial title of the Chief of the units of the Security Police and SD
was Beuftragter (Commissioner and Deputy of the Security Po-

lice and SD) of the Chief of the Security Police and SD, attached

to, for example, Army Group "X". The unit was called "Einsatz

Group" and was subdivided into Einsatz Commandos and Special

Commandos. The Special Commandos were in turn subdivided as

the need arose into small units. According to the agreement, the

professional work of the Security Police and the SD was basically

under the jurisdiction of the Chief of the Security Police and the
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SD. The Army Groups and the units subordinate to them re-

spectively were in charge of "Marsch" and foods supply. The or-

der for the "Marsch" controls area and place into which the

Einsatz Group or the Commandos had to move, the strength of

the Commandos, and the time when the Commandos were to move
into any area or place, and the length of stay. The Army Groups

or the units subordinate to them respectively assigned additional

tasks to the Einsatz Groups and their subsections. A precise line

of demarkation was not fixed as between the directives by the

Chief of the Security Police and SD and the right to issue direc-

tives of the Army Groups and the units subordinate to them re-

spectively. The Army therefore issued directives covering the

most varied spheres, for instance, the Army entrusted the units

of the Einsatz Groups with gathering the harvest in Trans-

sinistria, the units were called upon to perform guard and con-

trol duties at bridges. The units were also used for operational

Army tasks. When the first large-scale executions took place the

Army in Nikolajev ordered that liquidations were not to be car-

ried out within 200 Km of the site of Army Headquarters. In my
capacity as Chief of Einsatz Group D, I was entrusted with the

task to recruit Tartars in the Crimea for the Army. The Army in-

tended furthermore to transfer to me the leadership of the opera-

tion against the Partisans on the Crimea. Einsatz Group D did

not accept this task as I was able to explain to the Army the un-

suitability of the Einsatz Group for this task. If, however, the

Army had insisted upon this operation on the basis of military

necessity, I would have been unable to decline. The liaison be-

tween the Einsatz Group and the Army Groups and the Army
respectively were effected in general by a liaison chief on the

part of the Einsatz Groups. Besides, regular conferences took

place with the I C or I C AO's respectively as the main competent
parties. The Chiefs of the Einsatz Groups had discussions at in-

tervals with the Chiefs of Staff or the Commanders in Chief of

the Army Groups or the Army respectively. In their activities the

Chiefs of the Einsatz Groups had to take into consideration that

the Commander in Chief of the Army was the supreme legal au-

thority in the operational area (Master over life and death).

In individual cases, the Commander in Chief of the 11th Army
made use of this authority, for instance, the Army removed the

proceedings against a Ukrainian member of the Simferopol City

Council from the competent Einsatz Commando of the Security

Police and SD in Simferopol, and finished the proceedings under
its own jurisdiction.

9. For the Russian campaign, four commissioners of the Chief
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of the Security Police and SD were appointed and consequently

four Einsatz Groups were established. The Einsatz Group A
(Chief, Stahlecker, formerly Inspector of the Security Police and
SD, last department head in the foreign office) ; the Einsatz

Group B (Chief, Nebe, Head of the Reich Criminal Police De-

partment, AMT V of the RSHA) ; Einsatz Group C (Chief, first

Rasch or Rasche, last inspector of the Security Police and SD in

Koenigsberg, later Thomas, last Commander of the Security Po-

lice and the SD in Paris) was attached to the three Army Groups
in the East. The Einsatz Group D (Chief, Ohlendorf, later Bier-

kamp, last inspector of the Security Police and the SD in Ham-
burg) was attached to the 11th Army, Commander in Chief, first

von Schoeber, later von Manstein.

10. The framework of the Einsatz Groups and Einsatz Com-
mandos was formed by members of the Security Police and SD.
In addition, the Einsatz Groups were supplied with units from
the Order Police and the Waffen SS. The Einsatz Group D con-

sisted of approximately 400 to 500 men and had at its disposal

about 170 vehicles. There was courier service and radio communi-
cation between the Chief of the Security Police and the SD and
the Einsatz Groups.

11. I had about four weeks advance notice of the planned war
against Russia through Heydrich. The Einsatz Groups were
staged in Pretz, Saxony, and vicinity. After designated leaders

of the Einsatz Groups and Einsatz Commandos were gathered

at Pretz and were informed of their tasks on the occasion of the

presence of the Chief of AMT I of the RSHA, Streckenbach, by-

order of Heydrich. In the course of conference, the Einsatz

Groups and Commandos were given also the task of liquidating

in the Russian territories Jewish and Communist functionaries

in addition to the regular tasks of the Security Police and the SD.
According to a communication from Himmler, the Chiefs of the

Army Groups and Armies had been informed by Hitler about this

mission and ordered to aid in its accomplishment. When Himm-
ler in the late summer of 1941 spoke to the Commanders and

men of the Einsatz Group D and their Commandos in Nikolajev,

he repeated this order and added that neither the leaders nor the

men who were to execute the liquidation would bear responsi-

bility of their own. Rather, he himself, together with the Fueh-

rer, would bear the full responsibility for this order and its exe-

cution. The Fuehrer was mentioned almost parenthetically,

whereas Himmler stressed his own responsibility.

12. The Einsatz Group D marched on or about 21 June 1941

from Duebin, Saxony, to its readiness position at Piatra Neamst,
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Rumania, through Hungary. Upon arrival in Piatra Neamst or-

ders by the 11th Army were ready for the departure of the first

Special Commandos. In northern and eastern boundary of the

Einsatz space of the Einsatz Group D is marked by the following

cities: Tschernowitz, Mogilew-Podolsk, Jampol, Ananjew, Niko-

lajev, Melitopol, Mariopol, Taganrog, Rostov. The space expanded

to the south to Odessa over Cherson and included all of Crimea.

13. During the one year while I was Chief of the Einsatz

Group D, the Einsatz Commandos and Special Commandos re-

ported to have liquidated 90,000 men, women and children. The
vast majority of the liquidated were Jews but there were also

some Communist functionaries. It may be that in connection with

liquidations in Simferopol, there were also gypsies among the

liquidated or members of another tribe who were considered as

Jews. The liquidations were executed by the Commandos within

the space into which they had moved in accordance with orders

given them by the Army. For the preparation of liquidations in

cities, leading Jewish inhabitants were as a rule assigned to ef-

fect the registration of the Jews. Upon registration the Jews
were gathered at a place under the pretext that they were to be

resettled in another town. Prior to the liquidations the Jews had
to surrender their valuables to the Commandos. Those selected

for liquidation were either driven or led to the place of execution.

The graves were in general either antitank ditches or natural

crevices. In the Einsatz Group D the mass executions took place

regularly in the form of shooting by details. The shooting by in-

dividuals was forbidden in Einsatz Group D, so that the men who
were to perform the executions were not faced with the task of

making personal decisions. The persons designated for liquida-

tion were either shot while kneeling or standing upright. Only
the head of units or specifically designated persons were per-

mitted to give the coup de grace to those persons who were not

killed at once. These directives were issued because I learned

from members of Einsatz Groups from other areas that in those

areas mass executions were performed by individuals who shot

those persons designated for liquidation through the rear of the

neck while lying or standing upright. With this method emotional

upsets could not be avoided, however, either on the part of the

victims or on the part of those who performed the executions. I,

therefore, disapproved of this method. Immediately prior to the

liquidation the victims had to rid themselves of their outer cloth-

ing. The complete undressing, which was partially customary in

other areas, was likewise forbidden in Einsatz Group D.

14. Whereas the Army in general did not exert any influence
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in the liquidations, the Army had at Simferopol requested accel-

eration of the liquidations and rendered corresponding assistance

in that it furnished trucks. Also, the Army officially did not make
available liquidation commandos from its own units, however,

almost everywhere individual execution commandos, for exam-
ple, of the SHD or OT, participated in the executions.

15. While at first the clothes were distributed to the population,

in the winter of 1941-42, a delegation of the NSV arrived in Sim-
feropol which took over the clothes of the victims and disposed

of them according to their own regulations. The gold and silver

which was surrendered, was confiscated for the State and sent to

the Reichs Ministry of Finance. Such objects as could be used

immediately in the operational area were so used. For instance,

in Simferopol watches were requisitioned by the Army and were
made accessible through the Army to the combat troops.

16. In spring of 1942 two or three gas vans were sent to the

Einsatz Group D by the Chief of the Security Police and SD in

Berlin. These vans were furnished by AMT II of the RSHA. The
gas vans were not included in the vehicle park of the group, but

allocated as a separate unit to Einsatz Group D, under the lead-

ership of Untersturmfuehrer Becker. In regard to the vans, an
order existed by the Reichsfuehrer SS to the effect that in the

future the killing of women and children was to be effected solely

by gas vans. When a sufficient number of victims were rounded

up, Commandos requested a gas van. The gas vans were brought

to the collecting points before the liquidation took place. The
victims were induced to enter the gas vans under the pretext that

they were to be relocated. After closing the doors, gas was turned

into the van by starting the engine. The victims died in ten to

fifteen minutes without being conscious of the process. The com-

mandos made use of the gas vans only reluctantly as they re-

garded their use an additional emotional burden upon the people

who partook in the executions. I estimate that during my pres-

ence with Einsatz Group D only a few hundred were killed by
means of gas vans.

17. I have been shown the letter (Document is designated

OUSCC 501-PS) written by Becker to RaufF, the Head of the

Technical Department in AMT II of RSHA, concerning the op-

erations of the gas vans. I knew both of these men personally

and I believe it to be an authentic document.

18. I have seen the report of Stahlecker, Chief of Einsatz

Group A (Document is designated OUSCC L-180) about the ac-

tivities of Einsatz Group A. It is stated in this report that Einsatz
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Group A during the first four months of the Einsatz action, had

killed over 135,000 Jews and Communists. I knew Stahlecker

and his way of reporting and, therefore, I am of the opinion that

the document is authentic.

The above statement under oath, including Appendix "A", has

been dictated, re-read and signed by me voluntarily and without

compulsion.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on the 20 November 1945, at

Nurnberg, Germany
/s/ Otto Ohlendorf

/s/ S. W. Brookhart, Jr., Lt. Col., IGD

Appendix "A" t 1.

OTTO OHLENDORF
Political Way

After I joined the NSDAP in May 1925, I participated in all

tasks which arose in the young and numerically small Party or-

ganization. I was at the same time Ortsgruppenleiter, treasurer

and organizer of meetings. I distributed newspapers and leaflets,

spoke in discussions at public meetings of other parties and
served in the SA. Besides this, I, with three other Party mem-
bers, were ordered to the SS service in 1926. However, at that

time I did not engage in any SS activities because shortly there-

after I left my home town and was removed from the1

list of

the SS. Therefore, I did not receive any SS identity card and
learned of my then SS number 880 first in 1936 when, with refer-

ence to my early membership in the SS, I was again enrolled in

the SS under my old number. Until 1936 I had no connection

with the SS. During 1929-31 I spoke independently and on my
own initiative at numerous Party meetings of the competent Gau
Party Leadership at Hannover. At that time I studied at Goet-

tingen and from there I worked especially in the town and area

of Nordheim according to my own plan for the Party. I or-

ganized training courses and spoke at numerous evening discus-

sions and public meetings. Despite my activity I remained a

simple Party member as I avoided a too close connection with the

official Party organs. Because of my own opinion at that time I

was already separated from the real and personal ways of a num-
ber of the leading Party members.

After my first legal State Examination in 1931, I went to Italy

as an exchange student for one year. My reason therefor was to
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become acquainted with a movement which supposedly was paral-

lel to National Socialism, and which had had ten years of practice

and unlimited possibilities to develop. I became acquainted with
Fascism in theory and practice. I became thoroughly acquainted

with its organization and leading personalities. I arrived at the

conclusion that in the case of Fascism, it was not a question of a
new conception of people and state which further developed the

individualism, but that it was another system of absolute power
which was formed around the person of Mussolini. The human
beings and people in Fascism had no values in themselves, but

were objects of the State and derived their value and recog-

nition from the State as the sole reality. From this fact origi-

nated the irreconcilable contrast National Socialism, which is

founded on the reality of the value of life in the individual

human beings and the people, and, therefore, in contrast to

Fascism subordinated the State to the needs of the people.

After my return from Italy I stayed away from Party work
until the assumption of power. I received no positive answer

to the reports on Fascism which I sent to the Party Leadership

and wanted first to become oriented on further development of

the Party within the Reich. Furthermore, it was my definite

resolution to continue my own life independently of the Party.

After the assumption of power I, therefore, remained in legal

training. At the meetings I mostly spoke on the theme of Fas-

cism and National Socialism in order to point out the dangers

which threatened National Socialism by copying the Fascist

organizational forms and the insufficient differentiation from the

Fascist program.

I considered Fascism the primary opponent of National Social-

ism. In other European countries there already existed Fascist

movements and Fascism conducted a continuous and purposeful

propaganda all over Europe. Therefore, I considered the offer

of Professor Jens Jessen to become his assistant at the Insti-

tute for World Economy at Kiel, to serve my purposes, espe-

cially because I could found a section for Fascism and National

Socialism and in that way have a good opportunity to fight

against the plans of introducing Fascism into National Socialism.

Between 1933 and 1938, I attempted to obtain a total picture

of the complete literature in German and Italian which con-

cerned intellectual, cultural, sociological or economical themes,

as well as State theories. Both this literature and the National

Socialistic policy in practice showed after the assumption of

power that the still immature National Socialistic ideology was
diverted from the principles of its original world picture.
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Theorists, as well as responsible leaders in Party and State,

believed that they could conquer temporary difficulties in State

and economy, education and culture, only by use of old methods

belonging to past stages of civilization. At this time, it was my
greatest wish to write an analysis of the spiritual and formative

impulses in the National Socialistic work of the present time in

order to draw the attention of the leading National Socialist

circles and young scientists to the spiritual principles which

they used as supposedly National Socialist. However, foreign

tendencies became increasingly stronger especially at first in

the food economy and later on during the Four Year Plan in

the rest of the economy, in communal politics, and in the com-

plete field of science. Therefore, I accepted an offer in 1936,

again from Professor Jessen, which gave me the opportunity

by means of the SD des Reichsfuehrer's SS to report to the

highest leader posts in Party and State and in such way advance

my plans based on observation of the theoretical and practical

development of people and State.

As many personal and essential matters made this task diffi-

cult, I grasped this opportunity to participate in the execution

of the original National Socialist principles with special satis-

faction. These principles advocated, as the foremost goal of

National Socialism, to develop the best characteristics of the

people and to form them into a community of equality and to

furnish the best possible spiritual and moral existence for the

individuals of the people. I undertook the task with heart and
soul when I worked in Reich Group Commerce and when I was
Ministerial Direktor and permanent deputy of the State Secre-

tary in the Reich Ministry of Economy, I understood together

with many others, that a necessary phase within the evolution

would be strong controversies with the Party and State. Only
against strong opposition of the old spiritual forces could the

goal be achieved which would make the welfare and dignity of

man the real conception of politics; also to achieve in the

economy that man should become basis and decisive subject of

the measures of the political economy, this especially because

the economy is the most important and preponderant moulder
of man's destiny. National Socialism seemed to be the first

attempt to find a natural synthesis between the free, intended

to be independent man of individualism and the actual bonds
life compels on him in the community in which he finds himself.

In order to achieve this synthesis, National Socialism ought to

signify self consciousness, and the inner freedom of man, from
693261—47—39
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which the laws for the natural order of the people's community
could be recognized and accomplished with conviction.

This idea did not, however, find a period of calm in which it

could be developed spiritually and in active daily life. The col-

lapse of the National Socialist system in Germany has shown
that the forces favoring highly developed human communities
were not strong enough to carry through to this goal.

COPY OF AFFIDAVIT C

[This affidavit is substantially the same as the testimony given

by Wisliceny on direct examination before the International

Military Tribunal at Nurnberg, 3 January 1946.]

AFFIDAVIT
I, Dieter Wisliceny, being duly sworn, declare:

1. I am 34 years old and have been a member of the NSDAP
since 1933 and a member of the SS since July 1934. I have
been Hauptsturmfuehrer SS since 1940. From 1934 to 1937, I

was assigned in Berlin and from 1937 to 1940 in Danzig. From
1940 to September 1944, I was assigned as specialist on Jewish

matters in Slovakia and my mission included service in Hungary
and Greece. I have known Adolph Eichmann, the former Chief

of AMT IV A 4 of the Reichsicherheitshauptamt (RSHA) well

since 1934 in which year we joined the Sicherheitsdienst (SD).

Our relationship was so close that we addressed each other

with the intimate "Du". We served together from 1934 to 1937

in Berlin and maintained friendly relations from 1937 until

1940 when he was in Vienna and I was in Danzig. Eichmann's
mission in Vienna was to direct the Central Office for Jewish

Emigration and he later came to Berlin with the RSHA to take

charge of AMT IV A 4 which was responsible for the solution

of the Jewish question and for all church matters. At Eich-

mann's suggestion, I accepted an assignment as expert for AMT
IV A 4 in Slovakia dealing solely with the Jewish question.

2. There were three distinct periods of activity affecting the

Jews. The first period covered the time from 1937 when the

Jewish Section was founded till 1940, during which the policy

was to accelerate and compel Jewish emigration from Germany
and Austria. Because of this, the Central Office for Jewish

Emigration was founded in Vienna and later on a corresponding

institution in Prague. After the victory over France, Madagas-
car was contemplated, but never used, as a site for the emigra-

tion. The second period during 1940 and 1941 covered the con-

centration of Jews in Poland and eastern territories, in Ghettos
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and concentration camps. The last period, from beginning 1942

to October 1944, covered the evacuation of Jews from all Ger-

many and German controlled territories to concentration camps

and their biological annihilation.

3. I first became interested in the number of Jews effected

by measures taken through the RSHA when I met other special-

ists on Jewish matters in Eichmann's office in Berlin. It was
customary for Eichmann to call the specialists in for a meeting

at least once a year, usually in November. Meetings were held

in 1940, 1941, 1942 and 1943. I was present at all but the latter

meeting. In these meetings each representative reported on

conditions in his territory and Eichmann discussed the over-all

picture. He particularly stressed total figures and the use of

charts which included the number of Jews in different countries,

their occupations, their age groups, and statements showing the *

portion of Jews to the total population of each country. These

charts did not include the number of persons effected by evacu-

ation and extermination activities since these figures were kept

secret. However, from many discussions with Eichmann and
specialists on the Jewish question, I learned the effects of the

program of final solution in each of the countries concerned.

4. I was sent to Berlin in July or August 1942 in connection

with the status of Jews from Slovakia, which mission is re-

ferred to more fully hereinafter. I was talking to Eichmann in

his office in Berlin when he said that on written order of Himm-
ler all Jews were to be exterminated. I requested to be shown
the order. He took a file from the safe and showed me a top

secret document with a red border, indicating immediate action.

It was addressed jointly to the Chief of the Security Police and
SD and to the Inspector of Concentration Camps. The letter

read substantially as follows: "The Fuehrer has decided that

the final solution of the Jewish question is to start immediately.

I designate the Chief of the Security Police and SD and the

Inspector of Concentration Camps as responsible for the execu-

tion of this order. The particulars of the program are to be
agreed upon by the Chief of the Security Police and SD and the

Inspector of Concentration Camps. I am to be informed cur-

rently as to the execution of this order". The order was signed

by Himmler and was dated some time in April 1942. Eichmann
told me that the words "final solution" meant the biological

extermination of the Jewish race, but that for the time being
able-bodied Jews were to be spared and employed in industry to

meet current requirements. I was so much impressed with this
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document which gave Eichmann authority to kill millions of

people that I said at the time: "May God forbid that our

enemies should ever do anything similar to the German people".

He replied: "Don't be sentimental—this is a Fuehrer order".

I realized at that time that the order was a death warrant for

millions of people and that the power to execute this order

was in Eichmann's hands subject to approval of Heydrich and
later Kaltenbrunner. The program of extermination was al-

ready under way and continued until late 1944. There was no

change in the program during Kaltenbrunner's administra-

tion.

5. After my meeting with Eichmann in July or August 1942,

when I first learned of the Hitler order for final solution of the

Jewish question by extermination, I became particularly inter-

ested in the number of persons effected and at every opportunity

made notes on the basis of information from other countries.

In 1943, my interest was further accentuated by requests for

information from the Joint Distribution Committee and I there-

after took particular pains to collect all information available as

to the number of Jews effected in other countries. In Budapest
1944 I conferred with Dr. Rudolph Kastner, representative of

the Joint Distribution Committee, and compared with him in-

formation on numerous occasions particularly dealing with the

total number of Jews effected. I was constantly in touch with

Dr. Kastner after May 1944. I last saw him on 30 March 1945,

in my apartment in Vienna.

6. On numerous occasions Eichmann told me that Jews had

no value except as laborers and that only 20-25 percent were
able to work. I was present in Budapest in June or July 1944

at a meeting between Eichmann and Hoess, Commandant of

Auschwitz concentration camp, at which they talked specifically

about the percentage of Hungarian Jews that would be strong

enough for labor. On the basis of transports previously re-

ceived at Auschwitz and the supply of Jews inspected by him
in collection centers, Hoess stated that only 20 or at the most 25

percent of these Hungarian Jews could be used for labor. Hoess

said that this percentage also pertained to all Jews transported

to Auschwitz from all over German occupied Europe, with the

exception of Greek Jews who were of such poor quality that

they all had to be eliminated. Among the able-bodied were

women and some children over the age of 12 or 13 years. Both

Eichmann and Hoess said that all Jews unfit for labor were

liquidated.
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7. All exterminations of Jews took place in closed camps. The
camps at Auschwitz and Maidenek were referred to as exter-

mination camps "A" and "M" respectively. I know that Jews
at Auschwitz and other extermination camps were killed with

gas, starting at least as early as the spring of 1942. Eichmann
said that in the cases of groups from which the able-bodied had
already been selected, the remainder were gassed immediately

upon their arrival at the concentration camps. In cases, where
there was no prior selection, the screening had to take place at

the concentration camps before the unfit were gassed. The in-

spections at concentration camps to determine who was con-

sidered able-bodied and who was to be executed were very

superficial.

8. Late in 1944, Himmler directed that all executions of Jews
were to cease, but Eichmann did not carry out this order until he

received a written directive signed by Himmler. Unaccountable

thousands of Jews who had been sent to concentration camps
died of epidemics and undernourishment, such as in the camps at

Flossenbrueck and Sachsenhausen.

9. In appendix A-l, I have prepared a chart of the organiza-

tion of RSHA in 1944 to show the relative position of AMT IV
A 4 and its subsections. In the same exhibit, I have listed the ex-

perts on the Jewish problem who served in a capacity similar to

my own in other countries. Their names and assignments were:

Hauptsturmfuehrer Dr. Seidl (Theresienstadt)

Hauptsturmfuehrer Wisliceny (Slovakia)

Hauptsturmfuehrer Abromeit (Croatia)

Hauptsturmfuehrer Dannecker (Bulgaria)

Hauptsturmfuehrer Brunner (France)

Obersturmbannfuehrer Krumey (Lodz—later Vienna)
Hauptsturmfuehrer Burger (Theresienstadt—later Athens)

I have also shown members of the staff in Eichmann's office that
includes Hauptsturmfuehrer Franz Novak who had charge of all

transportation matters concerning all evacuations of Jews and
Untersturmfuehrer Hartenberger who was a specialist on in-

dividual cases. To my personal knowledge, based on my observa-
tions during several years service in the Balkan countries and
close association with leaders in these countries who were re-

sponsible for actions taken against the Jews, the number of Jews
effected were approximately: 66,000 in Slovakia; 60,000 in

Greece; 8,000 in Bulgaria; 3,000 in Croatia and 500,000 in Hun-
gary. In Appendix A-III I have set forth details as to their dis-

position.
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10. I consider Eichmann's character and personality important

factors in carrying out measures against the Jews. He was per-

sonally a cowardly man who went to great pains to protect him-

self from responsibility. He never made a move without approval

from higher authority and was extremely careful to keep files

and records establishing the responsibility of Himmler, Heydrich

and later Kaltenbrunner. I have examined many of the files in

his office and knew his secretary very well and I was particularly

impressed with the exactness with which he maintained files and
records dealing with all matters in his department. Every move
taken by Eichmann in executing measures against the Jews was
submitted to Heydrich and later to Kaltenbrunner for approval.

I have seen signed duplicate copies of Eichmann's reports to

Himmler. These all went through the Chief of RSHA, Heydrich

and later Kaltenbrunner, who signed them. Signed duplicate

copies of these reports bearing the name of Kaltenbrunner were
filed by Eichmann. The regular channel was from Eichmann
through Mueller to Kaltenbrunner and to Himmler. Eichmann
was very cynical in his attitude toward the Jewish question. He
gave no indication of any human feeling toward these people. He
was not immoral, he was amoral and completely ice-cold in his

attitude. He said to me on the occasion of our last meeting in

February 1945, at which time we were discussing our fates upon
losing the war: "I laugh when I jump into the grave because of

the feeling that I have killed 5,000,000 Jews. That gives me great

satisfaction and gratification."

11. According to Eichmann, he knew Kaltenbrunner from Linz

and they had been good friends for many years. They were both

members of the illegal Nazi Party in Austria and were together

in Vienna from 1938 to 1940. I know that their good relations

continued to at least February 1945. Eichmann told me more
than once that whenever he had any difficulties he took them up

with Kaltenbrunner. When Kaltenbrunner was appointed as Chief

of the RSHA, Eichmann told me that his standing would be im-

proved in the department because of his close connections with

Kaltenbrunner. Their friendship appeared to be very strong be-

cause I myself, in February 1945 witnessed a short meeting be-

tween Kaltenbrunner and Eichmann. They met in the vestibule

of the office house of Eichmann, Kurfuersten Str. 116. Kalten-

brunner greeted Eichmann heartily and asked about the health

of Eichmann's father and family in Linz.

12. My mission in Slovakia was to advise the Slovak govern-

ment on all Jewish questions, I was instructed to establish good
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relations with the Slovak government and consider my work as a

diplomatic mission. I was assigned for administrative purposes

to the German Legation at Bratislava and reported to Minister

von Killinger, later 'to Minister Ludin. Copies of these reports

were sent to Eichmann to whom I regularly sent confidential SD
reports.

13. In 1941 when I visited the concentration area Sosnowitz

where approximately 100,000 Jews were used as slave labor in

large factories making uniforms and furniture, I was accom-

panied by a Slovak mission which was interested in establishing

similar concentration labor projects in Slovakia. We found con-

ditions not favorable but bearable. Thereafter two concentration

work areas were established in Slovakia at Sered and Novaky
where about 4,000 Jews, who had been removed from their in-

dividual shops and business and were forced to labor in factories

and joiner's workshops. These work centers continued to operate

until the insurrection in September 1944.

14. In March and April 1942, 17,000 specially selected Jews

were sent to Lubin and Auschwitz, Poland, as construction work-

ers and in May and June 1942, approximately 35,000 members of

their families were sent to Auschwitz, at the request of the

Slovak government since no provision had been made to support

these families. At the request of the Slovak government, I went
to Berlin in late July or August 1942, to obtain permission for a

Slovak commission to visit these Jews in the area of Lublin. Eich-

mann speaking of the 35,000 in the second group, told me that

such a mission would be impossible and that "The Slovaks won't

be able to see their Jews any more because they are no longer

alive".

15. In September 1944, there remained about 25,000 Jews in

Slovakia. Some of these joined in the insurrection at that time.

SS Hauptsturmfuehrer Brunner who had been sent to Slovakia

from Paris in August 1944 pursuant to Eichmann's order, had all

Jews that could be found arrested and sent to Sered. They were
thereafter transported to Auschwitz and executed. I know of no
survivors from this evacuation of Jews from Slovakia, although

many escaped who had hidden during the rounding up in October
1944.

16. In January 1943, I was ordered by Eichmann to go to

Salonika and make arrangements with the military administra-

tion to find a final solution for the Jewish problem there. Shortly

before my departure from Bratislava I was told to meet Haupt-
sturmfuehrer Brunner in Vienna. He showed me a "Marsch"
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order and told me that he had been given the assignment by
Eichmann to arrange all technical matters and that I was to

make contacts with the authorities and governmental agencies.

We went to Salonika together on 2 February 1944, and conferred

with the Chief of the Military Administration, War Administra-

tive Counsellor Dr. Merten from the military command, Area
Salonika-Aegeus. Also, the local branch office of the Secret Police

and SD, the Criminal Commissioner Paschleben and Consul Gen-
eral Schoenberg. Dr. Merten was the decisive authority and said

he wished the Jews in Salonika first be concentrated in certain

areas of the city. This was done without difficulty during Feb-

ruary-March 1943. At least 80 percent of the Greek Jews were
workers, laborers, craftsmen or longshoremen, but a large pro-

portion of them had tuberculosis and had also suffered of epi-

demics raging in their quarters. The Salonika Jews had lived in

Greece since the 15th century when they had fled from the in-

quisition in Spain. On or about 10 March, Eichmann sent Brun-

ner a message that the compulsory evacuation (Aussiedlung) of

Jews was to start at once. Dr. Merten agreed to the action but

requested 3,000 male Jewish workers for railroad construction

work under the Organization Todt who were later returned in

time for inclusion in the last transports. I talked to Eichmann
by telephone in Berlin telling him that typhus raged among the

Jews but he said his orders for immediate compulsory evacua-

tion would stand.

17. Some few foreign Jews were returned to their home
country and about 700 Jews of Spanish nationality were trans-

ported in August 1943 to Bergen-Belsen and in December to

Spain. These Jews had obtained their Spanish nationality during

the last century while Greece was still under Turkish rule.

18. Altogether, 60,000 Jews were collected from Greece and

shipped to Auschwitz. I am sure that this figure is approximately

correct. I know that twenty-four transports averaging approxi-

mately 2,300 human beings each were shipped from Salonika and

surroundings between March and May 1943, under the super-

vision of Hauptsturmfuehrer Brunner and myself, while two

transports of about 2,500 each were shipped from Athens in July

1944 under the supervision of Hauptsturmfuehrer Burger. The
freight cars used in these transports were furnished by the Mili-

tary Transport Command. The requests for these cars went from

Hauptsturmfuehrer Novak in IV A 4 b to Department Counsellor

Stange in the Ministry of Transport, Berlin and thence through

channels to the area transport command. Transports used in ef-
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fecting the final solution of the Jewish problem commanded a suf-

ficiently high priority to take precedence over other freight move-

ments. All shipments were made on schedule, even in July 1944

when the Germans were evacuating Greece and rail transport

needs were critical. Upon the departure of each transport a

message was sent to Eichmann in Berlin stating the number of

heads sent. I have seen copies of these cables in a folder kept by
Brunner and upon completion of the movement of Jews from
Northern Greece, Brunner made a summary report to Eichmann.
I returned to Bratislava for several weeks and arrived again in

Salonika at the end of May 1943 at which time Brunner was pre-

paring the last shipment. The last transport left Salonika two
days after my arrival and upon completion of the last shipment,

Brunner was transferred to Paris for his new assignment.

19. During the period of collection into designated areas, the

Jewish population was compelled to furnish their own subsistence.

Upon arrival in the collecting camp, representatives of the Jewish

community took over all cash and valuables from the inmates.

Altogether, by August 1943, 280,000,000 drachmas had been de-

posited in the Greek National Bank for such purpose. This

amount was appropriated by the German Military Administra-

tion. The property left behind, houses, businesses, apartments,

movable belongings, etc., were administered by the Greek Gov-
ernor General of Macedonia under the control of the Military ad-

ministration.

20. In July 1944, Hoess, Commandant of Auschwitz, told Eich-

mann in my presence in Budapest that all of the Greek Jews had

been exterminated because of their poor quality.

21. In connection with the movement of the German Army into

Hungary in March 1944, it was agreed between Hitler and Horthy

that the Army should ndt enter Budapest. No mention was made
of the Security Police, however, and an Einsatz Group of about

800 members was secretly organized, under the leadership of

Standartenfuehrer, later Oberfuehrer Dr. Geschke. The rank and

file of the Einsatz Group consisted of members of the Security

Police from all over Germany and occupied Europe, in addition

about sixty men from the Waffen SS. Shortly after arrival in

Budapest, a further battalion of Waffen SS was assigned to the

Einsatz Group for guard purposes. Most of the experts on final

solution of the Jewish question in IV A 4 b were organized under

the designation "Special Action Commando Eichmann". This

Special Commando was directly subordinated to the Chief of the

Security Police and SD, Kaltenbrunner. Both the Einsatz Group
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and the Special Commando were first activated about 10 March
1944. The personnel were assembled at Mauthausen in Linz,

Austria, and moved later into Hungary 19 March 1944. Matters of

personnel for the Special Action Commandos were handled by
Geschke while all operations were directed by Eichmann person-

ally. The Army had informed higher SS and Police Leader
Winckelman as representative of Himmler, and Oberfuehrer Piff-

rader and Dr. Geschke as representatives of RSHA, of the place

and hour of the invasion of Hungary. I had advance knowledge

of the action that was to be undertaken although it was kept

secret from the rank and file of the group. I had seen Eichmann
studying maps of Hungary in advance of the movement. We
marched into Budapest on 19 March 1944 ahead of the Army and
Eichmann arrived there on 21 March.

22. During the first days after arrival in Budapest, Eichmann,
Hunsche and I conferred with Endre and von Baky who were
Administrative State Secretary and Political State Secretary re-

spectively of the Ministry of Interior for Hungary. Actions

against Jews were discussed in the smallest detail. It was the

purpose to start evacuation of Jews as soon as possible. In late

March 1944, about 200 Jews prominent in the economical and
cultural life of Hungary were taken as hostages on orders of

Geschke. Thereafter in accordance with the agreement between

Endre and Eichmann, Jews were concentrated in designated

larger cities and towns in Karpato-Russia and Siebenbuergen

(Transylvania), such actions being undertaken by the Hungarian
Gendarmerie under Lt. Colonel Ferenzcy who had the same rela-

tive position for the Hungarian Ministry of Interior as I had for

Special Action Commando Eichmann in the carrying out of these

actions. Eichmann's delegates were sent to each of the larger

collecting points.

23. While detailed preparations were being made and actions

taken to prepare all Hungarian Jews for evacuation, Dr. Rudolph

Kastner of the Joint Distribution Committee gave me 3,000,000

pengoe for Eichmann to induce him to grant a first interview on

the Jewish question. This money was carefully counted and taken

over by Geschke's treasurer. About 8 or 10 April, a meeting was
arranged at the Hotel Majestic in Eichmann's office between Dr.

Kastner, Mr. Brand another representative of the Committee, and

Eichmann. There followed a series of conversations in which

Eichmann was implored to leave Hungarian Jews alone upon an

offer to pay any amount to stop 'further action. Eichmann re-

ported the situation to Himmler who sent Standartenfuehrer

Becher to continue negotiations in Budapest. Demand was made
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jby Becher for payment in trucks and raw materials with the con-

dition that they would not be used against England or America.

J was later informed that this proposal was turned down by the

•Allied countries because there was no assurance that they would

not be used against the U.S.S.R. As Eichmann had predicted and

jwished, the negotiations failed and although Dr. Kastner fought

bitterly to obtain some concessions, the planned actions went
ahead.

24. I think it quite important to describe the attitude of the

I

Hungarian Government. According to Ferenzcy, the Hungarian

Government at first agreed only to concentrate the Jews in cer-

tain collecting points. Conditions created by the massing of

hundreds of thousands of people in narrow camps were unbear-

iable. The inmates could not be fed or taken care of. Ferenzcy

went to Budapest about 20 April 1944, and reported to Endre
and von Baky that either the Jews would have to be returned to

their homes or removed to other areas. This was Eichmann's

ihoped for moment. He declared that he would be ready to take

over these Jews if the Hungarian government would make a spe-

cial request. It happened as follows: Ferenczy arrived in Buda-
ipest in the morning, reported to von Baky who sent him to Eich-

mann. Ferenzcy saw Eichmann around noon and received Eich-

mann's request. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon the Hungarian gov-

ernment had made the demanded request. Eichmann arranged at

ionce in Vienna conference of transport experts for the arrange-

ment of the time table of the evacuation. In this conference,

jNovak, for the Hungarians Captain Lulay, Ferenzcy's Adjutant,

participated and in addition, representatives from the Reich Min-
istry of Transport were present. I saw copies of the cables which
were sent regarding all these matters from Eichmann to the

Chief of the Security Police and SD, Kaltenbrunner, reporting

the developments; furthermore, a cable to Eichmann's deputy,

Sturmbannfuehrer Rolf Guenther requesting him to immediately
inform the Inspector of concentration camps, Brigadefuehrer
iGlicks of the arrival of the Hungarian Jews in Auschwitz and
ask him to make all necessary preparations for their reception.

25. The evacuation of Jews from Hungary took place in four

Istages. First, Karpato-Russia and Northern Transylvania from
Which area approximately 320,000 were evacuated. The second
stage was in Northern Hungary including parts ceded by Slovakia.

There were about 42,000 evacuated from this area. The third

stage covered Southern Hungary including Szeged from which
46,000 were evacuated. The fourth stage covered Western Hun-
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gary and removed about 40,000 Jews. Action in this area started

at the end of the first stage and continued during the second in

Northern Hungary. A special action took place in Batschka in-

volving about 10,000. The aggregate number in these four stages

was approximately 458,000. Only the city of Budapest remained

outside the scope of the evacuations. Eichmann and his fellow

conspirators, Endre and von Baky, made repeated attempts to

carry through actions in Budapest but were prevented by the in-

tervention of Horthy who, through the intermediary of Dr. Kast-
]

ner and I, was informed of the planned actions.

26. Negotiations between the Joint Distribution Committee and

Himmler's representative, Becher, continued during all this time.

Fearing that some kind of an agreement would eventually be

achieved, Eichmann decided to send about 9,000 Hungarian Jews

to Vienna, he called them "Joint Jews" so they could be shown to

representatives of the Joint Distribution Committee. It was
Krumey who sold the idea to Eichmann. In this connection, Eich- I

mann together with Becher visited Himmler in July. In August

1944, 3,000 additional "Joint Jews" were sent to Bergen-Belsen

from where, in December, they were sent to Switzerland.

27. In November and December 1944, about 30,000 Jews were

evacuated from Budapest to Austria. A small number were for-

warded to the concentration camps of Flossenbrueck and Sach-

senhausen. The evacuation of these 30,000 took place under ter-

rible conditions. The group consisted mostly of women and some
Jewish units from the Hungarian labor service, and they were

forced to walk about 180 kilometers in rain and snow and without

food to the Austrian border. There Abromeit and I were charged

with receiving the group and further transporting them to the

labor camps. The group arrived in a state of complete exhaustion

and I was told by the Hungarian guards that a considerable num-
ber had died of exhaustion and starvation during the march. I

first refused but was later compelled to take over the transport

from the Hungarians when this protest was reported by the Hun-
garians to Eichmann. From that moment on, Eichmann com-

pletely lost his confidence in me, a confidence which had already

earlier been shaken. My participation in the Hungarian actions

ended.

28. I am not personally informed as to the affects of measures

taken in Germany or other occupied countries although I have

heard many discussions by Eichmann and the Jewish Specialists

from RSHA on such areas concerning the numbers involved.

Neither am I informed as to the results of operations by Einsatz
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Groups in Poland and Russia but I know that Einsatz Groups

operating in the East were designated "A" through at least "H"-

I talked to members of Einsatz Group "H" late in 1944 in Hun-
gary, who had operated in the area around the Black Sea. On the

basis of the information I have received, some of which came
direct from Eichmann, there were hundreds of thousands of Jews

exterminated by these Einsatz Groups.

29. In November 1942, in Eichmann's office in Berlin, I met
Standartenfuehrer Plobel, who was leader of Kommando 1005,

which was specially assigned to remove all traces of the final

solution (extermination) of the Jewish problem by Einsatz

Groups and all other executions. Kommando 1005 operated from
at least autumn 1942 to September 1944 and was all this period

subordinated to Eichmann. The mission was constituted after it

first became apparent that Germany would not be able to hold all

the territory occupied in the East and it was considered necessary

to remove all traces of the criminal executions that had been com-

mitted. While in Berlin in November 1942, Plobel gave a lecture

before Eichmann's staff of specialists on the Jewish question

from the occupied territories. He spoke of the special incinerators

he had personally constructed for use in the work of Kommando
1005. It was their particular assignment to open the graves and
remove and cremate the bodies of persons who had been pre-

viously executed. Kommando 1005 operated in Russia, Poland and
through the Baltic area. I again saw Plobel in Hungary in 1944

and he stated to Eichmann in my presence that the mission of

Kommando 1005 had been completed.

30. After being dismissed by Eichmann from further participa-

tion in the final solution of the Jewish question in Hungary, I

paid a visit to Slovakia on personal business and reported to Ber-

lin end of January 1945. I had a short formal interview with

Eichmann who then took me to Mueller for reassignment outside

of IV A 4 b. Mueller assigned me to IV B 2 c which handled

Slovakian matters other than Jewish questions. On 28 January,

I reported in Trebnitz outside Berlin where the subsection had
evacuated because of heavy air raids in Berlin. While at Trebnitz

I was given the assignment of studying papers in connection with

the Slovakian insurrection August-December 1944. My interest

was drawn to the files containing the interrogation reports of the

captured members of the American and British military mission

in Slovakia. These files were given to me by Sturmbannfuehrer
Schoeneseiffen who had been in charge of the interrogations of

the prisoners at Mauthausen concentration camp. I ascertained
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the following facts. Members of the two missions were landed in

Banska Bystrica by airplanes from Bari, Italy. Their mission

was to contact Allied pilots who had been compelled to land in

Slovakia, and help effectuate their escape to Italy. They had suc-

ceeded in this task in many cases. Another task was to contact

the leaders of the insurrection Army, the so-called Czecho-

slovakian Army of insurrection especially Generals Viest and
Golian; obtain information of their demands for equipment and
other supplies and transmit these demands to the Allies, in Bari

and in London.

31. After the collapse of the insurrection, the members of the

mission fled to the mountains in Lower Tatra where they were
finally captured at the end of November or the beginning of De-

cember by squads from the Commander of Security Police and SD
at Bratislava, Witiska. The prisoners were brought to Bratislava

where they were subjected to preliminary interrogations and re-

ports were sent to RSHA and thence to Himmler. The files showed
a large number of communications back and forth between
Witiska and the RSHA. Himmler finally, by the middle of De-
cember, ordered the prisoners brought to Mauthausen concentra-

tion camp for thorough interrogation. Schoeneseiffen was detailed

to prepare the questionnaires pertaining to the American and
English Foreign Intelligence Service. He had the cooperation in

this work of the AMTs interested in these matters and then pro-

ceeded to Mauthausen accompanied by a staff of interpreters.

The result of his interrogations were contained in the files in the

form of extensive individual reports. These reports were signed

by the interrogator, the interpreter and the witness. The copies

of summaries of the interrogations which were sent to Himmler
carried Kaltenbrunner's initials. I limited my examination to the

matters in which I was interested but I do remember that the

name of the Chief of the American mission was Captain Brown,

another member of this Mission was Lieut. Mican. The Chief of

the British mission was Captain Sehmer, a man of German ex-

traction, and another member was Rice whose family name had

been something like Hochfelder, an Austrian Jew who had emi-

grated from Vienna in 1938. There were no signs in the report

that the interrogations had been conducted by pressure methods

except in the report signed by one of the American officers, I be-

lieve Brown, had, and I distinctly remember it, signed in English

above his signature "Given under duress and protest". I know
that pressure methods were used ,in special cases upon special

permission from above. The files I examined contained no such

orders but certain papers had been extracted by Schoeneseiffen
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and retained in his personal custody. The last paper in the file

was a request from OKW to have the captured Allied prisoners

transferred to regular PW camps. However, I learned from
Sturmbannfuehrer Thomsen of the IV B 2 that the prisoners had
been shot on order of Hitler as retaliation for alleged shooting

of German officers in Paris.

32. On the first of February, the camp in Trebnitz was evacu-

ated because of the approaching Russians. Mueller returned me to

Eichmann. In late February I talked to Eichmann and he made
the statement which I have referred to above in paragraph 10.

Eichmann proposed to Runsche and myself that he was going to

have Theresienstadt destroyed .together with all the Jewish in-

mates. We prevailed upon him to abandon such a plan. At this

meeting, Eichmann also said that if matters came to the worst,

he would return to Prague and shoot his family and himself. I did

not see Eichmann again.

I understand written English and have made the foregoing state-

ments and attached Appendix A-I and II voluntarily and under

oath.

[signed] DIETER WISLICENY

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of November
1945 at Nurnberg, Germany,
[signed] SMITH W. BROOKHART, JR.

Lt. Col. IGD

[Appendix A-I omitted.]
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COPY OF AFFIDAVIT D

[This affidavit is substantially the same as the testimony given by
Schellenberg onjlirect examination before the International

Military Tribunal at Nurnberg, 4 January 1946.]

AFFIDAVIT

Walter Schellenberg, being first duly sworn according to law,

deposes and says

:

I

1. I was born in Saarbruecken on 16 January 1910. I studied

law and became a Court Assistant at Bonn, and later at Dussel-

dorf in the same capacity. In June 1933 I was an SS candidate

and in 1934 was promoted to Oberscharfuehrer (Sergeant), as-

signed to administrative work. In this position I was called upon
to lecture SS members. Following one of these lectures I was ap-

proached by an officer of the SD and asked to join that organiza-

tion. In 1934 I served the SD in Frankfurt on Main. In 1935 I was
transferred to Berlin as a legal assistant in the headquarters of

the SD. In 1936 I left the SD temporarily to take another state

bar examination and rejoined shortly thereafter in Berlin. In

August 1939 I was transferred to the Gestapo with the rank of

Sturmbannfuehrer (Major) and placed in charge of counter

espionage. I held that position until June 1941 and was then

transferred to AMT VI, the Political Intelligence Service of

the Reich, at my own request, with the rank of Obersturmbann-
fuehrer (Lt. Colonel). In July 1942 I became the head of that de-

partment with the rank of Standartenfuehrer (Colonel). In Jan-

uary 1943 I was again promoted to Oberfuehrer (Senior Colo-

nel—no American equivalent) . In June 1944 I became a Brigade-

fuehrer (Brigadier General) and General of Police and Waffen
SS, and my department was expanded to include all intelligence

operations in Germany, military intelligence abroad, and the for-

mer functions of the Military Intelligence Department of the

Abwehr. I remained in this position until the end.

II

2. I was Chief of Amt VI of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt

(RSHA) from the autumn of 1941 to the end of the war. I first

met Ernst Kaltenbrunner in 1938. He was then State Secretary

for Security under Seyss-Inquart in Austria. Our first meeting

was on the occasion of a gathering of police officials at which Kal-

tenbrunner spoke. Kaltenbrunner held the position of State Sec-

retary for Security for several months, after which the office

was changed into that of Higher SS and Police Leader, which po-

sition he held until being appointed Chief of the Security Police
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and SD (RSHA) on 30 January 1943. On or about 25 January 1943,

I. went together with Kaltenbrunner to Himmler's headquarters

at Loetzen in East Prussia. All of the Amt Chiefs of the RSHA
were present at this meeting, and Himmler informed us that Kal-

tenbrunner was to be appointed Chief of the Security Police and

SD (RSHA) as successor to Heydrich. His appointment was ef-

fective 30 January 1943.

3. I know of no limitation placed on Kaltenbrunner's authority

as Chief of the Security Police and SD (RSHA). He promptly

entered upon the duties of the office and assumed direct charge

of the office and control over the Amt (Bureau). All important

matters of all Aemter (Bureaus) had to clear through Kalten-

brunner. With regard to the following Aemter (Bureaus) the con-

trol and supervision exercised by Kaltenbrunner was as follows:

a. AMT 1. All personnel and organizational matters of impor-

tance had to be submitted to Kaltenbrunner for approval.

b. AMT 2. Kaltenbrunner had a particularly strong interest in

this office because of the control it had in financial matters. He
later placed Spacil, an old friend, into this office as Chief. True
Spacil had unlimited jurisdiction, but because of his limited

stature he was looked upon by other Amt Chiefs merely as Kal-

tenbrunner's paymaster. He had to submit all requests for

amounts in excess of RM 50,000 to Kaltenbrunner for his per-

sonal approval.

c. AMT 3. To my best recollection, all reports of Amt 3 had
to be submitted to Kaltenbrunner. Kaltenbrunner worked actively

on German internal policy on the basis of these reports. Ohlen-

dorf, Chief of Amt 3, assisted Kaltenbrunner greatly with his

reports. Early in his administration Kaltenbrunner considered

removing Ohlendorf but by the end of 1943 he was convinced of

the value of OhlendorFs efficient reporting agencies and decided

to keep him.

d. AMT U. Mueller, like all other Amt Chiefs, had to submit
all important matters to Kaltenbrunner for approval. Mueller
had considerable independence in carrying out the routine of

Amt 4 because of his long experience as head of the Gestapo. On
many occasions I have heard Mueller discussing matters pertain-
ing to Amt 4 with Kaltenbrunner, especially after the daily meet-
ings of the Amt Chiefs. In the beginning Kaltenbrunner was not
very close to Mueller, but from the end of 1943 on they were
very friendly.

e. AMT 5, Kaltenbrunner had little interest in criminal mat-
ters of a nonpolitical nature, but as in the case of the other
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Aemter (Bureaus), all important matters in Amt 5 were sub-

mitted to him for approval. Kaltenbrunner did take a personal

interest in cases of corruption within the Party.

/. AMT 6. Kaltenbrunner exercised direct control over Amt 6

and the Mil. Amt. (Military Bureau). All important matters

from Amt 6 had to go through Kaltenbrunner^ office, and I

had to consult with Kaltenbrunner on such matters on an aver-

age of once every three or four days. There were numerous
telephone calls and memoranda between. Kaltenbrunner took

particular interest in Section VI E (Balkans) under Wanneck
and Section VI S (Kommandos) under Skorzeny.

g. AMT 7. This was a small Amt of relatively little impor-

tance. It handled archives and ideological research and had no

field organization. I do not know what authority Kaltenbrun-

ner exercised over this office.

4. At no time was I informed by Himmler or Kaltenbrunner

or anyone else that there was a special limitation on Kaltenbrun-

ner's authority as Chief of the Security Police and SD. His

actions and assertions were all to the contrary. He made it

very clear in his official relations with all of us who were his

Amt chiefs that he was the head of the office exercising full

executive powers and deciding all matters of policy. He per-

mitted us to issue directives within the organization in our own
names pursuant to fixed policies established by him, but all im-

portant matters had to be submitted to him whether he signed

them or we signed them. He was constantly informed of all

matters of importance which went on in his office.

5. I estimate that, exclusive of female help, the Gestapo

(Secret State Police) had between 40,000 and 45,000 personnel;

the KRIPO (Criminal Police) had between 15,000 and 20,000;

the SD, inside Germany, had between 2,500 and 3,000 (inclusive

of female help) ; and the SD, outside Germany, which was my
AMT VI, had about 400.

Ill

6. Late in May 1941, I kept the minutes of a meeting between

Heydrich, Chief of the Security Police and SD, and General-

quartiermeister of the Army, General Wagner (Chief of Oper-

ations) at which an agreement was reached between OKW, OKH,
and RSHA, concerning the use of Einsatz Groups and Einsatz

Commandos in the coming Russian campaign. The agreement

was executed in writing, signed by General Wagner for the

armed forces and Heydrich for the RSHA.
7. The agreement provided that, for the security of the com-
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bat troops during the coming Russian campaign, their rear is

to be protected with all means. The purpose was that all resist-

ance should be broken with every means. The Security Police

and the SD were to be used in support of the combat units of the

army for this task. To the best of my recollection, the main

supply routes were an example of such special security object.

8. The second part of the agreement provided that each army
group should Jiave a corresponding Einsatz group with its subor-

dinate Einsatz Commandos under its operational command.

Four sectors were defined: First, the front area; second, the

operational area, which corresponded exactly to the operational

area of the army
; third, army rear ; and fourth, the area where

civil administration was to be instituted (Reichskommissariate)

.

In these various sectors, command jurisdiction was defined spe-

cifically. In the front area and the operational area, the Ein-

satz Commandos of the security police (SIPO) and the SD were
tactically and administratively subordinate to the army, i.e.,

they were completely under the jurisdiction of the army. In the

rear of the operational area and in the army rear, they were to

be put under the jurisdiction of the army only administratively.

In the proposed areas for the civil administration (Reichskom-

missariate), the same regulations of command and jurisdiction

should be applicable as in the Home Area of the Reich.

9. The agreement further set forth a detailed explanation of

the terms "Tactical" and "Administration". It was agreed that

the army should control matters of discipline and should be re-

sponsible for necessary supplies.

10. I learned later that the Einsatz Groups liquidated Jews
and Communist Kommissars and I concluded that an order to

that effect must have been given. I do not recall any written

order to this effect but know that such liquidations took place

and that reports were received in RSHA from the several Ein-

satz Groups. Later a report of Stahlecker, leader of Einsatz

Group "A", was submitted to me (Document OUSCC L-180)
which I believe to be authentic. In this report, the detailed re-

sults of the operations of Stahlecker's Group were set forth, in-

cluding the number of Jews and others executed. From this

report, I inferred that the liquidations must have begun already

in the Fall of 1941. Repeated attempts were made to put me in

command of an Einsatz Group but I always succeeded in avoid-

ing such service.

IV
11. Concerning certain of Kaltenbrunner's actions as chief of
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RSHA, I recall the following conversation between Gruppen-
fuehrer (Maj. Gen.) Mueller, Chief of Gestapo, Amt IV of

RSHA, and Kaltenbrunner, Obergruppenfuehrer (Lt. Gen.). (I

myself did not partake in this conversation but I was present

and able to follow the conversation.)

12. The first conversation took place in the summer of 1944 in

a room of the office of Obergruppenfuehrer Kaltenbrunner in

Berlin, Wilhelmstrasse #102, where, toward the end of lunch-

eon, the Amt Chief (Bureau Chief) Mueller directed the question

to Kaltenbrunner what was to be done with 25 French prosti-

tutes, diseased with syphilis who took up a great deal of space

in a hospital the name of which I no longer recall. He answered,

"Shoot them".

13. The second incident was in the fall of 1944 in a room of

the new office of Amt IV, Kurfuersten Strasse, toward the end

of one of the regular Amt chief's conferences. It centered around

an inmate named Dohnany who played a role in the events of

the 20th of July and who had incurred an incurable disease. In

this case Kaltenbrunner said also, "Shoot him".

14. The third incident was a conversation between Kalten-

brunner, Gruppenfuehrer Nebe and Gruppenfuehrer Mueller.

This took place in the spring of 1944 in Berlin, Wilhelmstrasse

#102, at the end of an Amtschef conference, where the three

above named agreed to confer about the problem which was
being touched. The problem, as far as I heard the facts, con-

cerned the following: Gruppenfuehrer Mueller and Nebe were in

negotiations with gentlemen of the Foreign Office on a note of

the International Red Cross in which protest was raised against

the shooting of English and possibly also American prisoners.

Kaltenbrunner consulted Mueller and Nebe in order to find out in

what form one could best cover up the actually effected shootings

in each individual case. Kaltenbrunner spoke of death resulting

from bomb attacks, shooting while attempting to escape and
while offering resistance. Each individual case was to be justi-

fied individually. If I remember correctly, approximately 50'

people who were shot had escaped from a camp near Breslaul

It was not even then possible for me to get a clear picture out

of the bits of conversation since I was not familiar with the

subject matter.

15. In 1944 on another occasion but also in the course of an

Amtschef conference, I heard fragments of conversation be-

tween Kaltenbrunner and Mueller. I remember distinctly the fol-

lowing remark of Kaltenbrunner

:

All offices of the SD and the security police are to be informed
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that pogroms of the populace against English and American ter-

j

ror-fliers were not to be interfered with ; on the contrary, this

hostile mood is to be fostered.

16. Further, in 1944, towards the end of an Amtschef confer-

! ence, upon Kaltenbrunner's return from an official trip to Vienna

! and Linz, he, Kaltenbrunner, told of his visits in the concentra-

; tion camp Mauthausen and of his friend Ziereis who was com-

mandant of that camp. Kaltenbrunner reported with pride that

he had virtually himself, as higher SS and police leader in

Vienna, built up that camp and that it now was producing most

valuable armament work, protected against air raids.

17. Toward the end of the war, especially after the 20th of

July 1944, Kaltenbrunner became better acquainted with Hitler.

He was especially friendly with Fegelein and his wife, the sister

of Eva Braun. So powerful had Kaltenbrunner become toward

the end that even Himmler feared him.

18. Himmler told me on the 13th of April 1945 when I asked

him to receive the representative of the Jewish world congress,

Mr. Storsch, from Stockholm, "But how am I going to do that

with Kaltenbrunner around, I shall then be completely at his

mercy !"

y
19. Late in October 1944, Mr. Musy, former President of

Switzerland, and his son visited Himmler at my instigation. In

Musy's first discussion with Himmler, they went into the Jewish

problem and he proposed to Himmler that all Jews still interned

in concentration camps in Germany be discharged. It was sug-

:

gested that Germany should receive in return for release of Jews
1 a certain number of tractors, trucks and foreign currency.

!
Himmler was undecisive during the negotiations and did not

j

have the courage to make a basic decision. The decisions re-

|

suited in no binding agreement since Mr. Musy needed to clarify

! the issues with Jewish organizations. I was requested by Himm-
! ler to continue my contact with Mr. Musy and to aid with State

Police officials in obtaining the release of individual Jews and
Frenchmen whose release was authorized by Himmler.

20. I approached Mueller, Chief of Amt IV and requested per-

mission to take up individual cases personally. Mueller refused,

saying that I was not a member of the Secret State Police and
would therefore not be permitted to look into its internal activ-

ities. He directed me to State Police officials and I was per-

mitted to get in touch with internees and bring about improve-
ment in their living conditions. These included: Alien Thorel,

Brothers Rottenberg, Family Donnebaum, Family Rosenberg,

Dr. Stiassny and Helene Stein.
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21. A second discussion between Musy and Himmler took

place on 12 January 1945 at my instigation and thereafter a train-

load of approximately 1200 Jews was to leave for Switzerland

every 14 days. Himmler expected to bring about a change in

the world propaganda against Germany. He also hoped to have
certain sums of money made available to be used later. I was
successful in convincing Himmler that this money should be

turned over to the International Red Cross,

i
22. The first trainload of Jewish immigrants was delivered

early in February. Thereafter Musy submitted a press story of

8 February from the New York Times and also submitted proof

that he deposited 5,000,000 Swiss francs placed in trust later in

February. Thereafter Kaltenbrunner, at the direction of Hitler,

prevented further transports of Jews into Switzerland. Hitler

threatened the death penalty for anyone attempting to further

assist such transfers and ordered that not another Jew nor any

American or British PW's should pass the border with the aid

of any German.
23. Mr. Musy again visited Berlin and expressed great anger

and bitter disappointment over the stopping of transfers. Musy
and I suggested to Himmler that requests be made to the West-
ern Powers for a 4 day armistice to permit sending all Jews and
foreign internees through the front lines in an orderly manner.

On my own responsibility I informed SS Obergruppenfuehrer

Berger, Chief of War Prisoners, of the plan. He delayed send-

ing many of Hitler's orders and thereby saved the lives of thou-

sands of people who would otherwise have been evacuated from
POW camps or executed where evacuation was impossible.

Himmler favored the plan of an armistice but did not have the

courage to suggest it to Hitler. I discussed it with Kaltenbrun-

ner who replied to me on 3 April 1945: "Have you too joined

the idiots?"

24. Himmler agreed with Musy and me that an order should

be given preventing evacuation of concentration camps. On 7

April 1945, I communicated with Musy stating that it was
Himmler's request that he communicate with General Eisen-

hower and state that an order for nonevacuation was agreed to

by Himmler. Mr. Musy reported back 3 days later that Wash-
ington had received the communication and reacted in a favor-

able manner. Mr. Musy, Jr., returned to Germany to pick up

a number of Jews from Buchenwald under authority granted by

Himmler. He received unfavorable treatment from the camp
commandant and returned to Berlin on 10 April, expressing

horror at what he had observed in the evacuation of the camp.
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I looked into the matter and found that Himmler had been dis-

credited with Hitler by Kaltenbrunner and that all camps were

ordered to be evacuated. I reproached Himmler by telephone

and found him embarrassed by the fact that a number of orders

had bypassed him and that his course of action was blocked by

contrary orders from Kaltenbrunner. Immediate energetic ac-

tion by Himmler counteracted Kaltenbrunner's orders and. saved

many lives.

25. During March 1945, Dr. Burkhardt, President of the In-

ternational Red Cross, with whom I had a contact through Swiss

friends, indicated he wished to talk to Himmler about evacuation

of various nationals held in Germany. I relayed this informa-

tion to Himmler who talked with Hitler and was prohibited

from having such a meeting. I then suggested that Himmler
send Kaltenbrunner or myself. Kaltenbrunner was selected and

he ordered me to draft a letter to Dr. Burkhardt. He also

informed Ribbentrop of the plan. Kaltenbrunner and Himmler
planned that if the Press should mention the meeting they could

make believe that it was instigated by Ribbentrop. Dr. Burk-

hardt answered Kaltenbrunner's letter positively and a discus-

sion took place between him and Kaltenbrunner for which I pre-

pared the technical aspects of the German side. Dr. Burkhardt

was satisfied with the results of the discussion and wrote a long

letter with concrete proposals covering the categories and prior-

ities for the exchange of internees from all Nations. Kalten-

brunner's comment on these letters was that it was a clever legal

document and contained detailed proposals which he could not
fulfill. He declared that in order to save face he would permit
the transport of a number of French women from Ravensbruck,
with permission of Himmler. Kaltenbrunner kept me out of

further participation in order to evade my insistent demands
that Dr. Burkhardt be answered. I then discussed the matter
with Himmler who also failed to take action. I sent one report

to my friends in Switzerland and was thereafter unable to main-
tain communication and the proposed attempt to bring about a
humanitarian evacuation was thus circumvented.

,
The above statements were made by me voluntarily and without
coercion! They are true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

[In handwriting of Schellenberg] "I understand written English"
[signed] WALTER SCHELLENBERG

Walter Schellenberg
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 23rd day of January
1946.

[signed] Smith W. Brookhart, Jr.

Smith W. Brookhart, Jr., Lt. Col., IGD
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[This affidavit is substantially the same as the testimony given

by Hoellriegl on direct examination before the Inter-

national Military Tribunal at Nurnberg,

4 January 1946.]

Affidavit of ALOIS HOELLRIEGL

Nurnberg, Germany
22 November 1945

I, Alois Hoellriegl, being first duly sworn, depose and state as

follows

:

1. I became a member of the NSDAP and the SS in 1938. I

was trained for military service in 1939 and after an illness was
transferred to the Totenkopf SS as a guard. I served as a guard

at the Mauthausen Concentration Camp from early 1940 to May
1945.

2. During 1940 and 1941 I saw the following persons visit the

camp: Pohl, Richard Gluecks, Baldur von Schirach, August Eig-

ruber, who was Gauleiter of Upper Austria, and Uiberreiter, who
was Gauleiter of Styria. It was a common event for important

officials to come to Mauthausen at this time.

3. On one occasion, I believe it was in the fall of 1942, Ernst

Kaltenbrunner visited Mauthausen. I was on guard duty and

saw him twice. He went down to the gas chamber with Zereis,

Commandant of the camp, at a time when prisoners were being

gassed. The sound of the gassing operation is well known to me.

I heard the gassing taking place while Kaltenbrunner was present.

4. Executions were carried out almost daily at Mauthausen.

In the years preceding 1942 they were carried out by firing

squads and bodies were burned in the camp incinerator which
operated almost daily. SS-guards made up the firing squads and

were detailed for the work in a routine manner the same as for

other work details. Victims executed by a firing squad were
always shot singly by six men using rifles. The number of ex-

ecutions varied daily. Sometimes they included persons brought

by the Gestapo who were executed immediately.

5. In 1942 a gas chamber resembling a shower room was built

next to the incinerator. Gas executions were carried out in the

gas chamber approximately three times a week and the bodies

were burned in the adjoining incinerator. From my guard post I

could hear the sound of the victims pounding on the door when the

gas was turned on. The gas chamber had a capacity of 25 to 40

persons and the usual procedure was to require persons to report

there for the purpose of taking a bath. After they entered the
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chamber the door was closed and the gas turned on. After a few
minutes the dead bodies were taken to the incinerator and the

gas chamber was aired for the next execution. Both the use of

the firing squad and the gas chamber continued until the day of

liberation of the camp in May 1945.

6. More than 2,000 of the prisoners were used for work in a

stone quarry near Mauthausen. In 1941 I was on duty in a watch
tower about 200 meters from the quarry. I saw Hauptschar-

fuehrer Spatznegger and Unterscharfuehrer Edenhofer drive ten

or twelve Jews to the top of the quarry which had a precipice

of 30 to 40 meters. The Jews had been beaten with sticks so

that they cringed on the ground. I watched very closely. Spatz-

negger kicked one of the Jews repeatedly with his feet and then

dragged him almost to the edge of the rock and then left him
there. After a while this Jew threw himself off the rock into the

quarry. Five or six others were dragged to the edge of the rock

and pushed off. The two guards had to be careful not to be

dragged down themselves. I was told by my comrades that these

things happened on other days later but I did not see them my-
self. In the evening after duty we guards discussed these things.

We called the people "Parachutists" who jumped down or were
pushed down from the rock.

The facts stated above are true; this declaration is made by
me voluntarily and without compulsion; after reading over the

statement I have signed and executed the same this 22nd day
of November 1945 at Nurnberg, Germany.

[signed] Alois Hoellriegl

ALOIS HOELLRIEGL
Subscribed and sworn to before me at Nurnberg, Germany this

22nd day of November 1945.
r

. • ,_ T , _ ,,
[signed] John B. Martin

JOHN B. MARTIN
Lt. (j.g.) USNR

[Note: Affidavits substantially the same as the testimony of the

other two U. S. prosecution witnesses, Bach-Zelewski and Blaha,

may be found in documents 3712-PS and 3249-PS.]

TRANSLATION OF AFFIDAVIT F

Affidavit of JOSEF DIETRICH
Nurnberg, Germany

20 November 1945
I, Josef Dietrich, being first duly sworn, depose and state as fol-

lows:

1. I became a member of the NSDAP in 1928 and of the SS
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at the end of 1928 or the beginning of 1929. In 1933 I became a

member of the Waffen-SS. I continued as a member of these or-

ganizations until the end of the war.

2. On January 15, 1933, I was ordered by Hitler to organize

the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, of which I became the first com-

manding officer. This regiment was trained, inspected and armed
by the Germany Army. It was put under complete command of

the Army at the time of the march into Austria and from Sep-

tember 1939 to the end of the war.

3. On or about 30 June 1934 an order was received at my
headquarters directing 700 or 800 men to be sent to Munich.

Transportation was furnished by the Army. I was away at the

time and my troops had actually arrived in Munich before I

reached them. To the best of my recollection these orders came
from Hitler to General Blomberg and from him to me.

4. When I arrived in Munich I found the Brown House where
my troops were ordered to go, already occupied by a battalion

of engineers. I took my troops into the engineers' barracks. At
4 o'clock in the afternoon I met Hess and Gauleiter Wagner at

the Brown House. Wagner told me, "On the Fuehrer's orders

take a detail of 10 men to the police prison at Stadelheim. They
shall go there and execute some of these people who mutinied."

Hess repeated this. When I got there I went to see the prison

director and asked to be shown a written order for these execu-

tions. The prison director had no such order and such an order

was never shown to me. Later, however, the Minister of Justice,

Hans Frank, arrived and spoke to the prisoners. Then the police

handed them over to me and they were shot. As far as I can re-

member there were about 6 or 8 officers of the SA.

The man in charge of the detail was Sturmbannfuehrer Reich.

He was a member of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler under my
command.
The facts stated above are true; this declaration is made by

me voluntarily and without compulsion; after reading over this

statement I have signed and executed the same at Nurnberg,

Germany, this 21st day of November 1945.

[signed] JOSEF DIETRICH
Josef Dietrich

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of November
1945 at Nurnberg, Germany.

[signed] John B. Martin

JOHN B. MARTIN
Lt. (j.g.) USNR
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Affidavit of JOSEF DIETRICH

Nurnberg, Germany
21 November 1945.

I, Josef Dietrich, being first duly sworn, depose and state as

follows

:

1. I became a member of the NSDAP in 1928 and of the SS at

the end of 1928 or the beginning of 1929. In 1933 I became a
1 member of the Waffen-SS. I continued as a member of these or-

;
ganizations until the end of the war.

2. In October 1944 I was made Commanding General of the 6th

, Panzer Army.
3. At the end of November 1944 I became acquainted with

Skorzeny, in the Reichschancellery in Berlin. I was ordered there

with Fieldmarshal Jodl in connection with commitment of the 6th

Panzer Army in the Cologne area. After the conference, I saw
Skorzeny with General Fegelein in the hall. I asked him what he

was doing at the time and he only answered me by saying that

j

he had a special assignment from the Fuehrer and had to report

j
to General Jodl. I then said, "What sort of an assignment do you

I have?" He said he could not tell me this because it was very

!
secret. On the next day he called me on the telephone to ask if

!
he could talk to me. I told him that I did not have much time.

Skorzeny came to my home in Silberberg where we talked.

4. Skorzeny asked me if I still had captured vehicles in my
i

Army. He wanted either American or English vehicles. I said

j
I did not know. They were not being given out because the troops

i were not sufficiently equipped with vehicles. I asked him what he
' needed them for. He said that he had the assignment to organize

a special group for which he needed these vehicles. I asked him

j

whether he wanted to operate behind the enemy lines and whether
i they were SS-men. Skorzeny said, "No", they could not be used

! for such an assignment. He said the men he was using were all

;

picked by him and I would be told about it later. He said his as-
1 signment was secret.

5. When I returned to the Army I found that an order had
been received from the Fuehrer's headquarters requesting my

i

troops to turn in all captured vehicles and uniforms. But the

|
order could not be carried out because the time allowed was too

short.

6. On the 8th or 10th of December Skorzeny reported to my
Chief-of-Staff. I was not present. On the 15th of December he

reported to me with an order from Hitler or Jodl, to the effect

that in the coming offensive he was to go through the 6th or 5th
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Panzer Armies into enemy lines at the time of their attack and

was to cause disruptions behind the front there. I asked him what
sort of "disruptions" they were to be and how he expected to do

that. Skorzeny said that he had a small group, armed with auto-

matic submachine guns, wearing American and English uniforms

and using captured vehicles. He said they were all people who
spoke English. He said they could do anything. They could de-

stroy communication lines, give false orders to troops, seek out

gasoline dumps, protect bridges from being destroyed and pre-

vent the enemy from regrouping quickly. I asked him if he

thought such a thing easy. He said, "Yes, everything has been

tried out." He promised it would be a great success. I told him
that he should not promise so much because it would not be as

simple as he thought. I wish to add that I neither saw nor spoke

with Skorzeny's men either on the training ground or when they

arrived at the combat zone.

7. On the 16th of December 1944, the day of the attack, Skor-

zeny and his men were attached to the I SS Panzer Corps which
was to lead the attack. I do not believe he got any orders from
Corps.

8. The Army, as far as I know, received no messages of suc-

cess from operation "Grief". After several days the I SS Panzer
Corps ordered the immediate withdrawal of "Grief" because of

false messages and because he was creating difficulties for the

Corps Command.

9. Skorzeny went with a part of his men under the command
of the 5th Panzer Army. But in the meantime Skorzeny called

me on the telephone to inform me he was leaving to report to the

Fuehrer at headquarters. He told me that he had ordered his men
back as far as he could locate them. This was at the end of De-

cember. I heard nothing more about the operation "Grief". Opera-

tion "Grief" was finished.

The facts stated above are true; this declaration is made by

me voluntarily and without compulsion; after reading over this

statement I have signed and executed the same at Nurnberg,

Germany this 21st day of November 1945.

[signed] Josef Dietrich

JOSEF DIETRICH

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of November
1945 at Nurnberg, Germany.

[signed] John B. Martin

JOHN B. MARTIN
Lt. (j.g.) USNR
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AFFIDAVIT

I, Fritz Ernst Fischer, being first duly sworn according to law,

upon my oath do depose and say

:

I am a doctor of medicine, having been graduated from the

University of Hamburg and passed my State Examination in

1936. On 13 November 1939 I was inducted into the Waffen-SS
and after having served with a combat division as medical offi-

cer, I was hospitalized and then assigned to the SS Hospital at

Hohenlychen, as Assistant Surgeon.

In addition to my normal duties as surgeon at the SS Hos-

pital at Hohenlychen, on or about 12 July 1942 I was ordered by
Professor Gebhardt to begin medical experiments in my capacity

as assistant surgeon to Professor Gebhardt. Professor Gebhardt
was a Gruppenfuehrer SS, supreme clinical physician on the

staff of the Reichsarzt der SS and Polizei [Oberster Kliniker im
Stab Reichsarzt SS and Polizei], and was chief of the SS Hos-
pital at Hohenlychen. The purpose of the proposed experiments

was to determine the effectiveness of sulfanilamide, which I was
informed at that time was a matter of considerable importance

to military medical circles.

According to the information which I received from Professor

Gebhardt, these experiments were directed initially by the Reichs-

fuehrer SS and the Reichsarzt, Dr. Grawitz.

Professor Gebhardt instructed me, before the operations were
undertaken, on the techniques to be followed and the methods of

procedure to be employed. Although I was informed by Professor

Gebhardt that the subjects of the experiments were to be in-

mates of the concentration camp at Ravensbruck who were sen-

tenced to death, I had nothing to do with the selection of the pa-

tients and hence do not know whether all the subjects of the ex-

periments were sentenced to death or what authority made the

i determination to condemn these persons to death.

The administrative procedure which was followed in obtain-

ling the subjects for the experiments was established by Professor

! Gebhardt with the camp commandant at Ravensbruck. After the

initial arrangements had been made, it was the general practice

to inform the medical officer at Ravensbruck as to the date on

which a series of experiments was to be begun and the number
of patients which would be required, and then he took the matter

up with the commandant of the camp, by whom the selections of

subjects were made. Before an operation was undertaken, the

persons who had been selected in accordance with this procedure,

received a medical examination by the camp physician to deter-
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mine their suitability for the experiments from a medical stand-

point.

The first of the series of experiments involved five persons.

The gangrenous bacterial cultures for use in the experiments

were obtained from the Hygienisches Institute der Waffen SS.

The procedure followed in the operations was as follows: the

subject received the conventional anaesthetic of morphine-atro-

pine, then evipan-ether. An incision was made five to eight

centimetres in length and one to one-and-a-half centimetres in

depth, on the outside of the lower leg in the area of the peronaeus

longus.

The bacterial cultures were put in dextrose, and the resulting

mixture was spread into the wound. The wound was then closed

and the limb encased in a cast which had been prepared, which

was lined on the inside with cotton, so that in the event of swell-

ing of the affected member, the result of the experiment would
not be influenced by any factor other than the infection itself.

The bacterial cultures used on each of the five persons varied

both as to the type of bacteria used and the amount of culture

used.

After the initial operations had been performed, I returned to

Ravensbruck each afternoon, to observe the progress of the per-

sons who had been operated on. No serious illnesses resulted

from these initial operations. I reported the progress of the

patients to Professor Gebhardt each night.

When the five persons who were first operated on, were cured,

another series of five was begun. The surgical procedure and the

post-operative procedure was the same as in the initial experi-

ments, but the bacterial cultures were more virulent. The re-

sults from this series were substantially the same as in the first

and no serious illnesses resulted.

Since no inflammation resulted from the bacterial cultures

used in the first two series of operations, it was determined, as a

result of correspondence with Dr. Mugrowsky, the head of the

Hygienisches Institute der Waffen SS and conversations with

his assistant, to change the type of bacterial culture in the subse-

quent operations. Using the new culture, two more series of

operations were performed, each involving five persons.

The difference between the third and fourth series was in the

bacterial cultures used. The Hygienisches Institute der Waffen

SS prepared them from separate combinations of the three or

four gangrene cultures which were available. In the third and

fourth series, a more pronounced infection and inflammation was
discernible at the place of incision. Its characteristics were sim-
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ilar to a normal, local infection, with redness, swelling and pain.

The circumference of the infection was comparable in size to a

chestnut. Upon the completion of the fourth series the camp
physician informed me that the camp commandant had instructed

him that no longer would male patients be available for further

experiments, but that it would be necessary to use female in-

- mates.

Accordingly, five women had been prepared for the operation,

but I did not operate on them. I reported the change of situation

to Professor Gebhardt and suggested that in view of these cir-

cumstances, it would be desirable to stop the experimental op-

erations. He did not adopt this suggestion, however, and pointed

out that it was necessary, as an officer, that I carry out my duty,

which had been assigned to me.

The experiments, however, were interrupted for a period of

two weeks, during which Professor Gebhardt told me he had dis-

cussed the matter at Berlin and was instructed to carry on the

experiments, using Polish female prisoners. In addition, he in-

structed me to increase the tempo of experiments since the

Reichsartz, Dr. Grawitz, intended soon to go to Ravensbruck to

test the results of the experiments. Accordingly, I went to

Ravensbruck and operated on the female prisoners.

Since the infections which resulted from the first four series

of experiments were not typical of battlefield gangrenous infec-

tions, we communicated with the Hygienisches Institute der

Waffen SS to determine what steps could be taken more nearly

to simulate battle-caused infections. As a result of this cor-

respondence and a conference at Hohenlychen presided over by
Professor Gebhardt, it was decided to add tiny fragments of

wood shavings to the bacterial cultures, which would simulate

the crust of dirt customarily found in battlefield wounds.
As a result of this conference, three series of operations were

performed, each involving ten persons, one using the bacterial

culture, and fragments of wood, the second using bacterial cul-

ture and fragments of glass, and the third using the culture plus

glass and wood.

About two weeks after these new series were begun, Dr. Gra-

witz visited Ravensbruck. Professor Gebhardt introduced him to

me and explained to him the general nature of the work. Professor

Gebhardt then left, and I explained to Dr. Grawitz the details

of the operations and their results. Dr. Grawitz, before I could

complete my report on the procedures used and the results ob-

tained, brusquely interrupted me and observed that the condi-

tions under which the experiments were performed did not suf-
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ficiently resemble conditions prevailing at the front. He asked

me literally, "How many deaths have there been?" and when I

reported that there had not been any, he stated that that con-

firmed his assumption that the experiments had not been carried

out in accordance with his directions.

He said that the operations were mere fleabites and that since

the purpose of the work was to determine the effectiveness of

sulfanilamide on bullet wounds it would be necessary to inflict

actual bullet wounds on the patients. He ordered that the next

series of experiments to be undertaken should be in accordance

with these directions. That same evening, I discussed these or-

ders of Dr. Grawitz with Professor Gebhardt and we both agreed

that it was impossible to carry them out, but that a procedure

would be adopted which would more nearly simulate battlefield

conditions without actually shooting the patients.

The normal result of all bullet wounds is a shattering of tis-

sue, which did not exist in the initial experiments. As a result

of the injury, the normal flow of blood through the muscle is cut

off. The muscle is nourished by the flow of blood from either end.

When this circulation is interrupted, the affected area becomes
a fertile field for the growth of bacteria; the normal reaction of

the tissue against the bacteria is not possible without circulation.

This interruption of circulation usual in battle casualties could

be simulated by tying off the blood vessels at either end of the

muscle.

Two series of operations, each involving ten persons, were be-

gun following this procedure. In the first of these, the same
bacterial cultures were used as were developed in the third and
fourth series, but the glass and wood were omitted. In the other

series, streptococci and staphlococci cultures were used.

In the series using the gangrenous culture a severe infection

in the area of the incision resulted within 24 hours. Eight pa-

tients out of ten became sick from the gangrenous infection.

Cases which showed symptoms of an unspecific or specific in-

flammation were operated on in accordance with the doctrine

and manner of septic surgery. The doctrine of Lexer formed
the basis for the procedure. The technique is that an incision in

the area of the gangrene is made from healthy tissue to healthy

tissue on either side. The wound and the corners of the fascia

(the fibrous covering of the muscle) were laid open, the gangre-

nous blisters swabbed, and a solution of H202 (hydrogen perox-

ide) was poured over them. The inflamed extremity was im-

mobilized in a cast. With most patients it was possible to im-
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prove the gangrenous condition of the entire infected area in

this manner.

In the series in which banal cultures of streptococci and

staphlococci were used, the severe resultant infection with ac-

companying increase in temperature and swelling did not occur

until seventy-two hours later. Four patients showed a more

serious picture of the disease. In the case of these patients, the

normal professional technique of orthodox medicine was followed

as outlined above, and the inflamed swelling split. Due to the

slight virulence of the bacteria it was possible in the case of all

patients except one to prevent the threatened deadly development

of the disease.

The incisions were made on the lower part of the leg only in

all series to make an amputation possible. It was not made on the

upper thigh because then no area for amputation would remain.

However, in the series the inflammation was so rapid there was
no remedy and no amputations were made.

Since after the tying up of the circulation of the muscles, a

very severe course of infection was to be expected, five grams of

sulfanilamide were given intravenously in the amount of one

gram each, beginning one hour after the operation. After the

wound was laid open to expose all its corners, sulfanilamide was
shaken into the entire area and the area was drained by thick

rubber tubes.

The infection normally reached an acute stage over a period of

three weeks, during which time I changed the bandages daily.

After the period of three weeks the condition was normally that

of a simple wound which was dressed by the camp physicians

rather than by me.

The procedure prescribed for the post-operative treatment of

the patients was to give them three times each day one cc of

morphine, and when the dressings were changed, to induce an-

esthesia by the use of evipan. If evipan could not be given be-

cause of the condition of the patient, morphine was used.

In all the series of experiments, except the first, sulfanilamide

was used after the gangrenous infection appeared. In each series

two persons were not given sulfanilamide as a control to de-

termine its effectiveness. When sulfanilamide and the bacteria

cultures together were introduced into the incision no inflamma-

tion resulted.

I do not remember exactly how many people were subjected to

the sulfanilamide experiments. So far as I can remember, there

were six series of experiments, each involving approximately ten

persons. I remember positively, however, that deaths occurred
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only in the last two series. One of the patients in the banal cul-

ture series died, and three persons died of an acute gangrenous

infection.

After the arrival of Doctor Stumpfegger from general head-

quarters in the fall of 1942, Professor Gebhardt declared before

some of his co-workers that he had received orders to continue

with the tests at Ravensbruck on a larger scale.. In this connec-

tion, questions of plastic surgery which would be of interest after

the end of the war should be clarified. Doctor Stumpfegger was
supposed to test the free transplantation of bones. Since Pro-

fessor Gebhardt knew that I had worked in preparation for my
habilitation at the university on regeneration of tissues, he

ordered me to prepare a surgical plan for these operations, which
after it had been approved he directed me to carry out immedi-

ately. Moreover, Doctor Roller and Doctor Heissmeyer were or-

dered to perform their own series of experiments. Professor Geb-

hardt was also considering a plan to form the basis of an opera-

tive technique of remobilization of joints. Besides the above, Doc-

tors Schulze and Schulze-Hagen participated in this conference.

Since I knew Ravensbruck I was ordered to introduce the new
doctors named above to the camp physician. I was specially di-

rected to assist Doctor Stumpfegger, since he as physician in the

staff of Himmler probably would be absent from time to time.

I had selected the regeneration of muscles for the sole reason

because the incision necessary for this purpose was the slightest.

The operation was carried out as follows

:

Evipan and ether were used as an anesthetic, and a five centi-

metre longitudinal incision was made at the outer side of the

upper leg. Subsequent to the cutting through the fascia, a piece

of the muscle was removed which was the size of the cup of the

little finger. The fascia and skin were enclosed in accordance

with the normal technique of aseptic surgery. Afterwards a cast

was applied. After one week the skin wound was split under the

same narcotic conditions, and the part of the muscle around the

area cut out was removed. Afterwards the fascia and the

sewed-up part of the skin were immobilized in a cast.

Since Professor Gebhardt did not ask me any longer for these

operations, I discontinued them.

Only one female patient was operated on whose wounds healed

under normal aseptic conditions.

As a disciple of Lexer, Gebhardt had already planned long ago

a free heteroplastic transplantation of bone (a transplantation of

a bone from one person to another person). In spite of the fact

that some of his co-workers did not agree, he was resolved to
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carry out such an operation on the patient Ladisch, whose

shoulder joint (scapula, clavicle, and the head of the humerus)

was removed because of a sarcoma.

I and my medical colleagues urged professional and human ob-

jections up until the evening before the operation was performed

but Gebhardt ordered us to carry out the operations. Doctor

Stumpfegger, in whose field of research this operation was, was
supposed to perform the removal of the scapula (shoulder blade)

at Ravensbruck, and had already made initial arrangements there-

for. However, because Professor Gebhardt required Doctor

Stumpfegger to assist him in the actual transplantation of the

shoulder to the patient Ladisch, I was ordered to go to Ravens-

bruck and perform the operation of removal on that evening. I

asked Doctor Gebhardt and Schulze to describe exactly the

technique which they wished me to follow. The next morning I

drove to Ravensbruck after I had made a previous appointment

by telephone. At Hohenlychen I had already made the normal

initial preparation for an operation, namely, scrubbing, etc.,

merely put on my coat, and went to Ravensbruck and removed the

bone.

The camp physician who was assisting me in the operation con-

tinued with it while I returned to Hohenlychen as quickly as pos-

sible with the bone which was to be transplanted. In this man-
ner the period between removal and transplantation was short-

ened. At Hohenlychen the bone was handed over to Professor

Gebhardt, and he transplanted it, together with Doctor Schulze

and Doctor Stumpfegger.

Subsequent to the foregoing test operations (gangrenous in-

fection) I had impressed on Professor Gebhardt that now we had

results which would justify their cessation. I ceased to operate,

and later on I did not receive any order to continue with the

operations. I did not carry out another order for Doctor Stump-
fegger, who was absent at that time, to continue his work.

My behavior towards all patients was very considerate, and I

was very careful in the operations to follow standard professional

procedure.

In May 1943 at the occasion of the fourth conference of the

consulting physicians of the Wehrmacht a report was made by
Professor Gebhardt and myself as to these operations. This

medical congress was called by Professor Handloser, who oc-

cupied the position of surgeon general of the armed forces, and
was attended by a large number of physicians, both military and
civilian.

In my lecture to the meeting I reported the operations in an
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open way using charts which demonstrated the technique used,

the amount of sulfanilamide administered, and the condition of

the patients. This lecture was the center of the conference. Pro-

fessor Gebhardt spoke about the fundamentals of the experi-

ments, their performance, and their results, and asked me then

to describe the technique. He began his lecture with the follow-

ing words

:

"I carry the full human, surgical, and political responsibility

for these experiments."

This lecture was followed by a discussion. No criticism was
raised. I am convinced that all the physicians present would

have acted in the same manner as I.

Subsequent to my repeated urgent requests, I went to the front

as surgeon immediately after this conference. Only after I was
wounded did I return as a patient to Hohenlychen. I never en-

tered the camp Ravensbruck again. I protested vigorously against

these experiments on human beings, endeavored to prevent them,

and to limit their extension after they had been ordered. In

order not to be forced to participate in these experiments, I re-

peatedly volunteered for front-line service. Insofar as it was in

my power, I have tried to dissuade Doctor Roller and Doctor

Heissmeyer from performing these experiments. I declined

habilitation at the University of Berlin because I felt that it

might result in my being obliged to carry on additional experi-

ments at Ravensbruck. Since I succeeded in scientific discoveries

of the highest practical importance, that is, the solution of the

cancer problem and its therapy, I have not communicated this

fact to Professor Gebhardt and have not published this work in

order not to be ordered again to carry out experiments.

[signed] Fritz Fischer

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of November
1945.

[signed] John J. Monigan, Jr.

MAJ CAC
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AFFIDAVIT of Generaloberst Franz HALDER

Nurnberg, Germany
22 November, 1945

I, Franz Haider, being first duly sworn, depose and say as fol-

lows:

That, on the 1st day of April 1938, I took over in the Supreme
Command of the German Army the position of First Quarter-

master General, responsible for working out plans for operations

under the direction of the Chief of Staff. In this position, I suc-

ceeded General von Manstein, which position was under the then

Chief of Staff of the German Army, General Beck.

I, furthermore, state and say that, on the 11th of March 1938,

at midday, General Beck ordered me to report to the Headquar-
ters of the Fuehrer and there act as liaison officer for the Army
during the impending invasion of Austria ; that, on the following

day, to-wit the 12th of March 1938, I accompanied Hitler in the

aforesaid capacity to Munich. Later the same day, Hitler, fol-

lowing the German troops, entered into Austria.

I, furthermore, state and say that, during the month of March
1938, I officially learned that plans already existed for the mili-

tary measures that could be subsequently taken against Czecho-

slovakia. During May 1938, a written order came down from
OKW ordering certain military measures to be adopted in sup-

port of political pressure that was then being applied on Czecho-

slovakia. These orders were carried out under the direction of

General Beck, by order of General von Brauchitsch.

General Beck strongly objected to the policy of waging war
against Czechoslovakia for, he said, such a policy would cause

Germany to become involved in conflict on two fronts. I recall

further that in May or June 1938, General Beck drew up a

memorandum directed to General von Brauchitsch, which said

as follows: "The German General Staff is opposed to any policy

which would lead, or cause, Germany to be involved in aggres-

sive war against either France or Czechoslovakia". General Beck
then submitted the memorandum to von Brauchitsch. Von Brauch-

itsch called in the Commanding Generals of Army Corps and they

all agreed unanimously, and without any reservation, with Beck's

objections to Germany being involved in an aggressive war
against France, Czechoslovakia, or any nation. Hitler heard of

this memorandum prepared by General Beck and demanded of

von Brauchitsch that the memorandum be brought to Hitler and
its contents made known to him. Von Brauchitsch must have
shown the memorandum to Hitler, for, subsequently, on two oc-
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casions, Hitler, in conversation with me, referred to it when he

spoke of the stupidity and resistance of the German General Staff

against him.

I, furthermore, state and say that, toward the end of May
1939, there was a conference called by Hitler of the Chiefs of

the components of the armed forces of Germany, the Chiefs of

Staff, and there he, Hitler, ordered that the armed forces of Ger-

many would have to hold themselves ready to support with their

weight of arms his political pressure that he would apply against

Poland. He declared that "The Armed Forces must so apply

military pressure to Poland in order that the climax of such pres-

sure could be reached in the late summer of 1939". This Was the

same order as Hitler issued concerning Czechoslovakia but, in the

case of Czechoslovakia, the climax of military pressure applied

had to be reached on the 1st of October 1938.

I, furthermore, state and affirm that Adolf Hitler, in speaking

in my presence concerning treaties and his opinion of Allies said

as follows: "Treaties for me are significant only so long as they

are useful to my intentions". In regard to Allies, Hitler said as

follows : "Allies are divided into three types—a. Those with whom
I would enter into an alliance for my own purpose only and which
I would let fall if they were of no further use to me; b. Those

Allies with whom there exists an inter-connection but which al-

liance with them I would let fall if the necessity arose; and c.

Those Allies for whom I would die" (This type of allies did not

exist for Adolf Hitler.)

I, furthermore, state and affirm that towards the end of Sep-

tember 1939, there was a conference held by Adolf Hitler whereat

the chiefs in command of all the branches of the armed forces

and their chiefs of staff, i.e. OKM (Raeder), OKL (Goering)

;

OKH (Brauchitsch) ; OKW (Keitel) attended and, at this con-

ference, Hitler made known his intentions to attack France. He
elaborated that the alleged neutrality of Belgium could not be

respected by him because such a neutrality did not exist in fact.

As reasons Hitler gave the following : "Belgium has improved

her territorial fortifications only on the German side and not on

the French side. The assembly of the French motorized troops

and massing of the British Expeditionary Force is without doubt

taking place on the Northern Frontier of France. I have definite

proof that there has occurred between Belgium and France dis-

cussions between their Chiefs of Staff with a view to military

cooperation". During this conference, Holland was discussed in

the following terms by Hitler: "That part of Holland that lies

between Belgium and Germany, the Maastrichter Zipfel (the
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Maastrict tip) I cannot respect the neutrality of this particular

part of Holland but I will rectify that politically with Holland ,

\

I, furthermore, state and affirm that during the month of Octo-

ber 1939, in fact during the first part of October, another discus-

sion took place concerning the violation of the neutrality of Bel-

gium and Holland, at which discussion Hitler made the following

remark: "I emphasize anew that Belgium must be regarded as

an enemy power because of her close collaboration with France

which I consider is already proven. Under no circumstances shall

the allies be permitted to enter Belgium first because Belgium is

the outlying area to the Ruhr district and the Ruhr district is of

vital importance to Germany. Especially, it will be impossible to

have air raid warning systems or air defense systems of the Ruhr
area without first having control of Belgium; the same thing is

applicable to the Eastern part of Holland. I therefore propose to

occupy Holland up to the Grebbe Line".

I, furthermore, state and affirm that on the 5th of November
1939, General von Brauchitsch had a discussion with the Fueh-

rer. After this discussion, von Brauchitsch informed me that

he had made known to Hitler his reasons for being in opposition

to Hitler's intention to conduct the attack against Belgium and
Holland in the Autumn. Von Brauchitsch informed me that

Hitler made an ugly scene. On the same day, towit 5 November
1939, Hitler gave out the order in defiance of von Brauchitsch,

that the date of readiness for the attack against Belgium and

Holland and France would be the 12th of November 1939. This

order, however, was recalled two days later.

I, furthermore, state and affirm that in March 1941, before the

start of the Russian campaign which happened in June of that

year, Hitler called the Chiefs of command of the three parts of

the armed forces and also high commanders to a conference in

the Armed Forces' Chancery. At that meeting, Hitler first gave

us the reasons for his resolution to attack Russia. In that con-

ference, Hitler said as follows: "The aggressive intentions of

Russia have been proved by the Bolshevistic claim to world

rulership and to world supremacy and Russia's tendency and

attitude toward Finland : Russia's policy in the Balkans and the

age-old policy of Russia in the Dardanelles (Hitler had reference

here to the last visit of Molotov) . Russia has continuously been

strengthening her forces along the demarcation line which sepa-

rates us from Russia. We must count on an attack by Russia as

a certainty. Furthermore, there exists secret agreements be-

tween Russia and England and, because of these secret agree-

ments, England has rejected Germany's peace offers. Russia is
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the last resort that England has on the Continent and we there-

fore have to anticipate Russia's attack against us". His talk

concerning Russia continues as follows: "The war against Rus-
sia will be such that it cannot be conducted in a knightly fashion.

This struggle is a struggle of ideologies and racial differences

and will have to be conducted with unprecedented, unmerciful,

and unrelenting harshness. All officers will have to rid them-

selves of obsolete ideologies. I know that the necessity for such
means of waging war is beyond the comprehension of you Gen-

erals but I cannot change my orders and I insist absolutely that

my orders will be executed without contradiction. The Kom-
missars are the bearers of those ideologies of Russia and are

directly opposed to National Socialism. Therefore they the

Kommissars, will be liquidated. For the German soldiers who
are guilty in this fight of breaking international law, provided

that breaking of civil law, such as murder, rape or robbery are

not involved, then their breach of international law shall be

excused. Russia has not participated in the Hague Convention,

therefore has no rights under it. Russia has proved that she

will not recognize members of the SS and the German Police as

members of any German military organization". When this talk

given by Hitler was over, listeners on the part of the army were

of course outraged by this speech of Hitler's and some officers

turned to Field Marshal von Brauchitsch and gave expression

to their feelings concerning it. Von Brauchitsch then assured

them that he was going to fight against this resolution and that

the order as given by Hitler could not be executed in their

form. Immediately after the discussion, von Brauchitsch wrote

down the way he understood the directives that were given by

Hitler regarding the treatment of Kommissars and also regard-

ing the type of warfare that would be employed in Russia and

then submitted his notes to the OKW, with a recommendation

that we, of the OKW, could never execute such orders.

Although the German General Staff included in its operational

plan against Russia, the normal provisions for the care of cap-

tured prisoners, including the provision for the moving of same

to the German home area, Hitler issued an order to the armies

operating against Russia that no Russian prisoners would be

evacuated to the German home area. The reasons were obvious.

Hitler wanted no contamination of German people by the Bol-

shevists. I, therefore, declared that the German General Staff of

OKH was not in a position to solve the Russian prisoner of war

problem, for OKH then had close to a million of such prisoners

of war. I informed Keitel. Keitel appreciated the tremendous
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problem, suddenly thrust upon OKH, and agreed to take over all

Russian prisoners who were delivered to him back of the Opera-

tional boundary line. In this purpose he received part of my per-

sonnel who had been employed by me on this task. Subsequently,

Keitel accepted all Russian prisoners who were delivered by OKH
ito him. Under KeiteFs command there was organized back of the

Operational line, zones or territories for the reception and care of

such Russian Prisoners of War. I later made a trip to Smolensk,

and while there one of the Commanders, Oberst Freiherr von

Bachtelsheim, of a zone or territory created by OKW came to me
and informed me of the terrible conditions under which the

Russian Prisoners in his zone were forced to live. The prisoners

had no roofs over their heads ; they had no blankets, little nourish-

ment, and insufficient medical care. They died; almost whole

camps died of typhus. I caused a report of this to be made to

(General Wagner, who is now dead, and I know Keitel had this

(matter brought to his attention for General Wagner reported this

condition to OKW.
[signed] Franz Haider

FRANZ HALDER
Certified by
CURTIS L. WILLIAMS, Col, IGD

COPY OF AFFIDAVIT I

AFFIDAVIT

Leopold Buerkner, being first duly sworn according to law,

ieposes and says:

1. I was a Vice-Admiral in the German Navy and a member of

the OKW from June 1938 until the end of the war. My position

was Chef der Abteilung Ausland (Chief of the Section of Foreign

Affairs) in the Amt Ausland Abwehr (Bureau of Foreign Affairs

land Intelligence) of which Admiral Canaris was the Chief. My
'section was directly under Admiral Canaris from June 1938 to

Uanuary 1944, after that it was directly under Colonel General

Jodl, and was one of four of equal status under him. My section

was changed to an Amtsgruppe in 1942 with four sections. The
other three sections were directed, respectively, by Colonel Pieek-

jenbrock (Abwehr 1—Intelligence Collecting Section), Colonel von
Lahousen (Abwehr 2—Commando Activity), and Colonel von
jBentivegny (Abwehr 3—Counter Intelligence).

2. There were four subsections in the Section of Foreign Af-
fairs and later on, in the Amtsgruppe (groups) there were four
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sections and a headquarters staff, the latter was charged with

interior administration of the section later on the groups.

a. Within the first section there were two subsections, the first

of which furnished the Foreign Office and other agencies with

information on the military situation and the second of which

was concerned with international law.

b. The second section was concerned with liaison with the For-

eign Office and dealt in the foreign affairs which concerned the

armed forces. Within this section there were three subsections,

the first of which informed the armed forces of the current

foreign political situation, the second of which was in charge of

protocol for the armed forces, and the third of which gathered

news published by foreign and German news agencies.

.

c. The third section was the attache section of the Army.
Among its duties were to take care of foreign military attaches

in Berlin and the German military attaches in foreign countries

and to prepare the protocol for the Army.
d. The fourth section was responsible for the reading and ex-

amining of foreign publications and extracting therefrom any-

thing that might be of technical and military value to the armed
forces.

3. During the entire time that my Amtsgruppe was under Ad-
miral Canaris there was a conference (called a "Kolonne") each

morning at 1000 conducted by Admiral Canaris and his Chief of

Staff Colonel, later Brigadier General, Oster, who was subse-

quently executed with Admiral Canaris, with the heads of the

four sections, namely, Colonel Pieckenbrock, Colonel von La-

housen, Colonel von Bentivegny and myself. At these meetings

each section head gave a short report on the activities of his sec-

tion and received orders from Admiral Canaris, and on these oc-

casions orders or directives which had been given to Admiral

Canaris or to any of the section heads were frequently discussed.

In these discussions Admiral Canaris consistently objected to

any orders or directives that were clearly in contravention of

existing international law or the Geneva or Hague Conventions

and stated that he would do all in his power to avoid their execu-

tion. All the section heads at the meetings agreed with him.

4. The chief of the international law subsection was at first

Major Dr Tafel and then after about 1941, it was Colonel Oxe,

an Air Force officer and former police officer. Under them were

the following: Professor Schmitz, who died in 1943 as the result

of a ski accident ; Count Moltke, who was hanged after the 20th

July 1944 attempt on Hitler's life; Major Reichel, Captain von

Haften, who also was executed after the 20 July 1944 attempt
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on Hitler's life; and Counsellor von Pfuhl. While I personally

am not a jurist by training, I have dealt with questions of inter-

national law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Conventions, for

a number of years and I consider that I am more versed therein

than the average officer. Moreover, all of the above-named per-

sons, with the exception of Colonel Oxe and Captain von Haften

(the latter was in that subsection for only a few months), were
trained jurists and were versed in the field of international law.

Some of them, particularly Professor Schmitz and Count Moltke,

were authorities on international law.

5. The international law subsection was charged with the duty,

among others, of giving opinions on orders or directives of the

OKW as to whether there were any doubts as to their conformity

with international law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Con-

ventions. These opinions were transmitted through me to Ad-
miral Canaris, either in writing or orally, and to the best of my
knowledge and belief, they were thereafter transmitted by Ad-
miral Canaris through official channels to Field Marshal Keitel

or Colonel General Jodl, or the Operational Staff of the OKW.
I am convinced that Admiral Canaris transmitted these opinions

because he was opposed in principle to the issuance of any orders

or directives which were not in conformity with international

law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Conventions.

6. I remember opinions prepared by the international law sub-

section on orders and directives of the OKW as to their conform-
ity with international law, particularly the Geneva and Hague
Conventions. These opinions were with respect to the following

:

a. During the early part of the war, my international law sub-

section gave several opinions on the problem of hostages. These
opinions were to the effect that the status of the hostage problem
under international law was in doubt, but that hostages should

not be taken because of this doubt. Later, during the second half

of 1942, Count Moltke, one of my special advisors in the inter-

national law subsection, proposed to me that he make a general

study of the problem of hostages as he knew that all of us, espe-

cially Admiral Canaris and myself and the members of the inter-

national law subsection, were searching for material in order to

straighten out this matter. At my direction Count Moltke under-

took trips to Norway, Denmark, Holland, and Paris, and also

sent another officer, Captain von Haften, to Belgium and likewise

to Paris. The result of this study (which was that the taking of

hostages had no practical value) was set forth in a memorandum
submitted to Admiral Canaris through me.

b. Admiral Canaris informed me in the Spring of 1941 that
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political functionaries and commissars of the Russian Army who
became German prisoners of war were to be killed. I therefore

know the contents of * * * [a memorandum on that sub-

ject] dated 12 May 1941, as a matter on which an opinion was
rendered, at the request of Admiral Canaris, by the International

law subsection of my section. This opinion was to the effect that

the proposal was contrary to international law.

c. Admiral Canaris informed me in the Summer of 1942 that

Russian prisoners of war were to be branded on the left buttocks

with a "V". I know the contents of * * * [a memorandum
on that subject] dated 3 August 1942, as the matter on which,

after consideration, an opinion was rendered at the request of

Admiral Canaris by the international law subsection of my sec-

tion. This opinion was to the effect that the matter was contrary

to international law. I learned later that such an order was never

executed.

d. Admiral Canaris informed me in October of 1942 that Brit-

ish and American commando troops who were captured while en-

gaged on sabotage or espionage activities were to be killed. I

know the contents of Document 498-PS, dated 18 October 1942,

as a matter on which, after consideration, an opinion was ren-

dered, at the request of Admiral Canaris, by the international

law subsection of my Amtsgruppe. This opinion was to the effect

that the matter was contrary to the letter and spirit of interna-

tional law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Conventions.

e. In the Spring of 1942, after the Dieppe raid by British

troops, an order was issued by Hitler that a given number of

British soldiers and officers who were captured during that raid

were to be shackled. I know the contents of * * * [a memo-
randum on that subject] dated 21 August 1943 and * * *

[a memorandum on that subject] dated 27 October 1943, as th

matter on which, after consideration, an opinion was rendered a

the request of Admiral Canaris, by the international law sub-

section of my Amtsgruppe. This opinion, in which the legal de-

partment of the Foreign Office concurred, was to the effect that

even if the British had violated the Geneva Convention first by

shackling German prisoners of war, as had been reported, for

the Germans to institute reprisals was contrary to that Conven-

tion. I personally did all in my power to have this order with-

drawn, as did Admiral Canaris, but we were unsuccessful. I

heard that the Fuehrer was adamant in his refusal to withdraw

the order. I then, on my own initiative, proposed to Brigadier

General von Graevenitz, then chief of the prisoner of war sec-

tion of the OKW, that if the order was not to be withdrawn, that
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ithe shackles at least should consist of a cord at least four feet

llong (which would permit every freedom of movement) and that

the shackles should be placed on the British prisoners of war only

!for a few hours each day. I understand that the length of the

cord used for shackling these prisoners was made longer but that

my second suggestion, to shackle them only for a few hours each

;day, was not adhered to.

/. In the early part of 1945 I heard that Hitler intended to

cease being a party to the Geneva Convention. I know the con-

tents of Document C-158, dated 19 February 1945, as the matter

on which I personally, after consideration, with the assistance of

ithe international law subsection of my Amtsgruppe, rendered an

opinion to the effect that the matter was contrary to the letter

and spirit of international law and the Geneva Convention itself.

I heard later that Hitler gave up his intention.

7. The opinions of my international law subsection to the effect

(that certain orders and directives were contrary to the letter

and spirit of international law, particularly the Geneva and
Hague Conventions have been hereinbefore mentioned. In ad-

dition, there were a number of other orders and directives dis-

cussed at the regular morning meetings between Canaris and his

section heads where it was the opinion of all present that such

orders were contrary to the letter and spirit of international

law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Conventions, although

ino formal opinions thereon were requested from my interna-

tional law subsection. I believe that Admiral Canaris also trans-

mitted these opinions to Field Marshal Keitel or Colonel General

jjodl, or the Operations Staff of the OKW. These opinions were
•with respect to the following

:

a. I believe that Admiral Canaris informed his section heads

in May 1941 that severe measures were to be taken against the

Russian civilian population. I also believe that the contents of

Document 886-PS, dated 13 May 1941, is the matter to which
the referred. Admiral Canaris and all of the section heads were

I

agreed that these severe measures were contrary to the letter

and spirit of international law.

b. Admiral Canaris informed his section heads in July 1941

that all the inmates of prisoner of war camps who were Rus-
sians were to be investigated by the SIPO and SD for the pur-

pose of ascertaining all political, criminal, or some otherwise

undesirable elements among them, including Jews. Thereafter,

these prisoners were to be surrendered to the SD. I recognize

the contents of Document 502-PS, dated 17 July 1941, as the

matter to which Admiral Canaris referred. Admiral Canaris
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and all of the section heads were agreed that the matter was
contrary to the letter and spirit of international law.

c. Admiral Canaris informed his section heads in September

1941 that general rules for the handling of Russian prisoners of

war were to be issued, wherein it was set forth, among other

things, that these Russian prisoners of war were not to be con-

sidered as the usual prisoners of war, and that more severe meas-

ures were to be taken against them than was permitted by inter-

national law, particularly the Geneva and Hague Conventions. I

know the contents of Document 1519-PS, dated 30 September

1941, as the matter to which Admiral Canaris referred.

8. I recall that in September of 1942, while at dinner in Paris

with Admiral Canaris and another officer whose name I cannot

now remember, Colonel von Lahousen arrived by plane from Ber-

lin and joined us at the table. (I remember the incident because 1

made very few trips during the war and I had asked Admiral
Canaris to accompany him on this particular trip.) Colonel von
Lahousen, immediately upon joining us at dinner, said, in effect,

to Admiral Canaris, in my presence, that a very awkward sit-

uation had arisen. Colonel von Lahousen had been asked by Field

Marshal Keitel what the situation was regarding the execution of

the order transmitted to him by Keitel to do away with the

French General Giraud. That was the first I had heard of such an
order. Admiral Canaris appeared to think over Colonel von La-

housen's words and then said, in effect, that the matter had been

in order for some time and that he would report to Field Marshal
Keitel that he had told Heydrich that he (Heydrich) should deal

with it. At that time, Heydrich, former head of the RSHA, was
dead. It is my opinion that Admiral Canaris concocted the story

(that the matter of executing General Giraud had been turned

over to Heydrich) because Admiral Canaris knew that Heydrich

was dead and that this would be a means of avoiding the carry-

ing out of the order, to which Admiral Canaris was opposed on

principle.

9. I further recall that toward the end of 1940 at one of the

regular morning meetings between Admiral Canaris and the sec-

tion heads, Admiral Canaris stated that an oral order had been

transmitted to him by Field Marshal Keitel to do away with the

French General Weygand, and that Colonel von Lahousen would

assume the carrying out of the order. All the persons present

expressed abhorrence about this order, and I recall a statement

of, I Relieve, Colonel von Lahousen's to the effect that they were
not murderers but soldiers, and that the execution of such an

order was out of the question. Admiral Canaris was then asked
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by, I believe, Colonel Pieckenbrock, to go downstairs to Field

'Marshal Keitel and tell him that we are not a murder organi-

sation, we are soldiers. I am convinced that Admiral Canaris

;

?ound a means to avoid executing the order.

10. I believe that some of the opinions which were requested by

Admiral Canaris of my international law subsection, for example,

;hat relating to the shackling of British prisoners of war, were

originally requested by Field Marshal Keitel, Colonel General

Fodl or the Operational Staff of OKW in order that they would

lave material at their disposal with which to counteract orders

ivhich were inspired by Hitler or the Nazi Party and that were

•n contravention of international law, particularly the Geneva

md Hague Conventions.

i
declare herewith that the above statements are given under

path and are true to the best of my knowledge and belief, and

jhat they have been made voluntarily and without coercion.

[signed] Leopold Buerkner
LEOPOLD BUERKNER

|5worn to and signed before me on 22 January 1946 in Nurnberg,
Germany.

i signed] Smith W. Brookhart, Jr.

SMITH W. BROOKHART, JR.,

Lt Colonel, IGD

TRANSLATION OF AFFIDAVIT J

AFFIDAVIT
i Erhard Milch, being first duly sworn according to law, do
jlepose and say:

i On 19 July 1940 I was commissioned General Field Marshal
,nd since March 1933 I was State Secretary in charge of the Air
Ministry. From November 1941 I had the technical supervision

f the production and the testing of aircraft. In addition to my
iuties as State Secretary in the Air Ministry and the Inspector

General, I also was, since the death of Udet, General Luftzeug-

leister.

In 1942 I was a member of the Central Planning Commission,
'his commission was an organization appointed by Hitler to dis-

ribute raw materials such as steel, copper, coal, etc. among the

everal industries producing war materials and civilian con-

umer goods. Its principal function was the allocation of raw
laterials to the Air Force, the Army and the Navy.
The Commission was not within the framework of the Four-

!ear Plan although one of the members, Koerner, was deputy to
693261—47—42
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Goering in the Four-Year Plan and acted for him on the Commis-
sion. The other members of the Commission were Albert Speer
and myself and later Minister Funk. The initiative for the forma-
tion of the Central Planning Commission came from Speer so

far as I know, and Speer told me that he had made representa-

tions to the Fuehrer that it would be impossible to carry out his

task as Minister of War Production unless such a commission
was created.

The normal activity of the Commission in allocating raw ma-
terials to industry was to evaluate requests received from the

various representatives of the armed forces and to determine

which were essential and which had priority. A similar concept

was followed for fertilizer and all technical requirements for agri-

culture and civilian consumer goods. There was no review of the

decisions of the Central Planning Commission except Hitler him-

self. If a person was dissatisfied with its determination as to

allocation and he was able to take the matter up with Hitler, then

Speer and occasionally I or both of us would be called before Hitler

to explain the decision and then Hitler would decide whether the

complaining person or the Commission was correct.

Sauckel was appointed by Hitler as Plenipotentiary for Labor

Allocation. (RGBL IS 179). The Commission was created by the

Fuehrer on 2 April 1942. The relation between the Commission
and Sauckel concerning the allocation of labor was never alto-

gether clear. We, of course, were only interested in labor for

armament production. Sauckel felt, that by reason of the au-

thority given him by the Fuehrer as Plenipotentiary for Labor

Allocation, he had complete control, both of obtaining workers

necessary for all production in Germany, and of allocating labor-

ers as between the armament industry, agriculture, and civilian

production even down to the smallest factory. Despite the com-

pulsory labor law in Germany and the compulsory labor service

in the occupied countries under which foreign workers were re-

moved to Germany, all the demands for workers could not be

met. So far as I know, Sauckel had the overall coordination of

manpower requirements for production in Germany.

The fact that laborers came from the occupied countries and

were transported into Germany for work was a matter of com-

mon knowledge and certainly was well known to the Central Plan-

ning Commission. When the several industries engaged in war

production presented their labor requirements, the Commission

would consider the reasonableness of the request, its priority, and

if the requirement could not be met informally by agreement or

from personnel already employed in other war industries, a de-
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mand would be made on Sauckel for the desired number of

workers.

In the framework of the Armament Ministry a Labor Alloca-

tion Section was maintained for the sole purpose, so far as I

know, to keep statistics concerning the requirements of the in-

i

dividual industries for labor. It is my opinion that, this section

i
controlled the requirements of the industries under Speer's min-

istry and was the channel through which requests for workers

passed from the industries themselves to the Planning Commis-
' sion and approved requests from the Commission to Sauckel.

So far as I know, Sauckel had complete authority over the

;
supply of labor both from Germany itself and from the occupied

j

countries. The methods which were employed to fill quotas and

|

the assignment of quotas to the several occupied countries fell

]
within the responsibility of Sauckel. Speer demanded workers

j

from Sauckel and Sauckel supplied them insofar as possible. I do

|

not know the details of how the quotas were filled once they were

assigned by Sauckel but I believe it was the result of arrange-

iments which he made with the civil and military authorities in

!the respective countries.

Sauckel from time to time complained to us in the Commission
i of the increasing difficulty in meeting the demands for more

|

workers and emphasized that the task became more difficult as

the war progressed.

Once the workers arrived in Germany and were allocated to

jan industrial establishment, their welfare and care was under the

!
control of the individual factory and the DAF. Foreign workers
'as well as German workers were employed in all factories in ac-

cordance with their respective skills.

Speer as chief of the Armament Ministry not only had control

lover the industries producing material for the armed forces but

had also the Organization Todt. All of these industries had to

• use foreign workers as did the OT. Speer was given by the

Fuehrer the mission of maintaining the necessary production of

war materials and to carry out that task it was necessary for him
jto obtain sufficient workers to maintain that production.

Speer, the Central Planning Commission, and Sauckel all were
concerned with obtaining workers who were able to work. The

I Commission, although it was not its responsibility, obtained from
the Minister of Agriculture additional food for foreign workers.

Sauckel reported to the Planning Commission that there were
persons in the occupied countries who were subjected to conscrip-

tion by the French Government for labor in Germany, and who
attempted to avoid it. In order to carry out the program, it was
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necessary to fulfill as nearly as possible the quotas of laborers

which were demanded by the industries.

I have no direct knowledge of any particular incidents in

which workers were rounded up by force by representatives of

local labor offices in the occupied countries.

[In Milch's handwriting] I understand written English as set

forth above.

[signed] MILCH
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23rd day of January

1946.

[signed] Smith W. Brookhart, Jr.
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[THE LACONIA CASE AND GERMAN SUBMARINE
WARFARE BY KARL DOENITZ *]

7 October 1945

In my interrogation on 6 October (Laconia case etc.) you said

jn essence that the entry into the War Diary of the BdU (Com-
mander of the Submarine Fleet) (of the 17 September 1942, 1

iDelieve) was rather strange.

This entry found its origin in the happenings of the Laconia

:ase, during which German U-boats in their eiforts to save the

bnemy were attacked by the enemy from the air with bombs,

were damaged, and were meant to be destroyed.

Then the rescue in reality contradicts any "primitive law of

warfare"—as it is, I believe, expressed in the War Diary of the

BdU, even the simplest way of self-preservation.

The entry into the War Diary perhaps is not very fortunate,

^t that time—out of the whole situation—it seemed to be clear

enough. Whoever entered it at the time I don't know. I am
responsible.

The name of the Corvette Commander Hessler came before you

n this connection. Corvette Commander Hessler was that one

m my staff who in the Laconia case declared himself in favor

)f the furthest-reaching rescue measures, even with the risk

)f the U-boats not being clear for diving, and who knew better

bnly after the bombing-raids had taken place. He was, accord-

ingly, in outspoken favor of the rescue attempt.

As an appendix to the interrogation of the 6 October 1945, I

,/Vould like to express myself once more in connection with the

laconia case and the wireless order in which it resulted.

1. The War Situation in 1942.

In the later summer of 1942 the German U-boats, in their

* This and the following statements have been selected as the most sig-

dficant among the numerous communications from various defendants and
witnesses before and during the course of the trial. In most cases the
tatements, although addressed to the prosecution, were volunteered by the

/riters. Irregularities in the language of these statements, which have been
ranslated from the German, are in part the result of illegibilities in the
riginal handwritten version, and in part are the accurate reflection of ten-

ativeness of thought or incompleteness of expression in the original. Cer-
ain of these statements, which are essentially technical or historical in na-
ure, bear the indicia of truthfulness. In judging the credibility of others
fhich are concerned with issues raised by the Indictment, it must be borne
a mind that they have been subjected to none of the customary safeguards
f truthfulness, such as jurat or cross-interrogation, and bear in many places

he marks of a self-serving purpose.
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mass, fought strongly protected convoys in the North Atlantic,

or close to the North or Central American Coasts at the main
points of traffic under strong American air and sea reconnais-

sance.

Anglo-American security was speedily growing through air-

craft in all these sea-areas.

Aid for the ships' crews after torpedoing depended upon the

Anglo-American sea and air security. The German U-boats, be-

cause of the security of the enemy, had no possibility of helping.

English U-boats in the Mediterranean and along the Norwegian
coast fought under weaker, but similar enemy security condi-

tions. They also, naturally, were unable to burden themselves

with the ships' crews.

2. At this time in a more distant sea-area near Freetown in

September '42 the sinking of the English ship Laconia took place.

The U-boat reported numerous survivors; it itself was partici-

pating in the rescue. After that, I have sent several U-boats

within a distance of 100 sm, to help at the place of rescue, in

interruption of their military task. Between 1 and 2 U-boats,

which were situated still further, reported from themselves, that

they had interrupted their operations and were proceeding to the

place of rescue.

The U-boats fully participated in the rescuing, took care of

the life-boats and rafts, and took numerous survivors into the

U-boat and on the upper deck of the U-boat. This made them
unable to dive, and only able to proceed with limited speed. One
U-boat thoughtfully put a large Red Cross Flag over the tower.

3. It was under these circumstances, in the attempt to aid the

ship-wrecked with all possible means, that the U-boats were at-

tacked by low flying American bombers; one U-boat was heavily

damaged with the loss of lives.

4. In spite of that, I did not stop the rescue afterwards. I

gave the order (or even before the attack) that the U-boats had

to remain clear for diving. They were, accordingly, to put

the men back on the rafts and into the life boats, remain in the

vicinity, and take care of them. I would send a French cruiser,

to which those survivors still remaining on the U-boats were to

be turned over, and the cruiser was to be led to the life-boats.

The French cruiser arrived. The U-boats acted according to

orders. No Anglo-American help arrived.

5. It was, therefore, with the greatest effort and expenditure

from the German side that everything was done. While rescuing
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the enemy, the U-boats, however, were attacked with bombs by

the enemy himself, despite the very noticeable large rescue sign.

6. It contradicts every primitive sense of war when a belliger-

ent, who out of humanitarian reasons is interested in the rescue

of the enemy, and fully occupies himself in that respect—then

is being destroyed himself by the enemy while he is doing that.

7. According to experience, every German U-boat in 1942, was
immediately attacked by the Anglo-American Air Force when
surfacing. The largest U-boat losses occurred already in 1942

through the Air Force. The enemy air power was strongly in-

creasing. I was, therefore, exposed to the danger that with

every rescue on the water's surface the U-boat might be sur-

i prised and attacked by enemy aircraft.

The time of a possibility of aid by the U-boats for the ships

\crews was therefore over.

American or English U-boats under the same enemy defense-

i conditions would have been unable to practice such help.

8. Therefore, it was my obvious duty to forbid the rescuing

to U-boats, in order to avoid U-boat losses. In special cases I

|

still would have been able to take a hand in affecting a change

I
by wireless.

;

This prohibition took place in form of the FT [Wireless Mes-
sage] of the 17 September. The order to rescue, when the se-

curity of the U-boat permitted, was insufficient, because the

Commanders still had the tendency to surface, and then still

|

could be surprised and bombed by aircraft.
N

9. On the other hand, / was able to give this order in Sep-

tember 1942, because in practice it did not have any influence on
\the ship wrecked. Almost exclusively the U-boat war took place

'in the presence of the enemy security (air and sea security),

iwhere German U-boats were unable to rescue, anyway.
For the judging of the order given by me, circumstances of the

\sea war conditions are therefore decisive.

10. Only because of the bombing of my U-boats in the Laconia
case, which created a very strong impression, I issued the order
for the purpose of protection already mentioned. After about
two months, the order became purposeless and lost its value
altogether, because any help from the U-boats because of the
completely overshadowing Anglo-American airpower was made
a complete impossibility. The time came when German U-boats
(had to remain more and more in (under) the water, until finally

they could not allow themselves to be seen at all on the surface,

without becoming subject to air attacks.
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11. Because of that, what reason would I have had with the

special intention to cause damage to the enemy, to give such an
order in the year 1942, when I did not even have the opportunity

of inflicting any damage?

12. The actions of Kapitaenleutenant [Lieutenant Commander]
Eck, which have been reported to me, I condemn to the utmost

and regret deeply.

I believe this is the spot [black mark] in the 5V& years' fight-

ing of my U-boats. The behaviour of Kapitaenleutenant Eck
cannot find any support (backing up) in the given order.

[signed] Karl Doenitz

13. Summary: The order, therefore, has come as a reaction to

the Laconia case at a time when

—

(1) The German U-boats, as a result of the Anglo-American
airpower, could not rescue any more, as is shown by the Laconia

case, without being exposed to the greatest dangers by their re-

spective attempts.

(2) In practice the order could not be of any disadvantage to-

ward the shipwrecked, because already at that time almost ex-

clusively and a short time later complete U-boat warfare took

place in presence of enemy security, where it was impossible

for the U-boats to engage in rescue work, anyway.

19 October 1945

Supplementary to my interrogation of October 6 and my type-

written statement of October 10 I want to say the following to

clear up further the Laconia case and the subsequent wireless

order

:

1. The big danger of the Anglo-American air vigil for the

German U-boat (Numbers 7 and 10 of my written statement of

October 8) results from the following:

A plane makes about 100 meters per second. A U-boat on full

alert needs 60 seconds to submerge from the moment the plane

is sighted, including the bridge guard's entry into the turret

(tower) porthole, but it has then not yet reached the depth of

80 meters required before the bomb is dropped. Thus the bridge

guard must sight the plane long before 60 seconds times 100

meters—6,000 meters in order to be able to submerge at all, for

otherwise the bombs would hit the U-boat just while submerging
on the surface. Therefore the enemy plane must be sighted on

the limit of the sight range. This made a quick readiness for
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alert on the part of the bridge guard more and more necessary;

above all, there should be as few men as possible on the tower

outside of the interior of the boat so as to make the entering of

the turret porthole [Turmluk] as quick as possible.

2. Any rescue, even with the U-boat's own men on the upper

deck of the U-boat, completely disrupts the U-boat's readiness

for an alert. It means a peril far greater than the one already

present as per paragraph 1 hereabove.

3. Therefore I had to forbid any rescue by U-boats, just as I

have later forbidden their being emerged at all in the daytime.

Also, in the latter case I did not order "Emerging by day allowed

if the situation permits," but I was forced to issue a full ban in

order to prevent any too optimistic and therefore false judgment.

In view of the speed of the airplanes the situation in this second,

just before sighting the plane is still perfectly clear for the U-boat

only to become hopeless in the next moment, when the plane ap-

pears.

4. The form in which the order was given is explained by the

situation in the Laconia case

:

a. German U-boats have on their own—without orders

—

broken up their military mission in order to sail to far distant

points of rescue. Even in rescue cases of our own, fighting comes

before rescuing. Also in your Navies nobody can without orders

leave the battle area and head for a distant point of rescue.

Therefore our own U-boats were wrong in breaking up military

operations without orders to do so.

b. To my recollection the rescue action, up to the delivery of

those rescued took about four days. During this time no Anglo-

American help—such as corvettes of the Freetown area—ar-

rived at the place of rescue. I had the strong feeling that I was
doing the rescue work all alone—while standing in addition under

an enemy bombing attack.

c. While this case went on Adolf Hitler sent me word that no
U-boats must be endangered by rescue work and none withdrawn
from current operations.

6. [sic]. Thus I conducted the whole rescue action under con-

siderable pressure of my conscience; the worry about the much
endangered U-boats involved; the conviction that I was mili-

tarily wrong to expose them to bombing attacks. Despite this

pressure of my conscience and the order of the Leader of the

State received in the meantime, I decided to carry out the rescue

action already started.

Out of this situation sprang the text of the wireless order of
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September 17. Its aim was to show the difficult military aspect

in contrast with our humane action.

I have already explained earlier that this order could hardly

have any harmful effect on the shipwrecked, because the bulk of

the U-boats was already fighting in the presence of the covering

enemy and could not rescue anymore.

7. Also the entry of September 17 in the war diary can only

be understood in the light of the experience of the Laconia case

and of its consideration. If the following would be added, pre-

ceding the entry

:

"Once the war situation has so developed that the German
U-boat can at any time be surprised on the surface by Anglo-

American planes and immediately attacked and while rescuing

the enemy crew, can—as shown in the Laconia case—be bombed
by the enemy, a rescue action would be contrary to any func-

tioning common sense, to the most primitive law of self-preser-

vation, and to any most primitive rule of sea warfare."

This addition should be made approximately to the entry in

the war diary, for these considerations were the basis of the

entry.

8. The behavior of Captain Eck was considered impossible by

the German U-boat arm and was not even discussed. Naturally

it occurred in no case from 1939 to the beginning of 1942, when
the German U-boat was still able to show itself on the surface.

I most deeply regret the isolated case of Eck. He is an outsider.

I think such outsiders may turn up in any war of any nation dur-

ing such widely spaced events of such long duration. Facing this

single case is the great mass of cases of impeccable conduct by

my U-boat commanders.
[signed] Karl Doenitz

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT II

[A SHORT HISTORICAL CONSIDERATION OF GERMAN
WAR GUILT

BY ALFRED JODL]

6 September 1945

Alfred Jodl

former Chief of the Armed Forces

Operations Staff in the Army
High Command

This treatise (16 pages) is entirely my own and has been writ-

ten by me personally. I ask that a good translation of it be for-

warded to the Supreme Justice of the War Crimes Commission.
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Concern above all about Germany's future and the fate of Eu-

rope has led me to write this treatise. I am not a lawyer but I

know the nature of the Germans, and I know their history. As
nephew also of Dr. Friedrich Jodl, teacher of philosophy at the

University of Vienna, I have concerned myself with ethical and

philosophical problems to a greater extent than the average officer.

[signed] Jodl

6 September 1945

Alfred JODL
During the War:
Chief of the Armed Forces

Operations Staff in the

Army High Command
A short historical, ethical and psychological consideration of

Germany*s guilt for both the outbreak and during this war.

When, in the year 1918, Germany was defeated and made de-

fenseless, it is not true that the national forces as well as the offi-

cers thought only how to undo that which had been done and how
to prepare another war. There was an infinitely great readiness

to overcome the pure nationalistic way of thinking through the

idea of a western European league, maybe even a League of Na-
tions. But in order to achieve that, it would have been necessary

to have had, among our former enemies, a people mature and se-

cure as to their internal political affairs as well as possessing a

great statesman. But if at the outset the allied victors could not

agree among themselves, then how slim indeed were the prospects

for an understanding between victors and the vanquished. Crushed
beneath the revolution in Germany, beneath the extortion of the

Versailles dictate with all its humiliations and the nonsensical de-

lineation of borders, crushed beneath the misery and unemploy-
ment which followed, all the young, frail grass which was ripen-

ing on the meadow of a European understanding, withered, allow-

ing instead the seed of the NSDAP to mature.

The NSDAP was a revolutionary party, at least as much as the

communist party. The three most important of its aims were : to

overcome all the aspects of Marxism and with it, the idea of the

class struggle; to free Germany from the spiritual, cultural and
economical domination of the Jews ; and to free Germany from the

chains of the Versailles treaty. Besides that, the NSDAP de-

spised more or less all civic organizations and finally also the army
and its leadership. In it, the party saw an army of mercenaries
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which dragged even the idea of a people's army to the grave

[Seckt], and at the end would only be an instrument of internal,

political power of the various governments. This new party,

founded by unknown people, without any means, without help

from influential protectors and supporters, without the help of

the press, was the enemy of everybody. According to human
judgment it should never have had any success, and yet it did.

One shouldn't say that this was done thanks to a clever and re-

fined propaganda. Propaganda alone does not achieve anything

unless there is a great idea or some impressive facts behind it.

To explain this success, it is also unjust to say that no people al-

lowed themselves to be more misled than the Germans. With

such a great sucess that gave Hitler up to 96% of the votes, the

German people would not simply have allowed themselves to be

misled. There must have been deeper reasons for achieving such

a success. Surely the abortive revolt of November 1923 has cre-

ated the first martyrs of the new movement, and martyrs further

any idea more than thousands of speeches and tens of thousands

of posters. But at the end, the fact that any other party or any

constellation of government was unable to achieve success in their

foreign or domestic political affairs, as a result of the oppressive

clauses of the Versailles treaty, led the party through a legal way
to success.

There was deep wisdom and truth in a cartoon which appeared

in 1936 in a great French funny paper. It was entitled

:

"The cause marches in front of the effect."

It showed A. Hitler passing in review his new army in front of

which marched the statesmen of our enemies of 1918. First like

shadows marched the ones who have died since, followed by those

still living, all of them marching in the German parade step. In

front of all of them though, marched Clemenceau shouldering a

rifle, and representing the Versailles treaty. This was not only

my own opinion and the one of a French funny paper, but it was

shared by strong personalities of almost all the countries of the

world that were interested in this problem. Those who seek the

truth, and only the truth, and who are not merely content to have

confirmed a preconceived idea, those then, should not only look at

the results while judging a fact but they should also study its

cause, for the cause alone gives the moral value.

"By itself nothing is either good or bad;

the thinking alone makes it so."

Although this party came to power through the legal way of a

democratic constitution, this assumption of power soon did not
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leave any doubts, that this was not only a change of government

but a bloodless revolution. Revolutions are inexorable, and ex-

orbitant in setting up their aims. They lack the wisdom of an-

tiquity, the experience of tradition and the humility of an almighty

destiny which is only given to real great and wise men. And so,

already in the first years, many ugly shadows of this revolution

came to light and perturbed great portions of the people. But

was there ever a new cultural or state's structure without its evil

sides?

Nobody could know as yet if this mighty progressive evolution

could develop into a historical structure or would vanish in des-

tiny. But one thing is certain, namely the achievements of the

movement, and above all, of its Fuehrer in these 6 first years until

1939. Fusion of the various countries into a real Reich unity.

Class opposition has been overcome. Unemployment was abolished.

Overcoming of the unfruitful party oppositions of the lazy, asocial

large town. Achievements in all facets of life. Care for health,

for mother and child, provisions for invalids as a result of occupa-

tional injuries. The vacation facilities for the workers, and finally

the solving of the most oppressing clauses of the Versailles treaty

without war and in an even friendly atmosphere with England and

France. These facts have given the Fuehrer the hearts and sym-
pathies of all Germans. The reminiscence of this will always be

with the people and cannot be destroyed. It will outlive all misery

and time of the German fate just as much as the ideas of the

French revolution could not be removed from the European way
of thinking even though Napoleon ended up in exile and legitimate

emperors again took his place. The admiration that foreign coun-

tries had at the time for these deeds of Adolf Hitler is best illus-

trated in Churchill's article of 4 Oct 1938 in which he wished that

his people and government would have just a portion of the spirit

of the former German corporal. This spirit therefore cannot have

been a criminal one.

The fatality started only with the political decisions of 1939, be-

cause they led to war, the most terrible war of all times which
ended with the destruction of Germany. And here the question

of the German people's guilt for the outbreak of the war, arises.

Was this war necessary? Wasn't there another way to satisfy

Germany's legitimate claims? Wherever the German people as a

whole will meet the allied court in its search for the guilt, it is to

be expected that the judgment be recognized internally by the

German people as being a just one, and not be rejected as being

a brutal violation of the natural German conception of right.
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Nothing is more important in this trial than that, because if

this war is supposed to have had any purpose for the progress of

mankind, it can only be this, that from it will result the appease-

ment of Europe, if not the appeasement of the whole world. To
achieve this, the place of force which caused the war and achieved

victory has to be taken in the long run by justice on the part of

the victors, which justice should be recognized by everybody. Be-
cause otherwise men and people won't be a step farther than they

were.

I can only make a small contribution to clear all the questions

about the decisions of the German government in the year 1939

which ended in the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia and the

attack on Poland. I was not present when these decisions were
made. I can only say that much, that the decision to occupy Bo-

hemia and Moravia seemed to me to be a break in the up-to-now

so successful policy to act only in agreement with the other great

nations. It was an attempt which before the Polish war was taken

up again, but now naturally was condemned to fail.

Even later during the war I was unable to learn the Fuehrer's

real motives for his decisions of 1939. I do not think that it was
only the vain hope, on the basis of the momentary military weak-

ness of England and the indecision of France to obtain all terri-

torial aims east of the Reich as imagined by the Fuehrer, by such

surprise maneuvers without unleashing a great war. I rather

think, and I base my opinion on the remarks of the Fuehrer dur-
ing this war, that his ideas in 1939 were about the following

:

"In England the opposition party to Chamberlain's appeasement
policy will come to power with certainty. Its aim is to throw Ger-

many back into its former weakness. This party wants to wage
war against Germany, and will do so, as soon as it has the neces-

sary means available. Also, the bolshevism of Soviet Russia is

and will remain the deathly enemy of German National Socialism.

The mighty armament that Russia is preparing for 10 years now,

neglecting all other needs for life, the vanguards and strong points

which she has formed in most all the states of Europe through

communist parties and formation of blocks of all sorts, is a proof

for the great nationalistic and revolutionary aims of this country.

These will lead sooner or later to a disagreement with Germany,
and end in a struggle for life or death between this European con-

ception of state on one side, and the Asiatic one on the other side.

Therefore, there is no more time to lose to gain this basis which
is militarily absolutely necessary to be able to wage a war such as

this. And if war should already arise now, it is still better than
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it would be in 1943 when England, France and Russia have com-

pleted their armament with certainty."

Had he started for these reasons, or did he feel that only he,

the Fuehrer, and none of his successors could finish the task of

liberation that he had started? Was it for these reasons that he

did not possess the quiet and patience to solve one after the other

the various foreign and domestic problems and let them ripen,

which would have required time? Maybe the trial will give more
clarity. I myself don't know. But such as I have learned to know
the Fuehrer later on, I will never believe that with his deep me-
thodical thinking and his carefully weighing and considering of

decisions, he acted only inconsiderately in 1939.

Of course, in history and especially in times of war success alone

decides at the end. And this speaks against him. What is true,

and what was right or wrong is decided by the victor. He will

strive to picture Adolf Hitler as a ferocious beast, as had once also

been done erroneously with Nero. But he was no such thing. He
was much more a true German and despite all scepticism which
mostly arose from a lack of sense of justice, he was an idealist

and a visionary, an artistic nature. I can show through dozens

of examples that it is only under the action of many disillusions

of the unscrupulous fighting methods and threats of annihilation

from our enemies that he became a fanatic and merciless fighter

for his people as the enemy propaganda represented him from the

beginning.

The operational decisions which the Fuehrer took during the

war, and which dragged a number of neutral states into the war,

came all under the highest right which exists so far in the world
for a people fighting for life or death : the "state of distress right"

[Notstandsrecht]. Every people would accuse their government
of crime if it would not take all measures or decisions that are or

appear necessary to achieve victory or prevent defeat.

Whenever the German government has attacked during this

war neutral or at least formal neutral countries, it was only done
because the German government was convinced that these coun-

tries either through their own volition or perhaps through neces-

sity or force would be used as English operational bases, or that

these countries, like in the case of Soviet Russia, were in instance

of attacking Germany.
England and America too have acted in the same manner in mo-

ments that were much less decisive for the outcome of the war
(attack on the French fleet in Oran, conquering of Syria, Ameri-
can landing in North Africa against resistance of French troops).
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Therefore one will not find any feeling of guilt in the German
sense of justice, for these actions of the Fuehrer.

I have tried throughout the war to listen constantly to the un-

altered "vox populi" through my own family and through ac-

quaintances which are composed of people from all circles and

most varied camps. The complaints and accusations were always

only directed, next to much unlimited praise (for instance: food

supply, finance, price administration, community achievements of

all sorts), against the following:

Those whose conduct and actions were not in accordance with

their talks and especially with the most important watchword of

this state: public safety comes before one's own profit. Against

those too who were making personal profits through the misery

and the war or who worshipped desires of sovereignty. Against

the multiple disregard of the most primitive human rights.

Against the absence of any possibility to complain against en-

croachments of all kinds, that is to say, a lack of real jurisdiction

above all parties. Against the complete disappearance of men
(for instance Jewish partners of mixed marriage), of whom noth-

ing is being heard anymore. Also against the lack of protection

from the enemy's terror attacks. But never were there complaints

against the war itself or the way it was being conducted. For the

mass of the people considers war as fate just like sickness and

death. People never influence its outbreak and have no insight

whether it was unavoidable or not. No people loves war, not even

the German people. And if it has gone, just like France or Eng-

land, through more wars than the American people, it is not be-

cause it is more war-loving than the Americans, but merely on

account of its longer history and its central geopolitical location

in the heart of Europe, where religious, ideological, racial and

political differences raged strongest. The wars that America had

to wage, it waged for its liberty and independence and for its

states' union. Besides that, though, there were also wars not

necessary for its existence as the one of 1917-18. If therefore one

wants to blame the German people as a whole, then only for its

wilful electing of a regime and a man of whom they must have

known, that he was determined to use force in order to regain for

his people the lost liberty and to give it the means for development

which it had possessed in the great times of German history.

And with this I come back to the starting point of my treatise

:

the Versailles treaty.

The German people have gone this way because they did not see

any other possibility. It finally chose and nominated Adolf Hitler
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as its leader after an almost 10 year hectic struggle of votes and

opinions, with reservations and doubts and the old instinctive

knowledge that brilliant meteors are signs of coming disaster.

[signed] Jodl

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT III

THE ORIGIN OF THE DIRECTIVES OF THE SUPREME
COMMANDER OF THE ARMED FORCES

15 Sept 1945

W. Keitel

Field Marshal a.d. (retired)

I. For the military operations in Austria, Czechoslovakia and

furthermore in the campaign against Poland, the Fuehrer, as

Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, gave his instructions,

directives, and orders to the Commander-in-Chief of the Army
directly and verbally, as practically only the Army, with a cer-

tain amount of support of the Air Force, participated or was
employed. The High Command of the Army (Commander-in-

Chief and Chief of the General Staff) wished to confer with the

Fuehrer directly; "directives," which would be addressed to the

Army alone, they rejected as unnecessary.

Proceedings in the Polish campaign were also similar in prin-

ciple. The Army demanded the collaboration of the Air Force;

the Navy received special orders verbally.

II. Only with the preparation for and commencement of the

war in the west, in which the Navy and the Air Force were par-

ticipating on a large scale, already before the beginning of the

land operations, were the orders—together with the verbal in-

structions—of the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces,

gradually carried out by directives and executed by the Supreme
General Staff of the High Command of the Armed Forces

(OKW).
III. For the origin of such directives of the Supreme Com-

mander of the Armed Forces, 4 cases must be differentiated.

a. Case 1. For the preparation of military operations in the

form of operational and deployment plans, and for the possible

introduction and start of military measures concerning organiza-

tion, war economy, and operations, the Fuehrer, as Supreme Com-
mander, gave the orders on his own initiative and at his own dis-

cretion for further instructions, which were then issued in his

"directives."

b. Case 2. During the course of military operations the "di-
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rectives" were the result or effect of the daily situation reports,

from which arose the necessity to intervene by orders or to issue

new instructions for the carrying on of the operations of the

branches of the Armed Forces and for their collaboration.

c. Case 3. The Commander-in-Chief of the branches of the

Armed Forces, on one or other of them, requested on his own
account new instructions for himself or in connection with his

cooperation with the others, which occurred more often with re-

gard to the Navy and the Air Force.

d. Case J>. From the daily cooperation of the Supreme General

Staff [Wehrmacht Faehrungsstab] with the General Staffs of the

Army and the Air Forces as well as the Naval Command, there

resulted obscurity, contrary interpretations, or other inconsist-

encies which had to be clarified or corrected by orders, that is,

directives. If an understanding could not be reached by the

Supreme General Staff, a decision or a "directive" by the Fuehrer

was then necessary, as even the Chief of the High Command of

the Armed Forces had no authority over the branches of the

Armed Forces.

IV. In Case 1 the Fuehrer asked me as Chief of the High Com-
mand of the Armed Forces to come to him with General Jodl

(Chief of the Supreme General Staff). He (the Fuehrer) gave

his interpretation of the situation according to present circum-

stances, and then gave the precise order to work out a "directive,"

which was then drawn up after repeated revision, correction, and

recasting wherever possible. The recasting was carried out by

General Jodl.

Case 2. During operations in any theatre of war, reports re-

garding the military situation ivere given twice daily to the

Fuehrer personally, once at noon up to the end of the preceding

day, once late in the evening or early in the night regarding sup-

plementary occurrences during the day. General Jodl, Chief of

the Supreme General Staff, gave them situation reports. Only

if the Commanders-in-Chief of the branches of the Armed Forces

or their Chiefs of Staff, or Commanders-in-Chief of the fronts

or theatres of war were present, did the Fuehrer, in most cases,

ask for a report of their area.

From these daily reports of General Jodl resulted automatically

the discussions between the Fuehrer and him regarding possible

necessary interventions, amended orders, instructions to the other

branches of the Armed Forces (e.g. Air force) etc. From these

discussions and the considerations resulting therefrom, arose

naturally the necessity for orders in the form of "directives."

Then, after the situation report, General Jodl gave the instruc-
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tions, verbally or by notices, to the Deputy Chief of the Supreme

General Staff (Chef L) to work out a "Fuehrer-directive," if the

Chef L (deputy of General Jodl) had not himself attended Gen-

eral Jodl's situation reports—as later arranged by me—and thus

himself heard the wish of the Fuehrer.

Since the Fuehrer had himself also taken over the Chief Com-

mand of the Army on the Eastern Front, the Chief of the General

Staff of the Army on the Eastern Front reported daiiy. More-

over, the situation reports, liaison, and connection with the

branches of the Armed Forces and the theatres of war, the elabo-

ration of all orders and directives of the Fuehrer, remained the

task of the Chief of the Supreme General Staff of the Armed
Forces, General Jodl. The Fuehrer discussed all these questions

of the conduct of the war with General Jodl direct, though almost

without exception in my presence. When for any reason I was

absent, not only Jodl but also the Fuehrer himself informed me
concerning the orders he had given to General Jodl. If not

forced to be absent on service duties, I was present at every

situation report, and so was informed of the instructions and

wishes of the Fuehrer. I participated rarely in the discussions

unless requested by the Fuehrer; otherwise he did not wish me to

express my opinion in this circle. When my opinion differed or

when I wished to make suggestions, I went to the Fuehrer and

talked to him alone, and exceptionally with Jodl.

Case 3. The Fuehrer decided during the situation report

whether a "directive" should be drawn up or whether he wished

to inform the respective officers commanding [Oberbefehlshaber]

verbally himself.

Case Jf. The chief W. F. St. (General Jodl) was informed ver-

bally or by a written note regarding the matter. He then de-

cided whether and in which form and in which direction a "di-

rective" should be drawn up. He himself then reported to the

Fuehrer regarding the "directive," explaining the reason for its

origin, after I had been informed.

V. The "directives" were examined very critically by Hitler,

not only the facts but also concerning, style, and changed before

he signed them, for corrections.

In many cases I saw them only at the same time as the Fuehrer,
or immediately before the report was made. Initialled them "K,"
so it was on file that I always knew of the "directives."

I only suggested changes or different points of view before the

Fuehrer had indicated to General Jodl his authoritative decision

(my discussion alone with him) or when Hitler expressly

asked me.
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The Fuehrer wished to make the decision alone, he wished
himself to lead and also to take the responsibility for the de-

cisions.

[signed] Keitel

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT IV

THE POSITION AND POWERS OF THE CHIEF OF THE
OKW

Nurnberg, October 9, 1945

W. Keitel

Field Marshal, retired

1. The Fuehrer personally assumed the rights which formerly

belonged to the Minister of War, who left office at the end of

January 1938. He had the immediate power of authority over

the three sections of the armed forces, the Army, Navy, and
Air Force, and with Hitler as the Supreme Commander, all three

Chiefs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force were subordinated to

him directly.

The Chief of the OKW had no power of command whatsoever

over the section of the armed forces. The OKW as a military

authority was subordinate to him. He was placed in charge of

it in his capacity as "Chief" of the Military Operational Staff of

the Fuehrer.

The Fuehrer alone reserved for himself the sole right to decide

all questions concerning the whole armed forces, such as strength,

structure, organization, armament, and arms. The chiefs of the

sections of the armed forces made their proposals or requisitions

for desired armament and future movements directly to the

Fuehrer. The Chief of the OKW, who was the deputy of the

Fuehrer and was Supreme Commander in charge of the whole

armed forces, dealt with general questions concerning the armed
forces as a whole and with matters concerning administration.

He acted also as the deputy of the Fuehrer towards the Reich

ministries, but with the following limitations:

a. The Fuehrer gave the final approval and made the final

decisions in basic matters.

6. In current affairs of a nonbasic nature, always, if an agree-

ment could not be reached between the different parties

(for instance Chiefs of the Sections of the Armed Forces

and the Chief of the OKW).
The Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces (Fuehrer) con-

ferred, with the limitations as outlined under a and b, all purely
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administrative functions upon the Chief of the OKW as far as

they did not touch his sole privilege of supreme power of com-
mand. The Fuehrer definitely did not accept the unfortunate

dualism that means the contrast between the authority of the

ministries on one hand and the execution of the supreme com-
mand on the other hand. The post of the Minister of War was
abolished, since the Fuehrer definitely disapproved of this dualism

—the Minister of War versus the Chief of the Supreme General

Staff, which belonged to the old Prussian army. He also dis-

approved of the subordination of the supreme commands of the

Air Force and Navy under the General Staff of the Army, which

was attempted several times. The OKW as the military staff of

the Fuehrer, who was its supreme commander, was put together

after several internal changes, as follows

:

1. The WF St. Gen. Jodl

General Staff of Armed
Forces

2. Office for Foreign Defense Adm, Canaris

(dissolved at the 1st of

March 1944 ; defense turned

over to RSHA)
3. Chief of the General Depart- Gen. Reinecke

ment of OKW (included (Hermann)
handling of PW's)

4. Armament and Economic Of- Gen. Thomas (Georg)

fice (dissolved in winter

40/41 ; Armament turned

over to the Minister of

Armament Todt (Speer)

the rest formed)

4a. Military Economy Office Maj. Gen. Becker
(rest of the office #4)

5. Armed Forces Reinforcement Brig. Gen. Wiedemann
Office

6. Armed Forces Central and Maj. Gen. Winter
Personnel Office

7. Armed Forces Legal Dept. Generaloberstabsrichter

Dr. Lehmann
8. Armed Forces Budget Dept. Ministerialdirektor

Tischbein

9. Chief of the Army Staff at Gen. Buhle
the OKW personal referent of

the Fuehrer
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10. Chief of the Medical Service Generaloberstabsarzt

of the Armed Forces Dr. Handloser

11. Chief of Military Transport Gen. Gercke (Rudolf)

12. Chief of Military Signals Gen. of the Signal Corps
(communications) Preuss (?)

Note.—The Fuehrer usually had direct and personal contact with the Chief

of the General Staff of the Armed Forces, frequently with the Chief for

Foreign Defense and, only occasionally, with the other leading Chiefs of the

Directorate of the OKW.

These two latter under 11 and 12—if more than one branch of

the service was concerned—were under the Chief of the General

Staff of the Army, thereby maintaining their main functions in

the army. Furthermore, attached to the OKW was the "National

Socialist Political Guidance Staff", since the commencement of

its existence (8/1/44) until its dissolution (1/3/45) under Gen-

eral Reinecke, who was under the immediate order of the Fuehrer.

With the beginning of the war itself, the Executive Staff of the

Wehrmacht (General Staff of the Wehrmacht) naturally became

predominant. Just as I, personally, was locally bound closely

and constantly to the Fuehrer's person, and since the beginning

of the war accompanied him on negotiations everywhere: the

Chief of the Wehrmacht Executive Staff was indivisible also

(WFST) at first with the sections, later on with the "Operations

Sections" (L) under General Warlimont, and the permanent or-

gans of liaison of the remaining sections as well as the OKW.
While the actions and occupations of Austria, Czechoslovakia,

and also the Poland Campaign were led alone by the Supreme
Commander of the Army—directly under the Fuehrer—the

"OKW/WFST" went into action in strength for the first time in

the occupation of Norway (cooperation of all the 3 sections of

the Wehrmacht) as a leading organ of the Fuehrer.

In the West Campaign in 1940 and its decisive planning, the

influence and strict handling of commands by the Fuehrer in

person, also in a tactical respect, already made itself strongly felt.

He did not exclusively converse orally with and give commands
to the Commanders-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht Sections anymore,
but to an organism of uniform and authoritative command giving

orders to the OKW Executive Staff in the Form of "Directives"

which verified the oral commands and intensified them. (In re-

gard to this, read my statement about the "Origin of Directives.")

The more justified the trust of the Fuehrer towards General

Jodl became, during the time of their working together, the

closer and more immediate became the personal exchange of
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thought and direct intercourse between Hitler and Jodl, who
usually in my presence directly informed him (Hitler) of the mili-

tary situation, and measures and orders to be issued as well as

directly received orders. With the very particular and detail-

absorbing exactness of the Fuehrer (probing) always into the

last analysis in everything and on all subjects—this direct inter-

course and the direct conversations with Jodl as "Chief of the

General Staff of the Wehrmaeht" (Chief of Exec. Staff of the

Wehrmacht) took a heavy burden from me. However, despite

all, Hitler fundamentally wanted my presence at the daily reports

on the military situation, which took place once or twice daily.

Otherwise, I was to initial those orders to the effect that I had

knowledge of them. The Fuehrer used to discuss more difficult

and important questions as well as decisions with Colonel-General

Jodl and myself, as well as with the Commanders-in-Chief of the

Wehrmacht Sections, and make his decisions accordingly. He
did not like it when such discussions, unfortunately enlarged by

himself, took place at the daily situation-reports in the circle

of those present—mostly about 20 participants or more (amongst

them the permanent representatives of the Reichs Marshal,

Foreign Minister, Reichs Leader of the SS, the Commander in

Chief of the Navy, etc.). Besides, Hitler found it completely

unbearable when within this circle I possibly expressed myself

in opposition to him, or in this case, to the opinions voiced by
him, because this apparently seemed to him to be some kind of

criticism of his views.

IV. After also taking over the direct High Command of the

Army, that is after the departure of Field-Marshal von Brauch-
itsch in December 1941, the Fuehrer led

:

1. as before the total Wehrmacht with the Wehrmacht Execu-
tive Staff

2. the Army, especially at the eastern front with the Chief of

the Army General Staff.

For this he gave the reason, that especially in a situation which
had become critical, he wanted to take the responsibility for the

Army in the East and its difficult stand during the Partisan

uprising and fight, and to bind it to his person and to his destiny

before the people and their history.

The Army itself would welcome the Fuehrer's assuming the
Supreme Command of the Army, to my knowledge, with the ex-
ception of a few officers, mostly elderly. It would be welcome
already, because the corps of officers would have the immediate
attention and representation concerning the interest of the Army,
and the Fuehrer's expected protection against enemies from the
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outside or against being neglected in some other way, and also

against other parts of the German Army and the Waffen-SS.

And so a dualism in the leadership of the whole Army and of the

battle sectors developed progressively in which the Fuehrer acted

:

he commanded:

a. As Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces and in the

entire leadership on all fronts.

6. Hitler, as Supreme Commander of the Army, was« leading

the East Front as a whole and as individual sectors.

Hitler made use of the Executive Staff of the Armed Forces

within the OKW on all fields of battle with the exception of the

eastern front. The expression "OKW Battlefront" became

familiar. To the contrary on the Eastern Front (with the ex-

ception of Finland and the Balkans) where the Fuehrer per-

sonally prevented the influence of the WFSt by his immediate

personal dealings with the Chief of the General Staff of the Army.
The Fuehrer dealt knowingly and purposely in two ways: he

wanted certain competition concerning the disposition of troops

and distribution of ordnance supplies of all kinds in order to have

personal inside knowledge to reach his own final decision in case

of unavoidable controversies, regarding claims and demands of

the east front and the "OKW Battlefronts." Obviously it defi-

nitely could not be done without the WFSt which intentionally

was kept small, and without the very able and competent General

Staff of the Army with its subordinate, the Quartermaster Gen-

eral, who continuously took care of the troops of the Army on all

fields of battle and who had to take care of and supervise the

shipment of all requisitions regarding personnel, matters of ma-
terial and supplies. General Buhle, Chief of the Army Staff at

the OKW, was acting in the capacity as a liaison officer between

the Ministry of Armament (Speer), Inspector General of the

armored troops, Commander of the Reserve Army in the Reich

and Quartermaster General (Army) ; he was also the submitter

of the requests of the WFSt and the orders of the Fuehrer.

V. In February 1938, at the abdication of Minister of War, the

Fuehrer purposely avoided:

1. To designate a new Reich War Minister

2. To pronounce me his Chief of the OKW and at the same
time Minister of the Reich.

Note. In contrast to this: the Reichs Minister of War and Chief of the

Reichs Chancellery, Lammers; the Minister of State and Chief of the Presi-

dential Bureau of Chancellery of the President of the Reich, Meissner; the

minister of the Reich and the deputy of the Fuehrer, Hess, etc.
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Even so, just like the three Supreme Commanders of the three

sections of the armed forces, like Goering as Minister of the Air

Forces, I came after the Supreme Commanders of the different

sections of the armed forces. It has already been established

that I should not have a superior rank or power with the excep-

tion of being the Chief of Staff, which would have been the case

as with the Minister of the Reich, at least in a sense of a purely

ministerial matter. I participated only in one single session of

the Cabinet of the German Government on the 4th of February

1938 (I accompanied the Fuehrer in order to be introduced in

the capacity as his Chief of the OKW), just as General Oberst

v. Brauchitsch, who was promoted the same day to the Supreme
Commander of the Army. At this time I did not have this rank

yet. I only became "General-Oberst" [Full General] in the fall

of '38 remarkably at the same time, with the Secretary of State,

Milch, in the Ministry of Aviation.

In my special position as Chief of the OKW with the Fuehrer

I represented towards the Reichs Ministries the "Supreme Au-

thority of the Reich," to which the high commands of the Wehr-
machts sections belonged also, which was centralized for all

"Armed Forces, and I only negotiated in basic questions with the

Ministers; otherwise with the Secretaries of State.

I don't doubt that my participation would have been required

in the cabinet sessions, if they had still taken place at the time

of my appointment as Chief of the OKW; at least then, when
the Armed Forces played a part in the subject of the negotia-

tions. As Reichsminister, I was not granted a seat and vote in

the cabinet by any special decree of the Fuehrer. It would never

have been practical, because no further meetings of the Reichs

Government (cabinet sessions) were taking place.

On the 1st of September 1939 a decree of the Fuehrer was is-

sued regarding the "Council of Ministers for the Reichs-De-
fense" under the presidency of Reichs-Marshal Goering. Within
this Council of Ministers I was appointed Representative for the

Wehrmacht. I have only attended 2 or 3 sessions of this

Gremium. Later on, decrees were circulated in writing. Those
which exceptionally dealt directly with the Wehrmacht, I have
co-signed, but not those general war measures of civilian sectors

or of armament, since this was being taken care of by a special

ministry. The council of Ministers—when at all—met in Berlin

;

I was constantly in the Fuehrer's company in the headquarters
or at the front. In urgent measures, directly dealing with the

Wehrmacht, I have never made use of the Council of Ministers
for the Reichs Defense in regard to applications or suggestions.
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The Fuehrer, as Supreme Commander and War Lord with un-
limited legislative powers, enforced without participation of the

Council of Ministers. I submitted such decrees to him without

the usual co-signing of the ministers, which, anyway, is not

being used within the Wehrmacht.

The opinion advanced to me several times, that perhaps I had

been a member of the Reich Government with the rights and

responsibilities of a Reichs Minister, is completely wrong.

[signed] W. Keitel

Fieldmarshal, retired.

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT V

[NOTES CONCERNING ACTIONS OF GERMAN ARMED
FORCES DURING THE WAR AND IN OCCUPIED

TERRITORY BY WILHELM KEITEL]

19 October 1945

WILHELM KEITEL
Notes

To the Chief of Investigation Mr. Dodd,

from the 18 October 1945 until the presentation on the 22

Oct. 1945.

I. The examinations and interrogations so far evidently concern

three main subjects:

a. Political connections, ambitions, and measures, as well as

actions, are exclusively the affairs of the politicians, never those

of soldiers

!

b. Military preparations, operational plans, preliminary ar-

rangements and execution of the campaigns : the broad coherences

explained by documents ("information") supplied by us, respec-

tively supplemented by discovered documents (Colonel Schmundt
of the Navy [sic] ) and interrogations.

c. Occupied Territories and their populations (war against par-

tisans), as well as our military procedure in the treatment for the

protection of our own armed forces; furthermore, treatment of

prisoners of war. That means, therefore, the handling of the "In-

ternational agreements."

II. I should like to give detailed arguments, because the causes

and justifications for measures taken by us have yet never been

discussed.

Under "International agreements" I understand the following:

1. Hague Convention regarding the usages of land warfare.
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2. The Geneva Convention regarding the treatment of prison-

ers of war.

The Soviet Government had from the start refused the acknowl-

edgment of either of them! They had placed themselves inten-

tionally outside of these and thereby openly declared their in-

tended attitude. The Hague Conventions unfortunately did not

apply to air warfare, as proposed by Germany while England de-

clined the corresponding extensions. The whole deciding factor

responsible for the origin and the development of conditions was
the attitude of the population towards the marching in and later

on the occupying troops, the administration of the occupied ter-

ritories. One talks generally of the "occupation forces" and only

thinks in this connection of the "armed forces." But the decisive

factor is the person who exercised the power, that is, the "execu-

tive power," namely, who was actually responsible; if it was
either : the military Commander in Chief or : the civil administra-

tion in conjunction with or by their police forces.

We used to distinguish between (a) operational territory; (b)

occupied territory. As for (a) in the operational territory the

Army (Commander-in-Chief of the Army) was solely responsible,

until he was relieved in full or in part of the responsibility by

handing it over to the civilian organs (for example in Poland to-

wards end of September 1939), Norway, Holland, Alsace-Lor-

raine, Luxemburg and others, and in Russia after the summer of

1941 by the Reich Commissioners, "Eastland" and "Ukraine" un-

der the "Reich Minister for Occupied Eastern Territories" (parts

of the Province of East Prussia).

From time to time the operational territories were newly de-

fined with the advance to the rear of the armies and the territories

lying farther backward were taken away from the Commander-
in-Chief of the Army. Responsibility for the Armed Forces, that

is, the responsibility of the Commander-in-Chief of the Army

—

with the exception of the area close behind the front lines in Rus-
sia—remained only in Belgium, France, Yugoslavia and for Crete

(not Greece).

In France, unfortunately, the police powers were transferred

in the winter of 1941/42 to the Reich Leader of the SS, that is in

this case were transferred to the "Higher SS and Police Leader,"

appointed by him ; the military commander was precluded.

III. Regarding the handling of international conventions quite a
number of "documents" were shown to me; they concern only

partially the Armed Forces themselves. Moreover, Russia to

start with is excluded, because it had rejected the acknowledg-
ment of the conventions.
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1. Against the population: (I mention only examples)

:

a. "Night and fog" decree (Deportation into Germany in cer-

tain cases).

b. Order to the Military Commander-in-Chief (v. Stuelpnagel)

of December 1941 : The shooting of hostages if culprits were not

discovered. (French police at first were cooperative, but not later

on; the population shielded the culprits.)

c. Italy: Employment of the order East against partisans in

December 1942.

d. Fuehrer order of the 4th July 1944 concerning Anglo-Amer-
ican terror raiders.

e. Norway: (Letter to Terboven regarding the avoidance of

sabotage against ships.)

/. Treatment of the civilian population in case of resistance and
attempts to revolt (order of the 14th May 1941, no court martials,

summary courts of the Commandants).

g. Plenipotentiary Powers for the Reich leader SS in the con-

quered Eastern territories of Russia in regards to political super-

vision.

h. Most severe measures against the "partisan war" organized

and conducted by the Russian army.

i. Putting out of action (blocking) of fortifications behind the

frontier by the use of gas.

2. Against POW (only Eastern territories)

:

a. SD-Commander in Russian POW camps (Staleg S).

b. Giving of distinguishing marks to Russian POW.
c. Delivery of escaped POW except British and American to

the Police (RSHA).
IV. Certain obvious comparisons are made and connections seen

:

a. Pure military defense and self-protection measures against

partisans, formation of gangs, agents, sabotage, and other, crim-

inal attacks, and

:

b. Civil and police activities in Germany itself or occupied ter-

ritories, which are, or will be blamed on the armed forces.

Polizei, SD, or other parts of the SS (except units of the Waffen-

SS) were never under jurisdiction of the Armed Forces or re-

ceived orders from it. They were under the sole jurisdiction of

Reich Leader Himmler.
The Armed Forces had for their purposes:

a. Secret Field Police and Feldgendarmerie

b. Defense units for the detection of espionage and sabotage.

The Armed Forces and the OKW were very concerned to obey in-

ternational agreements since any violation would automatically

result in repercussions against our own soldiers, e.g., in case
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that such actions were initiated by us and not reprisals against

proved and known violations of the enemies. One could not pre-

vent the common soldier from jumping to the defense. He
thought: "Eye for eye and tooth for tooth."

V. All orders and decrees of the Fuehrer and Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed Forces (whether issued by him or through

myself) were exclusively

:

Repercussions and countermeasures to misbehavior and rebellion

in the occupied territories, if according to confirmed reports there

was intentional violation of international agreements or of orders

of the occupation troops whose number and security were limited.

The Hague rules of land warfare required that the population

submit to the orders of the occupying force and neither commit nor

shield sabotage! The material in our possession proves beyond

doubt that this was violated on the widest scale ; the material is

in Geneva and was found as non-attackable according to court de-

cision.

VI. 4 Elements of different kind were active

:

a. Underground movements of hate-instilled criminals of the

particular country, mostly of communist origin.

b. Agents (hired subjects), refugees of their own countries,

often Englishmen (secret service) in all western countries, includ-

ing Yugoslavia, Italy, and Czechoslovakia.

c. In the East Russian political commissars and agents, also in

Yugoslavia.

d. English Commando actions, organized bands (Partisans) as-

sisted and supplied by England and Russia. #

The German armed forces entered the Polish and Western cam-
paigns under full observation of and respect for international

agreements. No excesses have become known, individual viola-

tions were severely punished! On the other hand, we were im-

mediately flooded with reports and legally investigated accounts

of atrocities of the worst kind and killings of German soldiers by
our adversaries. They all were gathered, investigated, and sent

to Geneva with photographs.

Our opponents have more and more poisoned the heretofore

chivalrous atmosphere of the fight, which was bound to lead to

the sharpest counter-measures. Examples to be given orally:

Poland, France, Yugoslavia, Crete.

In 1941 the underground movement in France started. The
atrocities in the Balkans defied any description. Already in 1941
the unscrupulous Partisan war started in Russia, using all means.
Later Italy, France, Poland, and Czechoslovakia followed suit.

Everywhere the western enemies organized these "guerilla" mis-
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chiefs through agents," "commissions," and assisted and enlivened

them with airborne supplies. It was necessary to threaten the

population with the heaviest counter-measures, because the popu-

lace covered and hid Partisans and murderers and Gendarmerie

and police of the particular countries which never found out any-

thing because they did not tvant to find out anything. Thus there

could be applied no other law than to strike back with barbaric

methods

!

The reason for issuing such strict orders even before the Rus-

sian campaign was the behavior of the population in Yugoslavia

which at that time was already led and nourished by Bolshevist

elements of Moscow (political commissars and Russian agents).

It was not the armed German forces who started illegal methods

of war, atrocities, and murders or provoked them; their shield

was clean from the beginning in defense and self-protection.

Please question General Jodl to this effect; he gathered all re-

ports and made daily reports to the Fuehrer.

[signed] W. Keitel

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT VI

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CANARIS AND KEITEL
[BY ERWIN LAHOUSEN*]

Nurnberg, 23 October 1945

General Piekenbrock, who was a very close friend of Canaris,

is much better acquainted with the subject than I am.
I limit myself therefore to expressing only those impressions

which I was able to gain from remarks made by Canaris, or

which I could form from personal observations.

There was hardly a greater contrast possible than between

these two personalities and characters.

Keitel, tall and heavy in personal appearance, but weak and.

of a superdimensional mediocrity as regards his intellectual ca-

pacity, as a human being was cold and impersonal, "a sergeant

type personality of titanic size" to repeat one of the character

sketches (of Keitel) made by Canaris.

Against this wooden block (Blockhead)—another term used by

Canaris—the physically unimpressive admiral, who was unmili-

* Erwin Lahousen, who held the rank of Major General, was assistant to

Admiral Canaris, head of the Auslands Abwehr (Foreign Intelligence) sec-

tion of the OKW. Together with Canaris, he was a member of the group of

men within the Nazi administration who used their positions to endeavor to

frustrate certain of Hitler's policies, with the object of helping thereby to

overthrow his government.
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tary to the extreme but intellectually tremendously mobile, fought

in vain.

Canaris gradually exhausted himself in this battle which was

waged with all permissible and nonpermissible means against

stupidity and brutality and finally perished in it.

He (Canaris) had brought to Keitel's attention all the docu-

ments concerning the actual events in the world, above all about

the real reaction in this world and about the real reaction of the

German people—as far as such a reaction existed—to the bar-

barous methods of the leadership of the government and of the

conduct of the war of the Third Reich.

But he had found in Keitel neither an ally nor any support

in his fight against this system. Canaris had warned Keitel

countless times. Persons who were closer to Keitel than I know
this, and should know it better.

In two reports entitled "Secret Organization of Canaris" and
"Side lights to the Development of the 20th July 1944". I tried

to explain on a small scale the underground fight waged by
Canaris against three sides, namely, against the higher ups,

against those below him, and against the Reich Security Office.

Canaris was a personality very hard to understand. Of self-

contradictory disposition and divided intellect, he was and re-

mained always human even where he may have failed or erred.

Some of this even Keitel must have sensed or felt.

Then at one time, on a trip to Vienna (I believe it was in the

Spring of 1941) Keitel, whom I accompanied at the time, said

to me verbatim: "I (Keitel) would have given up the whole mess

a long time ago, if I did not have subordinates who support me
as loyally as your boss does. If he (Canaris) only would not be

such a pessimist."

By calling Canaris a pessimist, Keitel—it is true—immedi-
ately showed his inability to judge correctly the consequences

resulting from the Hitler insanity which Canaris had announced
in what was almost a prophetic prognosis. He could not and
would not.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF GERMAN NAVAL POLICY—
1933-1939

[BY ERICH RAEDER*]

After the taking over of power in 1933, when I gave my first

lecture to the Reich Chancellor of that time about the condition

of the Navy and the aims to be striven for, he presented to me
as basis for the future German naval policy his general political

opinion, which culminated in his strong determination to live in

peace under all circumstances with Italy, Japan, and England.

Especially, he had no intention of contesting England's claim to a

position of naval power corresponding to her world interest,

which view he intended to establish in a special treaty concerning

the comparative strength of the German and English fleets. All

of which brought him to the realization that the comparative

strength of the French and Russian navies had to be the first

basic consideration for the coming construction of the German
Navy. The French Navy under energetic leadership was increas-

ing rapidly in material and personnel at that time. This con-

struction work expressed itself in the building of the "Dunkerque"
class (later "Richelieu" class). The Russian fleet also was very

active in this period; especially in creating a submarine fleet of

excelling strength. In what manner she strove to develop her

surface fighting forces was seen later from negotiation of the

Soviet government with England in the summer of 1936, about

which we heard through England.

It must be especially emphasized here that neither on this oc-

casion nor perhaps in the future the question of the possibility or

preparation for war against France or Russia came up. Rather,

I could only judge by occasional remarks of the Fuehrer—for

instance when he, before the negotiations with England, curtly

refused to take into consideration any French claims or sensi-

tivity—that he had in mind to "settle" with France later. The
Fuehrer never did mention to me the possibility of a war against

Russia before the second half of 1940 so that I—especially later

with reference to the pact of August 1939 with Russia—never

* Erich Raeder, formerly Commander-in-Chief of the German Navy with

the rank of Grand Admiral and later, after being succeeded by Doenitz as

Commander-in-Chief, named Admiral-Inspector of the German Navy, was
captured by the Red Army in Potsdam-Babelsburg on 16 May 1945. He was
subsequently taken to Moscow where, although under detention, he was al-

lowed to live comfortably in an apartment with his wife. The following state-

ments were written by him during his stay in Moscow, before his return to

face trial at Nurnberg.
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was brought to think that such a war could ever be intended. In

addition, the Fuehrer, prior to the war of 1939, always pointed

out that it was a great necessity to prevent Germany's participa-

tion in a two-front war. In this respect the war of 1914 was a

stupidity. Under this condition it was natural that for me the

construction plan of the French Navy, above all, was of special

importance for the construction of the Navy. Here I must con-

fess I had already been sceptical of the Fuehrer's plan to win
England permanently over to a policy of peace through a pro-

portional strength of the fleets of 35:100, and therefore in the

following policy of ship construction very early also considered

the English type of ships ("King George") as an enemy.

The conclusion of a Naval Treaty on the proportional strength

of the German and English fleets was initiated wholly by the

Fuehrer himself, who proved himself well informed about occa-

sions from earlier time (1912 Tirpitz—Proposal 10:16), or as I

have mentioned elsewhere * * * already. I agreed imme-
diately with his intentions to demand about one third of the

strength of the English fleet, particularly if thus the chains of

Versailles dropped silently and we obtained the opportunity to

develop our shipyards gradually according to the increasing de-

mand. I proposed for purely practical reasons 35% instead of

33%%, which the Fuehrer accepted.

The preliminary negotiations were carried out through the

ambassador. On behalf of the Germans von Ribbentrop was
designated as leader of the delegation, and Konteradmiral

Schuster and Naval Attache Captain Wassner as naval members.
Ambassador Craigier, who was at home in this field and recog-

nized every advantage, conducted the negotiations for the Eng-

lish. As far as I remember the chief naval deputy Was Captain

Philips. There were circles in England which disapproved of the

conclusion of such a treaty, but rather wanted to insist upon the

dictates of the Versailles Treaty; Churchill surely belonged to

them. They (the circles) were overrun by those who were of

the opinion that the 35% granted to Germany could never be a

danger to England, especially since the treaty would be a good

influence on the feelings between the two countries ; on the con-

trary, Germany could one day be induced to use the 35% in favor
of England in a conflict. The ticklish question of the loosening

of the Versailles chains, which will appear some day yet and
cause unpleasant and perhaps dangerous discussions among the

nations, would be solved quietly by the treaty on naval questions

—which interested England most—and will disappear completely

from the agenda of the negotiations.

693261—47—44
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The negotiations of June 1935 in London were carried on
quickly and the Fuehrer concluded, according to his political aim,

on 18 June 1935 the German English Naval Treaty, according to

which the strength of the German fleet was to be in the ratio

of 35:100 to the strength of the combined fleets of the members
of the British Commonwealth, and the 35% ratio of strength was
to be applied to the tonnage of every category of ships. Sub-
marines were permitted to Germany in equal tonnage to England

;

presently it did not want to exceed the ratio of 45:100 without

previously making the matter subject to friendly discussions with

England. This treaty freed us, without its being specifically men-
tioned, from the quality specifications of the Versailles Treaty,

which was of the greatest importance to me. Thus, with the

ratification, we could put our first submarines into service.

Their construction had been prepared abroad (Holland, Spain,

Finland) with the greatest difficulties, and after the taking over

of power carried out under strict secrecy in German shipyards

("Deutsche Werke", Kiel; "Germania", Kiel) so that we had

already in the spring of 1936 18 submarines of two especially

satisfactory types (250 t. and 500 t.) with trained crews for use

on the high seas. On the other hand, the Fuehrer tried, until the

ratification of the treaty, to avoid everything that could be con-

sidered, in violation of the stipulations in effect up to then, as

"arming," in all of which a certain consideration on behalf of

France in view of the Saar plebiscite may have been of some
importance. Still at the end of June 1934 my proposal to build

a third 28 cm—Drillings-tower on the 4th and 5th [Panzerschiff]

battleships—DuE—which were to receive a higher displacement

for the increase of defensive power (armor, underwater compart-

ments) (later "Schamhorst" and "Gneisenau") was refused by

the Fuehrer. Only the preparations for it were permitted. The
building in of 38 cm guns was then out of question for political

reasons ; besides a 38 cm gun would have to be newly constructed.

The Naval Treaty of 18 June 1935 (quantity agreement),

which the English pictured to us as a singular and final settle-

ment (I do not know the exact words, contained in my "speeches")

was followed on the 21 December 1937 by the Treaty between

Germany and England "Concerning Limitation of Naval Arma-
ment and the Exchange of Information about Fleet Construc-

tion.^ All this was not, shall we say, the result of yearly or even *

monthly negotiations, but resulted naturally as a consequence

from the system of quality treaties which England had concluded

with France and the United States in 1936, and into which now
the junction with Germany had to be made, if she was to be
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included in a collective system. Perhaps this thought was de-

cisive in the recommendation for acceptance of the 35% Treaty,

which preferred a securing of Germany by a bilateral treaty to

being bound by the Versailles Treaty, which was rather doubtful

in the long run and already criticized as impractical by some

of the authors themselves.

The Quality Treaty of 1937 included the "Definitions" by in-

dividual classes of ships (battleships, heavy cruisers, light

,
cruisers, destroyers, submarines, etc.) : limitations of the indi-

vidual types of ships according to displacement and heavy guns

[Hauptartilleriearmierung] (for instance 35,000 t. 40 cm cali-

' ber) ;
concept of obsolete conditions [Ueberalterung]—the time

j
at which a ship may be replaced by a new one ; exchange of in-

\ formation on the content of the building programs, dates of keel

layings and completion, characteristics of the ships, and dates of

communications with the treaty partners.

There were no secret clauses whatsoever added to either the

treaty of 1935 or the treaty of 1937. I can vouch for that with-

out hesitation since the Fuehrer made no decision in pure naval

matters without listening to my advice and also Ribbentrop took

no steps without taking the naval expert into his confidence.

Even though these treaties of 1936/37 offered the concluding

powers certain advantages by the stipulation of the extent of

: naval construction, England still succeeded in keeping within

her traditional naval policy by preventing the commencement of

j

building of such ships until 1942, including construction by the

;

treaty partners which would be especially dangerous for the pro-

,
tection of English trade during naval warfare—battleships under

, 17,500 t., e.g., fast battleships [Panzerkreuzer]
y
also 10,000 t.

i cruisers with 20 cm guns (heavy cruisers), and cruisers, which
i are armed with 15.5 guns and have a higher displacement than

I
8,000 t. Concerning the heavy cruisers, Germany kept the right,

,
after previous notification of the intention, to produce more ves-

|

sels of this type within the frame of the 35 :100 ratio or produce

!
them by conversion. I recall that the negotiations of 1936/1937

were influenced by the agreements of 1936 between England and
the Soviet Union ; I believe that the number of heavy cruisers to

be built by the U.S. was the major question. But in my recollec-

tion no difficulties developed even there.

In which manner the English dealt with the French, when
they always tried to get the better of them, during the negotia-

tions of these years, can be seen from the bitter remarks Admiral
Darlan still made to me in the beginning of 1942 and which

,

climaxed in : "He would never again shake hands with an English
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Admiral, excepting Admiral Cunningham, who was the only

decent English Admiral." The English Secret Service, soon

enough impressed that upon him.

The good feeling created between England and Germany by
the treaties of 1935 and 1937 could have been maintained by bi-

lateral good will without difficulties, which undoubtedly would
have been of great advantage to the summary development. On
the part of the English the die-hard Germanophobes [Deutsch-

landfresser] soon again began to poison the atmosphere. On the

part of Germans, the appointment of the equally stupid and con-

ceited and diplomatically totally unusable von Ribbentrop as am-
bassador in London, and later as successor of Freiherr v.

Neurath as foreign minister, made it immediately impossible for

every tediously prepared agreement to develop. Neurath, who
was a highly regarded personality in England and other coun-

tries, would have been capable of carrying out the Fuehrer's

policy toward England. Moreover, he told the English ambas-

sador, Sir ? Henderson his views very openly, as I could notice

at a reception of the Fuehrer in the winter of 1938/39, where

he called the ambassador to account for the English manipula-

tions behind the scenes during the Munich negotiations. Be-

sides, when I asked the English ambassador in connection with

that how England would reciprocate for the generous manner
of Germany on the question of the ratio of naval strength—so

far our considerate offer had been accepted as being a matter of

course—the ambassador said, countering the last sentence, that

will be seen in the resettlement of the colonial question. (Also

he was of the opinion that there were certain advantages for

England connected with the ratification of the Naval Treaty of

1935.) I knew nothing then of an intended resettlement of the

colonial question. When Generaloberst von Blomberg returned

from the coronation ceremonies in England and made a report

to the Fuehrer, I noticed how the Fuehrer (perhaps on the basis

of reports from Ribbentrop) was pessimistic concerning the feel-

ings of England/Germany, while von Blomberg reported favor-

ably, for instance how the widow of King George V had asked

him with a warm handshake to see that a situation as 1914 can

never occur again. Of course, no one in England would at that

time have approached Mr. v. Ribbentrop with such a request.

The action of Germany in Czechoslovakia certainly made the

feelings in England worse and the Fuehrer began to feel the re-

sistance of England in politics everywhere and believed to recog-

nize in England the soul of resistance in all the world against

Germany. Though as yet he did not consider his policy of settle-
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ment with England wrecked, he thought it right to use now all

opportunities which were still left open to us by the ratified

treaties. We were permitted, after friendly preliminary negotia-

tions with England, to build 100% submarines—instead of 45%
—and after previous notification to England, to build or convert

5 heavy cruisers with 20 cm. cannons instead of 3. The necessary

negotiations continued in a friendly manner in Berlin at the

Supreme Command of the Navy during the last days of 1938

—

Admiral Cunningham and Captain (Navy) Philips representing

England, and Admiral Schniewind and the proper specialist in

naval operations representing Germany. They signified only a

form. In the second half of the year 1938, the Fuehrer trans-

mitted the observation to England, at the opportune time, that

it should not be believed that we had proposed only the 35%
because we could not build at a faster rate. From October 1938

on he impressed upon me strongly that every ship built by us

must be stronger than the corresponding English ship, and that

we must prepare to embark on a tremendous construction pro-

gram. I pointed out very earnestly that our fleet was in the

earliest stage of the beginning of construction and that even with

the maximum efforts and strongest exertions of all shipyards we
could not think of engaging England in a sea battle before 1945-

1946. By order of the Fuehrer a new construction plan (Z-Plan)

was drawn up for this time-period, which provided as a nucleus

the building of 6 of the largest battleships with diesel engines

and 42 cm. armor; 8 fast P-Cruisers [8 schnellen P-Krenzers]

with mixed engines, highest battle speed (33-35 SM) (sic) and
28 cm. artillery-armor for defense against 20 cm artillery of

heavy cruisers.

It was very difficult to find a model of a light cruiser designated

for Atlantic operations, in that speed and endurance could not

be brought to the necessary height if there was sufficient armor
(8 x 15 cm. cannons) without actually exceeding a displacement

of about 8000 t.

Only a prize competition resulted in a new type of diesel engine
(V-engine) which satisfied all demands, which however was dem-
onstrated only after many years of trial. This V-engine, the
uniqueness of which lay in its ingenious solution of the place and
weight problem, showed itself serviceable also for destroyers as
well as for quite large engine installations, and represented
genuine progress which secured for the engine conclusive victory
in the race against the high pressure steam engine installations

[Hochdruckheissdampfanlage].

For a long time we wrestled with the problem of a high-sea
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destroyer [Hochseezersteerer] which was to be used for accom-
panying the large ships in war against merchant shipping in the

Atlantic. There were no destroyers of this kind ; there developed

from this quite automatically the reconnaissance cruiser [Spaeh-
kreuzer] with some 5-15 cm. cannons and seaworthiness, endur-

ance, and highest speed for shorter periods. It was believed that

it could be constructed with (a weight of) 4-5000 t.

There still remained the serious problem of the aircraft carrier

[Flugzeugtraeger] of which 2 were being constructed, others be-

ing considered. It was quite clear that in the war in the Atlantic,

every group of battleships should be accompanied by an aircraft

carrier. The question of the size of the carrier—as in all naval

matters—was very important for the project; we believed how-
ever that we would not be able to go under about 20,000 t., in or-

der to insure also in the Atlantic the necessary stationary posi-

tion for the landing of aircraft. A high speed of about 36 sm
would furnish the best defense of a carrier against surface ves-

sels. The antiaircraft artillery [Flakartillerie] was strongly built

up. Also the question of landing decks on cruisers [Flugdeck-

kreuzers] was repeatedly worked through. A large cruiser which

carried its artillery and armor in the bow, with its deck behind

the bridge taking up about 2/3 of the length of the ship, was
erected as a carrier-deck [Flugdeck] . At this point great difficul-

ties arose in connection with maintaining the necessary longi-

tudinal stability [Laengsfestigkeit] which would be insurmount-

able—so far as I can recall—if the caliber of the artillery in the

bow of the ship should be carried from 15 cm. to 20 cm.

At an early stage special attention was devoted to the building

of supply ships carrying reserve supplies of oil, food, ammunition,

etc., which were to follow the ships (also auxiliary cruisers) wag-
ing war against merchant ships into the Atlantic and which ac-

tually played a very useful role there.

Since the end of 1938 the building of submarines went ahead
with increased speed, whereby besides the original types of 250
tons and of about 500 tons built until then, a third model of 740

tons was constructed which was able to carry reserve torpedoes,

a rather large number of which were in a container to the deck.

The "Supply-U-Boat" or "U-boat tanker" was marked by spe-

cial peculiarity. With about 1400 tons it was meant for the pur-

pose only of supplying the combat submarines with fuel and tor-

pedoes on the high seas, while it was not armed for battle itself.

Large mine-carrying submarines were constructed; later on also

long-range submarines (1600 t.), which were able to carry opera-
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tions as far as the Indian Ocean without having to depend on the

aid of submarine tankers.

The problem of increasing the underwater speed of submarines

was tackled at an early time when a young engineer, Walter, came
out with a new type of standard engine [Einheitsmaschine] with

a special kind of fuel. The Navy gave engineer Walter the first

installations necessary for his experiments and even before the

war broke out a trial machine was running in the Germania ship-

yard in Kiel. It was out of the question, however, to build it into

a submarine. The miniature submarine built first was tried out

later on the Schlei and in the Gulf of Danzig, whereby one also

aimed at mastering the problems of fast underwater speed itself.

It took until the end of 1944 to have the Walter boats ready for

action, at a time when a further development of our own sub-

marine types—strengthening of the electric installation [E-An-

lage]—had also solved the problem of high underwater speed.

This high underwater speed for one thing enabled the submarine

to move up to [aufdampfen] a convoy under water and to evade

successfully the convoy's ships under water.

Besides that, the submarines which were constantly operating

under water were once again able to stay close to enemy coasts

and harbors, where traffic is always the heaviest, without being

detected right away.

Transforming submarine warfare into under-water submarine
warfare was the answer to the development of enemy orientation.

This possibility had been recognized already years ago—even

prior to the outbreak of the war—and its realization had been at-

tempted.

If I now return to the setting up of the Z-Plan (approx. in the

fall of 1938), it was probably based on the following idea of sea

warfare against England: Submarines are being used in largest

numbers around Great Britain and in the Atlantic. However,
their activity in itself forces the British only to safeguard their

convoys with light ships. The large fleet remains at disposal for

other tasks.

However, if our auxiliary cruisers, 800 t. cruisers, heavy
cruisers (with 20 cm. cannons) and P-cruisers (with 20 cm. can-
nons) are waging a lively war against merchant ships in the

Atlantic, the British are forced to protect all their convoys with
battleships. This breaks up British sea-power and it must be
kept on the high sea continuously, thus exposing it to heavy wear
and tear, which brings about many repairs in shipyards.

The fast German cruisers are backed up by the P-cruisers,

which are superior to all English cruisers and which have to evade
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only English battleships. This they are able to do owing to their

higher speed. The closed formation of German motor battleships,

with its great endurance on the high sea, is the backbone of the

P-cruisers, and if the need arises it is in a position to hold its

own against the British battleship—protection of a convoy. Air-

plane carriers are operating together with the battleship forma-
tion and with the P-cruisers ; the reconnaissance cruisers are serv-

ing as close range security for the benefit of the battleship forma-
tion. Experience had to show if British tactics would prove it

more advisable to organize smaller groups of battleships with one

airplane carrier and several reconnaissance cruisers each.

The fact that all types of ships in accordance with their size

carried a number of planes shall be mentioned in passing as being

self-explanatory. On large ships they were carried in armor-

plated holds [Panzerkasten] .

According to the "Z-Plan" a tremendous plan for the enlarge-

ment of bases and shipyards was begun in 1938, which presented

the Navy with very difficult and large tasks. The difficulty arose

from the necessity of adapting naval installations to the increased

displacement of ships, and from the necessity for shipyard repairs

as well as new ship construction which had to be undertaken in

as many places as possible along the coast. This was brought

about by the increased menace of air attacks during war.

I submit the following information from memory. It is con-

tained more exactly in "My Speeches" [Meine Reden] :

Wilhelmshaven received a 4th entrance which had 2 (two)

sluices of 300 x 60 mtrs. each. A lock of the largest dimension

could completely seal off the inside harbor. The 3rd entrance to

Wilhelmshaven was partly renewed : damage had been done to the

concrete. The south sluice was made equal to the width of the

north sluice. The largest battleships could have been built at the

Deschimag (construction docks) in Bremen; in Wilhelmshaven at

the construction dock and Helling; in Hamburg at Blehn and

Voss Helling; in Kiel at the Deutschen Werken (Helling), and at

the Navy yard and Hewaldtwerken (construction dock). P-cruiser

and aircraft carriers could be built at the same places.

A number of small shipyards were considered for light cruisers

and destroyers. In order to have the largest decentralization, they

were distributed along the coast of the North Sea and the Baltic

;

they were the Hewaldtiverke in Hamburg, Germania in Kiel, Oder-

werke in Stettin, Danziger-Werft, Schichdu in Koenigsberg, and
the Schichau in Elbing. Destroyers were built mostly at the

Deschimag in Bremen and torpedo boats at the Schichau in Elbina.

U-boats were delivered, besides, from the Navy yards, from the
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Deschimag in Bremen, Vulkan, Bremen, Blehm and Voss, Ham-
burg, Stuelken—Hamburg, Germania—Kiel, Deutsche-Werke—
Kiel, Flenderwerke—Luebeck, a yard in Danzig, and in Emding.
During the last years of the war smaller yards were added.

Minesweepers and auxiliary craft were built by the Stuelken yard

in Hamburg. Neptun in Rostoek, and in yards in Wesermuende.
War industries like Krupp in Essen had to decentralize at an

early date. It was found necessary on account of the greater need

of the Wehrmacht to build brand factories in central Germany
! and in Silesia, to distribute the manufacture of motors, which had

|
to take on great proportions, at different places in the Reich in

order to succeed in the Z-Plan. The Hewaldiverke in Hamburg
started building a motor factory as a branch of the M.A.N. Augs-
burg-Nurnberg.

The western Baltic sea, on account of its size and depth, was no

longer sufficient to be used as a place for maneuvers by ships of

the fleet. The fleet grew steadily in number and size. Therefore

it became necessary to use mostly the central part of the Baltic

! sea for maneuvers of the fleet. In case of a war with England
jthe central and eastern Baltic sea was the better place for ma-
ineuvers of the fleet, including U-boats, since this sector on ac-

l

count of its further distance from England is harder to be reached

|

by enemy aircraft. In order to give the fleet a base for ma-

j

neuvers, a connection of the Jasmunder Boddens on Ruegen with

:
the Baltic sea was considered, which could have been accomplished

|

with a breakthrough of minor proportion. On the banks of the

;

Bodden docks and yards could have been constructed without dif-

i

Acuities. The western Baltic could be reserved for the authorities

i in charge of training and experimental purpose, since these were
i tied down to their yards in Kiel and Eckernfaerde.

A construction for a special purpose and of huge proportion

iwas the constructions built on Helgeland, the major purpose of

I
which was finally to protect the dunes against destruction by the

sea. At first the former U-boat and torpedo harbor was rebuilt,

!
together with the work done for the preservation of the dunes,

linto which the boat pens for the Navy were constructed very soon.

Furthermore, large constructions of piers were started, whose
purpose it was to harbor the whole fleet. It was the intention to

make the departure of the Navy independent of time and tide and
the depth of the water in the mouth of the rivers (Elbe, Weser,
Jade, Ems), which were found to be an obstacle to the freedom
of movement of the fleet during the war 1914-1918. The rebuild-

ing of the fortifications into the rocks of Helgeland was started

'at an early date; heavy and medium artillery (30.5 cm. K 17 cm
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K 15 cm K) as well as antiaircraft were installed. A systematic

installing of artillery and especially antiaircraft was proposed

along with the progression of the harbor installations. Repair

shops and harbor installations were to be built through the years.

An edifice of a special kind was eventually planned for the har-

bor of Wesermuende, where one or two aircraft carriers in close

conjunction with an open country airdrome for carrier aircraft,

were to be stationed. An entrance "drive-in" of sufficient size

was in existence, so that it was a question of creating a basin in

conjunction with the entrance "drive-in" on the one hand, and the

attached land airdrome on the other hand with all the necessary

installations in order to receive the aircraft carrier and for the

purpose of receiving or delivering the aircraft. At a later date

a similar installation was also planned for Kiel-Wik-Vossbreek,

but could not be executed as a consequence of the incompletion of

the aircraft carriers during the war.

In concluding this chapter on the German naval and shipbuild-

ing policy of 1933-1939, I must touch upon the question of the

Naval Air Force, which was to have become of such a decisive

significance for the effectiveness of the Navy in the war. In the

years following the World War the Navy had created from small-

est beginnings the nucleus of a Naval Air Force. Thereby it was
a fortunate circumstance that she was permitted to have a few
flying boats which pulled the targets and which were granted be-

cause of the training of the ships' crews in anti-aircraft artillery.

These aircraft—of course all old models—were administered and

flown by an association, "Luftdienst G.m.b.H", which employed

a number of former naval flyers. Thus, by and by something

could be done, though only at a very slow pace, as regards the

usages of naval aircraft and the development of suitable types.

Since it was not permissible to train active naval personnel, a

part (about 1/4 to 1/3) of the naval officers' young generation was
fully trained as fliers quite publicly for one year prior to their

entry into the naval service in Warnemuende at the local Com-
mercial flying school (whereas the Army developed its aviation

matters abroad).

A further training of these Navy fliers could be carried out

easier in later years. The flying school in Sylt played a certain

part in that. The training with weapons was difficult since the

equipping of some of the planes with weapons had to be kept very

secret and the training had to be done on deserted parts of the

sea. By doing so the Navy succeeded through the years in select-

ing the necessary airplane types for the Navy and in acquiring a

few models and in training a number of airforce personnel. In
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all this it was necessary to be very careful since for a long time

their own (German) Government, at least part of the officials,

were opposed to these efforts. Up to 1932 the Navy had the fol-

lowing models ready: a multiple-purpose plane (Torpedo-Mine-

Bomber) and a pursuit plane. The well-known De.X was built

by request of the Navy, which tried to find a long range observa-

tion plane in it, which could keep itself afloat on the sea for a

long period. In a special (camouflaged) section in the executive

staff of the Navy, the matters concerning aircraft activities were

taken care of. This special sections was headed by well-known

flyers of the First World War. Of course, by the use of camouflage

the antiaircraft played an outstanding role.

At the moment after the taking over of power by Hitler, when
Germany started to create a own (German) Airforce, the question

arose if it was right to give the Army and the Navy its own Air-

force and leave it to the Airforce itself to give only the primary

i
basic Airforce training and the operational use of the planes for

bombing attacks. This question was studied in the Navy for years.

Obviously the experience of the great sea powers, and the regula-

tions layed down by them, played a decisive role. In Japan as

well as in the U.S. clear separation was made between the Navy
and the Army Airforce, which worked out well acording to re-

ports. France came to a similar solution, which, as Admiral Dar-

lan told me later, worked out very satisfactorily. It is very pe-

culiar that the Navy in Great Britain had to fight it out for years,

I before it could put through a solution which was satisfactory to

'the Chief of Staff of the Navy. The English had finally achieved

their goal by forming the Fleet-Air-Arm, in that the great num-
iber of aircraft carriers and their necessary aircraft units played

ia great role, besides the planes on board [Bordfluegzueg] or cata-

ipulted observation and coastal observation unit. All large navies

were of the opinion that naval warfare had to be directed from
jone command station no matter if it took place upon the water,

above the water, or below the water, and that especially for this

ireason the Navy airforce should be very closely connected with
jthe Navy. Only when the Navy pilots were educated and trained

in the same spirit as the crews of the ships, and only if they had
the same points of view of events on the sea and sea battles and
talked the same language—the Navy slang—as on battleships and
jsmaller crafts, were their activities to be used satisfactorily for

naval warfare. An example: on the sea, especially, observation

is of the greatest importance, since the situation can change very
often in the shortest time. A single reconnaissance message—for

instance at dawn—can confront the commander of the fleet with
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most important decisions. It must make no difference whether the

message is received from a U-boat, a destroyer, a cruiser, or an
airplane message in the same manner. The message from the

plane is probably the most important one because it can notice

actions on the sea at greater distance and in a larger radius than

is possible from an individual destroyer or cruiser. The message
sent by a plane gives therefore very often a more complete picture

of the situation and is therefore more important than a message
sent by an individual ship. Therefore the importance of sending

messages by plane is obviously great. In order to use naval planes

with success it was a basic requirement that the aviator sending

the messages had to be familiar with the common occurrences on

the sea and also had to be well informed about naval warfare.

Knowing these facts, the Navy educated and trained their pilots

till 1933 accordingly, and saw to it that they were not trained nor

used for one thing only. They had to be and work in the midst

of navy life. As opposed to this knowledge of the Navy, which

was familiar to every man, the growing of a new opinion began

around 1932/1933, which was in favor of a completely inde-

pendent Air Force. This opinion came from Goering and Milch,

who became later the Secretary of State, and also from their

supporters, mostly former land pilots. They based their thoughts

on the facts that the activity in the air must be the basis for

training and practical application. Only as secondary came the

special training for operational bombing attacks.

If it can be admitted that it might be useful and economical

to handle the general basic training by one office, naturally the

Air Force, and that it might be of advantage that the leadership

of the organization of the whole aviation industry, also for ex-

ample the distribution of work to the different companies, etc. be

in its hands, then the previously designed aim of complete con-

solidation of Navy pilots with the Navy (similar to the case of

the Army in connection with aerial observation and the activities

of fighter pilots, etc.) was not to be achieved if the Navy pilots

(the expression Navy pilot would not be used later in order to

eliminate the thought of a special Naval Air Force once and for

all) received a short basic naval training, which treated only

basic matters and not naval warfare, and from time to time were

transferred to the Navy. They were neither at home in the Navy
nor in the Airforce. It was regrettable that in this question, so

very important for the Navy—a question all the more vital the

smaller the Navy was in comparison with its mighty opponent on

the sea—the Airforce had no understanding of the functions and
requirements of Naval warfare, of which they knew nothing, least
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of all mastery of it. But the major decisive point was the matter of

prestige, which could not be expected otherwise from a personality

like the Commander in Chief of the Airforce and his Secretary of

State, Milch. Even talks with the Fuehrer did not remedy this situ-

ation. Goering understood how to present to the Fuehrer an en-

ticing picture of the size and ability of the Airforce to be created

by Goering. He understood how to get Hitler's confidence by his

personal talks about the Airforce, which very often took place

without the presence of any one else. He especially had the con-

fidence of Hitler during the first years, at least as long as' set-

backs were not outwardly noticeable. It was upon this confidence

in an excellent and able Airforce, which proved to be unjustified

by later events, that Hitler often based his decisions. He found

out afterwards that it was a mistake. The Fuehrer also liked

to play two parties against each other because he was of the

j

opinion that through this fight he would reach a better final

I
result than if all branches were to work harmoniously. For

; example, this was again and again expressed in the competition

! of the three* parts of the Armed Forces for workers and raw
materials, although this point of view was never justified by the

I

results. In this manner the Navy struggled mightily with the

]
Airforce in the years before the outbreak of war, in order to

secure at least what was most urgently needed in the field of

naval aviation. In one of the postwar years—it may have been

;
1937 or 1938—the Navy succeeded in bringing about the acknowl-

edgment of a "Protocol" by the Airforce, which contained the

basic rules for the organization of naval aviation. This con-

cerned a listing of a minimum of requirements, without the ful-

i

fillment of which the Navy would be unable to wage war at sea.

I Naval aviation leaders in the North and the Baltic Sea were as-

i signed to the naval group Commanders [Marinegruppenbefehls-
\habern] West and East, who were in charge of committing the

Naval Air Force according to the requirements of naval war-
fare. Joint maneuvers with the fleet took place, with the purpose
iof guaranteeing the cooperation between Naval and Air Forces.

Here occurred the "tactical subordination" of the naval aviation

leader to the particular naval commander. Torpedoes and mines
—purely naval weapons—were handled by Naval Air Force units,

for which special maneuvers in this field took place. Long-
distance telegraphing, signal, and the reconnaissance signal pro-
cedures were settled.

A large number of former naval pilots were transferred from
the Navy to the Luftwaffe. The number of the yearly transfers
of youthful personnel to the Luftwaffe and the time limit were
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established, after the expiration of which the order to return

had to follow. I recall that I had to write a personal letter to

every one of the older Navy pilots and convince them of the neces-

sity of their transfer from the Navy

—

in the interest of the Navy
—and begged them, with this in mind, to continue to do their

duty. Anyhow, they were only partly used in naval aviation

—

but were given the leadership of units which had nothing to do

with naval warfare. But they, just like the old aviators trans-

ferred from the Army, formed the firm basis for the recon-

struction and training so much wronged by the higher leaders

later on.

One cause of the difficulty of the position of the naval pilots

was based upon the fact that "observation", which meant every-

thing to the Navy, was only considered as something secondary

by the Luftwaffe, while the fighters and bomber pilots (Stuka)

really represented the rest of the aircorps and were highly valued.

Thus unknowingly, a breaking away from reconnaissance avia-

tion took place, in which no further visible laurels could be gotten

no matter how great the actual significance. The number of kills

by the pursuit planes and the real or supposed successes of the

Stukas and bombers were decisive with a personality like Goering

in judging these arms. The numberless false reports on supposed

successes (aircraft carrier "Ark Royal", the mistaking of a

destroyer for a battleship in Norway, and the like) could natu-

rally only be cleared up in the course of time. This is the manner
in which the Navy entered into naval warfare against England.

Naval aviation was regulated on the basis of a "Protocol", which

however was more and more undermined and made more inef-

fective from year to year by the Commander-in-Chief of the Air

Forces. Aside from the extraordinarily narrow-minded regula-

tions issued by the Commander-in-Chief of the Airforces with

regard to the wearing of Airforce uniforms by naval aviators,

and with regard to their titles of rank, more and more restric-

tions were placed upon their activity as the war continued.

During the half-year winter period of 1939/40 naval aviators

had much success with dropping mines in English coastal waters

to block the entrance routes to English harbors. Our destroyers

were working successfully in the same field. It can only have

been out of purest jealousy that in the winter of 1939/40 naval

aviators were prohibited from dropping mines by the Command-
er-in-Chief of the Airforce. In the summer of 1940 the de-

velopment of the aerial torpedo by the Navy had progressed

to such an extent that its success against convoys and single
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merchant ships could be expected. After initial difficulties these

successes actually became apparent to a pleasant extent.

Also, the production of aerial torpedoes was paralyzed by him.

These two examples of sabotaging naval warfare on pure naval

matters [Marinegebieten] would have been sufficient to arraign

the Supreme Commander of the Airforce of time before a courts-

martial, since he harmed the entire naval warfare because of

personal reasons of prestige.

In order also to bring the naval forces [Marinewaffen] under

his power, he created the organization of the IX Air Corps, in

which all Airforce matters pertaining to naval warfare were
1 combined, but which was not placed under the jurisdiction of

I the Navy. When and for what purpose parts of this corps,

commanded by a former naval pilot of proven excellence, were
to be at the disposal of naval warfare, was decided by the

Supreme Commander of the Airforce. Thus it happened that

the Navy in her operations was entirely dependent on the good

will of the Supreme Commander of the Airforce. An operation

could be prevented at any time if the Supreme Commander of the

Airforce declared that he could not guarantee the necessary co-

operation of the aircorps, that the necessary fighter umbrella

iwas not available—which was mostly the case—and so on.

'Since negotiations for the commitment of aviators had always

i to be started at an early period of time, a surprise appearance
I of the Navy was often questionable. It has been mentioned else-

;

where that the difficulties of the stationing of large ships on the

j

Atlantic coast of France were caused solely by the insufficient

(Cooperation of the Airforce; in the same manner the insufficient

i commitment of air strength on the West and Northern coast of

Norway was a main reason for the possibility of enemy suc-

cesses against our sea transports there. That the lack of any
good will on the part of the Supreme Command [Oberleitung]

jalso played an important part in the total disorganization and
lack of planning in airplane development and production is men-
tioned only incidentally here. This was especially apparent in

the support of submarine warfare by the Airforce. Considering

the size of the ocean area to be covered by submarine, the small

velocity and visibility of the submarine, a good and technically

well done job of observation of extensive ocean areas played

a major part. For a special observation unit in the Atlantic

ports and a special type of long-range observation plane were
! necessary, on which no demands in regard to bombings were to

be put. In spite of presentations of the Navy, the Supreme
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Commander of the Airforce would and could not bring himself

to this realization; only very much later was the BdU, given a
special fighter squadron, which lacked to the extreme the neces-

sary types and numbers of planes. It was very easy for such

planes to observe and report such enemy convoys on the Atlantic

and to keep contact with them and to lead their own U-boats

towards them. It was up to the U-boats themselves to establish

lines of observation over the large ocean. They had to recon-

noiter for themselves the routes of many convoys, for which it

was not difficult to withdraw from our U-boat attacks by evasive

action. This must be well known to every layman, and it was a

conscious and criminal sabotage of the U-boat warfare, which

was our main weapon against England, that the participation of

the Airforce did not receive sufficient consideration from the

Commander-in-Chief of the Airforce. Admiral Doenitz suc-

ceeded in getting certain improvements in this field after Goer-

ing was as good as excluded from the Airforce. This is the main
reason for the small success of U-boat warfare during the last

years of the war. Taking all facts into consideration, it has to

be said that the organization of the Navy Air Force in Germany
was a total failure on account of the personal attitude of the

Commander-in-Chief of the Airforce and the insufficient knowl-

edge of the Fuehrer of matters of naval warfare, which should

have resulted in an energetic interference in favor of the Navy.

Without exaggerating, it can be said that the Navy, in itself very

able, could have had different kinds of success, had it possessed

a Naval Air Force of its own.

In the six-month period commencing with the winter of 1938

the Fuehrer considered the abrogation of the Naval Treaty of

1935. The behavior of England in the Autumn crisis of 1938

had made a strong impression upon him, and he was firmly con-

vinced that England at that time was prevented from seriously

considering war only because of the weak position of its aerial

preparedness and as a consequence was forced to seek an agree-

ment. The abrogation of the Naval Treaty followed, as I recall,

in the Spring of 1939 (I cannot however state this with cer-

tainty from memory).

In my opinion, it was not given to the Fuehrer to grasp fully

the mentality of the English. The person of v. Ribbentrop was
in this connection a special obstacle insofar as he made difficult

the transmission to the Fuehrer of conceptions, based on decades

of experience and on historical studies of experienced diplomats

like Frh. v. Neurath and diplomats of the Navy, which concep-
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tions could have served the Fuehrer as the basis for his judg-

ments and decisions.

It was in this respect particularly [geradezu] surprising that

the Fuehrer around the 23 August 1939 at the Berghof in a

rather long talk on the political situation, in full earnestness

using all possible arguments, sought to make it clear to the

generals and admirals gathered there that England, in case of a

German-Polish conflict, would not intervene, in that England on

such grounds "had no need to wage war and consequently would
not wage war"

I recall, how after this meeting, my Chief of Staff of Naval
Operations, Admiral Schniewind, completely shared my opinion

that England had never as yet kept itself from a war because

—

seen objectively—it had no need to wage it (in that case it would
have indeed waged few wars), but on the contrary England en-

tered upon a war precisely if it believed it necessary to wage war
in its own interest.

I had similar discussions with other high-ranking naval officers

who had also heard the speech and were simply horrified by the

incorrect evaluation of England. The otherwise skillful argu-

mentation of the Fuehrer in such cases was directed more or less

convincingly at such people who did not as yet know these ways
of the Fuehrer. As a rule, various kinds of information which
the Fuehrer received through special channels played a role, the

value of which information the uninitiated could not determine.

In the case of the position vis-a-vis England, I have continually

expended the greatest efforts to bring the Fuehrer close to the

viewpoint of the Navy, without any permanent success.

So followed, after some 8-10 days after the speech at the

Berghof, the ultimatum of England and France to Germany,
and therewith the outbreak of war.

[signed] Eric Raeder

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT VIII

THE BREAKTHROUGH IN THE CHANNEL EARLY IN 1942
[BY ERICH RAEDER]

Following the occupation of the French Channel and the At-
lantic Coast in 1940, numerous bases stood at the disposal of the
German Navy, from which the U-boat campaign in the Atlantic
could not only be waged advantageously, but which also in part
represented favorable outlets for the large ships with regards to

waging war on merchant shipping in the Atlantic. These bases
893261—47—45
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also offered good repair facilities. The U-boat bases of the First

World War, on the Belgian coast to Zeebruegge and Ostend, were
located too far to the East, so that U-boats would always have to

overcome the obstacle presented by the Strait of Dover when
entering or leaving, and where they were suffering heavy losses.

Their distribution to the French Channel and Atlantic harbors in

the Second World War opened up far greater possibilities to

them. If, for one part, the harbor's position was rendered more
difficult through observation by enemy aircraft and their attacks

on the repair docks, then for the other part, strongly protected

concrete pens had been erected in time, in which the U-boats

could rest and be repaired. It was not an easy task for the enemy
to block the entrance of many such harbors by the use of mines,

so that the U-boats had a much larger freedom of movement for

the war in the Atlantic than had been the case in the First World
War.
The position of the larger ships was more difficult because of

the fact that they were to wage war against merchant shipping

from the French Atlantic harbors, so that they would not have

to pass the Straits of Iceland frequently. For the time being a

base extended as far as possible towards the Atlantic was con-

sidered most favorable. Such a base would be one whose entrance

it would be difficult to block and to observe; whose sufficient

water-depth would guarantee their unlimited passage into the

open Atlantic; and in whose interior safe anchorage with good

facilities for camouflaging the ships and good repair facilities

(docks) could be obtained. Finally, it should not be too closely

located in the vicinity of enemy airdromes, and it had to be able

to defend itself effectively against enemy air attacks by means
of Flak (Antiaircraft), Air Force, and artificial fog.

The French naval base of Brest was best suited to fulfill these

conditions, even though it was located only a little further than

200 kilometers from the British naval base at Plymouth. St.

Nazaire was also taken into consideration. Although it was lo-

cated further away from the British airdromes, its conditions

were more unfavorable with regard to repair facilities and the

entry of large ships, especially when the latter were drawing an

unusually large amount of water as the result of sustained

damage.

As a temporary anchorage La Pallice was also considered, be-

cause it was located still more distant from the British airdromes,

and because it enabled ships to go on sea maneuvers without

difficulty. During 1941 anchorage facilities for two battleships

were provided there. However, may it be explained that already
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at this time an attempt temporarily to station the "Scharnhorst"

there met with failure on the very first day of her stay. Ap-
parently the general terrain facilitated the approach of an organ-

ized formation of enemy aircraft by day and made very easy an
attack by divebombers on a ship lying at anchor there. (At that

time, shortly after she anchored here after having engaged in

firing practice on the way from Brest to La Pallice, the "Scharn-

horst" was attacked by British divebombers and sustained sev-

eral hits; she most hurriedly returned to Brest to undergo re-

pairs.)

Brest was chosen as the chief base for the big ships, and as far

as I can recall without the aid of documents it was used as a

place of anchorage and repair by the heavy cruiser "Admiral
Hipper", during 1941 also by the battleships "Scharnhorst" and
"Gneisenau" as well as the heavy cruiser "Prinz Eugen"—follow-

ing the sinking of the battleship "Bismarck". Because of the

fact that the German ships stationed in Brest represented a con-

siderable danger to British shipping in the Atlantic, it could be

figured out from the very beginning that the British would at-

tempt to eliminate this danger with heavy air attacks. The Navy,
for this reason, had immediately drawn heavy antiaircraft guns

from its reserve, and had set them up around Brest—besides

those batteries furnished by the air forces [Luftwaffe]. In addi-

tion, in choosing certain places of anchorage and extensive camou-
flage, the ships had been made as good as invisible from the air.

The Navy's efforts further to increase the effectiveness of camou-
flage was by means of using artificial fog. This, unfortunately was
successful only after a considerable lapse of time, because the air

force doubted its effectiveness in spite of numerous experiences

encountered by the Navy in this field. This proved to be a com-
pletely false opinion, especially in territory such as the harbor
of Brest, which especially favored its use. Although urgently re-

quested, sufficient defense against fighters was not provided the

Navy by the Air Forces. In spite of all this, the serious threat to

the British mastery of the seas by our boats stationed in Brest
was either not recognized by Goering; or, otherwise, it did not

meet wifh his approval.

When, during the Spring of 1941 the "Scharnhorst" and
"Gneisenau" entered Brest, they sustained several more or less

serious hits in the course of frequent British air attacks, because
of the lack of air defense which was prevailing in the beginning.
Their repair was always immediately begun and completed after

the attacks. These damages subsided when the air defense was
completed by the use of artificial fog; the presence of a number
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of fighter pilots well conditioned to the problems of Brest would

have completely changed the situation. The preparations for

making the "Schamhorst" seaworthy and her temporary trans-

fer to La Pallice have already been mentioned before.

The "Prinz Eugen" sustained a light hit only once, when the

artificial fog at her anchorage was used incorrectly, and as a

result her camouflage was not complete.

The Navy, in any case, possessed the opinion that with a suffi-

cient amount of air defense it would be possible for the large

ships to remain stationed at Brest even if they might sustain

occasional damage. After all, there were English battleships

lying in the harbors of Plymouth and Portsmouth without allow-

ing occasional German air attacks to divert them from there. Of
course, the German Air Force could have facilitated the tasks of

the German ships to a great extent by attacking British Channel

airfields, but, as has been shown repeatedly, the Navy, also in this

respect, was dependent on the good will of the Air Force, and it

lacked the cooperation of a naval aviation, which would have

made naval warfare effective to the highest degree, and which

would have generally facilitated operations of the large ships in

the Atlantic warfare to a great extent.

Frequent reports of air attacks which were intended for our

ships at Brest made a considerable impression upon the Fuehrer,

who, as has already been described elsewhere, always watched
operations of the big ships with uneasiness and therefore did not

like to see them. This feeling was doubtlessly increased in him
during 1941 by Goering, who again and again made representa-

tions to the Fuehrer to the effect that the big ships could not be

effectively protected against air attacks in Brest, and that it was
not within his power—to put it more correctly, in his will, since

here was a chance to rob the Navy of the opportunity of doing

something important with regards to the war against merchant

shipping.

In any case, towards the end of 1941 the Fuehrer entrusted me
with the task of considering the question of bringing these ships

back into the North Sea. He gave a number of arguments in

favor of stationing the ships in Norway, in which a considerable

part was played by information from the English of an invasion

of Norway planned for the Spring. At this time the ships could

be put to the greatest use, while on the other hand in Brest they

would be again repeatedly damaged and remain idle.

On considering the question it was found that a convoy through

the Straits of Iceland would be unfavorable, since the English,

after having noticed the absence of the ships at Brest, would
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have sufficient time to concentrate their home fleet to the north of

England. Therefore, if the breakthrough of the ships homewards

I

was to take place, it had to be in the Channel as a complete sur-

prise to the British. In early 1942 the ships would be able to sail.

Before the breakthrough, they had to make a short voyage, un-

noticed by the enemy, to test the machines and to do some short

maneuvers and target practice. Mine-sweeping units had to

search inconspicuously certain lanes—especially the Straits of

,
Dover—for mines, and at the last moment before the break-

[

through mark them with several buoys. In the French, Belgian,

and Dutch harbors, preparations had to be made to harbor even-
' tual incapacitated boats, for which purpose strong tugs were put

|

in readiness. Above all, however, the Air Force had to eoncen-

I trate its fighter units along the Channel, especially near the

j

Straits, in such a manner that even the heaviest enemy air at-

I
tacks on the ships breaking through could be successfully broken

I
up. During a conference in the Fuehrer's headquarters, General

der Jagdflieger (General of the Fighters) Galland was directly

: entrusted with this task and solved it in a magnificent manner.
The difficulty was increased by the fact that the fighter units

could not be moved into the Channel harbors in Belgium and Hol-

land until the very last moment before the breakthrough, in order

to avoid a premature drawing of attention. No information about

the intended breakthrough could be given to the ships' crews

;

! they naturally were under the impression that after the prepara-

j
tions for sailing the advances into the Atlantic would resume

; again. In order to keep their readiness to sail a secret, the ships

I

were not allowed to change their positions in daytime ; movements
were only accomplished at night. The taking on board of per-

i
sonal belongings, which would have justified the conclusion of a

homeward trip, was out of the question.

Preparations began in January. The sole leadership in this

undertaking was with the Navy. Vice-Admiral Ciliax was the

Seebefehlshaber [Commander-at-Sea] who led the ships breaking

j

through and the destroyers from his flag-ship "Scharnhorst". In

the Channel area he was subordinated to the Naval Western
Group Commander [Marinegruppenbefehlshaber-West] Admiral
Saalwaechter in Paris, who was in charge of the whole command
of sea warfare in the Atlantic and in the Channel to approximately

the latitude of Yarmouth (I cannot, without the use of documents
give an exact statement as to the limits of areas of command),
and who therefore was also responsible for the preparations for

the breakthrough in the Channel. To the north of the named
limits, the chief of the group of ships breaking through entered
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the area of command of the Naval Northern Group Commander
[Marinegruppenbefehlshaber-Nord] Generaladmiral (Chief Ad-
miral) Carls, who led all naval operations in the North—and the

Baltic Sea as well as in the North Atlantic to the Iceland Straits.

Prior to the departure from Brest, a broad sea-lane was searched

for mines, in order to assure the ships safety in conducting their

practice-runs at night. Furthermore, numerous mine-sweeping
units went into action, also mostly at night, in order to examine
the planned passage of the ships in the Channel Straits, and to

clear it from mines. To the north of the Channel, also, the sea

lanes leading to the German Bay were searched for mines, a very

necessary task because time and again enemy planes dropped

single mines here in order to render more difficult the steamboat

traffic between the Belgian-Dutch coast and the German Bay. Of
course, with such a great distance involved, only controlled jour-

neys could take place; a complete clearance of mines along the

whole passage was out of the question.

The exact dates on which the breakthrough could take place

have escaped my memory, just like the date in February in which

it happened. The practice runs of the battleships took place

without any disturbances, and without being noticed by the

enemy.

On the eve of the planned departure and shortly before its ex-

ecution, a heavy British air attack on Brest took place, but this

did not deter them. The sailing of the three big battleships

"Schamhorst" (with the flag of Vice-Admiral Ciliax), "Gneis-

enau", and "Prinz Eugen", accompanied by several destroyers,

took place in the early part of the night without mishap : the con-

voy proceeded under high speed (27 sm (?) ) at distances of

about 1000 m, in weather of not particularly good visibility. It

remained completely unnoticed until about 1000 hours. At this

time—I cannot state exactly when a British plane sighted the

convoy and reported its position as being approximately in line

with Dieppe. The German venture, apparently, was also this time

favored by the circumstance that it had been considered as com-

pletely improbable, and therefore it caught the British leadership

unawares. In addition, it is possible that the British air force

units were not too well prepared in the morning after having
been out on manifold attacks the previous night. In any case, it

was only at about 1300 hours
[ ?] that an attack by naval and air

forces occurred in the Straits of Dover, in which, however, the

torpedo and divebombers were completely repulsed by our anti-

aircraft and the fighters of General Galland, as well as the enemy
destroyers by our naval artillery, especially that of the "Prinz
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Eugen", which comprised the end. An enemy cruiser was also

sighted some distance away from the last ship. Supporting light

units coming from the Thames Estuary did not have the oppor-

tunity of attacking the ships breaking through anymore, and at-

tacks by enemy torpedo-planes continued to be repulsed. This is

how the breakthrough in the Channel itself and in the narrow
lanes of the Straits of Dover took place, without any losses or

damage to the ships. Unfortunately, the "Scharnhorst" hit a

mine in the late afternoon on the steambout route to the German
Bay, but this did not limit her speed ; only a second hit forced her

to limit her speed somewhat. In spite of all, she was still able to

make more than 20 sm, and reached the Elbe Estuary the evening

of the same day, similarly with the "Gneisenau" which in the late

afternoon had also received a—though minor—mine hit, and the

"Prinz Eugen", which remained completely undamaged. The
transfer of the battleships to Kiel for repair could proceed at

once. "Prinz Eugen" was ready for its trip to Norway.

[signed] Raeder

30 August 1945

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT IX

MY RELATIONSHIP TO ADOLF HITLER AND TO
THE PARTY

[BY ERICH RAEDER]

I met A. H. [Hitler] personally after the acquisition of power
early in February 1933, at a reception at the home of the Chief

of Army leadership, General Freiherr von Hammerstein, where
he (A. H.) after the repast, presented his first address to the

Generals and Admirals, thereby to accomplish an "in" with the

armed forces. He gave a resume of his up-to-date activity and
his general aims, particularly emphasizing that he was taking

over the leadership of domestic and foreign politics, and that in

the future, the Armed Forces (Wehrmacht) would not be con-

sidered for the purpose of domestic politics, but, entirely unhin-

dered in its military development and training, could work for

the defense of the Reich as regards internal matters.

From the very start he approached the Navy with notice-

able good-will, apparently because he was informed by Admiral
a.D. V. Levetzow, who joined the Party in its early stages, that
due to strict rearing and exclusion from all party politics the

Navy was filled with a unified soldierly spirit and was able to

produce a good record.
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In years past, through self-study he acquired exact knowledge
of Navy politics and shipbuilding politics, so that supported by a

very good memory, he availed himself of a fairly independent

judgment.

The outcome of my first discourse with the "Fuehrer", I de-

scribed in Part I ["The Development of German Naval Policy,

1933-1939"]

.

At the future discourses with the Reichschancellor, I attempted

to be present as frequently as possible, to prevent his being in-

structed by General V. Blomberg, Commander-in-Chief of the

Army, regarding Navy affairs, since it created a danger that at

the distribution of funds the Navy would be shortfunded as com-

pared to the Army. I had this experience with former Reich

Defense Ministers who were Army Officers (Groener, V. Schld-

icher) and they— particularly the German General Staff— still

advocated the view that a strong Navy for Germany was not

absolutely necessary.

At the personal discourses I succeeded in gaining the Reichs-

chancellor^ confidence, mainly because I always very frankly

expressed my opinion, not evading anything, while at discourses

with the Army, particularly the General Staff, he was not im-

pressed likewise. I was under the impression that very soon

within him arose a sort of increasing dislike against the General

Staff, since in them (Gen. Staff) he suspected a hidden resist-

ance, at least a mental reservation (reservatio mentalis). At this

time, his attitude toward the senior officers and toward the

Army {Wehrynacht) as a whole was particularly friendly.

From his personal accomplishments, particularly inner and

social political questions, and his speeches at Party rallies, but

also from the manner in which he approached and settled mili-

tary questions, I deemed that we are dealing with a really gifted

man, qualified for leadership. Through argumentation of the

righteousness of his opinions and convictions and by the manner
in which he handled them, he knew how to maneuver into his

circle everyone who had dealings with him.

Only in later years did he frequently begin to roar when a

difference of opinion arose, or if he was not satisfied with agreed-

upon measures.

When information or rumors arose about radical measures
of the Party or Gestapo, one could come to the conclusion by the

conduct of the Fuehrer that such measures were not ordered by

the Fuehrer himself but rather from some Party office, whether

it concerned the Church, Rosenberg's statements, or judicious
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blunders of some Gestapo organs. The Fuehrer generally kept

the military offices in complete darkness regarding the activity

of the Gestapo, the life in concentration camps, etc.

h To what extent this total secrecy was being carried out

became entirely clear to me when I heard, here in Moscow, of

the cruelties of the Gestapo in camps (gassing, cremation, etc.)

which were until then entirely unknown to me and surely to my
comrades from the Navy. In those days I heard for the first

time names of camps such as Maidanek and Buchenwald.

This corresponds obviously to the Fuehrer's expressed inten-

tion at the beginning of his chancellorship not to involve the

Wehrmacht in matters of internal politics.

For the same reason, the Fuehrer very soon, indeed, forbade

the Corps Area Commanders (Commanding Generals) to submit

reports (as in the past) about the morale of the population, since

in them (reports) were complaints about the behavior of the

Party organs and their effect on the population. Such reports

are the affairs of the regional leader of the NSDAP {Gauleiter).

Thus started an entirely one-sided information to the Fuehrer,

who naturally received no information from the Party organs

about their own blunders, and became aware of it only when a

military office would file a complaint.

The Wehrmacht heard only very little about the events of

June 30, 1934; I, myself, hardly anything authentic. I at any
rate heard nothing from the Fuehrer (Reichschancellor) who
according to Goebbels personally shot Roehm.

In the course of future years I gradually came to the con-

clusion that the Fuehrer himself always leaned toward the more
radical solution, without letting it on outwardly.

When the Fuehrer, following the death of Hindenburg in

August 1934, occupied the office of the Reich President and
thereby became the Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces, I, together with General V. Blomberg, General Freiherr
V. Fritsch and General Goering, offered him, upon his demand,
the oath of allegiance. A consideration to the contrary was out of

question for me as well as for the Army Officers. A. Hitler was
legally named Reich Chancellor by the most honorable Reich
President V. Hindenburg; the German people, with unprece-
dented unity, with a vote of 98% reinvested their faith in him.
He therefore could be regarded by the people as the legally arisen
Leader (Fuehrer). In addition, it also became known that Hin-
denburg considered Adolf Hitler as his successor. In line with
the prevailing estimate of Hitler's abilities, none of us could
name a more suitable or commanding personality than Hitler.
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After the taking of the oath, which had been set down in writ-

ing, the Fuehrer explained spontaneously that he gave assurance
now, upon his oath, that so far as he was concerned he would
make no fundamental changes in the structure of the Wehr-
macht. This was in reference to the fact that the SA and SS in

the first years besieged the Fuehrer again and again so that a
Wehrmacht be built upon the foundation of the National Social-

ist groups in place of the old Army. Because of this, serious fric-

tion arose again and again with the Army ; also the Roehm Putsch
of 30.VI.1934 is said to have been based upon the foundation of

this concept of the SA. Already at the beginning of 1935, the

Fuehrer recognized clearly at that time that the acceptance of the

plan on the part of the SA would mean an enormous delay in

setting up an army which was to be ready to strike. At a big

occasion in the large Opera House in Berlin he addressed the

Party and the Wehrmacht in order to impress upon them once and

for all the fact that both had their clearly delineated roles, and
in order to clarify thoroughly the plans of the SA.

Later on, however, it did not keep him from organizing more
and more SS Standarten with complete military equipment and
training—this at the instigation of Himmler, who gained power
for the SS following the Roehm Putsch and who diminished the

influence of the SA. The SS Leibstandarte was an exception be-

cause it could still pass as a kind of body-guard. Prior to the out-

break of the war he told the outside (world) that the reason for

the organization of these formations was the need of such units

for the upholding of peace and order in territories such as

Czechoslovakia upon their occupation. This according to him was
not the Wehrmacht*s job.

But, as in the course of war out of the SS units emerged "Divi-

sions" and Armored Corps ("Panzerkorps")—which constantly

increased in number, which enjoyed a certain preference regard-

ing certain rights [Einstellungsrechte] which in addition, in many
cases were designated as army units due to their occupation readi-

ness [Einsatzbereitschaft] and battle-strength—it became clear

that the real intention of the Fuehrer was the gradual penetra-

tion and finally substitution of the Army by the SS. There could

be no doubt that its accomplishment during the war, i.e., the for-

mation of 2 kinds of armed forces {Wehrmacht), of which one

would be preferred, would only have a catastrophic effect on the

unity of the Wehrmacht. I mentioned in addition that the pres-

sure brought by Reichsmarshal Goering, and caused by his van-

ity, to accomplish the formation of Airforce field divisions [Luft-

waffenfelddivisionen] with their thoroughly meager training and
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leadership—that is, a third type of Wehrmacht—could only

hasten the catastrophe.

This question left the Navy as good as untouched, since this

did not concern its organization. In the years of war against

Russia the handling of this question by the Fuehrer created, to

my regret, within me a vivid feeling of doubt in his sincerity.

This doubt, which also was prompted by other occurrences (see

below), resulted in shattering of my confidence and to darken my
inner relationship to him.

After taking the oath under aforementioned conditions, I loy-

ally kept the oath to the Fuehrer and German people throughout

my position as Commander-in-Chief, which goes without saying

for me, and also saw to it that the Navy, above all the officers of

the Navy, should unanimously follow my example, because any
disunity concerning this could have dire consequences for the

striking power of the Navy.

As a result of my strict leadership, generally there was hardly

any friction between the Navy and the Party (Nazi) ; at least it

never reached the Fuehrer; whereas I must admit, that the situ-

ation of a large Army scattered over a wide area was much more
difficult than that of the small concentrated ships and Navy gar-

risons. When I received reports about disputes between sub-

ordinate offices and Party offices, then I always tried to arbitrate

by negotiation through the OKM [Navy High Command] with

higher Party offices, which was always accomplished by special

representation of my standpoint.

This in a substantial measure was a result of the prestige

which the Navy generally enjoyed due to its conduct and per-

formance; one would not dare to bother the Navy; the Party
considered it "good taste" to keep on good terms with the Navy.

My difficulties arose from 2 sources, from the Leader of the

SS-Security Service [Sioherheitsdienst] Heydrich, as well als

the person of Marshall Goering. This caused me ever to exercise

particular caution in order never to create an opportunity for

misunderstandings which could be used against me. (Both
availed themselves of far reaching listening in devices (telephone-

tapping, etc.) which, I am convinced, were used on me.)

Heydrich, until about 1929 a Navy officer, was discharged by
me from the Navy because of involvement in the Court of Honor
concerning his unscrupulous treatment of a young girl. He
never forgot this and with this attitude would influence even
his superior, Himmler. Heydrich repeatedly sent in reports
about my conduct to the Party Leadership and even to the Fueh-
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rer himself, involving, for instance, the priest Niemoeller, who
was in a concentration camp (he was captain of a U-boat dur-

ing World War I), and similar matters. Since these accusations

were unfounded and wrong, I could not only refute them, but

energetically and with sharp letters returned them to Himmler,
wherein I correspondingly exposed Heydrich. It also became
very uncomfortable for the Security Service, inasmuch as I

repeatedly intervened for the retaining of particularly capable

nonAryan officers of the Navy, as well as in behalf of Jewish

families (acquaintances) and thereby accomplished my aim, the

improvement of their lot.

My son-in-law is himself 25% Jew [25% Mischling] and had

to live abroad. Increased caution permitted me to get around

all these risks.

The person Goering had a disastrous effect on the fate of the

German Reich. His main peculiarities were unimaginable vanity

and immeasurable ambition, running after popularity and show-

ing off, untruthfulness, impracticability and selfishness, which

were not restrained for the sake of state or people. He was out-

standing in his greed, wastefulness, and soft unsoldierly manner.

Only in the course of years of war did I realize fully that clear

picture. During the only visit we, my wife and I, paid to Karin-

hall in February 1940 we were shown the picture of a simple and

absolutely wartime-based household. According to my conviction,

Hitler realized very soon his character but took advantage of him
if it served his purposes and burdened him with ever new tasks

in order to avoid his becoming dangerous to the Fuehrer. Goer-

ing places utmost importance on outwardly appearing particu-

larly loyal to the Fuehrer, but despite that was very often unbe-

lievably tactless and mannerless in his behavior to Hitler, which
was deliberately overlooked by the Fuehrer. I don't know
whether there existed a certain relationship between them on the

basis of their former common experiences. Anyway, it was im-

possible in spite of all the continual requests and accusations, to

achieve anything against Goering in negotiations with Hitler, no
matter how correct according to facts it would be (for example,

Marine flying corps—see Part I ["The Development of German
Naval Policy, 1933-1939"]). In the beginning he posed outwardly

as full of comradeship and friendship for the Navy; soon, how-
ever, he began to show an intense jealousy and the ambition to

imitate the best the Navy could offer or to take it away in order

to apply it to his "Aircorps". But behind their backs he mini-

mized and degraded the Navy. That came to light during the

partition of the Navy air corps (Part I ["The Development of
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German Naval Policy, 1933-1939"]). The absolutely unobjective

treatment of this question is responsible to a great extent for the

failure of the German merchant—sea warfare against England,

as explained in Part I ['The Development of German Naval Pol-

icy, 1933-1939"]. Goering further injured the Navy due to news
about sea warfare events (battles, etc.) which he received first

through his organization of the air-report-service [Flugmelde-

dienst] and which he, as the first, telephoned the Fuehrer, usually

in a distorted and untruthful manner (because he himself had no

clear impression at all). Therefore the Fuehrer was from the

very beginning prejudiced and unfavorably inclined, thereby caus-

ing the great difficulties. Goering dropped unfavorable remarks
about the Navy or me in the presence of the Fuehrer when no one

was at hand immediately to contradict him, whether it be in con-

nection with some failure of new weapons (magneto ignition,

1940) or about personal affairs. For instance: "Raeder has his

Navy in good shape but he attends church." That remark of course

wasn't effective because I told the Fuehrer quite clearly my posi-

tion in this respect and attended church services quite openly.

Concerning other cases which were the causes of the Fuehrer's

dissatisfaction I could realize without any doubt Goering's insti-

gations.

It shows the correct situation that at the time I resigned from
the High Command I told the Fuehrer: Will you please protect

the Navy and my successors from Goering, which he understood

very well.

After the Fuehrer became the leader of State and Army my
relationship to him remained one of confidence and trust and
was only disturbed occasionally by his excitement during discus-

sion, which happened more often in the course of the years.

Such happened in 1937 during the air attack on the "Deutsch-
land" at Ibiza, where poor information communications retarded
the retaliation. In 1938 occurred a serious clash during the dis-

cussions about the caliber of the heavy artillery on the newest
battleships, in which the Fuehrer did not show enough under-
standing of the impossibility of augmenting the caliber of the
heavy Navy artillery as well as increasing the velocity to the
highest possible degree.

(Concerning these technical possibilities, Admiral Witzel had
the task to enlighten the Fuehrer, who still believed that it was
only a question of will, which he attempted to accomplish with-
out any specialized knowledge.) During a report in 1938, which
I delivered to the Fuehrer in the presence of General Keitel, he
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became very insulting—as happened more often if he was moody
—in that he criticized all we built or planned. Since the Fuehrer
entirely condemned the results of my activity, I got up and asked

to be relieved of my office. (At this opportunity the Fuehrer
particularly attacked the plans of the "Bismarck" class, whose
artillery was too weak and whose speed was too slow. The
"Bismarck" protected itself in practice, as well as regards armor
as regards speed (good 30 SM) and so well as regards unsink-

ability that the English and Americans suspected particular

secrets in the construction of this ship.) Following his harsh

expressions the Fuehrer immediately changed to a milder tone

and asked me not to resign just now, regardless of my stressing

that I held this office 10 years, that I was 62 years of age and
could be better substituted by a younger successor. As always

in such cases he attempted for a time following this incident to

be unusually friendly to me outwardly. At this time the Fuehrer

had planned to promote me in the spring of 1939 to Grand Ad-
miral. This promotion took place on April 1, 1939, on Wilhelm-

strasse in very honorable form. I considered my final resigna-

tion in the Spring.

The year 1938 had at its beginning experiences of a personal

nature, which, though not concerning the Navy directly, caused

me to lose confidence not only in Goering but also in the sincerity

of the Fuehrer. The unfortunate matrimonial situation of Field-

marshal von Blomberg made his position as Commander-in-Chief

of the Armed Forces impossible. Belatedly I came to the con-

clusion that Goering, with all his might, strove for the post of

Commander-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht in place of Blomberg.

He favored this marriage inasmuch as it made Blomberg in-

eligible for this post while Blomberg believed, and even ex-

pressed himself, to this effect, that such a marriage was possible

under the present system. (Goering had him shadowed in the

past, as I learned from his later remarks.) When the Fuehrer

asked me whom I would regard as a likely successor to V. Blom-

berg, I conclusively mentioned General Freiherr von Fritsch,

then Commander-in-Chief of the Army. The Fuehrer declared

this as impossible, since he was under accusation for moral tur-

pitude. I know that the Fuehrer personally did not care for

General von Fritsch because of his being somewhat reserved and

cool, and a "brass hat character" [Generalstabscharacter]. I

know V. Fritsch as a deeply sensitive, splendid, and irreproach-

able man, of utmost personal modesty. Court proceedings had

been started against Von Fritsch on grounds of denunciation by
some shady character, doubtless some onhanger of the Gestapo.
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' Goering presided; General V. Brauchitsch, who in the meantime

was named successor to the Commander-in-Chief of the Army,

and I, acted as judges. The cooperation of the Gestapo with the

j
accuser was brought to light; finally an error was discovered in

, that the guilty party was a certain cavalry captain [Rittmeister]

|
a.D. Von Fritsch, who was also subpoenaed. The witnesses from

! the Army and Hitler Youth who were there against General V.
• Fritsch testified in his favor. He was exonerated following

!

proof of his innocence. Though it was necessary and justified,

;
a reinstatement did not follow. Naturally he, then, could not be

considered as Commander-in-Chief. He and his regiment went

to Poland, where he sought and found a soldier's death in the

front line.

I became convinced that Goering had a hand in this well-pre-

I

pared situation, since in order to attain his goal, it was necessary

to eliminate any possible successor to Von Blomberg; whereby it

could be gathered that the Fuehrer personally disliked V. Fritsch

. and certainly welcomed his expulsion. Despite all this Goering

! did not accomplish his aim, since the Fuehrer could see through

him too well and would not place this ambitious man as an inter-

i mediary between himself and the armed forces by investing him

j
with the power over all armed forces. Rather, he eliminated the

|

office of Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces and took over

its functions himself. His operational staff was the Oberkom-

!
mando der Wehrmacht (OKW) (Supreme Command of the

! Armed Forces) with General Keitel to a certain extent as its

! Chief of Staff (Chief of the OKW). Later I became fully aware
; of the dangers confronting me, when I once and for all declined

i

the request of the Fuehrer that I become the Commander-in-Chief

I
of the Armed Forces, because I could not survey the condition of

I the Army, which was the primary question. Besides, even at that

|

time, I pondered on the thought of my resignation.

The events presented here have caused within me considerable

i
doubt about the sincerity of the Fuehrer, since I could not be-

I

lieve, after the entire course of events, that he could not see

;

through Goering's show right from the beginning. Other than
that, I had no proofs strong enough to bring such doubts into the

1 open and fully justify them.

What was crystal clear was the danger to which one was ex-

posed if he stood in Goering's path in any way. As a result of

such events, a feeling of increasing emotional depression de-

veloped within me, which in the course of the year 1938 brought
upon me the realization that it would be right for me in the near
future to resign from my post, because otherwise in time serious
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difficulties would arise as regards cooperation with the Fuehrer.
I also might indicate that even in 1934 the physicians granted

me one more year to live due to circulatory disorders, which since

have improved.

In the Spring of 1939 I made a new serious effort, of which I

had previously informed Goering, to obtain my release by the Fall

of 1939. The Fuehrer again declined, in that he could clearly

visualize the further developments in the year of 1939. My
advisers, particularly my faithful Chief of Staff, Captain z.See

Schulte-Moenting, consistently advised me against such steps,

primarily out of worry over the fate of the Navy, which was
particularly devoted to me, and whose interests I promoted and
defended against all opposition. I particularly emphasized that

the Fuehrer made it a point personally to demonstrate his good

will toward me whether on my 60th or 65th birthday or at the

celebration of my 40th or 50th service anniversary. On the other

hand, I naturally never thought, as long as I was in the service

and in spite of all friction, of any thing but loyalty to the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, the German people in ac-

cordance with my oath, and followed the same sentiment in lead-

ing the Navy, which was under my command. In this matter I

would tolerate no criticism or contradiction.

The beginning of the war in the fall of 1939 of course forced

me to relinquish my intention of resigning. Naturally, the war
created more frequent friction and differences of opinion due to

the ever-increasing strain and nervousness of the Fuehrer. They
occurred with the beginning of unfavorable war events, technical

failures, further in the operations of the big ships as a whole,

which always agitated the Fuehrer, and finally discussions of im-

possible or too far-reaching political-military plans, as especially

before the war with Russia and in connection with the demand
for occupation of islands and bases in the Atlantic (Azores, Cape

Verde, and the Canary Island). Technical failures which had dis-

turbing effects occurred, for example, in connection with the mag-
netic igniting of torpedoes which, before the war, we had de-

veloped very carefully and with the greatest amount of secrecy

possible ; and from that, connected with the launching and bubble-

less run of the torpedo, we had hopes of very great advantages,

especially in submarine warfare. In the Atlantic battles, great

success was enjoyed in the beginning, but at the time of the Naval

operation miscarriages of the submarine torpedoes increased.

Once, it became evident that in higher latitudes, due to the

changed magnetic conditions there, the ignition system did not

work reliably, and further more counter measures (demagnitiza-
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tion) against magnetic ignition were already encountered on Eng-

lish warships, and to a certain extent merchant ships. Besides,

I

during the cold winter 1939/1940, the torpedo proving yards in

1 Eckenfoerde were for an unusually long time blocked by ice, so

!
that the launching of the torpedo for the correct depth run, a

j

process that had regained importance in the explosion process

now in use, could not succeed quickly and carefully enough.

I
As a result, numerous failures of shooting below the ships also

|
took place at first. The few successes by the U-boats at the time

; of the Norwegian campaign provided Goering with ample op-

\

portunity to denounce the Navy. This very much excited the

Fuehrer, which at the time considerably increased my difficulty

in cooperating with him.

Due to the introduction of hot high-pressure steam engines on

destroyers and ships, many difficulties of a similar kind had to

be overcome. But after the "children's maladies" had been dis-

posed of, they were overcome.

Unfavorable war incidents developed in a similar manner. In

February 1940 two of our new destroyers were sunk at night

near the North Sea coast; they were bombed by one of the Ger-

man pilots (Sergeant) completely inexperienced at sea, and re-

sulting in great loss of life. Naturally, the system of recognition

i

signals of the Navy should have been at fault, but had in reality

! been developed to a high state of perfection during the First

j
World War already, while the pilots, despite all concerns of the

!
Navy to guide them, had in no way yet recognized completely its

' importance and had also as a result of their separation from the

Navy, intended by Goering, only little practice in its utilization.

That the sinking of the battleship "Graf Spee" and later the

i battleship "Bismarck" had a strong effect on the Fuehrer's nerves

was evident. However, the effect of such occurrences was mainly

overemphasized through discussion in the main Headquarters

with the wholly incompetent, personal advisers of the Fuehrer

i

(OKW) from which he already formulated an opinion, so that,

|

after having first obtained the necessary, reliable information, I

was forced at my next appearance at Headquarters to report

amid violent discussion. During and after the Norwegian under-

' taking it was just such occurrences as the destroyer battles in

Narvik, the success of English U-boats against transports and
returning warships in the Skagerrak, and occasional but incon-

sequential night breakthrough of French destroyers (which, were
i placed at the time of the Norwegian undertaking at the disposal

jof the light French fighting forces, to support the English naval
693261—47—46
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force in the North Sea and North Atlantic, along with the cruiser

"Emile Bertin", and a number of destroyers, proved themselves

more daring and therefore more disturbing than the English)

into the Skagerrak, which occasioned unnecessary excitement.
* * *

A special discussion was required for the use of surface war-
ships, the use of which was the continual object of basic disagree-

ments and finally became the acute cause for my exit at the be-

ginning of the year 1943. Germany, despite the fact that she

found herself at an early stage of fleet construction, in 1939 be-

came involved in the war against England's mighty sea power.

Although the construction of U-boats and destroyers was well

underway, the number of large surface craft was still entirely

insignificant. Besides the 3 ironclads [Panzerschiffen] and 6

small cruisers of the Versailles plan, the battleships "Scharn-

horst" and "Gneisenau" (caliber 28 cc), and the heavy cruisers

"Admiral Hipper", "Bluecher" and (later) "Prinz Eugen" were
as good as finished. I tried from the start to make it clear to the

Fuehrer that with these ships protracted naval warfare with Eng-
land would be impossible ; that on the other hand, only her offen-

sive waging of war on merchant shipping gave her the expecta-

tion of success, whereas the defensive in a naval war was deemed
to failure from the start; but, finally that despite all successes

one must count on the few large ships being expended within a

reasonable space of time, in the struggle against the powerful,

superior force of England. Again and again I saw to it that the

ships, first the ironclads "Deutschland", "Luetzow" and "Graf

Spee", later "Admiral S'cheer" ; the heavy cruisers, "Admiral

Hipper" and "Prinz Eugen"; the battleships, "Scharnhost" and

"Gneisenau" ; finally even the battleship, "Bismarck"—in addi-

tion innumerable auxiliary cruisers—were committed to surprise

attacks in the Atlantic and beyond that to war against merchant

shipping. The results were good, thanks to the use of the ele-

ment of surprise. This manner of utilizing the large ships had,

besides this, the further advantage of forcing the English to

protect their convoys to an ever greater degree through use of

cruisers and even battleships; and because of this to definitely

separate them and through constant sea duty to wear them out,

all of which would not have occurred had only U-boats been used

in the attacks against merchant shipping. The usefulness of the

English fleet as a whole was thus strongly undermined. Since

the Fuehrer was entirely unfamiliar with the actual conditions

at sea and with naval warfare, and since he thus in no way super-
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vised them, the operations of the large ships at sea caused him
uneasiness; he "could not sleep" as soon as he knew such ships

were at sea. The loss of such a ship, especially since there were
so few large ships, was grave and caused a sensation. It was dis-

tasteful to him and his fighting nature that the order—according

to the principles of cruiser warfare (see my books about cruiser-

warfare 1914/18 issued by the Navy Archives (Marine-Archiv)

through E. S. Mittler and son, Berlin)—always read, above all

merchant vessels were to be destroyed, battles with warships of

superior or equal power were to be avoided. He believed—despite

all information to the contrary—that from this he could conclude

a lack of will to sacrifice on the part of the naval officers, who
only attacked merchant shipping. For example, he never under-

stood that the commander of the "Graf Spee" would have acted

more correctly, had he from the start avoided every battle with

the escort cruisers at the mouth of the La Plata (of course, once

he had engaged in battle, he had to destroy the already heavily-

hit English heavy cruiser instead of (heading toward) Monte-
video). At the end of 1940 and the beginning of 1941 and from
then on our surface warfare in the Atlantic was so active and
successful that the English had their hands full to escort con-

voys safely. Here, too, our successes would have been much
greater, had we had available a good naval air force that would
have flown the necessary reconnaissance flights and would have

ensured our ships in the Atlantic ports against enemy air raids.

The demurrage of the "Scharnhorst" and "Gneisenau" in Brest

became so difficult, only because the air force did not devote the

necessary pursuit planes to the protection of the valuable ships.

The use of artificial fog, which at first was refused by the air

force, already considerably improved the position of the ships. On
the other hand the mighty increase of the English air force,

which, still later, was markedly strengthened by the American
and the development of orientation, created conditions more and
more unfavorable for surface warfare against merchant shipping

as the months went by, taking into consideration the view of the

Fuehrer, namely to concentrate the large ships along the northern
coast of Norway in order there to block the supposedly planned
English landing attempt. (Breakthrough of the ships "Scharn-
horst", "Gneisenau", "Prinz Eugen" through the channel at the

beginning of 1942.) The huge success earned by the "Bismarck",
in the spring of 1941 by the rapid sinking in the Atlantic of the

largest English ship, the "Hood", was unhappily balanced by an
!
unfortunate accidental hit scored by an aerial torpedo in the rud-
jder of the "Bismarck" , which even if damaged, could have reached
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a French strong point had it not been for this chance hit. Here
too, the wrong organization of the air combat forces [Luftstreit-

kraefte] played a decisive role on the German side. After the

sinking of the "Bismarck", the Fuehrer regarded the operation of

the large ships with the greatest distrust. He realized, for a

time, that it was the lack of a naval air force which basically

hampered the strategy of the large ship, and was also ready, for

a time, to have aircraft carriers or auxiliary aircraft carriers con-

structed. (The completion of [Fertigbau] the "Graf Zeppelin",

the conversion of [Umbau] "Seydlitz", conversion of merchant
vessels.) But at that time already it was no longer possible to

carry through these projects without prejudicing U-boat con-

struction, due to the lack of raw materials and labor. So finally

it came to the engagement of 31/12/42, which is described in

Part II, and which was the cause for a final disagreement be-

tween the Fuehrer and myself on 6/1/43. The question rapidly

became acute ("Tirpitz", "Scharnhost") again under the leader-

ship of my successor, Grand Admiral Doenitz, who at first sub-

mitted to the view of the Fuehrer but soon had to perceive how
things actually were.

At the end of the war, "Prinz Eugen", "Admiral Hipper",

"Luetzow", "Admiral Scheer" were still playing a not unimpor-

tant role in the coastal battles in the Baltic Sea, where their task

was to support the withdrawal of German troops.

After the loss [Abbruch] of the battle * * * on 31/12/42
the Fuehrer became extremely excited due to the completely un-

intentional but, due to the conditions, incomplete information

about the course of the battle, which excitement was not only

uncleverly handled, but perhaps even aroused by' the only re-

cently appointed permanent representative of the Ob.d.M. (Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Navy) to headquarters {Hauptquartier}.

Still at night the Fuehrer expressed to his circle of acquaintances

[Umgebung] his varying opinions concerning the use of the large

ships, as I characterized them above, and by dictating them, set

them forth in the war diary [Kriegstachebuch] in order un-

equivocally to take this position regarding this question. I re-

ceived the command by telephone to come to headquarters im-

mediately but begged to have to drive there only when I had pro-

cured beyond doubt the necessary information.

Therefore I did not show up there till the evening of 6/1/43,

after the external excitement had subsided. I tried first to ascer-

tain from the naval adjutant [Marineadjutanten] whether the

Fuehrer wished my resignation, as this would have made my po-

sition easier : I could, however, find out nothing definite.
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Instead, the Fuehrer, in the presence of Fieldmarshal Keitel

gave me a well thought out lecture of about an hour's duration, in

iwhich he at first complained about the false information of 31/

12/42: "He is, after all, not an agreeable civilian, but the highest

Icommanding officer of the armed forces". And with an ever more
'spiteful and a completely irrelevant manner, he disparaged every-

thing connected with the large ships. He himself still criticized

\[bemaekelte] the scuttling of the fleet at Scapa Flow (1919) ; on

|

such a basis one could not construct a new navy. He doubted

whether the "Bismarck's" crew had good intentions ( !) while

;

until now, he could not praise the Navy spirit [Marinegeistes]

Ienough. In brief, I realized immediately that the purpose of the

lecture was a personal disparagement of the Navy, which I com-
jmanded, and therefore a personal insult. I therefore gave up
every effort to disprove the wholly irrelevant statements. In this

jrespect the assertion of Fieldmarshal Keitel, subsequently made
•known to me, was typical ; he wondered how I had controlled

;myself so as to keep my composure even during the strongest

'outbursts. I did this purposely despite the self-restraint it re-

quired since I immediately saw that I could now put through my
long-standing and oft-stated intention to resign from the High
Command in such a way that no "Eklat" would result on the out-

side that might be damaging to the Navy, Besides, in the state-

ments several points were mentioned which pointed to the influ-

ence of Goering. In concluding, the Fuehrer charged me first to

hand in a memorandum in which I could once again voice my di-

vergent opinion concerning the role of large ships. I now asked

jto be allowed to speak privately to the Fuehrer, whereupon Field-

marshal Keitel and the two stenographers (who for some time
had taken down in writing every word spoken by the Fuehrer)
left the room. I requested the Fuehrer, who had conveyed to me
in his lecture his seemingly real and, moreover, completely dis-

isenting opinion concerning my carrying out my command [Kom-
\mandofuehrung] and its result, to relieve me of my position as

.'supreme commander [Kommando als Oberbefehlshaber] since I

jcould not carry on further without his confidence. Besides, I was
lalmost 67, my health was no longer the best, and my being re-

placed by younger blood [Kraft] was natural and suitable as I

jhad emphasized for years. The Fuehrer tried immediately again
jto resume ; he had not condemned the Navy as a whole, but only
criticized the large ships. The age of his coworkers, in itself,

jwas for him of no consideration, as he often enough proved in

[practice. My exit at this time meant, too, a further personal
purden for him—it was the time of the awful Stalingrad battles

;
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the fall of Stalingrad was imminent. I explained to him that,

after today's lecture, remaining was in no way possible for me,
as my authority was shattered. But it was clear to me that ex-

ternally my departure must follow smoothly in the interest of

all—to avoid for the Fuehrer the feared burden as well as to

save the Navy from repercussions. Therefore I suggested that

the departure take place on the 30/1/43, the 10th anniversary

of the seizure of power [Machtergreifung] the same day, then,

which marked the 10 years I had led the Navy under his direc-

tion. That would then be completely comprehensible and would
not allow ideas of difference to crop up among the people. The
conception of his farewell decree would thereby be decisive. The
Fuehrer agreed to the proposal and charged me to nominate, in

writing, 2 officers suitable as successors. On. the 30/1 he would
receive me to say farewell [Zur Verabschiedung]. First of all I

nominated General Admiral Carls as my successor, as I believed

him especially qualified because of his character and his general

view of all problems of warfare and organization; secondly Ad-
miral Doenitz, the U-boat commander, a very ambitious officer

and a U-boat officer in the First World War, to whom I had since

1935 entrusted the command of the U-boats and who unquestion-

ably had great success with them. He was, however, by nature

adapted one-sidedly to U-boat warfare, and did not possess the

requisite overall view of all the problems of total warfare [Ge-

samtkriegsfuehrung]. Should the Fuehrer, however, now want
to stress that in his opinion the U-boat arm was in the fore-

ground, then the choice of Doenitz would therefore have been

rightly made. The dismissal was made public at the appointed

time and therefore known of; it was drawn up with good will

and admitted of no differences of opinion. The Fuehrer bestowed

upon me the title of Admiralinspector of the Navy, with which no

active duty was connected. Nevertheless, it caused general atten-

tion, that I did not receive an actual decoration, as only the be-

stowal of the Great Cross of the Iron Cross [Grosskreuz des

Eisernen Kreuzes] could have been considered because I had re-

ceived as the latest decoration the Knight's Cross of the Iron

Cross after the Polish campaign in 1939. Goering was awarded

the Great Cross along with the post of Reichsmarschall after the

French campaign, while the Navy operation went completely un-

honored. No honor could be awarded on the same level as that

awarded to Goering. So, too, I was informed at my departure,

that I could only receive the Great Cross when a higher honor

could be arranged for Goering, which arrangement was just then

in progress. In reality the Fuehrer had been offended at my ar-
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ranging my departure during the critical times of Stalingrad.

For this he wanted to repay me by not awarding me an externally

visible token of distinction, for basically he was very resentful.

I put so little stock in such tokens of distinction, especially when
they were awarded for such reasons, that my joy over my finally

attaining my departure the way I wanted it could in no way be

dimmed. The Fuehrer expected that he would want to take my
expert advice into consideration in the future—which, however
did not once occur in the years 1943-5. I myself asked for and
received useful information about every 3-5 weeks from the Naval
War Command, which was located in Berlin, about the overall

war picture through an officer from the Navy army-airforce,

around the beginning of 1944 in Eberswalde (near Berlin) and
vicinity, and only at the beginning of 1945 moved to Wilhelms-

haven, and finally to Ploen-Eutin in Holstein. So that I was al-

ways informed, should the Fuehrer have ever called me into con-

sultation—which however did not happen. An officer of the OKM,
besides his regular duty, functioned as my adjutant. Only twice

did I receive a political assignment, namely in 1943 at the death

of King Boris of Bulgaria to lead the government delegation to

the tomb; the other to deliver a motor boat, a present from the

Fuehrer, to the Reichs administrator of Hungary, Admiral
Horthy in Budapest in the fall of 1943. In both cases I received,

on the way there, personal instructions from the Fuehrer at Head-
quarters, where I stayed for an hour for that purpose. At the

time of the Hungary trip I transmitted to the Fuehrer the wish
of my friend Dr. Gessler, the former Reichswehrminister (1920-

1928) who owned a small estate in Lindenberg in the Allgaeu

(Oberbayern), to impart to one of his (Hitler's) deputies his

knowledge of the attitude of the people in Bavaria and Wuertem-
berg, which bothered him, and of the necessity for a change in

propaganda in those regions. Since it was a question of political

matters, I requested the Fuehrer to determine a political person-
age to receive the commission to contact Dr. Gessler whom the

Fuehrer, as he himself said, considered as an unquestionably re-

liable man. He charged Himmler to send one of his deputies to

Dr. Gessler, and there followed a satisfying conversation between
Dr. Gessler and a higher police general from Munich to whom Dr.
Gessler explained his anxieties: the discontent of the Bavarian
people revived separatist movements in Bavaria, mismanage-
ment of propaganda—whereby he thus acted in the interest of
the state administration of that time [damaligen Stoatsfuehrung].
I shall come back to this later in connection with the 20/7/44.

Besides, the Fuehrer attached importance to the fact that ex-
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ternally his relationship to me seemed normal and good. He knew
that I was well thought of in all the really important circles of

the German people, and that they generally had great faith in me
—this in contrast to Goering, v. Ribbentrop, Dr. Goebbels, Himm-
ler, Dr. Ley—but the same went for, for example, Freiherr v.

Neurath (next to last Reichs Foreign Minister), Graf V. Schwer-
in-Krosigk, Schacht, Dorpmueller, and others. In a very nice

way the Fuehrer commemorated on the 16 April 1944, my 50th

year of service (entrance into the Navy on the 16/4/1894), by
sending me by way of the Navaladjutant, along with his good

wishes, a dedicated and very valuable oil painting by Van der

Velde (naval battle of 1690 at beachy head between the English

and the Dutch and the French).

Once more I came into a critical situation at the time of the

attempt on the Fuehrer's life on 20 July 1944. I had not the

slightest notion of the events and preparations, did not at all

know the main characters, and had never thought such a measure
on the part of soldiers toward their Supreme Commander possi-

ble—a bomb without the placer himself there, but who brutally

endangered many good comrades; therefore despicable, wholly

unsoldierly behaviour. By coincidence we did not hear the radio

on the 20/7 and learned of news of the attempt only on the morn-

ing of 21/7 from the press. On the morning of the 21st, already,

our dentist, Dr. Weber, asked us if we knew that I was to have

participated in the attempt. We denied this, but realized from the

dentist's words that already rumors were being spread about

concerning my participation ; therefore that a hunt was in prog-

ress that must have had its origin in Goering's or Himmler's de-

partment and could have the worst consequences for me. Still on

the 21st, therefore, I telephoned Admiral Wagner at the head-

quarters [Hauptquartier] and asked him to arrange permission

for me to be able personally to express to the Fuehrer my glad

feelings at his deliverance. During the night of 21/22 came the

affirmative answer. I heard later that at headquarters they had
turned the idea over in their minds to let me come "to a hear-

ing".' Early on the 22 of July I flew to headquarters with the

hitherto Generalstabschef (Head of the General Command),
where I first greeted General Guderian, who had just taken over

the position of Chief of the General Staff of the Army, and who
made a good, sound impression on me. So then according to his

wishes, I saw Goering, who was mainly interested in the com-
mitment of his Goering division (or corps)—with a situation on
the eastern front that seemed definitely catastrophic to me. The
Fuehrer himself I could greet in a larger circle before the start
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of the situation conference which I had previously been invited

to join. The situation at the eastern front was throughout des-

perate ; there were widespread breakthroughs ; few reserves came

up. Goering's conduct at the conference was pitiful; he tried to

give the impression—probably due to my presence—that he had

something important to say. He sat quite near the Fuehrer, who,

however, in no way took notice of his chatter and mostly turned

away from him. Here, too, he tried to influence the disposition

[placierung] of his "Division Goering"; although there were

great gaps to be filled in, of larger viewpoints he seemingly knew
nothing. After the conference, I had lunch with the Fuehrer,

whose right forearm was only a little crushed, and whose hearing

had suffered a little. Usually he ate lunch alone. He told of the

outcome of the attempt and showed* me where it had taken place.

It must be characterized as a miracle that the Fuehrer came away
almost unhurt, whereas the others present were more or less

seriously hurt. The perpetrator, Colonel Graf Stauffenberg, sub-

ordinate to the Chief of the Reserve Army and Production, him-

self a brave soldier who in earlier battles had lost one arm and

one eye, and wTho enjoyed great respect in the Army, had himself

placed the brief case with the time-bomb [Sprengapparat] under

one end of the table on which the situation maps were spread out,

and just before the beginning of the conference went out sup-

posedly to telephone. He did put a call through, but did not wait

for the connection; instead he drove immediately by car to the

airport and from there flew to Berlin. Therefore he did not know
the result of his attempt. The Fuehrer sat down at the map table

[Lagetisch] about the length of the table away from the

end under which the bomb lay, had his right forearms placed on
the heavy table top. At the detonation—two detonations, one
following the other in rapid succession, were perceived by Hitler

as well as by others; therefore also 2 detonators were found

—

the shorter part of the table top at the right of the Fuehrer was
cracked nearly up to where he was sitting, from which, however,
he only suffered the crushing of his right forearms, while even his

legs remained uninjured. The wounds of the others present proved
to be very serious. One stenographer had both legs torn off, and
the Chief of the General Staff of the Airforce .was fatally injured.
The injuries consisted either of burns—as for example with Gen-
eral Jodl, who however soon returned to work, with Kontor-ad-
miral v. Puttkammer, and with Commander [Kapitaen zur See]
Assmann—or in the decomposition of the blood, as with General
Schmundy, who, despite many blood transfusions, finally died.

One officer was thrown out of the window onto the ledge and
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thereby wounded. The effectiveness would have been much
greater, had it been a matter of a massive building with a solid

roof and a reinforced floor. Since neither conditions were pres-

ent, since no resistance was encountered, the main explosion oc-

curred higher up and lower down, having correspondingly less

effect on the side. The ruins, however, made an awful impression.

The explosive was of English origin; Graf Stauffenberg's wife

was an Englishwoman.

Graf Stauffenberg's explanation that the attempt had suc-

ceeded cleared from complicity the other participants, who for

the main part were subordinate to General Fromm, Chief of

Armament and the Reserve Army [Ruestung und Ersatzheeres].

He, General Fromm, was to my mind, in no way involved in the

situation, although his main coworkers, General Olbrecht and his

subordinate, Graf Stauffenberg, were the main conspirators. He,

Fromm, was also immediately arrested by them. The organiza-

tion of the uprising was, in my opinion, really deplorable, and

therefore doomed to failure from the start.

At the main headquarters they immediately tracked down Graf

Stauffenberg as the originator of the attempt, through the an-

nouncement of the telephone operator to Hitler, who had left

the map room, that Graf Stauffenberg had put through a call

and without however completing it had taken off for the airport.

A telephone conversation informed Dr. Goebbels of the situation

before Graf Stauffenberg arrived in Berlin. Everything else is

well known.
When I explained to the Fuehrer, before my departure, that

I was prepared at any time to throw away my life for the Ger-

man people, he, realizing therefrom my great concern for the

present situation, expressed—as always in such cases—his con-

fidence that he would "soon again bring order" to the situation

in the east.

Before my departure I called the attention of Hitler's SS
guards to the fact that they had let me eat lunch alone with the

Fuehrer with a loaded revolver, which would have made very

much easier the carrying out of an attempt—even had such only

occurred through a fit of insanity. (At that time I carried for

my own safety a loaded revolver close at hand in my pocket.)

My appearance at main headquarters apparently surprised my
opponents to such an extent that they ceased their slanderous

attempt to connect me with the 20th of July.

Numerous arrests continued to be made, partially from lists

found on a few outstanding personalities, in which lists were

entered the names of people found suitable by the regime, often
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without the knowledge of these individuals. Therefore I too soon

received a letter from a camp, near Fuerstenberg/Mecklenburg,

from the above mentioned former Minister of the Armed Forces

[Reichswehrminister] Dr. Gessler, who was also supposed to be

connected with the 20.VII.44 at the time he had proved his loy-

alty to the regime, particularly by his behavior in November
1943. As a likely suspect he now was accused of a joint excur-

sion with Fehr, former Minister for Provisions, as well as a

meeting with Hermes, former Minister of the Central Office at

the time of the attempted assassination. Dr. Gessler now re-

quested me to arrange an immediate meeting with the Fuehrer to

prove at once his innocence, which I, as well as the Fuehrer,

must have known. I immediately forwarded the request, through

Admiral Wagner, by telephone to the Fuehrer, who agreed and

arranged for an immediate interview with Dr. Gessler.

I notified Dr. Gessler as well as his wife at Lindenberg (AU-

gaeu). However, I later learned that the letters never arrived.

After about two weeks, I made inquiry from Admiral Wagner
concerning the meeting with Dr. Gessler. He notified me that

the SS Organ at headquarters had sent word that at consequent

interrogations Dr. Gessler had admitted knowledge of and par-

ticipation in the attempted assassination. Assuming to have

heard the truth from the official organ, I notified the Fuehrer by
telephone through Admiral Wagner of my intention to discon-

tinue my efforts and that I would also inform Dr. Gessler and

his wife. My letters again did not arrive, as I later learned.

All this took place during August/September 1944. In March
1945, I was notified by telephone by a Director Schmidt that Dr.

Gessler had been dismissed from the camp and was now in the

Hedwig Hospital (Krankenhaus) at Berlin to regain his health,

before departing for Lindenberg. On the same day I looked him
up and found him in bed, broken in body and spirit.

Upon my request to tell me of his actual experiences, he went
into minute detail. He had not received my letters, particularly

not the first one, in which, for his exoneration, I had through
portrayal of his behavior towards the Fuehrer in November 1943,

brought proof of his utterly incontestable loyalty to the State.

At first the treatment was quite bad, but it suddenly improved
somewhat, apparently when the Fuehrer's order for his immedi-
ate interrogation had arrived. The tone for his abusive treat-

ment had been decreed by Criminal Counsel [Kriminalrat]
Lange, who was widely known for such tactics. The food was
entirely insufficient; some prisoners screamed from hunger.
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Other prisoners were frequently whipped. Schacht was impris-

oned across from him. The cells were frequently inspected for

cleanliness by Criminal Counsel Lange, who remarked to him
that, as former Minister of the Armed Forces, and having had
experience in such matters, his cell should really be cleaner. On
such occasions, he would not answer, to avoid being slapped in

the face. Already at the first interrogation, he was tortured by
the pushing of sharp wooden wedges with an instrument between
his fingers, causing excruciating pain. He was given an inspec-

tion to enable him to endure the pain at all. I myself saw the

scars between his fingers. To the questions and remonstrations

of Dr. Gessler, he was told that this torture was carried out on
orders of the Fuehrer. On that day, March 6, 1945, I took off the

golden medal of honor, which the Fuehrer had bestowed upon me
in 1937.

At one time, during Dr. Gessler's interrogation, Admiral Can-
aris was led by on the street and Dr. Gessler was asked if he

knew him. Naturally he knew him from his Minister days.

Canaris too had been arrested after the 20.VII and apparently

was greatly depressed. He was at all times very pessimistic but,

on the whole extremely cautious. I never did hear the real reason

for his arrest. It was rumored, however, that incriminating

diaries had been found in one of his safes. "Some time before

Dr. Gessler's release, the documents on Gessler were supposed

to have been sent to the People's Court at Berlin for a verdict.

Nothing punishable or othenvise incriminating was found in

them, whereupon he was released, after being imprisoned though

innocently for more than 6 months. I took it upon myself to

telephone the good news through the Postofiice at Lindenberg to

his wife and to tell her that he would soon be with her. Director

Schmidt of the MAN and I made an effort to obtain some special

traveling conveyance, since Dr. Gessler's condition would not per-

mit traveling on the usually overcrowded trains. It would have

been possible to send him on a hospital train as far as Munich
or Augsburg, but there would have been some delay. We there-

fore preferred to use a remodeled MAN truck, Dr. Gessler being

one of the board of directors. After several rest periods he

was brought to Lindenberg. There he not only enjoys the confi-

dence of his more intimate fellow countrymen, but also a high

regard in all of Bavaria as well as in a portion of Wuertenberg.
Gessler's information, which he, incidentally, gave very reluc-

tantly and did not wish to have passed on because he felt ashamed
for Germany, was the first of this kind which I received in re-

gards to the consequences of the 20.VII. I learned in addition
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that acting General Joachim von Stuelpnagel, a highly respected

officer, formerly on Hindenburg's staff, was imprisoned for about

3 months without any proof of guilt, and then was freed. Even
an officer of the Command for Naval Warfare, reserve Lieutenant

Commander [Korvetten Kapitaen der Res.] was without reason

held for several days, but was then released, through determined

|

efforts of a comrade. Court proceedings are made public in the
1 press. Dr. Goerdeler was a capable man in matters of economy,

but was not an outstanding person. The preparations for the

Putsch were utterly insufficient and childish, especially pertain-

ing to the work of the generals in Berlin. Fieldmarshall v.

Witzleben, supposedly a Reichspresident of some sort, had been

ill for years from stomach and intestinal ulcers and underwent

successive operations.

Acting General Beck was a very sensible, intelligent member of

|
the General Staff, sort of a Moltke type but not an energetic, hard

man, such as was required to maintain close order, when Himmler
with his organization stood on the other side.

Acting General Hoeppner, temporarily demoted to an ordinary

cavalry soldier, was a capable, wiry soldier, constantly in conflict

with the Party, and deeply resentful of his treatment, ordered by

the Fuehrer in the winter of 1941/42, for having supposedly acted

I
against the Fuehrer's press orders (see further on). In the new

I constellation he was supposed to step into General Fromm's place,

which never did come about. Fromm, incidentally, was exonerated

from any guilt in the attempted assassination. The military court,

however, sentenced him later on to death for cowardice and he

was shot. (It is supposed that he did not protest sufficiently

against his arrest.) The justness of this verdict must be greatly

doubted.

IThe
plot was in its detail insufficiently thought out and psycho-

logically incorrectly carried out. Therefore, the criminally at-

tempted assassination suddenly showed the German people a deep

conflict and consequent danger, which passed through its circles,

above all, through the ranks of the soldiers.

The word "Treason" was increasingly heard, particularly wher-

ever there was failure. As I heard, during a discussion of the

situation at headquarters on the 22.VII the collapse of the center

I

at the east front was to be traced to the propaganda activities of

! Generals Paulus and v. Seydlitz and their associates. They were

I

induced to retreat through German-speaking representatives (Ger-

man prisoners of war, for instance, officers with corresponding

commands). To what extent the leaders used such communica-
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tions to cover up their own mistakes, I naturally could not judge.

I heard nothing further about the Fuehrer's activities at the main
headquarters and of the headquarters themselves, during the time

following the attempted assassination (see further on).

Aside from I.II.1943, at the time of the surrender of the OKM
post, I saw Grand Admiral Doenitz one time in my home, as he

congratulated me on my birthday; one time in April 1944 in the

name of the Navy on my 50th anniversary in the service ; one time

in the summer of 1943, when he and his wife paid us a visit ; and

one time at the beginning of 1945, when he, before his departure

from Berlin—Lanke, upon my request, informed me of conditions

in general. I myself called on him one time in 1943 or 1944 at the

Main Headquarters for Naval Warfare at Lanke near Berlin,

where he explained conditions to me. My wife and I visited the

Doenitz family at their Berlin-Dahlem home one afternoon in 1943

for tea (return visit).

Our manner was very cool, since Doenitz's somewhat conceited

and not always tactful nature did not appeal to me, and the mis-

takes, which resulted from his personal standpoint and which very

soon were known to the officers corps, soon became apparent, to

the detriment of the Navy. At another time I shall speak about

the separation of technical activities, warship construction,

weapon construction, etc.—about the Naval High Command and

its transfer to the Speer Armaments Ministry. In this I saw, as

did all experienced naval officers, a great mistake, and in Speer's

superorganization, one of the causes for the collapse of replace-

ments. But Speer flattered Doenitz's vanity—and vice versa

—

and so, during the long years, all the satisfactory naval funda-.

mentals, and above all the experienced proven constructors, were

pushed aside in order to make room at a critical moment for new
methods and new men. Doenitz's strong political (Party) inclina-

tions brought him difficulties, as head of the Navy ; his last speech

to the Hitler Youth, which was ridiculed in all circles, gave him
in the Navy the nickname, "Hitlerboy Doenitz", which in one way
helped his prestige. His entire manner, on the other hand, won
for him however the confidence of the Fuehrer, for otherwise

there is no explanation for his appointment as Administrative

Chief for Northern Germany. The acceptance of this post by the

Commander-in-Chief of the Navy shows how little he was still

interested in the Navy, for which his capabilities as leader were

barely sufficient. His releases in the new post, urging in his usual

manner to persevere and to fight on, prove how little he under-

stood Germany's condition in general. Through this he made a
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fool of himself and thereby harmed the Navy. In my opinion, he

became most unpopular in Germany during that time.

Towards the end of March, it became apparent that sooner or

later Berlin would fall to the attacks of the closing-in SU armies.

On the other hand, I had heard by telephone that the German
headquarters with Hitler were at Berlin and probably would re-

main there. I telephoned Vice Admiral Voss, stationed there, that

I intended to remain in Potsdam-Babelsberg, even if Berlin and

Potsdam were to be occupied. (Hitler had issued an order that

Fieldmarshals and Ministers, as well as prominent Party members,
were to move to the West, which it was assumed, would be occu-

pied by British or American forces.)

The incoming reports had made the folly of continued fighting,

above all the defense of Berlin etc., quite clear to me. From the

middle of April on, I repeatedly attempted by telephone to obtain

permission for an interview with the Fuehrer at headquarters, the

exact location of which was unknown to me. On about the 20.IV.

I attempted to use Hitler's birthday as an excuse for an inter-

view. However, I was no longer admitted. I can understand that

it would have been embarrassing to the Fuehrer now to finally

admit to me the complete military collapse. I only heard once

more on the morning of the 24.IV., through Admiral Voss, that

the female personnel (stenographers) and the female relatives of

the members at headquarters, who were still in Berlin, had been

taken to the South and that Hitler was remaining in Berlin. Soon
afterwards a bridge was blown up at Wannsee, stopping the tele-

phone service entirely, and I had to rely on radio reports. There-
fore I know nothing authentic about Hitler's fate. According to

the radio broadcasts, he definitely was dead, be it that he fell in

battle, as reported by the armed forces, or that he had committed
suicide. In my opinion he really had no choice, having always se-

verely criticized and ridiculed the behavior of Kaiser Wilhelm II

for escaping to a neutral country instead of dying at the head of

his troops, and for having dragged the German people, through
his own guilt, into unparalleled, frightful chaos. I consider the

rumor of a marriage to Eva Braun, and their escape to Spain or

the Argentine, without foundation. I don't believe that at this

time the Fuehrer would have displayed such bad taste. One rumor,
which would better fit in with Hitler's disposition as a whole

—

never to give in, but to always look for a way out—was that he
had flown in a Conder plane to Manchukuo. It is incomprehen-
sible in which manner he could have expected to influence Japan
etc., and from whom he would have found a following in or outside
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of Germany ; after having broken and thrown the German people

into unprecedented misery, thereby gaining boundless hatred for

himself. Therefore, I still believe the most likely death version

which would most correspond to the Fuehrer's nature, and as an-

nounced on the radio, that a cement burial place had been erected

for him in his air-raid shelter in which his remains will not easily

be found. Naturally, this too is only an assumption, attempting

to fit it in with Hitler's ideas.

At this point, I must also add a word in praise of the Army,
particularly of the General Staff. Previously I described the man-
ner in which the structure of the army was seriously jeopardized

through the continual increase of the SS organizations and for-

mation of the Aircorps Field Divisions [Luftwaffendivisionen] at

a time when maximum efforts had to be demanded. The army
troops themselves originated from the excellent battalion of the

100,000 man army, whose expansion naturally followed faster and

stronger in an unparalleled manner, as was the case with the 15,-

000 man Navy. Through heavy motorization and the introduction

of new weapons the leaders were faced with entirely new prob-

lems. Particularly, these conditions called for very independent

handling of the individual motor and tank divisions, which fre-

quently had to rely on themselves. The division commanders were

generally young generals, who in 1941 however had not had much
experience, but really were quite equal to the task. The direction

from the "green table", on the other hand, was less satisfactory

than ever in such situations. In the late summer and fall of 1941

the Fuehrer showed his determined intention to end the Russian

campaign by fall, ignoring the suggestions of General Staff Chief

Haider to retreat for the winter to blockhouses behind the lines.

Instead he pushed the armies forward until the tanks were frozen

in and retreat could no longer be avoided. The generals who re-

treated, acting according to their own military convictions (Gen-

eral Hoepner of the northern army, and General Guderian south-

west of Moscow) were summoned to a court martial and sen-

tenced; later on, however, they were pardoned. Other generals,

who had acted independently, also met the same fate. Thereafter,

all independent actions of the lesser authoritative leaders were

stopped and all initiative eliminated. Orders for even the small-

est trifles were issued from main headquarters, which even con-

cerned itself with the holding of small bridgeheads and other

matters. The courts martial for generals were presided over by

Goering, who always expressed himself disparagingly about "the

generals". He used a court martial for an incident in the Crimea
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against an old reserve naval officer, to again strike an utterly un-

justified blow against the Navy. Goering's typical ambition, to

exhibit his accord with Hitler, is demonstrated by the following:

Mid-morning situation discussion: present: Colonel Bodenschatz,

adjutant to Goering. The Fuehrer considers, contrary to the

Fieldmarshal's opinion, that the eastern front sector of Field-

marshal von Bock's army group is not quite safe, and is therefore

concerned.

Afternoon situation discussion: Bodenschatz informs Goering of

this situation, before Goering's interview with Hitler. At the be-

ginning of the discussion, Goering informs Hitler that for several

days he has been worried about General von Bock's sector at the

front. The Fuehrer sees in this the accuracy of his own judgment
confirmed and is pleased that Goering always shares his view-

point. (1941)

This is only one example, as told to me by the Fuehrer's closest

OKW advisers, on the day following the event. To my question,

why the witnesses had not mentioned this to the Fuehrer, I was
answered that Goering's influence was still too great at this time.

A regrettable blow, of basic importance to the Army, was the

retirement of Fieldmarshal von Brauchitsch as Commander-in-
Chief of the Army and the transfer of the High Command to the

Fuehrer himself, in so far as it dealt with the operational direc-

tion, whereas everything administrative was handled by Keitel.

The replacement army (at home) and preparations, on the other

hand, were handled by General Fromm. Fieldmarshal v. Brauch-

itsch was, without a doubt, a very capable leader and greatly

admired by the Army. His manner, when conferring with the

Fuehrer, was not altogether always to his advantage. For some
time he had been suffering from disturbances of the circulatory

system, which had increased as a result of the nerve-racking epi-

sodes on the eastern front in the fall of 1941, and had caused him
to request his release 4 weeks prior to the approved time of his

resignation. He really was seriously ill and it was a miracle that

the crisis, which soon followed, did not end in his death.

I have always been of the opinion that it was a fatal mistake

that the Fuehrer himself, who was heavily burdened with the gen-

eral conduct of the war, took over the position. The Army and
the people also could not understand it. The question was asked

:

"Is the situation so desperate that only the Fuehrer himself can

save the Army?" or "Is there not a single general within the Army
who would be able to lead it (v. Rundstedt, v. Mannstein, and oth-

ers) ?" It was a degrading factor to the Army, the largest and
693261—47—47
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most important branch of the armed forces, that the Navy, the

Airforce, and the SS units were led by a Commander-in-Chief
from their own rank, while this was denied only to the Army,
which would have had a right to it first, according to its impor-

tance. One could argue in rejoinder that personal leadership by
Hitler could have been a special honor to the Army. However,
this leadership applied only

4
to operations. Care for the personal

well-being of the soldiers, that is, the duties and privileges closest

to the heart of every Commander-in-Chief, were carried out by
subofficer [^nebenamtlich^] through other authorities. At that

time it was hopeless to attempt a change in the situation.

Later, I tried to interest General Schmundt in the proposal that

the eastern and the western front should each be led by a Field-

marshal as the Commander-in-Chief of the entire army. It was
regrettable that some proposals miscarried from the beginning

because of certain personalities.

So, for example, it was not possible to bring about a successful

cooperation in any permanent sense between the Fuehrer and one

of the most capable of Fieldmarshals—perhaps the most capable

—Fieldmarshal v. Mannstein, whom the Fuehrer did not like, just

as he did not conceal from the Fuehrer his personal dislike.

A personality of quite a different kind must be mentioned at

this time who, holding a most influential position, has affected the

destiny of the Wehrmacht in an unsound manner—the chief of

the OKW, General of the Army Keitel, a man of unimaginable

weakness, who owes his long stay in his position to this charac-

teristic. The Fuehrer could treat him as badly as he wished—he

stood for it. Goering, in putting through his special wishes for

the Airforce, went over his head and thus overran the working

staff of the Fuehrer [Arbeitsstab des Fuehrers]—consequently he

supported Keitel in his position. The Party overpowered the

Wehrmacht from year to year in increasing measure in various

questions and found in Keitel, and in his advisor in matters of

inner politics, General Reinecke, who was just as weak, a willing

tool.

Keitel enjoyed no prestige whatsoever in the Wehrmacht, which

situation also naturally included the office led by him, the OKW,
the working staff of the Fuehrer. For a time he fell into strong

disfavor with the Fuehrer, but submitted to all humiliations and

remained in his position. Probably in this situation also Goering

intervened on his behalf.

General Jodl should be judged quite independently of Keitel.

The former was the actual director of operations at general head-
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quarters and filled this position for years with great calmness and

expertness, with keenness of perception and with judgment char-

acterized by singleness of purpose. He was probably the only

army officer in the OKW who had from the first fully grasped the

concept of "directing the armed forces" and acted accordingly.

He was fully equal to the difficulties of his situation and from the

first day of the war to the last, coped with them very well.

In the previous section I depicted events and personalities in

the Army, in order to demonstrate on the one hand, how the

structure and prestige of the Army were purposely undermined,

and how this in combination with incorrect measures adopted by

: the leadership was a factor in precipitating the collapse : but that,

on the other hand, there were most likely some persons who might
I have been able to exert a beneficial influence on the fate of the

|
German Army under a proper organization and setup.

All the questions which I have discussed above were dealt with

by me under the heading, "My Relationship to Hitler and the

:
Party," since I had a better opportunity than most other soldiers

j

(for reasons explained herein) to observe the development of the

l

Third Reich from the vantage point of a high official position.
; This permitted me to devote myself exclusively to my military

;

tasks. For that reason my exposition is entirely objective, since

as a soldier I had perforce to remain aloof from internal political

;

matters, in accordance with the requirement laid down by the

:
Fuehrer in 1933. For instance, he forbade soldiers to join the

;

Party, or allowed the Party membership of those who entered the

|

Armed Forces to "lie dormant" for the duration of their military

i service.

Supplementary information desired about any individual ques-
1 tions will be furnished willingly.

Jodl had such a calm and factual way of championing his view-
point before the Fuehrer, that a favorable atmosphere of cooper-

i ation generally was established, conflicts were avoided, and Jodl
usually was able to carry his point.

s *
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF PARTY AND STATE, AS IT
EXISTED IN REALITY

[BY WILHELM STUCKART*]

To the Interrogating Judge
via the Prison Office

As a supplement to my interrogation of the 7th December 1945,

I am submitting the enclosed short sketch about the relationship

between Party and State, as it existed in reality. I hope that this

will contribute to the determination of what is true and where the

responsibility lies.

Nurnberg, the 1st December 1945

[signed] W. STUCKART

The NSDAP had seizjed the political power not only in the po-

litical fight against the political parties, but also in the fight

against the executive power which several of these parties had

obtained within the Reich and the provinces. Since the executive

power in the Reich and in the provinces identified itself to such

an extent with the parties which were exercising it (the Social-

Democrat, Democrat, Center Party, etc.) a strong antifederal feel-

ing and attitude had originated in the NSDAP before 1933.

Once the NSDAP had seized the state power—federal and pro-

vincial—one might have thought that the NSDAP would have

looked upon the state under its leadership as its own National-So-

cialist state. This change in feeling and attitude, however, did

not take place. Although the number of Party-members steadily

increased because of the officials in the state and municipal serv-

ice who joined the Party, the distrust and resentment against the

state and the administration remained. It was not long before

all men who worked impartially, even if they had been assigned

to the state or municipal service by the Party, were regarded

with the strongest suspicion by this same Party, and in the course

of events were for the most part more strongly opposed by the

Party than were the nonParty members. Within the Party to a

steadily growing extent the opinion was adopted that the state

*Wilhelm Stuckart served as State Secretary in the Reich and Prussian

Ministries of Interior, in which he was in charge of Constitution, Legisla-

tion, Administration, and Incorporated Territories (from 1943 on). After

the collapse and surrender of the German Armed Forces in May 1945,

Stuckart was named Minister of the Interior, Science, Education, and Public

Instruction in the Nazi government formed under Grand Admiral Doenitz

(14 May 1945-23 May 1945).
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and municipal service was something second-rate, an activity

i which was to be evaluated as inferior to Party service. This re-

i suited in a steadily increasing underestimation of the adminis-
' trative work and a depreciatory attitude towards officials, which

j
rose to contempt in the case of judicial officials—administrative

!
jurists, court-jurists, etc. This opinion of the Party found its

]
strongest support in Hitler himself, who knew only the Party-

j

apparatus, who did not show any understanding for the state and
municipal administration, and who actually despised jurists.

The dualism between Party and state became more pronounced,

the more the state administration and the municipal service at-

tempted to accomplish impartial work and to retain or create or-

der, and thereby caused the Party to feel itself obstructed in its

supposedly revolutionary trend. In this way the state with its

administration represented the factor of order obedient to the

static-evolutionary principle, while the Party embodied the dy-
I namic-revolutionary principle, which attempted to advance de-

j velopment in all fields still further and to make its revolutionary

demands ever more extremist, and which considered the state-

administration and the municipal-service an obstruction in its

I way.

I

For the achievement of its aims the Party preferred the follow-

j

ing method : If, in its opinion, the Party did not make fast enough
progress with the state organs in respect to accomplishment of

!
its demands, it then simply executed a practical solution on the

|
outside by means of individual actions and thereby put the state

;

face to face with the accomplished facts, so that the state or mu-
i

nicipal administration could then do nothing else but give the ac-

i complished fact a legal basis and a place in the legal order.

The dualism between Party and state continually led to tension

;

in practical matters, to opposition between the state and the
i Party-machine, and in many cases to personal hostility between

j

the (officials) of state and Party. In this partly open, partly se-

;
cret conflict the men of the state and municipal service were at a

I disadvantage and handicapped from the very first. The state and
!
municipal administration attempted to protect its officials against

I the encroachments of the so-called Party dignitaries—Provincial
(Leaders [Gauleiter], District Leaders [Kreisleiter], Local Group

|

Leaders [Ortsgruppenleiter], etc.—by letting them be given hon-
orary service rank in the formations—SA, SS, NSKK, HJ, etc.—
and thereby giving them the right to wear the formation's uni-
form. This served at times to tone down the external forms of
!the Party's conflict with the administration but did not affect the

,

matter itself. Above all, Hitler's unfortunate statement, "The
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Party commands the, state," gave the Party officials practically

the right of way to interfere in all the tasks and proceedings of

the state and municipal administration far in excess of legally

established participation, to place the officials of the state and of

the communities under their tutelage in practical matters, and to

disqualify these officials personally if they did not cooperate with

the party dignitaries. A very substantial fraction of the working
force of state and municipal officials—Mayor [Buergermeister],

Chief Major [Oberbuergermeister], Provincial Councillor [Land-

rat], President of an administrative district [Regierungspraesi-

dent], Ministerial Officials [Ministerialbeamte]—was in this way
worn out by unfruitful arguments and useless conflicts with the

Party officials, and the quality of the official work deteriorated

very much. In very frequent cases the official opposition led, as al-

ready explained above, to a personal conflict, which usually ter-

minated with the dismissal of the state or municipal official from
his office, since the personal-political report, which the Party dig-

nitary had to submit, denied the political capability and depend-

ability of the state or municipal official. In this respect it was
again typical that this process took place especially often in the

case of state and municipal officials who were older members of

the Party, because they especially were defending themselves

more energetically against unjustified interference on the part of

Party organs than the non-Party members or the younger mem-
bers of the NSDAP dared. The consequence of this opposition of

state and Party, which was becoming ever more acute, was this,

that on the side of the state the civil servants were gradually

driven to an ever sharper, inner opposition toward the Party.

Despite all that, it was not possible for the civil servants to take

the front "openly against the Party or to resign from it or from
the state or municipal office. This would have meant the instan-

taneous, personal ruin of the civil servant and his family. Even
the highest authorities could not do anything to protect a civil

servant in such a case. The Party chancellery, which had the

Fuehrer's ear, spoke the last word.

The real relationship of Party and state was nothing but a con-

tinuous, more or less open battle between the Party dogma (which

was becoming constantly more intolerable) and the revolutionary

principle (which was becoming more and more extremist) of this

ever more rapidly degenerating Party on the one hand, and the

orderly elements of the state and the administration on the other

hand ; with the result that a tremendously unnecessary amount of

energy was used up, that a restraint and a deterioration of the fed-

eral and municipal work set in, and that an actually gigantic
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amount of personnel was wasted by the state and the municipal-

ities. On the side of the Party the battle against the state and

its administration actually led to a counter sorting out of the

holders of Party offices who were fighting the battle. This critical

review of the development of the relations between Party and

state is made from the side of the state, where I took a defensive

stand for over a decade and where I experienced the disharmony

of Party and state in many individual instances and suffered a

great deal because of it.

Besides Hitler, the responsibility for this anarchistic degenera-

tion falls mainly on Bormann, the Party chancellery—here mainly

j

Friedrick Farrenhorst, and Krueger—Dr. Ley, and a number of

Gauleiter, such as Nutschmann, Streicher, Griessler, Wagner,

i

Koch, Murr, Schwere-Koburg, Greisser, Florian, Buerrel. These

|

men especially were the instigators in the fight against the admi-

|

nistration and likewise against the mayors and chief mayors who,

as the representatives of the municipal self-administration, actu-

ally were a thorn in their side. The highest Reich authorities,

!
especially the administrative ministries, whose impartial work
and opposition to the wild demands of the Party one tried to dis-

pose of by labelling them bureaucratic, were also especially hated

: and despised by the Party. Here again, it was Hitler himself

who excluded to a large extent the department chiefs and their

ministries, except for a few ministers, and undermined their au-

! thority by the unfavorable and abusive remarks which he made
! about the ministers and the ministries to the Gauleiters and other

! party agencies.

The described relationship of Party and state-— as it actually

i

was—should contribute to a clarification of the responsibilities of

I
the Party and state officials. In accordance with the slogan given

i by Hitler
—"The Party orders the state"—power and responsibil-

|

ity shifted more and more to the Party apparatus. Equal evalua-

tion and equal treatment of the officials of the state and munici-
I pal administration, even if they were members of the Party, of

i

honorary leaders of a party formation, and of the officials of the

!
party, would in no case be consistent with reality and the demands

j

of justice. Also it would not be able to stand up before the tri-

I bunal of history, because it is not consistent with historical truth.

[signed] Dr. Stuckart

1 Dec 1945
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[FAREWELL MESSAGE OF ROBERT LEY*]

Farewell. I can't stand this shame any longer. Physically,

nothing is lacking. The food is good. It is warm in my cell.

The Americans are correct and partially friendly.

Spiritually, I have reading matter and write whatever I want.

I receive paper and pencil. They do more for my health than

necessary and I may smoke and receive tobacco and coffee. I may
walk at least 20 minutes every day. Up to this point, everything

is in order but the fact that I should be a criminal—this is what
1 can't stand.

But I can not stand to be accused as a criminal. First, who
will judge me? According to which laws am I to be judged? I

am German and subject to German laws. I acted according to the

order of my Fuehrer who was the legal Reich Chancellor

and President of the State {Reichschancellor und Staatspresi-

dent] [?] In case I would not have obeyed, I would have been

shot as a traitor and in everything they asked me about the Ger-

man Labor Front, my activities as Chief of Reichorganisation,

there is nothing contained that would have been detrimental to

any man. There was only tremendous profit and blessings to the

Germans and to foreign races. I improved the fate of many
many foreigners and Germans; I built up organizations which

were exemplary according to the laws of reason and life which

are and were exemplary.

I recognize my failings or shortcomings. The anti-semitism

was a shortcoming of all of us. It developed into a complex and
into a sort of disease which got hold of all of us. We were on the

defensive, confronted with a terrific fate—the destruction of our

people, of unemployment, war, bombardment, etc., for which we
made responsible the Jew alone, and we believe to see even a still

greater danger in Bolshevism for which we made the Jew respon-

* During his internment in the Nurnberg prison while awaiting trial, Ley
wrote prolifically. Several of his writings purported to record dream-
fantasies in which he conversed with the shade of his deceased first wife. On
one occasion he addressed but did not dispatch a letter to "Sir Henry Ford,
Detroit, U. S. A." offering his services. The following selections from his

writings while in prison are translations of documents written in his own
handwriting. Many words were difficult to make out, and consequently a

question mark has been inserted after each doubtful word or phrase. In
addition, the reader will note a certain struggling incoherence as well as
lapses in some passages. These appear in Ley's original German version,

in which no modification in the course of translation has been made. They
indicate the mental anxiety and instability, verging on hysteria, which
characterized Ley up to the time of his suicide. Statement XI was evidently
written by Ley after determining upon and just before taking his own life.

It ••was found in his cell on 25 October 1945 after his suicide had been dis-

covered.
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sible again. Who will judge me because I was born at this time

and became convinced of it due to personality of our superior

:
Fuehrer and due to my surroundings. Where is law which con-

demns convictions? This is inquisition. Today, I have learned

something different from what has happened—the collapse of
' Germany and the triumph of the Jews. Today I would solve the

• Jewish problem (there is a Jewish problem) differently than by

defense and "anti". Today I would solve it in a positive way.

However, I never hurt any Jew. There is no Jewish blood stick-

ing to my hands and I did not persecute any Jews. I had nothing

to do with the concentration camps (K. Z.). I feel sorry about

my antisemitic articles and books as I have other conceptions to-

day. Then, it was my conviction. Today, fate led me on. Too
i late ! However, not too late in order to prove and to lead others

back to the right way. I also regret my attacks against our old

j

enemies and their leaders. These attacks were of a reciprocal na-

i
ture and the result of this war. Nevertheless, I regret sincerely

that they were made against such honest and great men. How-
ever, I was under the psychosis of war and believed at that time

what I wrote ; I was profoundly convinced of it ; I can, therefore,

only say : Please forgive me, I did not know any better.

These, now, are my crimes : that I was true to the German peo-

ple, that I believed the Fuehrer, that I worked, that I was suc-

cessful, and that I expressed my convictions in words and writ-

ings. Therefore, they could shoot me because I was an enemy but

! they can not sentence me for that ; no Taw exists for that, up to

our days. This law would have to be made, for men can only be

!
sentenced for a fact which was known as a crime before the act

was committed. This can not be done retrospectively. This

I
would be contradictory to the fundamental of law. Even God

i respects these principles. First, He gave the laws through Moses
and thereafter He punished. Why, now, do I long for death?

First, I have already said, because I can not stand the treatment
as a criminal. Second, because I consider all my efforts to make
reason prevail have failed. Out of my prison cell, I showed the

means and ways to the Americans how to help humanity, the

iJewish people, and the German people ; how to solve the Jewish
'problem; how to stop the flood out of the East and how to build

jup again a Germany to the benefit of Europe ana
4

America. Evi-

dently, they did not listen to me and they don't want to listen.

Instead, they probably believe I acted only out of fear for myself.

'Therefore, I ask them to drop this miserable suspicion and to

Ikill me, should they like to do so. Perhaps my death will open
|the eyes of the American leadership. I shall sacrifice myself in
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order that reason shall prevail. This is the main reason for a re-

quest to kill me.

Third, I love liberty. If liberty is taken from me on this earth,

I prefer to die in order to free myself.

/ am reconciled with God. I have implored His mercy and
His pity and I pray for it sincerely. I have had the Hofy Scrip-

ture and I believe that Christ the Lord has died on Golgatha [?]

for me, too. I am not desperate. I am quite calm in God, my
Maker, my Director and my Savior. His will may be done. God's

will is my law. God saved me four times from sure death. Per-

haps He wants me to die now.

May they return my estate to my children and may they not

make them pay for what they think they are entitled to ask from
their father. May they treat my people as a brave and honorable

defeated people. They deserve it. My idea, I am sure, will win,

purified and cleansed.

I thank all men who are around me and forgive them for

everything. Lord, forgive them as they know not what they do.

'This I pray also". I don't have any hatred and do not curse

anybody. J am proud to have been a German and a National

Socialist, and I am happy and thankful to have found God today

and to be accepted by Him. Now comes sweet death, savior of

all my suffering and leading me to God. To my Inga and to my
Fuehrer.

[signed] Dr. Robert Ley

A copy of all my writings please give to my children and send

them my regards.

[signed] D. R. L.

If possible please bury me in the cemetery of my ancestors

[ahnenhain] in Rottland. If not possible, on Zeppelin Field in

Nurnberg.

[signed] D. R. L.

Greetings to Madelin and family Spilicker. Greetings to my
brother and sister [geschwistern].

TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT XII

POLITICAL TESTAMENT
[BY ROBERT LEY]

To my German People!

My political Testament!

Have I a right, after this unique catastrophe that befell the

poor German people, to turn to this heroic people? For many

—
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I do not delude myself—many will accuse me as one sharing the

responsibility. I am prepared to take this responsibility upon me.

I am not trying to evade it cowardly. I belong to Hitler, not only

in good but also in bad days. I have experienced the fight; I

; experienced victories; I shared in the years of fulfilment and in

the foremost front participated in the rebuilding with personal

great achievements; I was able to lead millions of workers in a

i heroic fight and in war. Therefore, I am prepared before all

I to go through this time of severest tests, valiantly and manly

j
even unto death. So help me God.

I have learned to see the fateful way of Providence in every-

thing. My self-willed obstinacy, my willpower are completely

broken, and so I commit myself unconditionally into the hands of

|

my creator to await his decision. May what he decides happen

;

]

he will give me strength to bear it. God led me to Hitler, God
! gave me the power of convincing speech and the ability to win
people over, God let me build up such great works and organiza-

! tions as the German-Workers-Front (D.A.F.) and Strength

! through Joy (K.d.F.) etc., God permitted my downfall and led

• me to this lonely, cold and bare cell, reduced me to a nobody,

humiliated me as no man before was humiliated; he will take

care of me also in future. Therefore, my German People, I be-

: lieve that the Lord God inspired me in writing these lines in-

tended for you. They are the product of serious pondering, which
led me to the brink of insanity and desperation. It is always the

;

same question : Wherefore, why, and wherefrom. I have searched

i for faults and negligence, wrongs and the evil. I have examined

! myself and the others. The criticism of myself halted before
' nothing, not even before the memory of the dead Fuehrer, the

i most sacred thing I possess on this earth. I have literally racked
1 and tormented myself and have—excepting human weaknesses

;

which are pardonable—always come to the one conclusion : We
1 deserted God and so God deserted us.

In place of His divine grace we substituted our own human
will, and in anti-semitism we violated one of the principle laws

of His creation. Our will converted to obstinacy and our anti-

semitic policy became our dominating force. Looking back upon

: all this today, I know and could recount dozens of examples, how
paralyzing and actually disastrously these two factors influenced

us. Consequently our aspect was wrong; we misjudged situations

and missed opportunities that could have become our destiny.

The antisemitic spectacles upon the nose of defiant and bold men
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was a disaster. This must for once be courageously admitted.

It is to no avail to evade the issue or to bury oneself even deeper

in the stubbornness or even apathy. There is a reason for every-

thing, even for this catastrophe. If it is true, that success is the

only proof of the soundness of an idea, then disaster holds proof

that somewhere mistakes were made. National Socialism in all

its positive aspects was correct, great and powerful, and it will

succeed in spite of all. On the negative side, in anti-semitism, it

was correct only insofar as it was concerned with necessary pro-

tection against the flooding with Jews, especially from the East,

and as long as it was necessary to fight the excesses. Also during

the war this defence was necessary. Everything in addition was
wrong and finally led up to those blinds which prevented us from
seeing.

This is not to be considered as an exoneration of myself. My
fate is small and unimportant. I am finished with the world. I

no longer quarrel ; I have accepted my fate. I bear my responsi-

bility. This is no criticism of my dead Fuehrer. He is too great

and too noble to be tainted by a passing mistake. That will be

forgotten; his greatness will remain.

It is impossible to consider this as doubting our idea. Because

all the positive, the People's Community [Volksgemeinschaft],

true socialism, achievement as the standard for the new society,

reason as the basis of all human being, all the great, beautiful

and noble given to the German people by National Socialism can

remain without Antisemitism and then, freed of it, will really

develop and men will not have to wrest it from fate.

Certainly, it is bitter and hard to admit mistakes. There will

be some who will accuse me of treason. But it is better to accept

this accusation and to tell the truth than to keep fundamental

knowledge stubbornly and defiantly. This concerns the substance

of the German people. Political unity is shattered, a Reich of 1,000

years is lost ; shall now the substance of Germany be lost too be-

cause we do not have the courage to free ourselves from the stub-

bornly followed policy of Antisemitism? We National Socialists

must have this courage. Our youth does not believe our opponents.

Should this wonderful German youth be lost as Carthage was lost?

Never! Fate may demand my life, but I will gladly bear the suf-

fering if only it will be granted to me to prevent the horrible de-

struction of the German Folk substance by my courageous con-

fession. Forms may break, men may fall, parties and systems

perish, but the people must remain and must continue to live.
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In order to be successful we must take this step completely. It

!

is not enough to say, we will no longer talk about Antisemitism,

j

we will tolerate the Jews, we are forced to do so. No, we must

take the step completely ; half steps are no good. We must elimu

!

note suspicion and meet the Jew with an open heart and on a clear
! basis. We must purify our relations. Without reserve and with-

|

out inhibition the German and the Jew must find each other again,

,
must make peace with each other, and must agree on a new life

i

together for future times on the basis of their advanced knowl-

edge. This ideological clarification is more important than eco-

nomic and cultural reconstruction. The quicker we shall find the

courage to it, and the clearer and bolder we take up this new po-

sition, the better for our people. Either we shall be exterminated

or we are ready to take this step. Stubborn hesitation does not

help, even less believing in miracles. Courageous advance on the

|

road taken is the only salvation.

The Jew also should learn from this. At the moment he is tri-

I umphant. He is in a position to exterminate and destroy National

! Socialist leadership. But he cannot destroy 80 million Germans.

|

He will not suddenly be able to conjure up a paradise in order to

buy the Germans with it. The more the Jew acts out of revenge,

j

the more embittered enemies he will make for himself. For new

!

suffering carries with it new thoughts of revenge into almost

every German family. Already today almost all of Germany is

|

affected. Does anyone believe that antisemitism can be rooted out

;

by that? It will only be strengthened and stirred up. And there

j

is furthermore the national pride of the Germans. They will point

i to the grand achievements of National Socialism. For the lack

of any ideals, youth will all the more cling to the old ones. The

|

expelled Jews will not be able to return unconcerned but will be

\
met by a secret phalanx of defense and hatred. The occupation

> army will depart some day. New political constellations can bring

i new opportunities for Germany. Nothing is eternal on earth ; the
1 least of all, peace alliances. And then antisemitism will rise again

and will rage more furiously than ever before.

Above all I predict something else. The Jewish question exists

! in every country. A wise Jew says : Wherever Jews go, anti-

semitism will flame up also. An influential Jew said about North
America: He knows that in 80 years the Jews will suffer great

persecutions. Who can guarantee that in Bolshevistic Russia

some day antisemitism will not come to life again as it was in
1 Czarist Russia? I am even deeply convinced of this. At any rate,
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in Western Europe where the Jewish question was carried into

every village by our occupation armies, it will not cease to stir the

people's minds. I am certain of it. To be an antisemite is to

occupy oneself with the Jewish question. The mystery of it already

attracts all curious people and does not let them go any more.

Add to this the fact that millions of American, British, Rus-

sian, French a.o. occupation soldiers are constantly encountering

the Jewish question. They have to take sides, pro or contra. And
this alone will make them think. They compare. Here and there

they will find confirmed some of the things the antisemites assert.

They become thoughtful. They will become antisemites and thus

bring antisemitism into their homes, into their countries.

Do they believe to be able to root out antisemitism by spectacu-

lar trials, even though they may be staged ever so cleverly ? Just

the contrary; they will only attain the opposite. The world at-

tention is directed to a problem which can only be dealt with, if

it remains in obscurity, or else, if one finds the courage to solve

the Jewish problem by oven discussion and enlightenment as a

consequence of the catastrophe unequalled in history. One has to

go on from where the wave of antisemitism has started. One must

not abruptly retard and stop by force and terror the surge, be-

cause then one will be drowned by it ; it must be caught, controlled

and made to run its course. Then the stirring sea will again calm

down, and it will not have the devastating effect which I predicted

for certain. The German antisemites made the first step; they

also have to make the second.

Jewry must make its peace with Germany and Germany must

make its peace with Jewry in the interest of world peace and world

prosperity.

They must not only conclude an armistice but a peace, based on

reason, clear knowledge, and clear rights and duties. The Jew
has to make friends with Germany, and Germany must make
friends with the Jew. This will bring blessing to the rest of the

world. It is time that one realizes that here we have to do with a

natural phenomenon. If humanity cannot control the aroused

passions, it will be ruined by them. They can only be mastered

again by starting the process of calming mind and passions from

its point of origin, Germany. And here the outspoken Antisemites

must be the pioneers for this new—and yet so close on hand—
idea. They must find the courage to conquer themselves and to

advance courageously. The torch of conviction must burn brightly

in their hands so that the people will go along on the same road.
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This, God taught me in the prison-cell at Nurnberg. And now
My plan:

1. Formation of a committee, where Jews and Antisemites,

who are honestly determined to follow this road, meet in order to

exchange their thoughts and to determine the conditions under

which Jews and Germans want to live together.

2. An executive committee, again consisting of Jews and Ger-

mans, who will carry out these agreements.

3. An organization for education and propaganda to carry these

thoughts into the tiniest villages.

I will not say more at present, because more would only confuse

the purpose. Certainly there is much to be discussed yet in order

to assure good co-operation and living together and to guarantee

it. But all this would come about later.

German people! Many will judge me as insane because I write

thus. They will say, he has lost his mind because of the catas-

trophe. Others will denounce me as a traitor, who would like to

i

turn Germany over to the Jews. They prefer stubbornly to stand

I aside and perish, rather than admit a mistake. They do not rec-

j

ognize that I am not at all admitting a mistake, but am drawing

the consequences from the events, and consequently am going the

! way once taken clear to the end. They don't understand that one

I
must first have been an Antisemite in order to reach the next

! phase of this recognition. For this reason nobody has yet dared

! to think or act thus, because the foundation was lacking. There-

fore only you, my German people—do not be frightened by what

,

I am going to say now

—

can dare to invite the Jew, to make his

i

home with you.

Is it not peculiar—one might almost believe in pre-destination

—that almost all the Jews in the world speak German. Hatred
1 and love dwell in close proximity.

Who, my German people, will help you economically as long as

!
this question has not been solved? Reconstruction is a matter of

! confidence, but confidence may only be gained by being honest,
1 open, and sensible. The solution of the Jewish question in Ger-

! many is and remains the predisposing factor. I beg of you, my
• German people, be a wise householder ; soberly face your accounts

:

You are totally defeated, but you are in possession of a magnifi-

cent idea and an excellent people.

God is showing you a way ; learn from the catastrophe. Become
reconciled with the Jew and invite him to find his home with you.

It would have to be the devil's doings if this work would not
i succeed, and a sensible "modus vivendi" could not be found. I

I know the way ; I declare it openly.
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But will the Jew collaborate? If he is intelligent, he will; should

revenge obscure his reason, I cannot help this. Then at least I

have done my duty, and have told humanity my insight given to

me by God. If the Jew shuts his eyes to this, the world catas-

trophe, as I pictured it above, will run its pitiless course. But if

Germany should find a solution to this question and recover its

health from this solution, the whole world will recover its health

and this most pressing of all questions would be solved the world

over. Zionism in its present form will never lead to the goal ; the

Jews must find a home ; Germany is ripe to grant this home within

her, with her.

And what does America say to this Plan?

The age of nationalities is past; the age of races begins. Na-
tions are no more factors; the continents will compete with one

another. That is the certain—the only certain end of this war.

America on one side, Asia on the other. Between the two lies

Europe. Therefore, America has an elementary interest in Eu-

rope's recovery. But Europe can only recover its health if its

heart, Germany, recovers. For this reason alone America is in-

terested that Germany finds itself.

But America, as well as all peoples, is interested in the solution

of the Jewish question. It knows that if no solution is found, one

day it will find the same problems cropping up as in Germany.
All this leads me to the conclusion that my plan is not opposed to

American interests; on the contrary, that it is in the best and

highest sense in the interest of America. And not only in the in-

terest of America but in the interest of all humanity.

I know that my proposals are daring and even bold. But I also

know that in these great days timidity and despondency do not

lead to the goal. And if a person asks me what will Hitler, your

Fuehrer, say to that, I answer him : This Genius of unique great-

ness, equal to Hannibal as a military leader, certainly does not

wish that Germany should perish like Carthage,

I can only say : I dared it. Now do what you want. I leave it

to God's hand, from whom I believe to have received the inspira-

tion and the revelation. Weeks ago I was terrified by these

thoughts. Then I did not even dare to touch the subject of Anti-

semitfem. Today it is as clear as sunlight to me. I should be able

to speak of it for hours. Ever so many new more complete plans

occur to me. I am actually possessed by these ideas. God must
now help me to deliver my plans to the right instances. I trust

in Him ; He will surely find the right thing.

[signed] Dr. R. Ley
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[OUTLINE OF DEFENSE BY DR. ROBERT LEY*]

To: Dr. Flicker (?) with sincere gratitude for his exceptional

philanthropy and comradeship.

Dr. R. Ley.

Nurnberg 24 October 1945

Defense

j

h Principles of Law.

God Himself instituted the law. First He gave us the Ten Com-

mandments and all moral principles and only thereafter meted

jout punishment. For that, he appointed independent judges in

|

Israel, who were not permitted to make laws themselves.

The Inter-allied Powers are violating these principles of law by

|not setting up a law until August 8, 1945, that is after all the

Icrimes mentioned in the indictment, which they wish to judge,

lhad been committed. In making the Tribunal itself the legislator,

they are again fundamentally violating the principles of law which

ihave been handed down.

In clause six, para, c, it says : "for this the Tribunal is the com-

petent authority * * *", or clause 8 "if this, in the opinion

jof the Tribunal, appears justified * * *", or clause 9 "In pro-

ceedings against a member of a Group or organization, the Tri-

bunal can * * * rule that the Group * * * was a crim-

inal organization."

This tendency to assign legislative power to the Tribunal is

continued in the next section. It is, therefore, not surprising

that the rules for the proceedings are laid down by the Tribunal

alone—clauses 13 and 14 c. Therefore, it is not to be wondered
at that the defense comes off badly—clauses 18 b, c, 19, 20, 21, 25.

In clause 3, however, the charter protects itself by forbidding a

[priori any refusal on the part of the defendant. I understand

Ithat the victor thinks he has to exterminate and destroy his hated

'opponents. I am not defending myself against being shot or

:killed. I am defending myself, and with every right, against be-

ing branded as a criminal and against a procedure without any
ilegal foundation, based on pure caprice.

|
To proceed to the indictment itself.

It is so absurd and so based on propaganda that I cannot find

words to describe a procedure of this kind. Even the choice of

defendants is completely biased. The indictment strikes its own

* The following statement was discovered among the papers in Ley's cell
latter he had committed suicide. It is evidently an outline in rough form of the
ipoints he would have raised in his defense if he had actually stood trial.

693261—47—48
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death-blow. If there really was a "Nazi conspiracy", all Reichs-

ministers, all Reichsleiters, all the members of the General Staff

would have to be indicted, for one is as guilty as another. How-
ever, what I find most difficult to understand is what a man like

Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach is doing amongst the defendants,

an honorable old man who was concerned only with his business

interests. What has this man to do with the "Nazi conspiracy" ?

The indictment is also precarious in the definition of criminal or-

ganizations. It knows that this concerns many millions of the

best German men and women, who really cannot be branded as

criminal even with the grossest of propaganda. The indictment

therefore falls down in advising the Tribunal to what extent such

an organization must be considered criminal. This is all so ab-

surd that the indictment must collapse of itself.

And now to continue with the individual three counts of the

indictment.

Count I

I. Common plan or conspiracy. I want here to talk only of my-
self. I was a- member of a legal party whose program was decent

and reasonable through and through, which, before the assump-
tion of power, had over a million members and 15 million voters.

It was legally called into power by the Reich President of that

time, von Hindenburg, who, repeatedly, was legally elected by the

nation, and it then legally (law of authorization [Ermaechti-

gunsgesetz] and many others) reconstructed the State, economy,

social organization, according to its principles. This was known
to everybody in Germany. That is why we gained the majority;

the people desired it. If this is a conspiracy, then all parties in

all countries are conspirator parties. In America, the whole sys-

tem changes with the victory of one party. In England, the La-

bor Party is at present trying to put their program through, and

the Bolshevik revolution in Russia has certainly cost infinitely

more in blood than the Nazi Socialist one in Germany.

To give only one example: I am charged with having merged

the trade unions and with having founded the German Labor

Front. This action was perfectly legal; Hitler, as Reichschan-

cellor, ordered it in pursuance of the law of authorization; von

Hindenburg supported it as he was Reich President. No one

turned a hair; a few dozen people were arrested for a few days

for concealment and embezzlement, and what the working man
thought about it has been shown by his increasing confidence in

the German Labor Front over 12 years. The property and finan-

cial conditions of the trade unions were in utter disorder ; the bank
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had no more cash; subsidies had not been paid for months; the

members openly revolted against the leaders. The State had to

jact if it did not desire unrest. And the result was : I took 5 mil-

lion members over and the German Labor Front finally had 30

million members, of which 24 million were individual members

and approximately 6 million collective members. The 24 million

Individual members had without exception joined voluntarily. The

Contribution collected amounted to 95%—no expression of confi-

ience can exceed this. The attitude and the achievements of the

workers were so exemplary that there must have been limitless

confidence in the leader. Whoever, in the face of such facts, which

.vere (recognized) even by our opponents—Sir Patrick, the Amer-
can Commission in Mondorf etc.—can therefore accuse me of be-

ng a criminal, is either completely ignorant or malicious. The

wealth of the German Labor Front was multiple of what the trade

mions possessed. This was naturally also the case with what the

German Labor Front achieved for the workers. These were the

results of the "Nazi conspiracy" in the sphere of domestic poli-

ces. It was the same in almost every other sphere. If they are

primes, the world is all topsy turvy.

And in the sphere of foreign politics?

I never took part in any meeting at which the alleged "crimi-

ial" plans were discussed or, as the indictment states, jointly

Dlanned. The indictment is accusing me of things of which I

iaiow nothing and it can never be proved I did.
,

And now a word about the "criminal" organizations, such as the

ITolitical Leaders", "SA", etc: before our assumption of power,

;hese organizations [existed] first in the Social Democratic Party
n the "Reichsbanner" organization, and in the Communist Party

n the "Rotfront" organization. It was only when they attacked

>ur meetings that the NSDAP founded the SA, called the Schutz-

itaffel [sic]. Furthermore, the Bolshevic Party in Russia has
iimilar organizations.

The same applies to the Fuehrer principle. Nowhere is the

fuehrer .principle more rigidly laid down than under Bolshevism

n Russia. Moreover, is it a crime to acknowledge the Fuehrer
)rinciple? If so, all the armies in the world would have to be

^criminal organizations". In all this, the indictment is so absurd
,hat it is evident, from this alone, that it does not desire to seek

ustice but rather a prejudiced basis for further assertions.

ANTISEMITISM
Whatever it is necessary to say on this subject, I have already

;aid elsewhere. The quotations made in the indictment are torn
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entirely from their contexts ; it is therefore necessary to present

the facts of the case correctly.

We National Socialists, started by Hitler, saw in the struggles

which now lie behind us, a war solely against the Jews — not

against the French, English, Americans or Russians. We believed

that they were all only the tools of the Jew and, when reading the

indictment, one is almost inclined to believe that this actually was
so. We were on the defensive. The disastrous end of the last

war had already been attributed to the Jew. Then, particularly,

the disintegration of Germany after the war, morally and eco-

nomically, had to be ascribed to the increasing unhealthy influence

of, above all, the Eastern Jews. There is a great deal of evidence

to support this. During the war itself we believed that the in-

humane bombarding of our cities and even villages was due to

Jewish influence on the enemy side. There is no lack of state-

ments on the enemy side, such as those of the Jew, Kaufmann,
Morgenthau, Ehrenberg etc., demanding the complete extermina-

tion, sterilization, and destruction of Germany and of the German
people. This intention wTas shown in increasingly gruesome de-

tail. I would explain these statements thus. They were outbreaks

of rage at the devilish treatment destined for the German people

and at the gruesome bombing of which I was daily a witness. To-

day I regret these statements and I had put down how I think the

Jewish problem could be solved in a positive sense.

This Jewish problem exists, and it would be better to assemble

all forces which recognize it and are willing to help in solving it

;

better to tackle and solve the problem with courage, in the inter-

ests of the Jew and of all peoples, than to give the spirit of re-

venge free play and thereby pour down further misery on hu-

manity. Now is the one opportunity; should humanity let this

opportunity slip by, a much more horrible drama of wars, revolu-

tions and the like will, in fifty years' time or perhaps sooner, be

repeated. One must not think that National Socialism can be

exterminated by such methods. Thus, hundreds and thousands

will spring up to take the places of those struck down. An idea

which gained such a complete hold of a people is neither a con-

spiracy nor can it be wiped out. The greatest Jew, Saul, as Paul,

acted more wisely than his descendants apparently desire to act

today. Revolutions are natural catastrophes which cannot be

judged by standards of right or wrong; they come and go", and

men must learn from them. I have honestly and sincerely said

what there is to be said on this subject.

Now back to Count I, of the indictment. There is no truth to
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jany of the charges that I had any part in the attacks on Austria,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Denmark, Norway, Belgium, Holland,

(Luxembourg, Yugoslavia, Greece, U.S.S.R., and U.S.A. It would

foe more true to say that I neither knew anything about them, nor

made any plans beforehand, and was completely taken by surprise

by the whole war. This war fitted into my plans like hail in a

cornfield. Proof of this is that I was planning extensive "Strength

through Joy" trips and activities, and that I was in the middle of

|my preparations for the 1939 Reich Party Rally in Nurnberg.

There can be no question of a conspiracy or joint planning. Even
Afterwards, I was never consulted or included at conferences.

There is, therefore, no need for me to go into the details of the

Indictment.

Count II of the indictment—"Crimes against Peace"—says "All

!;he defendants * * *, during a period of years preceding 8th

May 1945, participated in the planning, preparation, initiation

and waging of wars of aggression, which were also * * *." So

far as I am concerned, this most certainly is not true. I have al-

ready said above what has to be said with regard to the joint

planning, that I never took part in any such meeting, and that the

Fuehrer, as was his wont, never spoke to anybody of anything

ivhich did not concern him. The first I heard about the beginning

)f any operation was in the newspapers or over the radio. I freely

md openly admit that, during the war, I did my duty as a Ger-

man in the position fate had put me in, so that the war might be

ivon. If this is a crime, let me be sentenced.

]Fhe indictment lays down under Count III:

VIII, Statement of the Offense.

"All the defendants committed war crimes between 1st Septem-
>er, 1939, and 8th May, 1945 in Germany and in all * * *."

this is not true. I committed no war crime—not even what the

Indictment includes as such.

The indictment continues: "All the defendants, acting in con-

pert with others, formulated and executed a common plan or con-

spiracy to commit war crimes * * *." This is equally untrue,
?

or, as I explained above, I knew nothing of, and took no part in

my plan or conspiracy.

Then the indictment refers to "total war" as proof. We under-
stood total war as the extreme effort, achievement and employ-
nent of all German men and women in the cause of victory. This
vas our sacred duty. Who has the right to accuse us of it?

And now there is another "common plan and conspiracy" and,

mder it, I am now accused of things of which I have no idea,
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which I never ordered and never executed. This is a cheap way
of offering evidence, but has, however, not the least connection

with law and justice. Moreover, I emphatically dispute the fact

that German soldiers committed crimes such as are mentioned

here.

I therefore declare that I was not a participant in any of the

so-called "crimes" under VIII, A to J, and that I am not respon-

sible for them, should they have been committed. I must decline

collective responsibility for the following reasons: (1) because it

contradicts all sense of justice; (2) because the indictment itself

accuses us National Socialists of adhering to the Fuehrer prin-

ciple. But it is nothing but the Fuehrer principle that someone is

responsible in every sphere and for every deed. The indictment,

here, contradicts itself.

In detail, the indictment charges me with having participated

in recruiting labor fpr Germany because, with the defendant

Sauckel, I was president of the committee for the "welfare of

foreign workers". This is correct but, as the word "welfare" in-

dicates, no crime was ever committed against these workers but

it was a blessing to them.

1. I never brought or deported a single foreigner into Germany.
2. Neither did I put a single foreigner to work in Germany, nor

supervise or oppress any.

3. With my German Labor Front organization I did all that was
humanly possible to improve their billets, arrange for their food

and clothing, complete their professional training, give them just

treatment and just wages; in short, I looked after the interests of

the foreigners in just the same way as those of the German work-

ers. All my orders, inspections made by myself or by the inspectors

Gohdes and his colleagues, prove this fact. It is impossible to

prove the contrary. If it is a crime to help men, I admit my guilt.

Now a word of a personal nature: The indictment wishes to

defame us defendants also personally under Count III of the in-

dictment, as if we had enriched ourselves. I personally never

touched anyone else's property, Jewish or not Jewish. If I bought

small gifts in foreign countries, I paid the price demanded with-

out haggling or making use of my name. I received no salary

from the Labor Front, but, for my position an almost ridiculous

amount for my expenses. My income from the Party was 3000

RM a month. I acquired my fortune by writing, at which I worked

through the night. In addition, the Fuehrer once gave me a State

donation in recognition of my work.

Count IV of the indictment, "Crimes Against Humanity". The
indictment states : "All the defendants committed Crimes against
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Humanity during a period of years preceding 8th May, 1945
* * *" and continues "All the defendants * * * formu-

lated and executed a common plan or conspiracy to commit Crimes

against Humanity as defined * * *." Where is this plan?

Show it to me. Where is the protocol or the fact that only those

here accused met and said a single word about what the indict-

ment refers to so monstrously ? Not a thing of it is true. Many
of the defendants were never anti-semitic, let alone participating

in a "common plan".

I was anti-semitic, I admit, but is this a crime? Millions are

anti-semitic in the world ; anti-semitic newspapers in America are

printed in over a million copies. There is no people and no coun-

try on earth without anti-semitism. A well-known Jew himself

said, wherever Jews go, anti-semitism goes. Christ himself was
anti-semitic and, after him, the greatest Popes, Emperors, Kings,

poets and artists. Who will accuse me on account of my convic-

tion? Was this not one of the main war aims of America and
England: the fight for freedom of opinion?

In detail, I must say: I never persecuted, tortured, imprisoned

nor dispossessed etc. a single Jew.

I had no influence with regard to concentration camps. I had
no influence with Himmler. I did not appropriate any Jewish
fortune—not a penny.

If I used aggressive language in my articles, I had a reason for
it and regret it today. However, who is the master of his emo-
tions when all one's emotions break out? We ended up by seeing
everything through anti-semitic eyes. It became a complex and
so a disaster to ourselves. It was not, however, a conspiracy—

I

never had a preconceived plan with anybody, not even with Hitler.
They may kill me—may do whatever they like with me. I ac-

cept the victor. I do not suffer from peevish spite or any false
illusions. I accept my fate. However, I am no criminal.

If one wishes to prevent, once and for all, aggressive wars, and
their consequences or, better, any wars at all, one should make use
of this great victory to establish an international Charter, an in-

ternational, independent tribunal and legal procedure and to form
an international army to guarantee this Charter. This would have
been Justice.

It would have been better for the dignity of this system of law
to consider and treat us as enemies—as England did with Na-
poleon—or to shoot us, than by hook or by crook to construct a
system of law which is no system.

This will bring no blessing to humanity and it will not please the
Lord God.

I am a German and a National Socialist but I am no criminal.
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HUNGARIAN RELATIONS WITH GERMANY BEFORE AND
DURING THE WAR [BY NICHOLAS HORTHY, JR.*]

[This statement was written in response to the following ques-

tions :

1. What means did the Nazi government use to obtain the co-

operation of neighboring European States?

Specifically, were force, threats, deceptions, or other means
used against Hungary?
What conversations, correspondence, or understanding did

Admiral Horthy have with Hitler, or with other members of the

German Government, or Mussolini, or other members of the

Italian Government?
By what means was Hungary induced to enter the war on Ger-

many's side?

2. For what reasons did the Horthy Government break with

Germany ?

Why did the Nazis imprison Admiral Horthy?
What measures did Admiral Horthy take against the Germans

after he turned against them, and before he was imprisoned?]

22 February 1946

Hungary took part in the Second World War against its will

and against the judgment of its people, by the irresistibly force-

ful coercion of Germany.
I should like to explain this statement partly by well-known

historical data, and partly by other material evidence.

First, in order to make the powers of a Regent more under-

standable in the eyes of American opinion, I shall submit a brief

summary of the legal aspects involved:

The Hungarian State may be compared to Great Britain, or a

monarchy, rather than to the United States.

* Nicholas Horthy, Jr., son of the former Hungarian Regent, Admiral
Horthy, served as Hungarian Minister to Brazil until 1942, when he returned
to Hungary. In the Autumn of 1944, after the German occupatipn of Hun-
gary, he was arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Mauthausen Concentration
Camp. He was sentenced to death but, before the sentence could be carried
out, the camp was liberated by the advance of the American forces. He came
to Nurnberg in order to appear as a witness at the trial should the need arise.

Although his testimony was not required, he wrote several statements while
in Nurnberg concerning the Hungarian participation in the war. Horthy
composed these statements after consultation with his father and with Lt.

Gen. Koloman Hardy, who was formerly Aide de Camp to Admiral Horthy,
later Hungarian Military Attache in Berlin, and finally Commander of the
Hungarian Danube Fleet. Occasional lapses in these statements are ex-
plained by the fact that they were written in English by Horthy at some
effort, in order to accommodate the American prosecution.
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While in the United States the President is at the same time

the head of the Government, and of the executive power, thus be-

ing in the position of sanctioning the laws proposed by the House

and Senate, in Hungary the executive power does not rest with

the head of the State, but with the Government responsible to the

Parliament. Thus, when in the questionnaire and also very fre-

quently in every day speech, and in the press, mention is made of

a "Horthy Government", that, in fact, is non-existent as such.

Hungary has been a Kingdom since 1001. In 1920 it became
impossible, for foreign-political reasons, to fill the vacant throne,

thereupon Parliament decided to elect a Regent. (Charles Habs-

burg declared in Eckartsau, Austria, to abdicate as royal ruler of

Hungary.) As head of the State the Regent has—with minor limi-

tations—the legal powers equal to those of a king.

Laws were formulated by Parliament and sanctioned by the

head of the State in a democratic fashion for nearly one thousand

years, without any change.

Parliament consists of an Upper and a Lower House. There

are free elections, and secret ballot, and there is complete religious

freedom.

Generally, the Government submits the proposed legislation;

the Regent can not personally propose any.

The Government executes these laws. The Hungarian Royal

Government consists of eight to eleven Ministers (State Secre-

taries) under a Minister-president (Prime Minister). As in every

other country, the Minister-president is chosen by the head of the

State from members of the majority party of Parliament, to form
a new Government, and then he is appointed Minister-president

and the other members form the new Cabinet.

The laws are executed by regulations of ministerial and local

governmental agencies, this being the responsibility of the Gov-
ernment and the Ministers.

Government is responsible to Parliament. If, by his own will,

the head of the State would appoint a Prime Minister who does

not have the confidence of the entire nation, he would find it im-

possible to do so, because the Government would be taken to ac-

count in Parliament, and possibly be voted out.

The basic document of Hungary's Constitution is the "Arany
bulla" of 1222, this document being of almost the same age as the

British "Magna Charta" of 1215.

Even there (In Sec. 31) it has been declared that a nation may
resort to arms in carrying out its will. During the time the Re-

gent was in power, in practice he could only act according to the
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will of the majority of the nation; every executive decree of his

was controlled by the responsible Minister.

As the person of the Regent himself is unimpeachable, and may
only be made responsible in very special cases, and furthermore,

as all laws are acts of Parliament, and tha Government is respon-

sible for all regulations, we can not speak of a "Horthy Govern-

ment".

In order to better understand the causes of recent historical de-

velopments in Hungary's present-day history, we must distinguish

between, and separately consider, the following periods

:

(a) The period following the Peace Treaty of Trianon, to the

rise of National Socialism in Germany (4 June 1920-January

1933).

(b) National Socialist Germany's first acts, from the Party's

gain of control until the Anschluss (January 1933-March 1938).

(c) Hungary as a non-belligerent neighbor of Germany (March
1938-April 1941).

(d) Hungary as forced and apparent Ally of Germany (April

1941-19 March 1944).

(e) The period of total occupation, to the armistice-declaration

(19 March 1944-15 October 1944).

(/) Activities of the puppet-government of Szalasi, acting in a

limited capacity, on German orders, until total occupation of the

country (15 October 1944-April 1945).

(a) The well-known Peace Treaty of Trianon annexed, in the

Spring of 1920, to the neighboring states two-thirds of historic

Hungary's territory, and three-quarters of its entire population.

Public opinion in the country never acknowledged as just the

peace treaty resulting from the last World War, and every Hun-
garian citizen believed in a revision of the treaty to peaceful

means.

At the same time, as a result of the Treaty of Versailles, Ger-

many's power vanished, and up to the beginning of National So-

cialist rule in Germany relations between the two countries were

entirely correct.

In Hungary there was a German minority of approximately

600,000, descendants of Germans settled in the country 200 to 300

years ago by Habsburg kings. During the past centuries there

was never a disagreement between Hungarian State rule and this

German minority; the Germans had complete freedom of lan-

guage, religion and cultural choice, and at the same time they too

performed without hesitation their duties as citizens of the State

(similar to this was the attitude of Hungarian rule towards the
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other minorities in the country, such as the Romanian, Slovakian,

Serbian, Croatian, Ruthenian and Vendish groups).

The Hungarians are not related to any one of their neighbors.

The Hungarian language does not belong to the Slavic, German
or Romance language groups, and similarly there are no racial

ties between them and the surrounding German and Slavic races

(the only tie, according to scientific opinion, is that with the

Finns).
'

As a result of historical developments, on Hungary's part there

is an instinctive lack of sympathy towards the Germans. Rule by.

the Habsburgs since 1437, a constantly increasing German influ-

ence, efforts for a forced Germanization of the country, defeat of

freedom-movements against the German yoke, and finally total

rule by the Germans from 1848 to 1867 has turned Hungarians
fully against the Germans, a fact that can be proven even by the

folksongs of the past centuries.

In its isolated position Hungary, guided by its age-old claims

for righteousness and its cultural heritage, has always instinc-

tively turned towards the Western Powers; proof of sympathetic

response is found in the movement started by numerous members
of the British House of Commons, deploring the injustice suffered

by Hungary under the Peace Treaty of Trianon. An Easter Sun-
day editorial, around 1927, by Lord Rothermere in his paper, the

"Daily Mail", entitled "Hungary's Place under the Sun," created

great sensation, having for the first time directed the attention of

the Western Powers to the untenable situation brought about by
the Treaty of Trianon.

It is to be emphasized, that the Treaty of Trianon authorized

the strength of the country's Army not more than 30,000, to

maintain internal security only, forbade the establishment of

heavy artillery units and Air Force, and placed military training

under constant control of an Entent-committee. In consequence
thereof, Hungary now devoid of its natural resources, was freely

exposed to the whims of the surrounding nations who were con-

stantly rearming and economically strong ; and a policy that would
place the country at the disposal of its neighbors would be im-
mediately fatal to it.

Neither the high ethical standards of U. S. opinion nor the will

of the people accepted the conditions imposed by the Treaty of

Trianon. The well-known Fourteen points of President Wilson
contain the clause that territory could be annexed only by plebis-

cite; and although the territories torn away from Hungary were
given to the "Small Entente" without having first resorted to pleb-
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iscite, in the one place where it has been held (Sopron) the result

was a victory for Hungary.

(b) National Socialist ideology (once it became known) caused

surprise and shock in Hungary. The Hungarian people's respect

for right and justice is known, and for the Hungarian the de-

struction of the elementary human rights by the rules of National

Socialism seemed to be nothing short of unbelievable.

Approximately six per cent of Hungary's population was of the

Jewish faith. Jewry as an accepted religion had equal rights with

the Christian religion, and had extensive State support. More
than 200,000 Jews lived in the Capital of the country, and as a

result of the understanding policy of the Government there ex-

isted a strong Jewish influence in the commercial, industrial,

banking but also cultural trends of the country.

The National Socialist regime, once it gained control, tried to

realize its aims and policies towards the neighboring Danube coun-

tries by inconspicuous peaceful penetration.

Through a flow of tourists, singers, and other agents it organ-

ized Hungary's German minorities into a Fifth Column, and it

supported the rightwing radical elements with huge sums. Small

as the country was as a result of the Treaty of Trianon, it could

not successfully compete with propaganda fed by vast foreign

capital.

The well-known economic situation of the period 1933-1938

made it difficult for the Government to place the country's prod-

ucts in foreign markets. As Germany, by its great import needs

and demands, was a willing consumer for most of the export goods

of the country, it—in a way—became economically dependent on

Germany, the more so as in the course of conference with Western
Nations it could very seldom arrive at acceptable agreements.

During this time Hungary's foreign-political relations were
flawless in every respect, and despite its grave situation brought

about by the Treaty of Trianon it continued its existence in a rel-

atively well-balanced manner.

(c) Germany, greatly strengthened in size as well as in power

by its incorporation of Austria, at once became a neighbor State

;

and knowing only too well that the Nazi rule would not content

itself with its present gains, public opinion in the country became

increasingly alarmed by the feeling of instantaneous danger.

Hand in hand with this feeling of gradually losing independ-

ence came a more direct economic pressure on the German side.

There were in the country a number of Austrian interests, r

minders of Habsburg times, all of which now became Germa
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property ; in this way the oppressive power made itself felt more

directly within the boundaries of the country. Consequential to

this unfortunate neighborly position was the fact that the previ-

ously organized and paid radical traitor groups (primarily non-

Hungarian elements) considered their situation more and more

secure and even began to resort to overt agitation, all this creat-

ing increasing problems for the country in its poverty and help-

lessness.

Although German propaganda, carried on with strong meas-

ures, was seemingly successful in some instances, especially in the

case of non-Hungarian individuals, general opinion and corre-

spondingly the official attitude of Government followed along the

old lines. Thus, when Hitler, before the occupation of Czecho-

slovakia, demanded from the Regent that Hungary simultane-

ously launch an attack against Czechoslovakia from the South,

this wish was rejected; and similarly during the German-Polish

dispute and in the following period Hungary retained a correct,

non-belligerent attitude, not granting, for example, the German
request to move its troops across the country ; ordering, in case of

violence, the blowing up of bridges ;
receiving the masses of Polish

political and military refugees into the country ; helped them and

effectively furthered their movement to western countries. These

facts have been repeatedly acknowledged on their side, and even

today thousands of DPs in Germany gratefully remember the time

they spent in Hungary.

The strongest weapon of Germany's policy was its sustaining

Hungary's hopes of regaining all or parts of the territories torn

from her by the Treaty of Trianon. Thus, since 1938 some of the

parts lost in 1920 were re-annexed to Hungary, and being that the

country was made to expect the re-annexation of further lost ter-

ritory, but also in order to retain its independence and avoid oc-

cupation, the country saw itself forced to sign the tripartite agree-

ment, although that in itself was more a matter of formality.

Hungary's relations to the Western Powers were absolutely cor-

rect. Hungarian public opinion regarded the British and French
declarations of war as merely a formality, and that had no notice-

able effects as regards the mood of the people or the country's

continued trend towards western culture.

(d) On 1 April 1941 the Subovich Government of Yugoslavia

! removed the Regent-Council, and declaring the minor king to be

|

adult, it set aside the Axis agreements drawn up by the previous

! Governments. Germany, as is very well known, responded with

|

immediate military action, but this could only be achieved by Ger-
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man troop movements through Hungary, despite the latter's

friendship pact with Yugoslavia.

The Hungarian Government held to its friendship pact with

Yugoslavia at all costs. When this became impossible as a result

of Germany's threats, in his grave dilemma Count Paul Teleki,

Prime Minister, committed suicide.

But at the same time German troops began moving southward,

across the country, and the newly formed Government was unable

to check them, lacking military might.

Following a bombing by the Yugoslavs of the Hungarian towns

Szeged and Pecs, the Hungarian troops occupied the southern sec-

tion extending to the historic border-line, a territory occupied

mostly by Hungarian-speaking people. The German demand to

use Hungarian forces either for fighting or for occupation beyond

this border, has been flatly rejected by the Government.

Germany's sudden campaign against Russia was totally unex-

pected by the Hungarian Government. Hungary maintained good

relations with the Soviet Union, and had neither then, nor at any
previous time, claims to any of the 1941 territories of Soviet

Russia.

A heavy aerial attack on the cities of Kassa and Munkacs fol-

lowed the German assault, having claimed many lives. As gath-

ered from subsequent reports the attack was Russian, and this

finding, as well as a simultaneous German demand, prompted the

Government to its declaration of war on Russia.

Unfortunately only as late as in 1944 has the Regent been in-

formed about the fact that Molotov had the Hungarian Envoy to

Moscow called to him, and told him of his hopes of future friendly

relations between Russia and Hungary. The Hungarian Envoy
immediately sent a telegram, through special facilities made avail-

able to him by the Russian Government, to the Hungarian Foreign

Minister, Laszlo Bardossy, who has been executed recently. How-
ever he, seemingly in order to justify his own actions in front

of the Regent, kept this information from him.

Hungary's part in the war against the Soviet Union may be

termed symbolical only, since in 1941 only one Corps, and in 1942

one Army was in the field against them ; this latter, however, an

occupational force mostly, its main activities consisting of ad-

ministrational duties. This administrational activity differed

greatly in its methods from those employed by the Germans, and

was greatly welcome by the population in those territories.

While Hungary carried on this practically undecisive and in its

effect negligible war against the Soviet Union, by circumvention
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of Germany its relations with the Western Allies remained cor-

dial.

Since 1941 the Regent Horthy did everything in his power to

maintain connections with the Western Powers; thus, through

Rudolf Andorka, the Envoy to Madrid, communications with the

Western Governments existed throughout. In 1942 he dismissed

the Bordossy Government, which departed from the previous mod-
erate and reserved policy of the Teleki Government and made
promises to the Germans ; and instead appointed as Prime Minis-

ter, Nicolaus Kallay, whom he knew to be trustworthy, and who
later on has been taken to a concentration camp. In the fall of

1943, through the Ambassador in Ankara, Kallay brought about

an agreement to the effect that Hungarian troops will lay down
their arms as soon as American or British troops reach Hungary's

borders. (This agreement has been initiated by the hope that

British troops would be able to push through either from the

Adriatic, or from the direction of Greece.)

The Kallay Government followed a policy that in any conceiv-

able way represented the interests of the Western Powers, sym-
pathetic to both government and the public, and at the same time

best served the basic interests of the country.

For if by open resistance the total occupation would have been
hastened, the economic power and capacity of Hungary, as well

as its people fit for military service, would have been drawn into

serving the German interests many years earlier.

In this way, however, the Germans received much less help, the

country retained its sovereignty (if only legally), and the hope
remained for a possible opening up towards the Allies.

All this has ended by the total occupation of the country on 19

March 1944.

We must remember that at this time active armed help could

not have been expected from the Western Powers, and the example
of the fate of Poland, Denmark, Norway, Holland, and Belgium
showed that a determined resistance would have caused a com-
plete loss of the country's independence, and its complete spolia-

I tion.

An agreement has been worked out between the Kallay Govern-
ment and the Anglo-Saxon Allies that gave free passage rights to

\

Allied aircraft over Hungarian territory, and gave security and
' Government support to pilots forced to land within the country
(they received friendly welcome and very good care) ; on the other
hand, the Allies agreed not to bomb Hungary, they lived up to this

agreement until the time Germany occupied the country.
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Nicholas Horthy, the Regent of Hungary, paid his first official

visit to Germany in 1938. Before the German occupation of the

country he visited Hitler three or four times, in each case with

the purpose in mind to lessen, wherever possible, the extent of the

Germans' huge military and material demands.

The Regent had no conferences with any other member of the

German Government. There has been little correspondence be-

tween the Regent Horthy and Hitler. Hitler wrote for the first

time when in connection with a dispute arising from the re-an-

nexation plans of certain Eastern-Hungarian territories, the Ro-

manians asked him to act as arbitrator. The dispute arose when,

prompted by the ill-treatment of Hungarian elements in Transyl-

vania, which was due to the aggressive and hostile attitude of the

Romanians, Hungary prepared for armed intervention. Horthy

gave a negative reply to this letter, as he refused to agree to the

return of a part only of that historic territory, and thus in the

name of the country to abstain, in effect, from claims to that en-

tire historic territory.

When prompted by the Romanians Hitler again wrote re-

garding this matter, to avoid the bloodshed involved in solution of

the question by armed might, he [Horthy] accepted Hitler's bid

to arrive at the decision by setting up a court of arbitration.

Further correspondence, during the following period, aimed at

withdrawal of Hungarian troops from Russia to Hungarian terri-

tory. This correspondence, as well as many other valuable docu-

ments have gone into the hands of the hordes, when the Gestapo

troops occupied and plundered the living quarters of the Regent.

The Regent Horthy had no personal conferences with the Italian

Government. He met Mussolini on a single occasion, when in

1937, on invitation by the King of Italy he paid an official visit.

During that meeting there were no talks on any special political

or military question.

(e) After years of struggle to retain the sovereignty of the

country, our constant bickering had become too troublesome for

the Germans, and on 15 March 1944 under the false pretext of

wishing a conference on the subject of the withdrawal of Hun-
garian troops from the front, he [Hitler] invited the Regent

Horthy to Germany. Previous to that, by way of his Chief of

Staff as well as the Minister of Defense, he [Horthy] frequently

demanded withdrawal of the Hungarian troops, but received

empty promises only. During the Regent's stay in Germany, Ger-

man troops marched into Hungary and actually occupied the coun-

try, and at the same time the Regent, who immediately broke olf
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all further negotiations and wanted to return to Hungary, was
prevented from doing so by a removal of his train, and later by

further delays.

The question now arises, and rightfully, why under such cir-

cumstances the Regent did not abdicate, or did not declare that

;

finding himself in a position wherein he is incapable to exercise

ihis constitutional rights for the duration of the existence of the

present limitations he would refrain from any further activity.

To fully understand this situation we must know that Hitler sol-

emnly promised to the Regent Horthy that in case he would ap-

point for the formation of a new Cabinet—in place of Kallay, who
was taken away—a prime minister whom he, Hitler, would trust,

he would immediately withdraw the occupying forces from the

country and restore its sovereignty.

As has been mentioned before, achievement of sovereignty for

Ithe country was the uppermost principle in the State's leadership,

jfor which it has been deemed necessary to bring sacrifices. At
the same time the Regent hoped that by effecting the with-

jdrawal of German troops he would save much of the country's

i wealth, products, valuables, and lives, for Hungary's future, to be

j rebuilt with the aid of the Allies.

And finally the only possible solution seemed to be the retaining

I of the Regent's office, in order to maintain the sovereignty of the

(nation at a time when a victory of the Allies and the war's end

jappeared to be certain and not very distant; then a nation that

!did not lose its sovereign status could save more for its future

'existence.

In order to view the situation in its entirety, and objectively,

we must not forget that at the time of the German occupation of

the Country it was surrounded from all sides by hostile armed
forces, and Hitler himself threatened that at the sign of any re-

jsistance the neighboring Croatians, Slovaks and Romanians would
(Simultaneously launch a concentrated attack upon Hungary. (In

Ithis method Hitler followed the centuries old Habsburg policy,

|which for its own purposes caused rivals to fight each other.)

As has happened ever so often, Hitler did not fulfill his prom-
ise, and even after the appointment of the former Envoy to Ber-
lin, a man who was in Hitler's confidence, to Prime Minister, the

country stayed under German occupational rule. Thus the very
(thing happened against which the responsible Hungarian Govern-

ment fought, with all possible means, from the beginning of the

jrise of National Socialism. "To save what could be saved" was
693261—47—49
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the principle now, as after the occupation our fate was evidently

the same as that of the other countries opposing Germany.

In the given situation the upholding of the connections with the

Allies became critical. The country was full of SS and Gestapo

agents, who had strictest control over all means of news ex-

changes. As it usually happened in such situations, the number
of selfish traitors increased, and in all important offices, but even

in the immediate surroundings of the Regent, there were some
who carried on spying activities for the occupants.

The Regent found contact with the Allies through Switzerland

and furthermore, he had talks with the British Lt. Col. Howie,

who in 1943 escaped to Hungary from German captivity. In Hun-
gary Howie lived as a free man until the German occupation, and

even then he succeeded in escaping. Even during the German
occupation, Lt. Col. Howie was in contact with Poles who stayed

in Hungary under the leadership of Prince Saphieha, and aided

by him Howie established radio contact, through the London Pol-

ish military staff, with the British Government. Even in Septem-

ber 1944, on the Regent's invitation Howie and the Poles spent

several days in the Regent's living quarters, in the greatest se-

crecy, and from there, on a secret radio station tried to contact

London. It is not necessary to explain the greatness of the dan-

ger involved in this undertaking.

With the creation of the new government of 19 March 1944

further conference with the Allies created difficulties ; but after a

few months' struggle the Regent appointed General of the Army
(Jeza Lakatos to form a new Cabinet. This new Cabinet consisted

of a majority of soldiers rather than politicians, and in that fact

the Regent saw a guarantee for freedom in carrying out measures

in accordance with the wishes of the nation.

At the end of September 1944 Lt. Col. Howie and the Hungarian

General Naday flew, from an airfield held by the Germans, to the

Headquarters of the united Italian forces, to reestablish contact

with the Allies. At the beginning of the next month the Regent

sent the Hungarian General Farago, accompanied by two poli-

ticians, to Russia, for the preparation of armistice conferences.

The danger involved in these missions, which the Regent or-

dered on his own initiative, may be seen from the fact that as a

result two men lost their lives,*and Nicholas Horthy, Junior had

been arrested, held in solitary confinement at the Mauthausen con-

centration camp, and has been sentenced to death.

Lt. General Szilard Bakay, Corps Commander of Budapest, who
prepared and organized that city's defense against German attack,
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has been captured by the Gestapo on 7 October 1944, and also sent

to a concentration camp.

On 13 October 1944 the Regent sent a representative to Szeged

(the largest city in Southern Hungary, then under Russian occu-

pation) to commence official talks with General Malinowsky on

the matter of the Hungarian troops laying down their arms.

On 15 October 1944 the Regent informed the German Envoy
and Plenipotentiary that he had asked for an armistice, and the

Regent's proclamation has been broadcast at 12:30 noon by the

Budapest Radio, and has been repeated several times later on. The
proclamation spoke sharply about the Germans' behavior, as well

as about the shameful attitude of the German Administration and

Army towards Hungary. He declared among other things, that

in the minds of all thinking persons Germany lost the war a long

time ago.

This proclamation caused great relief and satisfaction among
the masses in the country. But that much greater was the shock

and excitement when in the course of the following hours and days

the Hungarian "Quisling", Ferenc Szalasi, seized control of the

country's affairs, set into this position by the Germans. At the

same time the Regent and his family have been arrested, and
taken to Germany, not as guests (as the press wanted it to be

believed) but as prisoners, under guard of 100 SS men and twelve

Gestapo Agents.
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WHY HUNGARY WENT TO WAR AGAINST THE SOVIET
UNION [BY NICHOLAS HORTHY, JR.]

May 3, 1946

1. * * * this letter * * * explains why Hungary went
into the war against the Soviet Union. At the time of the declara-

tion of war against Russia, I was Hungarian Minister in Brazil

but upon my return in 1942 I was able to reconstruct the reasons

which led us to declare war.

2. Practically the only reason for declaring war was that the

Germans needed our participation in it. This they attained with
military and economic pressure, propaganda, and baseness. I

want to answer now the question itself as to why they needed our
participation in the war, especially since we had nearly no army
because of the peace treaty at Trianon. s

3. The Germans would have liked Hungary's participation in

the war earlier, but when they attacked the Soviet Union, the
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Rumanians followed suit and Germany could not allow a neutral

country between her and Rumania for the following reasons

:

a. The Soviet troops could have attacked Germany from this

side through a neutral Hungary.

b. They must send their troops and armaments to the south

Soviet front through Hungary and Rumania.

c. They could import the Rumanian agricultural and industrial

articles, and most important, the oil, only through Hungary on

the Danube River or by rail.

d. Their route to the Balkans was through Hungary.

4. At this time the German leaders exerted pressure for our

participation in the war through military sources and especially

through General Werth, Chief of the General Staff, who was a

great admirer of the German Army and who also influenced the

pro-Nazi Foreign Minister and Prime Minister Bardossy.

5. Even though the pressure of German leaders and the pro-

Nazi members of the Hungarian Government was great, my
father, Admiral Horthy, Regent of Hungary, tried to resist and

avoid war. It was not easy because the Hungarian people did not

forget the atrocities and terrors during the communistic revolu-

tion in 1919 under the leadership of Bela Kuhn.

6. Many Hungarians were killed when the Soviets bombed the

towns of Kassa and Munkacs, and after that it was impossible to

avoid war.

7. Hungary made an understanding that only a small part of

the little army sent to Russia would be used on the battlefront and

the largest part would be used for occupation. (The Russians

never complained about behavior of the Hungarian occupation

forces as they did of the German occupation forces.) With regard

to the above and other military or non-military agreements, the

Germans hardly ever held to a promise; they lied, cheated, and

with their propaganda put us in the worse light before the Allies.

As much as I can follow the Nurnberg trial, I see that the Nazi

leaders are still following their habit of making false statements

about Hungary and my father.

8. My father did not know until 1944 (after the Germans oc-

cupied Hungary) that Molotov asked our Minister in Moscow to

see him after the bombardment of tjie two Hungarian towns men-
tioned above. Molotov expressed his hopes that the friendly re-

lations between the two countries would remain unchanged. Our
Minister to Russia relayed this message immediately to the Prime
Minister, Bardossy, who did not reveal it to my father because he

realized that my father would never agree under such circum-
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stances to declaring war against Russia. After this it is clear

that it was the Germans who bombarded the two Hungarian towns
with Russian planes in order to achieve their idea that Hungary-

should get into the war.

[signed] Nicholas Horthy, Jr.

693261—47—50
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Bormann's letter of 19 April

I

II

III

II

III

264,

266
68, 69
595

109

900
112

I

III

272
114

I

II

III

I

II

III

136,

1009
449,

901
116

266
61.

469,

595,

900
118

788



Document Description Volume Page

1941 (Document 072-PS).
(USA 371) I

II

III

1098,
1099

79,

294,
903

119
*072-PS Bormann letter to Rosenberg,

19 April 1941, concerning
confiscation of property, es-
pecially of art treasures in

the East. (USA 357) I

II

III

271
66,

595,
903

122
078-PS Regulations issued by Heyd-

rich, 28 June 1941, for
treatment of political pris-

oners of war. I

III

1009
123

081-PS Letter from Rosenberg to
Keitel, 28 February 1942,
concerning mistreatment of
Soviet prisoners of war. I

II

III

155
537
126

*084-PS Interdepartmental report of
Ministry for Occupied East-
ern Territories, 30 Septem-
ber 1942, concerning status
of Eastern laborers. (USA
199) I

II

898
618

*089-PS
III 130

Letter from Bormann to Ro-
senberg, 8 March 1940, in-

structing Amann not to is-

sue further newsprint to
confessional newspa-
pers. (USA 360) I

II

272
69,

469,
595,
900

*090-PS
III 147

Letter from Rosenberg to
Schwarz, 28 January 1941,

693261—47-—51



Document

091-PS

!098-PS

*099-PS

100-PS

101-PS

Description

concerning registration and
collection of art treasures.

(USA 372)

Letter from Rosenberg to

Seyss-Inquart, 11 Septem-
ber 1944, concerning seizure

of a library in Amsterdam.

Bormann's letter to Rosen-
berg, 22 February 1940,
urging creation of National
Socialist Catechism, etc. to

provide moral foundation
for NS religion. (USA 350)

Volume

Bormann letter to Reich Min-
ister of Finance, January
1940, demanding that
church assessments for the
special war tax be greatly
increased. (USA 688)

Bormann's letter to Rosen-
berg, 18 January 1940, urg-
ing preparation of National
Socialist reading material to

replace Christian literature

for soldiers. (USA 691)

Letter from Hess* office signed
Bormann to Rosenberg, 17
January 1940, concerning
undesirability of religious

II

III

II

III

I

II

III

II

III

I

II

III

Page

159,

1099,
1105

79
148

993
152

133,
265

61, 62,

469,

595,

899
152

900
158

266
79,

901
160

790
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literature for members of
the Wehrmacht. (USA 361) I

II

III

266,
272

69, 70,

469,

618,
901

160
*107-PS Circular letter signed Bor-

mann, 17 June 1938, enclos-

ing directions prohibiting
participation of Reichsar-
beitsdienst in religious cel-

ebrations. (USA 351) I

II

III

266
62,

469,
900

162
*113-PS Secret Order issued by Hess'

Office signed Bormann, 27
July 1938, making clergy-
men ineligible for Party of-

fices. (USA 683) II

III

469,
899
164

*116-PS Bormann's letter to Rosen-
berg, enclosing copy of let-

ter, 24 January 1939, to

Minister of Education re-

questing restriction or elim-
ination of theological fac-

1
ulties. (USA 685) I

II

III

274
71,

900
165

117-PS Bormann letter to Army High
Command, 28 January 1939,
opposing the establishment
of an Army Corps of Chap-
lains. II

HI
900
167

*122-PS Bormann's letter to Rosen-
berg, 17 April 1939, enclos-
ing copy of Minister of Edu-
cation letter, 6 April 1939,
on elimination of theological

791



Document

*123-PS

*129-PS

*131-PS

*136-PS

*137-PS

Description Volume

faculties in various univer-
sities. (USA 362)

Confidential letter from Bor-
mann to Minister of Educa-
tion, 23 June 1939, in reply
to memorandum of 6 April
1939 (122-PS) reporting
the Party's decision to order
the suppression of numer-
ous Divinity Schools. (USA
686)

Letter from Kerrl to Herr
Stapol, 6 September 1939,
found in Rosenberg files.

(USA 727)

Bormann letter to Rosenberg,
12 December 1939, agree-
ing with suggestion that
the University Chairs be-

longing to the Divinity
School in the University of

Munich be used for instruc-

tors at the Nazi Academy
(HoheSchule). (USA 687)

Certified copy of Hitler Order,
29 January 1940, concern-
ing establishment of "Hohe
Schule". (USA 367)

Copy of Order from Keitel to

Commanding General of

Netherlands, 5 July 1940, to

cooperate with the Einsatz-
stab Rosenberg. (USA 379)

I

II

III

II

III

I

III

II

III

II

III

Page

275
70,71,
595,

900
173

900
175

264
179

900
184

159,

1009,

1097
80
184

I 1097,
1098

II 80,

537
III 185

792
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138-PS Copy of Order from Keitel to

Commanding General of

France, 17 September 1940,
to cooperate with the Ein-
satzstab Rosenberg. I

II

III

1097,
1098

537
186

139-PS Reinecke order, 10 October
1940, concerning instruc-
tions to be given to Military-

Administration in Belgium
to cooperate with Einsatz-
stab Rosenberg. I

III

1097,
1099

187
140-PS Reinecke order, 30 October

1940, supplementing order
of 5 July 1940 (Document
137-PS). I

III

1097,
1099

187

*141-PS Goering Order, 5 November
1940, concerning seizure of
Jewish art treasures. (USA
368) I

II

III

1009,
1097,
1100

80,

440
188

*145-PS Order signed by Rosenberg,
20 August 1941, concerning
safeguarding the cultural
goods in the Occupied East-
ern Territories. (USA 373) I

II

III

1099
80
189

*149-PS Hitler Order, 1 March 1942,
establishing authority of
Einsatzstab Rosenberg.
(USA 369) I

TT11

III

1097,
1099

oU,

537
190

151-PS Rosenberg Order, 7 April 1942,
concerning safeguarding of

793
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cultural goods, research ma-
terial and Scientific Institu-

tions in Occupied Eastern
Territories. I

III

1098
191

*153-PS Rosenberg Order, 27 April
1942, for formation of cen-
tral unit for seizure of art
treasures in occupied East-
ern Territories. (USA 381) I

III

1098
192

*154-PS Letter from Lammers to high
State and Party authorities,

5 July 1942, confirming
Rosenberg's powers. (USA
370) I

II

III

1010,

1097,
1099

81
193

155-PS "Einsatzstab", administrative
regulations, 30 September .

1942. I

III

1010
194

*158-PS Message, 1 June 1944, ini-

tialled Utikal, Chief of Ein-
satzstab, concerning mis-
sions in Hungary. (USA
382) I

III

1098
199

*159-PS Message, 6 June 1944, ini-

tialled Utikal, Chief of Ein-
satzstab, concerning mis-
sions in Denmark and Nor-
way. (USA 380) I

III

1097
199

*171-PS Undated report on "Library
for Exploration of the Jew-
ish Question" by the Hohe
Schule District Office. (USA
383) I

III

1010,
1098,
1101

200
H76-PS Report on Einsatzstab Rosen-

berg, Working Group Neth-

794



Document Description Volume Page

erlands, signed Schimmer.
(USA 707) I

II

in

1102
992,
993

203

197-PS Memorandum of a conference
in HQ OKH Quartermaster
General, 27 August 1941,
concerning transfer of ad-
ministration of Ukraine
from Wehrmacht to civilian

authorities
; signed by Labs,

Ministerial Director. i

in
1010
210

MQQ T)Q Letter from Alfred Meyer to
Sauekel, 11 July 1944, con-
cerning forced labor of chil-

dren. (USA 606) n
in

614
213

200-PS Confidential telegram from
Berger to Reich Ministry
for Occupied Eastern Terri-

tories, 8 July 1944 concern-
ing forced labor of children. i

in

157,
322

214

"204-PS Memorandum of conference,
18 February 1944, concern-
ing release of Indigenous
Labor for purposes of the
Reich. (USA 182) i

in

157,

884
215

'205-PS Bormann Circular, 5 May
1943, containing detailed di-

rections as to the treatment
of foreign workers em-
ployed within the Reich.
(GB 538) ii

in
904
218

*212-PS Memorandum from Rosenberg
file concerning instructions

i
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Document Description Volume

*228-PS

232-PS

*254-PS

*26o-PS

285-PS

286-PS

*290-PS

for treatment of Jews.
(USA 272)

Bormann Circular, 25 Novem-
ber 1943, demanding
harsher treatment of Pris-
oners of War and the fuller

utilization of their man-
power. (USA 695)

Bormann Order of 13 Septem-
ber 1944 establishing Party
jurisdiction over the use of
Prisoners of War for forced
labor. (USA 693)

Letter from Rabb to Reich-
minister for Occupied East-
ern Territories, 7 June
1944, concerning burning of

houses in Wassilkow dis-

trict. (USA 188)

Memorandum of oral report
by Lyser to Rosenberg, 30
June 1943, on situation in

district Shitomir. (USA
191)

Henlein letter to Rosenberg,
31 October 1938.

Rosenberg letter to Henlein,
15 October 1938.

Letter from Rosenberg Min-
istry, 12 November 1943,
concerning burning of

II

ni

ii

in

ii

ni

i

ii

in

i

ii

HI

I

III

I

m

796



Document Description Volume Page

—

•

houses in Mueller's district.

1

(USA 189) I

II

III

889
619
240

*294-PS Top secret memorandum
signed by Brautigam, 25
October 1942, concerning
conditions in Russia. (USA
185) I

II

III

886,
1051

619
242

*315-PS Note of a meeting held in the
Reich Ministry for En-
lightenment and Propa-
ganda, 10 March 1943, con-
cerning treatment of for-

eign workers employed in

the Reich. (GB 537) II

Hi
81
251

*318-PS Agreement between Rosen-
berg and Leader of the Na-
tional Socialist University
Professors League (NSDo
B), 2 December 1941. (USA
728) i

in
315
255

*327-PS Letter of Rosenberg to Bor-
mann, 17 October 1944,
concerning liquidation of

property in Eastern Occu-
pied Territories. (USA
338) ii

in

54,

615,
903

257
! 342-PS Decree, 13 October 1941, con-

cerning confiscation of Jew-
ish property. ii

in
619
264

*343-PS Letter from Milch, Chief of
the Personal Staff, to
Himmler, 31 August 1942,
and letter from Milch to
Wolff, 20 May 1942. (USA
463) ii

in

215,
446

266

797



Document

*347-PS

*351-PS

*352-PS

*374-PS

*375-PS

*376-PS

Description Volume

Letter from Lohse to Reich
Youth Leader Axmann, 18
April 1944. (USA 340)

Minutes of First Meeting of
Cabinet of Hitler, 30 Jan-
uary 1933. (USA 389)

Letter from Dr. Lammers to

the Plenipotentiary of Ad-
ministration, 14 June 1942,
concerning the jurisdiction

of the Council of Ministers
for the Defense of the
Reich. (USA 398)

TWX Series of Orders signed
by Heydrich and Mueller,
issued by Gestapo Head-
quarters Berlin, 9-11 No-
vember 1938, concerning
treatment of Jews. (USA
729)

Case Green with wider impli-

cations, report of Intelli-

gence Division, Luftwaffe
General Staff, 25 August
1938. (USA 84)

Top secret memorandum
signed by Major Falken-
stein, 29 October 1940, con-

cerning current military

II

III

I

II

III

Page

II

III

I

II

III

I

II

III

54, 55,

267

209,
211

92, 93,

925
270

798
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questions including question
of occupation of Atlantic
Islands referring to the
United States. (USA 161) I 150,

153,

859,
- 860,

865
II 430

•
III 288

"382-PS Affidavit of Korvettenkapi-
taen Moehle, England, 19
July 1945, concerning the
interpretation of Doenitz'
order of September 1942.
(GB 202) II 833-

835

III 290
*386-ps Notes on a conference with

Hitler in the Reich Chan-
cellery, Berlin, 5 Novem-
ber 1937, signed by Hitler's

adjutant, Hossbach, and
dated 10 November 1937.
(USA 25) I 151,

376,

377,
380,

387,

450,
479,

504,

516,

519,

580,

614,

619,
677

II 337,

339,

340,

429,

758,
854,

1020,
1022,
1024,
1025

III 295
. 799
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OOO X o T^ilp nf Tipj'np'pcs nn C^c?p OvApnJL 11C VI ^/apoi O vy11 V^CIOC VXl

(the olan for the attack on
Czechoslovakia) k p n t hv
Schmundt TTitlpr's fldin-

tant. Aoril - October 1938
(USA 26) TX XOVJ,

3K8OOO,
3KQ

0±\J,

oxv-
599
*>9d

F>9(\Od\j,

533ooo-

ooo-
540
549
553OOO,

oo*±,

55fiOOV-
5fi0

795
1 LjO

TTXX 99R

341Oil,
343
470
4Q9
53Q
569
667
1024

III 305
OJu—X

O

Official NSDAP pirrnlar pti-

titled "The Social Life of

New Germany with Special

Consideration of the Ger-
man Labor Front", bv Prof.

Willv Mueller (Berlin.T f XXXV JLfJL X X V/ X I XXVX AXXXy

1938) (USA 326) I 1 30
953

969
II 37, 73,

74,

146
III 380

800



Document

404-PS

405-PS

406-PS

'407-II-PS

'407-V & VI-PS

'407-VIII-PS

f407-IX-PS

*437-PS

Description Volume

Excerpts from Hitler, Mein
Kampf, pp. 456, 475. (USA
256)

Law concerning Trustees of

Labor, 19 May 1933. 1933
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

285.

Memorandum by Gauleiter
Streicher, 14 April 1939,
concerning certain acts

against Jews.

Letter from Sauckel to Hit-

ler, 10 March 1943, concern-
ing difficulty in recruiting
of workers in former Soviet
territories. (USA 226)

Letter from Sauckel to Hit-
ler, 15 April 1943, concern-
ing labor questions. (USA
209; USA 228)

Telegram from Sauckel to Hit-
ler, 17 May 1943, concerning
foreign labor. (USA 210)

Letter from Sauckel to Hitler,

3 June 1943, concerning for-

eign labor situation. (USA
229)

Extract from report, 19 June
1943, by Frank to Hitler,

III

I

II

III

I

III

I

III

II

III

I

III

I

III
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concerning si lucixion m ito-
II 637,land. (USA 610)

987,
988

III 396

*440-PS Directive No. 8 signed by
Keitel, 20 November 1939,
for the conduct of the war.
(GB 107) I 767

TT
II

A OA
430,

AO

i

TTT
III

oc\no97

442-PS General Order No. 16 on the
preparation of a landing
operation against England,
id July iy4U, initialled oy

151,Jodl and Keitel. I

409,
/ion639

TTT
111

*444-PS Original Directive No. 18 from
Fuehrer's Headquarters
signed by Hitler and ini-

tialled by Jodl, 12 Novem-
ber 1940, concerning plans
for prosecution of war in

Mediterranean Area and oc-

cupation of Greece. (GB
778,116) I

779,

797,

798
II 355,

1—4 4

544,

570
TTT
III 403

*446-PS Top Secret Fuehrer Order No.
21 signed by Hitler and in-

itialled by Jodl, Warlimont
and Keitel, 18 December
1940, concerning the Inva-

802
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sion of Russia (case Bar-
barossa). (USA 31) I 150,

401,
403,
641,

799,

800,

803,
805

TT
II oot,

544,

545,

570,

III 407

*447-PS Top Secret Operational Order
to Order #21, signed by
Keitel, 13 March 1941, con-
cerning Directives for spe-
cial areas. (USA 135) I 803-

805,
811

II 225,

327,

357,
430,
545

III 409

*448-PS Hitler Order No. 22, initialled

by Keitel and Jodl, 11 Janu-
ary 1941, concerning parti-
cipation of German forces
in the Fighting in the Medi-
terranean Theater of Oper-
ations. (GB 118) I 637,

780,
781

II 544,
570

in 413

803



Document

*498-PS

*501-PS

*502-PS

*503-PS

*506-PS

Description Volume

Top Secret Fuehrer Order for
killing of commandos, 18
October 1942. (USA 501)

Collection of four documents
on execution by gas, June
1942, one signed by Dr.
Becker, SS Untersturm-
fuehrer at Kiev, 16 May
1942. (USA 288)

Order, 17 July 1941, entitled

"Regulations for the Com-
mandos of the Chief of the
SIPO and SD which are to

be activated in Stalags."

(USA 486)

Letter signed by Jodl, 19
October 19 4 2, concerning
Hitler's explanation of his

commando order of the day
before (Document 498-PS).
(USA 542)

Draft of top secret letter, 22
June 1944, initialled by
Warlimont, concerning en-

emy agents. (USA 549)

I

II

in

i

ii

in

i

ii

in

m

ii

in
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Document Descrintion Volume Pfl CPx age

*508-PS OKW correspondence, Novem-
ber 1942, about shooting of

British glider troops in Nor-
way. (USA 545) II 367,

ouo,

535,
• 568

III 430

*509-PS Telegram to OKW, 7 Novem-
ber 1943, reporting "special

treatment'' for three British
commandos fIJSA 547} TT OUi7,

535,
568

Ill 433

*512-PS Teletype from Army Com-
mander in Norway, 13 De-
cember 1942, concerning in-

terrogation of saboteurs be-
fore shooting; and memo-
randum in reply from OKW,
14 December 1942. (USA
546) TT11 OOO,

535,
568

III 433

*526-PS Top secret notice, 10 May
1943, concerning saboteurs
captured and shot in Nor-
way. (USA 502) II 291,

368,

369,
579
845

IIIXXX 434

*531-PS OKW memorandum, 23 June
1944, citing inquiry from
Supreme Command West
about treatment of para-
troopers. (USA 550) II 371,

372,

535,
568

III 435
G93261—47— 52
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leiegram 01 vvroi, june
1944, concerning treatment
of Commandos. II

III

291,

579
437

*537-PS Order signed by Keitel, 30
July 1944, concerning treat-

ment of members of foreign
ivinitary lviissions

,
cap-

tured together with parti-

sans. (USA 553) II

III

373,
535

439

*551-PS Order signed by Keitel, 26
June 1944, concerning treat-

ment of Commando partici-

pdlllb. ^UOn DDI) TT11

III

373,

535,

568
440

*553-PS Order signed by Keitel, 4

August iy4^, regulating
treatment of paratroops.
(USA 500) II

III

291,
535

441

*556-2-PS Order initialled by Keitel, 8

oeptemoer ±y4£, ior civil-

ians to work on "West
Wall". (USA 194) I

TT
II

III

910
535
443

*556-13-PS Sauckel note for the files, 5

January 1943. (USA 194) I 891,

935
444III

579-PS Three letters, District Com-
mi QQi'nTiPV TTl'm'nlnvTnpn'f T)i-ihj kioiijiici , Hi iiij-Ji\jy men b ±ji

rector at Riga, and Eco-
nomic Directorate in Latvia,
21 July 1941, 10 February
1942 and 6 July 1942, con-

806



Document Description Volume Page

cerning forced Jewish labor

in Riga and Latvia. 1011

III 444
614-PS Proclamation of the Action

Committee for the Protec-
tion of German Labor, 2

May 19oo. Documents ot

German Politics, Vol. I, p.

151-3. !

Ill

130,

254
447

jk r* -i r» Tic**615-PS T J I c T"» * 1 r» T *

Letter from Bishop of Lim-
burg, 13 August 1941, con-
cerning killings at Hadamar
Asylum. (USA 717) II

III

672
449

*621-PS Letter from Dr. Lammers to

Minister of Justice, 2 Octo-
ber 1940, concerning deaths
of Nursing Home inmates.
(USA 715) II

III

671
451

*odO-FS Memorandum of Hitler, 1 Sep-
tember 1939, concerning au-
thorization of mercy kill-

ings. (USA 342) II 55, 56

Extract from Minutes of Dr.
jotii, d uciooer ±174^, re-

garding Special Purpose
Group for Commando ac-

III 451
*638-PS

tivities. (USA 788) II

III
452
452

*641-PS Report of Public Prosecutor
General in Munich, 1 June
1933, concerning murder of
Dr. Strauss in Dachau by an
SS guard. (USA 450)

II

TTT
III

969
202,
203"

453
*642-PS Report to Public Prosecutor

ijrfcuitjrdi in lviunicn, i j une
1933, concerning murder of
Hausmann in Dachau by an
SS guard. (USA 451) II

III

203
454

807



Document Description Volume Page

*644-PS Report to Public Prosecutor
General in Munich, 1 June
1933, concerning murder of

Schloss in Dachau by an SS
guard. (USA 452) I

II

III

969
203,
204
455

*645-PS Report to Public Prosecutor
General in Munich, 1 June
1933, concerning murder of

Nefzger in Dachau by an
SS guard. (USA 453) I 970

II

III

204,

205
457

*647-PS Secret Hitler Order, 17 Au-
gust 1938, concerning or-

ganization and mobilization

of SS. (USA 443) II

III

181,
184-

186,

197,

201,

661,
459

*651-PS Confidential circular signed
by Schlegeberger, 31 Janu-
ary 1938, concerning repre-

sentation by Counsel of

inmates of concentration
camps. (USA 730) I

III

228
466

*654-PS Thierack's notes, 18 Septem-
ber 1942, on discussion

with Himmler concerning
delivery of Jews to Himm-
ler for extermination
through work. (USA 218) I

II

916,
1011

56,

211,

*

III

293,

905
467

*656-PS Letter, undated, from Bor-
mann to Political leaders,

enclosing Order of Supreme
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Command of the Wehr-
macht, 29 January 1943,
relating to self-defense

against prisoners of war.
(USA 339) II

III

54,

536,
903

470

*661-PS Spprpf fhpsis from the Acad-
emy of German Law, Jan-
uary 1940, on Resettlement.
(USA 300) I

III

1027
472

666TPS Directives issued by the Fueh-
rer and Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed
Forces signed bv Keitel. 7

December 1941, for prose-
cution of offenses against
the Reich. II

III

533
474

*668-PS Letter from Chief of the SIPO
and SD and OKW letter, 24
June 1942, concerning pros-
ecution of punishable of-

fenses against the Reich or
occupation forpp^ in nccn-

pied territories. (USA 504) I

II

III

146
292,
534

476

*674-PS Secret letter from President
of High District Court of
Kattowitz re executions be-
nig L«*rrieu out oy vjeotdpo
without judicial processes,
3 December 1941. (USA
505) II

III

292
478

675-PS Letter from Hess' office to
Minister of Interior, signed
Bormann, 25 August 1938,
agreeing to invalidation of

809



Document Description Volume

680-PS

682-PS

*686-PS

695-PS

*699-PS

*701-PS

Concordat between Austria
and Holy See.

Letter by Frick to heads of
Agencies, 5 May 1938, pro-
posing methods for invali-

dating Concordat between
Austria and the Holy See.

Thierack's notes on discussion
with Goebbels, 14 Septem-
ber 1942, concerning groups
to be exterminated.

Decree of the Fuehrer and
Reich Chancellor to

strengthen German Folk-
dom, 7 October 1939, signed
by Hitler, Goering, Lam-
mers and Keitel. (USA 305)

OKW Order signed by Rein-
ecke, 24 March 1942, con-

cerning treatment of Soviet
prisoners of war.

Letter from Funk to Hitler,

25 August 1939, reporting
on economic affairs. (GB
49)

Letter from Minister of Jus-

tice to Prosecutors, 1 April

1943, concerning Poles and
Jews who are released from
Penal institutions of De-
partment of Justice. (USA
497)

II

III

II

III

I

III

I

II

III

II

III

II

iii

i

ii

in
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705-PS Secret conference, 12 January
1943, of the SS-Committee
for General Labor in the
German Zone. II

III

904
511

707-PS Letters, June - October 1943,
concerning evacuation of

the museum of Charkow. I

III

1103
516

*710-PS Letter from Goering to Hey-
drich, 31 July 1941, con-
cerning solution of Jewish
question. (USA 509) I

II

III

306
297,
451

525
T.pffpv r»"f TTnvpicm OffippUCttCl VJX. X UX Clgll WlllL/tJ l/U

Chief of Supreme Command
of Armed Forces, 20 June
1944, concerning treatment
of enemy terror aviators.
(GB 152) II

III

510,

512,
546

526
729-PS Handwritten note initialled

Keitel, 14 June 1944, con-
cerning treatment of enemy
terror aviators. II

III

403,
546

529
730-PS Draft of letter to Foreign Of-

fice, attention Ambassador
Ritter, 15 June 1944, con-
cerning treatment of enemy
aviators. II

III

403,
546

530
731-PS Memorandum initialled by

Jodl, 22 May, concerning
measures to be takpn
against Anglo-American air
crews in special instances. II

III

403,
545

531
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Document Description Volume Page

732-PS Letter from Feske to Keitel,

19 June 1944, concerning
treatment of enemy terror
aviators. II

III

403,
546

532
733-PS Telephone memorandum, 26

June 1944, concerning treat-

ment of terror aviators. II

III

403,
546

533
*735-PS Minutes of meeting, 6 June

1944, to fix the cases in

which the application of
Lynch Law against Allied
airmen would be justified.

(GB 151) II

III

403,
508-

510,

546,
904

533
737-PS Conference Notes, 4 June

1944, concerning treatment
of enemy terror aviators. II 403,

III

545
536

*740-PS Letter from Warlimont, 30
June 1944, concerning treat-

ment of enemy terror avi-

ators. (GB 153) II

III

403,

510,

512,
546

537
741-PS Secret memorandum, 5 July

1944, concerning terror avi-

ators. II

III

404
538

743-PS Order signed by Keitel, 8 Sep-
tember 1944, instructing the
Armed Forces to support
Koch in the exploitation
and evacuation of Baltic ter-

ritories. II

III

537
539

*744-PS Secret letter of Keitel, 8 July

812



Document Description Volume Page

1943, concerning manpower
for coal mining. (USA 455) II

III

206,
207

540

745-PS Letter from Chief of SD, Ko-
blenz, 12 June 1944, con-
cerning enemy aviators who
have been shot down. II

III

292,
579

543

*754-PS Teletype Order signed by Jodl,

28 October 1944, for evacu-
ation of Norwegians and
burning of houses. (GB
490) II

III

567
544

765-PS Teletype message from Hey-
drich to all SD and Police,

10 November 1938, concern-
ing "Measures against Jews
tonight". I

III

*

137,

1011
545

775-PS Memorandum of Minister of
the Interior concerning clar-

ification of police matters,
1935. II

III

260
547

*778-PS Disciplinary and Penal Meas-
ures for Concentration
Camp Dachau and Service
Regulations for the Camp
Personnel, signed Eicke, 1

October 1933. (USA 247) I

II

III

961
205
550

779-PS Directive by Frick, regulating
"protective custody", 12
April 1934. II

III

259,
664

555
781-PS Memorandum by Minister of

Justice, Guertner, of con-
ference with Himmler, 9
March 1936, concerning is-

suance of decree on use of

813
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arms by concentration
camp officials. II

III

205
557

*783-PS Letter from Guertner to
Mutschmann, 18 January
1935, concerning charges
against members of camp
personnel of protective cus-

tody Camp Hohnstein.
(USA 731)

«

I

III

228
558

*784-PS

•

Letters from Minister of Jus-
tice to Hess and SA Chief
of Staff, 5 June 1935, con-
cerning penal proceedings
against merchant and r S

A

leader and 22 companions
because of inflicting bodily
injury on duty. (USA 732) I

II

III

228,

247
469
559

*785-PS Memorandum of Guertner
concerning legal proceed-
ings against the camp per-
s o n n e 1 of concentration
camp Hohnstein, (USA 733) I

III

228
564

*786-PS Minister of Justice memoran-
dum, 29 November 1935,
concerning pardon of those
sentenced in connection
with mistreatment in Hohn-
stein concentration camp.
(USA 734) I

III

228,
247

568

*787-PS Memorandum to Hitler from
Public Prosecutor of Dres-
den, 18 June 1935, concern-
ing criminal procedure
against Vogel on account of

814



Document Description

•

Volume Page

bodilv iniurv while in of-

fice (USA 421) I 145
228,
247

TT
11 144,

14b
TTT111 obo

*788-P£ Letters from Secretary of

State to the Minister of
Justice 25 June 1985 and
9 September 1935, concern-
ing criminal procedure
against vogei. (UbA (6o) T

1
9/17Z4 i

TTT111 0/1

*789-PS Speech of the Fuehrer at a
comerence, iNovemDer
iyiy, to wnicn an oupreme
uommanuers were ordered.
/TTQA 9Q\
V UoA Zo J

TX 152
162
373
374
411
583,
61 o'

627
7?5

TT11 350-<j tj \j

352
354
490
571,

600,

1017,
1018

III 572

*795-PS Keitel's conference, 17 Au-
gust 1939, concerning giv-
ing Polish uniforms to Hey-
dricn. \\js5 o4j I 704

TT
II 551

III 580

*798-PS Hitler's speech to Command-
ers-in-Chief, at Obersalz-

815



Document

*812-PS

829-PS

833-PS

Description

berg, 22 August 1939.

(USA 29)

Letter from Rainer to Seyss-
Inquart, 22 August 1939
and report from Gauleiter
Rainer to Reichskommissar
Gauleiter Buerckel, 6 July
1939 on events in the NSD
AP of Austria from 1933
to 11 March 1938. (USA
61)

Order signed by Keitel, 16
December 1941, for ruth-

less suppression of upris-

ings in occupied territories.

Instructions by Admiral Ca-
naris, Head of the Abwehr,

Volume Pace

I 397,

400,
702,

714,
764

II 348,

429,
542,
871

III 581

I 460,

461,

463,

464,

471,
473,

487,
491

II 223,

474,
943,

946,

948,

966,

967,

969,

970,

973,

979^
1023

nj 586

ii 537
in 597

816



'Document Description Volume Page

2 February 1942, concern-
ing prosecution of crimes
against the Reich or occupy-
ing forces in the occupied
territories. T

1

II

III

14b,

970
292,
534

600

.Letter irom ujiw to tne tjrer-

man Armistice Commis-
sion, ^ oeptemDer ±zf<±*±,

concerning the status of po-
1 i t i c a 1 prisoners. (USA
527) II

III

579
602

Secret circular by Hess, 3

February 1939, concerning
iMationai .League oi ijrer-

mans abroad and the Ger-
man Eastern League. (GB
265) II

III

472
603

*838-PS Letter from Hess* office signed
Bormann, 3 June 1939, re-

ferring to Hitler's Decree
of 6 March 1939 which pro-
cluded Christian Scientists
from joining the Party.

*

(USA 684) II

III

469,
899

605

*840-PS Party Directive, 14 July 1939,
making clergy and theology
students ineligible for Party
membership. (USA 355) I

II

TTTin

266
64,

900
DUD

841-PS Secret Order of Goenng, 28
December 1938, concerning
tlcWloll JJ1 UUlcIIl.

T
1

II

1U11
902

842-PS
III 606

Correspondence between Party
officials, 30 December 1940,

817



Document Description Volume

847-PS

*848-PS

*849-PS

*862-PS

*864-PS

*865-PS

concerning killing of the in-

sane.

Hitler Decree, 5 July 1942,
stating Rosenberg's powers.

Gestapo telegram from Berlin

to Nurnberg, 24 July 1938,
dealing with demonstrations
against Bishop Sproll in

Rottenburg. (USA 353)

Letter from Kerrl to Minister
of State, 23 July 1938, with
enclosures dealing with per-

secution of Bishop Sproll.

(USA 354)

Memorandum by General
Friderici, Plenipotentiary of

the Wehrmacht to the Reich
Protector of Bohemia and
Moravia, initialled by Keitel,

Jodl and Warlimont, 15 Oc-
tober 1940, concerning plan
to Germanize Czechoslo-
vakia. (USA 313)

Top Secret Note, 20 October
1939, on conference between
Hitler and Chief OKW con-
cerning future relations of
Poland to Germany, 17 Oc-
tober 1939. (USA 609)

Correspondence between Kei-
tel, Rosenberg and Lam-
mers, April 1941, concern-
ing appointment of Jodl and
Warlimont as OKW repre-

II

III

I

III

I

II

III

II

III

I

II

III

I

II

III
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Document Description Volume Page

sentatives with Rosenberg.
(USA 143) I

TT
11

III

816-

819
534,

545,

568,
606

621
olU-ro Report of December 1944 from

Terboven to Hitler concern-
ing sabotage in Oslo, with
marginal comment by Kei-

tel approving suggestion to

shoot relatives of saboteurs. TT
11

III

ETOO

623
*Or71 "DOo71--rb Teletype from Keitel to Lam-

mers, 6 December 1944,
agreeing that reprisals must
be ruthless. (GB 322) II

III

538
626

!):Q70 T)Q Memorandum of Discussion
between the Fuehrer and
the OKW, concerning case
"Barbarossa" and "Sonnen-
blume" (African operation)

.

/TTCt A -I OA \
I

II

801,
802

357,
544

O I i) I O

TTT
III 626

lop secret memorandum oi

discussion with the Chief
"L", 30 April 1941, about
the invasion of Russia.
/TTQA 1Q7\
V UOil lOl )

T
I

OA/?©06

874-PS
III 633

Draft letter to Todt, initialled

K, J, and W, 9 March 1941,
concerning .Deception meas-
ures. I

TT
II

802,
803

545,

571

876-PS
TTT
III 634

Letter from Keitel, 12 May
1941, concerning Deception
of the enemy. I

III

835
635

819
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878-1PS Draft of Order signed by Kei-
tel, 12 September 1941, pro-
viding that Jews may be
put in labor-columns. I

II

III

1011
538
636

Fuehrer decree, 13 May 1941,
on courts martial and treat-

ment of enemy civilians in

the district "Barbarossa",
signed by Keitel for Hitler,

and initialled by Jodl. I

II

III

836
567
637

*910-PS Notes on Himmler's plans for

Germanization of Poland, 27
and 30 March 1942, from
the Main Office, Interior

Administration, initialled
"Dr. S.H.". (USA 310) I

III

1035
639

*957-]PS Rosenberg's letter to Ribben-
trop, 24 February 1940. (GB
139) I

II

III

757
498,
605

641

997-PS Top secret report by Seyss-In-
quart concerning the situa-

tion in the Netherlands

—

Exploitation and Nazifica-

tion in period 29 May to 19
July 1940. I

II

III

1081
990,
992

641

*998-PS "German Crimes Against
Czechoslovakia". Excerpts
from Czechoslovak Official

Report for the prosecution
and trial of the German Ma-
jor War Criminals by the
International Military Tri-

bunal established according
to Agreement of four Great

820
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rowers oi o xvugust iy40.

*

/TTQJA Q1 \
^ UOA Vl )

T
i Zol,

9Q9
K A O04Z-
KA A044,
00Z,

ooy,

563,

566,

570,
1011

III 656

1 01

9

-PS i eieiype irom uiv vv to iviiii-

idi y Lvommciiiu.er oi r rdiictJ,

3 February 1942, concern-
ing consultation of Hitler
and Keitel about snooting of
Jews and Communists. I 1012

TTTill 664

*1014- PS Hitler's sneech to Command-
ers-in-Chief 22 August
1939. (USA 30) TX 101,

10b,

oy (
,

A t\~\4U1,
PQQ
oyo,

bzb,

i Ul,

/UZ,

721
II 429,

516,
542

III 665

1015- B-PS Report on activities of Spe-
cial Staff for Pictorial Art,
October 1940 to July 1944. T

1 1U1Z,
1 AOO

11UU,

1103,
1104,'

1106
II 599

III 666

H015- I-PS Letter from Goering to Rosen-
€93261—47—53



Document Description Volume Page

berg, 30 May 1942. (USA
385) I

II
TTT111

1100
440

1015- GG-PS All Veil LUI y Ul al I UUJCL/Lo al"

tached to a report (Docu-
ment 1015-B-PS). I

III

1115
671

•1017- PS Memorandum entitled "Me-
morial No. 1 regarding
USSR", 2 April 1941, found
in xtosenoerg s xv u s s l a
File". (USA 142) I

II

III

814-

816
619
674

1019- PS Appendix to Memorandum No.
2. Recommendation as to

the personnel for the Reich
Commissariats in the East
and for the Political Cen-
tral Office in Berlin, 7 April
1941. (USA 823) I

TTTin
836

1024- PS Memorandum, 29 April 1941,
concerning organization for
handling problems in the
Eastern Territories. (USA
278) I 988

II

III

607
685

*1 098--PSA O Memorandum from Rosenberg
file, 7 May 1941, concerning
instructions for a Reich-
kommissar in the Ukraine.
(UoA Zlo)

T
1

TTAA

TTTAAA 6Q0\JU\J

*1029--PS Paper entitled "Instructions

for a Reich Commissar in

the Baltic States", 8 May
1941, found in Rosenberg's
"Riiqqia Flip" (TTSA 14MIV Ll bo lev A lit . ^ UUA X-xtJ f

TA

II

ITT

0£i A,

822,
1048
607
690

822



Document Description Volume

*1030-PS

1034-PS

*1039-PS

*1056-PS

*1058-PS

**1060-PS

General instructions for all

Reich Commissars in the
Occupied Eastern Terri-

tories, 8 May 1941, found in

Rosenberg file. (USA 144)

Minutes of discussion concern-
ing Construction and Ad-
ministration, 22 June 1941.

Report concerning preparatory-
work regarding problems in

Eastern Territories, 28 June
1941, found in Rosenberg's
"Russia File". (USA 146)

Directives concerning admin-
istration of Occupied East-
ern Territories (Brown
Folder). (USA 605)

Excerpt from a speech, 20
June 1941, by Rosenberg
before people most inti-

mately concerned with
Eastern Problem, found in

his "Russia File". (USA
147)

Order pursuant to law con-
cerning Reunion of Austria
with - German Reich, 16
March 1938. 1938 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p, 249.

I

II

III

I

III

I

II

III

II

III

I

II

III
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Document

*1061-PS

*1063-A-PS

*1063-B-PS

*1063-D-PS

Description Volume

(Referred to, but not offered
in evidence.)

Official report of Stroop, SS
and Police Leader of War-
saw, on destruction of War-
saw Ghetto, 1943. (USA
275)

Order of Chief of SIPO and
SD, 2 January 1941, con-
c e r n i n g classification of
concentration camps. (USA
492)

Letter signed by Kaltenbrun-
ner, 26 July 1943, concern-
ing establishment of Labor
Reformatory camps. (USA
492)

Mueller's order, 17 December
1942, concerning prisoners
qualified for work to be sent
to concentration camps.
(USA 219)

I

II

III

II

III

I

II

III

I

II

III

II

III
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1063-E-PS Copy of Mueller's order, 25
Jimp 1942 rftTipprrnnp* in-

creased shipments to con-
centration camps. I

II

III

970
289
780

luyy-rij T .o'f'fdv "Fit»tv> T^nVio on o

v

q 1xjctltJI 1IUII1 xVUUc, Vjrcllcldl

Commissar White Ruthe-
nia, to Rosenberg, 28 Sep-
tember 1941. I

III

1104
781

*1104-PS Memorandum, 21 November
1941, enclosing copies of
report concerning anti-Jew-
ish action in Minsk. (USA
400 )

T
JL

II

III

4

141

274,

586,
620

783

1107-PS Office memorandum, 17 May
1944, in Rosenberg Ministry
concerning the Wehr-
macht's function in remov-
ing treasures from the

USSR. I

II

III

1099
537
789

1 1 Aft BO Note signed by Dr. Ullman,
17 June 1944, concerning
Bolshevic Atrocity Propa-
ganda. I

III

1104
791

1113-PS Report of 6 November 1942
concerning action "Marsh-
fever". II

III

274
792

H117-PS Goering Order, 1 May 1941,
concerning establishment of
Einsatzstab Rosenberg in

all Occupied Territories.

(USA 384) I

II

III

1100
82,

440
793

1118-PS Letter from Rosenberg to i

825



Document Description Volume Page

Goering, 18 June 1942, and
related correspondence. I

II

III

1099
82
793

*1130-PS Note, 11 April 1943, and re-

port of speech by Koch in

Kiev on 5 March 1943, con-
tci mug li cduiiciiu ui civil-

ian population in Ukraine.
(USA 169) I

II

III

877
57
797

*1138-PS Enclosure in letter from Reich
Commissioner for Baltic

States to Rosenberg, 13 Au-
gust 1941, concerning pro-
visional directives on treat-

ment of Jews in area of
Reichskommissariat Ost-
land. (USA 284) I

III

994
800

*1141-PS Letter from Dr. Lammers to

Members of the Council of
iviinisierb ior jjeiense oi

the Reich, 17 September
1939. (USA 393) II

III

99,

100
805

*1143-P S Letter from Schickendanz to

Rosenberg, 20 October 1932,
for personal transmission to

Hess concerning organiza-
tion oi Air rorce. (UbA
40) I

II

III

420,
421

470
806

1151-P -PS Letter from WVHA, 28 March
1942, concerning "Action
14 p 13 irom the tiles oi

Gross Rosen Concentration
I

II

III

970
211
808

1156-PS Report to Goering from Chief
of Office for War Mobiliza-

826



Document Description Volume

*1167-PS

1161-PS

1162-PS

1163-PS

*1164-PS

*1165-PS

tion of Economy, 19 March
1941.

Report on conference, 29 April

1941, concerning top secret

plan for Economic exploita-

tion of Soviet Areas (Old-

enburg Plan). (USA 141)

OKW, 31 May 1940, setting up
economic reconnaissance
teams to procure all impor-
tant stocks of raw materials,

machinery, etc. in Belgium,
Holland and Northern
France.

Four Proclamations calling up
Dutch civilians for Tempo-
rary Forced Labor.

Posters warning Dutch popu-
lation of reprisals and an-
nouncing the shootings of
hostages.

Secret letter, 21 April 1942,
from SS to all concentration
camp commanders concern-
ing treatment of priests.

(USA 736)

Letter.from Commandant of
concentration Camp Gross
Rosen, 23 October 1941, and
letter of Mueller to all Ges-
tapo offices, 9 November
1941, concerning execution
of Russian PW's. (USA
244)

I

TIT

I

II

III

II

III

II

III

II

III

I

II

III

II

III
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*1166-PS Interoffice memorandum of

WVHA, 15 August 1944,
concerning number of pris-

oners and survey of pris-

oners clothing. (USA 458) I

II

III

971,
1013

210
824

1168-PS Unsigned Schacht memoran-
dum to Hitler, 3 May 1935,
concerning the financing of
the armament program.
(USA 37) I 359,

II

III

416,
419

742,
744

827

*1183-PS Letter of Commissioner for

Four-Year-Plan, 29 January
1942, concerning increased

mobilization of manpower
from Occupied Territories

and preparation for mobili-
435zation by force. (USA 585) II

III 830

1188-PS Decree of Fuehrer concerning
economy in newly occupied
Eastern Territories, 20 May
1941, and attached com-
ment. II

III

453,

832

1189-PS Special Order No. 44, 4 No-
vember 19 4 1, concerning
feeding of civilian popula-
tion in Occupied -Eastern

I

III

1013
833

Territories.

*1193-PS Letter, 14 November 1941,
transmitting report of con-
ference of 7 November 1941
about employment of Soviet
Russians. (USA 785) II 438

III 834
*1195-PS Keitel Order, 12 April 1941,

for provisional directions

828



Document Description Volume Page

for partition of Yugoslavia.
(GB 144) I

II

III

791
503
838

*1199-PS Conference memorandum, 4
July 1941, concerning uti-

lization of Soviet PW's for

forced labor in Reich. (USA
604) II

TTT
111

608
o4U

*1206-PS Notes of Goering's remarks at

the Air Ministry, 7 Novem-
ber 1941, concerning em-
ployment of laborers in war
industries. (USA 215) I

II
TTT111

913,
Q1 A

438

*1208-PS Goering Order, 10 December
1938, concerning Jewish
question. (UoA dv\j) XT

II

III

A AO

845

1216-PS Typewritten memorandum,
"Important Incidents in

Concentration camp Da-
cnau .

TA

TTT111

Q71
QAR

*1229-PS OKW Directive to the German
Intelligence Service in the
East, signed by Jodl, 6 Sep-
tember 1940. (USA 130) I 640,

TT
II

TTT111

796,
797
O / Li

* 1233-PS Printed catalog, undated, con-
cerning secured objects of
art in the Government Gen-
eral (Poland). (USA 377) I 1109-

III

1111
850

1249-PS Ordinance, 1 June 1942, is-

sued under Decree of 4 De-
cember 1941 for establish-

ment of courts-martial in

annexed Eastern Territo-
ries of Upper Silesia. II

III

671
851

829
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*1276-PS Top secret letter from Chief
oi blPO and oD to UKW/-
WFST 17 June 1944 con-
cerning Commando opera-
tions. (USA 525) II 291,

579
III 855

*1279-rS Minutes oi meeting concern-
ing treatment of members
of foreign "Military Mis-
moiis capiureu wim pdni-
san groups and draft of or-

der, 7 July 1944 pertaining
thereto (USA 552) II 373

III 857

1285-PS Extract from The German
Police, 1943, pp. 81-82. II 254,

257
III 863

*1292-PS Memorandum of conference
with Hitler, 4 January
1944, concerning allocation

of labor, 1944. (USA 225) I 925,

933,
936

II 535
III 866

*l30l-PS File relating to financing of

armament including Min-
utes of conference with
Goering at the Air Minis-
try, 14 October 1938, con-
cerning acceleration oi re-

armament. (UbA 123) I 362,

580,
1013

II 423,

425,

428,

730,

752,

757,
765

III 868

830



Document

1316-PS

*1317-PS

*1337-PS

1347-PS

*1352-PS

1366-PS

Description

Top secret note for files on
conference of 21 March
1941 concerning employ-
ment of Quartermaster
General.

Top secret notes taken by Ha-
mann of a discussion of the
economic exploitation of
Russia, presided over by
General Thomas, 28 Febru-
ary 1941. (USA 140)

Hitler's decree electing Rib-
bentrop member of Secret
Cabinet Council, 4 Febru-
ary 1938. 1938 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 112.

(GB 129)

Extract of decree, 18 Sep-
tember 1942, Ministry of
Agriculture, concerning
food supply for Jews.
(USA 285)

Reports concerning the con-
fiscation of Polish agricul-
tural properties, 16 and 29
May 1940, signed Kusche.
(USA 176)

Decree of 29 August 1943 on
the position, duties, and au-
thorities of the Reich Pro-
tector in Bohemia and Mo-
ravia; Budget of the Reich
Protectorate for 1944.

Volume

I

III

I

II

III

II

III

I

III

I

II

III

II

III
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Document Description Volume Page

*1101 o—x

o

T/Ptfpr "from Frank tn frftpy-

ing, 25 January 1940.

(USA 172) I

II

III

878
431
925

1376-PS Decree of the Fuehrer con-
cerning the exercise of Gov-
PVT"11TIPTTf"£ll 51 ll'f'Vir»T*l'f"V 1 Yl "i~VlPCI lllllcXl Ldl clLl LI1U1 1 Ly Hi LI1C

Lowlands, 20 May 1940.

19 4 0 Reichsgesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 778. II

III

988
929

1377-PS Decree establishing a Secret
naVkinpf rinnmpil A T^pVivii-

ary 1938. 1938 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 111. II

III

466,
470
931

1381-PS Secret report of the Reich
Ministry for the Occupied
T^j} sfpvn T'pvt'i tnvipc! nn Pn-1 idO LCI 11 1 CI 1 Itvl 1Ci3 Ull X KJ

litical and Economic Situa-

tion in these Territories,

December 1942. I

III

944
932

*1383-PS Extract from transcription of

stenographic report on dis-
pnciciinn rvF pnwPTrf TYiili'fjiT'vLUb&iuii ui tuiiciiL miii tctx y
situation, 12 December
1942. (GB 489) II

III

567,

568
958

1384-PS Stenographic report of Hitler
discussion with Keitel and
Zeitzler, 8 June 1943. I

III

1013
959

1386-PS Law concerning the granting
of amnesty, 23 April 1936.

1 9 3 6 Reichsgesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 378. II

III

46
960

1388-PS Law concerning confiscation

of Property subversive to

People and State, 14 July

832
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1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 479. I 211,

212,

219,
242

II 44,

114,

115,
O ET O'658,
nor

TTT
111

1388-A-PS Law against the establish-

ment of Parties, 14 July
1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
"Ul _ nnv+ T -^x A TODiatt, r^art l, p. 4/y.

T
1

1 0£?iy6,

215
TT
11 boy
TTT
111 96Z

1389-PS Law creating Reich Labor
Service, 26 June 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

769. I 258
XT
11

oo
oo,

116,

bo <

TTT111 ybo

1390-PS Decree of the Reich President
for the Protection of the
People and State, 28 Febru-
ary 1933. 1933 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 83. I 126,

208,
242,
244,
949

XT
II 663,

nor925
TTT
III 968

1391-PS Statute of the Academy for
German Law, 2 July 1934.
iyo4 Keicnsgesetzbiatt, pp.

TT11 40,

626
III 970

1392-PS Law on the Hitler Youth, 1

December, 1936. 1936
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Keichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

VVO.
T
1

01 a31b,
Ol o31©

II 46,

468,
O r7o
878,
ool

TTT
III 972

1QQQ DQXOt/O—XTO ljciw on ireacnerous aiiacKS
against State and Party,
and for the Protection of
Party Uniforms, 20 Decern-
oer iyd4. iyo4 Keicnsge-
setzDiatt, Jrart 1, p. Uby. I

01 A^14,
OA O

II 46,

115,
a an4o7,
£*£* Abb4

TTT
III v 16

1394-PS Law to guarantee Public
Peace, 13 October 1933.
l v o o rceicnsgesetzDiatt,
PQr,f T TOO A v4- 1 Q.rart i, p. <^o, Art. ±—o. TT

II
A A44

TTT
III

loVO—Jro T • 4-T~Law to insure the unity of
Party and State, 1 Decern-
ber 1933. 1933 Keichsgesetz-
olatt, irart 1, p. lUlb. (CjJd

...

252) I 19b,

213,
OOA230

II 44,

110,
1 1 /f

114,
"1 OT
137,
i on

467,
659,

III 978

1396-PS Law concerning the confisca-

tion of Communist property,

834
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ffesetzblatt. Part I. d 293 T 211LU X X

II 114,

658,
926

III 979

1397-PS T,aw fnv flip rpp^tahli'siVimprifX-lcX W 1UX LIIC I Ceo IClUiioIilllCll I

Ul LUC 1 I UlvoolUHcil v^lvll

Sprvirp 7 Anril 1933 1933
"RpipTico'PQPi'^'hlji'H" "Pavi" T v\J.\C±C1 log toe LZiUlct b L, X <*I t 1, LJ.

j. f ti.
T1

300
313

II 115,

660,
665

III 981
1398-PS Law to supplement the Law

"for thp rpstovation of flip

T-Vofpssionfll C!ivil Spwippx J. ui^ooiuiiai l V J. 1 uci vivC)

20 Jnlv 1933 1933 RpiVW
ffpspfzhlatt Part T n F51

R

T
1 99E

TT11 44
114

115,

679,
928

III 986
1400-PS Law changing the regulations

in regard to public officers,

30 June 1933. 1933 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 433. Ti 225

TTli 115X XfJ
y

928
TTTill 987

1401-PS Lidw regarding admission 10
flip Par 7 Anril 1Q33 1nit; ljaif i xiipiii iyoo. lyoo
RpinhsjcpcspfyVilaff Part T nxvciciio5Cot t/j uici 1/ L, rait 1,

1RR Ti 307
IIXX 114
III 989

1402-PS The Homestead Law of 29
September 1933. 1933
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

685. II 84,

114
III 990
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1403-PS Law on the granting of indem-
IllllfcJb 111 LdotJ Ul LUIllloLcll/lUIl

or transfer of property, 9

December 1937. 1937
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1333. II 664
III 991

1406-PS Decree for reporting of Jew-
ish-owned property, 26
April 1938. 1938 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 414. I

II

III

303
447
1001

1409-PS Order concerning utilization of
Jewish property, 3 Decem-
ber 1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 1709. I

II

IV

305
665,

724,
901

1

1412-PS Decree relating to payment of

fine by Jews of German
nationality, 12 November
1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 1579. I 304,

II

1013
84,

IV
449

6

1415-PS Police regulation concerning
appearance of Jews in pub-
lic, 28 November 1938. 1938
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 1676. 1

II

IV

305,
1013

84
6

1416-PS Reich Citizenship Law of 15
September 1935. 1935
Reichgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1146. I

II

IV

302
84,

476,
665

7
*1417-PS First regulation to the Reichs

Citizenship Law, 14 No-
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vember 1935. 1935 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 1333.
(GB 258) I

II

IV

303
84,

476,
boo

8

1419-PS Law concerning Jewish ten-
ants, 30 April 1939. 1939
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.
864. I

TT
11

IV

305
QAo4
1U

1422-PS Thirteenth regulation under
Reich Citizenship Law, 1

July 1943. 1943 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 372. I 306

II

IV

84,

666,
o71,
902

14toU—Jro Compilation ot Leading Men
of the System Era, June
1939. I

IV
246
15

*1435-PS Speech of Speer to Gauleit-
ers, 24 February 1942.
(USA 216) I 914,

IV
938

16
1437-PS Law concerning reuniting of

Austria with German Reich,
18 March 1938. 1938
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

•

262. II

IV

259,
661

17
1438-PS Fuehrer concerning adminis-

tration of Sudeten-German
territory, 22 October 1938.
19 3 8 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 1453. II

IV

55,

259
17

*1439-PS Treaty of Protection between
Slovakia and the Reich,

693261—47—54
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signed in Vienna 18 March
and in Berlin 23 March
1939. 1939 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 606. (GB
135)

T
I

II

IV

573
494,

1024,
1025

18

1445-PS
1 /» I "It IT •

Report on conference at Min-
istry of Economics regard-
ing use of Belgian and
Dutch capital investments
in southeastern European
enterprises, 15 June 1940. T

1

IV

1 0£fl1UDU
20

*1456-PS Thomas memorandum 20
June 1941 ; Keitel consulted
about resources of USSR.
(USA 148) I

II
tit*

833,

545
91

*1458-PS The Hitler Youth by Baldur
von S c h i r a c h ,

Leipzig,

1934. (USA 667) I 277,
317-
319

II

IV

878-
882

22
1462-PS First Execution Order to the

Law of the Hitler Youth,
25 March 1939. 1939
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

709. I

II

IV

323
881
44

*1463-PS Diary of the Navy, 1944, by
Admiral Doenitz. (GB
184) II

IV

815,

816,

45
H472-PS Copy of telegram from Muel-

ler to Himmler, 16 Decem-
ber 1942, concerning re-

838
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cruiting Jewish labor.

(USA 279) I 989

\
II 288,

IV
297

49
*1/1Q1 DC Gestapo order, 20 January

1938, dissolving and con-
fiscating property of Cath-
olic Youth Women's Organ-
ization in Bavaria. (USA
737) I

II

270,
273

84,

299

*1482-PS
IV 50

becret letter, ZU July lyoo to
provincial governments and
the Prussian Gestapo from
Frick, concerning Confes-
sional Youth Organiza-
tions. (USA 738) I

II

272,

318
661,

664
IV 51

*1498-PS Order of Frick, 6 November
1934, addressed inter alios

to Prussian Gestapo pro-
muiting p u u 1 1 c du o n oi

Protestant Church an-
nouncements. (USA 739) I

II

271
661,
664

*1514-PS Order, 27 July 1944, from 6th
Corps Area Command con-
cerning delivery of prison-
ers of war to secret state

IV 52

police. (USA 491) II 287,
578

H517-PS Memorandum from Rosen-
berg concerning discussion
W1LH LIIc J7 Uclllcx, X^t ±y€-

IV 53

cember 1941. (USA 824) I

II

IV

837,
1013

57
55

839
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*1519-PS Circular from Bormann, 30
September 1941, containing
text of OKW of ^8 Septem-
ber 1941 on treatment of

Soviet - prisoners of war.
/ s~\ t-> croc \(GB 525)

TT
II

IV
536
58

*1520-PS Memorandum of conference,
8 May 1942 between Hitler,

Rosenberg, Lammers, Bor-
mann. (GB 156) II

IV

513,

903
65

*1521-PS Report from the Bavarian Po-
litical Police to the Gestapo,
Berlin, 24 August 1934, con-
cerning National mourning
on occasion of death of von
XT* 1 1 /TTP1 A n A l\ \Hmdenburg. (USA 740) I

II

IV

269
299
75

*1526-PS Letter from Ukrainian Main
Committee to Frank, Feb-
ruary 1943. (USA 178) I

II

IV

881
646
79

1531-PS Directive from RSHA, 26 Oc-
tober 1939, concerning exe-
cution of protective custody,
and directive, 12 June 1942,
concerning third degree.
(USA 248) I

TT
II

IV

962
OQOZoo,

zy4,
OCkK

93

*1534-PS Eltz letter of resignation, 30
January 1937. (USA 402) II 110

IV 95

*1536-PS Report of Luftwaffe General
Staff, Intelligence Division,

i.Cl AUgUSlr LUOOy Oil ItJLUIi-

naissance by German Air
Attache at Prague for air-

fields in Czechoslovakia, en-

closing report of the Air

840
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Attache, Major Moericke, 4
AUgUSt lyoo. vUoiv oo) T

1 KOI

OZo,

DDI
IV

*1538-PS Report from German Military

Attache in Tokyo to Office

Foreign Intelligence, 24 May
. 1941. (USA 154) I 854,

864,
r> f* f
865

TT
II

POO
fTTIV

-| c\t\100

*1541-PS Directive No. 20, Operation
Marita, 13 December 1940.

(GB 117) I 637,
780

TT
11

o cr er

355,
A A

544,
572

TT. rIV 101

*1544-PS Von Papen's notes, 26 Febru-
ary 1938, on his parting
visit with Chancellor
Schuschnigg. (USA 71) I

A OCT

TT
11
TTTIV 1 AOlOo

1546-PS Raeder memorandum, 9 April
1940, concerning occupation
oi Norway. I 630,

» 757
II 542
IV 104

1551-PS Decree assigning functions in

Office of Chief of German
Police, 26 June 1936. 1936
Reichs Ministerialblatt, pp.
946-948. II 197,

252,
ZOO,

ool
TV1

V

106

*1556-PS Czechoslovakian report, De-
cember 1941, naming Frick
as one of the originators of
secret law authorizing the

841
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killing of sick and aged per-

sons. (USA 716) II

IV

673,

674
111

*1573-PS Order signed Mueller, 18 June
1941, concerning measures
to be taken against Emi-
(tv

q

"n "f~q QnrI pit/ill c\ n ixTnvlfovc

from Russian areas and
against Foreign workers.
(USA 498) II

IV
290
119

1574-PS Warrant, 19 January 1944, for
protective custody. II

IV
581
114

*1582-PS Letter from SS Sturmbann-
fuehrer Brandt to Dr.
XvdbCIltJI , CtCt IVldy XU^Jl, CUll-

cerning use of prisoners for
high-flight research. (USA
462) II

IV
214
114

*1583-PS Letter from Himmler, 16 No-
vember 1942, concerning
feminine prisoners in con-
centration camps. (USA
465) II

IV
216
115

*1584-I-PS Teletype from Goering to

Himmler, 14 February
1944, concerning formation
of 7th Airforce Group
squadron for special pur-
poses, ^uoa lu&l) I

II

IV

919,
971

208,
445
117

*1584-III-PS Correspondence between Him-
mler and Goering, 9 March
1944, concerning use of con-
centration camp inmates in

842
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aircraft industry. (USA
•

457) I
TT11

IV

971

210,
212,
445

118

XuVKJ—JT o ui ut5i ictcivcu uy wxvn bigiicu

by Keitel, 1 October 1941,
containing regulations for
the shootinc? of hostac?ps II

IV
537
127

*1600-PS B o r m a n n correspondence,
1940-1941, concerning con-
fiscation of religious art
treasures. (USA 690) I

II

IVA V

1109-
1111

900
JLCiO

*1602-PS T offQl* TVrtTYl 1111 T? Q CJ /» Vl at* frt

ttimmier, lb May ±y4±, asK-
ing for use of prisoners for
experiments in high-altitude

mgnts. ^uijn *±d*±)
TT
11 Ol AZ14

1616-PS
IV 132

Letter from Dr. Rascher to
TTi'tyityiIdv 17 TTckVkvn q t»i r 1 QA QniiniTiicr, ii r eoruary lu^to,

concerning freezing experi-
ments. I

II

147,

971
240

*1617-PS
IV 133

Letter from Himmler to Gen-
cldl X1 IclU lvldl Midi iVlllCIl, lO
November 1942, concerning
transfer of Dr. Rascher to
Waffen-SS." (USA 466) I

II

147
217

*1618-PS
IV 133

Report of Freezing experi-
ments in Dachau, 15 August
1942, signed by Dr. Rascher.
fUSA 464^ T

1

II

IV

215,
216

135
1621-PS Secret letter from Reichs-

843
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1637-PS

1638-PS

*1639-A-PS

1642-PS

*1643-PS

1650-PS

fuehrer SS to General Rau-#
ter, 12 November 1942, con-
cerning procure ment of

medico - physiological appli-

ances.

Order of Himmler, 23 June
1938, concerning acceptance
of members of Security Po-
lice into the SS. 1938 Reichs
Ministerialblatt, pp. 1089-
1091.

Circular of Minister of In-

terior, 11 November 1938,
on cooperation of SD and
other authorities. 1938
Reichs Ministerialblatt, p.

1906.

Mobilization book for Civil Ad-
ministration, 1939 Edition,
issued over signature of
Keitel. (USA 777)

Distribution list, 1 March
1941, for secret map of
Soviet Union.

Documents concerning confis-

cation of land for the estab-
lishment of the Auschwitz
Extermination Camp. (USA
713)

Directive to State Police Di-
rectorates from Chief of
SIPO and SD by Mueller, 4
March 1944, concerning cap-
tured escaped PWs except

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV
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1652-PS

1653-PS

**1654-PS

**1659-PS

1660-PS

British and American PWs.
(USA 246)

Decree of the Reich President
for protection against
treacherous attacks on the
government of the National-
ist movement, 21 March
1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 135.

First regulation concerning
the reconstruction of the
Reich, 2 February 1934.
1934 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 81.

Law of 16 March 1935 reintro-
ducing universal military
conscription. 1935 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 369.
(Referred to but not offered
in evidence)

Second Order concerning
Plebiscite and Election for
the Greater German
Reichstag of 24 March
1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 303. (Re-
ferred to but not offered in
evidence)

Decree for registration for
active service in Austria in

the year 1938 of 16 June

I

II

IV

I

II

IV

I

IV

I

II

IV

I

IV
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1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 631. I

II

IV

505
667,
982
171

1662-PS Order eliminating Jews from
German economic life, 12
November 1938. 1938
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 1580. I

II

IV

85
665,
723
172

1665-PS Order concerning treatment
of property of Nationals of

the former Polish State, 17
September 1940. 1940
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 1270. I 85
II

IV
442
173

*1666-PS Decree appointing Sauckel
General Plenipotentiary for
Manpower, 21 March 1942
and decree of Goering con-
ferring certain powers on
Sauckel, 27 March 1942.
19 4 2 Reichsgesetzblatt,

Part I, pp. 179-180. (USA
208) I 909,

II

IV

922,
929

435,
436,
534
182

*1669-PS Correspondence between Dr.
Haushofer and Hess, 24
and 28 August 1933. (USA
741) I

IV
240
184

1674-PS Second decree for the execu-

tion of the law regarding
the change of surnames
and forenames, 17 August
1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 1044. I 85

IV 185
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*1676-PS Speech concerning the enemy
air terror by Reichsmin-
ister Dr. Goebbels, 28/29
March 1944. Voelkischer
DcUUclLIlLcI. ^UO-rl OO^t/ TT11

IV 186

*1678-PS Speech of Dr. Robert Ley.
jjocuments oi Lrerman Jroi-

itics, Vol. V, pp. 373, 376.
(USA 365) I

TT11

IV

256
i D

190
*1680-PS "Ten Years Security Police

and SD" published in The
German Police, 1 February
1943. (USA 477) II

TT7IV

241,

250,

251,

255,
oro
258,
bbl

191
*1689-PS "Czechoslovakia Fights

j3dCK , a aocument oi tne
Czechoslovak Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, 1943.
(USA 286) J

IV

QCM

198
1696-PS f^nvvpRTYr&'nflpnpp wifVj TVTin-vui i copunuciitc wiLii xvxiii-

istry of Interior showing
unexplained deaths of in-

sane persons. II

IV
671
199

*1701-PS Memorandum from Frick to
the Reich Minister and
Cniet oi the Reich Chan-
cellery, 9 August 1943, en-
pln^iTio* rJv^'Pf' law anrl tyiotyi-^lUoiiig uiaii ictw ctixu. iiicin-

orandum of comment there-
on by Rosenberg, 22 De-
cember 1943. (USA 392) II

IV
99
203

*1702-PS Report on evacuation of Kas-
atin November-December
1943. (USA 193) I

IV
891
205
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*1708-PS The Program of the NSDAP.
National Socialistic Year-
book, 1941, p. 153. (USA
255; USA 324) I

II

IV

120,

184,

185,

189,

265,

297,
331,
978

41, 42,

113,

114,

916,
1U1D,
1017

208
*1709-PS Report of Special Delegate

for art seizures, July 1943.

( UoA o7o) T

II

1 V

1106,
1109-
1112

439
211

1721-PS Confidential report of SA
Brigadefuehrer, November
1938, concerning destruc-

tion of Jewish property.

(USA 425) I

II

IV

139
146,

148
214

*1723-PS Order concerning cooperation
of Party offices with the

Secret State Police, 25 Jan-
uary 1938, published in

Decrees, Regulations, An-
nouncements, 1937, Vol. II,

pp. 430-439. (USA 206) I

II

IV

950
258,

260,

287,

664,
898

219
*1724-PS Announcement in Press Con-
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ierence, 4 August iyoo 01

breaking up of synagogue.
(USA 266) I

II

IV

983
699
224

1725-PS Decree enforcing law for se-

curing the unity of Party
and State, 29 March 1935.
19 3 5 Reichsgesetzblatt,
p., ,,f T KAO-rart l, p. ouz. I

II

IV

214,
229

134,
174

224

*1726-PS Statement of Netherlands
Government in view of
Prosecution and punish-
ment of the German Nazi
War Criminals. (USA
195) I

II

IV

892,

893,
1004

989,

994,

997,
1004

227

1741-PS Collection of documents relat-

ing to the French Armis-
tice. I

IV
1066
228

*1742-PS Directives to Army Com-
mands from Goering, 26
October 1942, concerning
combatting of partisan ac-
tivities. (USA 789) I

II

IV

945
455
262

*1743-PS Guiding principles for the
economic operations in the
newly occupied Eastern
territories, June 1941.
(USA 587) II

IV
443
263
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*1746-PS Conference between German
and Bulgarian Generals, 8

February 1941 ; speech by
Hitler to German High
Command on situation in

Yugoslavia, 2 7 March
1941; plan for invasion of

Yugoslavia, 2 8 March
1941. (GB 120) I 782,

784-
786

II 355,

429,
^09

IV 272

*1751-PS Letter to all concentration
camp commanders from
ijriuecKS, May ±y44, con-
cerning assignment of pris-

oners for experimental pur-
poses. (USA 468) II 219

IV 279

-L 1 Ocj ITO Preparation for International
Anti-Jewish Congress, 15
June 1944. (GB 159) II 515

596
IV 280

*1757-PS Report of Goering's Commis-
sioners for investigation of

Aryanisations. (GB 175) TT11 700
702
703

IV 982

*1759-PS Affidavit of Raymond H.
Geist. (USA 420) I 240,

246
II 144,

146
IV 288

*1760-PS Affidavit of George S. Messer-
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smith, 28 August 1945.
(USA 57) I

II

IV

451,

452,

454,

460,

463,

469,
470,

472,
473

732,

942,

943,

945,

946,
1021

305
1765-PS Report of the Commissioner

for the Four Year Plan
Plenipotentiary for Special
Missions on Black Market
Activities, 15 January
1943. I 1057,

1058

1770-PS
IV 325

Law concerning factory rep-
resentative councils and
economic organizations, 4
April 1933. 1933 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 161. I

II

254
116,

664

*1773-PS
IV 343

Decree on sequestration of
property of former Polish
State in the General Gov-
ernment, 15 November
1939, published in The Law
of the General Govern-
ment, pp. E810, E845,
E846. (USA 376) I 1106-

1108

*1774-PS
IV 346

Extracts from Organizational
Law oi the Greater Ger-
man Reich by Ernst Ru-
dolf Huber. (GB 246) II 43,

108,

851 112,
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*1775-PS

*1778-PS

*1780-PS

Propositions to Hitler by
OKW, 14 February 1938.
(USA 73)

Book "The Poisonous Mush-
room", published in Nurn-
berg 19 3 8, concerning
Jews. (USA 257)

Excerpts from diary kept by
General Jodl, January 1937
to August 1939. (USA 72)

IV

I

II

IV

I

II

IV

II

IV
852
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*1786-PS Excerpt of 14 March 1943 of

War Diary of the Deputy
bniet ot tne Armed rorces
Operations Staff. (USA
DDI)

II

IV

392,
393

369
1796-PS Notes to the War Diary from

March 1939 to January
1940.

I

IV
726
370

*1799-PS Annex 1 to report of Chief of
General Staff of the Army,
5 December 1940, concern-
ing planned operation in the

*

East. (USA 131) I

IV
798
374

1800-PS Preliminary report on Ger-
many's crimes against Nor-
way, prepared by the Royal
Norwegian Government. II

IV
567
375

*1807-PS Extract from Jodl Diary, 16
June 1942, concerning at-

tack on Brazilian sea and
air forces. (GB 227) II

IV
865
377

*1808-PS Excerpt of speech by Jodl to
Officers and officials of
Armed Forces Operations
Staff, 24 July 1944. (GB
493) II

IV
566
377

*1809-PS Entries from Jodl's diary,
February 1940 to May 1940.
(GB 88) I

II

IV

744,
747-

749,

754,
768

354,

355,

430,
543,
572

377
693261—47—55
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T)of*iimpnt, Dp Sif*ri T)tion Vollimp

*1814-PS The Organization of the
NSDAP and its affiliated

associations, from Organiza-
tion book of the NSDAP,
editions of 1936, 1938, 1940
and 1943, pp. 86-88. (USA
328) I 191,

192,
195-Lists,

257
II 43,

708
IV 411

*1815-PS Documents on RSHA meeting
concerning the study and
treatment of church poli-

tics. (USA 510) I 264,

267,

270,
273

II 85,

298,

299,

579,

901
TXTIV 415

*1816-PS Stenographic report of the
meeting on The Jewish
Question, under the Chair-
manship of Fieldmarshal
Goering, 12 November 1938.

(USA 261) I 304,
981

II 405,
447-

449,

665,

722,

901,

997,
998

IV 425

1817-PS Bureau for factory troops,

from Organization Book of

854
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the NSDAP, 1936 edition, p.

211. I

tt

TVX V

130,
257

86
457

1818-PS Bureau for Factory troops and
training, from Organization
Book of the NSDAP, 1940
edition, pp. 195-196b. I 257

IVX V 457
1822-PS Telegram from Minister of

FnTPicn AflFflivct in T?nmp "frv-L vJAClgll -t 1ilaH o 111 XVU1I1C LKJ

Minister of Foreign Affairs
in Berlin, 25 August 1939,
coy\cqyyi\y\& pnnfprpnpp with
Mussolini and Ciano. I

TV1 V

726
459

1823-PS Hitler reply to Mussolini, 27
August 1939, concerning at-
titude of Ttalv in confpypnpp
of 25 August 1939 I

TVx V

726
462

1828-PS Memorandum handed to Ger-
man Foreign Offipp hv flnnnt

Magistrati in Rome, 7 Au-
gust 1939. I 726

*1831-PS
TVX V

r^nvT'PS'nn'nrlpnpp Vip+wppti TTi+

ler and Mussolini, Septem-
ber 1939. (GB 75) TX 627,

722,
794.

1832-PS
IV 463

Telenhone rermrt of TJpirVi

Minister for Foreign Affairs
in Rome, 27 August 1939. I 726

*1834-PS
IV 468

Report on conference between
Ribbentrop and Oshima, 23
February 1941. (USA 129) I

II

IV

639,

792,
794,
843-

846,

862,
863

502,
504

469
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*1835-PS Letter from Hitler to Musso-
lini, 28 March 1941. (GB
126) I

IV
787
475

*1842-PS Meeting of Mussolini and Rib-
bentrop in Rome, 19 Sep-
tember 1940. (GB143) I

II

IV

792
501,
502
477

*1850-PS Conferences, 1933, calling for
financing of military train-

ing of SA from Ministry of
Interior Funds. (USA
742) I

II

IV

320
667
478

*1851-PS The Security Squadron as an
Anti-Bolshevist Battle Or-
ganization 1936 by Himm-
ler from The New Ger-
many Speaks Here, book
11. (USA 440) II

IV

176,

193
488

*1852-PS "Law" from The German
Police, 1941, by Dr. Wer-
ner Best. (USA 449) (See
Chart No. 16) I

II

IV

244
199,

200,

258,

259,
261.

660
490

1855-PS Extract from Organization
Book of the NSDAP, 1937,
p. 418. I

TTAJ.

IV

265
ou
495

1856-PS Extract from book entitled

"Hermann G o e r i n g —
Speeches and Essays", 3rd
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edition 1939, p. 27. (USA
437) I

II

TV1 V

239
167
4Qfi

*1857-PS Announcement of creation of
SS as independent forma-
tion Oi JNolJAJr. voei-

kischer Beobachter, 26 July
1934, p. 1. (USA 412) I

TT11
TV1 V

242
1J7U

1861-PS Law on the regulation of Na-
tional labor, 20 January
1934. 1934 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 45. I 130,

II

TV1

V

Zoo
75, 76,

116,
DO'S:

4Q7

1862-PS Ordinance for execution of
Four Year Plan, 18 Oc-
tober 1936. 1936 Reichs-
gesetzolatt, Fart 1, p. 887. TT

II

IV

422,

423,
4^1101

499
*1866-PS Record of conversation be-

iween iteicn r oreign Min-
ister and the Duce, 13 May
1Q41 (Cl~R 97^\ TT

11

IV

4ol,
518

499
XO 1 X

—

ST KJ iteport on mtier ana , uiano
meeting, 12 August 1939.
(GB 142) I

TT
11

IV

792
oUl
508

Notes on conference between
G o e r i n g , Mussolini and
Ciano, 15 April 1939 (USA
125) I

IV
582
518

*1877-PS Report on conversation be-
tween Ribbentrop and Mat-

857
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1881-PS

*1882-PS

1889-PS

*1893-PS

suoka in Berlin, 29 March
1941. (USA 152)

Notes on conference between
Hitler and Matsuoka in

presence of Ribbentrop, in
Berlin, 4 April 1941. (USA
33)

Notes on conference between
Ribbentrop and Matsuoka
in Berlin, 5 April 1941.
(USA 153)

Account of conference of
Fuehrer and Italian Am-
bassador Attolico, 31 Au-
gust 1939.

Extracts from Organization
Book of the NSDAP, 1943
edition. (USA 323)

IV

II

IV

I

II

IV

I

IV

II

IV
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*1903-PS Decree of Fuehrer on execu-
tion of decree concerning

mi Deputy General for mobili-
7£i'f"inn n"P liiVinT* Dppvppci

Regulations, Announce-
ments, Vol. II, p. 510.

(USA 206) I 923
IV 546

*1913-PS Agreement between Plenipo-
tentiary General for Ar-
beitseinsatz and German La-
bor Front concerning care
of non-German workers.
1 Q 4 Q T?PirTic!o*pc:p'f"'7V»l5i'f"'f'

Part I, p. 588. (USA 227) I 257,
929

II 53
IV 547

*1Q14 PCI TP.vfvzx ffcf "Fvptyi Dopvooq PpO".

ulations, Announcements,
1943 Edition, Part I, pp.
318-319. (USA 336) II 53

IV 550

1915-PS Decree concerning leadership
u± xxi iiicu. r uitcis, f± r cui u-

ary 1938. 1938 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 111. II 46, 94,

528
IV 552

*1918-PS Speech by Himmler to SS of-

ficers on day of Metz. (USA
304) I 1029

II 185,
loi/,

191,

200,
213

IV 553

*1919-PS Himmler's speech to SS Grup-

859
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1932-PS

*1933-PS

1939-PS

1940-PS

1942-PS

penfuehrers, 4 October
1943. (USA 170)

Letter from Office of Chief of

Department D of WVHA, 7
June 1943, concerning han-
dling of prisoners who fall

under Night and Fog de-

cree.

Letter to Commandant of
Gross Rosen Camp from De-
partment D of WVHA, 27
April 1943, providing that
"Action 14F13" be applied
only to insane. (USA 459)

Speech by Ley published in

Forge of the Sword, with an
introduction by Marshal
Goering, pp. 14-17.

Fuehrer edict appointing Ley
leader of German Labor
Front. Voelkischer Beo-
bachter, Munich (Southern
German) edition, p. 1.

Hess* participation in legis-

lative process, published in

I

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

I

II

IV

I 130,

257
II 76
IV 584
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Document Description Volume

1947-PS

*1948-PS

1949-PS

1950-PS

1954-PS

1956-PS

Legal Regulations and Le-
gal Problems of the Move-
ment, by Dr. 0. Gauweiler,
p. 20.

Letter from von Fritsch, 11
December 1938, concerning
need of Germany to be vic-

torious over working class,

Catholic Church and Jews.

Letter from Governor in Vi-
enna, 7 November 1940, evi-

dencing RSHA instructions
to recruit Jews for forced
labor. (USA 680)

Report of Bureau of Statistics
for Provinces of the Ost-
mark, 15 December 1939,
concerning Jews.

Secret letter from Lammers to
defendant von Schirach, 3
December 1940, concerning
deportation of Jews. (USA
681)

Deposition of Keitel, 3 Au-
gust 1945, on his official

functions and relation to
Nazi Party.

Meaning and Tasks of the Se-
cret State Police, published
in The Archives, January
1936, Vol. 22-24, p. 1342.

II

IV

I

IV

I

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

I

II

IV
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1961-PS

1962-PS

1964-PS

* 1965-PS

*1969-PS

1972-PS

1991-PS

1992-PS

Decision of the Greater Ger-
man Reichstag, 26 April
1942. 1942 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 247.

Law to change the Penal Code
of 28 June 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

839.

Decree of the Fuehrer regard-
ing special jurisdiction of
Reich Minister of Justice,

20 August 1942. 1942
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

535.

Article by Streicher, 4 Novem-
ber 1943, published in Der
Sturmer. (GB 176)

Correspondence of party of-

ficials, concerning killing of
insane. (GB 544)

Letter from Chief of SS Oper-
a t i o n s Headquarters to
Himmler, 14 October 1941,
reporting on executions of
Czechs by Waffen SS. (USA
471)

Sixth report on activity and
final report of the German
Armistice Delegation for
Economy, and of Delegate
of Reich Government for

Economic and Financial
Questions with French
Government, 1 July 1943 to

17 August 1944.

Stellrecht, Military Training
of the German Youth, ap-
pearing in "National Po-

ll

IV

I

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

II

IV

I

IV
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litical Education of the
Army, January 1937". I

IV
320
605

*1992-A-PS Organization and Obligations
of the SS and the Police
from "National Political

Education of the Army,
January 1937". (USA
439) I

II

TTT
IV

323
175,

179,

180,

187,

188,

194,

195,

199,
201,
202
616

*1997-PS Decree of the Fuehrer, 17
July 1941, concerning ad-
ministration of Newly Oc-
cupied Eastern Territories.

(USA 319) I 1050
II

IV

93, 94,

bU9
634

2000-PS Law for protection of Ger-
man blood and German
honor, 15 September 1935.
1935 Reichsgesetzblatt,

302,Part I, No. 100, p. 1146. I

TT
11

TTTIV

1014
87,

665
cot*

2001-PS Law to Remove the Distress
of People and State, 24
March 1933. 1933 Reichs-

211,gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 141. I

II

IV

* 219
43,

103,
4b/,

659,
898,
925

638
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2003-PS Law concerning the Sovereign
Head of the German Reich,
1 August 1934. 1934
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 747. I

II

IV

224
46,

114,

115,

467,

659,

929
639

2004-PS Preliminary Law for the co-

ordination of Federal States

under the Reich, 31 March
1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 153. I

II

IV

222
115,

659,
926
640

2005-PS Second law integrating the
"Laender" with the Reich,

7 April 1933. 1933 Reichs-

*

gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 173. I

II

IV

222,
254

115,

659,

660,
926
641

2006-PS Law for the reconstruction of

the Reich, 30 January 1934.

1934 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 75. I

II

IV

221
105,
926
642

2008-PS German Communal Ordi-
nance, 30 January 1935.
19 3 5 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 49. I 221,

II

IV

223
105,

115,

468,

659
643
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2012-PS First regulation for adminis-
tration of the law for the
restoration of professional

Civil Service, 11 April 1933.
19 3 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 195. I 225
II

IV
928
647

2014-PS Law amending regulations of

criminal law and criminal
procedure, 24 April 1934.
19 3 4 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 341. I 227

II

IV

107,

115,
925

648
2016-PS Order concerning the juris-

diction of SS courts and
Police courts in the Pro-
tectorate Bohemia and Mo-
ravia, 15 July 1942. 1942
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 475. II 87
IV 649

*2018-PS Fuehrer's decree establishing
a Ministerial Council for
Reich Defense, 30 August
1939. 1939 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 1539. (GB
250) I

II

IV

219,
229

96,

103,

423,
466,
470,

528,
532,

676
650

2022-PS Law against overcrowding of
German schools and Higher
Institutions, 25 April 1933.
19 3 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 225. I

II

IV

309
114
651
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2029-PS Decree establishing the Reich
Ministry of Public Enlight-
enment and Propaganda, 13
March 1933. 1933 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 104. I

TTXX

IV

334
*±0, I/O,

717,

929,
1038

652
9030 PStiuou x o jjecree concerning tne .Duties

of the Reich Ministry for
Public Enlightenment and
Propaganda, 30 June 1933.
1933 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 449. I 334

TT

IV

128,

717,
929,
1038

653

*2031-PS Decree establishing a Secret
Cabinet Council, 4 February
1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 112. (GB
217) II 95, 96,

1 OS
A OO

528,

854,
JLUJ.O

2039-PS
IV

Decree concerning the condi-
LlUIlo U± tJIIipiUj Illcll t U±
ruastern workers, ou June

\
1942. 1942 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 419. II 117,

534

2047-PS
IV 655

T att? t/"vt» T"Ti /% AvfA-nniAH y-v-£ 4-Inijaw ior tne extension ot tne
law concerning the removal
of the distress of People and
Reich, 30 January 1937.
1937 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 105. I

II

IV

211
128
660
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T,jiw "FriT* "Hip py^ptiqiati nf 'flipJ-Jcl W 1UI Lilt CA Ltllolv/ll Ul LI1C

law concerning the removal
of the distress of People and
Reich, 30 January 1939.
1939 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 95. I

II

IV

211
128
660

2049-PS Second Decree concerning the
reconstruction of the Reich,
27 November 1934. 1934
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1189. I

IV
223
661

2050-PS The Constitution of the Ger-
man Reich, 11 August 1919.
1919 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 1383. I

II

IV

127,

164,

208,

209,
219-

221,

224,

226,
253

925,
929
662

2056-PS Decree concerning the exten-
sion of the Jurisdic tion
of Special Courts, 20 No-
vember 1938. 1938 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 1632. I

IV
227
698

2057-PS Law relating to National
Emergency Defense Meas-
ures of 3 July 1934. 1934
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.
529.

*

I

II

IV

241
45,

115
699

2058-PS Decree for the securing of the
State Leadership, 7 July
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ivoo. lyoo iceicnsgesetz-

Diatt, Fart i, p. 4bz. T
1 Zll

TT
11 ooy,

Q9£y^b
TVIV byy

205y-Fb Decree of the Reich President
relating to the granting of

Amnesty, 21 March 1933.
lyoo K e i c h s gesetzblatt,

Fart 1, p. lo4.
T
1

TT
11 Q9£

Q9Qy^o
TVIV 7A1<U1

2061-PS Oath of Reich Officials and of
German Soldiers, 20 August
iyo4. iyo4 Keicnsgesetz-
Diatt, Fart 1, p. too.

T
1

014
TVIV 7fl9

OA70 T>QZU /o—Fo Decree concerning the ap-
pointment of a Chief of Ger-
man Police m the Ministry
of the Interior, 17 June
1936. 1936 Reichsgesetz-

0012olblatt, Part I, p. 487.
T
I

TT11 1 9QlZo,
1Q7
9^1

bbo
TV1

V

703

i 0-Fo Decree tor appointment ot a
• chief of organization of

Germans abroad within the
Foreign Office, 30 January
iyo<. lvoi Keicnsgesetz-
Diatt, Fart i, p. io«. TT11

TVIV 704
2U7b-Fo Decree of the Government

concerning formation of
Special Courts, 21 March
1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-

227blatt, Part I, pp. 136-137. I
TT
11 115,

Q9^

IV 705
2078-PS Decree concerning establish-

ment of Ministry for Sci-

ence, Education and Popu-

868
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lar Culture, 1 May 1934.
1 934 R p i c h s fyesetzblatt

Part I, p. 365. I 312
II

IV

93,

929
706

2079-PS Reich Flag Law of 15 Septem-
ber 1935. 1935 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 1145. II 46

IV 707
2082-PS Law relating to the Reich

Chamber of Culture of 22
September 1933. 1933

661. I

II

IV

336
114,

718
708

2083-PS Editorial control law, 4 Oc-
tober 1933. 1933 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 713.

<

I 301,

II

IV

336
114,

719,
929

709
2084-PS Law on formation of the Stu-

dent Organization at Scien-
tific TTnivpr<3i"Kp<3 99 Anril

1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 215. I 300,

IV
315

718
2088-PS Decree relating to tasks of

Reichs Ministry for Educa-
tion 11 Mav 1Q34 1Q34
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

375. I

II

IV

312
929
718

2089-PS T)ppy»pp vplpfincr tr\ T?oir»Vi AivJL/cti cc icict Ullg H/ XvclCH jtV.1I

lviinistry, 0 May lvoo. 19oo
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.
941 TT

11

422

2090-PS
IV 719

Decree relating to coordina-
tion of Jurisdiction of Reich

693261—47—56
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and Prussia in relation to

church affairs 16 Julv 1935
1935 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 1029. II 93
IV 720

90Q1 PQ Decree of the Fuehrer andJ-/ V.'V./X \-/ \-/ \_/X tilV -1- Uvlll V^X CX 1 1 vx

Reich Chancellor appointing
a Reich Minister for Arma-
ments and Munitions, 17
April 1940. 1940 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 513. II

IV
93
720

2092-PS Decree of the Fuehrer for con-
centration of war economy,
2 September 1943. 1943
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

529. II

IV
93
721

First Executive Order relating*

to transfer of forestry and'
hunting matters to the
Reich, 12 July 1934. 1934
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

617. II

IV
129
723

2094-PS Decree of Fuehrer and ReichJ—'V/V^X V/ \s V/-L JL U vlll V>X tv X X VX XVV/1V11

Chancellor concerning Reich
Labor Leader in Reich Min-
istry of Interior, 30 January
1937. 1937 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 95. TT1.1

TV1 V

129
723

2095-PS T)ppvpp of Fuehrer on Estab-
lishment of Supreme Reich
Authority "The Reich La-XxU tllvi Ivj 1 llv Xvvlvil J—J CX

bor Leader", 20 August
1943. 1943 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 495. II

IV
130
724

2097-PS "Tjppypp r\f T^iiPiirpr and Rpicli1/ t/L'l K^Ks V/X X UvlXX V/X CvXXlX Xlivlvll

Chancellor relating to desig-

llcLliXyJiL U-L v^lllcl. UJ. -L XctcolLll

alkanzlei, 1 December 1937.

1937 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,

Part I, p. 1317. II 130
IV 724

*2098-PS Decree relating to Status of

870
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Supreme Commanders of

-

Army and Navy, 25 Febru-
ary 1938. 1938 Reichsge-
setzblatt Part I n 215
(GB 206) II

IV

98,

838,
854

725

2099-PS Fuehrer decree relating to
Chief of Party Chancellery
of 29 May 1941. 1941
llClLHOgCoCL/jUlClllj Jl Oil. L J., LJ.

295. II

IV

112,

896,

725
2100-PS Decree on position of leader

of Party Chancellery, 24
Jannarv 1Q49 1Q49 PpipViq

gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 35. II

IV

47,

130,

898
726

2101-PS Decree of Fuehrer and Reich
^iidiiceiior concerning m-
bptJULur vjciierai 01 vxerman
xiigiiwayts auininisiration
of 3 April 1941. 1941
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 192. II 130

2102-PS

•

IV 727
uecree oi r uenrer and Keicn

Chancellor concerning In^
spector General for Water
and Power, 29 July 1941.
19 4 1 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I d 467 TT 130

2103-PS
IV 727

Decree of Fuehrer on Cabinet
juegisianon, iu May ly4o.
19 4 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 295. I

II

IV

211
130
729

2104-PS Law on organization of Secret
State Police office, 26
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Arvril 1933 1933 Prpnq*i«w»ViP

Opspfzsammlnnc n 129 TT 249
420

TVJL V 730

2105-PS Law on Secret State Police
_ J? OA XT . » -» „ - V. moo i noo
01 oO JNovember 1933. 1933
jrreussiscne Lresetzsamm-
luner r> 413 II 249,

262,
420

IV 731

2107-PS Law on Secret State Police of
10 February 1936. 1936
Preussische Gesetzsamm-
lung, pp. 21-22.

T
I Z47,

y /z
TTXX

257,

259,
421

IV 732
01 AO T>C? Decree for execution of Law

on Secret State Police of 10
February 1936. 1936
Preussische Gesetzsamm- ATA972lung, pp. 22-24. I

TT
II 250,

OCTZ57,

260,

287,

421,
bbl

TT TIV 732
2111-PS Order of Reich Commissioner

ior uccupiea iNetnerianas
Territories concerning esT

tablishment of administra-
tive L-ourts Martial. iy4i
Verordnungsblatt, p. 190. TT

II 988
IV no f735

Order of the Reich Gommis-
sioner ior uccupiea iNetner-

ldllUo IcIIlLUIlco CUllCtJI 11-

ing Jewish Real Estate, 11
August 1941. 1941 Ver-
ordnungsblatt, p. 655. II 1001

IV 738
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2113-PS Decree for application of law
of 30 November 1933, con-
cerning" Secret State Police
of 8 March 1934. 1934
Preussische Gesetzsamm-
lung, p. 143. II

IV

/

249
743

2115-PS Second Executive Order to
the Law for the Hitlpr

Youth, 25 March 1939. 1939
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 710. I

IV
324
745

2118-PS Police decree on identification
of .Tpw^ 1 Spnfpmhpr 1 Q41

19 41 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 547. II

IV

87,

666
750

2119-PS Decree of the Fuehrer and
Reich Chancellor concern-
ing the Protectorate of Bo-
hemia and Moravia Ifi

March 1939. II

IV

669,

676,
1026
751

2120-PS Law on passports of Jews, 5
October 1938. 1938 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 1342. II

IV
87
754

*2124-PS Decree introducing the Nurn-
berg Racial Laws into Aus-
tria, 20 May 1938. 1938
Reichgesetzblatt, Part I p
594. (GB 259) I

II

IV

1014
476,
684

755

2149-PS T
, of"'for* 1 "I T~^c»/r»n'm Vi£»i» "1 Q/fO -f/\jjcllci, ±x jjcceinuer ±y4^, to

Foreign Office, enclosing
statement of German
Reichsbank concerning
question of an increase of

873
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French contributions to Oc-
cupation expenses. I
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ing, 18 November 1938, con-
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RSHA, Prague, to Gestapo
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for*
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*2246-PS Report of von Papen to Hitler,
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2260-PS
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Report of von Papen to Hitler,

27 July 1935, concerning
National Socialism in Aus-
tria. (USA 63)

Settlement of Relationship be-
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published in National So-
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published in Organization
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*2273-PS Extract from a top secret re-
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257
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Adolf Hitler's speech before
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1935. (USA 38) I
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Interview of Goering by rep-
resentative of London
Daily Mail, concerning the
German Air Force, from
German report in The Ar-
chive, March 1935, p. 1830.
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Revolution of Education, by
Baldur von Schirach, 1938,
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Law concerning reunion of
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Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

p. 237. (GB 133)
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Hitler's speech before the
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9QQ9 PC Law relating* to the Reich
Hiiection, 0 iviarcn iyz4.

1 £7 z 4 xteicnsgesetzDiaLt,
220Pnvf T rm I^Q 1 fi9ITcLiL 1, PP. lO"— lO<£. T1

vV 8

*2383-PS wruiiidiiLe lor execution 01

aecree oi r uenrer concern-
ing position of the Head of
Farty Chancellery oi lb
January 1942, published in

Decrees, Regulations, An-
nouncements. (UbA 410)

T
1 zzy,

Zol,

TT
11 lob,

137,
157-

159,

163
V y

23R4-PR i ne jjeiegaies oi ine Lrerman
ireopie, puuiioneu m iviove-

ment, State and People in
their Organizations, 1935,
p. 161. I 220

V 23
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Document Description Volume Page

*2385-PS Affidavit of George S. Messer-
smith, 30 August 1945.

(USA 68) I

II

V

474,
475,
477-
479

405,

469,

666,
1023

23

Joint affidavit of George S.

Messersmith and Raymond
XT. VjreioX, c»V AUgUSt ±v<±D.

(USA 750) I 246
V 39

93Q9 PS ILaLI atLo HUH! X lit; X 111! CI

Reich 1933 Vol I dd 344-
154. TX

V

312-
315

54
OOQ9 pQ ii/Xtracts irom ine inira

IReich, 1934, pp. 218-224. 312,

V

214OXrfc,

315
58

HiXtracLS irom i ne i iiiru

Reich, 1935, Vol. Ill, pp.
9fiQ 919 T

1

V

313-
315

60
2395-PS Extracts from The Third

"P^inVi 1QQ£ Vrvl TV r\r\xteicn, lyoo, v oi. i v , pp.
360-362. I

V
315
62

*2396-PS Handbook of Collected Youth
Ij&ws, vol. i, vjrroup l, pp.
19a, 19b, 20. (USA 673) I

TT
II
TTV

314,

OO A884
bo

CdOU 1 —X O ^nfinnpl Snfifllictt T-T^nflHnnTr

for Law and Legislation by
Dr. Hans Frank, p. 566. I 313

V 65
*2398-PS Cooperation of Hitler Jugend
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Document Description Volume Page

with Wehrmacht, 11 Au-
gust 1939 published in The
Arrhivp Nn 65 Augustill LIU V J-.iv/* \JU y XXUg UOV
1939 nn 601-602 (USA
677) I 321

%

II 885,
886

V 66
2399-PS Articles "School Community

to replace parents' advis-

ory committee" and "NS
DAP takps ovpr education
of univprsitv students"VAX IXXIX V vxX OX L*^j O I UUvll I/O %

mnlilisVipH in Thp AtpTiivpp U 111 X llv jTXI l/lll V

1934 dd 1039 1147-1148 I Oil,

315

*2401-PS
V 67

The Hitler Youth as recruits

for future leaders, from
Organization TSook of

DAP 1938 dd 80-81
(USA 430) I 320

TTXX ooo

2402-PS
v 6Q

Ouidp for Partv Courts 17

February 1934 I 227

2403-PS
v 70

The End of the Partv State
from Dor*umpnt«i of Opr~
man Politics Vol T nn 55—XX1CX11 X vsll uJ-v^ j V HI* 1} L/ L/ • tJKJ

56 IX 209
211
278

II 659,
926

V 71
2404-PS Report of Hitler's speech in

• his own defense, published
in The Hitler Trial (1934). I 200

V 73
2405-PS Extracts from German Pub-

lications. I 185,

190,
• 194

V 79
*2407-PS Order concerning the Roehm

purge and appointment of
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Document Dp ^icrint ion VolumeV V/A KA. llk\^ Paffe

Lutze as Chief of Staff,

published in Voelkischer
Beobachter, 1934. (USA
412) II 137,

138
V 82

*2409~PS Extracts from The Imperial
House to the Reich Chan-
cellery by Dr. Joseph Goeb-

299,bels. (USA 262) I

982
II 691,

741

V 83

2410-PS Article by Julius Streicher on
the "coming- popular ac-

tion' ' under banner head-
line "Beat the World En-
emy", from Voelkischer
Beobachter, South German
Edition, 31 March 1933. I 299

V 85

2411-PS Chart of unions of workers
and employees, from Sta-
tistical Yearbook for Ger-

253man Reich, 1932, p. 555. I

V 87
2412-PS Extracts from Nature and

Form of National Socialism
pamphlet by Dr. Joseph

202Goebbels, Berlin, 1935. I

V 88

2415-PS First decree for the imple-
mentation of law relating

to The Reich Chamber of
Culture, 1 November 1933.
19 3 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,

336Part I. • I

II 929
V 89

*2426-PS Extracts from Speeches, by
Hess. (GB 253) I 185,

187,

192,

196,

219
II 467,

470
V 90
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Document

2427-PS

2431-PS

2432-PS

*2433-PS

*2434-PS

2435-PS

:

2436-PS

2438-PS

Description

The Racial Awakening of Ger-
man Nation by Dr. Rudolf
Frercks, in National Politi-

cal Enlightenment Pam-
phlets.

The Revolution of the Ger-
mans; 14 years of National
Socialism, by Dr. Joseph
Goebbels.

Extracts from Rosenberg's,
Writings From The Years,
1921-1923.

Extracts from "Nature,
Foundation and Aims of
NSDAP" by Rosenberg,
1934. (USA 596)

The Reich Ministry for En-
lightenment of the People
and for Propaganda, Berlin
1940, by Georg Mueller.
(USA 722)

Extracts from The Coming
Germany, The Education of
the Youth in the Reich of
Adolf Hitler, by Kaufmann.

Extracts from Enjoyment,
Discipline, Belief, official

handbook for cultural work
in camp. (USA 859)

Extracts from Boys in Serv-
ice, handbook for boys 10 to
14 years of age.

Volume

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

II

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I 185,

186
II 596,

597
V 93

897



Document

2439-PS

2440-PS

*2441-PS

2442-PS

2443-PS

2444-PS

2445-PS

2446-PS

*2450-PS

2451-PS

Description Volume

Extracts from Girl in Vaca-
tion Camp, official publica-

tion of Reichs Youth Head-
quarters.

Extracts from Boys, Your
World, the yearbook of the
Hitler Youth.

Affidavit of Gregor Ziemer, 4
October 1945, from his book
"Education for Death".
(USA 679)

Guide of racial science and sci-

ence of heredity of foster-

ing congenitally sound prog-
eny of family science.

Extracts from Education in

the Greater German Reich.

Extracts from German Read-
ing Book for Elementary
Schools, second volume.

Extracts from German Read-
ing Book for Elementary
Schools, fourth volume.

Extracts from History Book
for the German Youth.

Two letters from Ribbentrop
to Prime Minister of Yugo-
slavia, as published in Voel-
kischer Beobachter, Munich
Edition, 26 March 1941.
(GB 123)

Decree of Reichsminister of
Education Candidates for

I

V

I

V

II

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

II

V
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Document Description Volume Page

Teacher's Positions to Prove
themselves in Hitler Youth,
puDiisneu m v oeiKiscner
jjcooacii ter, -Derim eciition,

22 October 1935. T
1

V

Q1 AOl4,

318
1 QTlo /

2452-PS Extracts from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1943. I 313-

vV
315

lo 4

2453-PS Education and Instruction in

the Upper Schools, official

publication of the Reich and
Prussian Minister of Edu-
cation, 1938. I 312,

olo
V 189

*2454-PS Quotations from speeches of
Hitler, published in Voel-
IHqpVipt* T^pnKpplrf'P'r TVTnrnr»Vi

eaiuon. { uoa oto) I

II

312,

316,
321

886

2455-PS
V 1 Qft

StatPTYipnt bv TTitlpr at Elbino*

Germany, quoted in Voel-
kischer Beobarhtpv Rprlin

edition, 6 November 1933. I 312

2456-PS
V 198

Youth and the Church, from
CoiriDlete HandhnnV rvf

Youth Laws. I

TT

291,
olo

t/OO

2458-PS
vV XVO

Constitution nf thp Oprman
Student Corps, 1934 Reichs
Ministerialblatt, pp. 76-79. i 315

*2460-PS
V 199

Affidavit of Rudolf Diels.

(USA 751) T
1

II

V

OA fk

251,

262,
263

205
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*2461-PS Official German communique
of meeting of Hitler and
Schuschnigg, 12 February
1938, published in Docu-
ments of German Politics,

1939, Vol. VI, Part 1. (GB
132) I

II

V

481,
482

491,

948
206

*2463-PS Telegram from Seyss-Inquart
to Hitler, 11 March 1938,
published in Documents of
German Politics, 1939, Vol.
VI, Part 1, (USA 703) II

V
976
207

**2464-PS Official Austrian communique
of the reorganization of the
Austrian Cabinet and gen-
eral political amnesty, 16
February 1938, published in

Documents of German Poli-

tics, 1939, Vol. VI, Part 1.

(Referred to but not offered
in evidence) I

II

V

482
967
208

**2465-PS Announcement of appointment
of Seyss-Inquart as Federal
Chancellor, 11 March 1938,
published in Documents of
German Politics, 1938, Vol.
VI, Part 1. (Referred to but
not offered in evidence) I

II

498
976

**2466-PS
V 209

Official communique of resig-

nation of Austrian Presi-
dent Miklas, 13 March 1938,
published in Documents of
German Politjcs, 1939, Vol.
VI, Part 1. (Referred to
but not offered in evidence) I 503

II

V
977
209

2467-PS Hitler's telegram to Mussolini
from Linz, 13 March 1938,
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Document Description Volume Page

published' in Documents of

German Politics, 1939, Vol.

VI, Part 1. I 498
V 210

**2469-PS Official German and Austrian
communique concerning
equal rights of Austrian
National Socialists in Aus-
tria, 18 February 1938, pub-
lished in Documents of Ger-
man Politics, 1939, Vol. VI,
Part 1. (Referred to but
not offered in evidence) I 482

II

V
967
210

2471-PS Pamphlet No. 12 in a series
entitled "Here Speaks the
New German". Speech made
in January 1936 by Victor
Lutze, Chief of Staff of SA,
subject: "The Affairs and
Tasks of SA". (USA 413) II 138

*2472-PS
V 211

Affidavit of Rudolf Diels, 31
October 1945. (USA 752) I

V

240
994

*2473-PS Extracts from National Social-

ist Yearbook, 1943, show-
ing party positions of other
Cabinet members in 1943.
(USA 324) II

V

26, 27,

43,

51,

53,

55^

113,
964

226
*2474-PS Directive of 25 October 1934,

Decrees of the Deputy of
the Fuehrer, signed by
Hess. (USA 327) II 37

V 227
"2476-PS Affidavit of Josef Buehler, 4

November 1945. I

II

V J

973
582
228

692261—47—58
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*2477-PS Affidavit of Willy Litzenberg,
4 iNovemDer ly^o. ^Uoi_.

518} I

II

V

Q73

288,
580

229

__ ± to r o xiiiiudvit ui vv my i^iLZciiutJig,

4 November 1945. I
TTii

V

973
9R7

230
2479-PS Affidavit of Dr. Rudolf Mild-

ner, 4 November 1945. II

V
265

2481-PS Extracts from Fpur Years of
the Third Reich, by Frick,
puuiisneu m iviagazine oi
the Academy for German
Law, 1937. I

V

219,
ooo
____o

231
9&R9 P^ iLXLraci irom merman justice,

a legal periodical, 10th Year,
Edition A, No. 42, 16 Octo-
ber 1942. I

V
229
233

**2484-PS Official German communique
of visit of Austrian Minis-
ter Seyss-Inquart to Hitler,
Berlin, 17 February 1938,
published in Documents of
VTCl LlLCXll XUllLJH_b, li/Oi/, VOL
VI, Part 1. (Referred to but
not offered in evidence) I

II

V

486
968
234

**2485-PS Address by Federal Chancel-
lor Seyss-Inquart from Bal-
______ _.J? /"1.TJ TT „ 1 1 T *cony ot City Hall at Lmz,
12 March 1938, published in

Documents of German Poli-
tics, Vol. VI, .Part 1, p. 144-
145. (Referred to but not
introduced in evidence) I 502

II

V
977
234

2491-PS Extract from Legal Review,

902
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published in Lawyers' Jour-
nal, 1935. I 247

V 235

2494-PS Prime Minister Goering's
Press Conference, pub-
lished in Voelkischer Beo-
bachter, Berlin edition, 23-
24 July 1933, p. 1. I 242

V 236

2496-PS Extract from Goering's ad-
dress to Public Prosecutors
of Prussia on 12 July 1934
from the Archive, 1934,
Vols. IV- VI, p. 495. I 241

V 236

2499-PS Original Protective Custody
Order served on Dr. R.
Kempner, 15 March 1935.

(USA 232) I

II

V

245,
949

259
236

2500-PS "What do we want in the
Reichstag?" one of Goeb-
bels newspaper articles. I

V
202
237

2506-PS Protocol of Adherence by Italy

to Anti-Comintern Pact, 6
November 1937, published
in Documents of German
Politics, 1940, 4th edition. I

V
840
239

*2507-PS Note from Ribbentrop to U.
S. Charge d'Affaires in

Berlin, 11 December 1941,
containine" Gpyrnan Dprlar-
ation of War on United
Stflfpc? mihli cihprl in Dnpn_k_J Let l/CO) yj \X\Jxl^Jlx\Z\X ill J_/\JV^li.—

ments of German Politics,

Vol. IX, Part 1, No. 74, pp.
497-9. (USA 164) I

V
868
241

*2508-PS German-Japanese Agreement
against the Communist In-

ternational, 25 November
1936, signed by Ribbentrop.
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Document Description Volume Page

uocumencs 01 Lrerman i oj-

itics, Vol. 4. (GB 147) I

II

V

840
503,
504

OAOZ4Z
2510-PS Hitler letter to Mussolini, 11

TV/To v»/»Vi 1QQQ v»nVkl icsV»rk«-J iv»lviarcn iyoo, puoiisneci m
Documents of German Poli-

Lies, voi. vi, Jr art i, pp.
135-7, No. 24. I

V

498
OA AZ44

2511-PS Statement by Hitler from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 24
August 1932. I

V

207

2512-PS Hitler's Testimony Before the
Court for High Treason,
published * in Frankfurter
Z e i t u n g , 26 September
Ivol. T

1

II

V

201,
206

917
246

*2513-PS Extract from The National
•oOciaiiSL w orKers x arty as
an Association Hostile to

State and to Republican
Form of Government and
Guilty of Treasonable Ac-
tivity. (USA 235)

•

I

II

V

206,

207,
951

655,

252
2514-PS Extract from Statistical Year-

dook oi me uerinan xveiLn

1933, concerning elections

in the Reichstag. I

XTV

200,
209

Zoo
*2519-PS Undated memorandum for ra-

Hin mp^a c^p from TCalten-

brunner to Fegelein, con-

c e r n i n g arrangements
against Jews. (USA 530) II

1 V
583
256

904



Document Description Volume Page

*OKOA T>Q Affidavit of Edward L. Deuss,
1 November 1945, concern-
ing approximate number of
foreigners put to work for
German War Effort in Old
iteicn. (UoA iv {

)

T
1

V

loD,

910
257

*2523-PS Account of conversations be-
tween Goering and Bunjes.
(USA 783) I

TT
11

V

1116
40o,
621

258
2529-FS Extracts from Handbook of

Reich Chamber of Culture
for 1937. I

V

336-
338

*OCOA DC Ribbentrop's speech in War-
saw, 25 January 1939, pub-
lished in Voelkischer Beo-
bacnter, 1 Jbebruary lyoy.

(GB 36)
T
1 DoO

II

V
496
267

2532-PS Extract from The Third
Keicn, by Gerd Kuehle.

T
1 9fi0

TT

V

207
X 1 v,

41R

okoo pq6O00-x o Lxtract from article Legis-
lation and Judiciary in

Third Reich", from Jour-
nal of the Academy for Ger-
man Law, 1936, pp. 141
142. I

II

V

245,
974

628
277

2536-PS Speech by Dr. Frank on "The
Jews in Jurisprudence" and
Radio Speech, published in

Documents of German Poli-

tics, Vol. II. II

V

627,
628

277
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Document

2537-PS

2540-PS

2541-PS

*2542-PS

2543-PS

*2544-PS

2545-PS

2548-PS

Description Volume

Decree of the Fuehrer and
Reich Chancellor concerning
Administration of Occupied
Polish Territories, 12 Octo-
ber 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 2077.

Decree concerning sequestra-
tion of private property in

the General Government,
24 January 1940, published
in Verordnungsblatt fuer
das Generalgouverneurs,
No. 6, 27 January 1940, p.

23.

Extracts from German Publi-
cations.

Affidavit of Kurt Lindow, 30
September 1945. (USA 489)

Extract from The Mission of

the SS, published in The
National Socialist Magazine,
Issue 46, January 1934.

Affidavit of Rudolf Diels, for-

mer Superior Government
Counsellor of the Police Di-
vision of the Prussian Min-
istry of the Interior. (USA
753)

Extract from Hitler's cleaning
up act in Reich, published
in Voelkischer Beobachter,
Berlin edition, No. 182-183,
1-2 July 1934, p. 1.

Law about changing rules of

Criminal Law and Criminal
Procedure of 24 April 1934.

II

V

II

V

I

II

V

II

V

I

V

I

V

I

V
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Document , Description Volume Page

1 9 3 4 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part T n 34X dl L J., kJ. Of. TX ?42

VV
CjO^tV—X O T7! vf"V£i pt f v n m "f^-Pvmjmv'ctXLiA. IX dC L ± I U 111 vJTCX LLl&liy O

Road to Freedom" as pub-
lished in Documents of Ger-
man Politics, Vol. 3. I 244

v 292
2550-PS Law on modification of rules

of general criminal pro-
LcllUIC, xu ocp LciilDcI ±vov.
1 9 3 9 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 1841. I 244

II

vV
116

95^9 PS XLiAL/CipL CUllCcI lllllg CI lillllldlo,

published in Journal of the
Academy for German Law,
No. 3, March 1935. I 244

v 293
2554-PStJ*JtJ'-±—X o Law concerning adjudication

dlltl CACtULlUIl Ul Lllc Ucdlll

penalties of 29 March,
1933. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 151. I 242

V 294
2559-PS TVTil i"f"Pw r^nTYiTTMQQinn Ovrlpvcivxiii lai y v^UllllllloiolUli VJL UfcJI o

No. 2, Headquarters Fif-
f"PP"trfVi TT S A vm it OK TnnoLccIlLll U . O. XTLlIIiy, CiD o Ullc

1945, concerning trial of
German civilian by U. S.

Military Commission. II 904
V 294

2560-PS Military Commission Order
i.>u. XXcdtltl Udl Lcl o x 1111 U.

U. S. Army and Eastern
xvxiii Lctx. jr Xyio l/X IV/ 1/, XO WL/LO—

ber 1945, concerning trial of
German national by U. S.

Military Commission. II

V
904
296

2561-PS ivxillLdI
ty V^UllllllloolUIl Ul Ucl

No. 3, Headquarters Third
U. S. Army, 4 October 1945,
concerning trial of four
German nationals by U. S.

Military Commission. II

V
904
298

907



Document Description Volume Page

*2567-PS Decree signed by Himmler and
von Schirach, concerning co-

operation of HJ and SS,
nrinfpd in Thp Yoiincr (rPr-

many, Berlin, February
1939. (USA 674) I

TTXX

V

320
885
301

TTi 'Hpv'q QnpppVi fr\ +Vip T?pipViq_XXI LiCI o oLJCCCll LL/ LUC iVClLIio"

tag on 13 July 1934, printed
in The Third Reich, Vol.
II r> 247 TX

V
241
302

2572-PSIO X KJ AnnnnTifPTHPTit n"f 0"f"Pir»i5ili jLiiiiu uiiLCJiiciiii v/ x i i v i a l

Prussian Press Office, in

Frankfurter Zeitung, 1
March- 1933 I

V
209
303

2579-PS Fxtrflpt^ from tVip Franlrfnr.J-JAtI uLto XiUlll l/l*C X X dlixV-L Li i

ter Zeitung, 24 March 1933,
concpminor haDnpnincR 23
March. I

v
210
303

*2580-PS Protective custody decrees
signed Kaltenbrunner
(USA 524) II

V
583
305

*2582-PS Telegrams ordering protective
custody signed by Kalten-
brunner. (USA 523) II

V
583
307

2583-PS Quotation from speech made
by Streicher, 31 October
1939. I

II

V

1015
711
311

2584-PS Hitler's speech concluding the
Reichsparteitag, 3 Septem-
ber 1933. The First Reichs-
tag of the United German
Nation, 1933. I

V
190
311

2602-PS Telegram, Wilson to Secretary
of State, Washington, 10

November 1938. I

V
1015
311

2603-PS Letter from Kemp, U. S. Con-

908



Document

-

Description Volume T*».Page

sul General in Bremen, to

Secretary of State, 10 No-
vember 1938, concerning
Anti-Jewish demonstrations
in Bremen. I 1015

V 312

2604-PS Report of American Consul
General to Wilson, U.S.
Ambassador in Berlin, 12
November 1938, concerning
Anti-Semitic persecution in

Stuttgart Consular District. I 1015
V 312

*2605-PS Affidavit of Dr. Rudolf Kast-
ner, former President of
the Hungarian Zionist Or-
ganization, 13 September
1945. (USA 242) I 956,

1016
II 298,

579
V 313

*2608-PS Frick's lecture, 7 March 1940,
on "The Administration in

Wartime". (USA 714) II 108,

109,

470,

531,

532,

669
V 327

*2610-PS Affidavit of Frederick W.
Roche, Major, U. S. Army,
7 November 1945. (USA
548) II 369,

371
V 330

2613-PS Extracts from "The Black
Book of Poland". I 1016

II 999
V 332

*2614-PS Affidavit of Dr. Wilhelm
Hoettl, 5 November 1945.
(USA 918) I 245

II 261
V 337
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Document Description Volume Page

Affidavit nf Dr W i 1 h p 1 m-T^. illLid V 1 L UI U i- , VV 1 1 11 c 1 111

Hoettl, 5 November 1945. I 974
II 282,

289
V 338

2617-A-PS Reports of Department Inte-

rior Administration from
t>iP Offif»P PViipf nf Didlllc WlllL-t; Ul v^Illcl Ul lylB-

trict Warsaw, published by
The General Government
for Poland, 1940, p. 59. I 1016

V 339

*2620-PS Affidavit of Otto Ohlendorf,
5 November 1945. (USA
Q1 TT11

275,

294,

579
V 341

2622-PS Affidavit of Otto Ohlendorf,
5 November 1945. II 283,

578
V 343

Flvtra^tc; from TPhp NationaliJAti d^to IX vlll X lit/ X \ CX l>X \J X X CX X

Socialist Revolution 1933,
published in Berlin 1935. I 207,

212
V 343

2633-PS Extracts from Constitutional
Law of the Greater Ger-
man Reich, 1939. I 202

II 917
V 344

Onprino1* tn thp 0 ondpinnpd
published in Voelkischer
Beobachter, 26 August
1932. I 207

V 344

urciinances oi tne uepuiy oi

the Fuehrer, published in

Munich 1937. I 228,

243
V 345
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Document

*2640-PS

*2641-PS

*2643-PS

2644-PS

2645-PS

2647-PS

2651-PS

2652-PS

Description Volume

Extracts from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1943.
(USA 323)

Affidavit of Alois Hoellriegel
in connection with photo-
graphs of Kaltenbrunner,
Himmler, and others at
Mauthausen concentration
camp. (USA 516)

Announcement concerning
Three-Power Pact between
Germany, Italy and Japan,
27 September 1940, signed
by Ribbentrop for Germany.
1 9 4 0 Rerchsgesetzblatt,
Part II, No. 41, p. 279.
(USA 149)

Affidavit of Otto Ohlendorf,
5 November 1945.

Affidavit of Gottfried Boley,
14 November 1945.

Law relating to the abolition
of the Reichsrat, 14 Febru-
ary 1934. 1934 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 89.

Statement by Frick from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 14
March 1933.

Speech of Hitler to Reichstag,
23 March 1933, from Voel-

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

I

V

I

V
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kischer Beobachter, 24
March 1933. I

V
210
359

*2653-PS The Way of German Youth,
from The Third Reich, 5th
Year, 1937, pp. 117-118.
(USA 669) I

II

V

320
882
359

*2654-PS Organization and Insignia of

the Hitler Youth, edited by
Reich Youth Headquarters
of NSDAP. (USA 675) I

II

V

321
885
361

2655-PS Concordat between the Holy
See and the German Reich,
Article 31. 1933 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part II, p. 679,
687-8. I

II

V

318,
974

916,

937
364

2656-PS The Bearer of Sovereignty,
from speech of the Fuehrer
at the Reichsparteitag,
1935. I

V
320
365

*2660-PS Distribution Plan for Gaue,
Kreise, and Ortsgruppen,
from The Bearers of Sover-
eignty, 2nd Issue, 3rd Year,
February 1939. (USA 325) II

V

34, 89,

136
365

*2662-PS Extract from Mein Kampf,
39th edition, 1933, pp. 724-
725. (USA 256) I

V
979
366

*2663-PS Hitler's speech to the Reichs-
tag, 30 January 1939,
quoted from Voelkischer
Beobachter, Munich edition,
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1 February 1939. (USA
268) I

V

306,

974,
984

367
*2665-PS The Jewish Question Past and

Present, from World Battle.

(USA 270) 1

V
984
367

*2668~PS "And Don't Forget the Jews",
from the Black Corps, 8
August 1940, No. 32, p. 2.

(USA 269) I

n
V

984
220
367

2671-PS Decree regarding the Designa-
tion of Business Enterprises
in the Government General,
from Verordnungsblatt of
Governor General for Occu-
pied Polish Territory, No.
8, p. 61, 30 November 1939. i

V
1016
367

2672-PS Decree concerning designation
of Jews and Jewesses m the
Government General, from
Verordnungsblatt of the
Governor General for Occu-
pied Jrolisn lerritory, 1939,
p. 61. I

V
1017
368

2673-PS Extract from "The Archive",
No. 90, 30 October 1941, p.
495. I

•XT
V

1017
OOV

2682-PS Excerpts from Voelkischer
Beobachter concerning re-
striction against Jews, 5
December 1938, No. 339, p.
r
O. I

V
1U1 /

369

Universities barred for Jews,
Dublishpd in Vnplln*«5pVsprJ-'iAWl-ioilCvl 111 V OClxVlOV^liCi

Beobachter, 16 November
1938. I

V
1017
371

*2697-PS Article: "The Chosen People
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of the Criminals'' from Der
Stuermer, No. 2, January
1935. (USA 259) I

II

V

980
693
372

*2698-PS Article: "Two Little Talmud
Jews", from Der Stuermer,
No. 50, December 1938.
(USA 260) I

II

V

980
699
372

*2699-PS Article on Ritual Murder,
from Der Stuermer, No. 14,

April 1937. (USA 258) I

II

V

980
696
372

2700-PS Article: "The Ritual Mur-
der", from Der Stuermer,
No. 28, July 1938. I

II

V

1017
696
373

2704-PS Decree concerning Prohibition
of Jewish Religious Slaugh-
ter, from Verordnungsblatt
of the Governor General
for Occupied Polish Terri-
tory, 1939, p. 7. I

V
1017
373

2705-PS Decree of Reich Commissioner
for Occupied Netherland
Territories for avoidance of
cruelty to animals in
slaughtering, from Official

Gazette for Occupied Neth-
erland Territories, 3 Au-
gust 1940. II

V
1100
374

*2709-PS Report by Ralph C. Busser,
American Consul - General
in Leipzig, 5 April 1933,
concerning A n t i - Jewish
movement in Central Ger-
many. (USA 265) I

V
982
375

2710-PS Adolf Hitler Speaks, quoted
from Voelkischer Beobach-
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2711-PS

2712-PS

*2715-PS

2715-A-PS

*2718-PS

2719-PS

2736-PS

Description

ter, 26 February 1938, No.
57, p. 4.

Article : "Symbolic Action",
published in Fraenkische
Tageszeitung-Nurnberg, 11
August 1938. (USA 267)

Anti-Jewish demonstrations
throughout the Reich, from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 11
November 1938, No. 315,

p. 2.

Speech by Hitler to the
Reichstag on 20 February
1938, published in The Ar-
chieve, February 1938, Vol.

47, pp. 1441-1442. (USA
331)

Anti-semitic demonstrations
in the Entire Reich, pub-
lished in Voelkischer Beo-
bachter, No. 315, 11 No-
vember 1938, p. 2.

Memorandum "About the re-

sult of todays discussion
with State Secretaries
about Barbarossa", 2 May
1941. (USA 32)

German assurance ,to Yugo-
slavia ; official announce-
ment by German Foreign
Office, 28 April 1938, to
German Diplomatic Repre-
sentatives, published in

Documents of the Origin of
War, 1939, No. 2, p. 324.

Time without Precedent, by

Volume

I

V

I

II

V

I

V

II

V

I

V

I

V

I

V
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Dr. Joseph Goebbels, 4th
•

edition, 1942, p. 531. I 1018
VV

97Q7 PQ
c. 1 o i —xo The Party Program, Nature,

Fundamentals and Goals of
the NSDAP, by Alfred Ro-
senoerg, ^otn Jrrinnng,

1943, p. 27. T1 IvlO
V 380

Z / do-iro Amaavit of Wilnelm Jtioettl,

26 November 1945. (USA
296) I 1007,

V
1008lUvO

380
97/11 "DC! Speech by Hitler on 9 Novem-

ber 1934, published in Voel-
Kiscner oeooacnter, iu ino-

vember 1934. T
1

V 382
2742-PS Passage written by Frick in

National Socialist Yearbook,
1927, p. 124. I 201

TT

vV

OOO,
Q17

OOO
2743-PS Passage written by Frick in

National Socialist Yearbook,
1 QQA v\ 17Q±you, p. I/O.

T1 90fi

vV OOO
*2745-PS Order for commitment to con-

centration camp, 7 July
1943, Kaltenbrunner's sig-

nature. (USA 519) I 974
II

V
581
383

2746-PS Decree concerning organiza-
tion oi urimmai jurisaic-

tion against Poles and Jews
in Incorporated Territories,

4 December l y 4 l. iy4i
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

pp. tuv—tol. TT11 liftHO,

VV
534

38fi

*2749-PS Title page of publication of
Academy for German Law,
7th year, 1940. (USA 301) I

V
1027
390
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*2751-PS Affidavit of Alfred Naujocks,
20 November 1945. (USA

ii

II

V

797

264,
265

2752-PS Affidavit of Willy Litzenberg,
o -[November iy4o.

TT
11

V

Z /o,

578
392

& ( Do—ro Affidavit of Alois Hoellnegl,
7 November 1945. (USA
515) I

TT
11

V

974

393
i DO—JTO Resolution of the Greater

German Reichstag, 26
April 1942. 1942 Reichs-
gcbetZDicici, Jrart i, p.

T
1

V 393
27K9-PS T.QTii; "fnt* tViP nvntppfirm r»T* "Mjj-XJCt W 1UI LI1C jJX U ICC vJi - > (X

Liuiictiio 1/ o,yinuuio, x*/ ivxct
ty

19 3 3. 1933 Reichsgesetz-
hlntt Part T n 285UldLt* XT ctl Li X, JJs £=QeJ. T

1

II

214
928

*2760-PS
v ov-t

XLiXl/I dL/l/ 1IUII1 iVXtJlll xvctllipx

Adolf Hitler, 1933 edition.
TT11 139,

140

2760-A-PS
V 396

Extract from Mein Kampf by
xiuon xiii/ier, ^tist euiiion,

1933. I

V

187,
loo,

194
407

*2762-PS xjtitLtir lrorn xiiLiei to iviusso-

lini (probably early Novem-
ber 1940). (GB 115) I

V

636,

I /O

410
£ / DO—Jro Extract from notes of confer-

ence between Hitler and
Ciano in Vienna, 25 March
1941. (GB 124) I

V
784
411

693261—47—59
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<£j 1 UO J- kj T.pffp-p fvnm TTimTYilpv tn TC^l-XJV_-l/Lt,i XXU1I1 X J. 11 11 1111CI LU -LVal

tenbrunner, 24 April 1943.
fUSA 441) TT

V
194

412
*2769-PS Order of Battle of the SS, 1

November 1944. (USA 442) II

vV
177

2770-PS War Decorations, published in
Ordpr fra7Pttp nf trip C!hipf

of Security Police and SD,
Edition A, 5th year, 9 De-
ppmhpr* 1 Q44 "NTri f*1 TT11

V
^77

417
2771-PS U. S. State Department, Na-

tional Socialism, published
by U. S. Government Print-
ins- Office 1943 T

TT11

vV

1Q0

196
Q17

1017
417

2772-PS Speech of Hitler, published in

Documents of German Poli-

tics, Vol. IV, Part I, p. 37. I

v
186
417

2773-PS Speech of Hitler, published in

Documents of German Poli-

tics, Vol. VII, 1939, pp.
466-7. I 186

.
V 417

2774-PS Extract from Organization
Book of the NSDAP, 1937,
4th Edition, p. 86. I

V
188
418

*2775-PS Hitler's speech, published in

Numbers; Party Congress,
1934. (USA 330) I

II

V

188,

195
45
418

*2777-PS Article: Space Policy by Ro-
senberg, published in Na-
tional Socialist Monthlv%J* V/ J. A C* X k/vvlUXltJU JtTJL \J X X K/XXXJ y

May 1932, p. 199. (USA
594) I

II

V

187
595
418
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2780-PS Extract from Constitution
and Administration in the
Third Reich, by Paul
Schmidt, Berlin, 1937. I

V
191
419

*2786-PS Letter from Ribbentrop to

Keitel, 4 March 1938. (USA
81) I

II

V

519,

530
519
419

2787-PS Excerpt from Order of the
Deputy of the Fuehrer. I

V

230,
576

420
*2788-PS Notes of conference in the

Foreign Office between Rib-
bentrop, Konrad Henlein,
K. H. Frank and others on
program for Sudeten agita-
tion, 29 March 1938. (USA
95) I

II

V

548,
549

224,

483,
519

422
*2789-PS Letter from Konrad Henlein

to Ribbentrop, 17 March
1938. (USA 94) I

II

V

546,
547

492
424

*2790-PS German Foreign Office min-
utes of conference between
Hitler, Ribbentrop, Tuca
and Karmasin, 12 February
1939. (USA 110) I

II

V

568
494
425

*2791-PS German Foreign Office min-
utes of conversation be-
tween Ribbentrop and Atto-
lico, the Italian Ambassa-
dor, 23 August 1938. (USA
86) I

II

V

529
492
426
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2792-PS German Foreign Office min
utes of conversations be-
tween Ribbentrop and Atto-
lico, 27 August 1938 and 2
September 1938. (USA 87) I

II

V

529
492
426

*2793-PS Confidential protocol concern-
ing economic and financial

collaboration between the
German Reich and State of
Slovakia. (USA 120) I

V

578,

579
427

*2794-PS German Foreign Office memo-
randum on payments to
Karmasin, 29 November
193,9. (USA 108) • I

V
564
429

*2795-PS Handwritten postcript by
Ribbentrop to German For-
eign Office notes of Ribben-
trop-Chvalkovsky conversa-
tion, 21 January 1939.

(USA 106) I

V
562
430

*2796-PS German Foreign Offices notes

on conversations between
Hitler, Ribbentrop and von
Weizsacker and the Hun-
ian Ministers Imredy and
von Kanya, 23 August
1938. (USA 88) I

II

V

530
493
430

2797-PS German Foreign Office memo-
randum of conversation be-

tween Ribbentrop and von
Kanya, 25 August 1938.
(USA 89) I

II

V

531
493
432

2798-PS German Foreign Office min-
utes of the meeting between
Hitler and President Ha-
cha of Czechoslovakia, 15
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March 1939. (USA 118;
GB 5) I

II

V

521,
575,

576,
656

494,
540

433
**2799-PS Letter from Hitler to von Pa-

pen, 26 July 1934, published
in Documents of German
Politics, Vol. II, p. 83, No.
38. (Referred to but not
offered in evidence) I

II

V

453,

456
941
441

*2800-PS German Foreign Office notes
of a conversation with At-
tolico, the Italian Ambassa-
dor, 18 July 1938. (USA
85) I

II

V

528,
529

492
442

*2S01-PS Minutes of conversation be-
tween Goering and Slovak
Minister Durkansky (prob-
ably late fall or early win-
ter 1938-39). (USA 109) I

II

V

565,
581

428
442

*2802-PS German Foreiern Office notes
of conference on 13 March
1939 between Hitler and
Monsignor Tiso, Prime Min-
ister of Slovakia. (USA
117) I

II

V

572
344,
494

443

2804-PS Extracts from "Das NSKK"
by Hans Helmut Krenzlein,
NSKK Gruppenf uehrer,
with foreword by Leader of

•
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Document

2805-PS

2806-PS

2807-PS

2808-PS

2809-PS

2810-PS

2811-PS

2812-PS

2813-PS

*2815-PS

Description

NSKK Korpsfuehrer A.
Huehnlein.

Extract from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1943, p.

465.

Extract from Leadership and
Education, official magazine
of Dutch Labor Service, 1

June 1943, p. 19.

Letter by Goering to Reich
Labor Service Leader Kon-
stantin Hierl, published by
National Socialist Monthly,
1940, Vol. I, p. 155.

Men of the OT, published by
Photographic Office of Reich
Propaganda Office.

Extract from National Social-

ist Monthly, February-
March, 1942, p. 167.

Extract from Germany in

Battle, by Berndt of Reich
Propaganda Ministry and
von Wedel of German Army
High Command, 1940, p.

107.

Extracts from Organization
Book of the NSDAP, 1938,

pp. 470, 470(c).

Directive from German Army
High Command, published
in General Army Bulletin,

1940, Vol. VII, p. 96.

Extract from The National
Socialist Air Corps, p. 14.

Telegram from Ribbentrop to

the German Minister in

Volume

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V *
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•

Volume Page

Prague, 13 March 1939.

(USA 116) I

II

V

571
494
451

*2816-PS Letter from Horthy, the Hun-
garian Regent, to Hitler,

dated Budapest, 13 March
1939. (USA 115) I

V
570
451

2817-PS Telegram from German Em-
bassy, Rome, to Ribbentrop,
concerning answer of Duce
to Hitler's second letter, 27
August 1939. I

V
727
452

*2818-PS Secret additional protocol to
the Friendship and Alliance
Pact between Germany and
Tfalir /TP 9Q9\Italy. ^IjrJj I

V
TOT7Z7
453

*2820-PS General Service Regulations
ior tne oA oi tne JNoDAJr,
published in Munich, 12 De-
cember 1933. (USA 427) II

V

154.

155
456

*2821-PS Memorandum from Supreme
SA Headquarters, 19 March
1934 concerning organiza-
tion of the SA and collabo-
ration between Wehrmacht
and SA. (USA 431) II

TTV
162
458

*2822-PS Letter from the Reich Mili-
uary Ministry, Zo May Vddd,
suggesting that an SA
branch and Reich Defense
Council be united. (GB 605) II

V
171
459

*2823-PS Memorandum of SA Head-
quarters, January 1934, con-
cerning assignment of
»y cm niatiu UlilL/tJI LU XI dill—

ing Division of SA. (USA
429) II

V

156,

162
459
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•

Volume Page

*2824-PS Extract from book entitled

"Concentration Camp
\JL dlllcllDUIg . v^O-fl TT11

V
1 71

461

*2825-PS Soldier's Friend—pocket di-

ary for German Armed
Forces with calendar for
1943. (USA 441) II

vV

177,

183,
1 QAlo4,

190,

191,

198
A £9

The SS on March 15, 1939, an
article by SS-Gruppenfueh-
rer iv. n. r ranK, m mag-
azine Bohemia and Mora-
via, May 1941, p. 179.
CTTSA 11 "H T1

V
obo
472

2827-PS Extract from The Third
xv e l c n , concerning r our
Years Plan, pp. 250-253.

V UOn Oil) TT
Jul

V

A OQ4Zo,

431
474

*2828-PS Interrogations of Funk on 4
June 1945 and 26 June
1945 (USA 654) II

V
71 ^
i IJ
478

*PR9Q PS xtliiiucivii 01 von rviDDeni/rop,

9 November 1945, concern-
ing positions held by him.
(USA 5) II

V
489
496

*OQQA T>Q
Letter from von Papen to

Hitler, 12 May 1936, con-

cerning May Rally of Free-
dom Union. (GB 243) II 953

V 496

CjOO JL—JTO xjeiter ironi wince oi ilaiici-

ordinary and Plenipotenti-

ary Ambassador of German
Government to Reich Chan-
cellery, inclosing report on

924
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Political situation in Aus-
tria, 14 January 1937. I

II

V

510
947
498

*2832-PS Entry for July 26, 1934 from
Ambassador Dodd's diary.

(USA 58) I 454,
455

V 500
2834-PS Letter from Mussolini to

Fuehrer, 25 August 1939. I

V
727
502

*2835-PS German Foreign Office memo-
randum on conversation be-
tween Ribbentrop and the
Duce, 10 March 1940. (GB
291) I

V
727
502

*2836-PS Affidavit of offices and posi-
tions held by Goering.
/ T TO A A \(USA 4) II 417

2840-PS
V 503

Dr. Wilhelm Frick and his

Ministry, 1937, p. 180-181. I

V
298
503

OQA1 DOZo41-.ro Extract from the Care for
Race and Heredity in the
Legislation of the Reich,
.Leipzig, ±y4o, p. 14.

T
1

V
OAOouy
504

Extract from Writings of the
years, 1917-21, by Alfred
Rosenberg, published in

Munich 1943, pp. 320-321. I

V
298
OU4

2843-PS Race Politics from Docu-
ments of German Politics,

VOl. Vll, pp. /Zo l£y.
T
1

V
OA/?oOo
505

2844-PS The Program of the Nazi
Party, by Gottfried Feder,
August 1927, Munich, p.
1 17
1 (.

t
I

V
298
506

2845-PS One Year of Racial Political

Education by Dr. Gross in
National Socialist Monthly
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2846-PS

2847-PS

2848-PS

2849-PS

*2851-PS

*2852-PS

*2853-PS

*2854-PS

2855-PS

Description Volume

#54, September 1934, pp.
833-834.

Affidavit of Edwin Lahousen,
13 November 1945.

Extracts from Reichs Minis-
terialblatt, 1933, regarding
Cabinet change in the Com-
mon Business Order of

Reich Ministeries, para.
57c, the Circulation of

Drafts.

File memorandum from files

of Council of Ministers, in-

itialled L.

Extract from The Third
Reich, Vol. 4, p. 81.

Statement by Rosenberg of

positions held, 9 November
1945. (USA 6)

Minutes of meetings of Coun-
cil of Ministers for Reich
Defense. (USA 395)

Telegram from German For-

eign Office to German Lega-
tion in Prague, 24 Septem-
ber 1938. (USA 100)

Telegram from German For-

eign Office to German Lega-
tion in Prague, 17 Septem-
ber 1938. (USA 99)

Telegram from German For-

eign Office to German Lega-

I

V

I

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

I

V

II

V

I

II

V

I

II

V
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tion in Prague, 16 Septem-
ber 1938. (USA 98) I

TT

V

551
493
522

*2856-PS . Telegram from German For-
tjigii unice to vjcriTiciii j_it3gd-

tion in Prague, 24 Septem-
ber 1938. (USA 101) I

TTXX

V

552
493
522

*2858-PS Telegram from German For-
eign Office to German Lega-
won in x rague, iv oepiem-
ber 1938. (USA 97) I

TT

V

551,

563
4Q3

523
CtOOU—X O i eiegrdm irom ijrerman .uega-

tion, Prague, to Consulate
at Bratislava, 22 November
1938. (USA 107) I

V

564

*2860-PS Document No. 10 in the Brit-
isn x>iue jjook. opeecn oy
Lord Halifax in the House
of Lords, 20 March 1939.
(USA 119) I

V
577
523

*2861-PS Document No. 12 in the Brit-
ion -Diut! jjook. uispaxcn
xium on i>eviit; xiciiUci oUH
to x>iiuibn r oreign umce, zo
May 1939, relating details
of conversation with Goer-
ing. (USA 119) I 576

*2862-PS
VV ^94

XyUL/UlilCilL 1>vJ. X£iO 111 X cdCc
ana war. oiaiement oy Act-
ing Secretary of State Sum-
ner Welles, 17 March 1939.
(USA 122) I 580

**2863-PS
V 525

Lecture by Konrad Henlein,
delivered in Vi pn n a 4

March 1941. Quoted in
"Four Fighting Years",
Czechoslovak Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, London,
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1942 DT» 29-20 fRpfprrpd
frv Vmt' nof- nflfprpd in pvi-

•

dence) (USA 92) T1

V

KAQ04t/

2865-PS Statement by Jodl, showing
positions held by him. (USA

II 56516)
V 526

2867-PS 1 nira uecree relating to im-
plementation of Law for
restoration of Professional
Civil Service, 6 May 1933.
1 9 3 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,

226P««f T y~ OAKJrart 1, p. z4o. I

V 527
OQCO pQ Law relating to admission of

profession of Patent-Agent
and Lawyer, 22 April 1933.
l y o o KeicnsgesetzDiatt,

300Povf TT "Mrw At y\y\ 917 QJrari li, iNo. 4i, pp. Zli—o. T
JL

V
OQCQ T)Q Law relating to admission of

Tax Advisors, 6 May 1933.
1 9 3 3 Reichsgesetzblatt,

300Part I, No. 49, p. 257. I

V 530
£0 1 U—XO iiixeciitory decree tor law

about repeal of Naturaliza-
tions and Adjudication of
German Citizenship, 26
Tnlir 1QQQ 1QQQjuiy iyoo. iyoo Keicnsge-

301setzoiatt, Jrart l, p. ooo. T
J.

V 530

Law governing elections to
Reichstag, 7 March 1936.
1 y o b KeicnsgesetzDiatt,

303XT-. 1Q » 1QQINO. iy, p. loo. I
vV

2872-PS Fourth decree relative to
Keicn Citizen Law ot 25
July 1938. 1938 Reichsge-

I 303setzblatt, Part I, p. 969.
II

V
719
533

2873-PS Second decree allotting to Im-
plementation of Law on
change of first and family
names, 17 August 1938.
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19 3 8 Reichsgesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 1044. I 303

V 534
2874-PS Fifth decree to law relating

to Reich Citizenship, 27
September 1938. 1938
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I,

No. 165, p. 1403. I

V
303
535

oorrcr T">ci2875-PS Decree on exclusion of Jews
from German economic life,

12 November 1938. I

II

V

304
A A O

536

2876-PS Tenth decree relating to

Reich Citizenship Law, 4
July 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 1097. I

V
305
537

2877-PS Police decree concerning
"marking" of Jews, 1 Sep-
tember 1941. 1941 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, No. 100,

p. 547. I

V

305
539

*2878-PS Extracts from The Archive.
(GB 187) II

V

817,
818

540

2879-PS Extracts from The Archive. II
vV

872

2880-PS Extracts from Handbook for
Administrative Officials,

1942. I
TTV

230
547

2881-PS Hitler's speech of 12 April
1922, quoted in Adolf Hit-
ler s Speeches, published by
Dr. Ernst Boepple, Munich,
iyo4, pp. ZU-Zl, 16. I

TTV

224,

298
E? A O548

2882-PS The Party Program of 1922,
by Rosenberg, 25th edition,

1942, p. 60. I

V
221
548
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2883-PS Extracts from. Mein Kampf
by Adolf Hitler, 41st edi-

tion, 1933. I

V

219-

221,
230
549

2884-PS Affidavit of Walter Warli-
mont, 14 November 1945. II

V
283
550

*2886-PS Excerpt from "The Work of

Alfred Rosenberg"—a bib-

liography. (USA 591) II

V
593
551

*2887-PS Certificate of positions held
by Doenitz, 8 November
1945. (USA 12) II 815

*2888-PS'
V 552

Certificate of positions held
by Raeder, 14 November
1945. (USA 13) II

V
849
553

*2889-PS The Jew Question as World
Problem, speech by Rosen-
berg, published in Voel-
kischer Beobachter, Munich
edition, 29 March 1941.
(USA 595) II

V
596
554

2890-PS Extracts from Befehlsblatt of

the SIPO and SD. II

V

280,
578

557
2891-PS Extracts from Rosenberg's

"Myth of the 20th Cen-
tury". II

III
595
558

2892-PS Biographical information on
Ernst Kaltenbrunner, pub-
lished in the Greater Ger-
man Reichstag, 1938. II

V

575,
577

561
2893-PS Article: "Dr. Frick and the

Unity of the Reich" by
Walter Koerber, published
in Our Reich Cabinet, Ber-
lin, 1936, p. 87. I

V
298
562

930
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2894-PS General Decree of September
10, 1935 on establishment
of separate Jewish schools,

published in Documents of
German Politics, 1937, p.

152. 1

V
301
562

*2895-PS Joint affidavit of union lead-

ers Simon, Hagen, and Lex,
13 November 1945. (USA
754) I

V
256
563

*2896-PS Telegram from Ribbentrop to
German Ambassador in

Tokyo, Ott, 10 July 1941.
(USA 155) I

II

V

854,

855
505
564

*2897-PS Telegram from German Am-
bassador in Tokyo, Ott, to
Ribbentrop, 13 July 1941.
(USA 156) I

II

V

727
855,
856

505
566

*2898-PS Telegram from German Am--1- WAX j. xx will V-| \^X xxxCfcxl 1x111

bassador to Tokyo, Ott, to
Ribbentrop, 30 November
1941. (USA 163) I

V
867
566

2900-PS Speech by Frick at Anniver-
sary meeting of Hitler
Youth, published in The Ar-
chive, January 1936, p.
1339. I

V

314,

318
567

2901-PS Extract from The Book of the
NSDAP, p. 95. I

V
316
568

*2902-PS Statement of von Papen, 13
November 1945, prepared
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233) II

vV

915,

916,
922

Oi/
2904-PS The Racial Problem and the

New Reich, published in

X lie 1> a l 1 U 11 a 1 OUC lcU.lo U

Monthly, No. 38, May 1933,

pp. 196-7. I

VV

301,
302

O i u
2906-PS German Foreign Office min-

n'f'Pa r»"F Tn pofin o* Vip+wpptiULcb UX lllCCblllg UcLWCCll
Hitler and Chvalkovsky, the
r^7Pf*Vin<5ln\75ilr TTnvpio*n TVTiri-Vj/;CLIIUolU V ciiV 1 UI Clgil J.VX111—

ister, 21 January 1939. T
1

V
ETQQooo
571

2907-PS ^Tn^Pd n"F p/"kn*PPY*PYif»Pcj rt"P T?mr»Vi

TVTi rn Q'fpvQ nn 19 SpvifpTnTiPY*

1933, 13 October 1933, and
14 fVtnhpr 1Q3^X^db vtlUUci It/OO. T

1

V
A Ad44b
572

9Q09-PS Affi/^nvif" r»"F Anen of" ThHo'ymiVip'pXXlllUdvlL Ul XlUgUol Ujlgl UUcl)

9 November 1945. II

V
976
578

2910-PS Certificate of defendant Seyss-
Inquart, 10 November 1945.

(USA 17) I

TTXX

V

291
UK) 1 ,

984,

986,
988

579
2911-PS Notes on conversation be-

+wppti Ribhpntrnn And
Oshima, 9 July 1942. (USA
157) I

II

V

857
507
580

*2915-PS Extracts from German Labor,
June-July 1942. (USA 306) I

V

1030,
1034

580

2916-PS Commitment of Manpower
Doctrines — Orders — Di-
rectives, published by Office
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of Reich Commissioner for
strengthening of National
Character of German Peo-
ple, December 1940. (USA
307) I

V

1030,
1032

581
nnir7 "DO

-

Decree concerning German
people's list and German
nationality in the incorpo-
rated Eastern Territories of

4 March 1941. 1941 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p. 118. II 477,

VV
670

Oo /

*2921-PS Decree of Reich Commissar
for Occupied Dutch Terri-
tories concerning confisca-

tion of property, 4 July
1940. (GB 155) II

V
513
590

2926-PS Decree concerning the care of
children begotten by mem-
bers of the Wehrmacht Per-
sonnel in Occupied Terri-
tories, 28 July 1942. 1942
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

4oo. II

V
538
592

*2928-PS Affidavit of Mathias Lex, dep-
utj yi coiticiit ui Ulc vjrcr

-

man onoemaKers union.
(USA 239) I 256,

280,

*2929-PS
V 594

Notes on conversation be-
tween Ribbentrop and
Oshima, 18 April 1943.
/TTQ A -I COX

I
TT11

858
505

*2932-PS Notes on conference between
TTitlPT* nnrl Ooliimo 1/1 T^qiiitici d i I in WoUlIIld, x*± JLJG-

V 603

cember 1941. (USA 165) I 870

**2935-PS
V 603

Order concerning establish-
ment of Reich Propaganda

1

693261—47—60
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Office in Vienna, 31 March
1938. 1938 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 350. (Re-
ferred to but not offered in

evidence) I

V
504
604

**2936-PS Instruction of the Fuehrer
and Reich Chancellor, con-
cerning the Austrian Fed-
eral Army, 13 March 1938,
published in Documents of

German Politics, 1938, Vol.

VI, Part 1, p. 150. (Referred
to but not offered in evi-

dence) I
TT
11
•XTV

504
yoi
604

*2938-PS Article in The German Police,

Number 10, Berlin, 15 May
1943, p. 193, concerning
Kaltenbrunner. (UoA oil; II O I 0,

vV
576

DUD

*2939-PS Affidavit of Walter Schellen-

berg, 17 November 1945.
II

V
(USA 513) 578

606

*2943-PS Documents Numbers 55, 57,

62, 65, 66, 73, 77 and 79 in

the French Yellow Book.
Excerpts from eight dis-

patches from M. Coulondre,
the French Ambassador in

Berlin, to the French For-
eign Office, between 13 and

T118 March 1939. (USA 114) 568,

570,

576

* II

V

540
DUO

2944-PS Statement by U.S. Secretary
of State, 27 September
1940, published m Peace
and War, U.S. Foreign Pol-

icy, 1931-1941. I 842
V 624

2945-PS Joint resolution by the U.S.
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Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives declaring state

of war with Germany, 11

December 1941, published in
T~» 1 TTT - TT O T71 -

Peace and War, U.S. For-
eign Policy, 1931-1941. I 868

V 625
oa a n no2946-Pb

•

Decree relating to Special Ju-
risdiction in Penal Matters
for members of SS and for
Members of Police Groups
on Special lasks oi 17 Oc-
tober 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 2107. II 184

V 625
o c\ a rt no2947-PS a i i j* • iSecond decree for implemen-

tation of decrees relating to
Oi • „ 1 x • T • j • « -r->

Special Jurisdiction in Pe-
nal Matters for members of
SS and members of Police
Groups on special tasks of
17 April 1940. 1940 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part 1, p. 659.

TT
11

1 O A

V 6Z7
*QQ/1Q "DO •

Transcripts of telephone calls

from Air Ministry, 11-14
"I\/r „ ,-_"U 1 OOQ /TTO A r~7n

\

March lyoo. (UoA 7o) T
I 491-

49o,
a no
498,

500
TT
II

/I o/»
426,
/l orr
427,
491,

975,

976,
1023

TTV 628
*oo.cn no Affidavit of Frick, 19 Novem-

1 i A i K /TTP( A j a f\ \
ber 1945. (USA 448) I 241

II 196,

422
TTV 654

*2952-PS Memorandum, 19 July 1939,
signed Doertenbach. (GB
137) II 494,

495
V 655
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*2953-PS Letter from Heydrich to Rib-
bentrop, 29 June 1939, with
enclosure. (GB 136) II

V

494,
495
657

*2954-PS Minutes of conversation be-
tween Ribbentrop and
Oshima, 6 March 1943.
(USA 158; GB 150) I

II

V

858
507,

508
658

2955-PS Affidavit of Magnus Heim-
annsberg, 14 November
1945, referring to SA and
other Nazi groups posted at
polling places. (USA 755) I

V

205,
one

220
659

2957-PS Extract from German Civil

Servants Calendar, 1940, p.
111 T

1

II

v

Zoo
132
663

*2958-PS Extract from The Statistics

of the NSDAP, Issue 8,

Lvov, p. Xv. ^UOn. O6o) TT

V 663

2959-PS The Reich Minister, published
in New Formation of Jus-
tice and Economy, p. 66.

(USA 399) II

V

105,

107
664

*2960-PS The Reich Ministry of In-

terior, published in Publica-
tlUIlo UI1 LIlc OLdlc OU lit-

ture. (USA 406) II
vV

116

2961-PS Rpcrnlations for thp leadprshin

of the German People, 1940,

p. 62. II

V
132
668

*2962-PS Minutes of meeting of Reich
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Cabinet, 15 March 1933.
(USA 578) I

TT
II

V

209
422,

716,
925,
932

669
*2963-PS Minutes of meeting of Reich

Cabinet, 20 March 193d.
(USA 656) I

II

V

210
716,
925

670
*2964-PS Memorial meeting of the

Reich Cabinet, published in

Voelkischer Beobach ter,

Munich edition, 1 February
1937. (USA 401)

TT
II

V

109,

110
672

*2967-PS Affidavit of Dr. Hans An-
schuetz, 17 November 1945.
(USA 756) I

TTV

226,

227,
244

673
*2968-PS Memorandum from U.S. Army

officer concerning plaque
erected in Austrian Chan-
cellery in memoriam to kill-

ers of Dollfuss. (USA 60) I

II

458
223

2970-PS
TTV 677

.Extracts concerning The New
Construction of the State
from New Formation of
Law and Economy. II 132

*2972-PS

TTV f% ryn
677

List oi appointments held by
von Neurath, 17 November
1Q/IK /TTQ A 1Q\1^40. (UoA IV) T

I

II

291
1014

V 679
otaxement oy von ocniracn

concerning positions held.
(USA 14) I

II

V

291
877
679

937
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*2974-PS Statement by Fritz Sauckel
concerning positions held.

(USA 15) I 922
V 680

*2975-PS Streicher's affidavit, 19 No-
vember 1945, concerning po-
sitions held. (USA 9) II 690

V 681
*2976-PS Affidavit of Fritzsche, 19 No-

vember 1945, concerning po-
sitions held. (USA 20) II 1035

V 682
*2977-PS Affidavit of Funk, 14 Novem-

ber 1945, concerning posi-

tions held. (USA 10) II 737
V 683

*2978-PS Frick's statement of offices

and positions, 14 November
1945. (USA 8) I 291

II 654,

668,
676

V 683
*2979-PS Affidavit by Hans Frank, 15

November 1945, concerning
positions held. (USA 7) I 292

II 625
V 684

*2980-PS Statement of Albert Speer,

concerning positions held.
934(USA 18) I

V 685
2981-PS Biographical information on

Martin Bormann, published
in The Greater German

896,Reichstag, 1943, p. 167. II

897,
902

V 686
2984-PS Law concerning armed forces,

21 May 1935. 1935 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I. I 301

V 686
2985-PS Telephone message of Mr.

Hadow, British Legation,
Vienna, to Sir John Simon,
26 July 1934. I 453

V 687
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2986-PS

*2987-PS

2988-PS

*2990-PS

*2992-PS

**2994-PS

Affidavit of the defendant,
Wilhelm Frick, 19 Novem-
ber 1945. (USA 409)

Entries in diary of Count Ci-

ano. (USA 166)

Affidavit of Gerhard Wagner,
Nurnberg, 19 November
1945, who identified docu-
ment C-158 as expressing
opinion of Doenitz and ini-

tialled by him.

Affidavit of Walter Schellen-
berg, 18 November 1945.
(USA 526)

Affidavits of Hermann Graebe.
(USA 494)

Affidavit of Kurt von Schusch-
nigg, former Chancellor of
Austria, concerning Aus-
trian-German Treaty of 11
July 1936. (USA 66) (Ob-
jection to admission in evi-
dence upheld)

II

V

I

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

I

II
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2995-PS Affidavit of Kurt von Schusch-
nigg, former Chancellor of
Austria, concerning his visit

to Berchtesgaden on 12 Feb-
ruary 1938. I

II

V

481-

484
924,

947.

948,
967

709
2996-PS Affidavit of Kurt von Schusch-

nigg, former Chancellor of

Austria, concerning events
UI xx lVlctlLIl JLVOO. T

1

TT
11
TTV

4yi
n a q

116
*2997-PS Supplementary report of Su-

preme Headquarters, Allied

Expeditionary Force, Court
of Inquiry, concerning
shooting of Allied Prisoners
oi war in in o r m a n a y,

France. (USA 472) 11

V

229
71 R
1 ID

*2999-PS Affidavit of Hans Heinrich
Lammers, 22 November
1945. (USA 391) II

V
99
725

*3000-PS Report, from Chief of Main
Office III with the High
Command m Minsk to

Reicke, 28 June 1943, on ex-

periences in political and
economic problems in the
East, particularly White
Ruthenia. (USA 192) I

TT
11

V

890
£99

726

3003-PS Report of Lt. Haupt concern-
ing the situation of war
economy in Netherlands.

( UoA iyo; T
1

V
QQQOVO
726

3005-PS Letter from Reich Labor Min-
istry to Presidents of Re-
gional Labor Offices, 26 Au-

940
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gust 1941, concerning use of

Russian PWs. (USA 213) I

II

V

911
438
727

*QA"IO DO Secret organization order
from Economic Inspection
oouin, it ziugusi ivQQf con-
cerning recruitment of

Workers for the Reich.
(USA 184) I

V
885
728

OK) x£»~x O Order signed Christiansen, 19
March 1943, to all group
leaders of Security Service,
and record of telephone con-
versation signed by Stapj,
11 March 1943. (USA 190) I

TT

889,

927,

930,
931

ona
290,

ool,

535,

578,

V
579

731
OA-M DC Amaavit oi ixeneral J^rnst

Koestring, former German
militarv attache in Moscow1X1X11 UUiX V %At \J vCiVllv 111 A-ilV/O^'J VV

j

concerning planning for the
attack on the USSR in early
August 1940. I

V
838
734

3016-PS Affidavit of Max Amann 19A4iiiUUi V X v V/-4- A'J. V A XlllvillXXi 1. C/

November 1945. (USA 757) I

V

331,

332,
QQ766 t

73^i OO
3018-PS xxiLici uccicts u± J.O wctouer

1944 in Voelkischer Beo-
bachter, South German Edi-
tion, 20 October 1944, p. 1. II 896

V 736
3019-PS Announcement of Keitel as

Chief of Wehrmacht, pub-
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3020-PS

*3021-PS

**3029-PS

3030-PS

3031-PS

3032-PS

*3033-PS

**3036-PS

lished in The Archives, Vol.

18, p. 860.

Fuehrer's speech in Reichstag
on 19 July 1940, published
in The Archives, Vol. 76, p.

386.

Statement of governmental
positions held by Dr. Hjal-
mar Schacht. (USA 11)

Affidavit of Alfred Naujocks,
20 November 1945, on ac-

tivities of the SD along the
Czechoslovak border during
September 1938. (USA 103)
(Objection to admission in

evidence upheld)

Affidavit of Alfred Naujocks,
20 November 1945, on rela-

tionship between the SD and
pro-Nazi Slovak groups in

March 1939.

Affidavit of General Warli-
mont, 21 November 1945,
stating that first directive

for campaign against USSR
was issued in August 1940.

Affidavit of General Walter
Warlimont, 21 November
1945, stating that the pro-
jected campaign against
USSR was first made known
to him at conference with
Jodl, 29 July 1940.

Affidavit of Walter Schellen-
berg, 21 November 1945.
(USA 488)

Affidavit of Gottlob Berger on
the composition and activity

II

V

II

V

II

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

II

V
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oi tne xieniem r ree uorps
in beptemoer iyoo. (UDjec-
tion to admission in evi-

dence upheld) (USA 102)
T
1 555

TT
165,

166

oUo i —X o
V 742

Affidavit of Fritz Wiedemann,
21 November 1945, on the
meeting between Hitler and
his principal advisers in
xveicns L-nancenery on Zo
May iyoo.

T
1 521
V 743

*3040-PS oecrei oruer oi rveicnsiuenrer
oo, zu r eoruary iy4Z, con-
cerning commitment of
manpower irom tne xLast.

TX yu /,

yuy
II o>oy
vV /44

*3049-P<3 Affidavit oi Dr. Kajetan
IVXUcIliiiictilll., 1£7 IN U VcIIlUtJi

1Q4^ ^TTSA 37^1 T1 1119
TT11 429
vV 7H4

3043 PSouio—x o Affidavit oi r rick, November
TT11 6^4

667
670

vV 755

oauckel Order Number 4, 7
May iy4Z, published m De-
c r e e s , Regulations, A n -

nouncemenis. ^UoA ^Uo) T
1 yz4,

Q97
Q9R

V f oo
3044-A-PS aauckel Order Number 10, 22

August 1942, published in
F)pfvppQ T?PO"nlflfinna An
nouncements. I 924

3044-B-PS
. V 764

Instructions concerning East-
ern Household workers, pub-
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lished in Decrees, Regula-
tions, Announcements. 1

V
907
765

*3045-PS Letter, 12 March 1938, to

British Embassy enclosing
letter from Henderson to

Halifax, 11 March 1938.

(USA 127) I

II

V

500,

501
1022
765

3047-PS File notes on conference in

Fuehrer's train on 12 Sep-
tember 1939 ; report on exe-
cution of Jews in Borrisow;
and entries from diary of
Admiral Canaris. (USA 80)
(Referred to but not offered
in evidence) I

II

V

1018
458,

522,

556
766

3048-PS Speech by von Schirach before
European Youth Congress
in Vienna, published in

Voelkischer Beobachter, 15
September 1942. (USA 274) I

II

V

986
892
776

**3050-A-E -PS Excerpts from The SA Man.
(USA 414; USA 415; USA
416; USA 417; USA 418)
(Referred to but not offered

in evidence) II

V

136,

138,

150,

151
777

X11ICC tClCLjr^JC UI Utl 3 .LIU III

Heydrich to all stations of
State Police, 10 November
1938, on measures against
Jews, and one order from
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Heydritfh on termination of
protest actions. (USA 240) I

II

3054-PS "The Nazi Plan", script of a
motion picture composed of
captured G e r m a n film.

(USA 167)

'3059-PS German Foreign Office memo-
randum, 19 August 1938, on

945

II

3057-PS

*3058-PS

Statement of Fritz Sauckel,
5 September 1945.

Letter from Heydrich to Goer-
ing, 11 November 1938, re-
porting action against the
Jews. (USA 508)

V

I

V

1

II
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*3060-PS

*3061-PS

payments to Henlein's Su-
deten German Party be-

tween 1935 and 1938. (USA
96)

Dispatch from German Minis-
ter in Prague to Foreign Of-
fice in Berlin about policy

arrangements with Henlein,
16 March 1938. (USA 93)

Supplement No. 2 to the Of-
ficial Czechoslovak Report
entitled "German Crimes
Against Czechoslovakia"
(document 998-PS) . (USA
126)

I

II

V

I

II

V

I

II

V

550
224,

492
855

546
492
856

542-

544,

550,

552,

559,

563,

566,

0 i U,

576
474,
494

857

3062-PS Memorandum found in Goer-
ing's office, 19 November
1936, concerning Guido
Schmidt, Foreign Minister
of Austria under Schusch-
nigg. I

V
511
868

*3063-PS Letters of transmission en-

closing report about events
and judicial proceedings in

connection with anti-semitic

demonstration of 9 Novem-
ber 1938. (USA 332) I

II

V

1019
89
868

*3064-PS Official British Broadcasting
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radio speeches of Fritzsche.
(USA 723) II

V

1046-
1050

877

3067-PS Law for the prevention of off-

spring with Hereditary dis-

eases, 14 July 1933. 1933
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

529. II

V

475,

666
880

3075-PS Law for the building up of ad-
ministration in Ostmark, 14
April 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 777. II

V

474,

669
884

3076-PS Law for building up of admin-
istration in Reich Gau Su-
detenland, 14 April 1939.
1939 R e i c h s gesetzblatt,
Part I, p. 780. II

V

474,

669,
676

889

3077-PS Law regarding reunion of Free
City of Danzig with German
Reich of 1 September 1939.
1939 Reichsgesetzblatt, Part
I, p. 1547. II

V

474,

669,

676
891

3085-PS Himmler's ordinance of 3 July
1943 charging Gestapo with
execution of Thirteenth Or-
dinance under Reich Citizen
Law. 1943 Ministerial Ga-
zette of Reich and Prussian
lviiiiiotiy ui lilLcllor, p.

1085. II

V

666,

671,
902

892
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3086-PS Appointment of Frick as Reich
Protector, published in The
Archives, August 1943, p.

347. II

V

653,

673,

676
893

*3119-PS Extract from Dr. Wilhelm
Frick and His Ministry.
(USA 711) II

V

654.

655,
boo-

661,

665,

666
893

3123-PS Extracts from Manual for Ad-
ministrative Officials, 1943. II

V

666,

676
900

*3124-PS Extracts from Rudolf Hess—
bpeecnes. {ua doo) TT

11

V

470,

472,

475,
654

902

3125-PS Extract of Mein Kampf by
Adolf Hitler, 39th edition,

1933, p. 403. II

V
655
904

Q107 T)Q Announcement of 60th anni-
versary of Dr. Frick in Na-
tional Socialist Monthly,
1937, p. 346. II

v
676
905

3128-PS Extracts from Our Reich Cab-
inet, 1936. n

v

655-

657
905

3131-PS HiALI dtt J.IUII1 IVaLlal ijUgcIllLo

in the Reich Legislation,

1943, p. 14. ii

V
666
906

3132-PS Extracts from Dates of the
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3163-PS

!3178-PS

3179-PS

3180-PS

3182-PS

Description

History of the NSDAP,
1939.

Volume

II

The Administration of the Oc-
cupied Polish Territory,

published in The Archives,
No. 67.

Interrogation of Doenitz, 3
November 1945.

Interrogation of Falkenhorst,
24 October 1945.

The Deputy of the Fuehrer

—

Rudolf Hess, published in

National Socialist Yearbook,
1941, pp. 219-22.

Law to Secure the Unity of
Party and State, 1 Decem-
ber 1933. 1933 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 1016.
(GB 248)

Law for the Protection of Ger-
man Blood and Honor of 15
September 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1146.

Decree providing for the par-
ticipation of the Fuehrer's
Deputy in appointment of
officials, 24 September 1935.
1935 Reichsgesetzblatt, Part
I, p. 1203.

Decree concerning participa-
tion of Deputy Fuehrer in

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

II

V

47—61
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Document Descrintion Volume Page

the appointment of Labor
Service Leaders and Heads
of departments of Reich, 3
April 1936. 1936 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 373. II 468

V 918
3183-PS Reich Regulations for enlist-

ment, employment and pro-
motion of Reich and Provin-
cial officials, 14 October
1936. 1936 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, p. 893. II 468

V 919
3184-PS Order of Fuehrer and Reichs-

chancellor concerning ap-
pointment of Civil Servants
and termination of employ-
ment as Civil Servants of 10
July 1937. 1937 Reichsge-

n 468setzblatt, Part I, p. 769.
V 921

*3189-PS Greater Germany, published
in Documents of German
Politics, Vol. VI, Part 1, pp.

4704-5. (GB 249) ii

V 922

3190-PS The Development of the Reich,

published in Documents of

German Politics, Vol. VII,

Part 1, p. 264.
TT
•II 466
V 923

3191-PS Extracts from German
Fuehrer Dictionary, 1934-
1935, p. 25, concerning Hess. TT

II 466,

V
467

923

3192-PS Extract concerning Hess from
The German Reichstag, p.

•
180.

TT
II

TTV

a act4bb,

467
924

3196-PS Hitler decree of 21 April 1933,

i published in National Social-

ist Party Correspondence,
466,27 April 1933, p. 1. II

V
467

924
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Document Description Volume Page

3197-PS First decree for execution of

Sudeten Gau Law of 10 June
1939. 1939 Reichsgesetz-
blatt, Part I, p. 997. II

V
485
924

3198-PS Official Party News, 26 Sep-
tember 1933, published in

National Socialist Party
Correspondence. II

V
466
927

3200-PS Extract concerning Hess as
Deputy Fuehrer from Na-
tional Socialist Yearbook,
1939, pp. 188-189. II 475

V 927
3203-PS Hess decree of 3 June 1936 es-

tablishing the NS Aid Fund
for the Struggle in the Uni-
versities, reported in The
Third Reich, 1937, Vol. IV,

p. 360. II 468

3204-PS
V 927

Ceremonial Initiation 6f Su-
deten German Party into
NSDAP by Rudolf Hess,
published in Voelkischer
Beobachter, 7 November
1938, p. 5. II 474

*3211-PS
V 928

Goebbels to the SA, 17 Oc-
tober 1935, from The Ar-
chive, Vol. 19, October 1935,
p. 939. (USA 419) II I4l

3212-PS
V 928

Excerpt from The Archive,
Vol. 34, January, 1937, p.
1452. II I7l

3213-PS
V 929

Excerpt from The Archive,
Vol. 50, May 1938, pp. 156-
157. II I7l

*3214-PS Excerpt from The Archive,
vol. 55, October 1938, p.

V 929-

1069. (USA 432) II

V

164,

165,
168
930
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Document Description Volume rage

*3215-PS Excerpt from The Archive,
Vol. 60, March 1939, p.

1834. (USA 426) n 154,

156,

158,

159,

•
163

V 930
*3216-PS Excerpt from The Archive,

Vol. 97, April 1942, p. 54.

(USA 434) ii 167
V 933

3217-PS Excerpt from The Archive,
Vol. 97, April 1942, p. 54. ii 172

V 933
3218-PS Excerpt from The Archive,

October 1933, pp. 482-485. II 172
V 934

*3219-PS Excerpt from The Archive,
Vol. 125, August 1944, p.

367. (USA 433) II 166
V 934

3220-PS Excerpt from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1943 edi-

tion, p. 358. (USA 323) II 134,

151,

164

V 935
3221-PS Affidavit of William F. Soil-

man, 26 October 1945. (USA
422) II 144

V 936
3225-PS Extract from 1942 Reorgani-

zation of Law and Economy. II 670
« V 936

*3230-PS Fight and Order—Not Peace
and Order ! from the Bearer
of Sovereignty, February

II 491939, p. 15. (USA 325)
V 937

*3232-PS Affidavit of Walter Schellen-
berg, 26 November 1945.
(USA 435) II 167

V 937
3234-PS Promotions in the SS, pub-

lished in The Archive, Julv
1940, p. 399. II 896

V 938
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Document Description Volume Page

SZ6o-rb Every Party Region Becomes
a Reich Defense District,

from The Archive, Decem-
ber 1942, p. 805. II

V
899
938

OOOCt DC! Biographical material on Mar-
tin Bormann, published in

The German Reichstag,
1936, p. 113. II

V
898
939

3237-PS Bormann Order of 14 Febru- .

ary 1935, demanding that
all Party officers assist the
SD in its work, published in

Decrees of the Deputy of
the Fuehrer. II

V
898
939

3239-PS Bormann Order of 3 Septem-
ber 1935 calling on Party
agencies to hand persons
who criticize the Nazi Party
or institutions over to Ges-
tapo, published in Decrees
of the Deputy of the Fueh-
rer. II

V
898
940

3240-PS Bormann Order of 8 January
1937 concerning refusal of
financial assistance to pa-
tients who consult Jewish
Doctors, published in De-
crees of the Fuehrer's Dep-
uty. II

V
901
941

onAO PQ ine Keicn Unices oi tne
' NSDAP, published in Na-

tional Socialist Yearbook,
1944, pp. 181-182. II

V
899
941

3243-PS Food supply of the Jews, pub-
lished in Decrees, Orders,
Announcements, Vol. II, pp.
147-150. II

V
902
944
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Document Description Volume

3244-PS

*3245-PS

3246-PS

*3249-PS

3251-PS

*3252-PS

3253-PS

*3254-PS

Preparatory Measures for the
Solution of the Jewish Prob-
lem in Europe, published in

Decrees, Regulations, An-
nouncements, Vol. 2, pp.
131-132.

Order of 21 February 1940,
concerning recruiting for
Waffen SS, published in De-
crees, Regulations, An-
nouncements, Vol. Ill, p.

354. (GB 267)

Bormann Order of 7 January
1936, published in Decrees
of the Deputy of the Fueh-
rer.

Affidavit of Dr. Franz Blaha,
24 November 1945. (USA
663)

Extracts from Reconstruction
of a Nation by Hermann
Goering.

Extract from book Hermann
Goering, The Man and His
Work, by Eric Gritzbach,

1937. (USA 424)

Affidavit, 26 November 1945,

of Dr. Benno F. T. Martin.

The Austrian Question, 1934-

II

V

II

V

II

V

I

II

II

V

II

V

I

V
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Document Description Volume Page

1938, by Seyss-Inquart, 9

September 1945. (USA 704) I

II

V

501
471,

474,

963,
967-

969,

977,

978,

985,
991

961

*3255-PS Ministerial Director Hans
Fritzsche—Leader of Radio,
published in Radio Archives,
Vol. 15, November 1942, pp.
473-474. (USA 724) II

V
1051
992

*3257-PS Letter from Armament In-

spector in the Ukraine to
General Thomas, Chief of
the Industrial Armament
Department, 2 December
1941, enclosing report by
Prof. Seraphim on Jewish
Problem in Ukraine. (USA
290) I

V

1002,

1004
994

3258-PS Extracts from National So-
cialism Basic Principles,
Their Application by the
Nazi Party's Foreign Or-
ganization, and the Use of
Germans Abroad for Nazi
Aims, by U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washing-
ton, ±y4o. {kjtd Zb£) II

V

471-
*± l u,

659,

667,

668
997

*3259-PS Extract from book Hermann
Goering, The Man and His
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Document Description Volume Page

Work, by Eric Gritzbach, p,

69. (USA 424) II

V

167,

168,

419
1007

*3260-PS "Churchill Sank the Athenia",
published in Voelkischer Be-
obachter, 23 October 1939.

(GB 218) II

V

845,
854,

855
1008

*3261-PS Verbal note of the Secretari-

ate oi State oi His Holiness,

to the German Embassy. 18

January 1942. (USA 568) 1

V

279,
280
1009

3262-PS Report of His Excellency, the
Most Reverend Cesare Orse-
nigo, Papal Nuncio in Ger-
many to His Eminence the
Cardinal Secretary of State
to His Holiness, 27 June
1942. I

T 7V
284
1015

*3263-PS Memorandum of Secretariate
of State m German Em-
bassy regarding the situa-

tion in the Warthegau, 8
October 1942. (USA 571) I

V
283
1017

*3264-PS Note of His Eminence the
Cardinal Secretary of State
to Foreign Minister of

Reich about religious situa-

tion in Warthegau and in

other Polish provinces sub-
ject to Germany, 2 March
1943. (USA 572) I

V
284
1 A1 O

3265-PS Letter of His Eminence the
Cardinal Secretary of State
to the Cardinal Archbishop
of Breslau, 18 November
1942. I

V
283
1029
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Document Description Volume Page

oZbb-Jro Letter of Cardinal Bertram,
Archbishop of Breslau, to

the Papal Secretary of
State, 7 December 1942.

( UoA o/o; X
1 Zoo,

285
V lUol

Verbal note of German Em-
bassy to Holy See to the
becretariate ot otate ot His
Holiness, zy August iy4i. T

I

V 1 AO>7

Allocution oi xiis xionness
Pope Pius XII, to the Sacred
nr\Uarra Q Tnnn 1 OA K /TTQ Auonege, & June ly^o. \uoa
O00) T

I Z/o,

Zoo,
9R7

TTIX OO,

bo
V 1 HQS

3269-PS Correspondence between the
XT t O 11 A j "1 •

Holy
t

See, the Apostolic
Nuncio in Berlin, and the
f?P"fpnflnnt" vati r^iViViPntvATiULClCIlLlClIl o VUI1 XvlUUCli l/X U k/,

XVCH_.I1 iYlJlUol/CX JL XMJXClgll
A flro ivorl.Il ail o.

TX 285
v 1041x v/ 1* x

*3270-PS Goenng s speech on 27 March
• T7* 11*1 1 • TVm Vienna, published m Doc-
uments of German Politics,
Vol VT Part 1 n 18^V \Jx, V X, X Ctl. li X, jj. XOO.

I 511
IIXJ. Q7R
V 1 047

^3271-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to
XT* 1 -i f\ A J H <><"4/"VHimmler, 19 August 1939.
/TTC* A r7AA \(USA 700)

x
1 511

TT11 yoo,

yoy,

yoo,

£/Oo,

975

V 1047
3272-PS Statement of Rupert Mayer,

13 October 1945. I 280
V 1061
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Document

3273-PS

*3274-PS

*3278-PS

*3279-PS

3280-PS

3280-A-PS

*3287-PS

3301-PS

Description

Statement of Lutheran Pastor,
Friedrich Kaufmann, Salz-

burg, 23 October 1945.

Pastoral letter of Austrian
Bishops read in all churches,
14 October 1945. (USA 570)

Report on fighting of National
Socialism in Apostolic Ad-
ministration of Innsbruck-
Feldkirch of Tyrol and Vo-
rarlberg by Bishop Paulus
Rusch, 27 June 1945 and at-

tached list of church insti-

tutions there which were
closed, confiscated or sup-
pressed. (USA 569)

Extract from Charge No. 17
against Hans Frank submit-
ted by Polish Government
to International Military
Tribunal. (USA 574)

Extract from Papal Encycli-
cal "Mit Brennender Sorge",
set forth in Appendix II, p.

524, of "The Persecution of
the Catholic Church in the
Third Reich". (USA 567)

Concordat between the Holy
See and the German Reich.
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part II,

p. 679.

Letter from von Neurath to
Henderson, 12 March 1938.
(USA 128)

Volume

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

V

I

II

V

I

V

I

II

Law concerning construction
of Administration in Aus-

958



Document Description \ / /-v I -l i y"V~l /x
v oiume Page

tria, 14 April 1939. 1939
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

777. II

V

888,
891

1093
*3302-PS Affidavit of von Schirach, 4

December 1945, concerning
positions held. (USA 665) II

V

877,

879,

882,

888
1096

3303-PS Extract from Handbook of the
German Reich, 1936. II

V

657,

666
1099

3304-PS Second Order for execution of

decree of Fuehrer and Reich
Chancellor concerning for-

mation and administration
of Eastern Territories, 2
November 1939. 1939
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

2133. II 669

*3308-PS
V 1100

Affidavit by Paul Otto Gustav
Schmidt, 28 November 1945.
(GB 288) I

II

V

447,
512
522
1100

*3311-PS Charge No. 6 against Hans
Frank, submitted by Polish
Government to Interna-
tional Military Tribunal.
(USA 293) I 1006

*3313-PS
V 1104

Von Papen, Appeal to the Ger-
man Conscience, Stuttgart
speech of 3 March 1933.
(GB 240) II

VI
928
1

*3314-PS Von Papen's address as Chan-
cellor, 28 August 1932, pub-
lished in Frankfurter Zeit-
ung, 29 August 1932. (GB
234) II

VI
918
2
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Document Description Volume Page

*3317-PS

3318-PS

3319-PS

3322-PS

3323-PS

*3324-PS

3325-PS

Von Papen's address as Chan-
cellor, 12 October 1932, pub-
lished in Frankfurter Zeit-

ung, 13 October 1932. (GB
235)

Visit of von Papen as Chan-
cellor in Munich, 11 October
1932, published in Frank-
furter Zeitung, 12 October
1932. (GB 241)

Foreign Office Correspondence
and reports on anti-Jewish
action in foreign countries.

(GB 287)

Office for Racial Policies of
NSDAP, from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1940, p.

330.

Decree concerning obligation

to register persons who are
entirely or partly of Jewish
race, from Official Gazette
for Occupied Dutch Terri-
tories, 1941.

Funk on the Organization of
War Economy, published in

Germany in the Fight.
(USA 661)

Decree referring to Jewish
students, published in Ofr
ficial Gazette for Occupied
Dutch Territories, 1941.

11

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

[I

3326-PS Decree concerning blocking of
property belonging to Jews
who emigrated to Nether-
lands, from Official Gazette
for Occupied Dutch Terri-
tories.

VI

II

VI
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Document Description Volume Page

3328-PS Decree concerning regulation
of professional activities of
Jews, from Official Gazette
for Occupied Dutch Terri-
tories year 1941. II

VI
1002
45

3329-PS Decree concerning Nether-
lands Chamber of Culture,
irom umciai laazette tor uc-
cupied Dutch Territories,

year 1941. II

VI
1002
48

3333-PS Decree concerning registration

Ul UUoIIlCoo tJIlLcI JJIIoco,

from Official Gazette for Oc-
cupied Dutch Territories,

year 1940. II
VTV 1

1000
Oo

3334-PS Decree concerning employ-
ment of Germans in Jewish
nousenoiuo, iium uniLiai

Gazette for Occupied Dutch
Territories, year 1940. II

VTV 1

1001,
1002

3336-PS Order concerning treatment of

dewisn property, iioni ui-
ficial Gazette for Occupied
Dutch Territories, year
1942. II

VI
1003
64

3339-PS Order concerning marriages of
male persons of German
Nationality in Occupied
in e l n e r lancis ±erriiQries,

from Official Gazette for Oc-
cupied Dutch Territories,

year 1941. II

VI
989
71

3340-PS First Order concerning extra-
ordinary measures of a Con-
stitutional and Administra-
tive nature, 1 March 1941,
from Official Gazette for Oc-
cupied Dutch Territories,

year 1941. II

VI
988
72
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Document Description Volume

3341-PS

3342-PS

3343-PS

3344-PS

3347-PS

:3348-PS

'3349-PS

3352-PS

Third Order concerning cer-

tain provision in connection
with Netherlands National-
ity, 8 August 1941, from
Official Gazette for Occupied
Dutch Territories, year
1941.

Eighth Order concerning Spe-
cial Measures affecting Ad-
ministrative Organization,
11 August 1941, from Of-
ficial Gazette of Occupied
Dutch Territories, year
1941.

Speech delivered at labor-

meeting of Prussian State
Counsel on 18 June 1934,
from Speeches and Essays
of Hermann Goering.

Extract from Befehlsblatt of
the Chief of Security Police
and SD, Berlin, 7 Septem-
ber 1942, No. 39, p. 249.

Seniority List of the SS, of
NSDAP, as of 1 December
1936.

Young Replacement Problems,
published in Decrees, Regu-
1 a t i o n s, Announcements,
Vol. I, pp. 298-9, 303 (USA
410)

Press and propaganda Office of

Hitler Youth, published in

Organization Book of the
NSDAP, 1936, pp. 452-453.
(USA 666)

Manpower, published in De-
crees, Regulations, An-

il

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI
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Document Description Volume Page

nouncements, Vol. II, pp.
507-513, 567. (USA 206) II

VI

889,
890

81
*3355-PS Affidavit of Robert M. W.

Kempner, 8 December 1945.

(USA 682) II

VI
897
85

*3357-PS Exchange of letters, Papen-
Hitler - Hindenburg, from
Documents of German Poli-

tics, Vol. I, p. 158. (GB
239) II

VI

927,

930
85

*3358-PS German Foreign Office circu-

lar, 31 January 1939, "The
Jewish Question as a factor
in German Foreign Policy
in the year 1938". (GB 158) I

II

VI

1019
514
87

*3360-PS Teletype, 12 February 1944,
relating to recaptured es-

caped Eastern laborers.

(USA 499) II

VI
311
95

3361-PS Message to all Commanders of
Security Police from Kal-
tenbrunner regarding arrest
of Plant Directors. II

VI
588
96

3363-PS Special delivery letter, 21 Sep-
tember 1939, from Chief of
Security Police to Chiefs of
all detail groups concerning
Jewish problem in Occupied

•

zone. II

VI
311
97

*3375-PS Von Papen's speech at Essen,
2 November 1933, published
in Voelkischer Beobachter,
Southern German Edition, 4
November 1933. (GB 245) II

VI
930
101

*3376-PS Dissolution of Union of Cath-
olic Germans, published in
The Archives, September

963



Document Description Volume Page

1934, Vol VI. no 767-768
(GB 244) TT

VTV 1 ±\JO
*090C "DC1 TTpqq OvHpt r»"F 14 TIppptyiVipt*

1938 concerning position of
thp SD within thp Partv
from Decrees. Regulations.
AnnoimppTYipnts Vol TV
Part I d 231 (GB 257) TT 'XU*/

VTV 1 1 OA

*3387-PS Tri'Mpt* T-?pir»Vic!i 5i o* <?r»pppVi 93

March 1933, asking for
adoption of Enabling Act,
from Voelkischer Beobach-
ter, 24 March 1933, p. 1.

(USA 566) TX 275
TTIX 932
VI 104

oooi7—ro Fulda Declaration of 28 March
1933, from Voelkischer Be-
obachter, 29 March 1933, p.

2. (USA 566) I 278

II 932,

933

VI 105

3390-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Keppler, 25 October 1937. I 512
VI 105

3391-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to
Hitler, 30 September 1938. II 985

VI 108

3392-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Keppler, 3 September 1937. I 512
II 980
VI 109

3395-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Keppler, 3 September 1937. I 512
VI 113

Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Dr. Jury. (USA 889) I 512
VI 114

*3397-PS Letter from Keppler to Seyss-
Inquart, 8 January 1938.
(USA 702) I 512

II 964
VI 115
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Document Description Volume Page

*3398-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to
Himmler, 4 November 1939
(USA 885) II

VI
999
116

3399-PS Affidavit of R.M.W. Kempner,
11 December 1945. II

VI
687
116

3400-PS Minutes of meeting of German
Association, 28 December
1918, and Constitution and
By-Laws thereof found in

personal files of Seyss-In-
quart for period of 1918 to

1943. I

II

VI

512
959,
960

118
*3401-PS National Socialism and Ger-

man Nationalism Abroad,
from Voelkischer Beobach-
ter, 24 May 1934, p. 2. (GB
263) II

VI
471
120

3418-PS Destruction of the Jewish
race, from The Archive,
January 1939, p. 1605. II

VI
476
121

3419-PS Extract from The Party Con-
gress of Freedom, 1936, pp.
258-259. II

VI
476
122

*3420-PS U. S; Army report on human
skin exhibits at Buchenwald
Concentration Camp. (USA
252) I

II

VI

965,
966

195
122

*3421-PS Certificate accompanying hu-
man skin exhibit. (USA
253) I

VI
966
123

*3423-PS U. S. Army report on identifi-

cation of tattooed human
skins. (USA 252) I

VI

966,
967

123
693261—47—62



Document Description Volume Page

*3425-PS
TT1J J J J "11
Voluntary statement made by

Seyss-Inquart with advice
of counsel, 10 December
1945. (USA 701) I 512

11 474,

957,

958,
960-

962,

964,

965,
967-

969,

974,
976-

978,

984,

999
VI 124

*3427-PS Announcement of Kaltenbrun-
ner appointed Chief of Se-
curity Police and SD, m Ger-
man Police, 15 February
1943. (USA 512) II 588

VI 130
*3428-PS Letter from Kube, 31 July

1942, concerning combat-
ting of Partisans and action
against Jews in White Ru-
tnenia. (uoa o£i) T

1 lUli/
TT11

VIV X 131
CM Oft DQ TTl f ^v/%rvi TViq QG PolioH/Xtract irom ine oo v^ansVA ,, /TTQ A AACt\

jl OU. ( UoA 44b; TT11 loo
T7TVI loo

*3430-PS Extract from Four Years in
TT^ii i -t r\ A A /TTO A rrAO \Holland, 1944. (USA 708)

XT
II 989,

VVD,

yyb,
1 nn.fi1UUU

VTVI loo

3433-PS Law concerning the Constitu-
tion of the German Protes-
tant Church, 14 July 1933.

1933 Reichsgesetzblatt, Part
I, p. 471. I 276

VI 136
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Document Description Volume Page

3434-PS Law concerning procedure for

decisions m legal airairs oi

the Protestant Church, 26
June 1935. 1935 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 774. I

VI
276
143

3435 PS First Ordinance for Execution
of Law concerning pro-
cedure for decisions in legal

affairs of the Protestant
Church, 3 July 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

851. I 276
1 A A144

3436-PS Law for Safeguarding of Ger-
man Protestant Church, 24
September 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1178. I

VI
277
145

o4o/-Jro Fifth Decree for execution of
law for safeguarding of the
German Protestant Church,
2 December 1935. 1935
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, p.

1370. I

VI
277
146

Q/1QQ "DC
Fifteenth decree for Execu-

tion of law for Security of
German Protestant Church,
25 June 1937. 1937 Reichs-
gesetzblatt, Part I, p, 697. I 277

TTTVI 147
o44U—.to Speech of Goering entitled

The Victory over Commu-
nism in Germany, published
in The Archive, November-
December lyd4, pp. 1153-4. TT

II
A OA4ZU

o441-Jrb
VI 150

Speech by Goering, published
in Speeches and Papers,
1939, p. 242. (USA 437) II 425

VI 150
xiiiier s auaress to tne Keicns-

y tag, 13 July 1934, published
in The Archive, Vols. 4-6,
p. 505. (USA 576) II

VI
422
151
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Document

3443-PS

3445-PS

3446-PS

*3447-PS

*3448-PS

3449-PS

*3450-PS

3457-PS

3458-PS

3459-PS

Description Volume

Supplement No. 5 to official

Czechoslovak report, con-
taining an official memoran-
dum on activities of defend-
ant Wilhelm Frick.

Speech by Hans Frank, re-

ported in German Law,
1939, Vol. 2.

Memorandum relating to re-

port and letter of Reich
Fuehrer SS and Chief of the
German Police, 13 October
1938.

Letter from Dr. Lammers to

Seyss-Inquart. (USA 887)

Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Dr. Lammers, 23 October
1938. (USA 886)

Letter to Reichsfuehrer SS
and Chief of German Police,

January 1939.

Decree of 18 November 1938
c o n c e rning sequestration
and confiscation of property
of enemies of the State of
Austria. (USA 888).

Extract concerning Seyss-In-
quart from The Archive,
1943-44, p. 720.

Speech by Hermann Goering
on 15 September 1935, from
The Third Reich. (USA
588)

Article on Meeting of Reich
Group of Young Law
Guardians on 19 May 1939,
from Congress of German
Law, 1939. (USA 670)

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

Vi

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI
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*3460-PS Speech by Goering, from
Hermann Goering Speeches
and Papers. (USA 437) II

VI

447,
984

160
3461-PS Excerpt from Hermann Goer-

ing: Reconstruction of a
Nation. II

VI
446
160

*3462-PS Interrogation of Bertus
Gerdes, 20 November 1945.
(USA 528) II

TTTVI
588
161

3463-PS Extracts from Dates from
the History of the NSDAP
by Dr. Hans Volz. II

VI
955
,165

*3464-PS National Socialist Students
League from Organization
Book of NSDAP, 1936 and
1937. (USA 666) II

VI
895
166

*3465-PS Speech by Hans Frank, from
Frank Diary, 1940, Vol. II,

pp. 510-511. (USA 614) II

VI

979,

986
166

3466-PS Decree to unite the compe-
tences of Reich and Prus-
sia in Church Affairs, 16
July 1935. 1935 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 1029. I 276

VI 168
3467-PS Law on Limitation of travel

to Republic Austria, 29
May 1933. 1933 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, No. 57, p.
311. I

II

VI

512
980
169

*3468-PS Decree concerning establish-
ment of administration of
occupied Polish territories,

from Documents of German
Politics, 1939, Part 2, pp.
674-682. (USA 705) II

VI
986
169

969



Document

*3469-PS

*3471-PS

3472 -PS

*3473-PS

*3474-PS

*3475-PS

Description

Affidavit of Hans Fritzsche, 7
January 1946. (USA 721)

Letter from Keppler to Bo-
denschatz, 21 February
1938, with enclosures not-
ing activity of Leopold as
leader of Austrian Nazis
and possible appointment of
Klausner as his successor.
(USA 583)

Letter from Keppler to Goer-
ing, 9 February 1938, re-

questing that Leopold be
forbidden to negotiate with
Schuschnigg except with
approval of Reich authori-
ties. (USA 582)

Letter from Keppler to Goer-
ing, 6 January 1938, giving
details of Nazi intrigue in

Austria. (USA 581)

Manuscript notes by Boden-
schatz on conference of
German Air Forces leaders,

2 December 1936. (USA
580)

Manual for Administrative
Officials, 1943. (USA 710)

Volume

I

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

970



Document UcoLI ipLlUIl v oiunie Jrage

*3501-PS Affidavit signed by Max
Amann, 19 December 1945.

(USA 657) ii

VI

717,

718,
721

207

*3505-PS Extract from "Walter Funk
—A Life for the Econ-
omy", 1941, by Paul Oes-
treich. (USA 653) II

VI

715-

717,

720,
721

208
3522-PS Letter from Konrad Henlein

to Seyss-Inquart, 17 March
±voo. TI

VI
*700

212

3523-PS Letter from Seyss-Inquart to

Henlein, 29 December 1937.
TT
II

VI
983
213

*3528-PS Extract concerning NSDAP
community schools, from
The Third Reich, 1934.

(USA 599) II

VI
598
213

*3529-PS Extract concerning Adolf Hit-
ler Schools, from Docu-
ments of German Politics.

(USA 365) II

VI
598
214

*3530-PS Extract containing biographi-
cal data of Alfred Rosen-
berg, from The German
Leader Lexicon, 1934/35.
(USA 593) II

VI

593,

600
214

*3531-PS Extract from the National So-
cialist Yearbook, 1938, con-
cerning Rosenberg's office

for i d e o lo gical training.

(USA 597) II

VI
597
215

*3532-PS Extract from The Educational
Letter, March 1934, con-

971



Document

:S533-PS

*3544-PS

*3545-PS

*3552-PS

*3553-PS

*3554-PS

*3557-PS

*3559-PS

3560-PS

3561-PS

Description

cerning importance of ideo-

logical training. (USA 598)

Statement of Funk concerning
positions held by him. (USA
651)

Interrogation of Funk, 22 Oc-
tober 1945. (USA 660)

Speech by Funk, from Frank-
furter Zeitung, 17 Novem-
ber 1938. (USA 659)

Education in the Ordensburg,
from The Third Reich.
(USA 577)

Extract from The Myth of the
20th Century. (USA 352)

Extracts from The Myth of

the 20th Century, published
in Book News, No. 11, No-
vember 1942. (USA 601)

Extracts from Dates in His-
tory of NSDAP, 1939, pp.
4-5. (USA 592)

Award of German National
Prize, from Alfred Rosen-
berg's The Man and His
Work. (USA 600)

Decree concerning organiza-
tion and administration of
Eastern Territories, 8 Oc-
tober 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 2042.

Decree concerning the Ad-
ministration of Occupied
Polish Territories, 12 Oc-

Volume

II

VI

VI

II 715,
718

VI 216

II 727
VI 217

TT11 79/1

VI 239

II 599
VI 240

II 594
VI 240

II 600
VI 242

II 593
VI 243

II 599,

600
VI 243

I 294
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Document

*3562-PS

*3563-PS

3564-PS

3565-PS

3566-PS

*3568-PS

3569-PS

3570-PS

Description Volume

tober 1939. 1939 Reichsge-
setzblatt, Part I, p. 2077.

Letter from Chief Plenipoten-
tiary for Economy, 1 June
1939, transmitting minutes
of meeting concerning fi-

nancing of war. (USA 662)

Extracts from German publi-

cations concerning Funk's
positions and activities.

(USA 652)

Affidavit of Otto L. Meissner,
27 December 1945, con-
cerning Frick. (USA 709)

Affidavit of Franz Ritter von
Epp, 27 December 1945, con-
cerning Frick.

Notes for files, prepared by
SS-Scharfuehrer S i g i s -

mund, concerning General
Manager of German Broad-
casting, 1 March 1937.

Letter from SS Main Office,

25 July 1942, concerning
enrollment into S S of
Reichsminister Albert
Speer. (USA 575)

Private will and testament
and political will of Adolf
Hitler, 29 April 1945.

Interrogation testimony of
Wilhelm Stuckart, former
State Secretary of Interior,
at Oberursel, 21 September
1945.

I

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI
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Document

3571 -PS

3574-PS

*3575-PS

3576 PS

3577-PS

3579-PS

3581-PS

Description Volume

Report of U. S. Military At-
tache, Berlin, including an
article in magazine Wehr-
macht, 29 March 1939, de-

scribing occupation of Bo-
hemia and Moravia by Ger-
man troops.

Filing notice regarding dis-

cussion between Chief of
CI and Chief of Foreign
CI on 31 January 1938, 2
February 1938, signed
Canaris.

Memorandum, 19 November
1938, concerning meeting of

Reich Defense Council.
(USA 781)

Letter from Keppler to Goer-
ing, 19 February 1938, with
enclosure reporting on sit-

uation in Austria as of 18
February.

Letter presumably from Buer-
kel to G o e r i n g , dated
Vienna, 26 March 1938,
concerning Aryanization of
Jewish-held business in

Austria and disposition of
resulting funds.

Memorandum, signed
Schnurre, on the status of
deliveries under German-
Russian economic agree-
ment, 28 September 1940.

Letter from Minister of In-

terior to Minister of Propa-
ganda Goebbels, 20 July
1934, concerning unau-
thorized press releases
about military affairs.

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI
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Document Description Volume

3585-PS

3586-PS

3587-PS

3588-PS

3589-PS

*3590-PS

*3592-PS

Letter from Chief of Staff of

Army (von Fritsch) to

Minister of War, 8 October
1934, enclosing memo-
randum signed by Brauch-
itsch 29 September 1934,
on military situation in

East Prussia.

Directive to Counter Intelli-

gence units, 16 October
1934, directing that new
troop units which may be
activated should be listed

in telephone books only un-
der camouflage designa-
tions.

Memorandum from Beck, 14
November 1934, forbidding
public use of designation
"General Staff".

Order concerning exercise of
Governmental authority in

Netherlands, 29 May 1940,
from Official Gazette for
Occupied Dutch Territories,

1940.

Supplement No. 6 to Official

Czechoslovak Report called

"German Crimes against
Czechoslovakia", 7 January
1946. (USA 720)

Charges and findings against
Weiss and others tried by
U. S. Military Court at
Dachau. (USA 664)

Charges, specifications, find-

ings and sentence of Alfons
Klein and others tried at
Wiesbaden, Hadamar Case.
(USA 718)

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

II

VI

II

VI

I

VI

II

VI
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Document Description Volume

*3593-PS

3596-PS

3598-PS

3599-PS

3600-PS

:3601-PS

3602-PS

3603-PS

3604-PS

Interrogation of Hermann
Goering, 13 October 1945.

(USA 712)

Covering memorandum and
notes of conversation on 8
August 1940, between Chief
Custodian of Army Ar-
chives GOES and Major-
General Himer.

Intercepted Japanese Diplo-

matic message, Tokyo to
Berlin, 30 November 1941.

Intercepted Japanese Diplo-

matic message, Rome to To-
kyo, 3 December 1941.

Intercepted Japanese Diplo-
matic message, Tokyo to

Berlin, 6 December 1941.

Affidavit of Sidney Mendel, 28
December 1945, concerning
the connection of Frick's
Ministry of Interior with
concentration camps. (GB
324)

Report on conversation (inter-

view) between Mr. Hem-
men and Mr. de Boisanger,
4 October.

Report on conversation be-
tween Mr. Hemmen and Mr.
de Boisanger, 10 October.

Decree concerning rationing
of Industrial goods from Of-
ficial Gazette of Military
Commander in Belgium and
Northern France, 1940-41,

p. 37, Sec. 1.

II

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

II

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI
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Document Description Volume Page

3605-PS Rationing decree, 27 May
1940, from Official Gazette
of Military Commander in

Belgium and Northern
France, 1940-41, p. 37,

Sec. 4. I

VI
1083
315

3606-PS Rationing decree, 27 May
1940, from Official Gazette
of Military Commander in

Belgium and Northern
France, 1940-41, p. 38, Sec.

10. I

VI
1083
316

3607-PS Public notice on Board of Di-
rectors of Reichskredit-
kasse, from Official Gazette
of Military Commander in

Belgium and Northern
France, 1940-41, p. 65. I

VI
1083
316

3608-PS Public Notice of Establish-
ment of a Clearing system
between Belgium and Ger-
man Reich, 10 July 1940,
from Official Gazette of Mil-
itary Commander in Bel-
gium and Northern France. I*

VI

1068.

1069
317

3609-PS Decree for execution of ration-
ing decree in Belgium, 5 No-
vember 1940, from Official

Gazette of Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France. I

VI
1059
318

3610-PS Decree regarding Plant Com-
missars, 29 April 1941, from
Official Gazette of Military
Commander in Belgium and
Northern France, 1940-41,
p. 599. I

VI
1058
319

3611-PS Decree on economic measures
against Jews, 31 May 1941,
from Official Gazette of Mil-
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Document Description Volume

3612-PS

3613-PS

3615-PS

3616-PS

3618-PS

3619-PS

3638-PS

itary Commander in Bel-

gium and Northern France,
1940-41, p. 620, Sec. 17.

Decree regarding prohibition
of manufacturing of certain
products, 6 August 1942,
from Official Gazette of Mil-

itary Commander in Bel-
gium and Northern France,
1942, p. 986, Sec. 1.

Proclamation to Netherlands
population, 25 May 1940,
from Official Gazette for Oc-
cupied Dutch Territory, No.
1, 5 June 1940.

Report by Ostrow on exami-
nation of records of Reichs-
kreditkasse, 29 September
1945.

Decree on prohibition to es-

tablish and enlarge enter-
prises and on shutting down
enterprises, 30 March 1942,
from Official Gazette of Mil-
itary Commander in Bel-
gium and Northern France,
1942, p. 865.

Report of U. S. Military At-
tache in Berlin, 20 March
1939, concerning occupa-
tion of Czechoslovakia.

Report of U. S. Military At-
tache in Berlin, 19 April
1939, concerning occupa-
tion of Czechoslovakia.

Memorandum of Ribbentrop,
1 October 1938, concerning
his conversation with Ciano

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

I

VI

978
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about the Polish demands
made on Czechoslovakia.

TX

TT 522
V 1 A (\C\4UU

*3663-PS Letter, 31 October 1941, and
reply 15 November 1941,
concerning execution oi

1 01 QiuiyT_____ /TTO A OOC \Jews. (UoA 825)
T1

vrV 1 401

Letter from Braeutiger to

Reich Commissioner for
H<ast, 18 December 1941,
concerning Jewish question.
/TTO A DO/1 \(UbA 826)

T
1

V 1

3688-PS Notice from the Foreign Of-
nee, 24 September 1942,
concerning evacuation of
Jews from Occupied Terri-
tories.

T
1

"1 AOA
TT
11 oZo
VT A AO40o

T">03700-Pb Letter from Schacht to Reich
Marshal, 11 March, con-
cerning conscription of 15-

_ „ .1 J_ /TTO A r70A\year-olas. (UbA 780)
TT
11

rr n r\
769

TryVI Af\ A404
<y/01-P!S Proposal for Reichsleiter Bor-

mann concerning speech of
Bishop of Muenster on 3
A liming 1 ft/tlAugust iy4l. T

1
oner295

"V7TVI 405
O 1 U^-ro Amaavit oi uolonel-General

Franz Haider, 7 November
iy4o. (UoA Ool) TT

11
ooo
616,
On /I

324,

328,

348,

529,

566
VI 411

O ( Ho-xo Amaavit oi r leia Marshal
Walter von Brauchitsch, 7
iNovemoer iy4o. (UoA
532) II 324,

328,
348

VI 413
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Document

•3704- PS

*3705-PS

*3706-PS

153707- PS

*3708-PS

*3710-PS

*3711-PS

Description Volume

Affidavit of Field Marshal
Werner von Blomberg, 7
November 1945. (USA
536)

Affidavit of Field Marshal
Walter von Brauchitsch, 7
November 1945. (USA
535)

Affidavit of Colonel-General
Johannes Blaskowitz, 10
November 1945. (USA
537)

Affidavit of Colonel-General
Franz Haider, 13 Novem-
ber 1945. (USA 533)

Affidavit of Colonel Bernd von
Brauchitsch, 20 November
1945. (USA 534)

Affidavit of Walter Schellen-

herg, 26 November 1945.
(USA 557)

Affidavit of Captain Wilhelm
Scheldt, 26 November 1945.
(USA 558)

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI
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Document

3712-PS

*<
c

i713 PS

•3714-PS

*3715-PS

*3716-PS

*3717-PS

*3718-PS

3719-PS

*3720-PS

*3721-PS
693261—47—63

Description

Affidavit of General von dem
Bach, 27 November 1945.

Affidavit of General Roet-
tiger, 8 December 1945.
(USA 559)

Affidavit of General Roet-
tiger, 28 November 1945.

(USA 560)

Affidavit of Major General
Rode, 30 November 1945.
(USA 562)

Affidavit of Major General
Rode, 30 November 1945.
(USA 563)

Affidavit of General Heus-
inger, 1 December 1945.
(USA 564)

Affidavit of Colonel v. Bonin,
1 December 1945. (USA
565)

Testimony of Alfred Rosen-
berg, 6 October 1945. (USA
187) (Referred to but not
offered in evidence)

Testimony of Albert Speer,
18 October 1945. (USA
220)

Volume

Testimony of Fritz Sauckel,

981

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

I

VI

I

Vl

Page

397
425

390,
391

429

390,

392
430

393,
394

431

395
433

395,
397

434

395
435

887,
932

436

919,
934-

936,

939,
940

438



Document

*3722-PS

*3723-PS

5?-3724-PS

*3725-PS

3726-PS

*3727-PS

*3728-PS

*3729-PS

3730-PS

Description Volume

22 September 1945. (USA
230)

Testimony of Fritz Sauckel,
5 October 1945. (USA 224)

Testimony of Gottlieb Berger,
20 September 1945. (USA
529)

Testimony
Schacht, 11
(USA 776)

Testimony
Schacht, 20
(USA 615)

Testimony
Schacht, 24
(USA 628)

Testimony
Schacht, 13
(USA 633)

Testimony
Schacht, 16
(USA 636)

of Hjalmar
July 1945.

of Hjalmar
July 1945.

of Hjalmar
August 1945.

of Hjalmar
October 1945.

of Hjalmar
October 1945.

Testimony of Hjalmar
Schacht, 17 October 1945.
(USA 616)

Testimony of Hermann Goer-
ing, 17 October 1945. (USA
648)

I

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

Ii

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI

II

VI
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Document

3732-PS

3733-PS

3734-PS

3735-PS

3737-PS

3738-PS

Description Volume

Testimony of von Krosigk, 24
September 1945. (USA
647)

Testimony of Seyss-Inquart,
9 October 1945.

Minutes of interview held on
19 August 1941, between
Vice-Minister A m a n and
Ambassador Ott.

Summary of Interrogation of
Hanna Reitsch, 8 October
1945.

Testimony of Erich Kempka
on the last days of Hitler.

Hague Convention of 1907 re-

specting the Laws and Cus-
toms of War on Land.

Geneva Convention of 1929
relative to treatment of
Prisoners of War.

Memo on General Staff and
High Command and affida-

vit thereto. (USA 778)

Affidavit of Franz Haider, 6
March 1946. (USA 779)

983

II

VI

II

VI

I

VI

II

VI

11

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

Page

766
535

1013
539

873
545

914
551

914
571

xn,

940,

968,

1009,

1074,
1080,
1112
400,
993

586

xn,
941,
968

53,

400,
993

599

407
624

218
460
635



Document Description Volume

*3751-PS

*3762-PS

3766-PS

3775-PS

*3780-PS

3786-PS

Diary of the German Minis-
ter of Justice, 1935 con-
cern i n g prosecution of
church officials and punish-
m e n t in concentration
camps. (USA 828; USA
858)

Affidavit of SS Colonel Kurt
Becher, 8 March 1946, con-
cerning the responsibility
of Kaltenbrunner for con-
centration camp executions.
(USA 798)

Report prepared by the Ger-
man Army in France 1942
concerning removal of
French art objects through
the German Embassy and
the Einsatzstab Rosenberg
in France.

Letter from Goering to his
brother-in-law, 21 Novem-
ber 1940, concerning bomb
destruction in England.

Record of Fuehrer's confer-
ence with Oshima, 27 May
1944, concerning Japanese
treatment of American ter-

ror pilots. (GB 293)

Stenographic transcript of a
meeting in the Fuehrer's
Headquarters, 27 January
1945. (USA 787)

I

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI

I

II

VI

II

VI
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Document Description Volume Volume

*3787-PS Report of the Second Meet-
ing of the Reich Defense
Council, 25 June 1939.
(USA 782) I 367,

947
II 133,

461
VI 718

*3796-PS
Til C ft • 1Letter of Canaris enclos-

ing a report, wc-Loucr

1939, concerning the ac-

tivities of Auslands organi-
zation. (GB 286) II 486

VI 732

*3803-PS Covering letter enclosing a
letter from Kaltenbrunner
aatea ou June i»44t, con-
cerning forced labor of
Jews in Vienna. (USA 802) I 1020

II 588
VI 737

3814-PS Correspondence between
Hans Frank, Lammers and
various witnesses to tne
conduct of Frank, Febru-
ary 1945. I 1116

* II 652
VI 739

3815-PS Report of the SS, 25 April
1942, concerning the activi-

ties of Hans Frank in Po-
land. II 244,

652

File of correspondence and
VI 745

*3817-PS
reports by Dr. Haushofer
on Asiatic situation. (USA
790) I 874

II 487,
523

VI 752
*O01O DO Letter from Sauckel to Fueh-

rer, 17 March 1944; letter

from Speer to Fuehrer, 5
April 1944 ; and Minutes of
conference on 11 July 1944
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Document Description Volume Page

concerning Labor Problem.
(GB 306) I

VI
947
760

*3838-PS otatement 01 Martin oana-
berger, 19 November 1945,
PAnpovmn or T^ul'ffin hvnnTiov'c!L/UllCcI Illllg XVdlltJHUI UlllltJI o

treatment of prisoners.

(USA 800) II

VI
589
773

*3839-PS Statement of Josef Spacil, 9

November 1945, concerning
the meaning of "resettle-

ment" and "special treat-

ment". (USA 799) II

T TTVI

244,

589
774

*3840-PS Statement of Karl Kaleske, 24
February 1946, concerning
the elimination of the War-
saw Ghetto. (USA 803) I

TT
II

VI

1020
O A A
244,

311,

589
775

*3841-PS Statement ol bb and rolizei-

fuehrer Juergen Stroop, 24
February 1946, concerning
elimination of the Warsaw
Ghetto. (USA 804) I

TT
II

VI

1020
O A ET
245,

311,

589
776

*3842-PS Statement of Fritz Mund-
henke, 7 March 1946, con-
cerning tfie activities of

Kaltenbrunner and SS in

preparation for occupation
of Czechoslovakia. (USA
805) 1

II

VI

245,
589

77©
Sfptpmpnt of Jospf-Ni'pdpr-

mayer, 7 March 1946, con-

c e r n i n g Kaltenbrunner's
part in "bullet" orders at
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Document Description Volume Page

Mauthausen concentration
camp. (USA 801) I

II

VI

975
589
782

too a a DQ004:U X O TntpyTTkcm tinn n"F TnVimrn TTqti-111 Lcl j. U5CI UUJi Ui tl Uilctllll XVd 1

1

duth, 30 November 1945,
concerning crematorium at

Mauthausen and the activi-
tips of TCal tpTihrnrinpr thpyp

(USA 796) I

11

VI

975,
1 090

589
783

OOUO X kJ "Flvtva pt<? "pTnm OriPratininci in

the Third Reich by Lam-
mers. (GB 320) I

II

VI

199
133
786

OOOO-JT O Affidavit nf Rnrlnlf Fran?
Ferdinand Hoess, 5 April
1946, concerning execution
of 3,000,000 people at
Auschwitz Extermination
Center. (USA 819) I

II

VTV X

976,

1020
9d^

311,

407,
Dov

7Q7
OO I U—X O JrxilLU.cL\ LI U± Xiclllb IVXdl odlcK,

8 April 1946, concerning
Mauthausen Concentration
Camp and dying statement
of Franz Ziereis, the Com-
mandant. (USA 797) I

II

VI

976,
1 090

245,
589,

790
*3901-PS Letter written November 1932

by Schacht, Krupp and oth-
ers to the Reich President.
(USA 837) I

II

VI

367
769
796

987



Document Description Volume Page

Examples of violations of In-

ternational Law and pro-
posed counter propaganda,
issued by OKW, 1 October
1938. (USA 90) I

TT11

VI

537

556,
573

799
*n n lviemoranuum to 0 u p r e m e

Command of the Navy by
Doenitz, 9 October 1939,
concerning base in Norway.
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August 1940, regarding ex-
l/ClioliJll Ui VJFCI lllcLil 111 LCI Co to

in foreign enterprise, and

I

covering letter. I

VII
1061
309

EC-155 Collection of planned' decrees
on economic matters, from
Military Administration —
Economy, pp. 50-74. I

VII

1053,
1058

312
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Document

*EC-174

*EC-177

*EC-194

*EC-243

*EC-244

EC-248

EC-251

Description Volume

Summary "war economy" trip

to Godesberg undertaken by
General Staff between 25
May and 2 June 1937. (USA
761)

Minutes of second session of
Working Committee of the
Reich Defense held on 26
April 1933. (USA 390)

Secret memorandum of Keitel
concerning use of prisoners
of war in the war industry,
31 October 1941. (USA
214)

Memorandum, 26 November
1936, containing Goering's
Order regarding jurisdiction

and development of raw and
synthetic materials. (USA
637)

Letter from Blomberg to Hit-
ler, 22 February 1937. (USA
641)

Letter from Keitel to Koerner,
14 June 1937, concerning
cooperation of Plenipoten-
tiary General and Four Year
Plan for War Economy.

Letter from Wohlthat to vari-
ous officials, 21 July 1937.

1

II

VII

I

II

VII

I

II

VII

II

VII

II

VII

II

VII

II

VII
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*EC-252 Letter from Schacht to Blom-
UClgj O U Uljf X&sOf* \_UOxx.

TX

II

VII

QUO
764
346

T?P 9^AJib-zoo T .pffpy from T)r Tj^tyittipt*^ to

vjuci Ail <s ciiim x mm, j. £.1 v/

e

tnhpr 19.27 1

VII
lUoO
346

*EC-257 Personal letter from Schacht
to Thomas, 29 December
1937. (USA 763) I

II

VII

363
742
347

*TPP 9KQ T^ptifivf' on PypnaTfl tinn rvf flipIkC^UI li Ull X 1 CJJdl d L1UI1 UJ.

Economic Mobilization by
the Plenipotentiary for War
Economy as of 31 December
1937. (USA 625) II

VTT

749,

750
.247

Ff!-9fi1 Letter from Funk to all Minis-
tries, 14 March 1938, re-

gal dk/pUlllLlIltJll L (JJ- Oct! -

now, deputy of Plenipoten-
tiary for War Economv I 1086

VII 371
EC-263 Note on draft of decree on con-

fiscation of private Polish
property. I 1076

VII O 1 o
EC-265 German Foreign Office tele-

gram, 1 October 1940, con-
cerning the Jews in Occu-
pied French Territory. I

II

VII

1021
526
375

EC-267 Development and Position of
Ftptiph TnrhiQtw in qvpq of1 lClltll lilUUoU j 111 died Ul

Military Commander,
pidiicc, in xc/^x, irom xve-

|jui t uii Hicuiiuniy uy lvxni-

tary Commander, France. I 1054
VII 376

EC-283 Letter from Schacht to Goer-
ing, 26 August 1937. II

VII
764
379
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*EC-286 Correspond ence between
Schacht and G o e r i n g ,

March-April 1937, concern-
ing price control. (USA
833) I

II

VII

368
463,
562

380
*EC-293 Letter from Schacht to Reich

and Prussian Economics
Minister, 24 December 1935,
concerning army demands
for raw material. (USA
834) I 368

VII 391
*EC-297-A Address in Vienna of the

Reichsbank President, Dr.
Schacht, 21 March 1938.
(USA 632) I

II

VII

364
760
394

*EC-305 Minutes of meeting on 12 Feb-
ruary 1940, under Chair-
manship of Goering con-
cerning labor supply in the
East. (USA 303) I

II

VII

1028
441
402

*EC-317 Order of Goering, 7 Septem-
ber 1943, concerning evacu-
ation of harvest crops and
destruction of means of pro-
duction in agricultural and
food economy in parts of Oc-
cupied Eastern Territories.

(USA 786) II

VII
464
405

EC-323 Telegram signed Schleier,

dated Paris 26 April 1941. I 1056
VII 406

EC-335 Report of the Military Ad-
ministration in Belgium and
Northern France, January-
March 1943. I

VII

1059,

1062,
1063

407
693261—47—66
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EC-336 Report of the Reich Minister
for Occupied Eastern Terri-

tones, 26 November 1942,
concerning treatment of

Poles under his jurisdiction. I

VII
1087
408

EC-338 Memorandum of 15 September
1941 from Canaris to Keitel

• AT7TTT S~\ "|

concerning an OKW Order
regulating the treatment of

Soviet prisoners of war. II

VII
536
411

EC-344-7 Report on Armament Econ-
omy in Poland, 1939-1940. I

VII

1075,
1076

416
*EC-344-16 & 17

1

Thomas report, 20 August
1940, summarizing experi-

ence with German Arma-
ment Industry in Poland
1939/40 and extract from
report by Captain Dr. Va-
rain on same subject. (USA
297) I

II

VII

1025,
1034

632,

642,

644,
646

419
*EC-347 Directives for operation of the

Economy in Occupied East-
ern l erritones. (UoAoZU) I

II

VII

1050
609,

613
421

*EC-369 Correspond ence between
Schacht and Hitler, January
1939. (USA 631) I

II

VII

365
760,

1 DO
426

*EC-376
T J J i* "1 tit
Letter from Schacht to super-

visory officers, 11 December
1936. (USA 638) II

VII
762
436
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*EC-383 Letter 16 January 1937 with
enclosure — article about
Sr»VippVii" Q"nT4P£JT*iTi o* in HifiOUIldUHL cLyyJsicLL JLllg 111 LIlC

Military weekly Gazette.
(USA 640) T

1

II

VII

369
762
436

*EC-384 Agreement between Schacht
and Goering, 7 July 1937.
(USA 771) II

VII
763
438

*EC-397 Letter from Hitler to Schacht,
19 January 1939. (USA
650) I

TTXX

VII

365
740,
766

438

*EC-398 Dismissal of Schacht as Presi-
dent of the Reichsbank, 20
January 1939. (USA 649) II

VII
771
438

EC-401 Letter from Office Four Year
Plan, 8 July 1942, on seizure
of Belgian gold. T

1

V 11

1U04,

1071,
1072,
1078

*EC-404 Minutes of conference of Sixth
Session of Working Com-
mittee of Reichs Defense
Council, held on 23 and 24
January 1934. (USA 764) I

VII

357,
449

443

*EC-405 Minutes of Tenth Meeting of
Working Committee of
Reichs Defense Council, 26
June 1935 CGB 160) T

1

II

VII

OOo,

449
574,

756
450

*EC-406 Minutes of Eleventh Meeting
of Reichs Defense Council,
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Document Description Volume
1

Page

6 December 1935. (USA
772) I

II

VII

449
530,

531,

567,
757

455
*EC-407 Minutes of Twelfth Meeting

of Reichs Defense Council,

14 May 1936. (GB 247) I

II

VII

449
120,

121,

530,

531,
1016

462
*EC-408 Memorandum report about the

Four Year Plan and prepa-
ration of the war economy,
30 December 1936. (USA
579) I 350-

352
II

VII

424,

761,
762

465
*EC-410 Appendix to Goering's direc-

tive of 19 October 1939 con-
cerning the economic ad-
minisiranon oi uccupiea
Territories. (USA 298) I

II

VII

1026
441
466

*EC-411 Order by Hess concerning the
reconstruction of certain
industrial enterprises in

Poland, 20 November 1939.
(USA 299) I

TT
II

VII

1026
477
469

*EC-415 Extracts from "Schacht in His
Statements", Berlin, 1937.
(USA 627) II

VII

752,

754,
755

469
*EC-416 Minutes of Cabinet Meeting,
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4 September 1936. (USA
635) I

II

VII

352,
362

758
471

*EC-419 Letter from Schwerin-Krosigk
to Hitler, 1 September 1938.

(USA 621) II

VII

744,

760,

766
474

*EC-420 Draft of letter prepared by-

Military Economic Staff, 19
December 1936. (USA 639) II

VII
762
479

*EC-421 Minutes taken by member of
General Thomas' staff of
meeting held on 11 March
1938. (USA 645) II

VII
759
481

EC-422 Extracts from History of the
War Economy—and Arma-
ment Staff in France. I

VII
1055
481

EC-427 Letter from Lammers to
Reichsbank Directorate, 20
January 1939, on appoint-
ment of Funk as President
of Reichsbank. I 1087

VII 484
EC-432 Extracts from Annual Eco-

nomic Review for Germany,
1935, prepared by Doug-
las Miller. II

VII
771
484

*EC-433 Koenigsberg speech of
Schacht at German Eastern
Fair. (USA 832) II

VII
739
486

*EC-436 Affidavit of Puhl, 2 November
1945. (USA 620) I

II

VII

359
743
494

*EC-437 Affidavit of Puhl, 7 November
1945. (USA 624) II

VII
745
495
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*EC-438 A fV» 1 • J /* T*fc 11 r\ "XT 1

Affidavit of Puhl, 8 November
1945. (USA 646) II 758,

765,

766
VII 499

sfeTT'/'l A O C\*LC-439 Amdavit ot ocnnitzler, 10 JNo-

vemoer iy40. (UoA bio; 1
O P o353

XT
11 741

VII 501
*EC-450 Affidavit of S. R. Fuller, 18

October 1945. (USA 629)
TT
II 755

TTTT
VII 502

*EC-451 Affidavit of Messersmith, 15
JNovemDer iy40. (UoA bZbj jr

i 01,

( 0b
VTTVll ouy

*EC-453 Letter to Himmler, 21 Sep-
tember 1943, and list of con-
tributions by his friends.

T1
TTTT oiu

*EC-454 Letter to Himmler, 27 August
1943, regarding contribu-
tions by his friends. (USA

T
1 lUOl

VTTV 11

TTT1 AKG.^sLL>—40b Letter trom bcnacnt to Hitler,

773) II 741
VII 512

ILL;—440 i Letter from Schacht to Hitler,

29 August 1932. (USA 619)
TT
11 i 4U

VTTV 11 OlO

^£LU—40o Amaavit ot Major lilley, zl
JNovemDer iy4o. (UoA bo4; TT11 ( Ob

TTTTVll Kt A014

*EC-460 Franz Reuter Schacht , from
T~\ 1 1 • 1 • T™1 i 1German Publishing Estab-

lisnment, 19o7, pp. lld-114.
(UbA bl7)

TT
II /oz

T7TTVll 010

*EC-461 Extracts from Ambassador
Dodd s Diary, 1933-38.
(USA 58) I 352

II 756
VII 515
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EC-465 Letter from Commissar with
the Netherlands Bank, 9 De-
cember 1940, with Novem-
ber report to Fuehrer. I 1072

VII 518
EC-468 Letter from Commissar at the

Netherlands Bank, 10 Feb-
ruary 1941, with report for

January 1941 to Fuehrer. I

VII

1066,
1072,
1073

524
EC-469 Memorandum on meeting in

Duesseldorf, 25 May 1940. I

VII
1088
536

EC-470 Special Events in the field of
procurement of means of
production, raw material,
semi-finished products. I

VII
1088
538

EC-471 Armament Inspectorate Neth-
erlands— War Diary for
time from 1 January-31
March 1943. I

VII
1060
538

*EC-472 Directives of Reich Marshal
G o e r i n g concerning eco-
nomic organization of Occu-
pied Eastern Territories.

(USA 315) I

II

VII

1042
443
539

EC-472-A War Diary of Armament In-

spectorate from 10 April
1940-30 September 1942. I

VII
1060
540

EC-473 Extract from History of Arm-
ament Inspectorate— Neth-
erlands. I

VII
1088
542

EC-474 Letter, 1 June 1940, enclosing
report of Armament Inspec-
torate Netherlands. I

VII
1088
542

EC-485 Minutes on Goering Meeting,
1 October 1940, on the eco-
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Document Description Volume Page

nomic exploitation of Occu-
pied Territories. I 1057

VII 543
ITT1 /f00 .Letter irom bcnacnt to iroer-

mg, 1/ April lyo/.
TT
11 779

VTTV 11 OD\J

*EC-493 Letter from Goering to
ocnacnt, z^i August ivoi.

^ UoA K)*±6)
TT11

V 11 ceo

*EC-494 Letter from Lammers to Goer-
ing, presenting copy of let-

ter from Lammers to
c\ i _ i a. o t\ _ i i nor?
Schacht, 8 December 1937.

(UoA b4o
<;

TT
11 7QQ

I OV,

( b4
V 11 KRKODD

^TPO A CUT T ~

Letter from Schacht to Hitler,
1 (\ ^nvpmV»PT* 1 QS7 vppmpci'f*-X\J 1M) VCIliUCi 1ft) I

,
ICl|UCi3l"

ino* rplpa«?p (USA 774i II

VII uuo
*EC- 497 Letter from Schacht to Goer-

ing, 5 August 1937. (USA
XT
II775) 744-

746,

761,
ICO
I bZ,

764
VTTV 11 KC7

"Schacht m Danzig
,
excerpt

ot 16 June 19o5 irom r rank-
furter Zeitung.

TT
II 754

Vll 57b
Dr. Schacht 60 Years Old,

from Voelkischer Beobach-
ter, Zl January iyo/. II 741

VII 576
EC-500 A Proclamation by Dr.

Schacht on occasion of pres-
entation of Golden Party
Badge, from Frankfurter
zeitung, y February ivot. II 739,

753
VII 578

IlU—dui The Economic Development,
and Inaugural speech by Dr.
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S c h a c h t, from Berliner
Tageblatt, 21 April 1937. II

VII
753
579

EC-502 "In Germany There is only
One Economic Policy", from
Frankfurter Zeitung, 19
January 1936. II

VII
752
583

EC-503 Schacht Speech at Leipzig Fair,

from Frankfurter Zeitung,
5 March 1935. IJ

VII
752
583

EC-560 Extract from War Diary of
Armament Inspectorate —
Belgium 21 January 1941,
regarding right to remove
machinery. I

VII
1076
584

EC-604 Letter from Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France, 1 May
1942. I

VII
1069
584

EC-605 Letter of the Commissar with
the Emission Bank in Brus-
sels, 29 October 1942, with
enclosure. I

VII
1 070

585
EC-606 Minutes concerning conference

with Field Marshal Goering
at Karinhall, 30 January
1940.

I

VII
1053
588

*EC-611 Speech by Schacht, 29 No-
vember 1938, entitled "Mir-
acle of Finance" and "The
New Plan". (USA 622) II 743,

744

747,

753,

760

EC-613
VII 589

Memorandum on contributions
of French economy in favor
of France performed at in-
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stigation of Military Com-
mander in France. I 1058,

1059
VII 602

EC-614 Memorandum of the Military
Commander in France. I 1055

VII 602

EC-615 Notes by General Thomas on
Meeting with Colonel Gen-
eral Keitel, 1 December
1939. I 1053

VII 603

EC-616 Interference of War Economy
and Armament Staff with
raw m a t e r ia 1 rationing
boards from Situation Re-
port of War Economy and
Armament Staff of France. I 1059

VII 603
EC-617 Extracts from Situation Re-

port of War Economy and
Armament Staff of France. I 1089

VII 604
EC-618 Service instructions for Eco-

nomic Squads. I 1053
VII 604

EC-619 Clearing agreement of 14 No-
vember 1940, for French-
German payments. I 1071

VII 608
EC-620 Directive of Goering on ex-

ploitation of the Occupied
Western Territories, 26 Au-
gust 1940. I 1055

VII 608

ECH-1 Final report of Military Com-
mander Belgium, Part 10,

Section I, concerning Ger-
man-Belgian trade. I 1090

VII 609

ECH-2 Report on Economic Planning
of Military Commander Bel-

gium and Northern France,
13 September 1940. I 1058,

1059
VII 610

ECH-3 Final Report of Chief of Mili-

1038



Document Description Volume Page

fovv A rlmini Q'f'rp'Hnn in UpI-VCLL j S\.\XLLLlilxO LI d L1U11 111 Ucl
(Tillm o "n rl MnvfVi pvti TTirmppglUlll dllU. ±> Ul LllCl 11 JL- J. dlllA;. T1 xuoo,

±\JO&
VTfV ±1 Oil

"FTIT 4 jrllllludl ItJpUlt U± lYilllldiy

^UlllllldllU.cl Ul xjclglUill diiu.

1> Ul Lllcl 11 X1 1 dHUtJ, It) tl Uiy

* 1Q41 T
1 1 o^qlUOtJ

VTTV 11 uxo
ECH-5 TTinpl T?pnr»T*f r»"F lVTilifflw Pftm.X llldl lVCpUl L Ul IVXlllUdiy v^Ulll

Tyifin^PT* in T^plo'inm onrllildllUCl 111 XJClglUlll dllll

N^nvf" n pt*ti TTVanppliui 111C1 11 X l£lllt_t. T1 1UU1,
1 fifiQlUOt/,

1 071luil
VTTV 11 O10

ECH-6 Ti^inJil TPTiAvf" TVTili'f'fi vir f^nm-X llldl 1 cpui L Ul IVllllLdiy VvUlll

llldllUcl 111 XJClglUiil dilLl

inui i/iiciii t idiiLc. T
1 lUby

ECH-7
Vll coo

x1 llldl xvcJJUi t Ul OUpcl VloUl y
flTT1/"»*i "lltTl'H'l IX/Til l vir Pathwiiictj wim iviiiitary com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France on legal-
IZiCU cAplUl LdHUH • Ol DldCK
mnvlrp'f' in "R o 1 o* i n tv» onrliildlxvcL ill x> c 1 g 1 U ill dUQ

i S

'

l^Toyf" Ti PT*n TTynnnox> ui tuci n i1 idiiv^c.
I 1057

ECH-9 Circular of Military Com-
VII 622

mander, 19 June 1943, con-
cerning prohibition of black

wm market purchase. T
1 10^7lut) 1

ECH-10 Final Report of Military Com-
VTTV 11 \JCjV

mander on machinery clear-
2 ing.

Ii 1055,
1056

VII 629
ECH-11 Final Report of Military Com-

mander on Church "Rpll

drive in Beleriumxym"M- * » xxx J-'V/l^l Willi I lUt/U

VIIV XX UO X

ECH-12 RpDOrt of Apfivi+v Tip-novf

ment for "Protection of
Art" of Military Com-
mander Belgium and North-
ern France. I 1090

VII 632
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Document Description Volume Paere

CjK^rl— 141 ijeiier irom opeer, juiie

1943, with covering letter. I

VII
1056
632

ECH-15 Draft of letter to Falken-
hausen, 22 May 1944. I

VII
1056
634

ECH-16 Memorandum from Military
Administration Department
for Culture, 17 May 1944,

. .... j,

concerning requisition of
scientific instruments. I

T7TT

1056,
1075

boo

ECH-19 Final Report of Military Com-
mander showing total pic-

ture of consolidation of Bel-

gian Textile Industry. I

VII
1059
636

ECH-21 Letter from Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France to Gen-
Aiin I TT'o l Iron Vl O 11 C5 £1T"> "1 O (i^TA
til d.1 I?'ClIJlcIlIlclUfc>cIl, JL& ULIU"

1091uer liJQyjf diiu aiiiiextJh. I

VII 637
T7^ /~1TT OOECH-22 Final Report of Military Com-

mander, concerning foreign
1062exchange and gold. I

VTTV 11

ECH-23 Report of Military Commander
on supplies in the German
interest in Belgium and
Northern France in 19411 1 \J JL tilVl 11 JL 1 CiilvV/ 111 11/ -1 JL. • I

VII
1091
641

ECH-24' Introduction to Final Report
of Military Commander by

1091Dr. Beyer. I

VTTV XX 642

ECR-14 Memorandum from Commis-
sar at the Belgian National
Bank on Clearing Transfers,

i acq

642
24 March 1941. j

VII
ECR-24 Annual report of the Commis-

sar at the National Bank of
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Document

ECR-32

ECR-35

ECR-39

ECR-59

ECR-72

ECR-89

Description

Belgium, covering period

May 1940/May 1941.

Memorandum from Reich
Marshal of the Greater Ger-
man Reich Commissioner
for the Four Year Plan, 11
June 1941, on occupation
costs in Belgium and cover-
ing letters.

Memorandum from Special

Commissioner West of the
Reichskreditkassen, 2 Au-
gust 1941.

Memorandum from Military
Commander in Belgium and
Northern France, 2 August
1941, concerning procure-
ment of Occupation Costs
in Belgium, and covering
letter.

Memorandum from Military
Commander in Belgium and
Northern France, 2 October
1941, on contributions from
Belgium to the limit of its

capacity, and covering let-

ter.

Memorandum from Special
Commissioner West of
RKK, 22 December 1941,
ordering Emission Bank to
pay out clearing transfer.

Letter from Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France, 2 March
1942, concerning payment
for German Military Ex-
penditures in Belgium

Volume

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

Page

1062,
1063
1068
1072

642

1064
667

1064
670

1064
671

1064
676

1092
681
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Document "Dps-pyintion Volume Pace

through clearing; and let-

ter of transmittal. I

VII
1064
682

ECR-104 Letter from Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France, 24 April
1942, concerning payment
of expenses of German
Armed Forces in Belgium in

clearing. I 1064

ECR-106
VII 685

Memorandum from Commis-
sar at the National Bank
of Belgium, 1 May 1942, on
use of occupation funds for
black market purchases and
political purposes. I 1064

ECR-115
VII 686

Teletype, 27 July 1942, on po-
sition of Reichsbank regard-
ing requisition of Belgian
gold. I 1071

ECR-132
Vll 689

Report of the Commissar at

the National Bank of Bel-

gium, 1 December 1942,
covering period August-Oc-
tober 1942. I 1058,

1070

ECR-142
VII 690

Letter from Military Com-
mander in Belgium and
Northern France, 22 Feb-
ruary 1943, on exchange of

1064RKK notes in Belgium. I

VII 695

ECR-149 Third Annual Report of the
Commissar at the National
Bank of Belgium, 5 June
1943. I

VII

1054,

1069,

1071,
1072

700
ECR-155-A Memorandum from Special

Commissioner West of

Reichskreditkassen, 7 De-
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Document

ECR-166

ECR-172

ECR-173

ECR-174

ECR-175

ECR-176

Description

cember 1943, on occupation
costs.

Memorandum from Special
Commissioner West of
Reichskreditkassen, 10 May
1944, concerning cash situ-

ation of Chief Paymaster
at Military Commander in

Belgium and Northern
France.

Letter from Reichskommissar
for Occupied Territories of

Belgium and Northern
France, 21 July 1944, con-
c e r n i n g equalization of

monthly balance in giro
traffic of Reichskreditkas-
sen.

Report of Commissar at the
National Bank of Belgium,
15 August 1944, on total oc-

cupation charges and Bel-

gium clearing balance.

Report of the Commissar of
the Netherlands Bank for
the month May 1941, dated
12 June 1941.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Brussels, 18 May
1941, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Brussels, 27 May
1941, concerning occupation
costs.

1043

Volume

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

Page

1064
716

1064
718

II

VII

I

VII

I

VII

1070
720

1063,
1069

721

1066,

1067,
1072,

1074
991
726

1067
732

1067
733
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ECR-177 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
oi KKK Joerlin, June
1941, concerning occupation
costs. I

VTTV 11

1094
I DO

ECR-178 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 25 July
1941, concerning occupation

1094
735

costs. I

VII

ECR-179 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 28 August
1941, concerning occupation
costs.

I

VII
1094
735

ECR-180 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 30 Septem-
ber 1941, concerning occu-

1067
736

pation costs. I

VII

ECR-181 T J_J_ _l? *¥~\ TT^TT A i_ — 1

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 28 October
1941, concerning occupation

I 1067costs.
VIIV 11 737tot

li<CR-182 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 29 Novem-
ber 1941, concerning occu-

I 1094pation costs.
VII 737

.cjCK-183 Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK, Berlin, 6 January
1942, concerning occupation
costs. I 1067

VII 738
iLUR-184 Letter from RKK Amsterdam

to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 30 January
1942, concerning occupation
costs. I

VII
1094
739
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Document Description

ECR-185

ECR-186

ECR-187

ECR-188

ECR-189

ECR-190

ECR-191

ECR-192

893261—17—67

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 27 Febru-
ary 1942, concerning occu-
pation costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 28 March
1942, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 30 April
1942, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 13 July
1942, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 13 August
1942, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 31 August
1942, concerning occupation
costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 30 Septem-
ber 1942, concerning occu-
pation costs.

Letter from RKK Amsterdam
to Central Administration
of RKK Berlin, 6 Novem-
ber 1942, concerning occu-
pation costs.
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TTT1 !? 1 no -L/ctier irom x\j\.j\. AmsLeruam
to Central Administration
oi KKK. .Berlin, / Decem-
ber 1942, concerning occu-

10fi7IUU 1pation costs.
T
1

VTIv 11 745
TP /"I'D 1 r\A .Letter ot Commissar at the

1> ctllcl ldllUb JjcUIK -f\IIloLcI-

tiam, enclosing report on
contributions of Holland for
Germany during the first

year of occupation, 28 May
T
1 1 C\GJ71UD 1

VTTv 11 745

IliV^XV—ivo .L/etter irom xvivi\. Amsteruam
to Central Administration
oi KKK Berlin, zi April
1942, concerning Dutch
iLast xieip.

T
1

TT
11 QQ1

\7TTV 11 747

XvcpUI L Ul Lilt; v^UIIlIIllobclI U±
the Netherlands Bank 9

Mav 1941 I 1068*

VTTV -LJL 748

Circular of the Reichsmimster
of Economics in foreign ex-

change matters, 31 March
1941 I 1073

VII 749

**T 'O
J-r-o contents 01 xiitier s taiK to

oupreme oommanoer anu
Commanding Generals,
Obersalzberg, 22 August
1939. (USA 28) (Keierred
to but not offered in evi-

dence)
T
1 oy i ,

II 429,
542

VII 752
t n Order of Military Commander

1944. II 579
VII 755

*L-18 Official report, Katzmann to
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General of Police Krueger,
30 June 1943, concerning
"Solution of Jewish Ques-
tion in Galicia". (USA 277) I

II

VII

987,

988,
990

221,

222,

297,
579

755

*L-22 Public reports of War Refu-
gee Board, Washington, on
German Extermination
Camps Auschwitz and Birk-
enau, April 1944. (USA
294) I

VII
1006
771

L-26 United Nations Information
Organization Report No. 8,

14 June 1944, "Conditions in

Occupied Territories". II

VII
1013
771

L-31 Communique of the Polish-So-
viet Extraordinary Commis-
sion for Investigating the
Crimes committed by the
Germans in the Majdanek
Extermination Camp in
Lublin. II

VII
590
772

L-34 Affidavits of Edmund Trinkl,
Chairman of Amt I A 6 of
the RSHA, 2 August 1945. II

VII
577
774

1^35 Affidavit of Rudolf Mildner,
1 August 1945. II

VII
580
780

*L-37 Letter from Illmer, Chief of
the SIPO and SD of Radom,
to subordinates, 19 July
1944, concerning collective
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-

responsibility of members
of families of assassins? and
saboteurs. (USA 506) II

VII

293,

579
782

*L-38 Affidavit of Hermann Pister, 1

August 1945. (USA 517) II

VII
581
783

*L-41 Orders of Mueller, Chief of the
Gestapo, 17 December 1942
and 23 March 1943, con-
cerning transfer of workers
tu uuiiLciiLiaiiuii u d in p o.

(USA 496) II

VII

289,
578

784

*L-43 Air Force "Organisational
Study 1950", 2 May 1938.
(GB 29) (See Chart No. 10) I

II

VII

616,

617,
679
680

334
788

*L-49 Affidavit of Otto Hoffman,
Chief of SS Main Office for
T?£ir»P and flpTYipnt A An.

gust 1945. (USA 473) II

VII

231,

582
795

*L-50 Affidavit of Kurt Lindow, Di-

ItJL/LUI (J-L V/I11L/C J.U1 V^I iiillilctl

Affairs in RSHA, 2 August
1945. (USA 793) II

VII
578
796

*L-51 Affidavit of Adolf Zutter, 2
August 1945. (USA 521) II

VII

291,

374,
O i V,

580,
582

798

*L-52 Memorandum and Directives
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for conduct of war in the
West, 9 October 1939. (USA
540) I

II

VII

773
349,

350,
352,

543
800

*L-53 Order from Commandant of
the SIPO and SD for the
Radom District to Branch
Office in Tomaschow, 21
July 1944, on clearance of
prisons. (USA 291) I

II

VII

1005'

294,

579
814

*L-61 Express letter from Sauckel to
Presidents of Landes Em-
ployment Offices, 26 Novem-
ber 1942, concerning em-
ployment of Jews and ex-
change of Jews in essential
tJiiipiuy iiiciiL dgdiiiiSL jt oiisn

labor. (USA 177) I

II

VII

881,
918

290
816

*L-70 Speech by Himmler at Bad
Schachen, 14 October 1943,

(USA 308) I

VII

156,

1031,
1040

818

*L-73 Affidavit of Bruno Bettelheim,
10 July 1945. (USA 746) I

VII
246
818

Lr-74 Letter from Ribbentrop to
Churchill with covering let-

ter addressed to Field Mar-
shal Montgomery. II

VII
526
839

*L-79 Minutes of conference, 23 May
1939, "Indoctrination on the
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political situation and fu-
ture aims". (USA 27) I

II

VII

151,

390,

397,

415,

582,
625,

633,

693,

695,

764,

777,
876

319,

346,

352,

354,

429,

431,

496,

534,

541,
ET A O54o,

575,
854

841

T QO Decrees of 26 April 1933, 30
November 1933, 10 Febru-
ary 1936, on the organiza-
tion of the Gestapo from
1933 Preussiche Gesetz-

TT11

VII 855
sammlung, p. 122.

*L-83 Affidavit of Gerhart H. Seger,
21 July 1945. (USA 234) I 202,

II

VTTV 11

205,

207,
209,

246,

951
420,

662,
917

*L-89 Top secret letter issued by the
Commandant of the SIPO
and SD, District Radom, 24
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February 1944, concerning
intensified interrogations.
(USA 507) II

VII
295
868

*L-90 Fuehrer decree, February
1942, concerning prosecu-
tion of offenses in Occupied
iciiitory, r l r s i wrcu-
nance" signed by Keitel for
execution of the directive;

memorandum of 12 Decem-
ber 1941, signed by Keitel.

(USA 503) I

II

VII

146
292,

533,

534
871

*L-103 Letter, 12 September 1944,
pnnppvnino' pvnpyim pti t ^vUllV^Cl XXXXX££ C A|/C1 X XXI ClHo
with Akonitinnitrate-bul-
lets. (USA 487) I

II

VII

146
218
877

*L-104 Report Ambassador Dodd to
State Department, 29 No-
vember 1937, concerning
xiitier s letter to ocnacnt
accepting resignation as
l\/T 1 Y"M cf at IV r>/"\Y"t f\wimo n-nnIVllxxxoltJI Ul JliLUxlUxIlxLb ctllU.

Schacht's circular commu-
nication to officials of Min-
istry. (USA 644) II

VII
765
879

*T 111Li—111 leiegrcipnic report irom Am-
bassador Davies to State
Department. 20 Januarv
1937. (USA 630) II

VII
755
881

*I^135 Affidavit of Kate Eva Hoer-
lin, 9 July 1945. (USA
747) I

VII
241
883

*L-150 Memorandum of conversation
between Ambassador Bul-
litt and von Neurath, Ger-
man Minister for Foreign
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Affairs, 18 May 1986. (USA
bo; T

1

II

VII

4o9
942,

1021
890

L-151 TT4 _ A J} A 1 1 T"» 1Report from Ambassador Bul-
litt to State Department,
23 November 1937, regard-
ing1 his visit to Warsaw.
(USA 70) I

TT
11

VII

481

759,
980

894
L-152 RSHA Order concerning fra-

ternization of Jews and
Aryans, 3 November 1941. II

VII
296
903

*L-154 Letter from Hoffman, 25 Feb-
ruary 1945, concerning ac-
tion to be taken against
pilots who are shot down.
(USA 335) II

VII
52
904

T 1 KG Circular letter from Omce oi

Commissioner for Four-
Year Plan, 26 March 1943,
concerning removal of Jews
to labor camps. II

VII
246
905

*L-158 Circular letter from SIPO and
SD Commander of Radom
District, 28 March 1944,
concerning measures to be
taken against escaped offi-

cers and non-commissioned
officer PW's. (USA 514) II

VII

537,
578

906
*L-159 "Atrocities and other condi-

t i o n s in Concentration
Camps in Germany", Senate
Document No. 47, 79th Con-
giebs ibi oebbioii. v u o-ri

222) I

VII

920,

921
908
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*L-161 British War Office Report
"Poland (Auschwitz) Con-
centration Camp", 31 May
1945. (USA 292) I

VII
1005
908

*L-165 Polish Ministry of Informa-
tion, Press Bulletin, pub-
lished in Polish Fortnightly
Review, 15 December 1942,
concerning Jewish Food Sit-

• uation. (USA 287) I

VII

995,
1022

908
L-166 Minutes of conference on

Fighter Aircraft with
Reichsmarshall on 15 and
16 May 1944. II

VII
412
911

L-167 Orders of the Reichsminister
of the Interior, 24 March
1942, concerning use of pub-
lic transportation by Jews,
and covering letters. II

VII
296
917

*L-172 "The Strategic Position at the
Beginning of the 5th Year
of War", a lecture delivered
by Jodl on 7 November 1943
at Munich to Reich and Gau-
leiters. (USA 34) I 411,

II

414,
505,

583,

728,
788,

795
54,

340,

344,

566,

915

L-179
VII 920

Letter from RSHA to police

officials, 5 November 1942,
concerning criminal pro-
cedure against Poles and
members of Eastern people. II

VII
563
976
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*T 1 OA*L-180 Report by SS Brigade Com-
mander Stahlecker to
TT' 1 US. J. * /"IHimmler, Action Group
A", 15 October 1941. (USA
276) I 139,

140,

986,
987,
999

XT
II 227,

^70,
971

383,
386

VII 978

*L-185 Organization plan of the
RSHA, 1 January 1941.
/TTQ A A QA \ TT11

296,
298

VIIV XX 996

*L-188 Report of 8 August 1944, on
confiscation up to 31 July
1944. (USA 386) I 1098,

1 101XXvX,
1102

II 599
VTTV xx 1022

*T 1Q1 "The Exploitation of Foreign
Labor by Germany" (Inter-

national Labor Office
r~i J J \ /X TO A OOI \Study). (USA 231) T

1
QQQ

Vll 1 09fi

1, 1Q8 State Department Dispatch by
Consul General Messer-
smith, 14 March 1933, con-
cerning molesting of Amer-

1791 i 6,ican citizens in Berlin. TT
11

Vll lUZo
T "1 C\f\L-199 Newspaper clippings from

Berliner Tageblatt, 29
March 19oo, regarding boy-
CULL dt/blUIl.

TT 172X 1 Li

VII 1034
L-201 Excerpts from Berlin news-

papers, April 1933, concern-
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ing violence against Jews
and discrimination against
politically undesirable pro-
fessors. ii 246

VII 1035
L-202 State Department dispatch

from D. H. Buffum, Amer-
ican Consul at Leipzig, 21
November 1938, concerning
Anti - Semitic Onslaught in

Germany as seen from Leip-
iizig. 526

VII 1037

*L-205 Telegram from Kennedy to
Department of State, 8 De-
cember 1938. (GB 157) II 513

VII 1041
*L-211 OKW circular entitled Direc-

tion of War as Problem of
Organization, 19 April 1938.
(GB 161) I 162

II 563
VII 1043

*I^215 File of orders and dossiers of
25 Luxembourgers commit-
ted to concentration camps
at various times in 1944.
(USA 243) I 956,

957
II 288,

293,
581

L-217
VII 1045

Order of Secret State Police
concerning camouflage of
Jewish businesses, 20 No-
vember 1936. II 296

VII 1052
*L-219 Organization plan of the

RSHA as of 1 October 1943.
(USA 479) II 254-

256,
296,
577

*Lr-221
VII 1053

Bormann report on conference
of 16 July 1941, concerning
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treatment of Eastern popu-
1 a t i o n s and territories.

(USA 317) I

II

1046,
1048,

59,

444,

538,

VII

608^
903
1086

L-231 Telegram from American Le-
gation in Vienna to U. S.

Secretary of State, 13
March 1938. II

VII
977
1093

*L-273 Report of American Consul
Vjrcllcl ctl 111 V IclIIld Oct! c-

tary of State, 26 July 1938,
concerning anniversary of
assassination of Chancellor
Dollfuss. (USA 59) I

II

VII

457TCI/ i

223,
474
1094

L-281 Text of Schuschnigg radio ad-
dress of 11 March 1938
contained in telegram from
AmpriVfln TiPcrafinn in Vi-XKjCLII iJCg CK LJLU1I III V 1

enna to the Secretary of
State, 11 March 1938. I

VII
514
1096

T 9Q1 TVlpcrvfim 'fyo'rn AiYiPvi^an THtyi-

bassy Berlin to Secretary
of State, 11 March 1938,
concerning Austrian situa-

tion. I

VII
514
1097

*L~292 Telegram of American Consul
daYi&ra] in Vi'pnnfl +n Spptp_VJCllcI ctl 111 V IClillct LU OcLl c-

tary of State, 12 March
1938, concern ing propa-
^dilUd, UI UpptJU UVtJI V Icililci.

(USA 78) I

II

VII

503
474
1098

L-293 Telegram from American Le-
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gation in Vienna to Secre-
tary of State, 12 March
1938. I

VII
514
1098

L-297 Law commissioning Secret
State Police Bureau with
supervision of duties of Po-
litical Police commanders
in provinces, 20 Septem-

Ministerialblatt, p. 1343. II 250
VII 1099

L-301 New ruling on protective cus-
tody, from The Archive,
April Lvo% p. 61.

T
1

11

VII
314
lut/i/

L-302 Dr. Werner Spehr: The Law
of Protective Custody, Ber-
lin, 1937, p. 11-13. II

V 11

664
11UU

L-305 Correspondence con cerning
compulsory sterilization on
orders of Ministry of In-

terior of all descendants of
colored occupation troops. II

TTTTVll
666
1102

*L-316 RSHA Order of 5 November
1942, signed by Strecken-
bach, concerning jurisdic-

tion over Poles and Eastern
JNationais. (uoA o4o) TT11

VII

57,

293
1104

*L-323 Entry in Naval War Diary
concerning operation "Wese-
ruebung". (USA 541) I

TT
II

VII

759
'

352,
353
1106

Extract from register of ar-
rests by Gestapo in Poland,
1943. (USA 495) II

VII
591

1107
*Lr-360-H Agreement between the

League for Germandom in
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Foreign Countries and the
Hitler Youth, 6 May 1933.
(USA 671) I

TT
II

VII

319
ooo
883
1108

*L-361 Three documents concerning
the formation of the RSHA,
H i m m 1 e r, 27 September
1939; Heydrich, 23 and 27
September 1939. (UbA 478) TT

II

VTT

247,

252,

255
1 1 AO

*M-1 Speech by Julius Streicher
to Hitler Youth on Holy

(GB 178) TT
11

VTTV 11

nc\A

lllo

*M-2 Speech by Julius Streicher, 10
May 1935. (GB 172) II 695

VTTTV 111 i

M-3 Extract from Mein Kampf, p.

440. II

VIII
689
2

*M-4 Streicher's speech, 5 Septem-
ber 1937, commemorating
the opening of the Wilhelm-
Gustloff-Bridge in Nurn-
berg. (GB 171) II

TTTTr
VIII

694
3

M-5 Report of press conference of
4 August 1938. II

VIII
712
5

*M-6 Leading article by Julius
Streicher from Der Stuer-
mer of September 1936.
(GB 170) II

VIII
693
6

M-7 NSDAP Proclamation from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 29
March 1933, concerning the
boycott. II

TTTTTVIII
691
7

*M-8 Hitler's visit to Nurnberg on
Streicher's 50th birthday,
from Voelkischer Beobach-
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*M-10

*M-11

*M-12

*M-13

*M-14

*M-20

M-21

M-22

*M-25

M-26

ter, 13 February 1935. (GB
182)

Streicher's letter to Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, from
Special edition of The
Stuermer in May 1939. (GB
173)

Streicher's speech in Central
Hall of Coliseum in Nurn-
berg, 23 November 1922.
(GB 165)

Streicher's speech, 20 Novem-
ber 1924. (GB 165)

Streicher's speech in Nurn-
berg, 3 April 1925. (GB
165)

Streicher's speech in the Her-
cules Hall in Nurnberg, 21
April 1932. (GB 165)

Article from 1935 New Year's
issue of "German People's
health from Blood and Soil".

(GB 168)

Article: "Jewish Blood in a
Priest's Robe", from Der
Stuermer, March 1936.

Letter from Himmler, 19 Jan-
uary 193 7, from Der
Stuermer, April 1937.

Letter from Der Stuermer,
April 1936, concerning the
teachings to boys and girls
of Jewish question. (GB
170; USA 861)

Article: "He calls himself a
party member", from Der
Stuermer, March 1936.

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII
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M-27

M-28

*M-30

M-31

*M-32

*M-33

*M-34

M-35

M-36

M-39

M-40

Description Volume

Article: "Friends of the Jews
on the Moselle", from Der
Stuermer, March 1936.

Article: "She must stick to

the Jews", from Der
Stuermer, March 1936.

Speech by Julius Streicher in

Bavarian Diet, 26 June
1925. (GB 165)

Editorial "The Approaching
Finale, The Prophecy of the
Fuehrer", by Julius
Streicher, published in Der
Stuermer.

Extracts from book "Don't
trust a Fox on a green
meadow nor the Jew on his

oath". (GB 181)

"100,000 demonstrate in Koen-
igsplatz against Jewish in-

citements to cruelty", from
Muenchener Beobachter, 1/2
April 1933. (GB 329)

"Safeguard of German Blood
and German Honor", from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 6

October 1935. (GB 169)

Extract from Leading Article

in Der Stuermer, July 1938.

Extract from Leading Article
in Der Stuermer, September
1938.

Extract from Leading Article
in Der Stuermer, January
1938.

Headlines of Articles in

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII
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693261—47—68

Stuermer Special Issue No.
8, January 1938.

Speech by Streicher, 10 No-
vember 1938.

Account of November 1938
demonstrations in Nurnberg
and Fuerth. (GB 174)

Streicher's address to young
girls of vocational training
centre, 19 March 1934, from
Fraenkische Tageszeitung.
(GB 177)

Report of Streicher's address
to 2,000 children at Nurn-
berg at Christmas celebra-
tions, from Fraenkische
Tageszeitung, 22 December
1936. (GB 179)

Letter by von Schirach, pub-
lished in Der Stuermer, Jan-
uary 1938. (USA 871)

Extracts from book: "Jewish
Question and School In-

struction", published in Der
Stuermer, 1937. (GB 180)

Extract from National Zeit-
ung, 27 April 1942, concern-
ing Hess. (GB 254)

Speech by Hess to represent-
atives of Foreign Chamber
of Commerce, from Voelk-
ischer Beobachter, 30 June
1934.

Speech by Hess at inaugura-
tion of new Adolf Hitler
Hall at Hof, from Frank-
furter Zeitung, 13 October
1936. (GB 260)
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VIII

II
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698
26

700
26

700
28

704
28

II

VIII
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VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII
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29

709
30

705
30

488
32

488
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*M-105 Speech by Hess at meeting of
Reich Chamber of Labor at
Messerschmitt Works, from
Voelkischer Beobachter, 2

May 1941. (GB 261) II

VIII
488
34

*M-107 Speech by Hess at 7th Annual
Meeting of Foreign Organi-
zat/ion oi in o u i\. it , irom
Voelkischer Beobachter, 28
A no-net 1Q3Q ff^R 9fifii TT11

VIII

AQQ

35
T\/T 1 AO Speech by Hess broadcast on

Fuehrer's birthday, 20 April
1941. II

TTTTTVIII
488
37

*M-116 Report of interview with Hess
by Wing Commander the
JJuKe oi Hamilton, li May
1941. (GB 269) II

TTTTTVlll
488
37

*n/r i "i t*M-117
. . ...

Record oi interview with Hess,
13 May 1941. (GB 270) II

V 111

488
40

*M-118 Record of interview with Hess,
14 Mav 1Q41 (CV&> 971 ^ TT

11

VIII

AOO488
43

* TVT 11Q ivecora oi conversation witn
Hess, 15 May 1941. (GB
272) II

TTTTTVIII
488
45

M-120 "The VDA and the Nazi
jrariy , exiracieu irom ijrer-

man Basic Handbook, Part
in, unap. lv. II

TTTTTVlll
488
A f*

46
M-121 "German Foreign Institute",

extracted from German Ba-
sic Handbook, Part III,

Chap. IV. II

VIII
488
47

*M-122 "The Problem of German Mi-
norities , irom Urerman ±5a-

sic Handbook, Part III,

Chap. IV. (GB 264) II

VIII
*±oo

48
*M-153 Year Book of the Ausland

(Foreign) Organization of
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A-f\J\j Li 111til
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T")p <s f*v i r» 1" innl/COtl IT l/JLUH VftlllTYlPv v/i time o*pj. age

the iNoJJAir tor iy4Z. (\jrx5
no /i \284) TT

11 623

A
i

T7TTTVlll 4©
*l\/T 1 cc1V1—loo Year Book 01 the Ausland

(Foreign) Organization of
tne JNiSDAr tor 1942. (CjJd

2o4) I 759
TT
II 623

T7TTTVlll 49
*M-158 Telegram, 23 October 1939, re-

garding location of Nazi Or-
ganizations in Madrid. (GB
285) II 526

T7TTTVlll 51

lviemorancium to xvosenoerg,
±j7 iiuguibi lyti^i, concerning
Bormann letter of 23 July
1942, prepared by an official

in the Rosenberg Ministry.
/TTO A /"»AA\(UbA 699) 11 904

T7TTTVlll 52
*"R Q1 rri i £ oolelegram troni Mueller, bo

Gruppenfuehrer to Reichs-
iuenrer oo, 10 uecemoer
ly4Z. ^UoA Z41J I 955

Vlll A60
*"R Q9 Instruction tor internal use on

application of law concern-
ing property of Poles of 17
oeptemDer iy4U , copy oi
monthly report 31 May 1942
with statistics on farms and
estates seized and confis-

cated in the Incorporated
Eastern Territories

; copy of
letter irom bb officer to
nimmier, zu in ovemoer
1»4U. (UbA olZ) T

I
a Ann
1037,

-I AOO1038
TTTTT
VIII 61

Avmv Ovr^PT* cio"no^ Tnr T7/-»v»ai mjf uiuci oigiicti uy von
Brauchitsch, 30 March
1941, concerning deploy-
ment instructions for "Ac-
tion 25" and supplementary
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instruction for action "Ma-
rita". (GB 127) I 638,

787
II 355,

356
VIII 70

*R-96 Correspondence of Minister of

Justice in preparation of the
discriminatory decree of 4

December 1941 regarding
criminal justice against
Poles and Jews in annexed *

Eastern Territories. (GB
268) II 476,

671
VIII 72

*R--100 Minutes of instructions given
by Hitler to General von
Brauchitsch on 25 March
1939. (USA 121) I 580,

728
- II 540

VIII 83
*R--101-A Letter from Chief of the Se-

curity Police and Security
Service to the Reich Com-
missioner for the Consolida-
tion of German Folkdom, 5
April 1940, with enclosures
concerning confiscation of
church property. (USA

268,358) I

271
• II 66, 67,

'd

664
VIII 87

R--101-B Letter from Himmler to Dr.
Winkler, 31 October 1940,
concerning treatment of

church property in incorpo-
295rated Eastern countries. I

II 664
VIII 89

*R -101-C Letter to Reich Leader SS, 30
July 1941, concerning treat-

ment of church property in
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incorporated Eastern areas.

(USA 358) I 296
II 67, 68,

664
VIII 91

*R -101-D Letter from Chief of Staff of
the Reich Main Security Of-
fice (RSHA) to Reich
Leader SS, 30 March 1942,
concerning confiscation of
church property. (USA 358) I 268,

271
II 68,

664
VIII 92

*R--102 Report on activities of The
Task Forces of SIPO and

*

SD in USSR, 1-31 October
1941. (USA 470) I 142

II 225,

226,
276-

280,>
381

VIII 96
*R--103 Letter from Polish Main Com-

mittee to General Govern-
ment of Poland on situation
of Polish workers in the
Reich, 17 May 1944. (USA
204) I 296

902,
904

*R--110
VIII 104

Himmler order of 10 August
1943 to all Senior Execu-
tive SS and Police officers.

(USA 333) I 154
II 292,

579
VIII 107

*R- 112 Orders issued by Reich Com-
missioner for the Consolida-
tion of German nationhood,
16 February 1942, 1 July
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1Q49 98 Tnlv 1 Q49 fTT^A

OKJV J
T
i

II 57

232,
233

VIII 108

*T? 114XV— J. -L^r IVXCLIIUI dlllXd UX l^UIlXcl CllUco, *±

anrl 18 Alienist 1Q49 pati-

L/Cl Illllg till CL LIUIlo XUI LICdL-

mexiL ui ucponeu Aisdiidiis.

(USA 314) I 1096
II 58,

232
VIII 122

T? T1 ft Drafts of letters and memo-
LdLLKlci UX VJCllcI dl Oldll UX

Armed Forces concerning
treatment of enemy fliers. I 154

II 413
VIII 127

*P 1 9A Qnoov'a pnnfflT'OTiPD Tn inn "hoc? rv"Fopccl o LUIlXcI cllLtJ IIllllULcb UX

v^enurai Jrianning x30d.ru.,

1 Q/1 9 A A pavi/>ov>viivi(v lorirvvXC7^t^i

—

rkrkf LOIlLcI IlJXlg IdUUI
Qnrmlv fTT^A 17Q^Supply. ^UuA x iu

)

TX 1

889
88^ooO,
8Q9

ovo,
8QQ
Q1 nyiu,
Q1

1

Q1 A

Q17
Q1

Q

VLVy

QQQVOUy

vol
II 207,

208,
212

VIII 146

*R-129 Letter and enclosure from
Pohl to Himmler, 30 April
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1942, concerning concentra-
tion oamns CUSA 217} I

II

VIII

915,

916,
960

206
198

*R-133 Notes on conference with
Goering in Westerland on
25 Julv 1939 <rienpd Muel-
ler, dated Berlin 27 July
1939. (USA 124) I 581

II

VIII
428
202

*R-135 Tjpttpr to Rosenbprp* enclosing

secret reports from Kube
on German atrocities in the
East, 18 June 1943, found in

Himmler's personal files.

(USA 289) I

II

VIII

142,

1001,
1002

228,
275,
382,

383,
591,
614

205
R-139 Correspondence between Hess*

offipp anrl tbp IVTiniQ'f'w nfL/iiiL/C emu liic ivxiiixo Li y ui

Justice concerning civil law
II

VIII

476,
905

209

in Eastern Territories.

*R-140 Secret letter from Goering's
adjutant, Major Conrath, 11
July 1938, enclosing tran-
script of Goering's speech of
8 July to representatives of
aircraft industry (USA
160) I

II

VIII

859
425,
428

221
R-141 Minutes of conference directed

by Hess' assistants, 20 Feb-
ruary 1941, concerning ra-
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cial problems in Armed
Forces. II

VIII
476
236

*R-142 Memoranda to Koblenz Dis-
trict Headquarters', 22 April
1938 and 7 May 1938, relat-

ing to the plebiscite of 10
April 1938. (USA 481) I

II

VIII

220
261
243

R-143 Himmler decree, 1 December
1939, concerning procedure
for confiscation of works of

art, archives, and docu-
ments.

I

II

VIII

1108
247
246

*R-145 State Police Order, 28 May
1934, at Duesseldorf, signed
Schmid, concerning sanction
of denominational youth
and professional associa-

tions and distribution of
publications in churches.
(USA 745) I

II

VIII

272
298
248

*R-146 Letter from Bormann to all

Gauleiters. 20 March 1941,
enclosing letter of Dr. Lam-
mers to the Reich Minister
of the Interior, 14 March
1941. (USA 678) II

VIII
890
250

R-148 Letter from Goering to Su-
preme Reich authorities, 8
March 194 0, concerning
treatment of male and fe-

male civilian workers of
Polish nationality; also let-

ters, orders, and memoranda
relating thereto. II 433

VIII 251
*R-150 Extracts from Luftwaffe

Group Command Three
Study on Instruction for
Deployment and Combat
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"Case Red", 2 June 1938.
(USA I 527

VIII 268Cj L/ LJ

*TC-1 TTacnp Gonvpntion for Pacific
S\.pftlpmpTif n"f Tnfprna fion^i 1IJClliClUtilL' Ul llil/CliiCl 1/lUllal

Disnufps sio"npri q + tVipX_7lOjJULUO Dig XiGLi do H1C
Has-ue 29 Julv 1899 CGB

I 652,
653

VIII 273
X v_y—£4 TTpo*np Gonvpntion (1) "for Pa-XXCl^i, LlC VJUUVC1111UH \ / X LfX X CI

pifip SpftlpTYiPnt n"f Tntprna-

fional Disnntps-1 907 CGB
2) I 611,

653,
673*

VIII 276
TTpcup f^onvpnfinn PpIji-

tivp i"r» nriPTiino* r»"F TTncii"ili_Live LU UJJCxxxxlg Ul llU&llll"

tips (OR 2^ I 653
654,

673,
760

VIII 279CJ • «/

TTflffiip Gon vpntion Pp-X J- Ci LA VvllVClltlUll \ KJ J lit
snppfino* T?icrVii"cj flnH Tintipci

of Npntral Powprcs anrl Ppv_
sons in War on TjflnH (GROL/XXO XXI TV CiX vJXX X_i Ci i 1 Li • I VJXI

2) I 654,

673,
760

VIII 282
*TC-5 Vprsaillps TVpatv Artirlp 49—» l;x k_ ctiiiL. o x x cci , ni Lxv^xC ^tCu—

44 (GB 3} I 654,
655

VIIIV XXX 288
*TC-6 Vprsaillps Trpfltv Sprtion VI» li oaiiiLO x i ca ij , kJGL^uXL/xl V x,

ArtiHp 80 Austria (GP ^ TX
J

\JtJtJ

VIITV XXX

*TC-7 Versailles Treaty, Section VII,
Article 81, Czecho-Slovak
State. (GB 3) I 654,

656
VIII 289
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*TC-8

TC-9

*TC-10

*TC-11

*TC-12

*TC-13

'TC-14

TC-15

Versailles Treaty, Section X,
Article 99, Memel. (GB 3)

Versailles Treaty, Section XI,
Article 100, Free City of
Danzig. (GB 3)

Versailles Treaty, Part V, Mil-

itary, Naval and Air
Clauses. (GB 3)

Treaty between the United
States and Germany restor-

ing friendly relations, 25
August 1921. (USA 12)

Treaty of Mutual Guarantee
between Germany, Belgium,
France, Great Britain and
Italy, done at Locarno, 16
October 1925. (GB 13)

Arbitration Convention be-

tween Germany and Bel-

gium at Locarno, 16 Oc-
tober 1925. (GB 15)

Arbitration Treaty between
Germany and Czechoslo-
vakia, signed at Locarno, 16
October 1925. (GB 14)

Arbitration Treaty between
Germany and Poland at Lo-
carno, 16 October 1925. (GB
16)

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

VIII

VIII
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*TC-16 Convention of Arbitration and
conciliation between Ger-
many and the Netherlands,
signed at the Hague, 20 May
1926. (GB97) I

VIII
760
337

*TC-17 Treaty of Arbitration and
Conciliation between Ger-
many and Denmark, signed
at Berlin, 2 June 1926. (GB
76) I

VIII

733,
734

346
*TC-18 Declaration concerning wars

of aggression; resolution of
3rd Committee of League of
Nations 24 September 1927.
(GB 17) I

VIII

665,
729

357
*TC-19 Kellogg-Briand Pact at Paris.

1929 Reichsgesetzblatt, Part
II, No. 9, pp. 97-101. (GB
18) I

VIII

665,

673,
774

359
*TC-20 Treaty of Arbitration and

Conciliation between Ger-
many and L u x e m bourg,
signed at Geneva, 11 Sep-
tember 1929. (GB 98) I 760

VIII 362
^TC-21 German-Polish Declaration, 26

January 1934. (GB 24) I

VIII

611,

612,

670,
674

368
*TC-22 Agreement between Austria

and German Government
and Government of Federal
State of Austria, 11 July
1936. (GB20) I

II

VIII

469,
666

945,
1020,
1022

369
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*TC-23 Agreement between Germany,
the United Kingdom, France
and Italy, 29 September
1938. (GB23) I

II

VIII

558,

667,
668

493
370

*TC-24 Treaty of non-aggression be-

tween German Reich and
Kingdom of Denmark, 31
May 1939. (GB 77) I

II

VIII

734
498
373

*TC-25 Non-aggression Treaty be-

tween Germany and USSR
and announcement of 25
September 1939 relating to

it. (GB 145) I

II

VIII

671,
694

503,
1021

375
*TC-26 German assurance to Austria,

21 May 1935, from Docu-
ments of German Politics,

Part III, p. 94. (GB 19) I

II

vin

469,
666

1020,
1022

376
*TC-27 German assurances to Czecho-

slovakia, 11 and 12 March
1938, as reported by M. Ma-
saryk, the Czechoslovak
Minister to London to Vis-

•

count Halifax. (GB 21) i

ii

VIII

517,
666

427,
1023,
1024

377
*TC-28 German assurance to Czecho-

slovakia, 26 September
1938, from Documents of
German Politics, Part VI,

pp. 345-346. (GB 22) i

VIII

667,
729

378
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Document

TC-30

TC-31

TC-36

TC-37

Description

German assurances to Poland,
26 September 1938, from
Documents of German Poli-

tics, Part VI, p. 336. (GB
32)

German assurance to Den-
mark, Norway, Belgium,
and the Netherlands, 28
April 1939, from Documents
of German Politics, Part
VII, pp. 139, 172-175.
(GB 78)

German assurance to Norway,
2 September 1939. (GB 79)

German assurance to Norway,
6 October 1939, from Docu-
ments of German Politics,

Vol. VII, p. 350. (GB80)

German assurance to Belgium
and the Netherlands, 30
January 1937, from Docu-
ments of German Politics,

Part IV, pp. 42-43. (GB 99)

German Declaration to the
Belgian Minister of 13 Oc-
tober 1937. (GB 100)

Declaration made by Ambas-
sador of Germany on 26 Au-
gust 1939. (GB 102)

German assurance to Belgium,
6 October 1939, from Docu-
ments of German Politics,

Vol. VII, p. 351.

Volume

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

VIII

I

VIII

I

II

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

Page

681
378

734,

735,
763
379

628,

735
380

735,

765,
766

381

761
381

762
1021
381

765
382

774
383
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1 Declaration of German Minis-
ter to the Netherlands, 26
August 1939. (GB 103) I

VIII
765
383

1C-41 German assurance to the
Netherlands, 6 October
1939, from Documents of

German Politics, Vol. VII,

p. 351. 774
VIII 384

* 1 C-42 German assurance to Luxem-
burg, 26 August 1939. (GB
104) I

VIII
7o5
384

*TC-42-A German assurance to Luxem-
burg, 28 April 1939. (GB
101) I

VIII

763,

764
OOP*
385

TC-43 German assurance to Yugo-
slavia, 6 October 1939, from
Documents of German Poli-

tics, Vol. VII, p. 352. I 635,

VIII
777

386
*TC-44 Notice by German government

of existence of German Air
Force, 9 March 1935. (GB
•i -* \
11) I

II

VIII

450,
661

1018
386

TC-45 Proclamation to German Peo-
ple of 16 March 1935. I

VIII

450,
661

388
TC-46 German memorandum to Sig-

natories of Locarno Pact re-

asserting full German sov-
ereignty over Rhineland, 7
March 1936. I

VIII

450,
671

394
TC-47 Hitler's Proclamation of Inva-

siun oi xiustna, LA ividrcn

1938. I

VIII

502,

655
398
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*TC-49 Agreement with Czechoslo-
vakia, 15 March 1939,
signed by Hitler, von Rib-
bentrop, Hacha and Chval-
kovsky, from Documents of
German Politics, Part VII,

pp. 498-499. (GB 6) II

VIII

576,
657

402

*TC-50 Proclamation of the Fuehrer
to the German people and
Order of the Fuehrer to the
Wehrmacht, 15 March 1939,
from Documents of German
Politics, Part VII, pp. 499-
501. (GB 7) I

II

VIII

577,

658
1024
402

*TC-51 Decree establishing the Pro-
tectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia, 16 March 1939.
(GB 8) I

II

VIII

577,
658

512,
1024

404

*TC-52 Formal British protest against
the annexation of Czecho-
slovakia in violation of the
Munich Agreement, 17
March 1939. (GB 9) I

VIII

580,

658
407 .

*TC-53 Formal French protest against
the annexation of Bohemia
and Moravia in violation of
the Munich Agreement, 17
March 1939. (GB 10) 1

VIII

580,

659
407

*TC-53-A Marginal note to decree of
final incorporation of Memel
with German Reich, 23
March 1939, from Docu-
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Document

TC-54

TC--54-A

TC-54-B

TC-55

TC-56

TC-57

TC-58

TC-58-A

Description

ments of German Politics,

Part VII, p. 552. (GB 4)

Proclamation of the Fuehrer
to German Armed Forces,
1 September 1939. (GB 73)

"Danzig's return to the
Reich", from Documents of
German Politics, Part VII,

p. 575. (GB 73)

Von Brauchitsch appeal to the
people of Danzig, from Doc-
uments of German Politics,

Part VII, p. 596. (GB 73)

German ultimatum to Norway
and Denmark, 9 April 1940,
from Documents of German
Politics, Part VIII, pp. 21-
31. (GB 92)

German Plans for Invasion of
Norway, 1 October 1945.
(GB 93)

German ultimatum to Belgium
and the Netherlands, 9 May
1940, from Documents of
German Politics, Part VIII,

pp. 142-150. (GB 112)

"Belgium, the official account
of what happened 1939-
1940". (GB 111)

Secret instruction to the Com-
mander of 2nd Luftflotte
found in German Aeroplane

Volume

I

II

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

II

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

Page

VIII

656,

729
494
408

672,

721
408

672
409

413
410

750,
751

410

752
414

771
416

634,

768,

770
421
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Document

*TC-59

*TC-60

TC-62

*TC-70

*TC-71

*TC-72 No. 13

*TC-72 No. 14

*TC-72 No. 16

*TC-72 No. 17

Description

of 10 January
110)

1940. (GB

Protest from Belgium, 10 May
1940, following German ag-
gression. (GB 111)

German memorandum to Lux-
emburg, 9 May 1940, from
Documents of German Poli-

tics, Part VIII, pp. 150-151.
(GB 113)

German declaration of war on
U.S.A., 11 December 1941,
from Documents of German
Politics, Part IV, p. 497.

Hitler's Reichstag speech con-
cerning agreement with
Poland, 30 January 1934,
from Voelkischer Beobach-
ter, 31 January 1934. (GB
25)

Reports of British Consul in

Danzig, July 1939. (GB 47)

British Blue Book. Hitler's
Reichstag speech, 28 April
1939. (GB 43)

British Blue Book. German
memo randum renouncing
1934 agreement, 28 April
1939. (GB 42)

British Blue Book. Polish Gov-
ernment's reply, 5 May
1939, to 28 April memo.
(GB 44)

British Blue Book. British
Prime Minister's statement

Volume

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

Page

775
423

771
429

771
431

672
432

675
433

695
434

692
438

690,
691

441

692
445

693261' -69
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Document

*TC-72 No. 18

TC-72 No. 53

TC-72 No. 54

TC-72 No. 55

TC-72 No. 56

TC-72 No. 60

TC-72 No. 62

TC-72 No. 68

*TC-72 No. 74

Description Volume

in House of Commons, 31

March 1939. (GB 39)

British Blue Book. Anglo-Pol-
ish communique issued 6

April 1939. (GB 40)

British Blue Book. Report of

British Ambassador, War-
saw, 26 August 1939. (GB
51)

British Blue Book. Report of

British Ambassador, War-
saw, 26 August 1939. (GB
52)

British Blue Book. Report of
British Ambassador, War-
saw, 27 August 1939. (GB
53)

British Blue Book. British
Prime Minister's letter to

Hitler, 22 August 1939. (GB
55)

British Blue Book. Hitler's re-

ply to British Prime Minis-
ter, 23 August 1939. (GB
56)

British Blue Book. Danzig
Senate Decree appointing
Forster Head of State, 23
August 1939. (GB 50)

British Blue Book. Hitler's ver-

bal communique to Sir Nev-
ille Henderson, 25 August
1939. (GB 65)

British Blue Book. British
Government's reply, 28 Au-

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII
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Document

*TC-72 No. 75

*TC-72 No. 78

*TC-72 No. 79

*TC-72 No. 89

*TC-72 No. 92

*TC-72 No. 110

TC-72 No. 113

TC-72 No. 118

*TC-72 No. 124

*TC-72 No. 126

Description

gust 1939, to Hitler's mes-
sage of 25 August. (GB 66)

British Blue Book. Hitler and
Sir N. Henderson conver-
sation, 28 August 1939. (GB
67)

British Blue Book. Hitler's re-

ply to British Government,
29 August 1939. (GB 68)

British Blue Book. Hitler and
Sir N. Henderson conversa-
tion, 29 August 1939. (GB
69)

British Blue Book. British
Government's reply, 30 Au-
gust 1939, to German com-
munication of 29 August.
(GB 70)

British Blue Book. Ribbentrop
and Sir N. Henderson con-
versation, midnight 30 Au-
gust 1939. (GB 71)

British Blue Book. British
Government's ultimatum, 1

September 1939. (GB 74)

British Blue Book. Copy Ger-
man proposals handed to
Sir N. Henderson 9:15 P.M.,
31 August 1939.

British Blue Book. British-
Government's final ultima-
tum, 3 September 1939.

British Blue Book. President
Roosevelt's appeal to Hitler,
24 August 1939. (GB 59)

British Blue Book. President
Moscicki's reply to Presi-

Volume

1

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

Page

716
460

716
463

717
466

718
469

718
470

719
472

721
473

721
474

722
474

709
475
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...

dent Roosevelt, 25 August
1939. (GB 60) I

VTTTV 111

710
47

*TC-72 No. 127 British Blue Book. President
Roosevelt's second appeal to

Hitler, 25 August 1939.
(CVR fill x

VIII

710
477

It- /Z 1NO. loy mitisn .Blue ±>ook. Ine Jrope s

appeal, 24 August 1939. (GB
\JLj } J

VIII

710
477

* rrr,
< to tvt~ -1/1-1

1 JNo. 141 British Blue Book. The Pope s

appeal, 31 August 1939.

^ VI -L_) UO ^ J

VIII

710
480

T~> 1 " 1 TTT1 *J_ T"» 1 /"I
Polish White Book. German-

Polish communique, 5 No-
vpmhpr 1927 (CMR 91\ T

JL

VTTTV 111

677
480

TC-73 No. 37 Polish White Book. Hitler s

Reichstag speech, 20 Feb-
yi]QV-v 1Q38 TT11 597

TC-73 No. 40

VTT1V 111 481

Polish White Book. Lipski
and Ribbentrop, 10 Septem-
ber 1938. II 495

TC-73 No 42
V 111 481

Polish White Book. Jbxtracts
from speech by Hitler at
Sportz Palast, 26 Septem-
ber 1938. II 495

*TC-73 No. 44

T7 TTTVIII A OO

Polish White Book. Lipski,
Ribbentrop luncheon, con-
versation, 24 October 1938.
(GB 27-A) I

TT
II

VIII

683
/IOC

48o
*TC-73 No. 45 Polish White Book. Beck's in-

structions to Lipski, 31 Oc-
tober 1938. (GB 27-B) I

POO
683,

II

VIII

684

495
484

*TC-73 No. 48 Polish White Book. Beck and
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Document Description Volume Page

Hitler conversation, 5 Janu-
ary 1939. (GB 34) I

II

VIII

684,

685
496
486

* 10-73 No. 49 Polish White Book. Beck and
Ribbentrop conversation, 6
January 1939. (GB 35)

II

VIII

685
496
488

ll-lo ISO. O/ Jroiisn wnite .book, riitier s

Reichstag speech, 30 Janu-
ary 1939. (GB 37)

II

VIII

686
496
488

*TC-73 No. 61 Polish White Book. Ribben-
irop ana JuipsKi conversa-
tion, 21 March 1939. (GB
38)

II
T7TTT

687
497
489

*TC-73 No. 91 Polish White Book. Anglo-Pol-
ish Agreement, 25 August
1939. (GB 57)

VIII
707
492

*TC-73 No. 112 Polish White Book. Ribben- •

trop-Lipski conversation, 31
August 1939. (GB 72)

"V7TTTVIII
719
494

TC-73 No. 113 Polish White Book. German
broadcast 9 p.m. 31 August
Lvov.

VIII
721
495

TC-73 No. 147 .roiisn wnite .book, final re-

port of former Polish Am-
bassador in Berlin, 10 Oc-
tober 1939. II 498

VIII 499
iviemo ior xne ruenrer, z Jan-

uary 1938, concerning An-
glo-German relations. (GB
28) 678,

679
VIII 513

^Tr\4-Q Tf\v KQinViciTYiirnc'fQv OCl>Ult; 1V1 XvclLIlblllllllS LtJl, ^0
August 1938. (GB 31)

II

VIII

617,
681

495
515
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VrklnmpV l/lUIIltJ Pq era
-t age

*TC-77 Memorandum of conversation
between Hitler, Ribbentrop
and Ciano, 12 August 1939.
(GB 48) I 635,

695,
697-
699,

'

701,
777

VIII 516
*TC-78 French Prime Minister's let-

ter to Hitler, 26 August
1939. (GB 58) I 709

VIII 529
*TC-79 Hitler's reply to French Prime

Minister, 27 August 1939.
/ r~i~r> cro\

I 709
VIII 531

*TC-90 Goering's interrogation, 29
August 1945. (GB 64) I 713,

714
VIII 534

*TC-91 Ribbentrop's interrogation, 29
August 1945. (GB 276) I 733

• VIII 535
*TC-92 Hitler's address at dinner for

Prince Regent of Yugo-
slavia, 1 June 1939. (GB
114) I 777

VIII 536
*TC-93 Proclamation of the Fuehrer

to the German people, 6
April 1941, from Docu-
ments Concerning the Con-
flict with Yugoslavia and
Greece. (GB 114) I 787,

788
VIII 537

*UK-20 TTpifpl Ot/^pv nn "fvpatmpnt' n~P

supporters of De Gaulle who
fight for Russians, 26 May II 564
iy4o. ((jtJ3 loo) T7TTT OOO

*UK-57 Keitel directives, 4 January
1944 and 21 April 1944, con-
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Document

UK-65

*UK-66

UK-81

Affidavit A

Affidavit B

Description

cerning counteraction to

Kharkov trial. (GB 164)

Report by Raeder to Hitler, 16
October 1939, and memoran-
dum regarding intensified

naval war against England,
15 October 1939. (GB 224)

Report of British War Crimes
Section of Allied Force
Headquarters on German
reprisals for partisan activ-

ity in Italy. (GB 274)

Letters of 26 November and
28 October 1941, with en-
closed orders on protection
of troops against Partisans
and Sabotage and conduct
of troops in Eastern Terri-
tories.

Affidavit of Erwin Lahousen,
21 January 1946, substan-
tially the same as his testi-

mony on direct examination
before the International
Military Tribunal at Nurn-
berg 30 November and 1

December 1945.

Affidavit of Otto Ohlendorf , 20
November. 1945, substan-
tially the same as his testi-

Volume

II

VIII

I

II

VIII

II

VIII

II

VIII

Page

564,
866

539

162
863,
864

545

413,
564

572

379,
381

582

I

II

VIII

162,

702,
733

224,
315,
414,
512,
564

587
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Document Description Volume Page

mony on direct examination
before the International
Military Tribunal at Nurn-
berg 3 January 1946. II

VIII

248,

315,

414,
592

596

Affidavit C Affidavit of Dieter Wisliceny,
29 November 1945, substan-
tially the same as his testi-

mony on direct examination
before the International
Military Tribunal at Nurn-
berg 3 January 1946. II

VIII

315,
592

606

Affidavit D Affidavit of Walter Schellen-
berg, 23 January 1946, sub-
stantially the same as his
testimony on direct exami-
nation before the Interna-
tional Military Tribunal at
Nurnberg 4 January 1946. II

VIII

315,

414,
592

622

Affidavit E Affidavit of Alois Hoellriegl,

22 November 1945, substan-
tially the same as his testi-

mony on direct examination
before the International
Military Tribunal at Nurn-
berg 4 January 1946. II

VIII
592
630

Affidavit F Affidavit of Josef Dietrich,
20-21 November 1945 TT

j. j.

VIII

1 79

248,
489

631

Affidavit G Affidavit of Frits Ernst
Fischer, 21 November 1945. II

VIII
248
635
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Document Description Volume Page

Affidavit H Affidavit of Franz Haider, 22
November 1945 I 515,

592,
775'

II 414
VIII 643

Affidavit T Affidavit of Leopold Buerkner,
22 January 1946. II 414,

564
VIII 647

Affidavit J Affidavit of Erhard Milch, 23
Jannarv 1 94fi TX

II 414
VIII 658

Statement I The Laconia Case and German
Submarine Warfare bv Karl
Doenitz Numbers' 7 and 19
October 1945 IIXX 848,

876
VIII 65?

Statement II A Short Historical Considera-
tion of German War Guilt

bv Alfred Jodl Nurnberer 6
Sentember 19451 j.«y x.t/» II 575

Statement III

VIIIV XXX 662
The Origin of the Directives

of the Supreme Commander
of the Armed Forces bvV/X tXIVy XIX XXXvVX JL \J X V_/O y KsJ

Wilhelm Keitel NumbersT T IXllvXXxx XXvl Xl Ul 1xmV/X

15 September 1945JL,^ ftw'V/ K/ VVXXXMVX A- U X r_/ •
TT
L X 414

564

Statement IV
VITIV XXX 669

The Position and Powers of
the Chief of the OKW bv
Wilhelm Keitel Numbers* 9* * XXXXVXXXX X. JL V-/ X Xy X ^ UX X X A-/ \^ X £^ f C/

October 1945 TTXX 414
564

VIIIV XXX 672
Statement V Notes Concerning Actions of

German Armed ForresVI Vyl XllCiXx XX. X 1X1 vl X UI LvO
Durins? the War and in Or-X—r 111^ UXiV T T tiX U-X1U XXX V_X V-/

r u d i e d Territorv bv ^W^l-L U p 1 C U J. CI 1 I LUX jr
, kjy VV 11

helm Keitel, Nurnberg, 19
October 1945. II 414,

564

Statement VI
VIII 678

The Relationship between Ca-
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Document Description Volume Page

naris and Keitel, by Erwin
Lahousen, Nurnberg, 23 Oc-
tober 1945. II

VTTTV 111

564

Statement VII The Development of German
Naval Policy — 1933-1939,
by Erich Raeder, Moscow,
fall 1945. I

II
VTTTV 111

450
876

kji/d-Lcinent v 111 The Breakthrough in the
Onannei Hiariy m iy4Z, Dy
Erich Raeder, Moscow, 30
August 1945. II 876

VTTTV 111

Statement JX My Relationship to Adolf Hit-
ler and to the Party, by
Erich Raeder, Moscow, fall

1945. II

TTTTT
VIII

172,

248,

315,
414,
465,
565,

o/o,

848,
876
(v(

Statement X The Relationship of Party and
otate, as it xLiXistea in iteai-

ity, by Wilhelm Stuckhart,
iNurnoerg, 1 jjecemoer iy4o. T

1
TTTTT
VIII ( ob

O la Iclllcil I -A.JL Farewell Message of Robert
Ley Found in Nurnberg
prison, 25 October 1945,
after discovery of his sui-

cide. I

VIII

84,

740
Statement XII Political Testament of Robert

Ley written in Nurnberg
Prison, 24 October 1945. I

VIII

84,

Zoo,

948,
1022

742
Statement XIII Outline of Defense of Dr.
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Document Description Volume Page

Robert Ley, written in

Nurnberg Prison, 24 Oc-
tober 1945. I 84,

263,
948,
1022

II 172
VIII 749

Statement XIV Hungarian Relations with
Germany Before and During
the War by Nicholas Hor-
thy, Jr., Nurnberg, 22 Feb-
ruary 1946. I 450,

839,
1022

VIII 756
Statement XV Why Hungary Went to War

by Nicholas Horthy, Jr.,

Nnrnberg, 3 May 1946. I 840
VIII 767

Chart No. 1 National Socialist German
Workers' Party. (2903-PS

;

USA 2) I 124,

175,

229,
230

II 24,

28,

51,

248,
315,
465,
489,
528,
592,
624,
653,

689,
738,
773,
896,
915,
1014,
1035,
1054

VIII 770
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Document Description Volume Page

*Chart No. 2 Totalitarian, Control of Propa-
ganua ana Hiaucation. (UoA
21) I

VIII

327,
340

771
*Chart No. 3 Organization of the SS. (USA

445) II

VIII

177,

178,

180,

184,

198,

199,

206,
316,

592
772

*Chart No. 4 Report of Special Purpose
Group "A" regarding Jews
killed in the Baltic Coun-
tries, White Russia and
Lithuania. (2273-PS; USA
487) II

VIII
272
773

* Chart No. 5 Position of Kaltenbrunner and
the Gestapo and SD in the
German Police System.

TT11

VTTTV 111

OA Q

592

**Chart No. 6 Reich Cabinet and Subsidi-
aries. (Enlargement dis-

TT
11played to tribunal.) 133

TTTTTVlll lib
**Chart No. 7 Organization of the Wehr-

macht 1938-1945. (Enlarge-
ment displayed to tribunal.)

TT
II 324,

TTTTT
VIII

565,
5 to

776
**Chart No. 8 Organization of the SA. (En-

largement displayed to tri-

bunal.) II 154
TTTTTVlll 111

Chart No. 9 The Organization of German
Business. I

VIII
369
778
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Document

Chart No. 10

**Chart No. 11

*Chart No. 12

**Chart No. 13

**Chart No. 14

Chart No. 15

*Chart No. 16

Description

1938 Proposals for Luftwaffe
Expansion 1938-1950. (15,

2527)

Aggressive Action 1938-39.
(Enlargement displayed to

tribunal.)

German Aggression. (Enlarge-
ment displayed to tribunal.)

Violations of Treaties, Agree-
ments and Assurances. (En-
largement displayed to tri-

bunal.)

Volume

Number of Politische Leiter
being Prosecuted compared
to Number of Nazi Ele-
ments in Germany and En-
tire German Population.
(Enlargement displayed to
tribunal.)

Staff of the Fuehrer's Deputy.
(3201-PS; GB 251)

The Structure of the German
Police. (1852-PS; USA
449)

I

II

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

VIII

II

End

II

End

of

of

II 248,
316,
660

End of VIII
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Document

*Chart No. 17

"Chart No. 18

"Chart No. 19

Description

Foreign Organization of the
NSDAP. (2354-PS; USA
430)

Organization of the Reich
Government. (2 9 0 5-P S

;

USA 3)

Organization of the Security-

Police (Gestapo and Kripo)
and the SD 1943-1945.
(2346-PS; USA 480)

Volume Page

II 173,
624

End of VIII

II

I 179,

229,
230

95,

98
End of VIII

II 248,

257,
592

End of VIII

u. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1947—693261
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NUMBER OF POLITISCHE LEITER BEING PROSECUTED COMPARED
TO NUMBER OF NAZI ELEMENTS IN GERMANY AND ENTIRE

GERMAN POPULATION (1939 STATISTICS)

GERMAN CITIZENS
79,529, 975

:
: : : :

=
~

\ \

NSDAP VOTERS
48,905, 004

NSDAP MEMBERS
5, 000,000

NSDAP LEADERS
1,040,520

BLOCKLEITER
463, 048

ZELLENLEITER
89, 378

ORTSGRUPPENLEITER
28,376

KREISLEITER & STAFF
26, 000

GAULEITER & STAFF
5,000

REICHSLEITUNG
1,000

FUEHRER

POLITISCHE LEITER
612,000

Chart 14 693261 O - 47 (In pocket)
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STAFF OF THE F'UHRER'S DEPUTY

Presentation # A - SPD-OCC





.852-PS THE STRUCTURE OF THE GERMAN POLICE Translated by MAX MANLIN

(As of Summer 1941)

DER REICHSMINISTER DES HNNERN
REICH MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR

Der Chef des
Hauptamtes
Haushalt und
Eauten
THE CHIEF OF
THE MAIN OFFICE
BUDGET, CONSTRUC-
TIONS

Der Chef der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD
THE CHIEF OF THE SECURITY POLICE
AND THE SECURITY SERVICE

Reich-
Ministry

of the

Interior

OFFICES
I-VII of the

MINISTRY

Main Office,

Budget &
Constructions

Der Chef der Ordnungspolizei
THE CHIEF OF THE REGULAR POLICE

Main Office Regular Police

The
Reich
Labor
Leader

The
Reich
Sports
Leader

Higher
Police

Author-
ities

Security Service
with

Branch Bureaus

State Police Bureaus
(for each government district or corresponding
administrative district) with Branch Bureaus,
Frontier Police Offices and Frontier Police Posts.

I-

Ifgi

District Police Authorities

(county counselors within the

counties with rural police

officials and chief mayors,
in city districts with munic-
ipal police officials)

Local Police Authorities
(mayors in towns and country
communities with municipal
police officials)

Criminal Police Bureaus
(head: the chief of the

state-police administration

at its seat of office)

District Presidents

State Governments and

Reich Governors as

higher police

authorities

State Police Administrations (Central Police Hq.,

District Police Hq., Police Precincts) in certain towns

Criminal Department
(where no criminal

police bureau exists)

Detached Service Districts

and Alerted Reserves of the

municipal police in barracks

I, Margot Boatwright, X 046273,
Translation of chart on page 111 hereby certify that I am thoroughly

in the book entitled 'The German Police" conversant with the English and German (signed) WUaju^~ ^> o-n^fv^A/^"
by Dr. jur. Werner Best, SS Brigadier languages; and that the above is a true ^cT ^
General, published in 1941 by L. C. and correct translation of Document No.
Wittich Verlag, Darmstadt. 1852-PS.

Chart 16
693261 O - 47 (In pocket)









ORGANIZATION OF THE SECURITY POLICE (GESTAPO AND KRIPO) AND THE SD 1943-1945
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